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Preface

I keep time through a conglomeration of the media, the music industry, and

film. My first exposure to trauma was through the nightly telecasts of the war

in Viet Nam by the partnership of Chet Huntley and David Brinkley of NBC

news. Walter Cronkite was a legend at the same time period and represented

CBS. Both were responsible for the graphic images of the war; Night night

after night, for years, I was mesmerized by the images of the wounded and

dead. The film industry joined in, taking advantage of the politics of the war

and the staggering number of the injured and dead to make Apocalypse Now,

Born on the fourth of July, Platoon, Good Morning Viet Nam, and so on.

Although these were just films, their closeness to reality put the trauma

patients in my face. With the music and festival of Woodstock, I have

never been able to turn back.

Trauma was again brought front and center as the seed of medical school

was planted in my mind. Trauma was clearly a specialized field of medicine.

Like many fields of medicine, there is little consensus on what to do with the

trauma patient. In our recent history, other causes of trauma such as 9/11,

Hurricane Katrina, the Haitian Earthquake, and the Tsunamis of Thailand

and Japan have challenged trauma providers. Each one of these disasters

presented trauma providers new sets of problems never seen before. The

ongoing and complex conflicts in the Middle East (The Hurt Locker, The

Lone Survivor, Argo, and Zero Dark Thirty) brought explosive devices,

rocket-propelled grenades, and suicide bombers that created injuries we

have never seen and challenged us to the highest level in terms of prevention

and treatment.

Readers in professional fields look at textbooks seeking recipes to handle

defined medical or legal problems. The initial intent of this book was to offer

recipes to the anesthesiologist for each type of trauma. As all authors

describe in this book, no two traumas are alike, most traumas include

multiple sites that change the rules for one site. From a clinical research

perspective, it is almost impossible to find a cohort of patients that match one

another. Simply stated, a consensus of practice is offered in each chapter, but

the scientific evidence may not be strong. The massive transfusion protocol

in Dr. Dutton’s chapter is well subscribed to by clinicians throughout the

country with questionable evidence.

We break trauma down into anatomical parts and try to offer consensus.

The book starts off with one of the most important topics: assessment of the
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trauma patient. Dr. Wilson’s systematic examination of the patient and

gathering of data is the standard approach to the trauma patient (Advanced

Trauma Life Support). Dr. Dutton’s chapter on blood and blood products is in

alignment with the recommendations of American Society of

Anesthesiologists. That said, many trauma centers have not adopted these

recommendations for complex reasons. My chapter offers a consensus on

how to take care of the multitrauma patient. The evidence is strong but goes

against the grain of an approach that dates back to the Civil War (Lincoln

2013). There will be many naysayers who will keep to the current paradigm

they practice from. Simply stated, trauma providers may not buy into what is

now new evidence.

At every national anesthesia meeting, exhibitors demonstrate the latest

difficult airway device. Dr. Capan has an international reputation for airway

management. This is an area of enormous research and development in

devices that deal with the difficult and traumatized airway. It is conceivable

that the conventional laryngoscope’s life span can now be measured. Dr.

Capan fills in any possible deficit in the understanding of the challenging

airway in his chapter keeping in mind new ways to assess the bad airway with

new devices.

It is difficult to separate the traumatized airway from cervical spine

injuries. Dr. Abramowicz, a national expert on neuroanesthesia, links the

two while Dr. Frost, a well-known name in the field of anesthesia and brain

science, covers the brain and the spinal cord. It would be unusual if an airway

trauma did not include the brain and the spinal cord. Dr. Frost offers the

newest evidence on the brain, a subject that seems to be waxing and waning

each year.

Dr. Wang wrote two crucial chapters on burns. Many level I trauma

centers may not take care of severely burned patients. The criteria for a

hospital to have a burn center are different from a level I trauma center. It is

not unusual that trauma centers do not provide burn skills; I have read it

several times to gain another skill that I am missing in my trauma repertoire.

It is the largest topic as it makes up what is missing in the anesthesiologist’s

literature.

There are several chapters, which I call foundation chapters for clinicians,

that describe the physiological changes in the body with severe trauma. Dr.

Liu et al. have written a comprehensive piece on the physiological derange-

ment of the trauma patient. In his chapter on trauma simulation, civilian

trauma systems, Dr. Choi has presented the emerging world of simulation for

the clinician so that critical advanced trauma life support steps are not missed

during the assessment and initial treatment.

There are three patient populations that get special attention: the pediatric

trauma (Dr. Fox), the pregnant (Dr. Fedson-Hack) trauma patient, and the

complex geriatric patient, whose number increases (Dr. Alrayshi). In all the

three chapters, we see a long stream of patients flowing into the trauma bay.

The endless lineup of these three groups of patients makes these chapters a

vital and wonderful welcome to this book.

The persistent Middle East wars have exposed anesthesiologists to blast

injuries from suicide bombers, rocket-propelled grenades, and a wide array
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of explosive devices. The medical corps of our armed services have outfitted

our soldiers with Kevlar vests, and a medical pack that soldiers wear. Dr.

Field’s chapter on trauma on the military might be the most compelling in the

book as new treatments for severe trauma to the arms and legs are discussed.

Dr. Boldt’s chapter on microvascular surgery on extremities and wound from

war complement Dr. Field’s work. These all tie in well with the 2013 Boston

Marathon attack when two pressure cookers exploded and killed 3 and

wounded over 260 civilians. These events resulted in multiple amputations

and leg-sparing operations.

From terrorist blast injuries to motor vehicle accidents to bar fights, facial

trauma is almost always involved. Dr. Clebone’s comprehensive chapter on

facial trauma breaks down a very complex topic into a systematic mode of

making a comprehensive diagnosis and its invariable relationship to airway

trauma. The chapter moves the anesthesiologist to securing the airway in

manners not usually performed, which makes this chapter essential for all

members of the trauma team.

Most of our penetrating trauma patients either are inebriated or test

positive for an illicit substance like cocaine and heroin. Prescription pain

killers, benzodiazepines and countless other possible substances. Dr.

Bryson’s chapter on substance abuse is enlightening as the initial assessment

is masked by these substances. There is a strong link between trauma and this

chapter is eye-opening to the clinician. The anesthesiologist must consider

the patient as abusing substances until the toxicology screen comes back.

Treating for withdrawal must also be considered. The chapter is the most

comprehensive I have seen on the subject.

There is rarely a night that a national news station is not reporting on

trauma whether from conflict or by accident. Dr. Kaye, a popular name in

pain management, addresses pain in his superbly written chapter. There are

recipes in his chapter that are evidence based and can be followed.

Dr. Roccaforte ties many of the themes of the book together with Civilian

Trauma Systems, Disaster Management and Critical, How do we organize if

another large-scale attack hits the United States. How are resources

distributed and what is new in critical care for these patients?

The title of the book restates one of the oldest themes in medicine. New

evidence asks the clinician to step away from concepts ingrained in their

practice and change it. Often, change is made, and new evidence turns out to

be false. The reader of this book is asked to step back and consider those

clinical changes that may improve their practice. The more the clinicians

change their practice, the more likely that the evidence has staying power.

New York, NY Corey S. Scher
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Initial Assessment and Management
of the Trauma Patient 1
Chad T. Wilson and Anna Clebone

On arrival to the hospital, the injured patient

requires immediate attention. Severely injured

patients often have dramatic presentations, and

chaos is apt to ensue among providers if they are

not well prepared. A rational and predefined plan

for diagnosing and treating the trauma patient is

necessary. The standard approach of performing

a full history and physical exam, ordering tests,

and then providing treatment is not appropriate,

as some patients will have succumbed to their

injuries during that time. Instead, the initial

assessment and management of the trauma

patient needs to be expedient, highly ordered,

and prioritized to rapidly and reliably diagnose

and treat the most immediately life-threatening

problems, but also evaluate for occult injuries

that could cause major morbidity and mortality

if not identified early.

The Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS)

training program was developed to provide

uniformity in the assessment and management of

trauma patients. ATLS was first utilized to teach

trauma management to rural doctors in the late

1970s [1]. The program was adopted nationally by

the American College of Surgeons Committee on

Trauma (ACSCOT) in 1980 and has since been

taught worldwide and updated to reflect the latest

evidence in trauma care [2]. ATLS, now in its 9th

edition, is taught to surgeons, emergency

medicine physicians, anesthesiologists, nurses,

and advanced care providers. This chapter largely

reviews the approach taught in ATLS (now in it’s

9th edition) [3].

Pre-hospital and Triage

In many communities, information is provided

by emergency medical personnel about a trauma

patient prior to arrival to the hospital. Pre-

hospital notification allows team members to be

alerted, including the trauma surgeon,

anesthesiologist, nursing team, and radiology

and operating room staff. A team meeting can

be held, and preparation can be tailored to

specific information provided about a patient.

For example, pre-hospital notification regarding

a patient with a gunshot wound to the chest and

labored breathing would prompt the team to

prepare and open a chest tube insertion kit.

Finally, pre-hospital notification allows the

trauma team to put on personal protective

equipment (gloves, gowns, and masks) before

the patient arrives. A combative patient can

expose providers to substantial amounts of

bodily fluids, and the incidence of blood-borne
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disease is higher in trauma patients than in the

general hospital population [4].

Triage of trauma patients is critical to ensure

appropriate resource utilization and to decrease

morbidity and mortality. When data is available,

either pre-hospital or on arrival, patients are

typically classified into a three-tiered system of

resource utilization, from Level 1 (highest

acuity) to Level 3 (lowest acuity) (Table 1.1).

Level 1 activation triggers a high resource

emergency trauma team reaction, a Level

2 activation results in a moderate resource urgent

trauma team response, and Level 3 activation

receives a routine trauma team consult. The

tiered activations result in greater resources

being made available more rapidly when needed.

A tiered system of triage and trauma team

activation results in better resource utilization

Table 1.1 Example of tiered trauma team activation criteria for trauma patient triage

Level 1 Physiologic criteria:

• Impending respiratory failure or intubated

• Systolic blood pressure � 90 mmHg

– Systolic blood pressure � 20 mmHg below age appropriate blood pressure in pediatric patients

(age < 15 years)

• GCS < 10

• HR > 120

Anatomic criteria:

• All penetrating injuries to the head, neck, torso, or extremities proximal to the elbows or knees

(excluding minor lacerations)

• Any penetrating injury with hemodynamic instability

• Any extremity amputation proximal to the wrist or ankle

• Crushed, mangled, degloved, or pulseless extremity

• Pelvic fracture (excluding falls from standing)

• Two or more long bone fractures

• Suspected spinal cord injury/paralysis

• Motor vehicle crash with:

– Ejection or death of a passenger

– Intrusion > 12 in. into passenger area

• Falls > 20 ft (>10 ft or 2 � height in age < 15)

• Inhalation injury or second- and third-degree burns involving >20 % body surface area

• Transfers from other hospitals receiving blood

• Discretion of attending physician or nursing

Level 2 None of the above, and any of the following:

Physiologic criteria:

• GCS < 13

• HR 100–120

Anatomic criteria:

• Any fall above standing height with loss of consciousness or falls >10 ft

• Substantial (>20 mph impact) auto-pedestrian, auto-bicycle, motorcycle crash

• Pregnancy beyond 20 weeks and significant mechanism of injury

• First- and second-degree burns �5 % and �20 % body surface area

• Discretion of attending physician or nursing

• Age > 70 years or anticoagulation

Level 3 None of the above, and any of the following:

• Non-emergent consults for trauma not meeting activation criteria

• Trauma patients with substantial mechanisms being admitted to other services

• Trauma patients > 24 h

• Trauma patient transfers not meeting level 1 or 2 criteria

2 C.T. Wilson and A. Clebone



and decreased mortality compared to systems

where triage triggers do not exist [5].

Triage of trauma patients can occur based on

clinical condition, mechanism of injury, age, or

comorbid conditions. Clinical criteria such as

vital signs, consciousness level, and ventilation

assistance are validated as predictive of mortality

[6]. A mechanism of injury such as penetrating

trauma to the neck or torso justifies a high level

of triage even in the presence of normal initial

vital signs and mental status. Variation exists in

mechanism criteria among trauma centers. For

example, a motor vehicle accident would be

considered more concerning in a rural trauma

center near several major interstate high-speed

highways than in an urban setting where driving

occurs at lower speeds on congested local streets.

Due to their vulnerability, pediatric and elderly

patients warrant special consideration during

triage. Patients benefit from appropriate triage

and prompt evaluation using the ATLS system.

Primary Survey

Every trauma patient is evaluated using the

primary survey, a rapid, reproducible physical

exam designed to diagnose and treat immediately

life-threatening conditions first. All patients

are evaluated for physiologic or anatomic

derangements that could lead to early mortality

and morbidity. Treatment of problems identified

during the primary survey begins without delay,

before the survey is completed. The sequence of

the primary survey can be remembered with the

following mnemonic: “A.B.C.D.E.”

Airway (Maintain a patent airway with cervical

stabilization)

Breathing (Ensure oxygenation and ventilation)

Circulation (Fluid resuscitation and identify and

control hemorrhage)

Disability (Identify any gross neurologic

deficits)

Exposure/Environment (Undress patient for

complete exam, then prevent hypothermia)

Keep in mind that while the primary survey

has a clear order to priority, the assessment and

treatment of problems identified in the primary

survey can and should happen in parallel. If an

airway problem is identified at the beginning of

the survey, and a decision is made to obtain a

secure airway for the patient, the rest of the

primary survey should continue while the airway

is secured. This is accomplished with a team

approach to the primary survey, where multiple

care providers perform different parts of the

primary survey and report to a team leader who

“runs the trauma” by coordinating the effort.

This team approach reduces resuscitation time

significantly (Fig. 1.1) [7].

Full monitoring of the patient, including an

electrocardiogram (ECG) if indicated, as well as

the administration of oxygen, intravenous fluid,

blood products, or medications as warranted

should occur in parallel with the primary survey.

This can only be accomplished with a team

approach to the primary survey.

The elements of the primary survey must be

continually reevaluated in a sequential manner

due to the fact that a trauma patient’s condition

can evolve and deteriorate rapidly. This is

especially true if at any point a patient is not

responding in an expected manner to resuscita-

tion efforts. Consider this scenario: A patient

with a head injury secondary to a high fall is

intubated on arrival for poor mental status and

an inability to protect his airway. Subsequently,

the patient was found to have good breath sounds

bilaterally with manual ventilation, as well as

normal vital signs and circulatory assessment.

Ten minutes later, just prior to CT scan, he

becomes progressively hypotensive. The astute

clinician returns to the primary survey and notes

that the endotracheal tube is still in the same

position; however, breath sounds are absent on

the right side, and new subcutaneous emphysema

has appeared over the right chest wall. On closer

examination, the patient’s neck veins are now

distended, and the trachea appears to be shifted

to the left. A right-sided chest tube is inserted to

relieve a tension pneumothorax that was

exacerbated by positive pressure ventilation

after intubation. This example highlights the

rapid evolution of a trauma patient’s condition

1 Initial Assessment and Management of the Trauma Patient 3



and the importance of returning to “A, B, C, D,

and E” repeatedly during initial management.

Airway

The first priority in the primary survey of the

trauma patient is a rapid, but accurate assessment

of the airway. Typically, little information is

available about a patient’s medical history and

previous airway management. Trauma patients

may have unstable cervical-spine injuries that

cannot be immediately evaluated. As a result,

any manipulation of the cervical spine may be

unsafe. Tilting the head into “sniffing position”

to improve airway patency is therefore often

contraindicated. Considering the often spectacu-

lar presentation of the most severely injured

Respiratory
therapist

Secondary
nurse

Surgical
resident, 
PA, or NP

Anesthesiologist/
Airway expert

Primary
nurse

Emergency
medicine 
resident,
PA, or NP

Trauma
technician
(EKG, blood 
work)

Scribe

Team leader

Fig. 1.1 Example of trauma team personnel placement around the bedside of a trauma patient
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patients, typically with an unknown medical

history, occult injuries, and little time to establish

an airway (all while maintaining cervical spine

precautions), managing the airway in the trauma

patient presents a challenge which requires a

specialized skill set.

Some patients will arrive with an advanced

airway placed in the field, which may be an

endotracheal tube, supraglottic airway (such as

a laryngeal mask airway “LMA”), or duel lumen

esophageal tube (CombitubeTM). It is paramount

that this airway be assessed by confirming

position, effective ventilation, and adequate

airway protection. A supraglottic airway or dual

lumen esophageal tube is less secure than an

endotracheal tube, and possibly ineffective with

regard to ventilation and airway protection. In

some cases, an airway placed in the pre-hospital

setting will need to be replaced with an

endotracheal tube, depending on the provider’s

assessment of the situation and accompanying

risks and benefits.

In the conscious trauma patient, the best

means of assessment is to simply ask, “what is

your name?” A response given in a normal voice

is indicative of a currently intact airway. If the

patient is unable to speak, or his or her voice

sounds altered, then airway compromise may be

present, and more investigation is warranted.

Keep in mind that some patients are unable to

verbalize for reasons unrelated to airway

compromise, such as a language barrier, mental

disability, or psychiatric illness. Additionally,

some injuries, such as burns, cause progressive

airway swelling which can lead to progressive

airway compromise even in the presence of an

initially normal exam.

In an apparently unconscious or severely

intoxicated patient, assessment of the airway

starts with a chin lift and jaw thrust to open the

pharynx while avoiding manipulation of the

cervical spine. The oropharynx should then be

examined and cleared of blood, vomitus, and

debris by suctioning. A patient who responds

vigorously to attempted suctioning may be able

to protect his or her own airway. If obstruction is

relieved via these simple maneuvers and airway

protection is intact, an advanced airway may not

be required, and supplemental high flow oxygen

via face mask should be provided. In contrast,

patients with obvious hoarseness, stridor,

retractions, or respiratory distress may need fur-

ther airway management, and patients with a

Glasgow Coma Score of less than 8 or persistent

airway obstruction require endotracheal

intubation or a surgical airway.

Rapid sequence induction (RSI) and

intubation with a cuffed endotracheal tube is the

most commonly employed method of securing an

advanced airway in a trauma patient. The goal of

RSI is to decrease the risk of aspiration. The time

between complete loss of airway reflexes and

obtaining a secured airway is minimized by

simultaneously administering a fast acting

sedative/hypnotic agent and a muscle relaxant.

When possible, bag mask ventilation is not

performed due to the potential for insufflating

the stomach and causing aspiration of gastric

contents. The benefits of an RSI must be

balanced with the risks. In a patient who may

be difficult to mask ventilate or intubate,

securing the airway after applying topical local

anesthetics and using minimal sedation (an

“awake intubation”) is indicated. Hypotensive

patients may not tolerate the loss of sympathetic

tone and myocardial depression that

accompanies the administration of sedative/

hypnotic medications. Comatose patients often

do not require additional sedation for laryngos-

copy to be performed. In patients with head and

neck trauma, visualization of the glottis and

establishment of an airway may be impossible

via direct laryngoscopy, and use of a specialized

device such as a fiberoptic bronchoscope, video

laryngoscope, or rigid bronchoscope or emergent

placement of a surgical airway such as a trache-

ostomy or cricothyroidotomy may be necessary.

An alternate plan for ventilation should exist for

cases in which direct laryngoscopy fails. Agents

for blood pressure support should be immedi-

ately available.

In the trauma patient, coexisting injuries must

be considered. Importantly, cervical spine

precautions must be maintained at all times.

This is usually accomplished by placing the

patient in a rigid cervical collar during or prior
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to the initial assessment. This collar is often

removed for airway management to provide

room for mouth opening during laryngoscopy.

When this collar is off of the patient, an individ-

ual must be assigned to maintain manual in-line

cervical immobilization at all times until the

airway is secured and the collar is replaced.

Breathing

Next, the patient’s breathing, ventilation, and

oxygenation should be assessed, and any life-

threatening derangements must be treated. Phys-

ical exam, pulse oximetry, and continuous

end-tidal carbon dioxide monitoring should be

used. Inspection involves noting if breathing is

comfortable or labored. Hypoxia can be a cause

of confusion and combativeness in a patient. The

patient’s color is noted (normal, cyanotic, or

pale) and the chest wall is observed for normal

motion. The chest should be palpated for

unstable segments and crepitus. Finally, bilateral

auscultation should be performed to determine

the presence, symmetry, and quality of breath

sounds. Diminished or absent breath sounds on

one side is a cause for concern. If the patient is

unstable in any way, intervention is warranted

emergently.

The most common interventions performed

during the primary survey to support breathing

are supplemental oxygen delivery, assisted or

mechanical ventilation, and tube thoracostomy

or chest tube insertion. Supplemental oxygen by

face mask is used liberally during the primary

survey in spontaneously breathing patients until

normal oxygenation can be ensured. Common

causes of hypoxic respiratory insufficiency in

trauma patients are pulmonary contusion and

aspiration pneumonitis. A patient who is

hypoventilating can be assisted by bag mask if

the patient is able to maintain airway protection.

Common causes of impaired ventilation in

trauma patients are rib fractures/flail chest,

intoxication/drug overdose, and severe head

injury. A more definitive airway may be needed

in those patients with more profound hypoxic or

hypoventilatory respiratory failure. Tube

thoracostomy is indicated in patients with

decreased or absent breath sounds and

hypotension or severe respiratory distress due to

a hemothorax or tension pneumothorax.

A hemothorax is the accumulation of blood in

the pleural cavity around the lung, which can

occur in either blunt or penetrating trauma. The

diagnosis is suspected in a patient with

diminished or absent breath sounds. In the stable

patient, the presence of a hemothorax may be

confirmed with a portable chest radiograph. For

the patient in distress, a large bore (at least 28

French) chest tube is inserted on the side with

diminished breath sounds. Hemodynamic

instability or massive hemothorax (an output of

greater than 1,500 cm3 of blood from the chest,

less in small or pediatric patients) are indications

for an operative exploration to control the source

of bleeding. In addition to being diagnostic, chest

tube insertion is therapeutic via improving

ventilation, relieving tension, and collecting

blood that can be autotransfused. Autotransfu-

sion of filtered blood in trauma patients can be

a safe alternative to transfusing banked blood [8];

however, filtered blood is inherently depleted of

clotting factors and platelets, which may also

need to be replaced [9].

A pneumothorax is the presence of air in the

pleural cavity around the lung, which can also

occur in both blunt and penetrating trauma. The

diagnosis and symptoms can be subtle on

physical exam if the pneumothorax is small and

is often only revealed on chest radiograph or

computed tomography scan. Of greatest concern

during the primary survey is the presence of a

tension pneumothorax. Air under pressure in the

pleural cavity causes the mediastinum and its

contents to shift away from the ipsilateral side

of injury towards the contra-lateral side of

lower pressure. This can be immediately life-

threatening by causing obstruction of venous

return to the heart and cardiovascular collapse.

While the diagnosis of small (or occult) pneumo-

thorax is difficult on physical exam, the diagnosis

of tension pneumothorax should be able to be

made at the bedside without imaging. If a patient

is experiencing acute respiratory failure or

hemodynamic instability with hypotension and
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has unilateral diminished breath sounds, one

should strongly suspect a tension pneumothorax,

and a chest tube should be placed immediately to

alleviate the pressure. Other physical exam

findings that are suggestive of tension pneumo-

thorax are distended neck veins, subcutaneous

emphysema, and tracheal deviation. If a chest

tube cannot be safely placed in an expeditious

manner, needle thoracostomy is an acceptable

alternative, which is performed by inserting an

angiocatheter (usually 14 gauge) between the

ribs, into the second intercostal space in the mid

clavicular line. Although technically simple,

needle thoracostomy can cause a puncture of

the lung or laceration of a blood vessel (such as

the internal mammary artery), therefore it should

only be employed in an emergency situation.

An open pneumothorax (“sucking chest

wound”) is an injury to the chest wall that

communicates freely with the pleural space.

Inspiration generates negative pressure, pulling

air into the pleural space through the wound,

potentially causing lung collapse and acute

respiratory failure. The definitive treatment is

tube thoracostomy (a “chest tube”) and repair/

dressing of the wound. If a chest tube is not

available, however, an alternate treatment is to

place a partially occlusive dressing over the

wound. The goal of the partial occlusion is to

achieve a one-way valve to avoid pulling in air

through the wound while allowing an opening for

pressure to be relieved, in order to decrease the

risk of a tension pneumothorax. This is

classically achieved by taping the dressing on

three sides to hold the dressing over the wound,

but leaving the fourth side free so that air can

escape from that side of the dressing (Fig. 1.2).

Circulation

After addressing the highest priorities in the

primary survey (airway and breathing), circula-

tion must be assessed to determine the presence

or absence of shock. Shock is defined as

inadequate organ perfusion and tissue

oxygenation. In the trauma patient, shock is

assumed to be hypovolemic/hemorrhagic and

resuscitation begins as soon as vascular access

can be obtained. The possibility of neurogenic

shock (e.g., spinal cord injury) or cardiogenic

shock (e.g., pericardial tamponade) should also

be considered. The focus of this segment of the

primary survey should be assessing for the

presence of shock, determining the cause

(usually blood loss) and beginning resuscitation.

Assessment of shock begins with performing

a physical exam and evaluating a patient’s vital

signs. Patients with hemorrhagic shock typically

develop derangements in their blood pressure

and heart rate that are proportional to the amount

of blood loss and degree of shock (Table 1.2).

Hemorrhage will lead to a decreased preload,

which triggers a compensatory increase in heart

rate to maintain cardiac output. Blood pressure

will fall as hypovolemia worsens. These changes

Fig. 1.2 Partially occlusive dressing (taped on three

sides only) for open pneumothorax functions as a one-

way valve, to relieve any tension, but not allow air to be

sucked into the wound
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vary based on age. In particular, elderly patients

have less capacity to increase their heart rate to

maintain cardiac output (especially if they are

taking beta blockers). Likewise, pediatric

patients have an incredible capacity to maintain

blood pressure through vasoconstriction.

Children can suffer from profound hemorrhagic

shock but maintain a normal blood pressure until

moments before a cardiac arrest occurs. Some-

times, abnormal vital signs will indicate other

types of shock. For instance, patients with blunt

cardiac injury may present with arrhythmias,

heart block, and bradycardia. Patients with a

high spinal cord injury may present with a low

heart rate (cardiac accelerator fibers are present

from T1 to T4), but may simultaneously suffer

from severe neurogenic shock resulting in the

vasodilation of peripheral blood vessels.

Signs of poor perfusion include a weak pulse,

cool or clammy extremities, dry mucus

membranes, pale skin, and confusion. A normal

mental status exam confirms the presence of

acceptable cerebral perfusion.

In addition to serving as an assessment for the

presence of shock, the physical exam can also

reveal etiology. A tension pneumothorax or

hemothorax, found in a patient with absent

unilateral breath sounds, could explain poor

perfusion. Abdominal distension, pelvic instabil-

ity, and long bone deformities can be associated

with blood loss. The presence of lacerations and

wounds (especially gunshot wounds) should be

noted, and if active bleeding is present it should

be controlled with direct digital pressure, a

proximal tourniquet, stapling, or clips (Raney

clips are especially useful for scalp lacerations).

Rapidly diagnosing the source of blood loss in a

trauma patient is critical for hemorrhage control

and should be done in conjunction with the most

skilled member of the trauma team.

Resuscitation of the trauma patient should

begin as early as possible and often occurs in

the pre-hospital setting. The first priority is to

obtain vascular access. The standard of care is

the rapid placement of two large bore intrave-

nous (IV) lines in the upper extremities. If this

cannot be performed in an expeditious manner,

alternate vascular access such as an intraosseous

(IO) line or central line placement should be

performed. In the past, IO lines were used only

in pediatric patients, but new designs and inser-

tion devices have made IO access a viable option

in adult patients. IO lines can be comparable to

central access in the care of trauma patients [10].

The location of intravascular access should be

dictated by injuries and suspected sites of blood

loss, and severely traumatized extremities should

not be used for IV sites when possible. In

general, patients with a suspected injury below

the diaphragm such as a liver laceration or pelvic

fracture benefit from vascular access above

the diaphragm (such as an upper extremity

peripheral IV, subclavian/internal jugular central

line, or humerus/sternal IO line). Similarly,

patients with trauma above the diaphragm such

as a slash wound to the neck should be provided

access below the diaphragm such as femoral

central line or a tibial IO line.

In a patient who may be hypoperfused,

resuscitation with crystalloid fluids (or blood

products in severe cases) should begin immedi-

ately after vascular access is obtained. ATLS

Table 1.2 Classes of hemorrhagic shock by ATLS designation for a 70 kg patient [3]

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

Blood loss (mL) <750 750–1,500 1,500–2,000 >2,000

Blood loss (%) <15 15–30 30–40 >40

Heart rate (bpm) <100 >100 >120 >140

Systolic blood pressure Normal Normal Decreased Decreased

Pulse pressure Normal Decreased Decreased Decreased

Respiratory rate (resp/min) 14–20 20–30 30–40 >35

Urine output (mL/h) >30 20–30 5–15 Negligible

Mental status Slightly anxious Mildly anxious Anxious/confused Confused/lethargic
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recommends starting with an initial bolus of

1–2 L of warmed isotonic IV fluids in adults or

20 mL/kg in pediatric patients [3]. If a patient

becomes hemodynamically stable following this

bolus and hemorrhage control is obtained, then

this may be the only fluid resuscitation that is

needed. However, a patient who remains

hypotensive after this intervention, or has only a

transient response, requires further resuscitation

utilizing blood products. Cross-matched and

screened blood products are preferred, however,

in urgent cases. O negative blood may be used

while the team is waiting for type specific blood

to arrive.

The goal of resuscitation is to maintain tissue

perfusion and homeostasis. Over resuscitation (in

particular with isotonic fluids) can lead to

complications of volume overload. Aggressive

efforts must be made to preserve homeostasis

during resuscitation with particular attention

paid to the avoidance of hypothermia, acidosis,

and coagulopathy, the so-called “triad of death.”

In particular, coagulopathy can be caused by the

simultaneous consumption and dilution (with IV

fluids) of platelets and clotting factors. Deliber-

ate attention must be focused on making blood

products available in large amounts and ensuring

that packed red blood cells, plasma, and platelets

are transfused in an appropriate ratio. Most

trauma centers employ a massive transfusion

protocol (MTP) to be instituted for those trauma

patients who require the rapid administration of

large amounts of blood products [11]. Recently,

substantial literature has supported transfusion of

a high ratio of FFP and platelets to packed red

blood cells [12, 13], and the components of the

MTP have evolved accordingly [14]. While the

ideal ratio of plasma and platelets to packed red

blood cells, as well as the use of other

pro-coagulants is often debated, the mainstay of

treatment for hemorrhagic shock continues to be

fluid resuscitation with warm crystalloid fluids

followed by blood products, and immediate

localization and source control of bleeding.

Disability

Once airway, breathing, and circulation are

addressed in the primary survey, the next priority

is to assess disability. The primary focus is on

rapidly determining a patient’s mental status and

neurologic function via physical exam.

The Glascow Coma Scale (GCS) is a rapid

and reliable way to quantify a patient’s level of

consciousness (Table 1.3) [15]. The GCS score

allows for quick communication among

clinicians about a patient’s current mental status

and can be important for decision-making.

The neurologic assessment also includes an

examination of the cranial nerves, pupils, and

sensory and motor function. If there is an obvious

extremity deformity or wound, the clinician

should document gross neurologic and vascular

Table 1.3 Glascow Coma Scale scoring system

Eye opening (E)

• 4 ¼ spontaneous

• 3 ¼ to voice

• 2 ¼ to pain

• 1 ¼ none

Verbal response (V)

• 5 ¼ normal conversation

• 4 ¼ disoriented conversation

• 3 ¼ words, but not coherent

• 2 ¼ no words, only sounds

• 1 ¼ none

Motor response (M)

• 6 ¼ normal

• 5 ¼ localized to pain

• 4 ¼ withdraws to pain

• 3 ¼ decorticate posture

• 2 ¼ decerebrate posture

• 1 ¼ none

The score in each section is added for a cumulative score

of 3–15:

• GCS 3–8: severely depressed consciousness

• GCS 9–12: moderately depressed consciousness

• GCS 13–15: normal to mildly depressed

consciousness
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function distal to the injury prior to any

manipulation, wound exploration, or tourniquet

application. For severely deformed limbs with

obvious underlying fractures, a gross reduction

should be performed to approximate more

normal alignment (if tolerated by the patient),

which will often result in improved perfusion of

the limb.

One serious disorder that will be diagnosed

and treated during the disability segment of the

primary survey is intracranial hypertension.

Signs of intracranial hypertension include an

abnormal GCS, a unilaterally blown pupil, and

Cushing’s triad (bradycardia, hypertension, and

abnormal respiratory variation) in a patient with

a suspected head injury. Mild hyperventilation

is a temporary way to control elevated

intracranial pressure (ICP), with a goal pCO2 of

30–35 mmHg. Deep sedation is also helpful, but

may obscure the clinician’s ability to assess the

patient. All patients suspected of having an

elevated ICP should be considered for

hyperosmolar therapy until neurosurgical

assessment and intervention can be performed.

Hyperosmolar therapy consists of either a bolus

of 23.4 % hypertonic saline (0.5 mL/kg) or the

administration of mannitol (1 g/kg). Note that

mannitol can precipitate hypotension, so it

should be administered carefully, and its use

may necessitate subsequent resuscitation with

isotonic crystalloid.

Exposure/Environment

Exposure and environment are the final

components of the primary survey. While lowest

in priority, they are still vital to the successful

management of the trauma patient. The patient

should be completely exposed (all clothing

removed) so that injuries can be fully assessed.

Decontamination may also be needed, depending

on the nature of the trauma. Protection from hypo-

thermia and continuous temperature monitoring

are essential. Warm resuscitation fluids should be

given. The patient should be covered with warm

blankets or a forced-air warming device (e.g. Bair

Hugger), and the temperature in the resuscitation

area should be warm. If the patient is wet, he or she

should be dried immediately. Critically injured

patients with hypothermia may require more

aggressive methods of rewarming, such as warm

lavage of body cavities (e.g., pleural, peritoneal,

and bladder lavage), warming/cooling catheters,

and/or extracorporeal blood warming (e.g. veno-

venous cardiopulmonary bypass) [16].

Reevaluation

Frequent reevaluation should be the rule for

trauma patients, even after all five components

of the primary survey have been addressed. For

some patients the primary survey will need to be

completed multiple times. For the critically ill, it

is often helpful to repeat the primary survey

every time the patient is transferred to a new

area of care (e.g., from the emergency depart-

ment to the intensive care unit). The physiology

of the trauma patient is dynamic as injuries may

evolve during the assessment. If at any point, the

patient begins to respond in a way not consistent

with the initial primary survey, then the primary

survey should be repeated quickly to assess if

a new, immediately life-threatening situation

has arisen.

Adjuncts to the Primary Survey

Monitoring

While not explicitly a part of the primary survey,

monitors should be placed on the patient to facil-

itate assessment as soon as possible. Continuous

monitoring of cardiac rhythm is helpful to

quickly detect changes in heart rate as well as

arrhythmias. Continuous O2 saturation and

continuous end-tidal CO2 monitoring are

essential to remain vigilant about changes in the

respiratory status of a patient. Automatic

noninvasive blood pressure measurements can

alert the trauma team to trends or sudden changes

in blood pressure. In some patients with hemo-

dynamic variability, a more invasive monitor
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will be needed such as an arterial line to monitor

blood pressure continuously. Monitoring central

venous pressure or pulmonary artery pressure

can be a useful adjunct to managing complex

trauma patients, especially those with known

cardiac disease or suspected cardiac injury.

Imaging

In most trauma centers, rapid portable X-rays are

available in the emergency department. X-rays

are only adjuncts to the primary survey, but can

be very helpful in identifying problems that may

impact the primary survey. Most commonly, a

portable chest radiograph is performed in the

resuscitation area of the emergency department.

Chest radiography can confirm the position of an

advanced airway, as well as diagnose pneumo-

thorax, hemothorax, pulmonary contusion,

aspiration, and broken ribs, all common

diagnoses which are important to identify early.

Blunt trauma patients often benefit from a

portable pelvic plain film. The presence of a

pelvic fracture can explain occult blood loss in

a hemodynamically unstable patient. Patients

with penetrating trauma, especially from a

projectile, also can benefit from a plain film to

localize the presence of any foreign bodies and

guide interventions.

Ultrasound has an important role as an adjunct

to the primary survey in localizing occult hemor-

rhage. In particular, the Focused Assessment

Sonography in Trauma (FAST) exam is used to

rapidly and reliably identify free fluid in the

peritoneum or fluid around the heart. The FAST

Exam is a bedside sonographic exam that utilizes

four views or “windows.” Three abdominal

views examine the perihepatic space, the

perisplenic space, and the pelvis. The fourth

view looks for fluid in the pericardium. For

example, in a hemodynamically unstable patient,

the FAST exam can quickly identify intra-

abdominal hemorrhage as the likely source of

bleeding and alert the trauma team that the

patient should be transferred to the operating

room expeditiously for laparotomy and hemor-

rhage control [17]. Likewise, a positive

pericardial view (especially in a patient with

penetrating trauma to the chest) can alert the

surgeon that exploration of the chest may be

needed [18]. The FAST exam has become the

modality of choice to assess the unstable trauma

patient and has supplanted diagnostic peritoneal

lavage (DPL) as a noninvasive way to look for

intra-abdominal hemorrhage [19]. DPL should

be used when ultrasound is unavailable, the

FAST is equivocal, or a patient has unexplained

profound hypotension despite a negative FAST

exam.

Computed tomography (CT) is a useful tool in

the management of trauma patients, due to the

fact that it is more sensitive and specific for

most anatomic injury patterns than plain films

or ultrasound. In particular, for head injury, CT

scan is the primary modality used to guide

intervention. For the unstable patient, however,

a CT scan can be unsafe due to the time required

for the scan, as well as the relatively uncontrolled

environment that occurs during transportation

and within the scanner. The barriers to obtaining

a CT scan expediently and safely vary greatly

between institutions, but the general rule is that

only patients with a stable airway, good

oxygenation and ventilation (mechanical or

spontaneous), and hemodynamic stability should

receive a CT scan. If a patient becomes unstable

in the CT scanner, the team should reevaluate

according to the primary survey paradigm and

consider abandoning the study if the patient

cannot be stabilized.

Laboratory

While laboratory studies are not considered to be

an integral component of the primary survey,

they can often serve as useful adjuncts. During

resuscitation, an arterial blood gas measurement

is performed to assess oxygenation, ventilation,

and pH. Often, rapid arterial blood gas results are

used for close monitoring and to help establish an

end point for resuscitation. Venous blood

samples are usually obtained during the primary

survey, while IV access is being obtained.

Importantly, a “type and screen” must be sent
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to establish blood type and screen for antibodies

to red blood cells. A complete blood count and

coagulation studies are especially important

in patients who are anemic or anticoagulated.

A pregnancy test should be performed in any

woman of child-bearing age. Toxicology studies

are also helpful in any patient with altered mental

status. In patients with abdominal or pelvic

trauma, a urinalysis should be checked for

hematuria. Blood sugar and other chemistries

are also important, especially in patients with

unexplained altered mental status.

Tubes

A clinician must be particularly cautious when

placing a urinary catheter in a patient with a pelvic

fracture (especially in a male patient) or

penetrating trauma near the pelvis and perineum.

This is particularly true when there is concomitant

gross hematuria or blood at the urethral meatus.

Gastric tubes are helpful adjuncts in patients

who are mechanically ventilated, to decompress

the stomach and decrease the risk of aspiration of

stomach contents. After confirmation of correct

positioning of the gastric tube, medication and

later enteral nutrition can be delivered. In a

patient with a complex facial or basilar skull

fracture, a nasogastric tube could inadvertently

be passed through the fracture site and into the

intracranial space. An orogastric tube is a safer

alternative until the presence of these types of

injuries can be excluded.

Secondary Survey

Next, attention is turned to the secondary survey,

whose purpose is to characterize injuries and

uncover any occult injuries that did not require

immediate attention during the primary survey. In

practice, the secondary survey often begins while

the primary survey is still being completed. The

primary survey, however, should never be

interrupted by the secondary survey. Additionally,

at any time, a change in the status of the patient

may necessitate a return to the primary survey.

History

In the conscious individual, a history can be

obtained directly; however, in a severely

incapacitated trauma patient, this information

must be acquired from pre-hospital personnel,

witnesses, and friends or family members. Due

to the time-sensitive nature of treatment, a

concise history is gathered utilizing the

mnemonic AMPLE:

Allergies

Medications

Past medical problems and surgery

Last Meal

Events related to the Injury

In some cases, this information will be

obtained from items in the patient’s belongings

such as medical bracelets, medication bottles, or

medical/insurance wallet cards. Pre-hospital

personnel may have spoken to witnesses of the

traumatic event and can give information about

the patient’s status in the field and treatment

delivered. Taking a trauma history is skill that

improves with experience. As a provider sees

certain patterns of injury repeatedly, history

taking will become tailored for those

circumstances. For example, inquiries should be

made as to tetanus status in patients with

lacerations or abrasions, helmet use in

motorcyclists, and weapons and ballistics in

patients with gunshot wounds.

Physical Exam

The secondary survey should include a careful

“head to toe” physical exam. Remember that the

primary survey is focused on an assessment for

immediately life-threatening problems, and the

secondary survey is used to uncover occult

injuries that might have substantial morbidity

and mortality if missed. The physical exam will

guide the diagnostic and therapeutic approach to

be undertaken during the critical hours after the

initial resuscitation and assessment, therefore

ensuring that the problems with greatest priority

are addressed most expeditiously.
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Neurologic assessment in the primary survey

focuses on the level of consciousness (Glasgow

Coma Score and gross neurologic function). The

secondary survey goes into greater detail. For

instance, in a conscious patient with a GCS of

15, it may be important to assess the level of

orientation or confusion. More subtle deficits

might be found with a mini-mental exam, for

example, when attempting to determine if a

patient can safely be discharged after a concus-

sion. Other parts of the neurologic assessment

that occur during the secondary survey include

cranial nerve assessment, rectal tone, reflexes,

and coordination. In addition, obvious injuries

should elicit a careful neurologic assessment.

For instance, cranial nerve VII will be checked

carefully in a patient with a deep facial

laceration. Likewise, a complete neurologic and

functional examination of the hand should be

performed in a patient with a wrist deformity or

fracture.

The head, scalp, and face require careful

attention on the secondary survey. Ongoing

blood loss from a scalp laceration can be hidden

in long hair. The skull should be palpated for

discontinuities, “step-offs”, or other signs of

fracture. Rhinorrhea, hemotympanum, raccoon’s

eyes (bruising around the eyes), or Battle’s sign

(blood over the mastoid process) are suggestive

of basilar skull fracture and should be noted

during the secondary survey. Facial lacerations

and fractures are common in trauma, can be quite

disfiguring, and often impact long-term function.

An unstable midfacial area or maxilla are

physical exam signs that may help diagnose a

LeFort fracture prior to imaging studies. The

presence of malocclusion or difficulties in

mouth opening should be noted and are

especially relevant in cases in which a patient

later needs an advanced airway.

The neck receives special attention in trauma

patients. Patients usually arrive in the emergency

room with a rigid cervical collar in place. For the

neck exam, this collar should be removed while

the spine is held in an immobilized position. In

particular, tracheal deviation, neck hematomas,

bruits, subcutaneous emphysema, lacerations,

and gunshot wounds should be considered

carefully. If the cervical spine collar is

interfering with the ability to care for obvious

neck injuries, it should not be used, and an

individual should hold the spine in alignment

until these injuries are stabilized and the collar

can be replaced.

The chest, abdominal, back, and genital

exams should be performed more carefully

during the secondary survey. Chest wall point

tenderness, rales, and wheezing may be found.

Abdominal tenderness, especially in patients

with penetrating trauma, is an indication for

urgent surgical exploration. The back exam is

performed with the patient’s spine in stable

alignment using the “log roll” maneuver. The

clinician should look for any additional

penetrating wounds to the back or axillae. In

men, the genitalia are examined to look for

gross blood at the urethral meatus, priapism,

or degloving injuries. In women, blood at the

vaginal introitus and any lacerations to the

perineum should be noted.

Extremities should be inspected for deformity

and color and palpated for point tenderness,

instability, or crepitus. All limbs should be

moved throughout their range of motion to assess

for mobility or laxity in the joints. A peripheral

vascular and neurologic evaluation of the

extremity should be carefully performed when

an injury is found.

Disposition from the Trauma
Resuscitation Area

The amount of time a patient initially spends in

the emergency department resuscitation area can

vary greatly. Some patients will be whisked away

to the operating room for treatment of life-

threatening injuries after mere seconds. Others

may require more than an hour of resuscitation,

reevaluation, and intervention. The care of every

patient begins with the primary survey. If life-

threatening injuries are encountered that can only

be managed elsewhere, such as the operating

room or angiography suite, then the primary

survey will continue until that life-threatening

problem is addressed. The primary survey is not
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complete until the patient is stabilized. Most

trauma patients will receive a complete primary

survey and secondary survey before being

transferred from the resuscitation area.

Commonly, patients will be transferred to one

of the following destinations: radiology

(CT scan, MRI), intensive care unit, inpatient

unit, procedure/treatment room (operating

room, angiography, endoscopy), or to a less

acute section of the emergency department for

observation and possible discharge to home. It is

important that patients are monitored

appropriately and that the new care team receives

adequate information as part of transfer.

Oftentimes, a nurse, respiratory therapist,

physician, and transport personnel will

accompany the patient to the next level of care

(e.g., the ICU). Vigilance is key. A suicidal

patient may have an unremarkable primary

and secondary survey, but will need careful

monitoring for elopement or self-injury.

Evolution of a trauma patient’s condition can be

quick and occur in the hours after the patient’s

initial assessment. For example, a patient with a

delayed hemorrhage will deteriorate over the

next several hours, even in the presence of

initially normal vital signs. The clinician should

have a low threshold to return to the primary

survey if anything unexpected occurs. Good

care of the trauma patient means going “back to

the ABCs” as many times as it takes until the

patient is truly stable.
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Airway Management in Trauma 2
Levon M. Capan and Sanford M. Miller

Ultimately, the goal of airway management in

trauma is to establish and/or maintain adequate

oxygenation, ventilation, and airway protection.

It is the first priority in the acute phase of care of

the trauma patient and consists of evaluation and,

when indicated, intervention using various

techniques and devices. It involves the

recognition of any trauma to the airway or

surrounding tissues, anticipation of their

respiratory consequences, and planning and

application of management, keeping in mind

the potential for exacerbation of existing airway

or other injuries by the contemplated strategies.

It also involves prediction and prevention of

progression of airway or surrounding tissue

injury with increasing airway compromise.

Although with certain modifications, the

American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA)

difficult airway algorithm can be applied to

various trauma-induced airway issues [1], it

may not be applicable in some clinical scenarios.

For example, cancellation of airway manage-

ment when difficulty arises may not be an option

in the acute trauma setting. Likewise, awake

rather than asleep intubation or a surgical airway

from the outset may be the preferred choice in

some situations. Modifications of the ASA

difficult airway algorithm are available for

various trauma-induced clinical situations [2].

Frequently Encountered Clinical
Conditions

Full Stomach

Commonly, the unknown time of the last food

intake, the frequent presence of alcohol and/or

illicit drugs, and trauma-induced reduction or

absence of gastrointestinal motility imply that

almost all acute trauma victims have a full

stomach and are at risk for pulmonary aspiration.

Pharyngeal blood, secretions, and foreign bodies

in some maxillofacial and neck injuries are

additional factors for aspiration after trauma. It

is generally considered, although without much

proof, that at least 24 h are needed after injury

to decrease the risk of aspiration from a full

stomach. In most instances, the urgency of

securing the airway does not permit adequate

time for pharmacologic measures such as

bicarbonate or H2 blockers to reduce gastric

volume and acidity, and indeed these agents

may be unreliable. Thus, rather than depending

on pharmacology, emphasis should be placed on

selection of a safe technique for securing

the airway when necessary. Rapid-sequence

induction (RSI) is recommended for those

patients without serious airway problems.

Awake intubation, with sedation and topical

anesthesia, if possible, should be performed in
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those with anticipated serious airway difficulties,

in whom taking irretrievable steps such as

administering intravenous anesthetics and mus-

cle relaxants may be associated with uncorrect-

able airway obstruction and severe hypoxia.

Rapid sequence induction should be achieved

with the following objectives in mind:

(a) adequate sedation and paralysis, (b) adequate

oxygenation, (c) optimal hemodynamics and

perfusion, (d) avoidance of intracranial hyperten-

sion, and (e) prevention of vomiting and aspira-

tion. Any of the intravenous agents including

propofol, etomidate, ketamine, or midazolam can

be used provided that their doses are adjusted to

satisfy the above objectives [3]. Although even a

single dose of etomidate has been shown to cause

adrenocortical suppression [4], increased likeli-

hood of adult respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS), and multiple organ failure (MOF) [5],

it is still used for emergency airway management

because of its rapid onset and relatively lower risk

of hypotension in comparison to propofol. Succi-

nylcholine is still the preferred agent for muscle

relaxation, because it has the shortest time to

effect in relation to other agents. Large doses

(1.2–1.5 mg/kg) of rocuronium may provide an

onset of action comparable to succinylcholine, but

its long duration may represent a disadvantage in

patients with difficult mask ventilation or tracheal

intubation, since return of spontaneous breathing

may be excessively delayed. As in any tracheal

intubation the use of pulse oximetry, end tidal

CO2 monitoring, and an available experienced

operator is essential. Additionally, the neck must

be maintained in neutral position and equipment

and personnel for invasive airway management

must be present.

The use of cricoid pressure for RSI is contro-

versial. Although standard since Sellick’s recom-

mendation in 1960s [6], recent findings from 402

trauma patients suggest that its use actually

decreases the view of the larynx during direct

laryngoscopy and does not seem to prevent

regurgitation and aspiration [7, 8]. Although it

is difficult to recommend elimination of cricoid

pressure during RSI at this time, its removal

when the laryngeal view is compromised during

direct laryngoscopy or when mask ventilation is

hindered appears to be an appropriate maneuver.

Awake intubation with preservation of

spontaneous breathing should be performed, if

at all, with minimal sedation and topical

anesthesia of the tongue, pharynx, epiglottis,

and the superior surface of the vocal cords.

Topical anesthesia of the trachea can be obtained

just before introduction of the tracheal tube

during direct laryngoscopy or fiberoptic bron-

choscopy (FOB) using a tracheal local anesthetic

applicator or the working channel of the FOB.

Advancement of an epidural catheter that fits the

working channel of the FOB, beyond the tip of

the device and into the laryngotracheal opening,

decreases laryngeal stimulation, minimizing

cough and patient movement (Fig. 2.1).

Fig. 2.1 Local anesthetic solution injected via the epidu-

ral catheter introduced through the working channel of the

fiberoptic bronchoscope provides topical anesthesia of the

larynx and trachea under direct vision with minimal stim-

ulation during intubation attempt
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The high probability of a full stomach

precludes the use of any supraglottic device,

such as the Laryngeal Mask Airway (LMA)

(Fig. 2.2), Combitube (Fig. 2.3), or King’s

airway (LT, LTS, LTS-D) (Fig. 2.4), which

does not protect the trachea from aspiration of

gastric or pharyngeal contents, as a definitive

airway in trauma patients. However, these

devices can serve as a bridge for a brief period

to establish airway patency or to facilitate intu-

bation. In patients with maxillofacial injuries,

aspiration of pharyngeal blood or secretions is

more likely than aspiration of gastric contents. If

they can be inserted in these circumstances,

supraglottic airways may protect the lungs.

Although positive-pressure ventilation may be

used with supraglottic airways, patients with

pulmonary contusion, edema, or aspiration may

be difficult to ventilate with these devices.

Supraglottic airways may permit rapid blind or

FOB-guided tracheal intubation while temporar-

ily allowing ventilation. An important disadvan-

tage of the original intubating LMA is its metal

stem that may exert considerable pressure against

the cervical vertebrae, potentially exacerbating

an unstable injury in this region [9].

Many trauma victims with abdominal injuries

return to the operating room several times after

damage control surgery performed during the

acute stage of injury. These repeat procedures

are performed to debride and wash the abdominal

cavity and to close the abdomen when the initial

edema subsides. Many of these patients present

with a vacuum dressing placed over the open

abdomen. They are often extubated and many

have been fed with a feeding tube which allows

one-way entry of formula into the stomach owing

to an internal valve that prevents drainage

of gastric contents. These tubes, unlike sump

nasogastric tubes, do not decompress the

stomach. Even when the feeding tube is removed

Fig. 2.2 Laryngeal airways. Laryngeal Mask Airway

Supreme (LMA Supreme) on the left, and I-Gel Airway

on the right

Fig. 2.3 Combitube. In this position of the tube with

distal cuff in the esophagus, ventilation takes place by

the air delivered through the openings below the proximal

cuff

Fig. 2.4 King Airway. The tube with distal cuff enters

into the esophagus and permits nasogastric tube

introduced from a proximal port to proceed into the stom-

ach. Ventilation takes place by the air exiting through the

openings below the proximal cuff. Detailed view of the

openings below the proximal cuff is shown in the inset
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and the patient is kept NPO for several hours,

these patients should be considered to have full

stomachs because of hypoactive bowel function,

the open abdomen, continuous accumulation of

gastroduodenal fluid, and remaining feeding

solution in the stomach. Airway management in

these patients necessitates using rapid sequence

induction with cricoid pressure.

The Agitated Uncooperative Patient

Pain, anxiety, alcohol intoxication, and illicit

drug use may cause agitation and uncooperative

behavior in many acutely injured patients. In

these patients, topical anesthesia of the airway

may be impossible, whereas administration of

sedative agents may result in apnea or airway

obstruction, with an increased risk of aspiration

of gastric contents and inadequate conditions

for tracheal intubation. These patients are best

managed with RSI with direct laryngoscopy,

provided that the cricothyroid membrane is

located, the lung is denitrogenated, and personnel

and material necessary to perform translaryngeal

ventilation or cricothyroidotomy are prepared

and ready to provide a rapid surgical airway if

intubation with RSI fails.

Airway Obstruction

Airway obstruction is probably the most frequent

cause of asphyxia; it may result from pharyngeal

soft tissue edema, laceration, hematoma, bleed-

ing, secretions, foreign bodies, or displaced bone

or cartilage fragments. Bleeding into the cervical

region may produce airway obstruction not only

because of compression by the hematoma, but

also from venous congestion and upper airway

edema as a result of neck vein compression.

Signs of upper and lower airway obstruction

include dyspnea, cyanosis, hoarseness, stridor,

dysphonia, subcutaneous emphysema, and

hemoptysis. Cervical deformity, edema, crepita-

tion, tracheal tug and/or deviation, or jugular

venous distention may be present before these

symptoms appear and may help indicate that

specialized techniques are required to secure the

airway.

The initial steps in airway management

are chin lift, jaw thrust, clearing of the

oropharyngeal cavity, placement of an oropha-

ryngeal or nasopharyngeal airway and, in

inadequately breathing patients, ventilation with

a self-inflating bag/mask assembly. Cervical

spine immobilization and administration of

oxygen are essential. Blind passage of a nasopha-

ryngeal airway or a nasogastric or nasotracheal

tube should be avoided if a basilar skull or

maxillary sinus fracture is suspected; it may

enter the cranial cavity or the periocular fat pad.

Supraglottic airways may permit ventilation with

a self-inflating bag, although they do not provide

protection against aspiration of gastric contents.

They may be used as temporary measures, and if

they do not provide adequate ventilation, the

trachea must be intubated immediately using

either direct laryngoscopy or videolaryngoscopy.

Cricothyroidotomy may have to be performed if

mask or supraglottic airway ventilation fails to

overcome airway obstruction, tracheal intubation

is unsuccessful, and hypoxia is severe and cannot

be corrected. In all trauma patients airway

assessment should include a rapid examination

of the anterior neck for feasibility of access to the

cricothyroid membrane. Between 0.3 % and

2.7 % of airway management attempts fail in

the trauma population, necessitating cricothyr-

oidotomy [10, 11]. Tracheostomy is not desirable

during initial management because it takes

longer to perform than a cricothyroidotomy and

requires neck extension, which may cause or

exacerbate cord trauma in patients with cervical

spine injuries. Conversion to a tracheostomy

should be considered later to prevent laryngeal

damage if a cricothyroidotomy will be in

place for more than 2–3 days. Possible

contraindications to cricothyroidotomy include

age younger than 12 years and suspected

laryngeal trauma; permanent laryngeal damage

may result in the former, and uncorrectable

airway obstruction may occur in the latter

situation.
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Airway Evaluation in the Trauma
Patient

As in any patient requiring airway management,

airway evaluation in trauma victims is of crucial

importance for optimal preparation and thus

prevention of undesirable outcomes. Assessment

should be made for mask ventilation, tracheal

intubation, and a surgical airway. The LEMON

score, an airway assessment tool for trauma

patients, is included in the current version (8th

edition) of the Advanced Trauma Life Support

Manual (ATLS) [12, 13]. The components of the

score are similar to those used in routine airway

assessment, but it is more organized and

standardized for trauma patients. Following are

the criteria that may indicate difficulty:

L stands for Look at the cervicofacial region for

evaluation of facial or neck trauma, large

incisors, presence of beard, large tongue, or

orofacial soft tissue stiffness such as the effect

of radiation therapy. One point is assigned for

each of four conditions present that can

possibly cause difficulty. Thus, this criteria

leads to a maximum of four points.

E stands for Evaluate. The 3-3-2 rule is used for

this purpose to specify an interincisor distance

<3 fingers, mentum to hyoid distance <3

fingers, and floor of the mouth to thyroid

notch distance <2 fingers. One point is

assigned for each abnormal findings yielding

a maximum of three points.

M stands forMallampati score, in which inabil-

ity to visualize the uvula suggests a grade 3 or

4 view during laryngoscopy. One point is

assigned for Mallampati Grade 3 and 4 view.

O stands for Obstruction. Airway obstruction

from any cause, and the signs and symptoms

described above are detected with this part of

the assessment tool. One point is assigned to

the presence of airway obstruction.

N stands for Neck Mobility. Apart from

preexisting cervical diseases, the trauma patient

with a cervical collar may have significant

limitation of neck mobility causing reduction

of the laryngeal view during direct laryngos-

copy. One point is assigned to the presence of

neck mobility caused by any reason.

Thus, by addition of points from each item of

LEMON a maximum of 10 and a minimum score

of 0 is obtained.

High LEMON scores have been shown to be

associated with a greater likelihood of difficult

intubation [12]. It should be emphasized that as

in any airway evaluation method, this method

as well provides information only about the

likelihood of difficulty and is not a definite

marker of difficult airway management.

Airway evaluation in patients requiring

emergency tracheal intubation shortly after

trauma is solely based on clinical examination.

During the later stages of treatment, radiographic

evaluation of the craniofacial region may

additionally contribute to airway evaluation.

Computed tomography (CT) examination and

magnetic resonance (MR) imaging have largely

replaced conventional radiographic evaluation

for this purpose during the past decade. They

will be discussed during the review of specific

injuries below.

Ultrasound technology has recently emerged

as a tool for airway management. It aids in both

airway evaluation and intervention, and its

potential benefit is especially relevant in the

time of critical immediate phase after trauma.

The airway can be evaluated with this method

all the way from the mouth to the lung

(Table 2.1), and airway structures such as the

tongue, oropharynx, hypopharynx, hyoid bone,

epiglottis, larynx, vocal cords, cricothyroid

membrane, cricoid cartilage, trachea, esophagus,

lung, and pleura can be imaged. It is also possible

to identify the stomach and predict the volume of

its contents after placing the patient in right

lateral position [14]. Ultrasound imaging for

upper airway evaluation is performed by using

an 8–15 MHz linear array probe placed in the

transverse axis in the submandibular area and

moved downward to the level of the suprasternal

notch. In this region the focus of evaluation is

usually centered in four levels: (a) submandibu-

lar region where the muscles in the floor of the

mouth (geniohyoid) and the tongue are imaged;

(b) over the hyoid bone where the soft tissue

thickness of the anterior neck, which appears to

correlate with difficulty of laryngoscopy if it

exceeds 2.8 cm, can be measured [15]; (c) the
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thyrohyoid membrane between the hyoid bone

and the thyroid cartilage where, in addition to

measurement of the soft tissue thickness, the

preepiglottic space and epiglottis can be

identified. At this level, moving the transducer

slightly caudad to the level of the thyroid

cartilage allows imaging of the larynx at the

level of the vocal cords with demonstration of

the thyroid and cricoid cartilages, vocal

ligaments, and the anterior commissure; and

(d) at the level of the thyroid isthmus and

suprasternal notch where the posterior air/

mucosa interface can be identified (Fig. 2.5)

[16]. It should be emphasized that the position

of the probe as it is moved distally over the

airway is gradually tilted from parallel to the

axis of the body at the submandibular area to

perpendicular to the axis of the body at the thy-

roid or cricoid cartilage level. Pneumothorax and

endobronchial intubation can be diagnosed in

B-mode ultrasound imaging by transverse place-

ment of the ultrasound probe over two adjacent

ribs and observing lung sliding [17, 18]. If

M-mode imaging is used, the presence of a

succession of horizontal lines may be related to

endobronchial intubation or pneumothorax. The

“lung pulse” observed in M-mode normally

results from movement of the visceral over the

parietal pleura with every heartbeat and may give

the false impression that pneumothorax or

endobronchial intubation do not exist. Of course

in patients with cardiac arrest the “lung pulse” is

absent (Fig. 2.6) [19].

Indications for Emergency Tracheal
Intubation

Absolute indications for emergency tracheal

intubation for trauma and smoke inhalation

victims are provided by the Eastern Association

for the Surgery of Trauma (EAST) guidelines.

Essentially, as mentioned above, the criteria for

these indications are based on the presence of

hypoxia, hypoventilation, and inability to protect

the airway (Table 2.2) [20].

Several retrospective studies, however, have

identified additional indications for emergency

Table 2.1 Possible uses of ultrasonography for airway management

Clinical application Comment

Predicting difficult airway management [96] Demonstrated to be useful in small series of obese patients

Diagnosis of head and neck pathology with potential of

causing difficulty of airway management [97]

Both intrinsic and extrinsic head and neck pathology can be

diagnosed

Measuring gastric content [98] Best results are obtained if the patient is placed in right

lateral decubitus position

Predicting appropriate diameter of endotracheal,

endobronchial, and tracheostomy tubes [99]

Differentiating between tracheal and endobronchial

intubation

Differentiating between tracheal and esophageal

intubation [38]

Allows detection of esophageal intubation and it is

especially helpful in the presence of no circulation (cardiac

arrest)

Diagnosing pneumothorax [100] Fastest way to rule out a suspicion of intraoperative

pneumothorax

Identifying the cricothyroid membrane [101] For preparation of emergency cricothyroidotomy,

transtracheal O2 insufflation, translaryngeal (retrograde)

intubation, administration of local anesthetics when

palpation of the cricothyroid membrane is not possible

Identifying trachea and trachea and tracheal ring

interspaces for tracheostomy and percutaneous

dilatational tracheostomy [102]

Usually needed in the intensive care unit few days after

trauma

Modified from Kristensen MS and Teoh WHL. Ultrasound probe in the hands of the anesthesiologist: a powerful new

tool for airway management. Anesthesiology News Supplement on Guide to Airway Management. 2013; page 23-30
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Fig. 2.5 Ultrasonographic evaluation of the upper air-

way. (a) In supine position of the patient the ultrasound

probe is placed submentally to image the geniohyoid and

the tongue. (b) The probe is moved downward over the

hyoid bone to measure the soft tissue thickness over the

hyoid. Soft tissue thickness exceeding 2.5–3.0 cm may be
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tracheal intubation in other trauma patients

[21–24]. These include moderate cognitive

impairment (GCS score 9–12), persistent

combativeness unresponsive to mild to moderate

sedation, respiratory distress without hypoxia or

hypoventilation, cervical spinal cord injury

(CSCI) with evidence of respiratory insufficiency

(complete or incomplete SCI at C5 or above)

[20]. Interestingly, these studies show that one

of the three patients intubated with these criteria

had a head injury.

Techniques of Airway Management

The objective in airway management of trauma

patients is to achieve a safe tracheal intubation in

the shortest possible time without causing a

Fig. 2.5 (continued) associated with difficult tracheal

intubation. (c) Ultrasound image at the thyrohyoid mem-

brane demonstrates strap muscles, preepiglottic space,

epiglottis, and the air–mucosa interspace. (d) Ultrasound

probe placed over the thyroid cartilage showing the image

of thyroid cartilage and vocal cords. (e) Ultrasound image

at the level of the thyroid isthmus showing the image of

thyroid and the subglottic airway. (f) Ultrasound image at

the suprasternal notch showing the airway. The diameter

of the airway can be measured at each level of the airway

Fig. 2.6 Ultrasonographic views of lung sliding (a, b)

and absence of lung sliding (c, d). (a) Ultrasound probe

placed longitudinally over the chest showing 2D image of

pleural lines (arrow) and successive ribs (arrowheads).
On a dynamic image sliding of the visceral over parietal

pleura suggests absence of pneumothorax. (b) With M-

mode image lung sliding generated a sandy pattern which

is often described as a seashore sign. (c) M-mode image

obtained in the absence of lung sliding. Succession of

horizontal lines is interrupted by intermittent fluctuations

at points marked by heart shapes. These fluctuations are

caused by heart beats and are called lung pulse. (d)

Absence of lung sliding in the absence of heart beat effect

is reflected over the M-mode image as uninterrupted

horizontal lines termed as the stratosphere sign.

Reproduced with permission from Sim S-S, Lien WC,

Chou HC et al.: Ultrasonographic lung sliding sign in

confirming proper endotracheal intubation during emer-

gency intubation. Resuscitation 2012; 83:307-312
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decrease in blood pressure or blood O2 saturation,

or an increase in CO2 tension. This is especially

important in head-injured patients in whom even

short periods of hypoxia and/or hypotension are

likely to increase the size of secondary injury,

worsening the outcome. Based on the EAST

airway management guidelines, orotracheal intu-

bation guided by direct laryngoscopy is the

technique of choice for emergency tracheal intu-

bation of trauma patients [20].

There are, however, other alternatives which

may be used as rescue devices when difficulty

arises with classical mask ventilation and

tracheal intubation using direct laryngoscopy

with conventional blades. Supraglottic airway

devices, by bypassing the oropharynx, offer the

benefits of rapid blind placement as well as a

high success rate in situations of combined

difficult mask ventilation, laryngoscopy, and

cricothyroidotomy that may be experienced in

patients with obesity, obstructive sleep apnea,

short neck, limited neck movement, previous

radiotherapy to the cervicofacial region, beard,

etc. Although extensive information exists about

the use of supraglottic devices in the nontrauma

in-hospital setting, data for trauma patients in

this area are limited mainly to prehospital airway

management by nonphysician personnel. The

success rate of these devices as a rescue

technique after failed tracheal intubation in

prehospital trauma varies between 87 % and

100 %. Since there are more than ten supraglottic

devices available on the market, it is difficult to

recommend a specific one for this purpose;

familiarity of the operator with a specific device

appears to be the most important factor.

Videolaryngoscopes provide an indirect view

of the larynx. Unless there is intrinsic distortion

of the airway, these devices enable the operator

to visualize the larynx almost every time. How-

ever, depending on the oropharyngeal anatomy,

direction of the tracheal tube into the larynx may

not always be successful. Videolaryngoscopes

can be divided into two groups: those guiding

the tube toward the laryngeal inlet (Airtraq,

Pentax AWS) and those requiring the operator

to direct the tube into the larynx (GlideScope,

Storz, etc.). Some devices in the second category

such as the GlideScope have stylets designed to

facilitate manipulation of the tube. Besides

improving the Cormack and Lehane grade,

videolaryngoscopes may decrease cervical spine

motion and the force and pressure applied to the

posterior pharynx, features that may be advanta-

geous during management of cervical spine

injury [25–28].

Although experience with videolaryn-

goscopes in nontrauma patients is extensive,

Table 2.2 Absolute indications for emergency tracheal intubations in trauma and smoke inhalation victims

Trauma victims

Airway obstruction

Hypoventilation

Persistent hypoxemia (SaO2 < 90 %) despite supplemental oxygen

Severe cognitive impairment (Glasgow Coma Scale [GCS] score < 8)

Severe hemorrhagic shock

Cardiac arrest

Smoke inhalation victims

Airway obstruction

Severe cognitive impairment (GCS score < 8)

Major cutaneous burn (body surface area > 10 %)

Major burns and/or smoke inhalation with an anticipated prolonged transport time to definitive care

Impending airway obstruction as follows:

Moderate-to-severe facial burn

Moderate-to-severe oropharyngeal burn

Moderate-to-severe airway injury observed during endoscopy
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few studies have evaluated these devices in the

trauma setting. In one study, the laryngeal view

with the GlideScope was superior to that

obtained with the Macintosh blade [29]. In

another study involving 822 emergency room

patients, of whom more than 60 % had sustained

trauma, the first attempt success rate with the

GlideScope was higher than that with conven-

tional laryngoscopes; nevertheless the overall

success rate was similar between the two

techniques [30]. The overall success rate was

also found to be similar in another study of

trauma patients, although intubation times were

longer with the GlideScope [31]. A recent pro-

spective randomized study comparing the

Macintosh blade and videolaryngoscope

(GlideScope) for intubation of a group of trauma

patients (n ¼ 623) demonstrated no difference in

mortality. Intubation with the GlideScope took

longer (median 56 s vs. 40 s). Although the

difference in duration of intubation, while

statistically significant, may appear relatively

small, it was associated with a longer duration

of decreased O2 saturation. In fact, the severe

head injury patients in the study, who are

expected to be most vulnerable to hypoxia in

the early post-trauma phase because of the

likelihood of development or expansion of sec-

ondary injury, had a higher incidence of hypoxia

(O2 saturation<80 %) during intubation with the

videolaryngoscope than with the Macintosh

blade (50 % vs. 24 %). The authors suspected

that this may have been one of the reasons for a

statistically significant higher mortality rate in

the head-injured patients intubated with the

GlideScope (30 % vs. 14 %) [32]. Inability to

demonstrate a difference in success of intubation

between direct laryngoscopy and videolar-

yngoscopy may be related to the use of an

unselected population in whom direct laryngos-

copy has a high success rate. It is now clear that

in the nontrauma population many, but not all,

patients in whom tracheal intubation with

direct laryngoscopy failed, video laryngoscopic

intubation was successful. Likewise in patients

known to be difficult, video laryngoscopy was

more successful in tracheal intubation than direct

laryngoscopy (Tables 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5) [33–37].

Ultrasound can be useful for airway

intervention. Apart from identifying esophageal

intubation, especially in patients with cardiac arrest

or low flow states when the end tidal CO2 measure-

ment is unreliable [38], and helping to recognize

endobronchial intubation, its most valuable use for

airway intervention is in identification of the

cricoid cartilage and cricothyroid membrane for

emergency cricothyrotomy when these structures

cannot be identified by palpation [39, 40].

Airway Management in Specific
Injuries

Head, Open Eye, and Contained Major
Vessel Injuries

In addition to adequate oxygenation and ventila-

tion, patients with these injuries require deep

anesthesia and profound muscle relaxation

before airway manipulation. This helps prevent

Table 2.3 Performance characteristics of GlideScope in 2,004 patients

Performance criteria tested Number (%)

Overall success rate 1,944 of 2,004 (97 %)

Success in predicted difficult intubation 1,377 of 1,428 (96 %)

Success after failed conventional laryngoscopy 224 of 239 (94 %)

Complications 21 of 2,004 (1 %)

Major complicationsa 6 of 2,004 (0.3 %)

Predictors of GlideScope failure Altered neck anatomyb

aDental, pharyngeal, tracheal, and laryngeal injury
bSurgical scar, radiation changes, neck mass

Reproduced with permission from Aziz MF, Healy D, Kheterpal S et al.: Routine clinical practice effectiveness of the

Glidescope in difficult airway management: an analysis of 2004 Glidescope intubations, complications, and failures

from two institutions. Anesthesiology 2011; 114:34-41
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hypertension, coughing, and bucking, and

thereby minimizes intracranial, intraocular, or

intravascular pressure elevation, which can result

in herniation of the brain, extrusion of eye

contents, or dislodgment of a hemostatic clot

from an injured vessel, respectively.

Anesthetic agents selected for management of

brain injury should produce the least increase in

intracranial pressure (ICP), the least decrease in

mean arterial pressure, and the greatest reduction

in cerebral metabolic rate (CMRO2). One of the

most important factors in the etiology of cerebral

ischemia is increased ICP from intracranial

hematoma and/or cerebral edema. Prompt

decompression of the cranial contents is the

most crucial means of ensuring cerebral well-

being. Hypotension caused by anesthetics or

other factors contributes to the development or

progression of cerebral ischemia. Utmost

attention should be paid during anesthesia to

avoid hypotension and hypoxia. A minimal

mean arterial pressure of 60 mmHg is generally

accepted as the threshold for brain ischemia or as

the lower limit of autoregulation, but depending

on the patient, the duration of hypotension, the

anesthetic technique, and the state of the cerebral

vasculature, this threshold may be as high as

70–80 mmHg. The preferred anesthetic sequence

to achieve optimal brain oxygenation includes

preoxygenation and opioid loading, followed by

an intravenous anesthetic and muscle relaxant.

Systemic hypotension, ICP elevation, and

decreased cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP ¼
mean arterial pressure � ICP) should be

avoided. Intravenous anesthetics are the most

common causes of hypotension during induction.

This problem can be ameliorated by

administering pretreatment doses of opioids

(fentanyl, 2–3 μg/kg), which permit reduction

of the intravenous anesthetic dose. This may

also prevent the myoclonic movements

associated with etomidate and occasionally with

propofol, and thus reduce the risks of ICP and

IOP increase. Nevertheless, myoclonus is best

prevented by careful timing of the dose of muscle

relaxants. Another measure to preserve CPP

during anesthesia is to administer vasopressors,

being aware that hypovolemia may be masked by

their use. Alpha-1 agonist agents, although

considered cerebral vasoconstrictors and thus

contraindicated, do not actually produce this

effect in the usual doses [41].

Table 2.4 Comparison of performance characteristics of Macintosh and C-MAC laryngoscopes in 300 patients having

at least one predictor of difficult intubation

Macintosh C-MAC

pNumber (%) Number (%)

First attempt intubation 124 of 147 (84 %) 138 of 149 (93 %) 0.026

Grade 1 or 2 view 119 of 147 (81 %) 139 of 149 (93 %) <0.01

Laryngoscopy time 33 s (95 %) (CI 29–36) 46 s (95 %) (CI 40–51) <0.001

Facilitatory manipulation neededa 46 of 124 (37 %) 33 of 138 (24 %) <0.020

Complications 16 of 124 (13 %) 27 of 138 (20 %)

aExternal laryngeal pressure or gum elastic bougie

Reproduced with permission from Aziz MF, Healy D, Kheterpal S et al.: Routine clinical practice effectiveness of the

Glidescope in difficult airway management: an analysis of 2004 Glidescope intubations, complications, and failures

from two institutions. Anesthesiology 2011; 114:34-41

Table 2.5 Comparative intubating characteristics of air-

way scope (Pentax), C-MAC (Storz), and GlideScope

Airway

scope

(Pentax)

C-MAC

(Storz) GlideScope

Intubation time

(s)

20.6 � 11.5 31.9 � 17.6 31.2 � 15

Grade 1 view

(%)

97 87 78

First attempt

intubation rate

(%)

95 93 91

Reproduced with permission from Teoh WH, Saxena S,

Shah MK, Sia AT: Comparison of three videolaryn-

goscopes: Pentax airway scope, C-MAC, Glidescope vs

Macintosh laryngoscope for tracheal intubation. Anaes-

thesia 2010; 65:1126-32
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Opioid loading, however, may also be respon-

sible for hypotension, as it inhibits the overactive

sympathetic activity that is likely to be present in

trauma patients with or without head injury. In

head-injured patients this may occur whether

cerebral autoregulation is present or absent, and

if untreated can produce secondary ischemic

insults. Thus, hemodynamic responses to the

opioid should be carefully monitored and

promptly corrected [42].

For many years ketamine was considered to

be contraindicated in patients with head and

vascular injuries because it may increase both

intracranial and systemic vascular pressures; it

does not increase intraocular pressure (IOP). Its

effect on ICP when used as an induction agent

has recently been questioned, and actually some

studies have demonstrated decreases in ICP

when it is used for sedation [43–46].

Any muscle relaxant, including succinylcho-

line, may be used as long as the fasciculation

produced by this agent is inhibited by prior

administration of an adequate dose of a

nondepolarizing muscle relaxant. More recently,

however, the use of defasciculating doses of

nondepolarizing muscle relaxants for head-

injured patients has also been questioned, as the

evidence that succinylcholine-induced

fasciculations produce significant elevation of

ICP in this setting is lacking [47]. However,

fasciculations do increase IOP, necessitating

the use of intravenous anesthetics and

defasciculating doses of nondepolarizing agents

[48]. Avoiding succinylcholine usually does not

alleviate the problem because laryngoscopy and

tracheal intubation produce a greater and longer-

lasting increase in IOP [49]. Alternatively,

rocuronium can provide intubating conditions

within 60 s following a dose of 1.6–2.0 mg/kg,

although the neuromuscular blockade produced

by this dose lasts approximately 2 h [50]. Intra-

venous lidocaine has an attenuating effect on the

pressor response to airway instrumentation, but it

is mild and unpredictable. Of course, neither

muscle relaxants nor intravenous anesthetics are

indicated when initial assessment suggests a

difficult airway. Airway management with mild

sedation and gentle topical anesthesia of the

airway to prevent bucking and coughing may be

needed in these patients. As in any other trauma

patient, hypotension dictates either reduced or no

intravenous anesthetic administration. None

of the nondepolarizing muscle relaxants causes

elevation of ICP or IOP in the absence of

associated tracheal intubation.

Cervical Spine Injury

Overall incidence of cervical spine injury after

blunt trauma is estimated to be 2 % [51].

Concomitant craniofacial injury and Glasgow

coma scale of 8 or less triples this risk [51]. As

in brain injury, secondary injury by factors

such as hypoxia and hypotension is also likely

in spinal cord injuries; estimated rate of this

complication varies between 10 % and 30 %

[51], indicating the importance of appropriate

airway management. In the cervical spine

(C-spine)-injured patient as well, airway

management consists of two components:

evaluation and intervention. In this instance

evaluation includes not only the airway but also

the spine itself, as the presence of a C-spine

injury greatly affects the strategy for interven-

tion. The definitive method of diagnosis of

C-spine injury in the early phase after injury is

thin slice (2 or 3 mm) computed tomography

(CT). Subjecting every patient with suspected

C-spine injury to CT, however, would result

in many unnecessary radiographic studies,

radiation exposure, high costs, and delays in

patient care. In the beginning of the millennium,

a prospective observational study performed in

34,000 patients in 21 centers across the United

States produced a simple decision instrument, in

which a clinical evaluation showing absence of

posterior cervical pain and tenderness, no focal

neurological deficit, normal alertness, no

evidence of intoxication, and no obvious

distracting injury indicated a low probability of

a C-spine injury and justified ruling it out without

the need for radiographic evaluation [52]. This

decision rule, the National Emergency

X-radiography (NEXUS) criteria, has been

embraced by the EAST and is used throughout
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the US. There is, however, no definition of a

distracting injury, and the decision about its pres-

ence and its impact on evaluation is left to the

perception and judgment of the clinician.

Recently there has been increasing doubt about

the effect of a distracting injury on the recogni-

tion of a C-spine injury. At least one study

demonstrated a similar rate of C-spine injury

diagnosis whether there was a presumed

distracting injury or not [53]. On the other

hand, some trauma surgeons believe that in the

major trauma setting, ruling out C-spine injury

with the NEXUS criteria alone may be fraught

with the danger of missing some clinically

important unstable injuries. Thus, they believe

that CT evaluation in addition to clinical exami-

nation is indicated in all major trauma patients

[54].

The relative weakness of the NEXUS criteria

compared to the Canadian C-spine rule has also

been demonstrated [55, 56]. The latter instrument

is based on three high risk and five low risk

criteria plus the patient’s ability to actively rotate

the neck: Age greater than 65 years; dangerous

mechanisms of injury such as a fall from an

elevation greater than 3 ft or 5 stairs; an axial

load to the head, as in diving or in an MVA at a

speed greater than 100 km/h with rollover or

ejection, bicycle collision, or being hit by a

high-speed vehicle; or if the patient reports the

development of paresthesias in his extremities,

are high risk factors that mandate radiographic

studies. Low risk criteria such as a simple rear-

end motor vehicle collision, ability to sit or

ambulate in the ER, absence of immediate but

not delayed neck pain, or absence of midline

C-spine tenderness permit safe assessment of

range of motion as the next evaluation step.

Finally, the patient’s ability to rotate the neck

actively 45� in each direction allows clearing

the C-spine without radiographic evaluation

(Fig. 2.7) [55]. As compared to the NEXUS

criteria, the Canadian C-spine rule, which is not

used as widely as the NEXUS in the USA,

appears to be a safer instrument for evaluating

the possibility of a C-spine injury (Table 2.6)

[55].

These findings have important implications

for the anesthesiologist in that C-spine injury

can be ruled out reliably by clinical criteria.

However, though with a very small likelihood,

Fig. 2.7 Management algorithm followed by the Canadian C-spine rule for the initial care of cervical spine injuries

Table 2.6 Diagnostic performance of NEXUS and

Canadian C-spine rule

Assessment

Canadian C-spine rule NEXUS

Injury No injury Injury No injury

Positive 161 3,995 147 3,599

Negative 1 3,281 15 2,677

Data from Stiell JG, Clement CM, McKnight RD et al.:

Canadian C-spine rule versus the NEXUS low-risk

criteria in patients with trauma. New England Journal of

Medicine 2003; 349:2510-8
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patients cleared clinically, especially with

NEXUS criteria, may still harbor an unstable

injury and could potentially develop neurologic

damage during airway management, thus

active evaluation and C-spine protection during

intubation are generally necessary in all cases.

For those who cannot be cleared clinically and

thus require radiographic evaluation, it is now

clear that the diagnostic capability of three-view

plain films (the previous standard) is inferior to

helical (spiral) CT scans with sagittal and coronal

reconstruction. Thus, in modern trauma centers

radiographic evaluation of the C-spine is now

done with thin slice CT, except in pediatric

patients who are sensitive to the excessive

radiation of the CT scan (six times greater than

conventional radiograms), potentially increasing

the risk of thyroid cancer later in life [57].

There is, however, a subset of patients who

have normal CT results but are either obtunded

or have neck pain. Given the fact that CT is not

sensitive in diagnosis of soft tissue and ligamen-

tous injury, how can these be ruled out in these

patients? The conventional approach used to be

to obtain flexion/extension series. However, the

efficacy of dynamic fluoroscopy is very limited

because of the need for repeated examinations,

the difficulty in identifying specific ligamentous

injuries, inadequate visualization of lower

C-spine, and extremely low yield, combined

with the relatively dangerous and cost-

ineffective nature of these studies. In the first

few days following the injury, active flexion/

extension movement of the patient is limited

because of pain. Also during this period, the

study is fraught with the danger of spinal cord

injury and must be done with the participation of

a neurosurgeon. Data from two clinical studies

demonstrates the low yield of flexion/extension

series. In one study only 2 % of the 837 patients

with unstable injuries [58], and in another, only

0.7 % of 301 patients were diagnosed [59]. In

other patients, the studies were negative, inade-

quate, or falsely positive or negative [58, 59]. For

these reasons many trauma centers no longer

perform flexion/extension films.

MRI is currently performed as an adjuvant

assessment in cognitively dysfunctional patients

with negative CT results. MRI is a reliable tool;

when it is normal it can conclusively exclude

C-spine injury and is thus established as the

gold standard for clearing the C-spine in a

clinically suspicious blunt trauma patient [60].

However, it is expensive, requires patient trans-

port and medical supervision during a relatively

long study period, and is so sensitive that it can

detect subtle stable injuries which are clinically

insignificant. Additionally, in the comatose

patient with a normal CT and no abnormal

neurologic signs, it does not add any information

to change clinical management [61]. Also, for

several reasons it cannot be done in the first

few days of the injury, the time when airway

management is most frequently required.

Another possibility is to keep the rigid

cervical collar in place until the patient regains

cognitive function and can be evaluated. This is

the situation encountered in most instances when

airway management is needed for the critically

injured patient. Immobilization in a rigid cervical

collar for more than 48–72 h has its own price,

including an increased incidence of pressure

sores, intracranial hypertension in the setting of

a simultaneous head injury, airway management

challenges, compromised central venous

access, infection from suboptimal central venous

catheter care, and difficult oral hygiene. Thus,

every effort must be made to remove the collar

as soon as possible.

A more recently proposed approach, practiced

by trauma surgeons in Europe, Australia, New

Zealand, and Canada, and in many but not all

trauma centers in the US, is to rely on the CT

study using a modern multidetector device

with less than 3 mm cuts. The demonstrated

diagnostic ability of this method is excellent,

with a 99.99 % sensitivity and specificity and

100 % negative predictive value [62]. In practical

terms, this method can miss one unstable

C-Spine injury in about 5,000 patients who are

not cleared by clinical examination, which in a

typical level I trauma center translates into one

patient every 10–15 years.

As in any other diagnostic study, there are

certain conditions that C-Spine injury theoreti-

cally could be missed by CT examination. For
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example, acute rupture of a transverse atlantal

ligament produces significant instability despite

the absence of a neurological deficit and normal

alignment while the patient is lying supine on a

CT scanner. Likewise in a head-injured patient, a

mild to moderate central cord syndrome that may

occur in situations of spinal cord injury without

radiologic findings (SCIWORA) may be difficult

to discern with CT scan. Finally, human error

is always possible, and misread CT scans by

inexperienced clinicians can be a reason for a

missed injury.

Although anesthesiologists are not responsi-

ble for clearing the C-spine, knowing the process

and pitfalls of C-spine clearance may help airway

management planning and intervention. Never-

theless, it should be emphasized that many

patients present to anesthesiologists for airway

management with a C-spine that is not cleared

and a hard collar restricting neck flexion and

extension; the emergent nature of the injury

precludes the use of time-consuming diagnostic

measures prior to airway management. The goal

is to secure the airway without causing or wors-

ening spinal cord damage. Several studies have

reviewed the possibility of new or increasing

spinal cord injury resulting from airway manage-

ment. In 1987, Marshall and colleagues [63]

studied the frequency and causes of neurologic

deterioration in 154 spinal cord-injured patients

after admission to the hospital. The deficits

increased in nine patients. None were related to

airway management; these complications were

caused by placement and adjustment of neck-

stabilizing devices. Indeed, although small,

some anteroposterior translation and angulation

of the unstable spine occurs during application

and removal of any one- or two-piece cervical

collar [64].

Hindman and colleagues [65] reviewed the

closed claims for perioperative cervical cord,

root, and spine injury in 48 patients. Interest-

ingly, most cervical cord injuries occurred

in the absence of traumatic spine injury, instabil-

ity, or airway difficulties. Overall, airway

management-related neurologic damage

represented 11 % (five patients) of the total of

48 claims. Three of these patients had no trauma

but ankylosing spondylitis in two and severe

cervical spondylosis with cord compression on

the third patient. Cervical spine instability before

airway management was present in nine patients.

Of these, seven patients had traumatic spinal

instability, of whom six underwent cervical

cord surgery; neurologic damage was related to

the surgery and not to the airway management in

these patients. Spinal cord injury attributed to

airway management occurred in two of the

seven claims with prior trauma-induced unstable

C-spines following difficult laryngoscopy and

intubation without precautions. McLeod and

Calder [66] reviewed nine allegedly intubation-

related postoperative spinal cord injuries. Of the

nine patients only three in two reports had

traumatic C-spine injuries. It is possible that at

least two of these cases are the same patients

described by Hindman and colleagues [65]. In

any case two of the injuries in McLeod and

Calder’s [66] series were not recognized and

laryngoscopy and intubation were performed

without precautions. The third patient had an

airway obstruction secondary to cervical hema-

toma. Intubation failed and cricothyroidotomy

was performed. Thus, airway management-

related spinal cord injury may occur in C-spine-

injured patients, but if it does, it is rare. This does

not imply, however, that protection of the neck is

unnecessary during airway management.

Direct laryngoscopy with manual inline

stabilization (MILS) is the standard of care for

these patients in the acute stage. In the presence

of MILS the glottic view on direct laryngoscopy

is restricted because of limitation of neck

extension; thus tracheal intubation may be

facilitated by the use of adjunctive measures

such as bougie, stylet, or external laryngeal

pressure. MILS also may require greater anterior

pressure on the tongue by the laryngoscope

blade. This pressure is transmitted to the spine

and can increase the movement of the unstable

segment. This has been elegantly demonstrated

by Santoni and colleagues [67] who placed

multiple pressure transducers on the anterior

surface of the Macintosh blade to measure

pressures exerted on the tongue (and indirectly

to the spine), during various phases of direct
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laryngoscopy and intubation. Exerted pressures

during the best laryngoscopic view were twice as

large with MILS than without (Fig. 2.8). These

findings confirm the results of a video fluoro-

scopic study conducted by Lennarson and

colleagues [68] in C4–5 cervical spine

destabilized fresh cadavers. They looked at the

angular rotation and the anterior/posterior (AP)

and axial displacements (change in vertical inter-

vertebral space height) during laryngoscopy with

and without MILS. There was no change in angu-

lar rotation and axial distraction when the laryn-

goscopy was done in the presence of MILS.

There was, however, significant anteroposterior

displacement of as much as 1.9 mm, compared to

1 mm without MILS (Fig. 2.9). The maximum

physiologic AP displacement of the C-spine is

about 3–3.5 mm [69]. Thus, with or without

MILS, movement of the unstable segment during

laryngoscopy is still within the physiologic

range. However, this change occurred in an

experimental C-spine preparation. Under clinical

conditions when the extent of injury is unknown,

it is difficult to predict the extent of damage

even when C-spine movement is within the

physiologic range. There are additional reasons

for maintaining the practice of applying MILS

during airway management of a suspected

C-spine-injured patient [70]. First, there is no

randomized clinical trial to show conclusively

that outcome during airway management is not

different with or without MILS. Second,
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Pressures Applied during Laryngoscopy with MAC Blade
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Fig. 2.8 Pressures applied by the MacIntosh laryngo-

scope blade on the tongue and indirectly on the C-Spine

during various phases of direct laryngoscopy and intuba-

tion in two patients. Note that applied pressure is greatest

from the time of final position of the blade to the comple-

tion of intubation, especially with application of manual

inline stabilization (MILS) of the head and neck.

Reproduced with permission from Santoni BG, Hindman

BJ, Puttlitz CM et al.: Manual in-line stabilization

increases pressures applied by the laryngoscope blade

during direct laryngoscopy and orotracheal intubation.

Anesthesiology 2009; 110:24-31
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development or worsening of spinal cord injury

after institution of MILS during initial manage-

ment has been less than that encountered during

the prestabilization era, suggesting a protective

effect of neck stabilization during airway

management. Third, MILS can serve to warn

physicians about the possibility of an underlying

C-spine injury. It is reasonable, however, to

allow some cervical movement by relaxing the

MILS to optimize visualization of the larynx

when the glottic view is restricted during laryn-

goscopy. As mentioned above, bougies, stylets,

or cricoid pressure in this situation may further

facilitate laryngeal view and intubation.

Almost any of the available airway devices

cause some C-spine movement [68, 71, 72]. Face

mask ventilation with chin lift and jaw thrust

results in significant posterior displacement.

Supraglottic intubating airways, with or without

FOB guidance, can also cause neck motion not

much different than that caused by direct

laryngoscopy. A wide variety of video

laryngoscopes are available and they are

evaluated in various conditions that imitate

C-spine injury such as simulators, cadavers with

destabilized necks, and patients with intact

necks. Without doubt video laryngoscopes

improve the laryngeal view even in the most

difficult airways. They probably reduce neck

movement as well, but they do not eliminate it

(Table 2.7) [51, 73–75]. As mentioned above

video laryngoscopes can be divided into two

Ø - Angular Rotation

D - AP Displacement

A - Axial Distraction

Ø

A
D

Angular Rotation
AP Displacement
Axial Distraction

NO MILS MILS
Median

1.2˚
0 mm
0 mm

Maximum

3.9˚
1 mm

-0.2 mm

Median

0.1˚
0.7 mm*

0 mm

Maximum

2.7˚
1.9 mm*
0 mm

Fig. 2.9 Effect of manual inline stabilization (MILS) on

the cervical spine angular rotation, and the anterior–-

posterior and axial displacements during laryngoscopy

and intubation in C4–C5 destabilized fresh cadavers.

Upper panel depicts the definitions of angular rotation,

and anterior-posterior and axial displacements of the

spine. Lower panel shows the extent of movement in

each of these directions during laryngoscopy and intuba-

tion with and without MILS (Upper panel, reproduced

with permission from Gerling MC, Davis DP, Hamilton

RS, Morris GF, Vilke GF, Garfin SR, Hayden SR. Effects

of cervical spine immobilization technique and laryngo-

scope blade selection on an unstable cervical spine in

cadaver model of intubation. Lower panel, data obtained
from Lennarson PJ, Smith DW, Sawin PD et al.: Cervical

spinal motion during intubation: efficacy of stabilization

maneuvers in the setting of complete segmental instabil-

ity. Journal of Neurosurgery 2001; 94:265-70)
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categories: those that permit a view of the larynx

with a rigid video-furnished blade by which the

ET tube can be directed into the larynx by the

operator (GlideScope, Storz,), and those which

direct the tube into the laryngeal inlet in addition

to optimizing the view (Airtraq, Pentax Airway

scope, King Vision). Of all these airway

techniques FOB-guided nasotracheal intubation

causes the least displacement [71, 76], although

it may be associated with other problems such as

prolonged intubation time, nose bleed, etc. Thus,

during the initial phase after trauma when

cervical spine injury is suspected, orotracheal

intubation by applying MILS and using either a

conventional blade or a videolaryngoscope after

anesthetic induction is the most appropriate

technique of intubation. In the later phases after

trauma (24 h or longer), FOB-guided oro- or

naso-tracheal intubation after sedation and

topicalization of the airway is preferred. This

approach allows neurologic testing immediately

after securing the airway.

Management of Direct Airway Injuries

Trauma-induced direct damage to the airway or

the surrounding tissue can occur anywhere

between the nasopharynx and the bronchi.

Occasionally injury may involve more than one

level of the airway, resulting in persistent

dysfunction after one of the problems is

corrected.

Maxillofacial Injuries

Both penetrating and blunt mechanisms may be

responsible for maxillofacial trauma. The face,

head, and neck are vulnerable to missile and

explosion injuries. Of the penetrating injuries,

high velocity missiles produce severe and

unpredictable disfiguring wounds. Battle

injuries, which are mostly caused by explosives

and ballistics, are more likely to be associated

with multiple open and comminuted facial

fractures [77]. In the blunt trauma category,

injuries caused by altercations are usually less

severe than those produced by motor vehicle

accidents or falls.

Panfacial fractures involving the lower,

middle, and upper face are likely to develop

with high impact blunt injuries. This type of

trauma is likely to involve more than one of the

five regions of the facial skeleton: mandible,

maxilla, zygomatic complex, naso-orbito-

ethmoid region, and frontal bone [78]. The

resistance of individual facial bones to blunt

impact varies; the thin nasal bones are least and

the thick supraorbital bone is the most resistant.

Associated head and/or cervical spine injury

should be suspected, especially in the presence

of fractures of the more resistant facial bones.

Facial fractures may not involve only the anterior

bones. The fracture line may extend posteriorly

and involve the pterygoid process of the

sphenoid bone, the posterior buttress of the facial

skeleton, which can cause posterior displacement

of the face and obstruction of the nasopharynx. In

a LeFort 1 fracture the pterygoid process is

damaged at its inferior tip with minimal

Table 2.7 Performance characteristics of four tracheal

intubation devices tested in lightly embalmed cadaver

model with global ligamentous instability at C5–C6

Macintosh ILMA Lightwand Airtraq

Time to

intubate (s)

22 42 34 27

Failure rate

(%)

0 23 0 0

Flexion/

extension (˚)

4.7 3 2.4 2.9

Lateral

bending (˚)

2.7 1.9 1.5 1.9

Axial rotation

(˚)

4.3 2.9 2.3 2.8

M/L translation

(mm)

2.0 1.1 1.1 1.3

AP translation

(mm)

5.7 3.6 2.7 3.3

Axial

distraction

(mm)

2.8 1.9 1.6 2.1

M/L medial/lateral, AP anterior/posterior, ILMA
intubating laryngeal mask airway

Adapted from Prasarn ML, Conrad B, Rubery PT et al.:

Comparison of 4 airway devices on cervical spine align-

ment in a cadaver model with global ligamentous insta-

bility at C5-C6. Spine 2012;37: 476-81
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displacement. LeFort 2 and 3 fractures involve

the pterygoid process close to its base, where it

is connected to the sphenoid bone, causing

significant posterior displacement and giving

the face a “dishpan” or “baby face” appearance.

These fractures may also involve the cribriform

plate causing cerebrospinal fluid leakage with the

risk of infection.

Difficulty in airway management may arise

from mechanical or functional limitation of

mouth opening, soft-tissue edema of the pharynx,

peripharyngeal hematoma, and blood or debris in

the oropharynx. The result of these is partial or

complete airway obstruction which may lead to

difficulty in visualizing the larynx in the acute

stage of these injuries. Occasionally, teeth or

foreign bodies in the pharynx may be aspirated

into the airway. If not recognized, these foreign

bodies may cause some degree of obstruction in

distal airways with subsequent pneumonia.

Injured maxillofacial soft tissues are dynamic.

Serious airway compromise may develop within

a few hours in up to 50 % of patients with major

penetrating facial injuries or multiple trauma as a

result of an expanding hematoma or progressive

inflammation or edema resulting from the trauma

itself and/or liberal administration of fluids.

Although rare, massive hemorrhage, most fre-

quently from the internal maxillary artery or its

branches, may be life threatening, requiring

angioembolization. Prophylactic intubation of

the trachea may avert airway compromise in

these circumstances [79].

As mentioned fracture-induced encroachment

on the airway or limitation of mandibular move-

ment, pain, and trismus may limit mouth open-

ing. Fentanyl in titrated doses of up to 2–4 μg/kg
over a period of 10–20 min may produce an

improvement in the patient’s ability to open the

mouth if mechanical limitation is not present.

Unless severe airway compromise or bleeding

is complicating the clinical picture in panfacial

fractures, surgery may be delayed for as long as a

week without adverse effect on the repair.

Panfacial fractures, most of which are managed

after stabilizing hemodynamic and oxygenation

status and repair of vital injuries, are usually

repaired with the principle of “bottom up and

outside in” in the same session of a prolonged

procedure. Thus, the mandible is repaired before

the maxilla, and zygomatic fractures before naso-

orbito-ethmoid fractures. Some of the reasons for

this approach are to maintain the vertical length

of the face, repairing the simple mandibular

fracture before a complex maxillary fracture,

and preventing facial asymmetry [78]. Surgery

during the early phase may be limited to

intermaxillary fixation, which may be done

under local or general anesthesia depending on

the type of fracture, patient tolerance, and hemo-

dynamic and respiratory status. Some of these

patients may require tracheostomy using either

an open or percutaneous technique, preferably

over an endotracheal tube [80, 81]. Patients

operated for definitive repair a few days after

injury will present with a CT scan delineating

the skeletal injury. Both two-dimensional spiral

CT scanning with axial, coronal, and sagittal

projections and three-dimensional CT scans

provide adequate evaluation of maxillofacial

fractures, aiding in planning of airway

management [82].

The selection of an airway management

technique in the presence of a maxillofacial

fracture is based on the patient’s presenting

condition. Most patients with isolated facial

injuries do not require emergency tracheal

intubation. Patients who present with airway

compromise may be intubated using direct

laryngoscopy; the decision about the use of

anesthetics and muscle relaxants is based on the

results of airway evaluation. Bleeding into the

oropharynx precludes the use of a flexible FOB,

and often of a videolaryngoscope, because of

obstruction of the view by blood and secretions.

A retrograde technique, using a wire or epidural

catheter passed through a 14-gauge catheter

introduced into the trachea through the

cricothyroid membrane, may be used if the

patient can open his or her mouth. A surgical

airway with either open or percutaneous

technique is indicated when there is airway

compromise, direct laryngoscopy has failed or

is considered impossible, the jaws will be

wired, or when a tracheostomy will be performed

anyway after definitive repair of the fracture [80,
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81]. Tracheostomy may often be avoided with

the use of submental intubation in patients

operated electively for definitive repair of

injuries [83, 84]. This technique involves making

a small submental incision after intubation of the

trachea with a flexible armored tube, introducing

a clamp through the incision, piercing the floor of

the mouth, grabbing the proximal end of the

endotracheal tube, and pulling it through the

incision (Fig. 2.10). Thus, the oral cavity is free

and the tracheal wall remains intact. Postopera-

tively the tube can be removed or redirected to

its original position. Nasogastric or blind

nasotracheal intubation should be avoided in the

early stage after trauma when a basilar skull or

maxillary fracture is suspected: the tube may

enter the cranium or the orbital fossa, damaging

the brain or the eye. Hemorrhagic shock and life-

threatening cranial, cervical, laryngotracheal,

thoracic, and cervical spine injuries may accom-

pany major facial fractures; airway management

must be tailored accordingly (Fig. 2.11). The

likelihood of cranial injury increases in

midface fractures involving the frontal sinus, as

well as the orbitozygomatic and orbitoethmoid

complexes.

Cervical Injuries

Both blunt and penetrating trauma can cause

direct laryngotracheal injury. These injuries are

relatively rare compared to maxillofacial injuries

partly because of protection of the anterior aspect

of the neck by the mandible. The incidence of

blunt and penetrating laryngotracheal injuries

admitted to major trauma centers is 0.34 % and

4 %, respectively [85]. As in maxillofacial

injuries, wartime laryngotracheal injuries are

more severe and occur more frequently (5 % in

United States and 11 % in United Kingdom

forces) [86] than peacetime injuries (0.91 %).

Fig. 2.10 Submental intubation. (a) Small submental

incision is made and the floor of the mouth is pierced

with a clamp introduced through the incision in the patient

intubated with a flexible armored tube, (b) Proximal end

of the endotracheal tube is grabbed with the clamp

introduced into the floor of the mouth and pulled through

the submental incision, (c) The tube is connected to the

breathing circuit
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Interestingly, involvement of the pharynx and

esophagus, which are in proximity to the cervical

airway, is less likely than airway injuries in

peacetime trauma (0.08 % after blunt and 0.9 %

after penetrating trauma); [85] they may be more

frequent in combat injuries. Although direct

injury to the airway is relatively rare, the tightly

organized anatomic structures within the neck

may result in airway compromise when other

cervical structures are injured. For example, vas-

cular injury in this region can cause airway

obstruction because of laryngeal edema resulting

from shift of the larynx and compression of the

veins by the hematoma. Likewise, a

retropharyngeal abscess after an unrecognized

esophageal injury may result in partial or total

airway obstruction. Thus, cervical airway

injuries should be considered in conjunction

with any neck injury rather than as isolated

entities.

Anatomically, the neck is divided into

anterior and posterior triangles, and in its

anteroposterior direction into three zones (1, 2

and 3, from caudad to cephalad). The boundaries

of the anterior triangle are the midline, the lower

border of the mandible, and the anterior border of

the sternocleidomastoid muscle. A prominent

area in this region is the “laryngeal trapezium”

which is bounded superiorly by the hyoid bone,

inferiorly by the sternal notch, and laterally by

the anterior borders of both sternocleidomastoid

muscles. The posterior triangle is bounded by the

middle third of the clavicle inferiorly, the poste-

rior border of the sternocleidomastoid muscle

medially, and the anterior border of the trapezius

muscle posteriorly. Wounds in the anterior

region compromise the airway more often than

posterior injuries because of their proximity to

the larynx, trachea, laryngeal nerves, and the

important cervical vessels. Zone 1, also called

the root of the neck or the thyrocervical region,

is the narrow area below the clavicles. Injuries to

this area are not only life threatening, but are also

difficult to control surgically. On the other hand,

this area is protected by the osseous upper

anterior chest wall and is injured less often than

zone 2. Zone 2 is the region between the clavicle

or the cricoid cartilage inferiorly and the angle of

the mandible superiorly. It is most likely to be

injured by both penetrating and blunt trauma

with resulting injuries to the arterial, venous,

aerodigestive, and neural structures. Mortality

from injuries to this region is relatively low,

probably because they are easy to evaluate and

treat. Zone 3 comprises the area between the

angle of the mandible and the base of the skull.

Fig. 2.11 Computed tomography scan of a patient sus-

taining hyoid bone and open mandibular fracture. Note

submandibular edema. Airway obstruction after induction

of anesthesia necessitated emergency surgical airway
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Surgical access is difficult to this area because it

is obscured by the ramus of the mandible.

There are several causes of penetrating neck

injuries: stab, gunshot, or shotgun wounds,

explosions, or occupational hazards. Although

explosions can cause injury by several

mechanisms, damage is most commonly pro-

duced by the energized fragments overlying

buried devices [86]. Of the other mechanisms,

gunshot wounds usually are the most severe and

unpredictable. Penetrating neck wounds are

classified not only by their causes, but also by

the location of the entry point of the object, the

physiologic stability of the patient, and the

organs injured. It should be emphasized that

entry point may not always correspond to the

location of interior damage, especially after

high-velocity gunshot wounds [87].

Blunt neck injuries are caused by motor

vehicle accidents, falls, and sudden collision

with an object at the level of the neck. For

example, a chain set between two sides of a dirt

road represents a threat of neck injury for a

person on a bicycle or motorcycle.

Clinical signs such as air escape, hemoptysis,

and coughing spells are present in almost all

patients with penetrating injuries, facilitating

the diagnosis. In contrast, major blunt

laryngotracheal damage may easily be missed,

because many patients have mild or no

symptoms, which may be missed during the

initial evaluation. Hoarseness, muffled voice,

dyspnea, stridor, dysphagia, odynophagia,

cervical pain and tenderness, ecchymosis,

subcutaneous emphysema, and flattening of the

thyroid cartilage protuberance (Adam’s apple)

are the classical signs and symptoms of blunt

laryngotracheal injuries. Almost never are all of

these symptoms seen in a single patient.

The approach to management of penetrating

neck injuries has gone through multiple changes

during the last two decades. The current manage-

ment strategy for penetrating neck injuries is

summarized in Fig. 2.12 [88]. It is now clear

that physical examination of the neck reliably

reveals unstable patients, those with hard signs

and soft signs (Table 2.8) and asymptomatic

patients. Unstable patients and those with obvi-

ous signs (hard signs) (Table 2.8) are candidates

for emergency surgical exploration without addi-

tional workup. Asymptomatic patients can be

observed for 24 h without any radiologic exami-

nation. Patients with soft signs and probably

those who are asymptomatic but whose injury is

Fig. 2.12 Management

strategy of patients with

penetrating neck trauma.

Adapted by permission

from Inaba K, Branco BC,

Menaker J et al.:

Evaluation of multidetector

computed tomography for

penetrating neck injury: a

prospective multicenter

study. Journal of Trauma

2012; 72:576-84
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near vital organs should undergo multidetector

computed tomography angiography (MDCTA)

scanning with image reconstruction. Surgery

may be indicated in those with positive

MDCTA findings. Soft signs include non-

expanding or non-pulsatile hematoma, venous

oozing, subcutaneous emphysema, dysphonia,

minor hemoptysis, and dysphagia (Table 2.8).

The presence of retained missiles may interfere

with the accuracy of the MDCTA image and

mask clinically significant injury. These patients

may require angiography for the diagnosis of

vascular damage, or esophagram or bronchos-

copy for diagnosis of esophageal or airway

injuries [88]. The insidious and often silent

nature of blunt cervical airway injuries requires

a high degree of suspicion and often evaluation

by computed tomography (CT) and preferably

MDCTA, unless the patient is unstable.

Whether the airway injury is blunt or

penetrating, attempts at blind tracheal intubation

may produce further trauma to the larynx and

complete airway obstruction if the endotracheal

tube enters a false passage or disrupts the

continuity of an already tenuous airway

(Fig. 2.13) [89]. Thus, whenever possible,

intubation of the trachea should be performed

under direct vision using an FOB, or the airway

should be secured surgically. The two-man tech-

nique, one operator performing laryngoscopy

with a conventional blade or a video

laryngoscope and directing the second exploring

the airway with an FOB, is the preferable

technique. A CT scan of the neck provides

valuable information and should be viewed, if

available, before any airway intervention in all

stable patients with neck injury and without

respiratory and hemodynamic compromise.

Although development of edema and

subsequent airway obstruction necessitates

securing the airway at the earliest possible time

after most cervical airway injuries, the approach

to airway management depends on the clinical

presentation [89]. Some airway injuries observed

on CT scan may be mild with minimal symptoms

and without progression. These patients can be

managed conservatively without intubation [90].

The tracheas of some patients with penetrating

Table 2.8 The list of hard signs that indicate surgery without work-up, and soft signs that indicate evaluation with

multidetector computed tomographic angiography (MDCTA) in penetrating cervical injuries

Hard clinical signs after penetrating neck injury Soft clinical signs after penetrating neck injury

Shock unresponsive to initial fluid resuscitation Nonexpanding or nonpulsatile hematoma

Active hemorrhage from the neck Venous oozing

Expanding or pulsatile hematoma Subcutaneous emphysema

Bruit or thrill in the area of injury Dysphonia

Massive hemoptysis or hematemesis Minor hemoptysis

Air bubbling from the injury site Dysphagia

Neurological signs of cerebral ischemia Injury proximity to vital organs

Adapted by permission from Inaba K, Branco BC, Menaker J et al.: Evaluation of multidetector computed tomography

for penetrating neck injury: a prospective multicenter study. Journal of Trauma 2012; 72:576-84

Trachea

Rib

E-T tube

Sternum

Fig. 2.13 Schematic representation of an endotracheal

tube entry into a false passage through the tracheal wall

defect caused by the injury
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airway injuries may be amenable to intubation

through the airway defect in the neck without the

need for anesthetics or laryngoscopy. The pres-

ence of cartilaginous fractures or mucosal

abnormalities necessitates intubation with

preservation of spontaneous breathing using an

FOB or awake tracheostomy. Laryngeal damage

precludes cricothyroidotomy. Tracheostomy

should be performed with extreme caution

because up to 70 % of patients with blunt

laryngeal injuries may have an associated cervi-

cal spine injury and neck extension to optimize

surgical exposure may jeopardize the integrity of

the spinal cord [89]. Uncooperative or confused

patients may not tolerate awake airway manipu-

lation. It may be best to transport these patients to

the OR, induce anesthesia with inhalational

agents, and intubate the trachea without muscle

relaxants [89]. Episodes of airway obstruction

during spontaneous breathing under an inhala-

tional anesthetic can be managed by positioning

the patient upright in addition to the usual

maneuvers.

Complete transection of the trachea is rare, but

when it occurs it is life-threatening; the distal

segment of the trachea retracts into the chest,

causing airway obstruction either spontaneously

or during airway manipulation. Surgery involves

pulling up the distal end and performing an end-to-

end anastomosis to the proximal segment or sutur-

ing it to the skin as a permanent tracheostomy [91].

In extreme situations, such as complete or near-

complete transection of the larynx and trachea,

femorofemoral bypass or percutaneous cardiopul-

monary support may be considered if time permits

[92]. Vascular injuries causing hemorrhagic shock

are also an indication for airway management.

Bleeding in these patients can be controlled tem-

porarily by the index finger covered with a sterile

glove introduced through the cervical wound and

compressing the bleeding site. Alternatively, the

inflation of the balloon of a Foley catheter

introduced through the wound tract can control

the bleeding [93]. However, airway management

in these patients and in those with cervical hema-

toma may be challenging because of the shift of

the trachea to the contralateral side.

Thoracic Airway Injuries

Although penetrating trauma can cause damage

to any segment of the intrathoracic airway, blunt

injury usually involves the posterior membra-

nous portion of the trachea and the mainstem

bronchi, usually within approximately 3 cm of

the carina. A significant number of these injuries

results from iatrogenic causes such as tracheal

intubation [94]. The usual signs and symptoms

include those produced by pneumothorax,

pneumomediastinum, pneumopericardium,

subcutaneous emphysema, and a continuous air

leak from the chest tube; they occur frequently

but are not specific for thoracic airway damage.

Radiographically, a radiolucent line along the

prevertebral fascia due to air tracking up from

the mediastinum, peribronchial air or sudden

obstruction along an air-filled bronchus, and the

“dropped lung” sign that occurs when there is

complete intrapleural bronchial transection

causing the apex of the collapsed lung to descend

to the level of the hilum are important indications

of intrathoracic airway injury. Additionally in

patients intubated without the suspicion of a

tracheal injury, difficulty in obtaining a seal

around the endotracheal tube, or the presence

on a chest radiograph of a large radiolucent area

in the trachea corresponding to the cuff suggests

a perforated airway. Airway management is sim-

ilar to that of cervical airway injury. All airway

manipulations must be done under direct vision

using an FOB to prevent entry into a false

passage. Anesthetics, and especially muscle

relaxants, may produce irreversible obstruction,

presumably because of relaxation of structures

that maintain patency of the airway in the

awake patient; however, airway loss may also

occur during attempts at awake intubation,

often as a result of further distortion of the airway

by the endotracheal tube, patient agitation, or

bleeding into the airway [95]. After intubation

of the trachea, the adequacy of airway interven-

tion is evaluated mainly by auscultation and

capnography. Nevertheless, pulmonary contu-

sion, atelectasis, diaphragmatic rupture with

thoracic migration of the abdominal contents,
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and pneumothorax may complicate the interpre-

tation of chest auscultation. Likewise, CO2

elimination may be decreased or absent in

shock and cardiac arrest.

Because the outcome after surgical repair of

these injuries is often suboptimal and compli-

cated by stump leak and empyema, suture line

stenosis, or the need for tracheostomy or

pneumonectomy, many surgeons choose

selective conservative management. Patients

with lesions larger than 4 cm, cartilaginous rather

than membranous injuries, concomitant

esophageal trauma, progressive subcutaneous

emphysema, severe dyspnea requiring intubation

and ventilation, difficulty with mechanical

ventilation, pneumothorax with an air leak

through the chest drains, and/or mediastinitis

are still managed surgically. Those without

these problems may be treated nonoperatively

with a reasonable outcome [94].
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Physiological Derangement
of the Trauma Patient 3
Henry Liu, Hong Yan, Seth Christian, Santiago Gomez,
Frank Rosinia, Mingbing Chen, Juan Tan, Charles J. Fox,
and Alan David Kaye

Trauma causes various physiological

disturbances dependent upon its nature, location

and severity. These physiological derangements

can be acute or long-lasting. Some of the

derangements are general responses of human

body to traumatic injury; some are more specific

to a specific organ system. Common responses to

trauma in a human body can include stressful

reaction [1–3], hemorrhage [4, 5], inflammation

[6] and potential sepsis, pain and metabolic

alterations. Trauma to specific organ system

will have physiological disturbances more spe-

cific to the injured organ such as chest trauma

may cause pneumothorax which leads to respira-

tory dysfunctions. This review will discuss all

major general responses to trauma and some

system-specific injuries.

General Physiological Changes Due
to Trauma

Hemorrhage-Related
Pathophysiological Changes

Hemorrhagic shock: after a traumatic injury,

hemorrhage is responsible for over 35 % of all

pre-hospital deaths and over 40 % of deaths

within the first 24 h, second only to the rates of

death due to severe central nervous system (CNS)

injury [7]. Hemorrhagic shock is a severe and life-

threatening medical condition. Trauma is one of

the most important causes of hemorrhagic shock.

Over 21 % of military casualties are in the state of

shock upon admission, and over 25 % require a

blood transfusion [4]. Sanemia, hyperfibrihock

occurs when the blood loss leads to compromised

tissue and organ perfusion and oxygen supply,

causing a systemic build-up of acidotic substances

or metabolites. The patient’s body begins to com-

pensate by hyperventilation in an attempt to

reverse the acid build-up and release of

vasoconstrictors from activated sympathetic

system, along with other physiological compen-

satory changes, to increase blood pressure and

diverts blood circulation from the renal system

to those more vitally important organs like heart,

lungs, and brain. The manifestation of shock

symptoms occurs due to the cellular response to
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the lack of oxygen, and tissue hypoxemia leads to

further breakdown and malfunction of cells,

prompting various responses in the circulatory

system. After a traumatic injury, a cascade of

life-threatening medical conditions can begin

and many of these occur simultaneously: hemor-

rhage, impaired tissue perfusion with inadequate

resuscitation, shock, systemic inflammation, and

coagulopathy, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 [8]. The

severity of each problem condition is commonly

associated with the severity and location of the

traumatic insult and the extent of overall blood

loss. Low blood pressure due to blood loss

generally predicts potential immediate

complications, including the incidence of

multiple organ failure and life-threatening

infections [5].

A disease classification generally offers an

assessment and summary of a clinical scenario

or condition, thus classification helps clinicians

to plan more type-specific management. The

classification of hemorrhagic shock has

puzzlingly gone through enough debates over

the last five decades. In 2008, ATLS proposed

blood volume loss-based classification of hemor-

rhagic shock, as shown in Table 3.1 [9], in an

attempt to replace the reasonably popular

Holcroft Classification of hemorrhagic shock, as

shown in Table 3.2.

However, the clinical implementation of

ATLS-Blood loss-based classification does not

seem to be without difficulty. The main pitfalls

are lack of sensitivity and specificity in terms of

guiding the timing of clinical management [11].

Thus, a more individual physiology-tailored and

therapeutic/decision-making-oriented classifica-

tion was proposed as illustrated in Table 3.3.

This classification is essentially a combination

of the above-mentioned two classifications.

The initial response to hemorrhage takes place

on the macrocirculatory level and is mediated by

Hemorrhage Coagulopathy

Hemorrhagic shock

Inflamma�on/sepsis

Resuscita�on
T
R
A
U
M
A

Fig. 3.1 Trauma causes a cascade of conditions: hemorrhage, shock, resuscitation, coagulopathy, and systemic

inflammation [8]

Table 3.1 ATLS classification of hemorrhagic shock [9]

I <15 % loss of blood volume

II >15 %, <30 % loss of blood volume

III >30 %, <40 % loss of blood volume

IV >40 % loss of blood volume

Table 3.2 Holcroft classification of hemorrhagic shock

[10]

Mild <20 % of blood

volume

Skin changes

Moderate 20–40 % Kidney, bowel, lungs, liver,

hypotension

Severe >40 % Brain and cardiac

dysfunction

Table 3.3 Therapeutic/Physiological classification of

hemorrhagic shock [11]

Moderate/mild

hemorrhagic shock

Moderate shock is moderate

Severe hemorrhagic

shock

Shock with hypotension not

responding to blood/volume

replacement

Critical hemorrhagic

shock

Shock with brain and cardiac

involvement or >40 % blood lose;

or 40%TBV loss
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the neuroendocrine system. Trauma causes

hemorrhage which consequently induce

decreased blood pressure. The hypotension

triggers release of catecholamines which lead to

vasoconstriction. Heart, liver, and brain blood

flow is usually preserved, whereas other regional

microvascular beds are constricted. Blood flow

to kidneys is initially preserved, but it may

decrease as hypovolemia progresses. Pain,

hemorrhage, and cortical perception of traumatic

injuries lead to the release of hormones and other

inflammatory mediators, including renin,

angiotensin, vasopressin, antidiuretic hormone,

growth hormone, glucagon, cortisol, epineph-

rine, and norepinephrine, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.2. This response sets the stage for the

microcirculatory response that follows.

At microcirculatory level, individual tissue

cells in ischemia react to hemorrhage by sucking

up more interstitial fluid which potentially

further compromises intravascular fluid. More-

over, this expansive change in cellular volume

and subsequent cellular edema may choke off

adjacent capillaries and results in patches of

tissues in “no-reflow” status, which will likely

eliminate the chance of ischemic reversal, even

in the presence of adequate macroperfusion

ultimately. Ischemic cells produce lactate and

free radicals, which accumulate in interstitial

space if the circulation and perfusion are

diminished. These substances may cause direct

damage to the cells and form the bulk of the toxic

load that washes out to the intravascular

circulation when blood flow is reestablished.

Ischemic cells also produce and release

inflammatory factors: prostacyclin, thrombox-

ane, prostaglandins, leukotrienes, endothelin,

complement, interleukins, tumor necrosis factor,

and other factors. Most severe trauma patients by

the time of admission are in the state of shock,

most likely hemorrhagic shock. Hemorrhage

remains the major cause of mortality after

traumatic injury [12].

Hemorrhage in traumatic patient leads to

hypovolemia, acidosis, electrolyte disturbances,

hypotension, and coagulopathy. Trauma-induced

hemorrhage and coagulopathy may gradually

enter a vicious cycle (Fig. 3.3) [13]. Trauma-

induced coagulopathy (TIC) is a multi-factorial,

global failure of the coagulation system to

sustain adequate hemostasis after major trauma.

Derangements in coagulation screens are detect-

able in the acute phase following severe trauma

thus supporting the hypothesis of an early endog-

enous process [14]. This acute traumatic

coagulopathy (ATC) is driven by the

Hemorrhage and hypovolemia

Decreased venous return

Decreased cardiac output

Decreased arterial blood pressure Ac�vates baroreceptor reflex, 
increase sympathe�c output

Kidney Pituitary gland Adrenal medulla

↑Angiotensin-II ↑Vasopressin ↑Epinephrine

Fig. 3.2 Hemorrhage and endocrine responses
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combination of tissue trauma and systemic

hypoperfusion and characterized by global

anticoagulation and hyperfibrinolysis [15].

Coagulation is an integral part component of

the innate immune system, and endothelial

activation of Protein C (PC) appears to be a

central mechanism of ATC [16, 17], possibly as

part of the posttraumatic inflammatory response.

Further blood loss, hemodilution by intravenous

crystalloids or hypocoagulable blood products, e.

g., red blood cells (RBCs), acidemia, consump-

tion of clotting factors, and hypothermia occur

over time and exacerbate the already deranged

coagulation response to give rise to TIC [18].

The main mechanisms involved in ATC are as

following:

1. Excessive activation of coagulation: About

28 % of patients with severe traumatic injury

have dysfunction in the process of coagulation

(coagulopathy) when they arrive at the

emergency department [19]. This is often

caused by dilution of the blood after massive

infusion of resuscitation products.

Coagulopathy is associated with a 3.5- to

5-fold increase in mortality [14, 19], and

especially when combined with hypothermia

and acidosis, the scenario entitled “Lethal (or

fatal) triad” because of the high likelihood of

impending death. Coagulopathy could be

prevented or minimized by transfusion of

blood products that not only increase fluid/

blood volume but also compensate the

diluting effects of resuscitation, thus the

circulating blood will closely resemble the

normal whole blood with appropriate percent-

age of all component clotting factors, platelets

and auxiliary agents. Detection of early signs

of coagulopathy would help establish early

diagnosis of coagulopathy and initiate timely

management of coagulopathy, thus to limit

exacerbation of coagulopathic symptoms.

The activation of coagulation cascade in

response to traumatic injury and hemorrhage

can become excessive due to local tissue

injury (thus triggering endothelial injuries

and vascular wall injury) and systematic

inflammatory reactions. These local and

systemic responses are important for the

production of tissue factor and factor VII,

which can excessively activate coagulation

chain reactions. Trauma patients are particu-

larly susceptible to the early development of

coagulopathy, and the most severely injured

patients are even coagulopathic by the time

they are admitted to the hospital [20]. The

zenith of the problem seems to be typically

seen in patients with head injuries and in those

who are massively injured and transfused. The

subsequent coagulopathy is characterized by

nonsurgical bleeding from mucosal lesions,

serosal surfaces, and wound and vascular

access sites. Disseminated intravascular

coagulopathy (DIC) associated with traumatic

injury results from multiple independent but

interplaying mechanisms, involving tissue

trauma, shock, and systemic inflammation.

Therefore, the multi-factorial derangement of

hemostasis occurring after massive traumatic

injuries is mainly sustained by the release of

procoagulants (fats, phospholipids) and

constitutive tissue factor from the injured

tissue into the circulation, associated with a

systemic inflammatory response that also

promotes tissue factor hyperexpression on

monocytes and the other proinflammatory

cells. This hemostatic dysfunction seems to

Resuscitation

Hemorrhage Coagulopathy

Fig. 3.3 Vicious cycle of hemorrhage, resuscitation, and

coagulopathy in trauma patients
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be worse in head trauma patients [20]. The

excessive, non-wound-related thrombin

generation is insufficiently antagonized

by physiological anticoagulant pathways

and amplified by impaired endogenous

fibrinolysis. The resulting massive systemic

thrombin formation, coupled with platelet

hyperaggregability, shock, hypothermia, and

tissue hypoperfusion, contribute to the

development of DIC and microvascular

bleeding [20]. Interestingly, Austin et al.

observed that psychological stress may also

cause changes in coagulation [21].

2. Hypocalcemia: Hypocalcemia in traumatic

patients is usually caused by hemodilution

due to large quantity of fluid resuscitation

and/or citrate infusion contained in blood

products after massive blood transfusion.

Holowaychuk and Monteith et al. investigated

the incidence of ionized hypocalcemia with

blunt and penetrating traumatic injuries upon

presentation to the hospital and the associa-

tion of ionized hypocalcemia with mortality,

duration of hospitalization, and requirement

for intensive care management. The incidence

of ionized hypocalcemia upon hospital admis-

sion with blunt and penetrating trauma is sim-

ilar to the incidence of ionized hypocalcemia

in critically ill group. Subjects with ionized

hypocalcemia are more severely injured and

subsequently more likely in need of intensive

care therapies and have a lower likelihood of

survival compared to normocalcemia. There-

fore, ionized calcium concentration may be a

useful prognostic indicator with blunt and

penetrating traumatic injuries [22].

3. Anemia: Anemia is almost universal in trauma

patients admitted to the intensive care unit

(ICU). More than 50 % of patients were ane-

mic on ICU admission, and nearly all were

anemic by post-injury day 10. Urinary

hepcidin levels were very high. Iron studies

confirmed functional iron deficiency. Log

hepcidin values were positively correlated

with Injury Severity Score (ISS) and nega-

tively correlated with admission Pao2/FiO2.

Every increase in ISS by 10 was associated

with a 40 % increase in hepcidin. Initial

hepcidin levels were positively correlated

with duration of anemia. The authors believe

that hepcidin levels rise to extremely high but

variable levels after trauma and are positively

correlated with injury severity measured by

ISS and duration of anemia and negatively

correlated with hypoxia. Hepcidin is likely a

key factor in the impaired erythropoiesis seen

in critically injured trauma patients [23]. RBC

have an important hemostatic role. This seems

to be a less well-perceived concept. This is

because the flow of RBCs maintains platelets

close to the endothelial cells, and they can

activate the platelet functions. However,

transfusion of packed RBCs (PRBC) can be

a double-sided sword, increased hematocrit

may help the interaction of platelets and

endothelium, but the storage lesion of

PRBCs may have untoward effects on

coagulation. Aucar and Sheth looked into the

effect of storage on the coagulation system by

studying how PRBC storage time affects the

activated coagulation time (ACT) using an

in vitro model. It is well known that storage

lesion of PRBCs consists of biochemical

changes associated with increased inflamma-

tory mediators and decreased oxygen-

carrying capacity. And they found that in an

isolated in vitro model, the storage lesion of

PRBCs is associated with decreased

coagulation function. This may have

implications for transfusion practice in

coagulation-sensitive circumstances such as

trauma [24]. The so-called “Loss-dilution”

phenomenon is that bleeding and hemodilu-

tion secondary to fluid resuscitation cause a

decreased concentration of coagulation

factors and platelets.

4. Fibrinolysis: The excessive activation of

coagulation in trauma patients leads to the

transition of fibrinolytic response from its

physiological role of controlling coagulation

to hyperfibrinolysis and coagulopathy.

Hyperfibrinolysis is believed to be a key com-

ponent of ATC (ATC, it seems that ATC and

TIC are used interchangeably in literature)
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and present in the majority of severely injured

patients [25]. Laboratory markers of fibrino-

lysis are mostly elevated in the immediate

phase after traumatic injury. Unfortunately

the detection of this hyperfibrinolysis is lim-

ited by the relatively insensitive diagnostic

tools available, such as Rotation thromboe-

lastometry (ROTEM), thromboelastography

(TEG). Shock, hypoxia, circulating

catecholamines, and endothelial damage

are potent activators of fibrinolysis, but

the precise mechanism by which this

hyperfibrinolysis is activated remains unclear.

Trauma patients in the state of hemorrhagic

shock have been shown to have a reduction in

plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) and

elevated tissue plasminogen activity [15].

Excessively activated Protein C (PC) will

lead to consumption of large quantity of

PAI-1 and results in a “de-repression” of fibri-

nolytic activity, thus further implicating the

PC pathway in the pathogenesis of ATC [15].

Management of this trauma-induced

hyperfibrinolysis with antifibrinolytic agents

such as tranexamic acid (TXA) has been

found to reduce blood loss in elective surgery

and more recently improve survival in trauma

hemorrhage following the results of the large

multicenter CRASH-2 trial in which 20,211

adult trauma patients were studied in 274

hospitals in 40 countries [26]. TXA seems to

be especially more effective in shock patients

with systolic blood pressure<75 mmHg since

this cohort of patients is likely to have maxi-

mal activation of fibrinolysis. However,

whether early administration of TXA would

predict better clinical outcome or not is to be

elucidated, though early use of antifibri-

nolytics should empirically initiate the inhibi-

tion of fibrinolysis in the early stages, so to

augment clot formation and reduce blood

requirements [27].

5. Hypothermia: Hypothermia is well known to

cause alterations of platelet function, coagula-

tion factors, and fibrinolysis. Trauma patients

are prone to develop hypothermia due to

multiple factors, such as aggressive fluid

resuscitation, potentially hampered heat-

generating mechanism, and exposure to

ambient temperature.

6. Trauma-induced platelet dysfunction: Platelet

activation and fibrin generation are mutually

dependent and integrated processes. Forma-

tion of platelet prothrombinase (FXa/Va)

assembly on the phospholipid membrane

generates a thrombin burst of sufficient

magnitude to polymerize and clot fibrinogen.

Platelet dysfunction in ATC is more

significant in the severely injured patients.

ATC and the combined effects of shock,

hypothermia, etc. would likely produce abnor-

mal platelet function through disruption of

activation and adhesion pathways, but only

very limited mechanistic study has been

performed till to date in trauma patients [27].

Massive transfusions of RBCs and Fresh

Frozen Plasma (FFP) and other intravenous

fluids will empirically cause dilutional throm-

bocytopenia. But in early stages of trauma

hemorrhage, many studies have shown

thrombocytes are maintained at reasonable

levels not expected to contribute to a

clinically significant coagulopathy [28].

Thus, platelet transfusion may not be abso-

lutely necessary for correction of ATC as

fibrinogen replacement will reverse the

reductions in clot strength evident in throm-

bocytopenia, especially in earlier stage of

trauma. Additionally, in a goal-directed trial

utilizing ROTEM and transfusion algorithms

for the management of ATC, approximately

1/3 of patients received only fibrinogen and

prothrombin complex concentrate with no

need for platelet transfusion. An argument to

give normally functioning platelets may be

their additional benefits such as restoration

of the endothelium and modulation of

infective and inflammatory sequel. Severe

injury results in increased platelet activation

and faster rates of adhesion and aggregation.

Functional platelet defects as measured by

whole blood aggregometry appear minor, but

in parallel with platelet count there are

significant differences between survivors and

nonsurvivors. The most challenging question

remains how to study those thrombocytes
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actively involved in clot formation at the site

of injury. Thus, it remains to be seen if those

free, circulating platelets sampled and

analyzed are reflective of “active” platelet

function [27].

7. Acidosis: Metabolic acidosis favors

coagulopathy by means of a decrease in the

activity of coagulation factors and platelet

function and the degradation of fibrinogen

[13]. And trauma patients usually have the

tendency of accumulation of acidotic

substances due to compromised tissue

perfusion and oxygen supply.

8. Increased capillary permeability: Sawant

et al. investigated the effects of inhibiting

Fas–Fas ligand interaction on microvascular

endothelial barrier integrity. They exposed rat

lung microvascular endothelial cells to

hemorrhagic shock serum in the presence or

absence of the Fas ligand inhibitor, FasFc.

The effect of hemorrhagic shock serum on

Fas receptor and Fas ligand expression on

endothelial cells was determined by flow

cytometry. Endothelial cell permeability was

determined by monolayer permeability assay

and the barrier integrity by β-catenin immu-

nofluorescence. Mitochondrial reactive

oxygen species (ROS) formation was

determined using dihydrorhodamine 123

probe by fluorescent microscopy. Mitochon-

drial transmembrane potential was also

studied by fluorescent microscopy as well as

flow cytometry. Caspase 3 enzyme activity

was measured fluorometrically. Rat lung

microvascular endothelial cells exposed to

hemorrhagic shock serum showed increase in

Fas receptor and Fas ligand expression levels.

FasFc treatment showed protection against

hemorrhagic shock serum-induced disruption

of the adherens junctions and monolayer

hyperpermeability (p < 0.05) in the endothe-

lial cells. Pretreatment with FasFc also

decreased hemorrhagic shock serum-induced

increase in mitochondrial ROS formation,

restored hemorrhagic shock serum-induced

drop in mitochondrial transmembrane

potential, and reduced hemorrhagic shock

serum-induced caspase 3 activity endothelial

cells. These investigational findings indicated

potential new venues for drug development

which manages hemorrhagic shock-induced

microvascular hyperpermeability by targeting

the Fas–Fas ligand-mediated pathway [29].

Recently, toll-like receptor (TLR)-4 has

been found to play an important role in the

pathogenesis of multi-organ failure after severe

traumatic injury. Hemorrhagic shock and resus-

citation following major trauma result in a global

ischemia and reperfusion injury that may lead to

multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS).

Systemic activation of the immune system is

fundamental to the development of MODS and

shares many features in common with the

systemic inflammatory response syndrome

(SIRS). An important advancement in the under-

standing of the innate response to infection might

be the identification of mammalian TLRs

expressed on cells of the immune system. Ten

TLR homologues have been identified in humans

and toll-like receptor-4 (TLR4) has been most

intensively studied. Initially found able to

recognize bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS), it

has also recently been discovered that TLR4 is

capable of activation by endogenous “danger

signal” molecules released following cellular

injury; this has since implicated TLR4 in several

non-infectious pathophysiological processes,

including hemorrhagic shock. The exact process

leading to multi-organ dysfunction following

hemorrhagic shock and resuscitation is not clear

yet, although TLR4 is believed to play a central

role as both a key mediator and a potential

therapeutic target. TLR4 has been shown

expressed in vital organs including the liver,

lungs, and myocardium following hemorrhagic

shock and resuscitation [30]. MODS remains an

important cause of morbidity and mortality in

trauma patients. Unfortunately almost all current

therapy is only based on supportive cares. Better

understanding of the pathophysiology of

hemorrhagic shock will allow us to develop

therapeutic strategies more specifically aimed at

minimizing organ dysfunction and improving

patient outcomes following traumatic
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hemorrhage. Xiang et al. found that TLR

signaling is related to the pathogenesis of acute

lung injury (ALI) which frequently complicates

the management of traumatic patients and serves

as an important component of SIRS. Hemor-

rhagic shock that results from major trauma

promotes the development of SIRS and ALI by

priming the innate immune system for an

exaggerated inflammatory response. Recent

studies have reported that the mechanism under-

lying the priming of pulmonary inflammation

involves the complicated cross-talk between

TLRs and interactions between neutrophils and

alveolar macrophages as well as endothelial

cells, in which ROS are the key mediator [31].

There are multiple compensatory mechanisms

for human body to respond to hemorrhage. These

mechanisms include:

1. Baroreceptor reflexes: The baroreceptors

located in the common carotid bifurcation and

aortic arch are sensitive to pressure changes

which reach certain magnitude. The barorecep-

tor reflexes discharge continuously via vagal

and glossopharyngeal nerves afferent sensory

pathways, to the cardiac and vasomotor centers.

The receptors discharge basally and continu-

ously at pressures within a range between

50–60 and 160–180 mmHg and do not respond

above or below those values. After 1–2 days the

baroreceptors stabilize the pressure to the new

values. This is relevant in elderly patients who

are hypertensive. Arterioles and venulae are the

targets of the sympathetic nervous system

vasoconstrictor tone. These reflexes are

inhibitory in that more the afferent is stimulated

by an increase of pressure more the vasomotor

center is inhibited and the vasodilator-

bradycardia and other vagal-mediated effects

prevail, and vice versa [32].

2. Vasoconstrictors: As compensatory effects,

patients’ body usually releases multiple

vasoconstrictors to increase systemic vascular

resistance (SVR) in attempt to increase blood

pressure. These vasoconstrictors include epi-

nephrine and norepinephrine. Norepinephrine

causes predominately vasoconstriction with a

mild increase in heart rate, whereas

epinephrine predominately causes an increase

in heart rate with a small effect on the vascular

tone; the combined effect results in an

increase in blood pressure.

3. Chemoreceptor reflexes: The human

chemoreceptor’s response to low PaO2 at

decreased MAP increases BP by directly

stimulating the vasomotor centers in the

medulla oblongata and lower pons. This

stimulation causes increased vasoconstriction

and increasing arterioles tone via sympathetic

nervous system stimulation. When hemoglo-

bin oxygen saturation (HbO2) reduces to

minimal level from the bleeding, and cardiac

output (CO) drops from the decreased venous

return, and with dissolved PaO2 unable to

sustain CaO2 at a level to maintain sufficient

tissue perfusion, the chemoreceptor reflex

gets triggered. By the time the chemoreceptor

is triggered, HbO2 would have reached

minimal levels, and so the oxygen delivery

(DO2), and brain and heart are already

suffering hypoxia (critical shock). Coronary

arteries have a very high oxygen extraction

rate (O2ER) at baseline condition (75 % vs.

25 % of most of the other organs), thus when

in hypoxemia, myocardium cannot increase

oxygen extraction like other organs do, so

myocardium is more prone to ischemic effects

in hypoxemic conditions [33]. Adjunctive

hyperoxia will paradoxically accelerate the

physiological slope, particularly if combined

with blood or fluids increasing bleeding rate

before source control [11].

4. Reabsorption of tissue fluids: In hypovolemic

conditions, the body will take up more fluids

from interstitial tissue space in attempt to

maintain intravascular volume. Capillary

pressure will generally fall when MAP and

venous pressure decrease, increased

precapillary resistance and this will facilitate

transcapillary fluid reabsorption (up to 1 l/h

autoinfused); capillary plasma oncotic

pressure can fall from 25 to 15 mmHg due to

autoinfusion, thus limiting capillary fluid

reabsorption; hemodilution causes hematocrit

to fall which decreases blood viscosity.
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5. Renal reabsorption of sodium and water:

When intravascular volume is decreased,

kidneys will compensate via reabsorbing

more water to refill the vascular space by

multiple humoral factors: Angiotensin II,

aldosterone, and vasopressin.

Stress-Related Physiological Changes

The human autonomic nervous system (ANS) is

activated by traumatic injury because autonomic

system is responsible for the fight-or-flight

responses. As Fig. 3.4 illustrates, trauma can

activate ANS to change human behavior, trauma

also causes anterior hypothalamus to increase

corticotrophin-releasing hormone (CRH) release,

which in turn stimulates anterior pituitary gland

to produce more adrenocorticotropic hormone

(ACTH). Subsequently ACTH works on adrenal

gland cortex to release corticosteroids:

glucocorticoids (cortisol) and mineralocorticoid

(aldosterone) [34].

Trauma can interact with human genotype to

increase the risk of conditions as depression or

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The

Anterior hypothalamusTrauma
Stress

CRH: cor�cotrophin-
releasing hormone

ACTH: Adrenocor�cotropic
hormone

Adrenal gland (cortex) 
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Glucocor�coids
(Cor�sol)

Mineralocor�coids
(aldosterone)

Paraventricular 
nucleus (PVN)

Sympathe�c 
system

Behavioral 
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nervous system

Adrenal gland:
medulla

Mobilize free fa�y acids
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Reten�on of H2O
Increased blood pressure 
Increased blood volume
Increased K+ elimina�on

Epinephrine

Fig. 3.4 Stress-induced physiological responses
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mechanism for the interaction is not completely

understood. Klengel et al. found that a polymor-

phism in the FK506 binding protein 5 (FKBP5)
gene interacts with early trauma to produce last-

ing epigenetic changes that increase the risk for

such conditions [35]. Glucocorticoids are

released in response to stress, and activation of

the glucocorticoid receptor usually feeds back to

reduce glucocorticoid release. FKBP5 forms part

of a negative-feedback loop that regulates

glucocorticoid receptor activity, so changes in

levels of FKBP5 could perturb the stress

response system and make patients vulnerable

to conditions like depression and/or PTSD.

Klengel et al. also identified the molecular

underpinnings of this interaction. They found

that the risk allele was associated with an

alteration in chromatin structure and increased

transcription of FKBP5. The resulting increase

in FKBP5 “tightens” the negative-feedback loop

that regulates glucocorticoid receptor activity,

causing relative resistance to glucocorticoid

receptor activation and an increased hormonal

response to stress [35].

Lindahl et al. investigated the role of

chromogranin A in plasma (P-CgA) in predicting

mortality in 51 consecutive burn patients in

medical intensive care setting. P-CgA could be

classified into two types with respect to

variability over time. They unveiled that patients

with high variability of P-CgA had more deep

injuries and were older than those with low

variability. All measures of P-CgA correlated

with Sequential Organ Failure Assessment

(SOFA) score at day 7, but not with total burn

size. Univariate regressions showed that age,

burn size, and three of four measures of P-CgA

predicted organ dysfunction. Multiple

regressions showed that age, burn size, and either

P-CgA at 24 h, the mean value up to day 7, or the

maximum value up to day 7, were all indepen-

dent predictors for organ dysfunction. Though

significant organ dysfunction was best predicted

by age, burn area, and the CgA point value at

24 h with an area under curve value of 0.91 in a

ROC-analysis. So the investigators concluded

that the extent of neuroendocrine activation

assessed as P-CgA after a major burn injury is

independently related to organ dysfunction [36].

The mechanisms that trauma induces stress

reactions have been the research focuses of

numerous investigations. Eagle et al. studied in

experimental animal model the impacts of stress

on hippocampal glucocortical receptor and

phosphorylated protein kinase B levels. They

unveiled that single prolonged stress (SPS)

shows good validity in producing posttraumatic

stress disorder (PTSD)-like behavior. While

SPS-induced behaviors have been associated

with increased gene expression of glucocorticoid

receptor, the molecular ramifications of

enhanced glucocorticoid receptor gene expres-

sion have yet to be identified. Phosphorylated

protein kinase B is critical for stress-mediated

enhancement in general anxiety and memory

and may also be regulated by glucocorticoid

receptors. The investigation found that levels of

glucocortical receptor and phosphorylated

protein kinase B were increased in the hippocam-

pus, but not amygdala. Furthermore, SPS had no

effect on unconditioned anxiety-like behavior

suggesting that generalized anxiety is not

consistently observed following SPS. These

results suggest that SPS-enhanced glucocortical

receptor expression is associated with phosphor-

ylation of phosphorylated protein kinase B and

also suggest that these changes are not related to

an anxiogenic phenotype [3].

Pain-Related Physiological Changes

Pain secondary to traumatic injury is very

common. Pain induces physiological changes

mostly related to stress as discussed in previous

paragraphs. However, pain does cause

pathophysiological alterations in addition to

stress effects.

Pain affects ventilation if chest injury

causes rib fractures or other injury in similar

nature. This trauma-induced pain will

hamper ventilation which subsequently leads to

hypoventilation, hypoxemia, and all other

complications due to hypoventilation and

hypoxemia, such as pneumonia, acute coronary

syndrome, stroke, etc. This will be discussed in

specific trauma-related physiology changes.

Chest trauma has very high mortality rate. The
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incidence of rib fractures ranges from 10 to 26 %

in traumatic thoracic injury and the number of rib

fractures independently predicts patients’

pulmonary morbidity and mortality. Multiple

cardiopulmonary to neurologic causes such as

tamponade, hemo- or pneumothorax, and

cervical spine injury can be implicated. Severe

respiratory distress can also result from

breathing-dependent pain where parenteral

opioids are often insufficient in addressing the

pain and associated respiratory failure. Epidural

analgesia is associated with reduction in mortal-

ity for all patients with multiple rib fractures;

however, this strategy is underused partially due

to the potential risks of epidural hematomas.

Adequate analgesia will help patient minimize

chest injury-related complications [37].

Pain affects mobility: Lower extremity

fracture or injury can immobilize patients which

may lead to complications due to bed-ridden

situation, such as deep vein thrombosis (DVT).

Shibata et al. conducted a retrospective analysis

of data collected during subject screening follow-

ing Japan’s March 2011 earthquake and tsunami.

They did calf ultrasonography for 269 subjects

living in 21 shelters during the one-month period

immediately following the disaster. They found

that lower limb injury, immobility due to pain

and/or fracture, dehydration, and reduced

frequency of urination are all risk factors of

developing DVT [38].

Pain-related cognitive changes and pain-

related medication induced mental status

changes. Rosenblum et al. reviewed 4,388

studies available in the literature. They found

that persistent pain was reported by all studies

at variable time points up to 84 months after

injury, with wide variation among studies in

pain intensity and pain incidence at each time

point. The incidence of pain decreased over

time within each study. Two studies established

significant relationships between injury severity

and persistent pain. Frequently cited predictive

factors for persistent pain included symptoms of

anxiety and depression, patient perception that

the injury was attributable to external sources,

cognitive avoidance of distressing thoughts,

alcohol consumption prior to trauma, lower

educational status, being injured at work,

eligibility for compensation, pain at initial

assessment, and older age [39].

Pain and inflammation: Proinflammatory

pathways may be activated under conditions of

painful stress, which is hypothesized to worsen

the experience of pain and place medically

vulnerable populations at high risk for increased

morbidity. Griffins evaluated the effects of pain

and subjective pain-related stress on

proinflammatory activity on 19 healthy control

subjects underwent a single standard cold-

pressor pain test (CPT) and a no-pain control

condition. Indicators of pain and stress were

measured and related to inflammatory immune

responses [CD8+ cells expressing the integrin

molecule CD11a (CD811a), interleukin (IL)-1

receptor agonist (IL-1RA), and IL-6]

immediately following the painful stimulus and

compared to responses under no-pain conditions.

Heart rate and mean arterial pressure were

measured as indicators of sympathetic

stimulation. The results showed CPT was clearly

painful and generated an activation of the

sympathetic nervous system. CD811a increased

in both conditions, but with no statistically

significant greater increase following CPT

(p < 0.06). IL-1RA demonstrated a non-

statistically significant increase following CPT

(p < 0.07). The change in IL-6 following CPT

differed significantly from the response seen in

the control condition (p < 0.02). Based on these

findings the authors concluded that CPT acute

pain may affect proinflammatory pathways,

possibly through mechanisms related to

adrenergic activation [40].

Other pain effects: Xu et al. evaluated

the effectiveness of postoperative analgesia

on energy metabolism and compare

cyclooxygenase-2 selective inhibitor with

tramadol in postoperative pain management

after major abdominal surgery. They studied

112 patients undergoing major abdominal sur-

gery. The subjects were randomly assigned to

one of the four treatment groups before surgery

and then scheduled to receive different analgesic

drugs after surgery: group parecoxib/control

received intravenous parecoxib (40 mg bid) for
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3 days; group parecoxib/celecoxib received

intravenous parecoxib (40 mg bid) for 3 days

and continued oral celecoxib (0.2 mg bid) for 4

days; group tramadol/control received

intravenous tramadol (0.1 g tid) for 3 days; and

group tramadol/tramadol received intravenous

tramadol (0.1 g tid) for 3 days and continued

oral tramadol (0.1 g tid) for 4 days. What they

found is that Group tramadol/tramadol showed

much lower rest energy expenditure 1 week after

surgery (p < 0.05). The measured rest energy

expenditure was significantly lower in patients

treated with analgesic drugs administered from

day 4–7 after surgery relative to control group

(p < 0.01). From the fourth day after surgery,

groups parecoxib/celecoxib and tramadol/

tramadol showed significantly lower pain inten-

sity ratings compared with groups parecoxib/

control and tramadol/control during leg raising

(p < 0.05). The authors thus believe that

sufficient postoperative analgesia may be effica-

cious in reducing some of the stress responses to

operative trauma. In addition, intravenous

parecoxib (40 mg bid) followed by oral celecoxib

(0.2 g bid) is as effective as intravenous tramadol

(0.1 g tid) with continued oral tramadol (0.1 g

tid) after major abdominal surgery [41].

Systemic Inflammatory Response
and Sepsis

Stages of the Immunoinflammatory
Response to Traumatic Injury
The immunoinflammatory response to trauma

seems to be in two stages: early stage with

heightened immune status and delayed responses

with depressed immune status in those traumatic

patients. The initial response is dominated by

excessive activation of innate immune pathways

manifested by a pronounced systemic inflamma-

tory response and organ injury. If the trauma

patient survives the initial period, a persistent

depression in adaptive immunity renders the

trauma patient more susceptible to nosocomial

infections [42]. This depressed immune status is

characterized by a shift toward a TH2 T-cell

phenotype and a depression in T-cell responses.

Unfortunately, the initiator and effector

mechanisms involved in driving both innate

inflammatory response and the reduced adaptive

immune response are unclear, thus multiple

investigations aiming at solving this mystery

are ongoing. Recent studies indicated that innate

immune receptors that detect tissue injury, such

as TLR4 [43, 44] and TLR9 [45], are likely

associated with the initial proinflammatory

response observed in animal models of

experimental trauma. Key effector pathways

and mediators, such as cytokine/chemokines

and complement, are also known to be involved

in this initial proinflammatory response [46].

Bacterial Translocation into Blood
Circulation and Release of Endotoxin
Patients with trauma and/or hemorrhagic shock

are at risk of developing intestinal ischemia

associated with decreased bowel integrity and

bacterial translocation (BT) that may lead to

bacteremia, endotoxinemia, and even multiple

organ failure and death. Bowel ischemia is a

pathologic status difficult to make a noninvasive

diagnosis. Sobhian et al. investigated whether

circulating plasma D-lactate is associated with

mortality in a clinically relevant two-hit model

in baboons. The baboon model of hemorrhagic

shock was induced by controlled bleeding to

MAP 40 mmHg, base excess (maximum �5

mmol/L), and time (maximum 3 h). All animals

underwent a surgical trauma after resuscitation

including midshaft osteotomy stabilized with

reamed femoral interlocking nailing and were

followed up for 7 days. Hemorrhagic shock/sur-

gical trauma resulted in 66 % mortality by day 7.

Circulating D-lactate levels were significantly

increased (twofold) at 24 h in nonsurvivors com-

pared with survivors, whereas the early increase

during hemorrhage and resuscitation declined

during the early postresuscitation phase with no

difference between survivors and nonsurvivors.

Moreover, D-lactate levels remained elevated in

the non-survival group until death, whereas the

D-lactate levels decreased to baseline value

in survivors. It seems that D-lactate levels are

accurate in prediction of death in baboon hemor-

rhagic shock models with an area under curve
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(days 1–3 after trauma) of 0.85 (95 % confidence

interval, 0.72–0.93). The optimal D-lactate cut-

off value of 25.34 μg/mL produced sensitivity of

73–99 % and specificity of 50–83 %. These

results indicated that elevation of plasma D-

lactate after 24 h predicts an increased risk of

mortality after hemorrhage and trauma [47].

There is a plethora of animal studies indicating

bacterial translocation after trauma, but human

studies are relatively scarce. Nieves et al. studied

the relationship between trauma and bacterial

translocation by removing mesenteric lymph

nodes (MLNs) from 36 patients with abdominal

trauma during laparotomy and then cultured to

detect BT. Postoperative infectious

complications in these patients were registered,

and both phenotypical and molecular typings

(through multilocus sequencing) were

investigated for microorganisms isolated from

MLN and postoperative infection sites.

Associations between clinical variables, BT

presence, and postoperative infection develop-

ment were established. This study found that

BT was detected in 33 % of the patients. Postop-

erative infections were present in 22.2 % of the

patients. A statistically significant association

was found between postoperative infections in

patients with BT evidence (41.6 %), when com-

pared with patients without BT (12.5 %;

p < 0.05). Bacteria isolated from infection sites

were the same as those cultured in MLN in 40 %

of the cases. Thus, the authors concluded that

there is a higher risk of BT in trauma patients,

and trauma is also associated with a significantly

increased risk of postoperative infections. An

abdominal trauma index �10 was found to be

associated with the development of BT [48].

Cytokine Formation and Release
Inflammatory cytokines are released in trauma

patients. These cytokines include tumor necrotiz-

ing factor (TNF), multiple interleukins, etc.

Sánchez-Aguilar et al. investigated the increased

level of inflammatory cytokines after trauma

and the beneficial effects of statins. Patients

were randomly selected to receive 20 mg of

rosuvastatin or placebo for 10 days. The main

goal was to determine the effect of rosuvastatin

on plasma levels of TNF-α, interleukin (IL)-1β,
IL-6, and IL-10 after 72 h of traumatic brain

injury (TBI). Amnesia, disorientation, and

disability were assessed 3 and 6 months after

TBI. The results showed that 36 patients were

analyzed according to intention-to-treat analysis;

19 patients received rosuvastatin and 17 received

placebo. The best-fit mixed model showed a

significant effect of rosuvastatin on the reduction

of TNF-α levels (p ¼ 0.004). Rosuvastatin

treatment did not appear to affect the levels of

IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-10. The treatment was

associated with a reduction in disability scores

(p ¼ 0.03), indicating a favorable functional

outcome. Life-threatening adverse effects were

not observed. This investigation indicated that

trauma can induce the release of inflammatory

cytokines, such as TNF, IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-10.

And therapy with statins may induce an anti-

inflammatory effect and may promote recovery

after TBI. The role of statins in trauma treatment

should be confirmed in larger clinical trials [49].

Bone Marrow Changes
Francis et al. studied the effects of major trauma

on bone marrow release of blood cell

components. They aspirated bone marrows and

blood samples from adult surgical patients with

pelvic fractures from major blunt trauma with

ISS at least 18, or isolated fractures and control

patients undergoing iliac crest bone grafting. ISS,

interval to surgery and transfusion in the first

24 h were recorded. Bone marrow aspirate flow

cytometry was used to identify hemopoietic

progenitor cells (CD34(+)), multipotent cells

(CD34(+) CD45(+) CD38(�)), and oligopotent

cells (CD34(+) CD45(+) CD38(lo/+) and CD34

(+) CD45(+) CD38(BRIGHT(++ +)) subsets).

Peripheral plasma levels of inflammatory

markers were measured, and the ratio of imma-

ture to mature (CD35(�)/CD35(+)) granulocytes

was determined. The study found that the median

(range) interval between injury and sampling was

7 (1–21) and 5 (1–21) days in the major trauma

and isolated fracture groups, respectively. The

CD34(+) pool was significantly depleted in the

major trauma group (p ¼ 0.017), particularly

the CD34(+) CD45(+) CD38(BRIGHT(++ +))
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oligopotent pool (p ¼ 0.003). Immature CD35

(�) granulocytes increased in bone marrow

with increasing injury severity (p ¼ 0.024)

and massive transfusion (p ¼ 0.019), and in

peripheral blood with increasing interval to

surgery (p ¼ 0.005). Thus, the investigators

concluded that major blunt trauma resulted in

changes in the bone marrow CD34(+) progenitor

pool. At the point in recovery when these

samples were obtained, oligopotent progenitors

were lost from the bone marrow with continued

release of immature cells [50]. These changes at

bone marrow level might be related to the

trauma-related infections.

Acute Adrenal Insufficiency After Trauma
Acute adrenal insufficiency (AI) has been

increasingly recognized during the past 20 years

as a significant contributor to death in the setting

of septic shock [51–53]. The mechanism of

AI-associated increased mortality might be

related to its contribution to cardiovascular col-

lapse in the setting of sepsis, and this process

may be mediated by cortisol on essential

metabolic, vasoreactive, and immune system

functions [51]. Thus, several large randomized

trials using steroids to treat patients with sepsis

and septic shock have shown efficacy of improv-

ing patients’ outcome [51]. However, it is not

widely accepted yet to utilize steroid for all

trauma patients. Stein et al. reported that patients

with acute traumatic hemorrhagic shock

presenting to a well-known trauma center pro-

spectively had serum cortisol levels collected on

admission. The investigators included patients

with hypotension and active hemorrhage.

Clinicians were blinded to results, and no patient

received steroids in the acute phase. They used

death from hemorrhage within 24 h of admission

as the primary outcome measure. Their results

are: mean admission cortisol level was

18.3 � 8.9 μg/dL in 59 patients. Acute mortality

rate from hemorrhage was 27 %. Overall mortal-

ity rate was 37 %. Severe hyperacute adrenal

insufficiency (HAI) (serum cortisol level

<10 μg/dL) was present in 10 patients (17 %).

Relative HAI (<25 μg/dL) was present in 51

patients (86 %). Those who died of acute

hemorrhage had significantly lower mean corti-

sol levels (11.4 � 6.2 μg/dL vs. 20.9 � 8.4 μg/
dL, p < 0.001) as did patients who ultimately

died in the hospital (12.8 � 7.6 μg/dL vs.

21.6 � 8.1 μg/dL, p < 0.001). In multivariate

analysis, lower cortisol levels were found to be

associated with mortality from acute hemor-

rhage, with an odds ratio of 1.17. Adjusted

receiver operating characteristic analysis showed

that serum cortisol has a 91 % accuracy in

differentiating survivors of acute hemorrhage

from non-survivors. Thus, the investigators

concluded that AI occurs immediately after

acute injury during hemorrhagic shock and is

strongly associated with mortality. HAI may be

a marker of shock severity, but is potentially

rapidly modifiable as opposed to other markers,

such as lactate or base deficit. They also stated

that it is unclear that steroid administration can

change outcome in selected patients or not [54].

Interestingly this adrenal insufficiency has also

been reported in cardiogenic shock patients. This

may indicate that AI is more from the shock-

related hypoperfusion than trauma-related stress.

And relative adrenal insufficiency in post-cardiac

arrest shock is believed to be under-recognized

[55].

Enhanced Nitric Oxide Formation
Trauma induces immune depression as described

previously. This state of immune dysfunction

following trauma seems to be mediated by cell-

mediated immunity, specifically a depression in

T-cell function and a shift toward TH2 T-cell

phenotype. Studies in both animal models and

humans have shown that hemorrhagic shock and

severe trauma lead to an early upregulation

of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) in

multiple organs like liver, lung, spleen, and vas-

cular system [5, 56]. Investigations in hemor-

rhagic shock models using knockout mice and

selective iNOS inhibitors have revealed that

iNOS contributes to the propagation of the

inflammatory response and to organ damage

that manifests within the first few hours [57].

Upregulation of iNOS is well recognized after

injury and contributes to the inflammatory

response and organ damage early after trauma.
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However, it is unknown whether iNOS plays a

role in adaptive immune dysfunction after

trauma until Darwiche et al. established this

link between iNOS upregulation and trauma-

induced immune dysfunction by studying in a

murine model of severe peripheral tissue injury

and finding that iNOS is rapidly upregulated in

macrophages and a myeloid-derived suppressor

cell subpopulation in the spleen. Through the

use of iNOS knockout mice, a specific iNOS

inhibitor, and a nitric oxide (NO) scavenger,

this study demonstrated that iNOS-derived NO

is required for the depression in T-lymphocyte

proliferation, interferon, and interleukin-2-

production within the spleen at 48 h after

trauma. These findings support the concept that

iNOS regulates immune suppression following

trauma and suggest that targeting the sustained

production of NO by iNOS may attenuate

posttraumatic immune depression [58].

Endocrine and Metabolism Changes

Hyperglycemia and insulin resistance are com-

mon findings in critical illness. Patients in the

surgical ICU are frequently treated for this

“critical illness diabetes” with intensive insulin

therapy, resulting in a substantial reduction in

morbidity and mortality. Adipose tissue is an

important insulin target tissue, but it is not

known whether adipose tissue is affected by

critical illness diabetes. Williams et al. used a

rodent model of critical illness diabetes to

determine whether adipose tissue becomes

acutely insulin-resistant and how insulin

signaling pathways are being affected. There

was a reduction in insulin-induced phosphoryla-

tion of IR, IRS-1, Akt, and GSK-3β. Since

insulin resistance occurs rapidly in adipose

tissue, but before the insulin resistance develops

in skeletal muscle, adipose tissue may play a role

in the initial development of critical illness

diabetes [59].

Burn injury (BI) is associated with insulin

resistance and hyperglycemia which complicate

clinical management. Xu et al. investigated the

impact of BI on glucose metabolism in a rabbit

model of BI using a combination of positron

emission tomography (PET) and stable isotope

studies under euglycemic insulin clamp

conditions. They studied male rabbits which

were subjected to either full-thickness BI

or sham burn. A euglycemic insulin clamp

condition was established by constant infusion

of insulin, concomitantly with a variable rate of

dextrose infusion 3 days after treatment. PET

imaging of the hind limbs was conducted to

determine the rates of peripheral O2 and glucose

utilization. Each animal also received a primed

constant infusion of glucose to determine

endogenous glucose production. What they

found are: the fasting blood glucose in the burned

rabbits was higher than that in the sham group.

Under euglycemic insulin clamp conditions, the

sham burn group required more exogenous

dextrose than the BI group to maintain blood

glucose at physiological levels (22.2 � 2.6 vs.

13.3 � 2.9 mg/min, p < 0.05), indicating a

state of IR. PET imaging demonstrated that the

rates of O2 consumption and (18)F 2-fluoro-2-

deoxy-D-glucose utilization by skeletal muscle

remained at similar levels in both groups.

Hepatic gluconeogenesis determined by the

stable isotope tracer study was found

significantly increased in the BI group. So they

concluded that hyperglycemia and IR develop

during the early “flow phase” after BI.

Unsuppressed hepatic gluconeogenesis, but not

peripheral skeletal muscular utilization of

glucose, contributes to hyperglycemia at this

stage [60].

System-Specific Physiological
Changes Due to Trauma

Head Injury

CNS trauma accounts for almost half of all

trauma deaths examined postmortem in

population-based analyzes. TBI is usually caused

by transfer of mechanical energy into the brain

from traumatic events such as rapid acceleration/

deceleration, a direct impact to the head, or an

explosive blast. Although mild TBI can cause
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neurological symptoms in the absence of positive

neuroimaging findings, the transfer of the

extrinsic energy into the brain can cause

structural, physiological, and/or functional

changes in the brain that may lead to neurologi-

cal, cognitive, and behavioral symptoms which

can be long-lasting [61]. The physiological

changes can increase intracranial pressure,

which will cause increased blood pressure,

decreased heart rate, nausea and vomiting,

headache, etc. They can also cause altered men-

tal status due to injury to brain parenchyma or

vascular system, induce brain herniation due to

asymmetric cerebral spinal fluid pressure, and

cause altered ventilation pattern due to compen-

satory hyperventilation. The primary head

injuries inflicted by the traumatic event include

skull fracture, subdural hematoma, epidural

hematoma, cerebral hematoma, and contusion,

diffuse head injury. The secondary head injury

occurs after initial injury due to multiple insults

and secondary injury may or may not be

preventable. The pathophysiology of secondary

injury includes metabolic failure, oxidative

stress, and a cascade of biochemical and molec-

ular events leading to both delayed necrotic and

apoptotic cell death. Secondary injury is often

exacerbated by tissue hypoxia/ischemia and by

inflammatory responses. The risk factors for sec-

ondary injury can be cerebral factors: increased

intracranial pressure, expanding mass lesion,

hypercarbia, venous obstruction, hypoxemia,

excessive hyperventilation, seizures; or systemic

factors: hypoxemia, hypotension, anemia,

hypovolemia, hyperglycemia, coagulopathy [62].

Chest Injury

The major medical concerns of chest trauma

are (1) hypoventilation due to pneumothorax,

pleural effusion, rib fracture-related pain, etc;

(2) negative impact on hemodynamics due to

intrathoracic hemorrhage, pulmonary contusion,

cardiac injury, major vascular perforation, etc;

(3) cardiac dysrhythmia due to traumatic injury

to the myocardium; (4) hypoxemia due to

changes causing hypoventilation or affecting

oxygen exchange, etc. Injuries to the lung

parenchyma or bronchial trees that produce

pneumothorax can generally be managed by

tube thoracostomy to relieve tension, drain

accumulated blood, and apply suction to the

pleural space until the air leak spontaneously

resolves. Bleeding from the low-pressure

pulmonary circulation can usually be self-

limiting. Thoracostomy is utilized only when

there is evidence of mediastinal injury, chest

tube drainage output exceeds 1,500 mL in the

first hours after injury, tracheal or bronchial

injury and massive air leak are apparent. Or

the patient is hemodynamically unstable with

apparent thoracic pathology. Blood collected

from the pleural space is generally non-clotting

and can be directly reinfused after washing and

filtering with any FDA-approved commercial

system. Hemorrhage necessitating surgery may

be from injured intracostal or internal mammary

arteries, as well as from the lung parenchyma.

Wedge resection of injured lung or even ana-

tomic lobectomy is not uncommon, particularly

after penetrating chest trauma. Historically chest

trauma necessitating pneumonectomy resulted in

very high mortality, almost approaching 100 %.

According to a recent multicenter retrospective

review reports, intraoperative deaths are often

the result of uncontrollable hemorrhage, acute

right ventricular failure, and air embolism.

Patients who survive the initial procedure are at

risk for early postoperative morbidity and

mortality. Fluid management may be

complicated by the need to weigh on ongoing

resuscitation against the treatment of right

ventricular failure. Blunt thoracic trauma

requiring pneumonectomy is often associated

with abdominal and pelvic coexisting injuries.

Volume replacement must be judicious, and the

use of a pulmonary artery catheter (placed with

care in a postpneumonectomy patient) or TEE

may be beneficial. Echocardiography will

also play an important role in assessing right

ventricular function and pulmonary hyperten-

sion. Treatment of right ventricular failure after

traumatic pneumonectomy is often very difficult.

Without doubt, double-lumen endotracheal

tube (DLT) intubation is desirable during urgent
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thoracotomy, particularly in trauma patients with

one-sided penetrating injury; DLT intubation

may not be the initial approach for most patients,

especially in situations with limited resources

and inexperienced personnel. Reliable rapid

endotracheal intubation with a large-caliber (at

least 8.0 mm in internal diameter) conventional

endotracheal tube will allow anesthesia provider

to secure airway faster and more reliably, so to

protect the patient from aspiration during intuba-

tion before passage of a gastric tube for the

suction of the stomach contents. Additionally

large-caliber single lumen tube will accommo-

date future diagnostic bronchoscopy, pulmonary

lavage, or other endobronchial procedures.

Switch to DLT can then be attempted under

controlled conditions in the presence of adequate

oxygenation, anesthesia, muscle relaxation, and

especially a suctioned stomach. Tolerability of

single-lung ventilation is variable in the trauma

population and depends largely on the nature of

the traumatic injury and absence of significant

pathology in the ventilated lung. Many patients

with blunt thoracic injury have bilateral pulmo-

nary contusions and will require increased FiO2

and high levels of PEEP to maintain adequate

oxygenation, even when both lungs are

ventilated. During hypovolemic shock there is a

disproportionate increase in pulmonary vascular

resistance with respect to SVR, as well as high

mortality with combined hemorrhagic shock and

pneumonectomy.

Tracheal-bronchial injury can be caused by

either blunt force or penetrating trauma. Usually

penetrating injuries are more promptly diagnosed

and treated. Blunt trauma most commonly results

in an injury to the tracheobronchial tree within

2.5 cm of the carina and may initially be unrec-

ognized. Physicians should be alert to possible

tracheobronchial injury in the presence of subcu-

taneous emphysema, pneumomediastinum,

pneumopericardium, or pneumoperitoneum but

without apparent cause. If the traumatic injury

is just an incomplete tear, it may heal with steno-

sis, subsequent atelectasis, pneumonia, pulmo-

nary destruction, and sepsis. When surgery is

required for a delayed, incomplete tracheobron-

chial injury, pulmonary resection may be

required if there is significant tissue destruction,

whereas complete transection may be amenable

to reconstruction with preservation of pulmonary

tissue. The level of injury dictates the surgical

approach.

Van Wessem et al. investigated the effect of

high-volume ventilation on the inflammatory

response in blunt chest trauma in rat model,

because patients with lung contusion often need

ventilatory support after incurring trauma. Lung

contusion usually induces an inflammatory

response manifested by primed polymorph

neutrophil granulocytes (PMNs) in blood and

tissue. Mechanical ventilation (MV) can also

cause an inflammatory response. Twenty-three

male Sprague–Dawley rats were assigned to

undergo either MV or bilateral lung contusion

followed by MV. Lung contusion was induced

by a blast generator. The tissue and systemic

inflammation were measured by absolute PMN

numbers in blood and bronchoalveolar lavage

fluid (BALF), myeloperoxidase, interleukin

(IL)-6, IL 1β, growth-related oncogene-KC, and

IL-10 in both plasma and BALF. The results

were both MV and blast plus MV rats showed

increased systemic and pulmonary inflammation,

expressed by higher PMNs, myeloperoxidase

levels, and cytokine levels in both blood and

BALF. Blast plus MV rats showed a significantly

higher systemic and pulmonary inflammatory

response than MV only rats. These results

indicated that mechanical ventilation after lung

contusion induced a larger overall inflammatory

response than MV alone, which indicates that

local damage contributes not only to local

inflammation, but also to systemic inflammation.

This emphasizes the importance of lung

protective ventilation strategies after pulmonary

contusion [63].

Rib fractures are the most common injury

resulting from blunt chest trauma. The fracture

itself generally requires no specific treatment and

will heal spontaneously over a period of several

weeks. But multiple rib fractures can be

associated with significant morbidity and

mortality. Fracture of multiple neighboring ribs

will result in the “flail chest” syndrome,

characterized by paradoxical chest wall motion
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during spontaneous ventilation. Common

complications of multiple rib fractures include

hypoventilation leading to atelectasis, pneumo-

nia, and respiratory failure. Pain management

was thus recognized as a very important factor

in preventing complications in these patients.

And management of the respiratory system

became more widely recognized as a major fac-

tor in patients’ medical care. It is now known that

patients with multiple rib fractures benefit most

from adequate pain control, rapid mobilization,

and meticulous respiratory care to prevent

complications [64].

Cardiac Injury

Blunt cardiac injury is rare but it must be ruled

out in any patient who has sustained a frontal

impact to the chest. Functional differentiation

between bruising or edema of the myocardium

will be very difficult. The pathophysiology of

cardiac contusion may involve forcible dislodge-

ment of unstable atherosclerotic plaque in the

coronary arteries. If the patient is hemodynami-

cally stable and the ECG does not demonstrate

conduction disturbances or tachyarrhythmia,

blunt cardiac injury can generally be excluded

safely. However, if a new dysrrhythmia

subsequently develops or the patient has unex-

plained hypotension, other causes (hypovolemia,

electrolyte disturbances, renal failure) should be

ruled out first. Echocardiography (transthoracic

or/and transesophageal) can help determine the

pathological nature and physiological status.

Abdominal Trauma and Digestive
System Changes

Abdominal cavity holds many different organs.

Traumatic injury to abdominal organs is

relatively common in clinical practice. Abdomi-

nal injury can be blunt or penetrating. Tradition-

ally blunt trauma causes more mortality than

penetrating trauma, but this has been changing

as more accurate diagnostic modalities becoming

more readily available. The injury can be

inflicted to hollow organs like gastrointestinal

system, bladder, causing peritonitis; or solid

organs like liver, spleen, or kidneys causing

major hemorrhage and shock. The several main

concerns after abdominal trauma are: hemor-

rhage and hemorrhagic shock due to injury to

liver, spleen, kidney, or major abdominal

vessels; Peritonitis due to introduction of exterior

bacteria from trauma, or from the perforation of

visceral organs in the abdomen; Electrolytes

disturbances due to loss of gastrointestinal fluids,

hypovolemia, inflammation; Systemic infection,

bacteremia, and sepsis due to exposure of

abdominal cavity, gastrointestinal leakage into

peritoneal cavity, and bacterial translocation;

Abdominal pain and abdominal rigidity can

cause hypoventilations, thus lead to hypoxemia

and pertinent complications as stroke,

myocardial infarction; And malnutrition due to

bowel resection or functional decline.

Summary

Trauma causes remarkable physiological

derangements if it reaches certain severity.

These derangements can pose significant impact

on patient’s life. The response of patient’s body

to trauma can be general which is more common

to all kinds of trauma, or more specific to certain

organ system involved in the traumatic injury.

The general responses include hemorrhage-

related changes, stress, pain, sepsis, and

metabolic alterations. Hemorrhage can initially

have macrocirculatory effects mediated by

neuroendocrine system leading to release of

epinephrine, vasopressin, and angiotensin-II.

Hypovolemia, hypotension, and compromised

tissue perfusion will cause ischemia at cellular

level, leading to the release of inflammatory

factors as prostacyclin, thromboxane, prostaglan-

din, leukotrienes, endothelin, complement, TNF,

and interleukins. TIC, resuscitation, and hemor-

rhage can form a vicious cycle. The mechanisms

for TIC can be excessive activation of coagula-

tion, hypocalcemia, anemia, hyperfibrinolysis,

hypothermia, and trauma-induced platelet

dysfunction. Multiple compensatory reactions
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can develop during hemorrhage, including baro-

receptor reflexes, release of vasoconstrictors,

chemoreceptor reflexes, reabsorption of tissue

fluid, and increased fluid uptake by kidneys.

TLRs have been recognized in recent years as

important players in the pathogenesis of multi-

organ dysfunction. Pain and stress are also

patient’s physiological exposures in traumatic

injury. Adequate analgesia has been associated

with better outcome in trauma patients. Infection

and sepsis are the important factors causing

morbidity and mortality in trauma patients.

Multiple mechanisms are involved in the sepsis,

cytokine releases (TNF, interleukins), bacterial

translocation, bone marrow’s change causes

release of immature immune cells, increased

nitric oxide formation, and acute adrenal

insufficiency. Better understanding of these

physiological alterations after trauma will help

anesthesia providers better care the injured

patients in perioperative settings.
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Blood Transfusion and Coagulation
Disorders 4
L. Yvette Fouché-Weber and Richard P. Dutton

Introduction

One-third to one-half of all mortality due to

trauma is attributable to bleeding. Most deaths

occur in the first hours after injury, as the result

of uncontrolled hemorrhage from major vessels

or organs. A smaller proportion occurs in the

days or weeks that follow, as a long-term com-

plication of shock and resuscitation. Tissue

ischemia leads to an inflammatory response that

creates the conditions for organ system failure

and recurrent sepsis. Hours of mechanical venti-

lation become days, days of intensive care

become weeks, and patients who are no longer

bleeding can nonetheless die from the long-term

consequences of shock and resuscitation months

following the original injury.

Resuscitation is the restoration of normal

physiology and tissue oxygen delivery following

injury or illness. Optimizing resuscitation after

trauma reduces the risk for both short-term death

from uncontrolled hemorrhage and late death in

the intensive care unit from inflammation and

organ system failure [1, 2]. Optimal resuscitation

prioritizes control of bleeding, followed by res-

toration of tissue oxygen delivery and complete

return to normal physiology. Clinical care of the

patient in hemorrhagic shock must weigh early

priorities (control of bleeding and preservation of

clotting function) vs. late considerations, such as

the negative inflammatory effects of blood trans-

fusion. The basic principles of early resuscitation

are shown in Table 4.1 and will be the topics

addressed in the remainder of this chapter, with

an emphasis on transfusion and coagulation.

Control of Hemorrhage

Following trauma, hemorrhage is diagnosed by

the symptoms of shock. Diminished tissue per-

fusion is evident in skin pallor, diaphoresis,

altered mental status, and change in vital signs.

While the traditional stages of hemorrhagic

shock are defined by heart rate and blood pres-

sure, there is enormous variation in response

across individual patients. Age, physical fitness,

medical comorbidities, genetic predisposition,

and the effects of systemic toxins (e.g., alcohol,

cocaine) all contribute to the change in vital

signs associated with blood loss. Hypotension

associated with tachycardia is the most common

response. However, the amount of blood loss

that causes a measurable decrease in pressure

may vary from 5 to 50 % of normal blood

volume, while an increase in heart rate is seen
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in only two-thirds of patients that become

hypotensive [3].

Under most circumstances, loss of circulating

blood volume causes a sympathetic nervous sys-

tem response that vasoconstricts peripheral and

low-priority vascular beds, while increasing

blood flow to the heart. This compensatory

response preserves blood pressure and central

organ perfusion, and may be subtly indicated by

narrowing pulse pressure within the normal range.

Changes at the cellular level may include

increased procoagulant tendency, with mobiliza-

tion of clotting factor and platelet reserves,

increased blood sugar, and increased cellular oxy-

gen extraction [4–6]. Pain from tissue injury and

conscious awareness of trauma enhance these

responses. Circulating analgesic or anesthetic

agents (e.g., alcohol, narcotics, sedatives) may

blunt the sympathetic response to trauma, leading

to earlier hypotension (without tachycardia). This

may paradoxically allow earlier recognition and

diagnosis of bleeding. Age, underlying cardiac

disease, and the use of medications such as beta-

adrenergic antagonists may also alter the normal

physiologic response to hemorrhage [7, 8].

The degree of shock associated with a given

injury is roughly proportional to the amount of

blood lost. One of the key clinical distinctions

which must be made early in the diagnosis of any

trauma patient is the amount of blood already lost

and the presence and rate of ongoing hemorrhage

[9]. Certain injuries—isolated femur fracture for

example—are associated with substantial blood

loss (20–30 % of normal blood volume) but are

less likely to cause ongoing bleeding. Otherwise

healthy patients will be hypotensive early after

such an injury (typically during initial assess-

ment in the field), but will compensate rapidly

as vasoconstriction and coagulation end ongoing

blood loss and extravascular fluid is mobilized to

preserve perfusion. These patients will often be

normotensive at the time of trauma center pre-

sentation, and will generally do well with gentle

isotonic fluid replacement [10, 11].

Other common injuries—splenic laceration,

for example—may be associated with less imme-

diate blood loss but more sustained bleeding.

There is less opportunity for tamponade in the

peritoneum than in the muscular compartments

of the leg, and less effective vasoconstrictive

control of splenic vessels. These patients may

become hypotensive later than the first group.

When treated with fluids, the blood pressure

will typically respond immediately, but then

drift down again as ongoing hemorrhage occurs.

Identifying these “transient responders” is criti-

cal, because the ongoing cycle of hypotension

and fluid therapy will lead to progressive

coagulopathy, increased inflammatory perturba-

tion, and protracted resuscitation [12, 13]. Life-

threatening ongoing hemorrhage can occur into

one of five compartments, as noted in Table 4.2.

Investigation of each is required for any patient

suffering high-energy trauma, or exhibiting early

hemodynamic instability.

Individual trauma patients may have multiple

combinations of bleeding and non-bleeding

injuries, superimposed on the full human spec-

trum of genetics and comorbidities. Early labo-

ratory assessment can assist the clinician in

recognizing the seriousness of shock and hemor-

rhage. Base deficit and pH, assessed by arterial

blood gas, indicate the instantaneous degree of

hypoperfusion. Arterial or serum lactate approxi-

mates the cumulated “dose” of shock, or the

integer over time of hypoperfusion. Providing

adequate hemodynamic support to stabilize base

Table 4.1 Principles of early resuscitation (before defin-

itive control of hemorrhage)

Follow ABCs: control of airway and breathing; manual

pressure on external bleeding sites

Expedite diagnostic and therapeutic maneuvers to control

anatomic source of bleeding

Activate massive transfusion protocol as soon as

uncontrolled hemorrhage is recognized

Maintain lower-than-normal blood pressure (systolic

80–100 mmHg)

Administer tranexemic acid: 1 g bolus, 1 g by infusion

Avoid excessive infusion of crystalloid or colloid

solutions

Replace blood loss with blood products (red blood cells,

plasma, and platelets)

Closely monitor critical laboratory values: arterial pH,

lactate, ionized calcium, coagulation function; consider

guiding transfusion therapy by viscoelastic testing

Achieve and maintain deep anesthesia
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deficit deterioration (or improve it to normal)

should be the first target of fluid resuscitation

during active hemorrhage. Once bleeding is con-

trolled, the rate at which serum lactate is returned

to normal is an excellent proxy for the quality of

resuscitation. Rapid normalization of lactate

after major trauma is associated with improved

patient outcome [14].

More sophisticated assessments of tissue per-

fusion are increasingly available. Continuous

monitoring of mixed-venous oxygenation via

central line provides an accurate and dynamic

guide to resuscitation. Transesophageal echocar-

diography can provide an immediate view of

heart filling and contractility, and can rule out

nonhemorrhagic causes of hypotension such as

pericardial tamponade or valve disruption. Non-

invasive monitors of tissue oxygenation, using

near-infrared spectroscopy, are good indicators

of perfusion in the intensive care unit and during

elective surgery; their value during the highly

dynamic moments of early resuscitation, during

active hemorrhage, has yet to be definitively

established [15, 16].

Early measurement of hemoglobin or hemat-

ocrit is not an accurate guide to the degree of

hemorrhage. Rapid bleeding consumes whole

blood and will thus not change the percent of

red cells in a serum sample, while the rate of

fluid mobilization from the extravascular space

(and thus the degree of decrease in hematocrit) is

unpredictable. Coagulation function, on the other

hand, is an important secondary indicator of the

degree of shock [17]. A review of more than

30,000 admissions to a single trauma center

documented abnormality in prothrombin time

on initial blood draw as a highly precise predictor

of mortality (Fig. 4.1). Other studies have con-

firmed the dire prognosis associated with early

coagulation abnormalities. The observation that

severe tissue ischemia, associated with trauma,

produces a systemic increase in fibrinolysis is a

key concept in resuscitation [18]. This has led in

recent years to a number of studies examining the

potential benefit of antifibrinolytic therapy and

more aggressive support of clotting mechanisms.

Once hemorrhage has been identified, it must

be controlled and the patient resuscitated. If

physical examination and serial vital signs indi-

cate that the patient is not actively bleeding, then

further interventional care can be planned after a

careful secondary assessment. Resuscitation can

be completed with gentle administration of iso-

tonic crystalloid to restore total-body fluids,

guided by normalization of lactate. The patient

with spontaneous resolution of hemorrhage is

unlikely to need transfusion on an urgent basis

but may require red blood cell (RBC) adminis-

tration following restoration of adequate blood

volume, especially if starting with a lower-than-

normal hematocrit. Care should be taken with the

rate of fluid administration in patients who have

achieved spontaneous hemostasis. Too rapid

infusion will increase cardiac output and blood

pressure abruptly in the vasoconstricted patient

with elevated sympathetic tone and may lead to

rebleeding if fragile early clots are washed away

[13, 19]. On the other hand, restoration of ade-

quate circulating blood volume is highly

recommended before pursuing any surgical or

angiographic interventions. Many non-actively

bleeding trauma patients will require early sur-

gery for orthopedic, neurologic or soft-tissue

injuries. A pause to assess the adequacy of resus-

citation before proceeding to the OR can improve

patient management and long-term outcomes in

this population [1].

In the patient with active hemorrhage there

are few activities that take priority over rapid

transfer to the interventional radiology suite or

operating room. This short list consists of airway

Table 4.2 Location of life-threatening hemorrhage

Location Revealed by

Thorax Chest radiograph or computed

tomography (CT); tube thoracostomy

output

Abdomen Focused abdominal sonography for

trauma (FAST); diagnostic peritoneal

lavage

Retroperitoneum Physical examination (unstable pelvic

ring); CT scan

Thighs Physical examination (obvious femur

fracture)

Street Visible bleeding outside the body;

common with head and neck

lacerations
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management and support of ventilation, relief of

tension pneumothorax or pericardial tamponade,

and application of direct pressure to any site of

active external bleeding. Rapid anatomic control

of hemorrhage limits the overall quantity of

blood lost and directly improves outcomes [20].

While transfusion therapy and support of coagu-

lation have advanced rapidly in the past two

decades there is still no resuscitative fluid better

than the patient’s own blood. Keeping as much of

that in circulation as possible is beneficial in both

the short and the long term.

Anesthesiologists play a critical role in the

rapid control of traumatic hemorrhage. Facili-

tating rapid physical transfer of the patient to

the OR or angiography suite is one component.

Other components include judging the desired

degree of preoperative resuscitation, the ade-

quacy of intravascular access, the appropriate

depth of analgesia and sedation, and the need

for advanced monitoring. In general, however,

speed wins. Better outcomes will usually be

achieved by getting the unstable patient to the

OR and initiating surgery, while simultaneously

adding vascular access, establishing arterial

pressure monitoring and monitoring laboratory

results [12].

Support of Intravascular Volume

While surgical intervention is underway in the

patient with active hemorrhage, the anesthesiolo-

gist must manage the patient’s hemodynamic

status. This consists of balancing administration

of resuscitative fluids (which will improve blood

pressure) against administration of anesthetic

and analgesic agents (which will lower it). Opti-

mal fluid administration can be thought of in two

dimensions: what fluid or fluids to give, and how

to titrate the quantity of fluid to the patient’s

response.

Beginning with the latter point: the quantity of

fluid to administer during active resuscitation has

been debated for almost a century. In one of the

first descriptions of intravenous fluid therapy, in

1919, Cannon noted about his practice in casu-

alty care during World War I: “Injection of a

fluid that will increase blood pressure has

dangers in itself . . . If the pressure is raised

before the surgeon is ready to check any bleeding

that might take place, blood that is sorely needed

may be lost.” This principle was lost and then

rediscovered by military physicians several times

during the twentieth century. In the 1950s,

Interaction of injury severity and admission INR on in-
hospital mortality
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however, development of the “Wiggers Model”

of controlled resuscitation in laboratory animals

emphasized the importance of generous volume

replacement to preserving post-hemorrhage

organ system function. This concept was embod-

ied in the principles of Advanced Trauma Life

Support in the 1970s and 1980s. In management

of operative hemorrhage during elective surgical

procedures, the recommendation was to replace

blood loss with isotonic crystalloid infusion on a

3:1 basis (to allow for extravascular redistribu-

tion) up until the “allowable blood loss” was

reached. The goal was to restore normal blood

pressure as rapidly as possible, on the theory that

this would lead to the best tissue and organ

perfusion.

Dr. Cannon’s observation that rapid fluid infu-

sion could lead to further bleeding was not

quantified in the laboratory until the 1960s,

when Shaftan noted that femoral artery bleeding

in the dog was perpetuated by volume adminis-

tration and/or the use of vasopressors. Bleeding

resolved most rapidly when the dog was allowed

to become hypotensive, and no fluids were given.

The use of vasodilating agents also decreased the

duration and volume of hemorrhage. Sophisti-

cated animal models of uncontrolled hemorrhage

appeared in the late 1980s, and allowed for the

study of resuscitation strategy in models of

abdominal hemorrhage that approximated large-

vessel traumatic injury. Total blood loss was

reduced, and survival improved, when resuscita-

tion was titrated to a lower-than-normal blood

pressure. This finding has been confirmed in

active-bleeding models in swine, rats, mice,

dogs, and sheep, leading to the following sum-

mary conclusion reached by a panel of clinicians

and researchers and published in 1996: “[during

active traumatic hemorrhage] attempting to nor-

malize blood pressure seems to be

counterproductive.”

Consistent findings in animal models led to

clinical trials of “deliberate hypotensive resusci-

tation’ in the 1990s. The first and most important

of these was the landmark work of Bickell et al.,

published in the New England Journal of Medi-

cine in 1994. Hypotensive victims of penetrating

torso trauma in the city of Houston were

randomized (based on the day of the month) to

either conventional care or deliberate fluid

restriction from the moment of first contact with

the emergency medical system until reaching the

OR in the trauma center. More than 600 patients

were randomized, with an average 2 L difference

in crystalloid infusion between groups observed

at the time of surgery. Of note, mean systolic

blood pressure (SBP) was identical on OR arrival

between groups, although the fluid-restricted

group experienced more hypotension during the

study period. The hypotensive resuscitation

group had improved survival (10 % vs. 62 %,

p¼0.04).

While controversial, this study prompted clin-

ical interest in controlled hypotension as a tech-

nique to control traumatic hemorrhage, as well as

further and more elaborate studies. One such was

a trial in Baltimore which randomized patients

arriving at the trauma center to management of

fluids targeted at SBP of >80 vs. >100 mmHg.

Hypotensive patients had shorter OR times and

similar survival to normotensive patients [21].

By the turn of the millennium, deliberate hypo-

tensive management was the norm at most large

trauma centers. Hypotension is typically

sustained by limitation of infused fluids, espe-

cially non-sanguineous crystalloids, which

makes this approach a trade-off between the

short-term risks of exacerbating coagulopathy

and bleeding to death vs. the long-term risks of

decreased organ perfusion. A new large clinical

trial of deliberate hypotensive management is

underway at this time; a preliminary report

suggests that the results will again favor hypo-

tension during active hemorrhage.

While the value of sustained hypotension in

limiting blood loss seems clear, and is supported

by the use of deliberate hypotension to limit

blood loss in major elective surgery, the way in

which hypotension is achieved and sustained

may strongly influence outcomes. In trauma

patients hypotension is achieved by loss of

circulating blood volume, and is associated with

tissue hypoperfusion: shock. Hypotension is then

sustained by restricting fluid administration,
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allowing the vasoconstricted, hypoperfused

physiology to persist. During early resuscitation

this typically occurs in the setting of minimal

analgesia and sedation. Although counterintui-

tive, this approach can improve outcomes if it

results in earlier hemostasis and reduced overall

blood loss [21]. By comparison, deliberate hypo-

tension in elective surgery is achieved with

administration of vasodilating agents (usually

anesthetics) in the setting of normovolemia.

Figure 4.2 shows this distinction graphically,

and illustrates the critical difference in physiol-

ogy. It is possible that outcomes of deliberate

hypotension in trauma could be improved by

following a similar approach: restore fluid

volume aggressively, but simultaneously

increase anesthetic depth to sustain hypotension.

The desired physiologic state would be one of

controlled hypotension (limiting blood loss) but

sympathetic relaxation (allowing the maximum

possible tissue perfusion for a given pressure).

The authors’ anecdotal experience with this

approach has been positive, but it has yet to be

experimentally validated; animal models of

acute hemorrhage using minimal anesthesia are

difficult to construct in an ethical fashion.

Choice of Fluids

While the volume of fluid administered to a

hemorrhaging trauma patient has an impact on

the rate and volume of bleeding, and on

associated long-term outcome, the types of fluid

administered are likely at least as significant.

Specific products are summarized in Table 4.3.

Options fall into four basic categories:

• Isotonic crystalloids

• Non-blood colloids such as 5 % albumin solu-

tion and the various hetastarches

• RBCs

• Non-RBC blood products (plasma, platelets,

cryoprecipitate)

The latter two categories are forms of trans-

fusion—or blood transplantation—and are

associated with the greatest controversy. Support

of oxygen carrying capacity (RBC) and coagula-

tion (plasma, platelets, cryoprecipitate) is a life-

saving necessity in patients with severe, active

hemorrhage [22]. Yet numerous retrospective

studies have documented the increased risk for

organ system failure and long-term mortality

associated with transfusion [23–25]. The immune

Fig. 4.2 Hemorrhagic shock followed by deliberate hypotension vs. deep anesthesia followed by bleeding. The patient

is hypotensive, but the physiologic state is different
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modulation associated with transfusion increases

the risk for perfusion-related syndromes (e.g.,

acute tubular necrosis), pulmonary dysfunction

(acute lung injury), and infectious complications.

Interpreting this evidence is challenging, because

of the numerous confounding variables seen in

retrospective studies. Patients who receive trans-

fusion are sicker or more badly injured than those

who do not, and no amount of propensity

matching and logistic regression can compensate

for this reality. Prospective studies of transfusion

thresholds have generally confirmed a higher risk

for complications associated with one or two unit

transfusions, but cannot be extended to include

patients with rapid hemorrhage and more massive

transfusions [26]. On the other hand, studies of

severe bleeding have shown that earlier and more

aggressive use of blood products can reduce the

risk of hemorrhagic death [25, 27]. The clinician

must therefore practice schizophrenically, doing

everything possible to avoid transfusion in mar-

ginal situations, but being aggressive with blood

products when there is a real risk of exsanguina-

tion or irreversible coagulopathy.

The trauma patient with active, ongoing hem-

orrhage presents unique challenges to the clini-

cian. First, resuscitation must start at a time when

the anatomic source of injury is not clearly

defined. Second, the amount of blood the patient

has already lost is unknown. Third, the duration

and severity of future bleeding can only be

estimated. And fourth, the patient is in a severely

vasoconstricted state very different from the

vasodilated hypotension more common in elec-

tive anesthesia practice.

The impact of shock and injury on the coagu-

lation system has been better defined in the past

decade. Patients who reach medical care but sub-

sequently die of acute hemorrhagic shock are uni-

versally acidotic, hypothermic, and coagulopathic

at the time of exsanguination [18]. Coagulopathy

was formerly thought to trigger from consumption

of clotting factors and dilution of blood by

administered fluids, and be exacerbated by acido-

sis and hypothermia. While these mechanisms

remain important and relevant, another contribu-

tor has been discovered: the body’s innate

response to tissue injury and ischemia. Observa-

tional studies in patients with high injury severity

score (ISS) have documented the onset of

coagulopathy very early after injury, prior to

administration of resuscitative fluids [28]. This

concept was illustrated in Fig. 4.1, above; the

large majority of patients had received less than

1 L of crystalloid fluid prior to the time of first

laboratory assessment. While multiple mediators

are likely contributing to early coagulopathy, one

identified change is increased release of Protein C

leading to enhanced fibrinolysis [29]. While mal-

adaptive in trauma patients this reaction at the

tissue level may reflect an evolutionary response

to ischemia caused by thrombosis and embolism,

which is a more common threat than hemorrhage.

Further understanding of the complex inter-

play between the vascular endothelium and

Table 4.3 Products for fluid resuscitation

Product Comment

Isotonic

crystalloids

Lactated Ringers solution; Plasmalyte A.

Normal saline should be avoided due to

hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis

Colloids Albumin 5 % is only one available in the

US Hetastarch solutions still available in

Europe but falling out of favor due to

concern with renal impairment

Fresh whole

blood

Only available in military medicine.

Viral testing of donated whole blood

requires 3 days to complete, at which

point platelet count is negligible

Red blood

cells

Normal hematocrit of component unit is

55–60 %. Must be blood type specific (or

type-O). Carries oxygen, but does not

include clotting factors

Plasma May be thawed from frozen units or kept

liquid. Includes all serum clotting factors

in relatively dilute solution. Requires

blood typing (or type-AB)

Platelets Usually obtained from plasmapheresis

(equivalent to a pool of 4–6 random

donor units). Relatively concentrated

product; includes a significant amount of

plasma

Plasma

concentrates

Assembled from donor plasma units;

specific concentrations of selected

clotting factors

Factor

concentrates

Purified or recombinant single factor

products: Fibrinogen, Factor VIII, Factor

VII available in the USA. Typically only

used for addressing known defects due to

genetic disorders
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humoral components of clotting (e.g., RBC,

platelets, and circulating factors) is slowly

emerging, fueled by increased diagnostic capa-

bility. At the University of Texas in Houston

traditional coagulation assessment by prothrom-

bin time, partial thromboplastin time and platelet

count has been replaced by early whole blood

viscoelastic testing. While the thromboe-

lastograph (TEG) and rotational thromboe-

lastometer (ROTEM) have been available for

some years, their use in the management of

acute traumatic hemorrhage is just beginning.

TEG and ROTEM use slightly different technol-

ogy to produce similar “pictures” of clot forma-

tion in the patient’s whole blood. The onset, rate,

and strength of clot formation can be visualized

in real time, as well as the rate and severity of

fibrinolysis and clot destruction. Figure 4.3

shows normal and abnormal TEG patterns.

Viscoelastic testing provides a more precise

assessment of which clotting element is most

likely lacking in the coagulopathic patient:

platelets, soluble factors or fibrinogen, and what

the contribution of fibrinolysis may be. Resusci-

tation guided by TEG or ROTEM has been

reported to improve outcomes and reduce trans-

fusion in several small series, but a definitive

prospective, randomized trial is still lacking [30].

Absent the availability of rapid bedside test-

ing, and confronted with a hemodynamically

unstable patient, the clinician must make empiric

decisions about what products to transfuse. RBC,

plasma, and platelets, administered in a 1:1:1

ratio, have been proposed as a simple and obvi-

ous approach. While this recipe is intended to

replicate the whole blood that the patient is

losing, the reality of modern component therapy

preparation is that the resulting solution still falls

substantially short. This concept is illustrated in

Fig. 4.4. The ratio of plasma to RBC units for

empiric resuscitation that produces the greatest

survival has been hotly debated in recent years,

with proposals ranging from 1:1 to as low as 1:2,

but in any case the early support of the coagula-

tion system in severe trauma patients has become

much more common.

Observational data in both military and civil-

ian trauma centers has been used to support the

theory that earlier administration of plasma

improves outcomes. Any unadjusted large series

of hemorrhaging patients will show improved

outcomes in those that receive a higher ratio of

plasma to RBC but this data is strongly con-

founded by the logistics of most trauma centers,

which cause RBC to reach the bedside in

advance of plasma. Patients with the most rapid

bleeding may receive RBC prior to dying, but

never have the chance to receive plasma. This

“survivor bias” is present in many observational

studies of resuscitation ratio; when the effect is

controlled for the results are more equivocal.

DiBiasi and colleagues examined this problem

Angle

38 C 32 C

Fibrinolysis

Amplitude at 30 min compared to MALY30 is

MAR

Reference Ranges

(38 C) 5.3 66.7 63.9 0.1
(32 C) 10.5 39.1 58.6 0.0

51 – 69 mm59 – 74 degrees4 – 9 min 0 – 8 %
R (Time to clot) Angle (Fibrin Cross-linking) MA (Clot Strength) LY30(Percent Lysis)

Fig. 4.3 Normal and abnormal thromboelastograph tests
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using the idea of instantaneous plasma deficit

(RBC units minus plasma units at any point in

time), and discovered that a higher deficit was

associated with greater mortality, but only in the

first three hours after trauma center admission.

Beyond that time anatomic control of hemor-

rhage has typically occurred, and administration

of blood products is less likely to be empiric and

more likely to be driven by specific laboratory

assessment.

Adjuvant Therapies

Successful resuscitation from traumatic hemor-

rhage is dependent on rapid anatomic control of

the source of bleeding, careful management of

blood pressure, and precise transfusion therapy.

Other adjuvant therapies are worthy of consider-

ation, driven by an improved understanding of

the pathophysiology of shock, advancing phar-

maceutical and monitoring technology, and

empiric data.

Transfusion of large quantities of banked

blood necessarily includes infusion of citrate-

based anticoagulants. Citrate works by binding

free calcium in the stored units, thus preventing

activation of clotting. When administered in a

rapid transfusion, citrate will reduce the patient’s

ionized calcium level. While this will have a

mild adverse effect on coagulation it may have

a marked effect on myocardial contractility,

which is another calcium-dependent process.

The result is hypotension unresponsive to further

fluid therapy. Close monitoring of ionized cal-

cium is important during ongoing resuscitation,

and the need for administration of calcium is

likely whenever more than 4 units of blood

products per hour are infused. (Slower rates of

transfusion are less likely to cause citrate intoxi-

cation, as the body has time to mobilize calcium

reserves.) During massive transfusion, hypoten-

sion unresponsive to a fluid volume bolus should

be empirically treated with administration of 1 g

of calcium, while awaiting the return of labora-

tory results. This dose, in and of itself, is unlikely

to cause adverse effects, whereas observation of

a positive response in blood pressure indicates

ongoing citrate poisoning and the potential need

for further therapy.

Because fibrinolysis may be activated early

after trauma, and may contribute to coagulo-

pathy, some investigators have focused on the

potential benefits of antifibrinolytic therapy.

The CRASH-2 trial enrolled some 20,000 trauma

patients with ongoing hemorrhage and

randomized them to receive either tranexemic

acid (TXA) or placebo. This international trial

was conducted in more than 100 countries

around the world (although not in the USA),

and may be the largest prospective trial ever

published in trauma. CRASH-2 demonstrated a

Whole blood 500 mL
(Hct 38%–  50%;) Plts 150 K– 400 K; Plasma(Hct 38%–  50%;) Plts 150 K– 400 K; Plasma

Whole blood 500 mL

Fig. 4.4 Donated whole blood vs. component therapy
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substantial improvement in survival in the

patients who received TXA within 3 h of injury,

making this a near-instantaneous recommenda-

tion for early therapy [31]. Patients who received

TXA later than 3 h from injury did not benefit

[31]. Also noteworthy was the absence of a dif-

ference in transfusion requirements between the

patient groups. This has raised the possibility that

some other anti-inflammatory effect of TXA is

truly beneficial, rather than antifibrinolysis. A

smaller observational study conducted in US mil-

itary casualties in Afghanistan confirmed an

association between TXA and improved survival

[32]. Administration of TXA as earlier as possi-

ble after injury has become routine in most major

trauma centers around the world, although con-

troversy remains as to which patient populations

should be included. The results of CRASH-

2 have led to renewed interest in antifibrinolytics

in other conditions, including total joint replace-

ment and postpartum hemorrhage, and studies

are ongoing in these and other models.

Other efforts to treat the coagulopathy of trau-

matic shock with specific, concentrated clotting

factors have not been as universally successful.

Recombinant human Factor VIIa (FVIIa) has

been available for more than a decade as an off-

label rescue therapy for patients with acute hem-

orrhage and coagulopathy. Initial enthusiasm for

FVIIa, and widespread use, has been replaced by

a conservative and highly selective approach.

FVIIa will rapidly normalize PT in almost any

patient, and early use of FVIIa has been shown to

reduce transfusion requirement in seriously

injured trauma patients. However, this benefit

has not been associated with improved survival,

and off-label use of FVIIa may be a risk factor for

thromboembolic complications. The best pro-

spective data available comes from the CON-

TROL trial, which enrolled nearly 600 patients

with acute, ongoing traumatic hemorrhage, and

randomized them to receive either a large dose of

FVIIa or placebo. Transfusion requirement was

reduced, but survival was unchanged [33]. The

rate of thromboembolic complications did not

vary between groups. Of note, the overall sur-

vival of all patients in CONTROL was about half

what was predicted by the pre-study power anal-

ysis. The investigators attributed this finding to

other improvements in trauma care, including

evidence-based protocols for operative manage-

ment, transfusion, and post-injury ventilator

weaning. This observation mirrors clinical expe-

rience with FVIIa in the US and British military

and in major civilian trauma centers: the need

to “rescue” patients with FVIIa declined

sharply as the speed and precision of resuscita-

tion improved.

Prothrombin complex concentrates, which may

include FVIIa, have improved in purity and con-

sistency in recent years, and have been advocated

by some for trauma resuscitation. At present there

is insufficient data to know whether they represent

a viable alternative to plasma therapy in a 1:1:1

model of early resuscitation. Recombinant fibrin-

ogen concentrate is another blood-derived product

that may also be of use in actively bleeding

patients. Positive small studies in single centers

await multicenter confirmation.

A final potential adjuvant therapy for manage-

ment of uncontrolled hemorrhage is the adminis-

tration of deep general anesthesia. Patients who

require massive transfusion during elective sur-

gical procedures have approximately 10 times

better survival than trauma patients receiving

similar volumes of blood products [34]. While

there are many potential explanations for this

finding, one important observation is that elec-

tive surgery patients are anesthetized at the time

when hemorrhage occurs, and are therefore in a

low-catecholamine state and relatively vasodi-

lated. Trauma patients, on the other hand, are in

pain and shock when bleeding is diagnosed, and

may be profoundly vasoconstricted. This differ-

ence may contribute to a difference in outcomes,

and begs the question of whether provision of

deep anesthesia can improve tissue perfusion

and reduce the risk of organ system failure and

death. Literature from animal studies is of rela-

tively little benefit in assessing this issue,

because laboratory study of acute hemorrhagic

shock (such as the models presented above) typi-

cally requires general anesthesia. In real clinical

practice in trauma patients with unstable vital
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signs there is a strong tendency to provide mini-

mal anesthesia, or to manage the patient with

amnestics such as scopolamine and midazolam

but limited analgesic or sedative therapy. This

preserves the patient’s high sympathetic tone and

certainly improves measured blood pressure in

the short term, but at the expense of perpetuating

tissue hypoperfusion. It may be that better results

would be achieved with titration toward deep

anesthesia, balanced by more aggressive admin-

istration of fluids. This approach allows for

continued hypotension to preserve hemostasis,

while hopefully improving perfusion over time.

A technique of early deep anesthesia is used in

some trauma centers now, but awaits evidence-

based assessment.

Late Resuscitation

The anesthesiologist is often the first to know

when bleeding has been definitively controlled.

As shown in Fig. 4.5, patients with active bleed-

ing will have very labile blood pressure due to

dynamic changes in blood volume and catechol-

amine level. Constriction of the normal 5 L vas-

cular volume leads to an exaggerated response to

fluid boluses or further hemorrhage, especially

when a hypotensive pressure is targeted by the

anesthesiologist. Once further bleeding is

removed from this equation, due to ligation of a

bleeding vessel, excision of an injured organ or

angiographic embolization, the patient’s vital

signs will rapidly stabilize. Even absent the

administration of any further exogenous fluids

intravascular volume will be recruited from the

interstitium. Blood pressure will normalize spon-

taneously as the patient “auto-resuscitates.” This

effect can be seen in those patients who bleed but

then coagulate (e.g., the patient with an isolated

femur fracture described above), and explains

why they are hypotensive in the field but often

normotensive at the time of trauma center arrival.

Recovery of hemodynamic stability is also seen

in the OR when a given fluid bolus produces a

sustained increase in blood pressure, or when

administration of additional anesthetics is

tolerated without a change in vital signs.

When this happy moment occurs, the anes-

thesiologist should take the opportunity to pause

any active transfusions and reassess the situa-

tion. First is a consideration of the patient’s

anatomy. Is hemorrhage really over? Are unrec-

ognized injuries a possibility? What is the risk

for rebleeding? When hemostasis is associated

with an arterial ligature or completion of sple-

nectomy, for example, rebleeding is less likely

than if bleeding was originally from the liver,

pelvis, or any other organ where complete ana-

tomic resolution may not be possible. The next

step should be a return to evidence-based (rather

than empiric) resuscitation. Laboratory

variables should be assessed, and further fluid

and transfusion therapy guided by the results.

Electrolytes should be normalized, especially

ionized calcium. Fluid therapy should be

continuing, recognizing that normovolemia

must still be achieved. The need for replacement

of total-body fluid volume after hemorrhage, to

enable improved clinical outcomes, was first

made more than 50 years ago. The adequacy of

volume restoration in late resuscitation can be

judged in several ways. Serial measurement of

cardiac output, with fluid titration titrated to the

highest achievable value, is one approach. Titra-

tion to maximal mixed-venous oxygen satura-

tion is another. Normalization of serum lactate

indicates restoration of adequate systemic per-

fusion; the more rapidly this is achieved post-

hemorrhage, the better the associated clinical

outcome [14]. Note, however, that simple resto-

ration of a normal blood pressure is an inade-

quate indicator of perfusion; the phenomenon of

“occult hypoperfusion” occurs in ICU patients

with normal systolic pressure but persistent

vasoconstriction and hypoperfusion [10]. This

condition, indicated by persistent metabolic aci-

dosis or elevated serum lactate, is associated

with increased organ system dysfunction and

late mortality.

As in early resuscitation, consideration should

be given to what kind of fluid is administered. In

general, isotonic crystalloid solutions will be the

least expensive and most effective. The role of

colloid solutions, including both albumin and

hetastarches, has been hotly debated. While
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numerous publications have taken up this topic,

the global consensus is that colloids offer no par-

ticular benefit and may be associated with adverse

outcomes under some conditions (i.e., renal

failure associated with starch solutions) [24, 35].

Further transfusion of blood products should be

limited, because of the known adverse inflamma-

tory effects and association with adverse

outcomes. An acceptable hematocrit in the non-

bleeding patient may be as low as 20 %, but

should take into account the patient’s age and

comorbidities. Transfusion of plasma or platelets

is unlikely to benefit a non-bleeding patient, but

may have prophylactic value in selected cases

(e.g., traumatic brain injury with abnormal

coagulation studies; liver injuries with potential

for rebleeding; the need for early orthopedic

surgery). Any transfusion during late resuscitation

should be guided by laboratory assessment,

including viscoelastic testing if available.

Future Research

The field of resuscitation has made enormous

strides in the past 20 years, driven by evolution

of laboratory science, a series of large prospec-

tive human trials and the ability to translate

between the two.
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General Principles of Intraoperative
Management of the Severe Blunt or
Polytrauma Patient: The Resuscitative
Phase

5

Corey S. Scher, Inca Chui, and Sanford M. Miller

Case Entry Point

A 57-year-old mailman made a delivery in a high

rise office building in the financial district in

New York City. As he left the building, a car

going 60 miles per hour hit him and pinned him

against a wall of the building. He immediately

lost consciousness. Witnesses at the scene called

911 and tried to help. With a concerted effort,

they tried to remove the driver as well as the

mailman from the scene. The New York City

Fire Department and emergency medical

services arrived within 5 min. One witness was

able to feel pulses in both patients, and said that

both driver and mailman were breathing.

The fire department personnel towed the car

backwards, enabling the rescue team to place a

rigid cervical collar on the mailman and remove

him from the scene on a spine board. Two large

bore IV’s were started and oxygen was given via

facemask. The first set of vital signs was BP 66/

42, pulse 110, and respirations 17. Tympanic

temperature was 35.4 �C. The driver received

similar treatment in a separate ambulance. All

of her vital signs were stable. There was a strong

smell of alcohol and vomit on her body. EMS

called ahead to the nearest Level I trauma center.

Two designated trauma beepers went off: one for

the attending anesthesiologist on call, the second

for the senior anesthesia resident on trauma.

Both patients were transported to the trauma

bay, an area in the emergency department

designated for a total trauma assessment by the

emergency room and trauma attending

physicians. It is imperative that all members of

the anesthesia trauma team also attend this

assessment in order to prepare for a resuscitation

strategy that yields the best outcome.

The initial strategy for handling trauma has

been called “damage control resuscitation” by

the military. This needs to be initiated in the

first or “golden” hour [1]. Damage control in

the United States Navy consists of (1) control

of bleeding, (2) control of contamination, and

(3) restoring a survivable physiological state.

The growth of trauma medicine as a unique dis-

cipline is rooted in numerous trauma specialists

advocating for the development of a standardized

treatment format.

The term “golden hour” has been used in

several arenas of critical care, described by

Tobin and Varon, and applied by R. Adams

Cowley [2]. The philosophy of the “golden

hour” is that the outcome of the patient

resuscitated in the first hour following injury

will be better than one resuscitated hours later.

The evidence supporting this may not be strong,

since trauma remains a difficult subject to study.

Many victims of trauma have poor outcomes

whether or not they are resuscitated within the
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“golden hour.” Additionally, there is so much

variation among severe trauma patients that it

is very difficult to attain data that would

yield therapeutic strategies with a high level of

evidence.

In the trauma bay, a rapid assessment of the

mailman was made based on his unstable condi-

tion, and the trauma attending and anesthesiolo-

gist agreed that the rapid transfusion protocol

should be initiated. The focused assessment

with sonography for trauma (FAST) revealed a

significant amount of blood in the peritoneal and

retroperitoneal spaces. There were no obvious

facial fractures noted that might make intubation

difficult. For intubation, a Macintosh 4 laryngo-

scope blade was gently placed in the patient’s

mouth for airway assessment. The patient bit

down mildly on the blade and gagged. This

“awake look” revealed that a rapid sequence

intubation could be done. The cervical collar

was removed and an assistant provided inline

stabilization of the cervical spine. Ketamine and

succinylcholine were administered and an endo-

tracheal tube was placed atraumatically. Vital

signs after intubation were essentially unchan-

ged, with a systolic pressure in the low 70s and

a pulse of 120. Rapid ultrasound of the abdomen

was positive in addition for blood. Both legs had

open fractures. The most outstanding finding was

an open pelvic fracture, which was considered by

the trauma team as a lethal injury by itself

because of iliac vein bleeding.

Due to the ongoing circulatory instability and

severe bleeding, a “damage control” laparotomy

was chosen over any further imaging, including

CT scan of the head and neck. A vasopressin bolus

followed by an infusion was initiated to both

increase the blood pressure and decrease the rate

of bleeding. A triple lumen central line was placed

into the right femoral vein and an arterial line was

placed in the right radial artery. The patient was

rushed to the operating room with an abdominal

binder and cervical collar. This step towards the

operating room is part of “overlapping care,” as

the patient will receive critical care after surgery

and probably return later to the operating room,

where he will get a hybrid of care based on both

anesthesia and critical care principles.

Etomidate is often chosen for rapid sequence

induction in unstable patients. However, the inci-

dence of the complications of adrenal suppres-

sion appears to be much higher than originally

thought. This may be a serious issue in the severe

polytrauma patient. In trauma patients, a single

dose of etomidate increased the incidence of

pneumonia (56.7 vs. 25.9), prolonged ICU stay

(6.3 vs. 25.9), and prolonged hospital stay

(11.6 vs.6.4). Etomidate causes inhibition of

11β-hydroxylase, leading to adrenal inhibition,

and results in a relative risk of death of 1.22 in

3,715 septic patients reported by de la Grandville

et al. [3]. In our patient, there was a distinct

possibility of a closed head injury, and the

increase in intracranial pressure caused by keta-

mine must thus be weighed against the adrenal

suppression caused by etomidate. There is a

significant body of literature showing that keta-

mine does not elevate an already increased intra-

cranial [4] pressure, making it a reasonable

selection in the trauma patient with a possible

intracranial injury. Of note, carboetomidate: an

analog of etomidate that interacts weakly with

11β-hydroxylase, is in final trials and appears to

have little impact on the synthesis of steroids [5].

This should make it an excellent replacement for

etomidate.

There is a growing opinion among trauma

experts that bypassing the operating room and

going immediately to interventional radiology

may be the best first step in the massively bleed-

ing patient. The goals of the “golden hour” may

be appreciated and met by measuring the time

from diagnostic angiogram and embolization of

essential bleeding vessels as compared to explo-

ration and surgical control of the hemorrhage

leading to control of acidosis and hypothermia.

In our case, the interventional radiology suite

was several floors away, and mobilizing the

interventional radiology team would have taken

more than 30 min.

Upon arrival in the trauma bay the driver was

awake and cooperative. Rapid ultrasound assess-

ment of her abdomen was negative. She

underwent a full CT evaluation of her head and

neck, and a toxicology screen was positive for

alcohol and cocaine. With no definitive injury,
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she was sent to the surgical ICU with a cervical

collar for observation.

This chapter will discuss the possible appro-

aches to operating room management according

to a slowly developing consensus of practice.

The clinical bar of excellence met in this chapter

has not been attempted by all. We believe that

some of these new concepts will become part of

the standard of care in the severe trauma patient.

Goals and Objectives of Anesthesia
Care for the Severe Trauma Patient
in the Operating Room

1. Determine the clinical path that leads to dam-

age control of bleeding, coagulopathy, acido-

sis, and hypothermia [6].

2. Start resuscitation by diminishing the size of

the circulation with vasopressin.

3. Have a plan for increasing the blood volume if

blood is not available, such as hypertonic saline

solution (HSS), albumin, hemoglobin-based

oxygen carriers, and standard crystalloids.

4. Have a goal for each vital sign, and determine

whether the patient is a candidate for hypoten-

sive resuscitation.

5. Use point-of-care tests to drive the resuscita-

tion while understanding their deficiencies.

6. Determine if immunotherapy is an option.

Preparation

What is predictable about the severe trauma

patient is that very little is predictable. Unlike

neurosurgical or orthopedic trauma, details of

blunt abdominal trauma are discovered during

surgery. Level I trauma centers have a dedicated

operating room always ready for the severely

injured patient. A standard setup includes three

pressure transducers, fluid and body warmers,

and a minimum of two vasopressors ready to be

administered on pumps. While there is great

variability of vasopressor use from institution to

institution, we usually have norepinephrine and

vasopressin readily available. We tend to start

norepinephrine at 0.1 μg/kg/min and vasopressin

at 5 units/h after a 5 unit bolus. It is essential that

the room be kept warm and fully stocked with the

medications and medical devices normally used

in a polytrauma case. The interventional radiol-

ogy suite should be set up for trauma in the same

way as the operating room.

In our institution the trauma room setup is as

follows.

Rapid Infuser

We use the “Belmont” (www.belmontinstrument.

com), and have had great success with his device.

There are several rapid infusers on the market that

differ only slightly from the Belmont. This device

has a feature that we would call essential. It has a

large reservoir that accommodates several liters of

blood products at once. The faster blood products

are infused, the greater the warming capability.

The device has a line pressure monitor which

stops flow and indicates an obstruction when the

line pressure exceeds 300 mmHg, Internal jugular

or subclavian lines provide relatively little resis-

tance to flow and the infusion pressure is usually

less than 70 mmHg. Large bore peripheral IVs (14

gauge or lower) may infiltrate when attached to

the rapid infuser at high infusion rates. Air

entrainment is also detected by the infuser.

When air is detected, it will stop the infusion and

allow the air to be removed. Blood products, with

the exception of platelets, can be placed in the

rapid transfuser reservoir in the ratio of the

institution’s rapid transfusion protocol. Since the

flow is fast, warm, and turbulent, platelets cannot

be poured into the reservoir without destroying

them. Blood may be infused or bolused. We rec-

ommend not using the continuous infusion mode

as the clinician may become distracted by another

aspect of the case and only later realize that an

excessive amount of blood products had been

given. In bolus mode, the pump must be restarted

after each unit is complete, allowing the clinician

to determine if more blood products are needed. A

fresh cassette is easily placed and can be primed in

under a minute. Bolus rates can reach up to

500 mL/min with the Belmont and may be higher

with other rapid infusers. Ideally; two rapid
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infusers should be kept in the dedicated trauma

room. With the advent of rapid infusers, it is rare

that mortality is related to exsanguination, unless

blood becomes unavailable. We do not hang fluid

bags and prime lines until we are sure a trauma is

coming to the operating room. Another distinct

advantage of a rapid infuser is that it can be

operated by one user, with an assistant to check

blood products.

Ultrasound Machine

Most clinicians have been using ultrasound for

central line placement, since it has been shown in

several reports to aid in avoiding arterial cannu-

lation. Our policy for placement of central lines

includes the anesthesiologist scrubbing,

gowning, and gloving. An assistant sterilely

preps both sides of the neck and places a drape

covering the body from head to toe. For our

patient with an unstable cervical spine, the C-

collar was removed without movement of the

head. With the neck in the neutral position, the

ultrasound (Sonosite, Inc.) will still show excel-

lent anatomy [7]. We recommend the “double

stick” approach to venous access. An ultrasound

guide wire placed in the internal jugular is

followed by a second ultrasound-guided place-

ment of a wire next to the first wire. The longer

wire accommodates a triple lumen catheter and

the shorter is used to place for a 9.0 French

introducer. The two wires should be almost

touching at the level of the skin, as placing both

catheters will otherwise require two incisions. If

the two catheters are touching, they will

tamponade any bleeding that may occur during

dilation prior to placement of the catheters. Once

the catheters are placed, their position should be

reconfirmed by ultrasound. Placing a pulmonary

artery (PA) catheter through the introducer may

give important diagnostic information, but the

utility of this information must be weighed

against the use of the introducer for rapid infu-

sion. A (PA) catheter will decrease flow and

increase line pressure. If a pulmonary artery

catheter is desired, we suggest preparing the

other side of the neck as described above, and

placing an 8.5 or 9 French introducer to accom-

modate the catheter.

In non-trauma patients who require central

venous access, strict protocols for aseptic tech-

nique have become the standard of care. If the

decision is made to take the trauma patient to the

operating room as soon as possible, it is imprac-

tical to follow this standard as the surgeons are

rushing to control the bleeding in an unstable

patient. The goal is “clean” central venous

access. Classically defined anatomic landmarks

cannot be relied upon in a trauma patient, there-

fore ultrasound is extremely useful. While safety

is always dependent on the operator, the “straight

neck” or neutral position should not impair cen-

tral line placement [8]. The volume status of the

patient may create difficulty in identifying the

internal jugulars. An “empty” patient may have

an intermittently identifiable internal jugular

vein, which may disappear depending on the

mode of ventilation. There are three steps one

can perform to assure cannulation of a vein and

not an artery. The first is ultrasound visualization

of the needle or plastic catheter in the vein. The

second involves attaching a length of pressure

tubing to the catheter. Once attached, the open

end of the tubing is raised above the patient. If the

catheter is in a vein, the level of blood in the

tubing will fluctuate with ventilation and may

empty into the patient. If the catheter is in an

artery, the blood in the tubing will pulse continu-

ally and not return to the patient. The third is

performed by attaching an angiocatheter to a

pressure transducer and viewing a distinct venous

pressure tracing as opposed to the arterial line

tracing consistent with carotid artery placement.

Underbody Forced Air Warmer

Hypothermia a significant factor in morbidity

and mortality [9]. In many polytrauma cases the

abdomen, chest, and extremities are exposed for

the surgical procedure. Heat loss is inevitable;

therefore every effort should be made to create a

neutral thermal environment. Underbody forced

air devices tend to work well. In addition, the

room temperature should be kept above 70 �F at
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all times, as warming the room, when the patient

arrives in the OR rarely, achieves the goal of

preventing further cooling. All fluids should be

warmed. The rapid infuser works well to warm

fluids at high flow rates.

Additional Essential Equipment

Three transducers are set up for arterial and any

other necessary pressure measurements, includ-

ing intracranial pressure and tissue pressures for

compartment syndromes. In addition, a BIS mon-

itor, cerebral co-oximetry, pulse pressure varia-

tion monitor, HSS, multiple infusion pumps,

blood filters, large bore introducer kits, single

and triple lumen central line kits, ACT monitor,

and defibrillation pads are essential. The “crash

cart” must be brought into the room at the incep-

tion of the case.

Goal-Directed Tests and Therapy
for the Trauma Patient

Thromboelastography

Conventional tests for coagulation are generally

of little value in trauma, particularly in the

severely injured patient, since their results may

be normal in the face of coagulopathy. Fibrino-

lysis, clot instability and breakdown, which may

commonly occur in liver transplantation and

open cardiac operations, are not detected by con-

ventional testing. TEG, and more recently

thromboelastometry, are goal-directed point-of-

care tests that indicate clot stability [10]. While

thromboelastography was first described in 1948

by Hartert, there remains some resistance in

many institutions to make it part of point-of-

care testing. TEG and thromboelastometry are

not routinely taught to most medical students or

residents, and even many of our trauma surgeons

are unfamiliar with these tests. However, the

concepts of TEG and examples of TEG print-

outs are now part of the American Board of

Anesthesiology Certification exam. Thromboe-

lastography (2012 Haemonetics Corporation)

measures the life of a clot, including clot retrac-

tion or fibrinolysis, from 0.36 mL of blood.

Thromboelastography is performed by taking a

sample of blood and placing it in a small cup

called a cuvette. Moving the cuvette back and

forth in a 4� arc mimics sluggish venous flow,

which is a main extrinsic component of clot

formation (Fig. 5.1a). A sensor (torsion wire)

attached to a computer is placed in the cuvette.

When fibrinogen and platelets interact, a clot

begins to form, and the computer senses the

ongoing forces that develop from the bonds

forming in the clot, and thus creates a trace of

clot formation and dissolution (Fig. 5.1b).

Figure 5.2 is a computer generated diagram of

the TEG. The “torsion wire” is the sensor. The

top of the image “R” is the beginning of clot

formation and the bottom is the end of the com-

puter trace. In general, the time from top to

bottom in a normal patient is about 45 min.

If R exceeds the limits of normal, the patient

needs clotting factors. The management of clot-

ting factor deficiency is evolving, with the pro-

duction of procoagulants like recombinant factor

VII. For the most part, a prolonged R time is

treated with fresh frozen plasma. There is no

exact correlation of the R time with how many

units of FFP are needed. While a full TEG takes

45 min, evaluating the R time takes only a few

minutes after the trace begins (Fig. 5.3).

MA stands for maximum amplitude. If the

MA exceeds normal reference values, the patient

is hypercoaguable. If the MA is narrow, the

patient is deficient in platelets, platelet function,

and/or fibrinogen. To sort out a narrow MA,

monoclonal antibodies targeted at platelets can

be administered prior to running the TEG. The

MA would then be representative of only fibrin-

ogen. This trial can also be done by adding

heparinase in the cuvette in the heparnized

cardiac patient. The image in Fig. 5.1 is a

computerized generated TEG with the reference

points added.

K is the time from beginning of clot formation

until the amplitude of the thromboelastogram is

20 mm. A prolonged k-time is ominous and

therapy should be initiated before complete

TEG results are available.
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Fig. 5.1 The technology of thromboelastography. (a)

The thromboelastograph cup (cuvette) rotates through an

arc. Blood is placed in an oscillating cuvette. As the blood

begins to clot, the cup slows down and transmits a force to

the torsion wire that generates an image drawn by a

computer. Different rates of slowing lead to different

forces on the torsion wire and different images (With

permission from Hemologix.) (b) R represents clotting

factors. If the R is very long and exceeds the limits of a

normal R time, the patient needs clotting factors. MA

stands for maximum amplitude. If the MA exceeds the

normal reference values, the patient is hypercoaguable. If

the MA is narrow, the patient is deficient in platelets,

platelet function, and/or fibrinogen. K is the time from

beginning of clot formation until the amplitude of the

thromboelastogram is 20 mm. A prolonged k is very

ominous and is a sign that therapy should be initiated

while waiting for complete TEG results. Alpha angle is

the angle between the line in the middle of the TEG(r)

tracing and the line tangential to the evolving “body” of

the TEG(r). The angle represents the speeding up process

of fibrin build-up and cross-linking (TEG® tracing and

parameters are used by permission of Haemonetics.

TEG® and Thromboelastograph® are registered

trademarks of Haemonetics Corporation in the USA,

other countries, or both.)

time

(adult normal range)

R
min
4.8
3-8

K
min
1.8
1-3

Angle
dcg
63.9

55-78

MA
mm
58.9

51-69

LY30
%
1.2
0-8

Fig. 5.2 The final computerized generated thromboe-

lastogram. The top set of numbers represents normal

values and the bottom number represents the patient.

All of this patient’s numbers are normal and the image

looks perfectly normal (With kind permission from

Springer Science + Business Media: Pediatr Cardiol,

Thromboelastography of patients after fontan compared

with healthy children, 2009;30(6):771–6, Raffini L,

Schwed A, Zheng XL, Tanzer M, Nicolson S, Gaynor

JW, Jobes D.)
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The α-angle is the angle between the middle

line of the TEG(r) tracing and the line tangential

to the evolving “body” of the TEG(r). It

represents the acceleration of fibrin build-up

and cross-linking. Like the k-time, a narrow

angle represents poor acceleration and is likely

that the patient has become coagulopathic.

Figure 5.4 demonstrates what standard coagu-

lation tests do not show. The patient is bleeding

and the R-time is normal. We can deduce that we

do not need factors. The TEG starts out looking

normal, but then the MA narrows.

This demonstrates loss of clot stability and

the onset of fibrinolysis, which is very difficult

to treat. [11]. There are currently two

antifibrinolytic agents available to the clinician:

ε-aminocaproic acid and tranxemic acid. Much of

what we know about them comes from the cardiac

literature where they are used prophylactically

from the start of each procedure. The efficacy of

these drugs is highest when administered before

fibrinolyis occurs. There is growing evidence for

the use of these medications in trauma. It is com-

mon that patients become hypercoaguable during

major surgery. There is an argument against

aiming for a normal coagulation state during

many operations as hypercoagulation and the

threat of pulmonary emboli may develop with an

overzealous attempt at perfection. We give

antifibrinolytics prophylactically when the rapid

transfusion protocol is activated. Our team cannot

state at this time if this fairly benign treatment is

actually effective. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the

TEG changes in other pathologic states.

Treatments are suggested for each illustration.

The TEG permits goal-directed transfusion of

blood products. While manufactured procoa-

gulants and synthetic blood are in development,

thromboelastography and thromboelastometry

are essential for guiding the resuscitation of the

hemorrhaging patient in the operating room.

Recently the sensitivity of TEG and TEM has

been disputed in the literature. In Raza et al. [11],

blood was drawn on arrival for TEM and

Parameter

Dysfunction
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Hemostatic
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component

Clot time

Ila generation
fibrin formation

Coagulation
pathways

Clot rate

Fibrin X-linking
fibrin       platelet

Fibrinogen,
ila, platelets

Maximum clot strength

Platelet-fibrin(ogen) interactions

Platelets (80%)
Fibrin[ogen (20%)]

Clot stability

Reduction in clot strength

Fibrinolysis

Hypo-
coagulable

Hyper-
coagulable

 R (min)

R
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α (deg)

K

α
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 MA

 MA

LY30 > 7.5%
EPL > 15%

EPL

LY30

MA

n/a

Fig. 5.3 The integration of the TEG and the components of the coagulation cascade (With permission from TEM

Systems, Inc.)
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coagulation assays. TEM hyperfibrinolysis was

defined as maximum clot lysis of >15 %. Fibri-

nolytic activation (FA) was determined

according to plasmin–antiplasmin (PAP) com-

plex and d-dimer levels. Only 5 % of patients

had severe fibrinolysis on TEM, but 57 %

showed evidence of “moderate” fibrinolysis,

with PAP complex levels elevated to over twice

normal (>1,500 μg/L) while no lysis was seen on
TEM. TEM detected clot lysis only when PAP

complex levels were increased to 30 times nor-

mal (p < 0.001) and antiplasmin levels were

<75 % of normal. This one study has led

investigators to determine actual procoagulant

factors and inhibitors, and to compare them to

TEG/TEM and clinical events. Many clinicians

do not follow the thromboelastogram, since

many trauma thromboelastograms appear the

same as each other and institutional standard

treatment is given irrespective of the TEG.

Thromboelastometry

Rotational thromboelastometry is another tech-

nique that determines clot stability [12]. As in

TEG, the test is performed by placing blood in a

cuvette. A sensor fixed on the tip of a rotating

axis is placed in the cuvette. It is important to

note that in the TEG, the cuvette is moving and in

thromboelastometry the sensor is moving

(Rotem.de). The shaft of the sensor is rotated

back and forth over an arc of 4.75�, mimicking

low venous flow. As a clot begins to form, the

Normal
R;K;MA;Angle = Normal

Anticoagulants/hemophilia
Factor Deficiency
R;K = Prolonged;
MA;Angle = Decreased

Platelet Blockers
Thrombocytopenia/
Thrombocytopathy
R ~ Normal; K = Prolonged;
MA = Decreased

Hypercoagulation
R;K = Decreased
MA;Angle = Increased

Fibrinolysis (UK, SK, or t-PA)
Presence of t-PA
R ~ Normal;
MA = Continuous decrease
LY30 > 7.5%; WBCLI30 < 97.5;
Ly60 > 15.0%; WBCLI60 < 85%

D.I.C
Stage 1
Hypercoagulable state with
secondary fibrinolysis

Stage 2
Hypercoagulable state

Fig. 5.4 Examples of goal-directed TEGs. These TEGs are typical for the disorders that are shown here
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shaft movement slows. The shaft is connected to

a spring that measures elasticity. The exact posi-

tion of the shaft is determined by light reflection

from a small mirror on the shaft. Data from the

detected light is processed by computer that

generates a graph similar to the one created by

the TEG, with related parameters including clot-

ting time (CT) and maximum clot firmness

(MCF) (Fig. 5.5). Similar to TEG, there are spe-

cific reagents that can be added to the blood

sample to help define the exact etiology of a

clotting disorder.

The ROTEM permits several tests at different

points in the coagulation cascade that cannot be

done with the TEG. Essentially, thromoboe-

lastometry indicates more specific disorders.

The following are some of the tests offered by

ROTEM:

INTEM Contains phospholipid and ellagic acid as

activators and provides information similar to

that of the APTT

EXTEM Contains Tissue Factor as an activator and

provides information similar to that of the PT

HEPTEM Contains lyophilised heparinase for

neutralizing heparin

APTEM Contains aprotinin for inhibiting fibrinolysis

IBTEM Utilizes cytochalasin D, a platelet inhibitor

which blocks the platelet contribution to clot

formation, allowing qualitative analysis of the

functional fibrinogen component.

There are cases when TEG results are differ-

ent from those obtained by the TEM, even

when samples are taken concurrently [13]. It is

believed the mismatch is related to the

differences in the technologies that generate the

clot. Until this variance is better understood, we

recommend developing different treatment

algorithms based on specific results [14].

PFA-Platelet Function Analyzer

PFA-platelet function analyzer determines the

total platelet count and the percentage of

platelets that are actually functioning [15]. A

system for the detection of platelet dysfunction,

the PFA-100 is widely used in centers that per-

form cardiac, liver transplantation, and trauma

surgery. There is rarely a major trauma case in

which platelet function does not come into

question. The PFA-100 (Siemens Healthcare

Diagnostics) measures platelet function in

citrated whole blood in a few minutes. The

instrument aspirates blood from a reservoir

through a capillary and a microscopic aperture

in a membrane which is coated with collagen

and epinephrine, or collagen and adenosine

50-diphosphate. The presence of these coatings

combined with high shear rates, results in platelet

CT Clotting time
CFT Clot formation time
alpha Alpha-angle
A10 Amplitude 10 min after CT
MCF Maximum clot firmness
LI30 Lysis index 30 min after CT
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Fig. 5.5 Terms and explanations of Rotem components (With permission from TEM Systems, Inc.)
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activation, adhesion, and aggregation, and thus

builds a stable platelet plug at the aperture. The

time to occlusion of the aperture and cessation

of blood flow is called closure time. Abnormal

closure times may indicate impairment of

platelet enhancers like Von Willebrand’s

factor, low platelet numbers, or medications

like clopidogrel.

Goal-Directed Ventilation of the Severe
Trauma Patient

Other than during exceptional circumstances,

when jet ventilation or oscillators are needed,

modern anesthesia machines do an acceptable

job of ventilating patients. Trauma patients are

at high risk for developing acute respiratory dis-

tress syndrome [16]. In a pig model, Roy et al.

[16] determined that early airway pressure

release ventilation stabilized alveoli, reduced

pulmonary edema, and prevented ARDS. This

“pig model” has interesting significance for the

human trauma patient, as ARDS carries signifi-

cant mortality. Simply stated, early treatment of

the patient who is at high risk for ARDS with

ARDS paradigm for ventilation, may prevent the

development of the syndrome. Low tidal

volumes and fluid-conservative management

comprise the essentials of management of the

ARDS patient [17]. Arguments against low tidal

volume ventilation include the risk of bilateral

atelectasis that might occur if tidal volumes fall

below 6 cm3/kg/breath. Without recruitment

maneuvers, atelectasis may lead to ARDS and

pneumonia in the postoperative period. This can

be avoided with manual distention of the lungs

every 30 min.

The evidence that clinicians should change

from high volume to low volume ventilation

first appeared in the ARMA clinical trial, which

was followed by numerous papers praising the

non-volutrauma approach to ARDS patients [18].

While the science in many of these studies may

be flawed, the conclusions of these studies have

been proven by a high number of good clinical

outcomes. Trials suggest that a strategy of low

tidal volume ventilation (6–8 mL/kg ideal body

weight) reduced absolute mortality from 42.5 %

in the control group receiving 10 cm3/kg to 34 %

in the low tidal volume group. On the other

hand, high tidal volumes have historically been

recommended for mechanically ventilated

patients during general anesthesia [19]. As a

result, a protective ventilation strategy is

underutilized, even in patients with ARDS. How-

ever, recent data support LTVV for almost all

mechanically ventilated patients beginning

immediately after intubation [17].

The Strategy of Mechanical Ventilation in

ARDS: 2012 Update (From ARDSNet.org).

1. Start in any ventilator mode with initial tidal

volumes of 8 mL/kg predicted body weight in

kg, calculated by: [2.3 (height in inches—60)

+45.5 for women or +50 for men].

2. Set the respiratory rate to 35 breaths/min to

deliver the expected minute ventilation

requirement (generally, 7–9 L/min).

3. Set positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP)

to at least 5 cm H2O (higher is better), and

FiO2 to maintain an arterial oxygen saturation

(SaO2) of 88–95 % (paO2 55–80 mmHg).

Maintain FiO2 below 70 % when feasible.

4. Over a period of less than 4 h, reduce tidal

volumes to 7 mL/kg, and then 6 mL/kg. Venti-

lator settings are adjusted to keep the plateau

pressure (measured during an inspiratory hold

of 0.5 s) less than 30 cmH2O (preferably as low

as possible), while maintaining reasonable

blood gas parameters. Hypercapnea is usually

well tolerated. An elevated pCO2 should be

accepted, as elevated plateau pressures may

worsen alveolar damage and contribute to mor-

tality. If the plateau pressure remains elevated,

one can employ several techniques to reduce it.

Tidal volume may be reduced to as low as

4 mL/kg in 1 mL/kg steps. Heavy sedation to

minimize fighting the ventilator should be con-

sidered. Other factors unrelated to the lungs

that can increase plateau pressures, such as a

pneumoperitoneum from a laparoscopic proce-

dure, or lack of muscle relaxation should also

be considered.

Using this strategy, arterial blood gases will

demonstrate respiratory acidosis. Treatment of

respiratory acidosis with sodium bicarbonate or
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THAM is often employed by clinicians with

minimal evidence of positive outcome. There

are scenarios in trauma when prophylactic

ARDS ventilation is not acceptable, such as trau-

matic brain injury, when there is evidence of

elevated intracranial pressure. Permitting a

pCO2 greater than 50 may further increase ICP.

In this scenario, the brain takes preference over

the lungs. The same holds true in cases of severe

hypovolemia and coronary artery disease.

Intraoperative Fluid Monitoring
and Treatment with Pulse Pressure
Variation

Whether administering crystalloids or colloids,

the formulas normally used to calculate fluid

administration are inaccurate and potentially

dangerous in the severely injured patient. Even

in the non-trauma patient the standard formula

for maintenance fluids often leads to over-

resuscitation. Giving crystalloids to increase

hemodynamic stability often results in transfer

of 2/3 of the administered fluid into the extravas-

cular space within minutes. Thus each liter of

crystalloid contributes only one-third of a liter

to increasing the blood pressure and should not

be counted on to correct hypotension.

The goal of fluid management in the trauma

patient is to optimize stroke volume. Monitoring

pulse pressure variation has been proven effec-

tive in guiding fluid resuscitation [20]. Pulse

pressure is the difference between the systolic

and diastolic pressures.

Low or narrow pulse pressure: Pulse pressure
is considered low if it is less than 25 % of the

systolic value. The most common cause of a low

pulse pressure is a decrease in ventricular stroke

volume. In trauma, a narrow pulse pressure

suggests significant blood loss. By increasing

pleural pressure, mechanical ventilation induces

cyclic variations in cardiac preload that result in

cyclic changes in left ventricular stroke volume

and arterial pulse pressure. The variation in arte-

rial pulse pressure (ΔPP) induced by mechanical

ventilation is an accurate predictor of fluid

responsiveness during resuscitation. Simply

stated, if the height of arterial systole varies

with each positive pressure breath, the patient

does not have an optimal stroke volume. When

patients are hypovolemic, they are on the steep

portion of the Frank-Starling curve in terms of

the preload/stroke volume relationship. Patients

who are on the flat portion of the curve are

insensitive to cyclic changes in preload induced

by mechanical ventilation, and thus ΔPP is

low: increasing circulating volume will not

cause a significant increase in stroke volume

(GE Healthcare).

By increasing cardiac preload, volume load-

ing induces a rightward shift on the preload/

stroke volume relationship and causes a decrease

in ΔPP. The goal of maximizing stroke volume

can therefore be achieved simply by minimizing

ΔPP [20].

Positive pressure ventilation causes vascular

pressure changes in the thoracic cavity. Inspira-

tion increases and expiration decreases pressures.

Systolic pressure variation (SPV) and pulse pres-

sure variation (dPP) reflect these respiratory

changes. The magnitude of change depends on

the fluid status of the patient. In our hypovolemic

trauma patient, the degree of pressure change

was greater than in those who are normovolemic

or hypervolemic [21] (Fig. 5.6a,b).

SPV and dPP are calculated from the invasive

arterial blood pressure using the following

equations:

SPV mmHg½ � ¼ SBPmax � SBPmin

dPP %½ � ¼ PPmax � PPminð Þ
PPmax þ PPminð Þ=2½ � � 100

SBPmax and SBPmin represent the highest and

lowest values of the systolic blood pressure over

the measurement period. We measure SPV/dPP

to determine fluid responsiveness. Will the

patient’s stroke volume and cardiac output

improve with fluid resuscitation? It is important

to note that dPP is given as a percentage and SPV

as mmHg (Fig. 5.7).

Monitoring arterial pressure variation, i.e.,

SPV/dPP, helps to answer the question of fluid

responsiveness and can be used to guide fluid
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Fig. 5.6 (Continued)
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therapy. While it seems logical that a colloid

would contribute more to decreasing pulse pres-

sure variation, this remains controversial and

unproven. The dPP values that indicate fluid

responsiveness have been shown to range from

10 to 15 %. In the diagram above, the dPP is

27 %, which suggests that the patient may be

extremely responsive to fluid. Fluids would be

given until the value decreases to 10–15 % [20]

Hydrating to a dPP below this could result in

overhydration.

Limitations: The values of dPP and SPV are

only reliable when the patient is intubated and

ventilated, and only in patients without cardiac

arrhythmias. Since SPV and dPP values are cal-

culated from an invasive arterial blood pressure

waveform, they are reliable only if the readings

of the arterial line are reliable. The pressure

transducer needs to be at mid-heart level, zeroed,

and without air in the transducer or in the catheter

line.

Monitors

Placing standard ASA monitors on a trauma

patient can be a significant challenge. If the chest

and back are sites of injury, standard EKG leads

will not work. Eighteen or nineteen gauge needles

can be inserted into the skin where EKG leads are

normally placed and then attached to alligator

clips that fit into the ECG cable to monitor the

EKG. Two sets of these vital substitutes should be

available. They are particularly useful for the burn

patient. Some injuries may also preclude proper

placement of a noninvasive blood pressure cuff;

Fig. 5.6 ROTEM and coagulation disorders from Rotem.

de with permission, mixing various reagents to help make

a coagulation disorder diagnosis. EXTEM, contains tissue

factor as an activator and provides information similar to

that of the PT; INTEM, contains phospholipid and ellagic

acid as activators and provides information similar to that

of the APTT; FIBTEM, utilizes cytochalasin D, a platelet

inhibitor which blocks the platelet contribution to clot

formation, allowing qualitative analysis of the functional

fibrinogen component; APTEM, contains aprotinin for

inhibiting fibrinolysis; HEPTEM, contains lyophilized

heparinase for neutralizing heparin (With permission

from TEM Systems, Inc.)
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an arterial line should be used instead. In severe

trauma cases at least two anesthesiologists should

be placing lines. Femoral and axillary catheters

may be considered, but they must be inserted with

caution. Arterial lines that require repeated man-

ual flushing are suboptimal. The dorsalis pedis

artery is not optimal for blood pressure monitor-

ing, as it typically does not represent central arte-

rial pressure. A small gauge brachial arterial

catheter with vigilant monitoring of the insertion

site and the hand (for perfusion), may have to be

an alternative.

In addition to standard ASA monitors, there is

growing evidence that cerebral oximetry may be

useful in the prevention of neurologic injury. If

hypotensive technique is chosen, they may be

essential in preventing brain injury. A low pres-

sure may result in a low saturation.

Transcranial Doppler differs from cerebral

oximetry in that it looks at larger arteries (middle

cerebral) and is helpful for major embolic phe-

nomena. It has lost popularity since data from this

monitor are difficult to interpret. Perioperative

neurologic injury may often be related to an

imbalance in regional cerebral microcirculation,

which may be monitored by the cerebral oximeter.

In a prospective study of over 11,000 patients,

Likosky and colleagues [22] found that 75 % of

strokes occur among the 90% of patients with low

to intermediate risk undergoing coronary artery

bypass grafting (CABG) surgery. These neuro-

logic insults often occur despite well-maintained

blood pressure and cardiac output. The leads of

the cerebral oximeter are placed symmetrically on

the forehead (Fig. 5.8) and estimate regional tissue

oxygenation by transcutaneous measurement of

areas most vulnerable to changes in oxygen sup-

ply and demand (frontal cerebral cortex). Light

from the oximeter penetrates the skull and is used

to determine hemoglobin oxygenation according

to the amount of infrared light absorbed by hemo-

globin. Cerebral oximetry differs from pulse

oximetry by utilizing two photodetectors with

each light source, allowing sampling of tissue

within a specified depth. Near-field (scalp and

skull) detection is subtracted from the far-field

(scalp, skull, and brain) reading to provide a mea-

surement of brain oxygenation beyond a

predefined depth (Fig. 5.9a).

Cerebral oximetry also differs from pulse

oximetry in that the results represent primarily

(70–75 %) venous, rather than (20–25 %) arterial

blood. Monitoring is not dependent upon pulsa-

tile flow. Normal saturations are ~70 %

(Fig. 5.9b). A saturation below 50 % is a call

for clinical action either by increasing cerebral

circulation or by increasing oxygen carrying

capacity. The target mean arterial pressure for

the young trauma patient is 50–60 mmHg. This

MAP is associated with a more rapid improve-

ment of trauma-induced coagulopathy and sig-

nificantly less blood product administration

(Fig. 5.7). To treat patients with the goal of a

systemic MAP of 50 compels the clinician to use

the cerebral oximeter. A mean pressure of 50

Fig. 5.8 Pulse pressure variation monitor. The dPP

represents the difference in pulse pressure on the Arterial

line tracing before and after a positive pressure is given by

mechanical ventilation. It is recommended that volume is

administered to a dPP of 15 %. At 15 %, patients will have

an optimal stroke volume (Used with permission of GE

Healthcare.)

PPmin

PPmax

SPV

a

b

Fig. 5.7 (a) Systolic pressure variation; (b) pulse pres-

sure variation (Used with permission of GE Healthcare.)
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with a low cerebral O2 saturation, necessitates

raising the pressure despite the possible clinical

disadvantages of doing so. The frontal cortex is

most common region of neurologic damage in a

trauma patient. While cerebral oximetry has been

used in cardiac surgery for years, evidence to

support its use in other settings has grown. Sev-

eral recent articles have demonstrated an associ-

ation between decreased cerebral oximetric

values and neurocognitive decline, increased

major organ morbidity, and increased hospital

length of stay (LOS) after major surgery [23].

Monitoring cerebral oxygenation has helped

guide clinicians in the operating room, although

its utility has yet to be determined fully in severe

trauma. It may be of great value during surgery,

especially in patients with multiple comorbi-

dities. There are many possible therapeutic

interventions for a fall in cerebral saturation,

including increasing blood pressure, cardiac

output and/or FiO2; increasing PaCO2 to

>40 mmHg by decreasing minute ventilation;

administering anesthesia and/or muscle relaxants

as indicated; and finally, red blood cell transfu-

sion if the patient’s hematocrit is<20 %. Patients

with cerebral desaturation during non-cardiac

surgery have been shown to demonstrate

decreases in their Mini Mental State Examina-

tion (MMSE) scores.

Casati and colleagues [23] studied 122

patients older than 65 years scheduled for major

abdominal, nonvascular surgery under general

anesthesia, with an expected duration of surgery

greater than two hours. Patients were randomly

assigned to an intervention group (the monitor

was visible and rSO2 maintained at >75 % of

preinduction values) or a control group (the mon-

itor was blinded and anesthesia was managed

routinely). There was a significant correlation

between the area under the curve of rSO2 < 75%

of baseline and postoperative decrease in MMSE

score from preoperative values. Control group

patients with intraoperative cerebral desaturation

also experienced a longer time to post-anesthesia

care unit (PACU) discharge compared with

patients in the treatment group.

Another useful area for the cerebral co-

oximeter is in patients positioned in the sitting or

“beach chair” position, for instance in shoulder

surgery. Cerebral co-oximetry has identified cere-

bral hypoperfusion when blood pressure is

measured in the nonoperated arm positioned well

below the level of the brain. The physiologic and

anatomic changes that occur with the beach chair

position may include decreased venous return,

vasodilation, and head flexion, which may impede

jugular venous flow and thus decrease cerebral

perfusion. Providing deliberate hypotension

along with these physiologic changes requires

enhanced vigilance. The use of a cerebral oxime-

ter in this setting provides a tool to assess adequate

oxygen delivery to vulnerable cerebral tissue.

The clinical studies described above demon-

strate the potential benefits of cerebral oximetric

Skin/Scalp/Skull

Laser Light Source

Scalp Detector

Brain Detector

Simplified scattering

photon path

a b

Fig. 5.9 Cerebral oximetry. (a) Cerebral oximetry differs

from pulse oximetry by utilizing two photodetectors with

each light source, thereby allowing sampling of tissue

beyond a specified depth beneath the skin. Near-field

photodetection is subtracted from far-field photodetection

to provide tissue oxygenation measurement beyond a pre-

defined depth. (b) A state-of-the-art oximeter with the two

numbers representing the oxygen saturation of the right and

left side of the brains (FORE-SIGHT Elite™ Absolute

Tissue Oximeter. Courtesy of CASMED, Inc.)
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monitoring in a variety of clinical situations.

Although the majority of studies have been

conducted during cardiac surgery, the application

of cerebral oximetry to non-cardiac patients is

compelling in certain clinical situations. The pre-

viously described work by Casati demonstrated

the benefits of using cerebral oximetry among

elderly patients undergoing major abdominal

surgery. In our trauma patient, intubated and

brought to the OR without any brain imaging,

the cerebral oximeter could be a vital monitor for

ICP management.

Temperature monitors: Trentsch et al. [24]

determined that hypothermia is a powerful inde-

pendent predictor of death in the severely injured

blunt trauma patient, based on data from the

Trauma Registry of the German Society for

Trauma Surgery (TR-DGU). The investigators

utilized the Revised Injury Classification Score

(RISC score). Data from 5,197 severe trauma

patients were reviewed. Hypothermia was

defined as a temperature of 35 �C or less. Statis-

tical analysis revealed that hypothermic patients

were more severely injured and had higher rates

of shock, organ failure, and sepsis. Hypothermia

was also shown to correlate with hemorrhage and

coagulopathy.

While Foley catheters with temperature

probes are ideal for measuring temperature in

trauma patients, not all centers have them. For

patients with facial fractures or significant neck

or chest trauma, often an esophageal temperature

probe cannot be used. Temperature reading from

the axilla or skin using esophageal temperature

probes is often inaccurate. Recent advances

in NASA’s telemetry and miniaturizing tech-

nologies have led to the development of a

CorTemp [25].

Ingestible Temperature Sensor, or “pill” (HQ,

Inc.). If the pill cannot be ingested by the patient,

it can be placed inside a surgically exposed body

cavity. The pill is a small electronic device that

senses the body’s temperature and transmits it

via a radio signal to an external receiver. The

advantage of the pill over other temperature

measurement devices is that it enables core

temperature measurement for many hours with-

out the need for wired connections. This is an

ideal tool for temperature measurement in or out

of the hospital location, or for continuous moni-

toring of ambulatory patients over long periods.

The pill temperature values usually fall between

the (higher) rectal and the (lower) esophageal

values, considered the gold standard for core

temperature measurement. Core body tempera-

ture is normally tightly regulated. All general

anesthetics produce a profound dose-dependent

reduction in the core temperature, triggering

responses including arteriovenous shunt, vaso-

constriction, and shivering. The primary cause

of hypothermia in most patients in the operating

room is anesthetic-induced impairment of nor-

mal thermoregulatory control, and the resulting

core-to-peripheral redistribution of body heat.

Key Management Concerns in Our
Patient

In the operating room for “damage control lapa-

rotomy,” our patient presented dilemmas inher-

ent to many major trauma cases. He had a

penetrating abdominal wound, bilateral pelvic

fractures, disruption of both iliac arteries, and

lacerations of the spleen, liver, and stomach.

His abdominal and vascular injuries, combined

with dilutional coagulopathy, hypothermia, and

acidosis precluded completion of the laparotomy.

“Damage control” (DC), defined as initial control

of hemorrhage and contamination followed by

intraperitoneal packing and rapid closure, allows

resuscitation to normal physiology in the inten-

sive care unit and subsequent definitive

reexploration and repair.

Although the Massive Transfusion Protocol

was activated for our patient, no blood was

available in the operating room on arrival. The

patient was receiving normal saline. There has

been an ongoing debate among anesthesio-

logists and surgeons about fluid administration

in hemorrhagic shock when blood is not avail-

able. Hemoglobin-based oxygen carriers and

hypertonic saline, although not ideal, have

advantages over other fluids in this circum-

stance. Hemoglobin-based oxygen carriers

have been approved for use in Russia and
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South Africa, while phase III trials are ongoing

in the USA.

A Cochrane database review in 2003 [26]

explored the “continuing uncertainty” about the

timing of fluid resuscitation in the bleeding

patient. Large volume fluid infusions (blood

products, colloids, crystalloids) have been linked

to multiorgan failure (MOF), coagulopathy,

acute lung injury, compartment syndrome,

edema, immune suppression, promotion of fur-

ther blood loss, and hypothermia. In addition, the

1:1:1 ratio of FFP, PRBCs, and platelets in the

massive transfusion protocol supplies a mean

hematocrit of 29 %, a hematocrit upon equilibra-

tion may be too low.

Volume Replacement While Waiting
for Blood

The goals of the early resuscitative stage are: (1)

to restore an effective blood volume, (2) to opti-

mize tissue perfusion (early initiation of vaso-

pressin infusion), and (3) to limit ischemic and

reperfusion injury (antioxidants, complement

inactivators). By establishing adequate blood

pressure through appropriate volume resuscita-

tion, it is possible to lessen reperfusion injury.

Although the colloid vs. crystalloid debate

may never be resolved, there is increasing

evidence suggesting that lactated ringers is

proinflammatory and contributes to end organ

damage [27]. Resuscitation with large volumes

of crystalloids has also been linked to abdominal

compartment syndrome [28]. These findings

have led to the use of hypertonic saline 7.5 %

in initial volume resuscitation.

In 1980, a critically ill, hypotensive Brazilian

man inadvertently received 100 cm3 of 7.5 %

hypertonic saline. His rapid and remarkable

recovery stimulated much interest in hypertonic

solutions for resuscitation. Many investigators

have established a recommended dose of 4 cm3/

kg of 7.5 % saline [29], which correlates to large

volume resuscitation with respect to cardiac out-

put and organ perfusion. Theoretical, practical,

and physiological advantages of HSS over all

other crystalloids for hemorrhagic shock have

been reported in the literature. HSS promotes

rapid mobilization of fluids from intracellular to

extracellular space by creating an osmotic gradi-

ent [30]. The increased oncotic pressure expands

the vascular space and increases mean arterial

blood pressure. Transcapillary refill is restored

or increased, with fluid movement into the vas-

cular space, resulting in increased blood flow to

the tissues. Dextran 70, a high molecular weight

colloid, can be given with HSS. Dextran helps to

maintain the oncotic gradient and thus the intra-

vascular volume for a longer period of time than

HSS alone [31]. Other attributes of HSS include

reduction of pulmonary and systemic vascular

resistance, expansion of the interstitial and

plasma volumes, increased cardiac output,

natriuresis, restoration of membrane potentials,

prevention of cellular edema, improved micro-

circulation, and a smaller overall volume of solu-

tion needed for resuscitation. Animal models

have shown that HSS has several immune and

inflammation modulating effects. Additionally,

HSS has been shown to impede oxidative stress,

apoptosis, and degranulation of neutrophils, and

to lower the rate of bacterial translocation.

However, HSS has not been shown to have any

survival advantage over other crystalloids. In trau-

matic or hemorrhagic shock, the nature of the

injury is usually the most important factor deter-

mining survival. In clinical trials, boluses of

250 mL of 5, 6, or 7.5 % HSS with dextran 70

have been studied. The most commonly used for-

mulation studied in humans has been 7.5 % with

6 % dextran 70. When HSS is used alone, 3–5 %

HSS in a dose of 4–6 cm3/kg is infused, and

repeated as needed. When administering HSS,

serum sodium, potassium, and creatinine should

be measured at least every 6–8 h. HSS should not

be infused through a peripheral IV, as it has been

associated with regional vascular complications.

The main concerning side effect of HSS is

theoretical: osmotic demyelination syndrome

(ODS). There has been only one reported case

of ODS when HSS was used for resuscitation.

Repeated doses of HSS more commonly

may lead to hypernatremia, hypokalemia, and
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metabolic acidosis. Dextran may cause anaphy-

laxis and dextran-induced renal failure.

Hemoglobin-Based Oxygen Carriers

The oxygen carrying solutions are blood, cell

free hemoglobin-based oxygen carriers

(HEBOC), cell free hemoglobin encapsulated in

artificial cells, and perfluorocarbon solutions.

Only the HEBOC solutions are devoid of antige-

nicity issues and can carry a high concentration

of oxygen. HEBOC fluids do not have cellular

rheology, making them ideal in the massively

bleeding patient. They have a shelf life of 3

months, which permits stockpiling in areas of

shortage. HEBOC carries universal donor status

due to its lack of red blood cell antigens. It

appears to be an ideal resuscitation fluid [31].

Clinicians have been waiting for decades for

these products to be released in the USA, but

lingering issues remain before FDA approval.

There are currently two HEBOCs that have

undergone phase three clinical trials. Hemopure

(HBOC-21) (Bio-Pure Products, Inc.) has been

approved for human use in South Africa and

Russia. It has been used in over 800 humans in

clinical trials, and in over 70 people for compas-

sionate use. It has not received FDA approval

and has been given the status of available under

the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Parts

312 and 316. (Expanded access to investigational

drugs for treatment use.) The FDA noted several

deficiencies when HEBOC-21 was used in

humans. In compromised elderly patients with

multiple comorbidities, clinical mismanagement

occurred, ranging from congestive heart failure

to failure to maintain adequate hemoglobin

levels because of its brief (19 h) half-life com-

pared to the 22–33 day half-life of PRBCs. It also

has vasoconstrictive properties; therefore

patients must be closely monitored for hyperten-

sion during infusion of the agent. When infusing

HEBOC, the total hemoglobin includes the

patient’s hemoglobin plus that from HEBOC.

As HEBOCs are acellular, the hematocrit level

is not useful. The dosing schedule of HEBOC is

targeted at keeping the hemoglobin level above

5 g/dL by a continuous infusion over 2–6 h. The

infusion should be repeated in 12–18 h.

HBOC is not a substitute for blood. The

hemoglobin content of PRBCs is 32–36 g/dL

while HBOC-201 has a hemoglobin level of

13 g/dL. The significant difference in hemoglo-

bin content between HEBOC and blood is

another reason why HEBOC has not yet been

FDA approved.

Blood Pressure Management in Our
Patient

Our patient entered the operating room hypoten-

sive and bleeding. There are several studies that

suggest that permissive hypotension during ini-

tial resuscitation may improve trauma outcomes

[32]. This strategy, while long standing, remains

controversial. It should never be used for a

patient with traumatic brain injury, as poor neu-

rologic outcomes have been reported after hypo-

tension in those patients.

Morrison, et al. reported that hypotensive

resuscitation reduces transfusion requirements

and severe postoperative coagulopathy in trauma

patients with hemorrhagic shock [32]. In their

randomized controlled trial, once a patient had

a systolic pressure of 90 mmhg, they were

randomized to a target mean pressure of 50 or

65. The mean arterial pressures were kept at 50

or 65 by means at the discretion of the

anesthesiologists. If the patient’s pressure

responded to treatment, their pressures were

allowed to drift up to a level that the patient

could sustain without support.

Patients in the lower mean arterial pressure

group received significantly less blood products

and intravenous fluids than those patients

targeted to a mean of 65. The most important

outcomes of the study were that postoperative

coagulopathy was decreased in the low pressure

group, and early postoperative mortality was sig-

nificantly lower. However, there was no differ-

ence between the two groups in late mortality

(>24 h), duration of mechanical ventilator sup-

port, organ failure, infection, or LOS in the ICU

or hospital.
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With high volume resuscitation, the lethal

triad of acidemia, coagulopathy, and hypother-

mia are almost always exacerbated. While the

INR was elevated in both groups, the average

INR was drastically higher in the higher MAP

group. Of note, more patients died from bleeding

and coagulopathy within the first 24 h in the

higher MAP group than in the lower MAP

group, despite the fact that patients with higher

MAP received more FFP. The smaller doses of

FFP did not result in increased coagulopathy in

the lower MAP group, and mortality from

coagulopathy was significantly reduced.

Both groups had nearly equal hemoglobin

levels in the early postoperative period, as well

as similar platelet counts. The fact that signifi-

cantly less blood products are used with the

hypotensive resuscitation strategy has great

implications for cost and blood use.

It is important to note that the study

randomized more blunt trauma patients to the

higher MAP group, and thus it is possible that

the results may have been confounded by the

severity of the injuries in that group. In summary,

the evidence supports maintaining a MAP of 50

for trauma patients in hemorrhagic shock, with-

out the use of hypotensive agents. Control of

blood pressure during resuscitation for hemor-

rhagic shock affects morbidity and mortality,

and permissive hypotension may be beneficial.

Among the likely reasons, lower MAP was

tolerated, was that trauma patients tend to be

young and healthy, with a mean age of 29.

This study provides evidence to modify the

current standard of care for trauma patients,

which includes massive transfusion of blood

and fluids [33]. The massive transfusion proto-

col, with an equal ratio of factors and red cells,

suffers from a lack of strong evidence of

improved survival [33, 34]. In many severe

trauma cases, the nature of the injury is the

greatest predictor of survival.

The design of Morison’s study of hypotensive

resuscitation is worthy of discussion as it brings

out many issues related to trauma care and

research. When a new approach to a clinical

situation arises, it is customary that multiple

clinical trials revealing strong evidence for the

new approach are done before it becomes accept-

able, if not the standard of care. In the trauma

arena, investigators try to obtain a waiver of

consent for research, as trauma patients are not

usually capable of understanding the research

study, nor are they able to sign consent.

According to federal law, trauma or emer-

gency medicine researchers seeking a waiver of

consent must first consult with “representatives

of the communities in which the research will be

conducted” who are willing to move forward

with the trial. The community in Morrison’s

trial was defined as patients who used the emer-

gency room at the study institution for their own

care. The community gave consent before the

initiation of the trial. In addition, the institutional

IRB and the Center for Medical Ethics and

Health Policy at Baylor College of Medicine

approved the study, which was also registered

with the National Institutes of Health. This

approach was successful in obtaining a waiver

of consent from trauma patients. The study was

accomplished by including the community, ethi-

cal board, IRB, and the United States govern-

ment. This trial serves as an excellent model for

others who would like to study new strategies for

trauma treatment.

Vasopressors in Our Patient

Arginine vasopressin (AVP), also known as

vasopressin or antidiuretic hormone (ADH), is a

neural hormone derived from a precursor made

in the hypothalamus and secreted by the posterior

pituitary gland. Its two primary functions are to

constrict blood vessels and to regulate the body’s

water by increasing water absorption from the

collecting ducts of the kidney [34]. It also

increases peripheral vascular resistance, which

in turn increases arterial blood pressure. It plays

a key role in homeostasis by regulation of water,

glucose, and electrolyte concentrations in the

blood.

During hemorrhagic stress, blood levels of

AVP fall. An infusion of vasopressin can restore

blood pressure. In both animal and limited

human investigations, the use of AVP for
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circulatory support has been linked to improved

outcomes. Part of AVP’s efficacy lies in its abil-

ity to increase the sensitivity of vascular smooth

muscle to calcium in an acidotic environment.

Vasopressin is also associated with a “steal”

phenomenon in which blood is shunted from

the periphery to the vital organs.

In the massively hemorrhaging patient,

administration of vasopressin is essential as an

early, if not first-line, treatment [35]. Vasopres-

sin supports vascular tone by binding to the V1

receptors responsible for vascular smooth muscle

constriction, and modulates nitric oxide and ATP

sensitive K-channels, as well as potentiating

adrenergic agents [36]. Vasopressin also binds

to V2 (renal) receptors which are located in the

distal renal tubules to increase free water absorp-

tion. By binding to both V1 and V2 receptors,

vasopressin increases volume retention and

increases blood pressure, commonly producing

an adequate perfusion pressure. Endogenous

vasopressin blood levels increase dramatically

in the bleeding patient, stimulated by increased

osmolarity and decreased circulating volume.

Volume loss is a greater stimulus to increased

output of vasopressin than is osmolarity. These

levels decline in 24 h, coinciding with the refrac-

tory hypotension seen in some patients [36].

In hemorrhagic shock, 10–20 % of AVP stores

are released from the pituitary, and as the shock

state continues, the supply of endogenous vaso-

pressin becomes exhausted, resulting in worsen-

ing of the shock state. In a low perfusion state,

lactic acidosis develops, resulting in an acidic

environment. Acidosis hyperpolarizes calcium-

sensitive potassium channels. This decreased

sensitivity to calcium leads to poor vascular

tone, decreased perfusion pressure and persis-

tence of shock. Therefore, exogenous vasopres-

sin should be started early when hemorrhage is

present. There is strong evidence that in hemor-

rhagic shock vasopressin works more physiolog-

ically than catacholamines, since epinephrine

and norepinephrine are not as effective as vaso-

pressin for increasing blood pressure in the

severely hemorrhaging patient.

The usual starting dose of AVP is a bolus of

2–4 units followed by an infusion of 0.04 units/

min, which is then titrated to effect. As with all

vasopressors, there may be adverse effects

depending on the dose and the physiological

state of the patient. Doses of vasopressin that

elevate liver enzymes also decrease blood flow

to abdominal organs. At therapeutic doses, per-

fusion to abdominal organs is usually not danger-

ously impaired.

The delivery of oxygen to the liver is carried

out by the hepatic artery and portal vein. Fifty

percent of oxygen is carried by the portal vein

and 50 % by the hepatic artery. When the flow is

decreased in one vessel, a hepatic flow buffering

mechanism takes over and increases flow in the

other vessel. Vasopressin is unique in that its

effect on the portal vein is temporary, while the

hepatic artery flow remains high. With vasopres-

sin, the microcirculation of the liver usually

remains unchanged. Elevated bilirubin and liver

enzymes associated with vasopressin administra-

tion have not been shown to be related to patient

mortality [36].

In summary, by increasing the circulatory vol-

ume, vasopressin enables the clinician to

decrease the amount of blood products and fluids

given. Although the adverse effects of a unit of

blood are extremely low, morbidity quickly

becomes an issue when multiple and various

blood products are administered.

Antimicrobial Therapy in Our Patient

Broad spectrum antibiotics are initially adminis-

tered to blunt trauma patients. If a single area is

contaminated, more specific antibiotic coverage

is used. Facial fractures involving the sinuses

often contain different microbes from a fractured

hip. The bacterial contamination in polytrauma

cases can be extensive, with multiple large

lacerations, open fractures, and violation of the

abdominal or thoracic cavity. Anesthesiologists

play a significant role in both selection and

administration of antimicrobial therapy. In a

large meta-analysis by Shiu et al. comparing

intermittent vs. continuous infusion of antibiotics

[37], no difference was found in mortality, infec-

tion recurrence, clinical cure, superinfection post
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therapy, and safety outcomes between the two

methods.

The Surgical Care Improvement Project (SCIP)

established antibiotic prophylaxis guidelines for

surgical patients. These guidelines did not include

trauma patients. The guidelines include (1) pro-

phylactic antibiotic administration, (2) antibiotic

received within one hour of incision, (3) correct

antibiotic selection, and (4) discontinuation of

antibiotics 24 h after surgery. In a sentinel retro-

spective review of severe trauma patients, those

who received antibiotics according to the four

SCIP guidelines did not have a higher infection

rate than normal surgical patients irrespective of

severity or location of trauma. Trauma patients

treated by SCIP guidelines had less than half

the infections than those not treated by the

guidelines [38].

The Anesthesiologist and the Immune
System: The New Frontier

The trauma literature refers to the initial immu-

nological response in the injured patient the

“first hit.” Until recently there was poor under-

standing of the “second hit,” which consists of

the subsequent immunological reactions that

make the victim vulnerable to further injury.

The activation of the immune system within

the first hours after the traumatic event is the

early phase of hyperinflammation, which may

occur locally in isolated injuries, or may mani-

fest as massive systemic immune activation in

the polytrauma patient [39]. The endogenous

triggers of trauma-associated inflammation

have been recently elucidated. The very early

stage of trauma is characterized by activation of

complement [40] and neutrophils. The comple-

ment system is the critical effector of immune

responses; it functions in the elimination of

invading pathogens by opsonization for phago-

cytosis, chemotaxis of leukocytes, and by

direct lysis of pathogens through the membrane

attack complex. The complement system

“complements” the ability of antibodies and

phagocytic cells to clear pathogens. The com-

plement system consists of small proteins in the

blood, synthesized by the liver. They normally

circulate as inactive pro-proteins. When trig-

gered, proteases in the system cleave specific

proteins to release cytokines and start an

amplifying cascade of further cleavages. The

end result of this activation cascade is massive

augmentation of the response and activation of

the cell-killing membrane attack complex.

Three biochemical pathways activate the com-

plement system: the classical complement path-

way, the alternative complement pathway, and

the lectin pathway [41].

Anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a are chemoat-

tractants for phagocytes and neutrophils and

recruit immune cells to a site of injury. In

addition degranulation occurs in mast cells,

basophils, and eosinophils. Many studies have

demonstrated that trauma activates complement

locally at the site of injury as well as systemi-

cally. The complement cascade is activated at the

level of C3, and the extent of activation

correlates with the severity of injury.

As the complement system is the humoral

response to injury, neutrophil activation is the

cellular response. Within minutes of injury and

up to several days, neutrophils mount an immuno-

logic response, and are essential to the debride-

ment of injured or devitalized tissue. Neutrophils

release cytokines, chemokines, reactive oxygen

species, and tissue-toxic enzymes such as

myeloperoxidase and elastase, all of which con-

tribute to the massive inflammatory response [42].

which involves not only the site of injury but also

healthy tissues. This reaction is not completely

understood. Shortly after the inflammatory

response is initiated, a significant failure of

components of the innate immune system follows,

including reduced proliferation of T lymphocytes

[43]. Simply stated, all patients suffer from an

impairment of lymphocytes and monocytes.

The majority of polytrauma patients receive

blood; a therapy that ignites the immune system.

Other than issues related to blood storage injury,

transfusion has a negative impact on the patient’s

immune system and hyperinflammatory response.

Proinflammatory cytokines (Interleukins) IL-8,

IL-6, and counterregulatory cytokines (IL-10)

are markedly elevated in patients resuscitated
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with PRBCs [44]. It is unlikely that such high

levels came from the donated cells. More likely,

the elevated cytokines are the host’s response to

the transfusion. These isolated cytokines are now

being evaluated to determine if they are involved

in MOF [44].

Over the years, a large body of scientific evi-

dence has accumulated from evaluating over 100

monoclonal antibodies, antiendotoxins, and

antioxidants. Testing of these agents on severely

injured patients has become infrequent, since

attempts to control the immune response have

not been successful [45]. Timing and treatment

of inflammatory changes is essential in

preventing MOF. IL-1 and TNF were the first to

be elucidated in the inflammatory response; how-

ever, antibodies to them worked well in animal

models but not at all in humans. In the 1980s,

antibodies to endotoxin component lipid and

HA-1 proved to be both neuro- and hepatotoxic.

Protein C and corticosteroids did not give mean-

ingful results. Clearly, full understanding of the

proinflammatory response and immunomo-

dulation needs further research.

The most significant trials to halt the massive

immunological response to trauma are targeted at

the complement system, in attempts to moderate

or avoid the multiorgan failure associated with

severe trauma. Recombinant C1 inhibitor

concentrates (C1-INH) and the anti-C5 Ab

eculizumab (Alexion pharmaceuticals) are the

first anticomplement drugs to be approved and

utilized [46]. These agents prevent complement

initiation at the classical and lecithin pathways.

Clinical trials have begun for the attenuation of

thromboinflammatory responses in trauma

(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01275976). In

contrast to C1-INH, eculizumab is complement-

specific. It works at the C5 level, preventing the

generation of C5a which attacks cell membranes

[46]. Countless other substances that attack vari-

ous levels of the complement system are under

investigation and are likely to be available to

anesthesiologists for trauma cases as well as for

a host of other areas like transplants and medical

diseases.

This brief introduction to proinflammatory/

immunosuppression and catabolism (PICS)

reactions is important for the anesthesiologist,

as these responses are the basis of multiorgan

failure. This complex inflammatory response is

likely responsible for the dysphoria and exhaus-

tion those patients feel after surgery. Prevention

of MOF by controlling the immune system and

the hyperinflammatory response will be a new

challenge for clinicians.

Case Summary

The patient arrived in the operating room at

8:00 PM, with a blood pressure of 55/35.

100 cm3 of HSS were administered while the

anesthesia team was waiting for blood. A total

bolus of 10 units of vasopressin was given

followed by an infusion of 10 units/h. The

blood pressure responded to both therapies.

Two radial arterial lines were placed and the

pulse pressure showed a 35 % variation with

respiration. Packed red blood cells were

alternated with fresh frozen plasma and platelets

until the pulse pressure variation was 12 %. The

hematocrit at that time was 27. The infusion of

vasopressin was decreased until a mean pressure

of 50 mmHg was sustained. A bolus of 5 g of ε-
aminocaproic acid was administered upon arrival

and an infusion was maintained at 1 g/h. The

TEG demonstrated a significant decrease in the

MA, which proved to be related to low fibrinogen

as the platelet function analyzer showed 90,000

platelets with 80 % function. Cryoprecipitate was

administered to address the fibrinogen deficit.

During the damage control laparotomy, the

left iliac vein was traumatized and could not be

repaired, and therefore had to be ligated. The

abdomen was packed and the patient was sent

to the ICU. The patient was stable for only a short

period of time as both coagulopathy and overt

bleeding were worse. The patient was transferred

to the interventional radiology suite and the

anesthesiologists resumed their resuscitation

plan while the interventional radiologists coiled

every bleeding vessel they could find. It was

discovered that the other iliac had become aneu-

rysmal and after much discussion among the

surgeons, anesthesiologists, and radiologists, it
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was embolized. With both iliacs “down,” the

patient’s legs, rectum, bladder, and perineum

began to “die.” The patient was not eligible for

a hemicorpectomy both because of his medical

condition as well as the wishes of the family.

When he arrived back in the ICU, “comfort”

care was started. The patient was extubated and

morphine sulfate was administered each time the

patient had a respiratory rate greater than 20 and

when he appeared to be uncomfortable. Death

was pronounced 5 h after extubation.

Many of the concepts presented here are not

“mainstream” clinical practice. It is essential to

note that the consensus of practice for the severe

trauma patient is evolving. There is an ongoing

explosion in investigations related to blood trans-

fusion, immunology, oxidative stress, and MOF.

Of equal importance, there is evolution in the

ethics of dealing with these complex cases. In

all of these areas, anesthesiologists will be

playing a vital role.
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Pain Control in Acute Trauma 6
Christopher K. Merritt, Orlando J. Salinas, and Alan David Kaye

The management of pain is one of the primary

and most noble goals of medicine. Pain is a

complex phenomenon involving physical

stimuli, physiologic and pathologic responses,

all shadowed by personal experience and

psychology. Although pain in acute trauma can

have diverse causes and characteristics,

inadequately treated results in a common set of

negative physiological and psychological

consequences.

Physiological and Psychological
Consequences of Acute Pain

Undermanaged acute pain presents not only

psychological but also multifactorial physiologi-

cal stress on the cardiopulmonary, renal, immu-

nologic, and gastrointestinal systems [1]. Acute

pain results in the increased secretion of

catecholamines and stress hormones. Ultimately

this has effects on nearly every organ system and

may impair recovery. Pain can result in increase

in heart rate, blood pressure, and myocardial

contraction [1, 2]. Together these increase

myocardial oxygen consumption and could

contribute to ischemia. Uncontrolled pain in the

thorax or upper abdomen can result in impaired

ventilation and increased atelectasis resulting in

decreased vital capacity, hypoventilation,

increased shunting, and increased risk of

pneumonia [1, 3]. In the gastrointestinal tract,

pain decreases intestinal motility and contributes

to nausea and vomiting, though unfortunately so

do opioids that form the cornerstone of pain

management [1, 4]. Pain stimulates the secretion

of antidiuretic hormone that can result in oliguria

and urinary retention, and it potentiates the

prothrombotic state of the postoperative period

with increase in platelet aggregation and the risk

of venous thrombosis or myocardial infarction

[1, 5].

In addition to these deleterious physiologic

consequences of pain, acute pain can also

contribute to the development of chronic pain

syndromes after surgery and trauma as well as

having long-term psychological consequences

beyond the suffering of discomfort [1, 6–10].

Pain is associated with the development of

acute and chronic anxiety, and this in turn may

increase the fear and perception of future pain. In

burn and trauma patients, higher pain scores are

associated with the development of clinical

depression and post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD) [11]. More recent evidence suggests

that improving the treatment of acute pain may

decrease the risk of subsequent PTSD [12–16].
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The suffering of pain, anxiety, and PTSD are

more than reason enough to strive for aggressive

pain control in trauma, but these psychological

consequences can further result in societal costs

and worse physiologic patient outcome. Specifi-

cally, the development of PTSD is associated

with increased risks of subsequent hypertension,

hypercholesterolemia, coronary artery disease,

substance abuse, suicide, and overall mortality

in addition to societal costs such as lost

productivity and increased health care costs

[17–22].

Thankfully, the aggressive management of

acute pain may prevent some of these

physiologic and psychological consequences,

particularly in the setting of thoracic and

abdominal surgery [2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 15, 23–31].

In the trauma specifically, Buckenmaier et al.

have published extensively on the application

and benefits of regional anesthesia and

aggressive acute pain management in the

wounded soldier [10, 24, 28, 32–36]. The work

of their group has clearly demonstrated outcomes

benefit of regional anesthesia as a component of

multimodal analgesia in improving the pain

control of wounded soldiers [28]. In addition to

improved pain control, the early and successful

control of pain may be associated with improve-

ment in the psychological consequences of

trauma such as anxiety, chronic pain, and

potentially long-term psychological distress

[2, 3, 7, 12, 13, 15, 23–31, 34].

Management of Acute Pain in Trauma

Strategies of Pain Management
and Guidelines from the WHO

The World Health Organization has developed

recommendations for the treatment of cancer

pain, though its principals are broadly applicable

to the treatment of acute pain in trauma as well

[37]. The foundation of the WHO management

plan is a three-step “ladder” for the management

of cancer pain. The structure of the ladder

encourages the use of non-opioid analgesics and

adjuvant medications followed by the addition of

mild and then strong opioids. In addition to this

escalation of treatment based on pain severity,

“by the ladder,” the WHO also emphasizes

delivering pain medications “by mouth” when

possible, “by the clock,” and “with attention to

detail.” These principals apply to pain in trauma

as well, i.e., dosing on a scheduled basis when

pain is constant allows for better baseline

control of pain and avoids peaks and valleys in

management. In addition, tailoring regimens “for

the individual,” and always with “attention to

detail,” e.g., timing administration, match a

patient’s sleep cycle [37]. These considerations

may be as important as choosing appropriate

medications.

Within the WHO ladder, the first rung consists

of non-opioid medications such as acetamino-

phen and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories

with or without adjuvant agents such as

antidepressants or anticonvulsants. Higher rungs

of the ladder are based on the use of opioids with

or without those non-opioid agents and

adjuvants. The ideal pain management regimen

should incorporate this strategy of both

escalating and multimodal analgesia. Agents

that act through different mechanisms should be

combined to maximize their benefits and

minimize their side effects. Regional anesthesia

should be considered as a key component of

multimodal analgesia in combination with non-

opioid and opioid pain medications. Often the

efficacy of non-opioid analgesics in patients

with severe acute pain is discounted. Non-opioid

analgesics are dismissed as “not strong enough”

for the trauma patient. Unfortunately, this belief

denies patients both the significant analgesic

benefit of these agents and their opioid-sparing

effect. Decreasing patients’ opioid requirement

through multimodal analgesia may allow for

superior pain control with decreased opioid-

induced respiratory depression, delirium, seda-

tion, constipation, urinary retention, etc.

Non-opioid Analgesics

Acetaminophen/Paracetamol
Acetaminophen is non-opioid analgesic with

mild-moderate analgesic potency. It lacks

peripheral anti-inflammatory properties and has

108 C.K. Merritt et al.



a likely primarily central mechanism of analgesic

and antipyretic properties. Despite the lack of

anti-inflammatory effects, evidence suggests

that acetaminophen exerts its effects through

neuraxial inhibition of cyclo-oxygenase-II

(COX-II) enzyme system [38, 39]. Despite its

reputation as a mild pain reliever, acetaminophen

can have profound analgesic benefit. Alone,

acetaminophen has an analgesic equivalent of

10–20 mg of ketorolac, though without NSAID-

associated risks of platelet inhibition, gastritis, or

acute nephrotoxicity [40]. The primary risk of

acetaminophen is hepatotoxicity. Overdose of

acetaminophen can cause fulminant hepatic

failure and is in fact the leading cause of acute

liver failure in the USA [41]. Doses exceeding

3 g per day should be avoided, and care should be

taken in those with pre-existing hepatic disease.

In addition, the physician should consider all

medications in which a patient may receive

acetaminophen, as combination formulations of

acetaminophen with opioids are common.

When possible, it is best to prescribe these agents

individually to decrease the risk of acetamino-

phen overdose.

Few trauma patients have pain that can be

adequately controlled by acetaminophen alone.

Nevertheless, acetaminophen remains a useful

agent even in patients with moderate or severe

pain and can be given in enteral or intravenous

formulations. A Cochrane review evaluating

oxycodone versus oxycodone with acetamino-

phen for postoperative pain found that acetamin-

ophen 650 mg combined with oxycodone 10 mg

is nearly two times as effective as 15 mg of

oxycodone alone [42]. The net result of the

addition of acetaminophen is not only superior

pain relief but also a decrease in opioid

requirements and therefore side effects. Intrave-

nous acetaminophen given every 6 h for the first

24 h after major orthopedic surgery not only

improved pain scores but resulted in reduced

morphine PCA consumption by 33 % [43, 44].

Similar analgesic- and opioid-sparing benefits

have been noted after abdominal surgery and

orthopedic trauma [45, 46]. In the emergency

room, 1 g of intravenous acetaminophen was

found to provide equivalent analgesia to 10 mg

of intravenous morphine, though with

significantly fewer side effects [47]. Unless

contraindicated, scheduled acetaminophen

should be strongly considered as part of a multi-

modal analgesic regimen for all trauma patients.

Non-steroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs
NSAIDs include a wide variety of analgesic,

anti-inflammatory, and antipyretic medications

with benefits primarily via COX-II inhibition.

Serious adverse effects associated with NSAIDs

may limit their use in trauma patients. COX-I

blockade results in inhibition of platelet binding

that may result in unacceptable risk of bleeding

in patients requiring surgery or those with CNS

trauma. In addition, NSAIDs are nephrotoxic and

increase the risk of gastroenteritis that can result

in gastrointestinal ulceration or perforation, and

may result in bronchospasm in patients with

asthma [48]. Furthermore, evidence suggests

increased risk of cardiovascular thrombotic

events including myocardial infarction and

stroke in patients who use long-term or potent

NSAIDs [49]. This is thought to be a result of a

relative increase in thromboxane levels from

potent COX-II inhibition resulting in a

prothrombotic state that offsets the platelet

inhibiting effects of COX-I blockade [50].

COX-II Selective Inhibitors
A newer generation of COX-II selective

inhibitors, e.g., celecoxib and rofecoxib,

provided superior pain relief with decreased

gastrointestinal side effects and platelet

inhibition. However, subsequent studies revealed

evidence of increased cardiovascular risk

associated with these agents and resulted in the

removal of rofecoxib from the US market [49].

Subsequent studies have demonstrated that this is

a common risk even with nonselective NSAIDs

[51]. Celecoxib remains available, and can be

considered for pain management in trauma.

Celecoxib provides potent analgesia and

decreases opioid consumption without risks of

platelet inhibition or gastrointestinal damage.

Clearly these are desirable effects in the trauma

patient. Care with celecoxib should be taken in

patients at risk for cardiovascular disease and
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those with sulfa allergies. In addition, concerns

exist regarding potential impairment of bone

healing with NSAIDs, particularly after fractures

and spinal fusion [52–54]. This impairment may

be more pronounced with COX-II inhibitors, and

does not appear to occur with acetaminophen

[52, 53].

Use of NSAIDs
A wide variety of NSAIDs are available in oral,

enteral, and parenteral formulations. Among

the most commonly prescribed agents for post-

operative pain include ketorolac, ibuprofen,

diclofenac, naproxen, and celecoxib. Each of

these agents represents a different balance of

COX-I and COX-II inhibition and they share

the risks and side effects discussed above though

in varying degrees. Ketorolac remains one of the

most potent NSAIDs used in the perioperative

setting, and it is available in oral, intramuscular,

and intravenous formulations. Ketorolac is a very

useful drug for a variety of acute pain conditions.

10 mg of ketorolac results in the analgesic equiv-

alence of 1,000 mg of acetaminophen [40, 55].

At doses greater than 10 mg, the duration of pain

relief may be extended though not the peak anal-

gesic effect. This may be important as side

effects including the risks of gastritis, platelet

inhibition, and renal damage continue to increase

with higher doses though with no significant

additional benefit.

Ketamine
Ketamine is an antagonist of the N-methyl-D-

aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptor within

the phencyclidine family of medications. The

effects of ketamine vary greatly with the dose

administered, producing analgesia at low doses

and general dissociative anesthesia at high doses.

Notable side effects of ketamine include the

possibility of dysphoric or psychotic reactions,

indirect sympathetic stimulation that can

increase blood pressure and heart rate,

bronchodilation, increased salivation, and it can

impair airway protective reflexes or act as a

direct cardiac depressant at high doses. Among

the primary benefits of ketamine are its lack of

respiratory depressant effects and its profound

and persistent analgesic properties. Multiple

studies have demonstrated the analgesic- and

opioid-sparing effects of ketamine in forms

ranging from a single intraoperative dose, to

postoperative bolus or infusions, to ketamine as

a component of patient-controlled analgesia

(PCA) systems. Bolus intravenous administra-

tion of ketamine results in peak plasma

concentrations within 1 min, allowing for

rapid pain control with subanesthetic doses

0.1–0.4 mg/kg IV or induction of general

anesthesia with doses of 1–2 mg/kg IV.

In the trauma patient, ketamine is often

considered as an induction agent due to the

benefits of its relative hemodynamic stability. It

remains underutilized, however, as an analgesic

and may be particularly useful in opioid tolerant

patients, those with a history of chronic pain, or

those on opioid agonist/antagonists or partial

agonists such as buprenorphine. Even a single

perioperative sub-anesthetic dose, e.g., 0.5 mg

iv, decreases postoperative pain, nausea, and

morphine consumption for 24 h or longer [56].

As a postoperative analgesic, ketamine can be

administered as small IV boluses of 5–20 mg to

achieve rapid pain control, typically in the post-

anesthesia care unit or intensive care unit. As part

of a multimodal analgesic regimen in the trauma

patient, ketamine can be initiated as an infusion

at ~0.1–0.4 mg/kg/h or ketamine may be added

as part of a PCA with a demand dose of

0.01–0.02 mg/kg with a 5–10 min lockout inter-

val. Ketamine may also be administered by oral,

sublingual, subcutaneous, or intranasal routes,

though these are less commonly performed.

Dysphoric reactions to sub-anesthetic doses

are uncommon, but may occur [56]. Any patient

receiving ketamine should be monitored

for hallucinations or alterations in mood;

undesirable reactions can usually be controlled

with coadministration of a benzodiazepine.

Infrequently, even low dose ketamine may need

to be discontinued. Often practitioners are

uneasy prescribing ketamine to patients with a

history of psychiatric illness, though emerging

research suggests that ketamine may benefit

patients with depression or those at risk for

PTSD [15, 16, 57–59].
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Analgesic Adjuncts

In addition to the analgesics above, multiple

adjunct medications may contribute to pain relief

and can be considered as part of an analgesic

regimen in the trauma patient. These include

anticonvulsants such as gabapentin or

pregabalin, antidepressants such as tricyclics,

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors or

selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors,

and alpha-2 agonists such as clonidine or

dexmedetomidine. Evidence of analgesic benefit

for each of these exists but does not yet place

them in the category of routine pain medications.

Although adjuvant medications are listed among

the first rung of the WHO ladder, they are not

frequently included in the routine management

of pain in the trauma population. They may be

useful, however, for patients with pain that is

difficult to manage despite the first-line treatment

with opioids, non-opioid analgesics, or

regional techniques. Limiting side effects for

anticonvulsants typically include sedation, and

for alpha-2 agonists include hypotension, brady-

cardia, and sedation.

Opioids

Opioid pain medications are the cornerstone of

management of moderate to severe pain. Opioids

include a diverse collection of endogenous,

naturally occurring, and synthetic agents who

exert their action through opioid receptor.

These receptors include mu, kappa, delta, and

sigma receptors as well as multiple subtypes.

Their primary sites of action include the dorsal

horn of the spinal cord, brainstem, cortex, and

some portions of the peripheral nervous system.

The therapeutic and side effect profile of specific

opioids is determined by the balance of receptor

activity. Desired clinical effects such as analge-

sia, antitussive, and anti-shivering effects must

be balanced with undesirable effects such as

respiratory depression, nausea, urinary retention,

decreased gastrointestinal motility, and constipa-

tion. Analgesia, euphoria, and sedation are

primarily mediated via mu receptor agonism,

where kappa and delta receptor activation results

in sedation and weak analgesia.

The category of opioid medications is

extremely broad and beyond the scope of this

chapter to discuss in full detail, instead, the

following section will focus on the guiding

principles in the administration of opioids

in trauma patients. Opioids possess no anti-

inflammatory properties, but instead it increases

the pain threshold and modifies the perception of

pain. Dull, continuous pain is relieved by opioids

more effectively than sharp, intermittent pain,

and opioid analgesia is superior when

administered prior to the painful stimulus.

The most commonly used opioids in the

management of acute pain after trauma

include morphine (the prototypical opioid),

hydromorphone, and fentanyl through intrave-

nous administration, or the oral administration

of morphine, oxycodone, or hydrocodone.

Alternative delivery methods are also available

including intramuscular (e.g., morphine,

hydromorphone), transdermal (fentanyl), and

transmucosal (fentanyl, sufentanil). Moderate to

severe pain after acute trauma is typically best

controlled initially with intravenous agents due

to their reliable and rapid action and their utility

in those who are unable to take oral agents due to

thoracoabdominal trauma. PCA should be

considered for any patient requiring intravenous

opioids who is alert enough to participate with

the PCA. PCA results in improved patient pain

control and satisfaction, and although PCA is

associated with higher total dose of opioid, it is

not associated with increased risks of dangerous

side effects such as respiratory depression [60].

PCA systems use a programmable pump to

deliver a physician-determined demand dose of

opioid, lockout interval, hourly or four-hour

maximum dose, and an optional basal infusion

rate. Morphine, hydromorphone, and fentanyl

remain the most common agents for PCA

administration with typical doses of 1 mg,

0.2 mg, and 12.5 mcg q6–10 min for those

agents, respectively. The inherent safety

mechanism of PCA lies in the fact that a patient

who is comfortable or becomes sedated will not

push the button to deliver another dose of
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medication. Family members and visitors must

have a clear understanding that the PCA is only

to be administered by the patient, as additional

PCA demand dosing given to a sedated patient

may result in serious respiratory depression.

A basal infusion rate or the administration of

other oral or intravenous opioids while on PCA

is generally not advisable due to this increased

risk of unintentional overdose and respiratory

depression. A basal infusion can, however, be

used to replace a patient’s baseline opioid

requirement, e.g., in those patients who are on

chronic long-term opioids. If it is used, the basal

dose should be calculated based on the opioid

equivalence of the patient’s total daily chronic

opioid and then reduced by 30–50 %. For

example, a patient on oxycontin 20 mg TID

prior to trauma has a total daily dose of 60 mg

of oxycodone. This is equivalent to 20 mg of

intravenous morphine. A basal rate of 0.5 mg

per hour of intravenous morphine would deliver

12 mg/day and replace 60 % of the patient’s

chronic opioid amount. A similar strategy can

be used in reverse when converting a patient

from a high dose PCA to oral agents. For

example, a patient receiving a cumulative daily

dose of 60 mg of intravenous morphine through a

PCA has an oral equivalence of 180 mg of

oxycodone. 30–50 % of this can be given orally

to the patient via extended release opioids, e.g.,

oxycontin, and the patient can receive as needed

dosing for breakthrough.

Among the common IV opioids prescribed

for PCA, hydromorphone may have the best

pharmacologic profile. It has a similar onset and

duration as morphine, though with decreased

itching and nausea, and the absence of any

significantly active metabolites. Similarly,

fentanyl does not have active metabolites and

induces less nausea and itching than morphine.

However, the rapid redistribution half-life of

fentanyl results in a short duration of effect that

can make it a frustrating choice for patients as an

agent for PCA. Newer PCA systems may allow

the delivery of rapid titratable PCA through

routes other than intravenous. For example, the

Ionsys™ iontophoretic PCA system delivers

patient-controlled transdermal demand doses of

fentanyl with efficacy and safety similar to

that of morphine PCA [61]. The sufentanil

NanoTab™ represents another alternative PCA

system based on the buccal delivery of the potent

opioid sufentanil and shows promise for the

control of postoperative pain [62].

Regional Anesthesia in the Trauma
Patient

Regional anesthesia represents a potentially

invaluable tool for pain management in the

trauma patient. Regional or neuraxial techniques

can be used as the primary anesthetic for patients

with trauma limited the extremities, and it can

supplement the anesthetic and postoperative pain

control of patients with more extensive injuries

including thoracoabdominal trauma. Strong

evidence exists for the benefit of regional and

neuraxial anesthesia in pain control, patient

satisfaction, decreased physiologic stress

response to surgery, improved return of bowel

function after laparotomy, decreased opioid-

related side effects, and possibly improved

pulmonary mechanics, and decreased develop-

ment of chronic pain [9, 63–68].

Nevertheless, there are multiple common

concerns that prevent the widespread use of

regional and neuraxial anesthesia in trauma

patients. Neuraxial techniques may be

contraindicated in trauma patients due to factors

such as hypovolemia, hemodynamic instability,

the presence of increased intracranial pressure,

patient refusal or inability to obtain consent,

coagulopathy, thrombocytopenia or pharmaco-

logic anticoagulation, patient inability to

cooperate with the procedure (e.g., the

anesthetized, disoriented, or intubated/sedated

patient), spinal trauma, and patients at risk of

compartment syndrome, e.g., crush injuries or

tibial plateau fractures. Many of these concerns

are lessened in consideration of peripheral nerve

blockade compared to neuraxial. For example,

many peripheral nerve blocks can be safely

performed in hypovolemic patients or those

patients receiving low-molecular-weight heparin

where neuraxial techniques may not be suitable.
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The possibility of compartment syndrome

remains a common relative contraindication to

both neuraxial and regional anesthesia. Nerve

blocks could mask the symptoms of

compartment syndrome including pain,

paresthesia, or paralysis, and a delay in diagnosis

could contribute to limb-threatening ischemia

and tissue damage. Patients at risk for compart-

ment syndrome including those with tibial

plateau fractures, certain fractures of the forearm

such as distal radius and combined radius and

ulnar fractures, patients with crush injuries or

following reperfusion in patients after significant

limb ischemia. In these patients, the option of

regional anesthesia should be thoroughly

discussed with the surgical team. Despite the

concern of regional anesthesia masking

compartment syndrome, there are actually very

few reported cases of this occurring [69, 70].

Llewellyn et al. reported a series of over 10,000

pediatric patients with epidural analgesia. In the

series four patients developed compartment

syndrome, and in none of those four was the

diagnosis masked or delayed by the neuraxial

block [69]. Other reports of compartment

syndrome in the presence of regional block

describe cases in which diagnosis may or may

not have been delayed [71–73]. One report

blamed the delayed diagnosis of an anterior

lower leg compartment syndrome on the

presence of a femoral nerve block even though

a femoral block would not at all affect sensation

in the affected area [70]. It is likely that the

paucity of reports of regional anesthesia masking

compartment syndrome is primarily due to the

avoidance of regional anesthesia in patients with

predisposing injuries. This seems advisable, even

though the actual risk may be low. Most

compartment syndromes develop over the course

of multiple hours by which point a single-shot

block or catheter technique should provide

analgesia but would no longer be functioning at

the density of a surgical anesthetic. In patients

with analgesic blocks there is often neither

complete motor block nor complete anesthesia;

therefore, symptoms of pain, worsening motor

block, or changes in the sensation of paresthesia

may still be detectable if a compartment

syndrome were to develop.

Regional Anesthesia in Thoracic
Trauma

Regional anesthesia for thoracic trauma typically

consists of thoracic epidural anesthesia (TEA),

paravertebral blockade (PVB), or intercostal

nerve blocks. Patients with acute thoracic or

abdominal trauma are often not candidates for

neuraxial or regional techniques preoperatively

due to surgical urgency, concerns about

coagulopathy, hypovolemia, and hemodynamic

instability. Therefore, neuraxial techniques are

more frequently performed postoperatively or

for non-operative thoracic trauma such as rib

fractures. Logistical challenges are common in

this population; patients may not be able to

achieve optimal positioning for block placement.

Thoracic trauma frequently requires admission to

the intensive care unit, and patients may be

sedated or even intubated. This can impair the

patient’s ability to communicate if they

experience pain or paresthesia during placement.

Furthermore, the use of low-molecular-weight

heparins is common in these patients and may

prevent the use of neuraxial techniques.

Regional Anesthesia for Rib Fractures

Rib fractures are a common occurrence in major

trauma with an estimated incidence as high as

10–16 % [74, 75]. Pain following multiple rib

fractures can be severe and furthermore may

contribute to increased morbidity. Pain may

impair patients’ ability to breathe resulting in

atelectasis, pneumonia, ICU care, and respiratory

failure. Patients of advanced age, those with

concomitant pulmonary contusions, and those

with multiple and bilateral rib fractures are at

increased risk of needing ICU care, mechanical

ventilation, and having prolonged ICU and

hospital length of stay, pneumonia, pulmonary

embolism, and mortality [74, 75].

A variety of analgesic techniques have been

used for the management of rib fractures

including NSAIDs, opioids, and regional

anesthesia including intercostal nerve blocks,

PVB, and TEA. Regional techniques tend to
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provide superior pain relief with fewer side

effects, though by their nature they are invasive

and carry certain risk. Any regional technique

requires careful placement by a skilled provider.

TEA utilizing local anesthetic with opioid is

thought to provide the best pain relief for

multiple rib fractures. Patients of advanced age,

those with multiple fractures or pulmonary

contusion may demonstrate the most benefit

from thoracic regional anesthesia, and TEA

may reduce morbidity or even mortality [74, 76,

77]. TEA provides bilateral segmental analgesia,

and TEA catheters can be maintained for days.

This can spare the use of opioids and NSAIDs

and minimizing their associated side effects of

respiratory depression, constipation, gastritis,

nephrotoxicity, etc. For best results, the epidural

should be placed at a level that corresponds to

approximately the middle of multiple fractures.

Potential complications of TEA include hypoten-

sion due to sympathetic blockade, bradycardia

from blockade of cardiac accelerator fibers,

dural puncture, headache, systemic local anes-

thetic toxicity, epidural abscess, meningitis, epi-

dural hematoma, and direct spinal cord injury.

Paravertebral and intercostal nerve blocks

may be an alternative to TEA in patients who

refuse TEA or in whom TEA is contraindicated.

Both techniques provide dermatomal–segmental,

unilateral analgesia. PVB may achieve some

degree of cepahalocaudal spread to cover more

than one rib, where intercostal nerve block is

limited to a single rib or dermatomal segment.

Because of this limited or absent spread, multiple

injections are typically required for multiple rib

fracture. Paravertebral or intercostal catheters

may be inserted to provide continuous analgesia,

though the success of these catheters is lower

than TEA and multiple catheters may be required

for bilateral or multilevel fractures. Single-shot

PVB or intercostal nerve blocks have a duration

of effect of up to 12–16 h depending on the local

anesthetic utilized. Risks of these techniques

include pneumothorax, infection, neuraxial

spread of local anesthetic resulting in uninten-

tional epidural or intrathecal blockade, and local

anesthetic toxicity. Local anesthetic absorption is

high for PVB and intercostal injection, and the

risks may be compounded by the need for

multiple injections at different levels and serial

injections if catheters are unused or ineffective.

Regional Anesthesia for Thoracic
Surgery in Trauma

Thoracotomy and video-assisted thoracoscopic

surgery (VATS) are associated with significant

postoperative pain that can impede recovery.

Pain after thoracic surgery may prevent adequate

respiration leading to prolonged intubation,

atelectasis, infection, and delayed ambulation,

and unmanaged pain may impair recovery. In

addition, both thoracotomy and VATS present a

high risk of the development of chronic pain in

approximately 20–60 % of patients [9].

Regional anesthesia and particularly TEA has

long been considered the “gold standard” for

analgesia after thoracotomy. Benefits are

purported to include not only improved analgesia

and decreased side effects compared to systemic

opioids and non-opioid analgesics but also

improved postoperative pulmonary function,

oxygen saturation, FVC, FEV1, and shorter

duration of intubation. In addition, the use of

TEA may decrease the risk of chronic post-

thoracotomy or post-VATS pain [9]. These

benefits have not been specifically studied in

the trauma patient, where the majority of TEA

and PVB would be performed postoperatively.

Nevertheless, it is likely that regional anesthesia

confers benefit in that scenario as well.

The technique of performing a thoracic

epidural should be within the skillset of every

anesthesiologist. As such the details of placing a

thoracic epidural will not be exhaustively

discussed in this chapter. Placement of a thoracic

epidural catheter is often easier via a paramedian

approach compared to midline due to the steep

angulation and long overlap of the thoracic

spinous processes. Infusion of local anesthetic

in combination with an epidural opioid, such as

fentanyl or hydromorphone, results in superior

analgesia than either alone. The addition of

neuraxial opioids is typically well tolerated,

though they can cause significant respiratory
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depression. This requires close monitoring and

careful consideration of whether the patient

should receive other respiratory depressants

such as parenteral or oral narcotics. For the

patient whose pain is incompletely controlled

with epidural local anesthetic and opioids, a

wise strategy may be to continue the epidural

with local anesthetic alone and provide the

patient with alternative opioids as necessary,

e.g., i.v. PCA.

Recent systematic reviews have suggested

that continuous PVB may be equivalent to TEA

with respect to pain control and pulmonary

function, though with decreased risk of adverse

effects such as hypotension [30, 31, 77]. In

addition, although anticoagulation and

coagulopathy are still relative contraindications

for PVB, the risk is less than for TEA. There have

been multiple case series of PVB performed in

anticoagulated patients without report of major

complications [78, 79]. In comparison with rib

fractures, which often occur at multiple levels

and bilaterally, a unilateral thoracotomy

typically involves only a few adjacent dermato-

mal segments. Therefore a single PVB catheter

can provide successful analgesia post-

thoracotomy. In addition, a PVB catheter can be

inserted in an anesthetized patient more safely

than TEA. In trauma patients, where preoperative

insertion may not be feasible, intraoperative

insertion under general anesthesia may be

considered at the conclusion of surgery prior

to emergence. The insertion site should be

approximately 1–2 levels below the thoracotomy

incision. The placement of PVB injections and

catheters requires significant experience and

technical skill. PVB is not inherently difficult to

perform, but it requires a tactile sense to perform

that is typically gained only through practice. For

that reason, it is thought to be an easy block once

mastered but difficult to teach and difficult to

initially learn.

Anatomically the paravertebral space is a

triangular space through which the spinal nerves

travel at each dermatomal segment. It is bounded

anteriorly by the parietal pleura in the thoracic

region or iliopsoas in lumbar region, medially by

the vertebral body or disc, and posteriorly by the

transverse process. PVB results in unilateral,

segmental–dermatomal anesthesia of a similar

quality to epidural blockade though there may

be cephalocaudal spread of the block 1–2 derma-

tomal segments. PVB is most frequently

performed based on anatomic landmarks though

ultrasound-guided techniques have been

described. Classically, the patient is positioned

sitting with the chin to the chest and spine as

rounded as possible. The spinous processes of

the chosen levels are carefully identified by

palpation, and a point is measured lateral to the

midline of the spinous process at the superior

border. This point is measured 2.5 cm lateral in

the high to mid thoracic region or 2 cm lateral in

the low thoracic or lumbar region. A 20–22 g

Tuohy needle for single-shot PVB or 18 g Tuohy

for catheter PVB is then advanced at this point

perpendicular in all planes with the goal of

contacting transverse process (TP). The depth

of the TP will vary based on patient habitus and

level along the spine; typically it ranges from 3 to

5 cm, deepest in the cervical, high thoracic, and

lumbar regions and shallowest in the mid

thoracic region. If the TP is not contacted at

4 cm, the needle should be redirected cephalad

or caudad to seek the TP at the same depth. If it is

still not contacted the needle may be advanced to

0.5 cm increments, fanning cephalad and caudad,

with each advancement until the TP is found. The

goal is very careful advancement to find the

transverse process as insertion of the needle too

deep may result in pneumothorax. Care must be

taken as well to avoid directing the needle medi-

ally as this may result in unintentional epidural or

intrathecal injection with a high neuraxial block.

Once the TP is contacted the needle is

redirected either cephalad or caudad to walk-off

the TP and inserted 1 cm further. A subtle fascial

pop may be appreciated as the needle pierces the

costotransverse ligament. Aspiration should be

performed to assess the presence of blood, CSF,

or air, and then local anesthetic is slowly

injected. Injection in the paravertebral space

offers little resistance, similar to the sensation

of injection into the epidural space. Loss of resis-

tance techniques have been described for PVB;

however, this loss is not as reliable as with
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epidural placement as the costotransverse does

not provide the same resistance as the

ligamentum flavum. 3–6 mL of a long-acting

local anesthetic with epinephrine is injected at

each level blocked, e.g., ropivacaine 0.5 % with

epinephrine 2.5 mcg/mL. For continuous blocks,

a catheter is threaded through the 18 g Tuohy and

inserted 2–5 cm into the paravertebral space.

Aspiration through the catheter and a test dose

should be administered prior to use, and then

an infusion may be started at 4–10 mL/h for

postoperative pain relief typically with a low

dose local anesthetic such as ropivacaine 0.2 %.

Thoracolumbar Epidurals
for Abdominal Surgery in Trauma

The benefits of low thoracic epidural (LTEA) or

high lumbar epidurals for abdominal surgery

have been well documented. Their use has

been associated with superior pain control,

improvements in pulmonary outcome, and when

utilized in a multimodal enhanced recovery

program including early nutrition and ambula-

tion, LTEA is associated with decreased earlier

return of bowel function and shorter hospital stay

[23, 26, 27, 29, 65, 67, 68, 80]. In addition, the

neurohumoral response to pain is suppressed

with the use of epidural analgesia, and this may

have favorable physiologic effects on inflamma-

tion and decreased hypertension and tachycardia

postoperatively.

Similar to thoracic trauma, the nature of those

patients with trauma that require laparotomy

typically precludes the preoperative placement

of an epidural in those patients. Postoperative

placement in a patient with a fresh laparotomy

incision is challenging, and placement in a lateral

position may be more successful than upright.

LTEA at a T10 level can provide analgesia to

nearly the whole abdomen and should not result

in any significant lower extremity motor block.

Ambulation with assistance should be possible

after confirmation of normal lower extremity

sensorimotor function.

Peripheral Nerve Blocks
to the Abdomen

PVB for Abdominal Surgery

PVB as discussed previously provides unilateral

segmental–dermatomal anesthesia of a compara-

ble quality to epidural anesthesia. It is most

commonly performed at the high to mid thoracic

level thoracotomy or rib fractures in the trauma

population or breast surgery in the general

population. However, PVB can also be utilized

to provide anesthesia or analgesia to the

abdomen through low thoracic and lumbar

PVB. As with neuraxial anesthesia, in the trauma

patient this technique would most likely be

performed for postoperative analgesia. In the

lumbar region there is less cephalocaudal spread

between adjacent dermatomal segments.

Therefore blockade must be performed at each

individual level. In addition, there may be less

benefit from a single continuous PVB due to

limitation of its effect to a single dermatome.

PVB in abdominal surgery is most beneficial

for lateral incisions, as a midline incision

requires bilateral multilevel PVB. If lumbar

PVBs are performed one should confirm normal

quadriceps motor function prior to ambulation.

PVB at L2 or lower will affect the lumbar plexus

result in lower extremity block.

Transversus Abdominis Plane
and Rectus Sheath Blocks

The somatic innervation of the anterior abdomen

is derived from the termination of the T7–T11

intercostal nerves, the T12 subcostal nerve, and

the L1 ilioinguinal/iliohypogastric nerves. These

nerves travel in the fascial plane just deep to the

internal oblique muscles and superficial to the

transversus abdominis. The most anterior

continuation of the T7–T12 nerve roots pierce

the peritoneal side of the rectus sheath and

provide innervation to the midline of the abdo-

men both superior and inferior to the umbilicus
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(Fig. 6.1). Blockade of these nerves can be

performed either in the transversus abdominis

plane or within the rectus sheath in order to

achieve analgesia to the lower and lateral abdo-

men or the midline, respectively.

In contrast to neuraxial techniques, TAP and

rectus sheath blocks do not provide the same

quality of analgesia, nor visceral analgesia, and

they provide only unilateral blockade. Neverthe-

less, these blocks have characteristics that may

be very appealing in the trauma patient. They do

not result in any significant sympathetic blockade

or hypotension and they may be more easily

performed postoperatively than LTEA or PVB

in patients with abdominal incisions. TAP and

rectus sheath blocks are performed with the

patient in a supine position compared with the

lateral or sitting position for PVB or LTEA. In

addition, TAP and rectus sheath blocks can be

considered in many patients in whom neuraxial

analgesia may be contraindicated, such as those

systemic infections, patients with spinal trauma,

hypovolemia, or those on prophylactic low-

molecular-weight heparins.

The TAP block is typically performed to

provide unilateral analgesia to the anterior abdo-

men below the umbilicus, and it is commonly

used for analgesia for lower abdominal incisions.

TAP blocks should be performed bilaterally to

provide analgesia for either a midline incision or

a horizontal incision that crosses midline. This

block can be performed with ultrasound by

identification of the external oblique, internal

oblique, and transversus abdominis muscles

(Fig. 6.2). Local anesthetic is injected just deep

to the internal oblique within the transversus

abdominis plane. Catheters may be placed for

continuous blockade. Care must be taken with

this block to confidently identify the muscle

layers, as advancing the needle too deep may

result in peritoneal puncture or bowel injury.

For the most reliable result, the block should be

performed as posteriorly as possible, i.e., along

the lateral abdominal wall between the iliac crest

and 12th rib. This allows local to reach the nerves

before they form the lateral cutaneous nerves that

ascend through the oblique muscles and to the

abdominal wall.

Genital branch of
genitofemoral nerve

Iliohypogastric nerve

Ilioinguinal nerve

Fig. 6.1 Muscle layers and nerves of the anterior abdo-

men. EOM the external oblique muscle, IOM the internal

oblique muscle, TAM the transverse abdominal muscle,

IH the iliohypogastric nerve, IL the ilioinguinal nerve.

Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission from Springer

Science and Business Media
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The TAP block will not provide analgesia to

midline of the abdomen above the umbilicus.

The T7–T11 intercostal nerves will not be

blocked in the transversus abdominis plane

below the T12 level as with the above-discussed

TAP block. However the midline of the abdomen

and the area above the rectus muscles is

innervated when the termination of those nerves

ascends through the rectus sheath and through

the rectus muscles. The midline of the abdomen

can therefore be anesthetized by instilling local

anesthetic into the deep portion of the rectus

sheath.

Rectus sheath block has great potential for use

in patients with midline laparotomy incisions and

can provide analgesia to the midline above and

below the umbilicus. As mentioned it can be

utilized in many patients for whom epidural

analgesia is contraindicated or not feasible. The

block can be most safely performed with ultra-

sound or under direct vision placed by the

surgeon intraoperatively. Bilateral rectus sheath

blocks must be performed to cover a midline

incision. On ultrasound, the rectus muscles

are identified and needle is passed through the

superficial aspect of the rectus sheath and the

rectus abdominis muscle. Local anesthetic is

injected under the rectus muscle but within and

just above the deep rectus sheath. For best

results, a catheter should be considered to

provide continuous blockade. Rectus sheath

catheters may be placed postoperatively with

ultrasound, or may be placed by the surgeon

intraoperatively. As with the TAP block, care

must be taken to avoid advancing the block

needle too deep as peritoneal puncture or bowel

injury can occur. This risk is potentially higher

with rectus sheath blockade because the block is

performed deep to the rectus abdominis with no

additional muscle layer between the needle and

the peritoneum.

Regional Anesthesia for Trauma
to the Extremities

Regional anesthesia for trauma to the extremities

can provide significant patient benefit through

improved pain control, decreased opioid

requirements, and in many cases allowing the

avoidance of general anesthesia for the treatment

of extremity trauma. The use of regional anesthe-

sia in extremity trauma may be limited by some

common concerns such as the possibility of it

masking a compartment syndrome, the desire

for the surgeon to monitor postoperative nerve

function, or the presence of associated injuries

which make peripheral blockade impractical.

Ultrasound-Guided Versus Nerve
Stimulator-Guided Regional
Anesthesia

The utilization of ultrasound guidance for the

performance of peripheral nerve blocks has

dramatically expanded over the last decade and

may soon become the standard of care.

Ultrasound guidance in experienced hands has

the potential benefit of decreasing the risks of

regional anesthesia such as intravascular or

intraneural injection or needle damage to

adjacent structures. In addition it has the

potential to improve the efficacy of peripheral

Fig. 6.2 Ultrasound image showing the layers of abdom-

inal muscles. EOM the external oblique muscle, IOM the

internal oblique muscle, TAM the transverse abdominal

muscle. Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission from

Springer Science and Business Media
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nerve blocks by allowing for direct visualization

of complete perineural local anesthetic spread.

In addition to these general advantages,

ultrasound allows peripheral nerve blockade

without nerve stimulation and therefore muscle

stimulation. This is a key advantage in the use of

ultrasound in trauma and postoperative blocks.

Nerve stimulation caused the painful movement

of the injured extremity, and avoiding this

improves patient satisfaction and often ease of

placement. As with any tool however, the use of

ultrasound is only as good as the operator, and

requires skill, practice, and anatomic knowledge

to be used safely and successfully.

Neuraxial Anesthesia for Lower
Extremity Trauma

Spinal and lumbar epidural anesthesia and

analgesia can be valuable tools in the manage-

ment of patients with lower extremity trauma

patient. However, as with LTEA for coverage

of the abdomen, neuraxial anesthesia is

underutilized in patients with lower extremity

trauma. The most common neuraxial technique

performed for lower extremity trauma is a single-

shot spinal anesthetic for surgical stabilization of

acute hip fractures. Neuraxial anesthesia for hip

fracture repair has previously been associated

with decreased intraoperative bleeding and

postoperative deep venous thrombosis, though

the latter benefit may be less significant in

the age of aggressive prophylaxis with low-

molecular-weight heparins. Regional anesthesia

is associated with less postoperative delirium

though long-term benefits remain unproven [64].

A neuraxial technique may be appropriate for

the primary anesthetic for other simple fracture

repairs. With more complicated trauma however,

surgical duration, difficulty in patient position-

ing, risk of significant bleeding or instability, or

the need for aggressive DVT prophylaxis can

make neuraxial techniques impractical.

Single-Shot Peripheral Nerve Blocks
Versus Peripheral Nerve Catheters

Single-shot peripheral nerve blocks provide

rapid analgesia but only up to 24 h in duration

with long-acting local anesthetics. In order to

provide more enduring analgesia, continuous

peripheral nerve catheters can be placed near

the target nerve to deliver a continuous infusion

of local anesthetic and extend the duration of

analgesia for days. Initial use of continuous

peripheral nerve blockade was limited to the

inpatient population, but increasingly patients

are being sent home with peripheral nerve

catheters. Case series have demonstrated that

patients are able to manage and remove their

catheters at home with the need to return to

care. With adequate instruction and telephone

access to health care providers, patients can

safely manage and remove continuous peripheral

nerve catheters at home [82].

The duration of continuous peripheral nerve

blocks is limited primarily by the risk of

infection, and the tendency of catheters to

dislodge and become ineffective. Both of these

are more common as the duration of catheter

increases. Most clinicians remove catheters

after approximately 3–7 days, though case series

have been published with duration greater than

2 weeks [83]. Additional challenges with

peripheral nerve catheters include more difficult

placement, possibility of malpositioning

resulting in failure or complication, and the

larger needle used for placement may increase

the severity of injury to collateral structures if it

were to occur. There may be circumstances

where a prolonged block may not be desirable,

for example, if prolonged motor block would

impair physical therapy. When any nerve block

is to be performed in trauma, consideration

should be made whether a continuous catheter

may be superior. The longer duration of analge-

sia may improve pain control and allow the

decrease in opioid and other pain medications.
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Regional Anesthesia for the Upper
Extremity

Regional anesthesia for the upper extremity

typically involves blockade of the brachial

plexus or occasionally blockade of individual

terminal nerves. Brachial plexis blockade can

be accomplished through the interscalene

approach for shoulder and proximal humerus,

the supraclavicular or infraclavicular approaches

for the mid-humerus to the hand, or the axillary

approach for the distal humerus through the

hand. In addition, individual nerves can be

blocked at the elbow forearm or wrist. Only key

upper extremity blocks will be reviewed.

Interscalene Brachial Plexus Block

Background and Indications
The interscalene block targets the brachial plexus

at the level of the roots and trunks providing

anesthesia to the shoulder and proximal humerus.

The distal clavicle may be variably covered as

well, and the interscalene block can be

supplemented with a superficial cervical plexus

block to improve coverage of that area. The

interscalene block will not reliably cover the

distal arm, specifically the medial distal arm

or ulnar distribution and those areas whose

innervation is derived from the C8 or T1 nerve

roots. In addition the interscalene block and all

brachial plexus blocks will not cover the axilla or

the proximal/medial upper arm. This area is

innervated by the intercostobrachial nerve,

which is derived from the T2 nerve root and not

the brachial plexus.

Risks and Contraindications
Risks of the interscalene block include neuraxial

spread, vascular injection or injury to the verte-

bral and carotid arteries or the internal or external

jugular veins, phrenic blockade or damage, and

pneumothorax. Some anesthesiologists have

reported that a targeted, small volume (less than

10 mL) interscalene block can be successfully

performed without resulting in phrenic blockade.

However, larger volume injections result in nearly

universal unilateral phrenic blockade. Therefore,

the interscalene block is contraindicated in

patients with contralateral phrenic palsy,

contralateral pneumonectomy, or those with

significant baseline respiratory insufficiency.

From a practical standpoint, interscalene block

may not be feasible in many trauma patients due

to the frequent presence of a rigid cervical collar

preventing adequate access to the neck.

Performing the Block
The roots/trunks of the brachial plexus can be

reliably identified on ultrasound by scanning

proximally with a 25–50 mm linear probe from

a supraclavicular view or scanning posteriorly

from a view of the carotid and internal jugular

vein at the level of the cricoid cartilage. The

roots/trunks typically appear as hypoechoic

circles resembling a “stoplight” between the

anterior and middle scalene muscles and deep/

posterior to the posterior border of sternoclei-

domastoid (Fig. 6.3). Single-shot block or

placement of a catheter can be accomplished

from an in-plane posterior approach or out-of-

plane superior approach. The needle entry site

for the out-of-plane superior approach often

passes through or near the external jugular

vessel.

Fig. 6.3 Ultrasonographic appearance of the interscalene

and cervical paravertebral brachial plexus (A carotid

artery, AS anterior scalene muscle, MS middle scalene

muscle, SCM sternocleidomastoid muscle, V internal jug-

ular vein). Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission

from Springer Science and Business Media
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Supraclavicular Brachial Plexus Block

Background and Indications
The supraclavicular brachial plexus block has

gained in popularity with the advent of ultra-

sound guidance as possibly the most reliable

and broadly applicable upper extremity block.

Previously nerve stimulator and landmark

approaches to the supraclavicular brachial plexus

had unacceptably high rates of pneumothorax

and arterial puncture in all but the most

experienced hands. The skilled use of ultrasound,

however, can drastically reduce those risks.

Supraclavicular brachial plexus blockade results

in anesthesia to the entire upper extremity from

approximately mid-humerus down. In contrast to

the interscalene block it will cover the hand and

medial/ulnar aspects of the upper extremity,

though it will not cover the shoulder. As with

all brachial plexus blocks, the supraclavicular

block will not cover the axilla or proximal medial

upper arm in the intercostobrachial distribution.

The intercostobrachial nerve should be

separately blocked if necessary and is discussed

below.

Risks and Contraindications
The most common risks of the supraclavicular

block include, not surprisingly, pneumothorax

and intravascular injection into the subclavian

artery. In addition, the risk of phrenic nerve

block is less than with interscalene block but

may still be as high as 20–40 %. In addition to

the subclavian artery, the path of the needle to the

plexus should be examined carefully for the

presence of intervening vascular structures. For

example, the suprascapular or dorsal scapular

arteries may crossover the brachial plexus at

this level and may be in the needle path to

the plexus. The hypoechoic inferior belly of

omohyoid is frequently in view and may be con-

fused as a vessel, though it can be distinguished

by the fact that it is neither pulsatile nor

compressible. Color Doppler can help identify

the presence of intervening vessels. Similar to

the interscalene block, the use of the

supraclavicular block in trauma is often limited

by the presence of a cervical collar.

Performing the Block
The supraclavicular block targets the brachial

plexus at the level of the anterior and posterior

divisions, though this distinction is difficult to

identify on ultrasound. To find the plexus on

ultrasound, a 25–50 mm linear probe is placed

along and just posterior to the clavicle at

approximately its middle third (Fig. 6.4). Here

the subclavian artery can be identified and the

plexus will appear as a mix of hyper- and

hypoechoic “cluster of grapes” along the postero-

lateral border of the artery. Deep to the plexus

and the artery are the pleura and the first rib.

These structures must be confidently identified

as both may appear as hyperechoic lines with

acoustic shadow behind them. Typically the

first rib will appear as a brighter line with a

darker shadow behind where the pleura will

appear slightly less distinct with a hazy shadow

behind it that slides with respiration (lung). The

block should be performed from a posterolateral

in-plane approach with a view where first rib is

deep to the plexus and artery. This adds an

additional level of safety that if the needle is

inadvertently advanced too deep, it will contact

rib instead of piercing pleura. Single-shot or

catheter techniques can be used. The “corner

pocket” of the plexus, i.e., the portion deep to

the artery should be targeted first. Missing this

portion of the plexus may result in ulnar sparing

or inadequate blockade of the distal/medial hand

and forearm. If a catheter is to be placed, its

Fig. 6.4 Ultrasonographic appearance of the supra-

clavicular brachial plexus (A subclavian artery, P pleura,

R first rib, asterisk indicates target for “corner pocket”).

Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission from Springer

Science and Business Media
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placement should be targeted based on the

patients’ needs. For example, a patient with

injury to the medial side of the forearm or hand

should have the catheter placed in the “corner

pocket” for the best continuous block result.

Infraclavicular Brachial Plexus Block

Background and Indications
The infraclavicular block provides a very similar

distribution of analgesia as the supraclavicular

block, though targeting the plexus at the level

of the posterior, medial, and lateral cords. It is

more difficult to perform with ultrasound than

with supraclavicular block and perhaps slightly

less reliable in the blockade of the entire arm.

The infraclavicular block possesses two

distinct advantages when compared to the

supraclavicular block, however. The risk of

phrenic block is minimal with an infraclavicular

approach, extending its use to those with signifi-

cant respiratory insufficiency or contralateral

phrenic or pulmonary pathology. In addition,

the infraclavicular block can be performed in

patients with a cervical collar in place. This last

fact greatly extends the utility of the

infraclavicular block in patients with acute

trauma. Furthermore, the risk or pneumothorax

is lower with an infraclavicular approach, though

vascular puncture and intravascular injection

remain concerns.

Risks and Contraindications
The primary risks with infraclavicular block

include intravascular injection and pneumotho-

rax. Both of these can be minimized by careful

needle visualization. In addition, performing the

block more laterally can decrease the risk of

pneumothorax. As mentioned, there is no signifi-

cant risk of phrenic nerve block with the

infraclavicular approach.

Performing the Block
With ultrasound a small curvilinear probe or a

25 mm linear probe is placed inferior to the

clavicle at approximately its lateral third and

oriented in a parasagittal plane. The pectoralis

major and minor muscles will be identified, with

the subclavian/axillary artery deep to them.

Superficial and inferior to the artery will be sub-

clavian/axillary vein (Fig. 6.5). This vein may be

compressed by the ultrasound probe and if not

visualized one should release pressure on the

probe to allow the vein to fill and become appar-

ent. The lateral, posterior, and medial cords of

the plexus can be seen surrounding the artery.

The lateral cord will be superolateral to the

artery, the posterior cord will be deep to the

artery, and the medial cord will be inferomedial

to the artery often between the vein and artery.

The nerve block needle should be inserted in

plane from the superior side of the probe just

below the clavicle and advanced with the goal of

placing the tip along the posterior border of the

artery from the superior side. The steep angle of

approach of the needle that is required for this

block can make visualization of the needle and

tip challenging. To aid in visualization, sterile

saline may be connected to the nerve block nee-

dle. Small injections of saline as the needle is

being advanced can be used to identify a “puff”

of tissue movement that indicates the location of

the needle tip. Injection at the point immediately

behind the deep side of the artery will allow for a

“crescent” of local anesthetic to spread around

from the posterior aspect of the artery to the

medial and lateral aspects covering those cords.

Fig. 6.5 Ultrasonographic appearance of the

infraclavicular brachial plexus (A axillary artery, P
pleura, PM pectoralis major muscle, Pm pectoralis

minor muscle, V axillary vein, asterisk indicates target).

Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission from Springer

Science and Business Media
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Additional local can be injected around the lateral

cord as the needle is being withdrawn. If the

“crescent” does not appear to adequately cover

the medial cord, the needle can be advanced to

the medial side alone the superficial/anterior

border of the artery to the medial side. Care

must be taken with this approach, however, due

to the frequent presence of intervening veins. If a

catheter is to be placed, it is typically best situated

with the tip near the posterior cord behind the

deep portion of the artery.

Axillary Block

It is the opinion of this author that the clinical

utility of the axillary block has been diminished

to near irrelevance in the era of ultrasound-

guided brachial plexus blocks at the

supraclavicular or infraclavicular level. The axil-

lary block targets the radial, ulnar, and median

nerves as they surround the axillary artery, and it

must be supplemented with a separate block of

the musculocutaneous nerve to provide sensory

anesthesia of the ventral forearm. The axillary

block does have the advantages compared to

supraclavicular and infraclavicular blocks of

having no risk of pneumothorax or phrenic

blockade. However, it is an unsuitable location

for the placement of a catheter due to axillary

hair, increased risk of infection, and the frequent

dislodgment of axillary nerve block catheters

from movement of the arm. To perform the axil-

lary block with ultrasound, the axillary artery can

be identified with the radial, median, and ulnar

nerves surrounding the artery (Fig. 6.6). Local

anesthetic is injected perivascularly with best

results obtained when the individual nerves can

also be identified and targeted or when

perivascular injection is as proximal along the

as. The musculocutaneous nerve can be

identified in the fascial plane between biceps

and coracobrachialis.

Intercostobrachial and Medial Brachial
Cutaneous Nerve Blocks

Background and Indications
The entire sensory and motor innervation of the

upper extremity is derived from the brachial

plexus with the exception of the axilla and

medial upper arm. The intercostobrachial and

medial brachial cutaneous nerves supply the

sensory innervation of this area. The former of

these is derived primarily from the T2 nerve root

and the latter has contributions from T1 and T2.

The T2 nerve root is not a component of the

brachial plexus and therefore the axilla and

medial upper arm are not anesthetized with any

of the brachial plexus blocks. The intercosto-

brachial and medial brachial cutaneous nerves

should be blocked in combination with the bra-

chial plexus whenever a surgical incision may

extend into the region of the medial upper arm.

In addition, for any circumstance where a

brachial plexus block will be utilized as the

primary anesthetic for a procedure and an upper

arm tourniquet will be used, these nerves should

be blocked to cover tourniquet pain.

Fig. 6.6 Ultrasonographic appearance of the axillary

brachial plexus (A axillary artery, M median nerve, Mc
musculocutaneous nerve, R radial nerve, U ulnar nerve).

Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission from Springer

Science and Business Media
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Risks and Contraindications
The intercostobrachial and medial brachial

cutaneous field blocks carry no specific risks

other than standard risks of any field block such

as infection, inadvertent intravascular injection,

and local anesthetic toxicity.

Performing the Block
The intercostobrachial and medial brachial

cutaneous nerves can be covered with two sub-

cutaneous field blocks. The intercostobrachial

nerve is covered by a subcutaneous field block

across the proximal axilla and is typically suffi-

cient to cover upper arm tourniquet pain. The

medial brachial cutaneous nerve can be blocked

by an additional subcutaneous field block across

the medial upper arm at the level of the mid-

humerus.

Regional Anesthesia for the Lower
Extremity

Peripheral regional anesthesia for the lower

extremity can be performed via lumbar plexus

block, femoral nerve block, saphenous nerve

block, proximal sciatic nerve block, distal, i.e.,

popliteal sciatic nerve block, and ankle block.

Unfortunately, the innervation of the lower

extremity does not provide as convenient a dis-

tribution of anesthesia as the upper extremity.

That is, no single peripheral block will provide

anesthesia to the entire lower extremity. Only

key lower extremity blocks will be reviewed.

Lumbar Plexus Block

Background and Indications
The lumbar plexus is formed from the nerve roots

of L2–4 as they exit the foramina of the lumbar

vertebrae and enter the fascial plane of the

iliopsoas muscle. The terminal nerves derived

from the lumbar plexus include the lateral femo-

ral cutaneous, femoral, genitofemoral, and obtu-

rator nerves. Together these provide innervation

to the lateral, anterior, and medial upper leg as

well as the skin of the medial lower leg. The

lumbar plexus block can be useful for trauma

involving the upper leg though must be com-

bined with a sciatic nerve block to provide

complete anesthesia to the leg. Lumbar plexus

block can provide reliable postoperative analge-

sia for surgery on the hip or femur, but it is

typically insufficient as a sole anesthetic.

Risks and Contraindications
Lumbar plexus block carries additional utility

compared to the more commonly performed fem-

oral block in that it additionally covers the lateral

femoral cutaneous, genitofemoral, and obturator

nerves. However, it carries additional risk as

well. Needle trauma can result in significant

retroperitoneal bleeding, and therefore lumbar

plexus blockade is contraindicated in patients

on anticoagulation, or those with coagulopathy

or thrombocytopenia. In addition there are risks

of epidural spread, or damage to abdominal

viscera including bowel, kidneys, and major

vessels. Patients should be warned to expect

quadriceps weakness after the block and should

not attempt ambulation without assistance until

full recovery of motor function.

Performing the Block
Although ultrasound-guided techniques for

lumbar plexus blockade have been described, it

remains a technique largely based on anatomic

landmarks and nerve stimulation. The patient is

placed in a lateral decubitus position with the hip

and knees partially flexed. The iliac crest is

identified as a landmark for the L4 vertebra.

The spinous processes are carefully palpated to

identify midline, and a mark is made at the level

of L4 4 cm lateral to midline at the level of the

iliac crests. This mark should correspond to the

intersection of the transverse line that connects

the iliac crests, and a line parallel to the midline

at the level of the posterior superior iliac spine

(Fig. 6.7). After sterile prep a 10 cm insulated

needle is inserted perpendicular in all planes with

a nerve stimulator attached. At 1–4 cm, stimula-

tion of the paraspinous muscles may be seen, at

approximately 4 cm transverse process may be

contacted and may need to be redirected to pass
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the transverse process either cephalad or caudad.

Deep to the transverse process at approximately

5–7 cm extension of the quadriceps is sought

with nerve stimulation at 0.5–1 mA and local

anesthetic is injected. A catheter may also be

placed for continuous lumbar plexus block. If

extension of the quadriceps is not initially

found, stimulation of other muscle groups

may provide clues for redirecting the needle.

Contraction of the hamstrings results from stim-

ulation of the sciatic nerve via the sacral plexus,

and the needle should be redirected cephalad or

the insertion site should be moved one level

cephalad. Flexion at the hip indicates contraction

of iliopsoas from direct muscle stimulation and

typically results from needle placement too deep.

If the needle is inserted beyond 8 cm with no

twitch response, care must be taken to reassess

landmarks and the insertion site and trajectory.

Further advancement may result in injury to

abdominal viscera.

Femoral Nerve Block and “3-in-1 Block”

Background and Indications
The femoral nerve block is one of the most com-

monly performed blocks and provides anesthesia

to the anterior upper leg including the anterior two-

thirds of the knee and the medial lower leg via the

saphenous nerve. The femoral nerve block is most

commonly utilized for in the non-trauma patient

for total knee arthroplasty, though in the trauma

population it can be useful for any procedure

involving the anterior upper leg. This can include

patellar fractures, and it can be a component of

analgesia for above or below the knee amputations.

A femoral nerve block will not cover the lateral

(lateral femoral cutaneous nerve) or medial (obtu-

rator nerve) upper leg. The “3-in-1” block is a

modified femoral nerve block that attempts to

cover those as well by using a large volume of

local anesthetic-directed cephalad underneath the

fascia iliaca to spread retrograde to the lumbar

plexus. This approach has variable success [84].

Risks and Contraindications
The primary risk of the femoral block is intravas-

cular injection. In addition, femoral nerve

catheters may be at increased risk for infection

based on their location near the groin. Femoral

nerve block will result in quadriceps weakness

and patients and providers should be warned

against ambulation due to falls risk. The presence

of prior surgery in the groin or vascular conduit is

a relative contraindication to femoral nerve block

and favors ultrasound-guided approach.

Procedure
With the patient supine, a 50 mm linear ultra-

sound probe is used to find the femoral artery

below the inguinal ligament. The artery should

be followed cephald and caudad to identify the

common femoral artery which will be cephalad

to its division into the superficial and deep femo-

ral arteries. Medial to the common femoral artery

will be femoral vein, and lateral to the artery will

be femoral nerve (Fig. 6.8). The nerve often

appears as a tilted oval underneath two fascial

planes, fascia lata and fascia iliaca. A more

lateral needle approach may be superior as this

helps insure that local anesthetic is delivered

deep to fascia iliaca where the nerve resides.

Also, the shallow angle of approach improves

the needle image, and for catheter placement, a

lateral approach keeps the insertion site more

distant from the groin.

Fig. 6.7 Lumbar plexus nerve block. The intercristal line

(dashed line) is identified using the posterior iliac crest.

The needle insertion site is 4–5 cm from midline and is

approximately as lateral as the patient’s posterior superior

iliac spine (PSIS). Reprinted from [81]. With kind per-

mission from Springer Science and Business Media
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Sciatic and Popliteal Nerve Blocks

Background and Indications
The sciatic nerve is the longest and largest in the

human body and is derived from the lumbosacral

plexus with contributions from L4–S3. The sci-

atic nerve provides sensory innervation to the

posterior upper leg and the entire lower leg

except the medial saphenous distribution. In

addition it provides motor innervation to the

hamstrings and entire lower leg. The sciatic

nerve contains the tibial component medially

and peroneal component laterally, and these

split just above the knee. Sciatic nerve block

can be achieved at multiple levels from its most

proximal formation down to the split at the pop-

liteal level. Proximal sciatic blocks are typically

used to cover the posterior upper leg, for exam-

ple, in conjunction with femoral blockade to

provide analgesia after trauma to the knee or for

lower extremity amputation. Distal sciatic nerve

block (e.g., popliteal block) is often used to pro-

vide analgesia to the lower leg, for example, for

foot, ankle, or distal tibial fractures or below

knee amputations. Complete anesthesia of the

lower leg is achieved by blocking the saphenous

(or femoral nerve) as well.

Risks and Contraindications
Risks common to all sciatic blocks include the

possibility of foot drop. Any block of the sciatic

nerve will result in a temporary foot drop, but

damage to the nerve could cause permanent foot

drop. Some surgical procedures are associated

with surgical risk of foot drop. In those cases,

postoperative block may be preferred to allow

for neurological exam prior to block placement.

Specific sciatic approaches also carry specific

risks. For example, parasacral sciatic block

risks epidural spread, where popliteal sciatic

block risks vascular injury or injection. As

mentioned previously, tibial plateau fractures

are at high risk for development of compartment

syndrome, and therefore sciatic blockade is

contraindicated in those situations.

Procedure
Many approaches to block the sciatic nerve have

been described. We will discuss one proximal

approach, gluteal, and one distal approach,

popliteal. The gluteal sciatic block is performed

just above the gluteal crease. A large curvilinear

ultrasound probe is used to identify the greater

trochanter and the ischial tuberosity. The sciatic

nerve appears as a flat structure “laying in the

hammock” between these two, superficial to

quadratus lumborum (Fig. 6.9). The nerve is

approached from the lateral side, though local

anesthetic should be deposited from both the

medial and later sides of the nerve to achieve

optimal blockade of the tibial and peroneal

components.

To identify the sciatic nerve at the popliteal

level, a linear ultrasound probe is placed at the

popliteal crease to identify the popliteal artery.

Superficial to the popliteal artery is the tibial

nerve (Fig. 6.10). These structures are then traced

cephalad until the common peroneal nerve is

seen coming in from superficial and lateral to

join the tibial nerve. This is the level where the

sciatic nerve splits into the tibial and

common peroneal nerves, and often there will

be a characteristic “snowman” on ultrasound

consisting of the sciatic nerve superficially, then

the popliteal vein and artery deep to the nerve.

Fig. 6.8 Ultrasound-guided femoral nerve block. Lateral

to medial, the femoral nerve (FN), artery (FA), and vein

(FV) are identified (left is lateral and right is medial).

Reprinted from [81]. With kind permission from Springer

Science and Business Media
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A 50–100 mm needle is advanced from the lat-

eral side. The popliteal sciatic nerve block can

take longer than other peripheral blocks to reach

maximum effect. With ropivacaine, 20 min may

be required for analgesic effect and up to 40 min

to reach surgical anesthesia.

In summary, the ability of the clinical

anesthesiologist to manage acute pain in a trauma

patient directly provides both short- and long-

term benefits. Development of newer drugs

with improved side effect profiles and pain

management techniques, including ultrasound,

offer more promise than ever before to patients

involved with trauma.
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Chronic Pain in Trauma Patients 7
Lindsay R. Higgins, Whitney K. Braddy, Michael S. Higgins,
and Alan David Kaye

Introduction

Chronic pain can be defined in several different

ways. Arbitrary time scales can be used to define

chronic pain as pain that lasts 3–12 months.

Alternatively, chronic pain may simply be

defined as pain that persists beyond the expected

healing time. Regardless of the definition chosen,

the number of patients suffering with posttrau-

matic chronic pain is increasing in the United

States. The reason behind this phenomenon is

simply the improved survival for trauma victims.

With more patients surviving major trauma,

more patients later present with chronic pain.

The personal and financial costs to the victims

and society are staggering. In 2008, it was

estimated that 100 million Americans suffer

with chronic pain, and the annual cost including

treatment and lost productivity may be over $600

billion dollars annually [1]. This cost is greater

than the costs of heart disease and cancer

combined [1]. At least one fifth of chronic pain

patients identify trauma as the precipitating

cause [2]. The effective diagnosis and treatment

of posttraumatic chronic pain is, thus, of

monumental importance in the United States.

Evaluation of Chronic Pain After
Trauma

It is essential for any patient with chronic pain

after trauma to receive a complete evaluation

with history and physical exam. Qualification of

the pain, as well as medical and surgical history,

is critical components of the history. A thorough

evaluation may provide important information

regarding the etiology of pain and, therefore,

guide its treatment. The McGill Pain Question-

naire Short form is commonly used to assess the

sensory, affective, and other qualitative

components of chronic pain and can be used to

differentiate between neuropathic and somatic

pain (Fig. 7.1).

A qualitative description of pain can provide

important clues regarding the pain etiology.

There are many different types of pain

(Table 7.1). For example, neuropathic pain is

pain that results from injury to nerve fibers and

is commonly described as possessing a burning,

electric, or even numb sensation. Alternatively,

nociceptive pain is caused by stimulation of
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peripheral nociceptors and is typically described

as dull or aching. Distinguishing neuropathic

from nociceptive pain is essential as the treat-

ment modalities are very different.

A patient’s medical and surgical history can

also provide important information about the

etiology of pain. For example, diseases such as

diabetes or immunodeficiency states will affect

wound healing and infection rates, which will

influence the chronicity of pain. Further,

medications may affect when and which treat-

ment procedures may be performed safely. For

example, patients who are anticoagulated may

not be able to safely undergo neuraxial

interventions, such as epidurals.

Lastly, a thorough physical exam will likely

elucidate patterns of altered sensation, pain, and

strength which can indicate the origin of

pain. Evaluating extremities for temperature

differences and muscular and reflex symmetry

Fig. 7.1 Short-form McGill Pain Questionnaire. Items

1–11 describe sensory qualities and 12–15 describe affec-

tive qualities. Each item is ranked on a severity scale.

From Melzack R, Katz J. In: Schmidt RF, Willis WD,

editors. Encyclopedia of Pain. Springer; 2006. With kind

permission from Springer Science and Business Media
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can also narrow a differential diagnosis. Using

findings from the history and physical exam,

radiological imaging can then be obtained to

confirm diagnosis and to further guide treatment

and management.

Complex Regional Pain Syndrome

CRPS is a chronic pain syndrome initiated by

trauma. The injury is most commonly surgery,

fracture, crush, or sprain [3]. CRPS is further

categorized as CRPS-I (reflex sympathetic

dystrophy) and CRPS-II (causalgia). The presen-

tation is identical but the diagnosis of CRPS-II

requires documented nerve injury.

The classic presentation is continuous pain,

hyperalgesia, and allodynia in the setting of auto-

nomic dysregulation. Acutely, this presents as

edema, redness, and increased temperature.

Symptoms progress over time and the affected

limb develops trophic changes: contracture, loss

of function, bone loss, and decreased nail and hair

growth. The majority of cases resolve, but

outcomes can be severe. Progressive disability is

common and some patients require amputation [4].

CRPS has historically been attributed to

sympathetically maintained pain and sympa-

thetic blocks were the mainstay of therapy.

However, research shows decreased sympathetic

nervous system activity in those with CRPS [5].

Current evidence suggests that all CRPS

involves nerve injury, as well as both peripheral

and central factors [6]. The initial trauma leads to

elevated inflammatory markers and acute

symptoms. Persistent inflammation and pain

induces peripheral and central sensitization, the

mechanism for hyperalgesia and allodynia.

Much like phantom limb, the nerve injury in

CRPS causes deafferentiation and decreased

somatosensory cortex dedicated to the afflicted

limb. Here again, the degree of cortex reutilization

is associated with the degree of pain [7].

Based on this information several approaches

become intuitive. With incidence estimated at

10–20 % of some orthopedic procedures,

prevention is paramount. Good perioperative pain

control and nerve blocks improve patient satisfac-

tion and are shown to decrease the incidence of

CRPS.

The trophic changes in chronic CRPS are due

to deafferentiation (Fig. 7.2). Therefore, the goal

of treatment is to enable patients to participate in

physical therapy. This can be achieved with early

corticosteroids, nerve blocks, or spinal cord

stimulation. The resulting physical therapy

increases afferent feedback and has been shown

to restore somatosensory organization, decrease

pain, and resolve symptoms.

Traumatic Brain Injury

According to the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC), it is estimated that 1.4 million

Americans sustain traumatic brain injuries (TBIs)

each year. Of those hospitalized, 43 % can expect

to develop a chronic TBI-related disability [8].

Table 7.1 Commonly used pain terms

Neuropathic/neurogenic pain Pain resulting from injury to or dysfunction of the central or peripheral nervous system

Nociceptive pain Pain resulting from stimulation of nociceptive afferent nerves

Central pain Pain resulting from injury to or dysfunction of the central nervous system

Somatic pain Pain carried by sensory nerves

Visceral pain Pain carried by sympathetic nerves

Neuralgia Pain occurring in the distribution of a nerve

Radiculopathy Loss of sensory or motor function resulting from a block to nerve conduction

Hyperalgesia A greater than anticipated painful response to stimulation

Allodynia Pain elicited by a stimulation that would not normally cause pain

Paresthesia An abnormal sensation that may be provoked or spontaneous

Dysesthesia An unpleasant and abnormal sensation that may be provoked or spontaneous

Anesthesia Dolorosa Pain that occurs in a region of numbness
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The most common of these long-term sequelae is

posttraumatic headache. Between 30 and 90 % of

patients with mild head injury will subsequently

experience posttraumatic headache [9]. Although

TBI can result in pain that extends to all regions of

the body, for the purposes of this discussion, we

will focus on posttraumatic headache, as well as

other pain syndromes that are localized to the

head and neck.

The epidemiology of post-TBI pain

syndromes can be difficult to describe due to

variability in the definition of TBI. The CDC

developed a definition of TBI and published the

Guidelines for Surveillance of Central Nervous

System Injury. These guidelines define TBI as

trauma to the head that is associated with any of

the following: decreased level of consciousness,

amnesia, neurologic abnormalities, skull frac-

ture, intracranial lesions, or death [10]. The lead-

ing causes of TBI in the United States are falls,

motor-vehicle accidents, and assaults [10].

Certain populations are at increased risk for TBI

including American Indian/Alaska Native, Afri-

can Americans, extremes of age, low

socioeconomic status, and male sex [10].

Traumatic brain injury can lead to pain states

through mechanisms that do not directly cause

injury to the brain. Sources of pain are often

categorized as extracranial and intracranial. Intra-

cranial structures that can be damaged with TBI

include the intracranial arteries, cranial nerves, and

the dura mater. Extracranial sources include mus-

cle, tendons, bones, joints, skin, and peripheral

nerves. Given the diversity of structures that can

be injured by TBI, there is great variability in the

resulting constellation of pain symptoms.However,

post-TBI headache is by far the most common.

The exact mechanism for posttraumatic

headache remains unclear, but it may involve

physiologic aberrations, such as decreased and

asymmetrical cerebral blood flow, in addition to

direct trauma to tissue. Alternatively, there are

some similarities in biochemical abnormalities

between posttraumatic headache and migraines,

so it is possible that they share a similar etiology.

Other research implicates damage to the trigemi-

nal nerve as a potential cause of posttraumatic

headache. While the exact etiology of posttrau-

matic headache remains unclear, it is most likely

multifactorial. Interestingly, the severity of TBI

is indirectly related to the incidence of headache.

In one study, 89 % of patients with mild TBI

reported headache compared to only 18 % of

those with severe TBI [11].

Posttraumatic headaches can present as ten-

sion headache, migraine, and cluster headache.

Most commonly, pain is experienced similar to

that of a tension headache with a tight band of

pain encircling the head. This type of headache is

often relieved by NSAIDS and acetaminophen.

Patients who are at risk for developing migraines

may subsequently unmask migraine headaches,

Fig. 7.2 CRPS after metacarpal fracture. This patient ulti-

mately required amputation. FromNEngl JMed, Guttmann

O, Wykes V, Complex regional pain syndrome type 1, 359,

p. 508. Copyright# 2008 Massachusetts Medical Society.

Reprinted with permission from Massachusetts Medical

Society. (a) Severe CRPS of the right hand and forearm in

comparison to the patient‘s normal left side. (b) Closeup of

the effected limb exhibiting edema, erythema, and hair loss.

(c) Radiograph revealing the inciting injury—a non-

displaced fracture of the fifth metacarpal
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and these are best treated by typical anti-

migraine medications. It is relatively rare but

cluster headaches may occur after TBI, as well.

Trauma to structures in the head other than the

brain may also result in head and neck pain. For

example, whiplash can result in trauma to the

TMJ, occipital nerves, and cervical nerves. Whip-

lash injuries frequently occur after rear-end auto-

mobile collisions, and the mechanism of injury is

an abrupt backward then forward motion of the

head. This motion traumatizes neck muscles and

ligaments. TMJ pain is the result of both hyperex-

tension of the mandibular joint and mastoid mus-

cle injury. Whiplash rarely causes direct trauma to

the TMJ. Instead, it more commonly results in

myofascial pain that can be treated with trigger

point injections in the masseter, temporalis, and

medial and lateral pterygoid muscles (muscles of

mastication). Whiplash can occasionally cause

occipital neuralgia, which is experienced as pain

or diminished sensation in the upper neck, back of

the head, and behind the eyes. These areas corre-

spond to regions supplied by the greater and lesser

occipital nerves. Palpation of the greater and lesser

occipital nerves may reproduce the pain (Tinel’s

sign), and such patients may be treated effectively

with occipital nerve blocks. Cervicogenic

headaches are defined as headaches with any cer-

vical origin, including both soft and bony

structures. Typically, this pain originates in the

back of the neck and extends to the oculofrontal–-

temporal area but remains unilateral. The

trigeminocervical nucleus is a structure in the

upper cervical spinal cord where sensory fibers

of the trigeminal nerve converge with sensory

fibers from the upper cervical roots, most

commonly C2, C3, and C4. The result of this

interaction is the possibility of referred pain

between the neck, face, and head. Such pain can

be treated with neurolysis of the median branch

from the dorsal rami using a local anesthetic injec-

tion. Alternatively, radiofrequency ablation can be

used, but this modality is more controversial.

Medical treatment for posttraumatic headache

is dependent upon the characteristics of the head-

ache. Constant headaches of a musculoskeletal

origin can be treated with NSAIDS with the

addition of opioids and anti-migraine

medications for breakthrough pain. Commonly

used anti-migraine medications include

NSAIDS, caffeine, and abortive medications,

such as triptans and ergot derivatives. Additional

preventative medicines include beta blockers

(propranolol), calcium channel blockers (verapa-

mil), ACE-Inhibitors (lisinopril), tricyclic

antidepressants, serotonin reuptake inhibitors

(venlafaxine), anti-epileptics (valproate,

topiramate, gabapentin), and injections of

Botulinum toxin type A (Botox) in the muscles

of the forehead and neck.

Unfortunately, a large percentage of posttrau-

matic headaches become chronic. One study

reports that posttraumatic headache was reported

by 44 % of patients after 6 months [12]. These

chronic headaches are more difficult to treat and

require treatment plans that are tailored to their

individual constellation of symptoms.

Spinal Cord Injury

Trauma is the leading cause of spinal cord pain.

On average, 65 % of patients who have a spinal

cord injury (SCI) report having chronic pain,

with about one third of those reporting severe

pain [13]. Chronic pain after SCI is particularly

difficult to treat, especially when it is neuropathic

in nature. No treatment exists that can reliably

relieve pain in the majority of patients who have

chronic pain after SCI. Further treatment

research is needed because currently, very few

randomized controlled trials have been

performed. Of those studies, few of the existing

trials have had positive results [14]. As a result,

very few medical treatments are available.

Further, the applicability of research findings is

complicated by the fact that there is a lack of a

universal classification system for SCI pain.

Without a universal classification system, it is

difficult to conduct, interpret, and apply research

findings to clinical practice. For this reason, treat-

ment of pain following SCI is typically simply

approached using a trial and error method.

In 2006, The Spinal Cord Injury Task Force of

the International Association for the Study of
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Pain created a taxonomy system that organizes

pain following SCI into three tiers (Table 7.2).

The first tier divides SCI pain into nociceptive

and neuropathic sources. The second tier

subdivides nociceptive into musculoskeletal and

visceral sources and subdivides neuropathic into

above level, at level, and below level pain types

[14]. This taxonomy system facilitates the

assessment and diagnosis of spinal cord pain,

which in turn directs pain management.

Nociceptive pain occurs as a result of direct

stimulation of nociceptors, which are located in

musculoskeletal and visceral tissues. This pain

can occur as a result of processes such as trauma

and inflammation. Nociceptive pain is usually

characterized as dull or sharp and aching.

Neuropathic pain is due to malfunction of the

nervous system resulting from either trauma or

illness. Typically, the term neuropathic pain is

reserved for pain that occurs due to a primary

injury to the nervous system. Neuropathic pain is

typically located at or near an area of abnormal

sensation, and it is usually described as having a

burning, shooting, or electric quality. It is far

more difficult to treat neuropathic pain compared

to nociceptive pain.

While nociceptive and neuropathic pains

have distinctly different etiologies, it appears

that both are associated with mechanisms of

central plasticity [14]. Neuronal remodeling of

the spinal cord and thalamus occurs as a result of

amplification of excitatory neurotransmitters and

suppression of inhibitory neurotransmitters [14].

The result of this stimulation is the destruction of

neurons and spontaneous pain.

The first subtype of nociceptive pain is

musculoskeletal pain. After SCI, acute trauma

to musculoskeletal structures such as bone,

muscles, and joints results in acute pain that is

localized to the region of injury. In addition to

acute trauma, this sort of pain may occur with

overuse injuries of muscles and joints. Of note,

paraplegics are much more likely than

tetraplegics to experience this type of pain.

Muscle spasms, which frequently occur after

SCI, also fall into this category. Musculoskeletal

sources of pain can be confirmed using

radiographs, computerized tomography (CT), or

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Visceral pain is the second subtype of

nociceptive pain. The quality of visceral pain is

affected by the level of SCI. For example,

patients with paraplegia may experience

visceral pain with characteristics similar to

those experienced by a person without a SCI.

However, patients with tetraplegia may only

have a vague sensation of discomfort. If

treatments aimed at visceral pain are ineffective

or if evidence of visceral pathology cannot be

found, it must be considered that the pain is of a

neuropathic and not visceral nature.

Above level neuropathic pain encompasses

pain that is not specific to SCI. An example of

above level neuropathic pain is complex regional

pain syndrome (CPRS). CPRS can occur in

patients without SCI, but those with SCI are

more prone to its development especially in the

upper extremities due to certain movements

associated with wheelchair use and transfers.

Another example of above level neuropathic

Table 7.2 Proposed classification of pain related to SCI

Broad type

(Tier 1)

Broad system

(Tier 2) Specific structures/pathology (Tier 3)

Nociceptive Muscoloskeletal Bone, joint, muscle trauma or inflammation, mechanical instability, muscle spasm,

repetitive overuse syndromes

Visceral Renal calculus, bowel, sphincter dysfunction, dysreflexic headache

Neuropathic Above level Compressive mononeuropathies, CPRS

At level Nerve root compression (including cauda equine), syringomyelia, spinal cord trauma/

ischemia (transitional zone, etc.), dual level cord and root trauma (double lesion

syndrome)

Below level Spinal cord trauma/ischemia (central dysthesia syndrome, etc.)

Reprinted by permission fromMacmillan Publishers Ltd: Spinal Cord, Siddall PJ, Middleton JW, A proposed algorithm

for the management of pain following spinal cord injury, 44(2):67-77, copyright 2006
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pain is peripheral nerve compression. Modalities

used to evaluate nerve compression pain include

electrophysiological studies and MRI.

At level neuropathic pain results from trauma

either to the nerve roots or spinal cord within two

levels of the SCI. The associated pain has a

dermatomal distribution that correlates to the

involved spinal levels and is associated with

abnormal sensations such as alloydnia and

hyperaesthesia in the affected dermatomes.

Nerve root pain is typically unilateral and is

worsened by movement of the spine. Damage to

the nerve root may occur with the primary

trauma or secondary to spine instability. Evalua-

tion with electromyographic (EMG) or

somatosensory-evoked potential (SSEP) studies

may show abnormalities and diagnosis is guided

by radiographic, CT, and MRI imaging, which

reveal compression of the foramenal nerve root

compression. Although it may be difficult to

distinguish between nerve root compression and

spinal cord pathology, it is an important distinc-

tion because the treatments are quite different. It

is important to note that syringomyelia must be

ruled out when a patient presents with a delayed

onset of segmental pain that is accompanied by

increasing loss of sensation. MRI imaging will

reveal syringomyelia if it is present.

Below level neuropathic pain often has a

diffuse distribution below the level of the SCI,

and it is typically constant in nature and

characterized as burning, aching, or electric.

Hyperalgesia is often associated with below

level neuropathic pain. In some cases, it

fluctuates with mood and is worsened by abrupt

movements or even sudden noises. The quality of

pain is also influenced by the completeness of the

spinal cord lesion. Incomplete injuries are more

likely to be associated with allodynia if the

spinothalamic tract remains intact.

When evaluating a patient with chronic pain

due to SCI, it is critical to obtain a thorough

history and physical examination and to precisely

document the patient’s neurological examina-

tion. Imaging studies such as MRI and CT are

then performed to localize the level of injury, but

when the precise location remains unclear,

electrodiagnostic and diagnostic nerve blocks

can further localize the source of pain.

Once the etiology is precisely established,

management can be tailored accordingly.

Respective algorithms for the treatment of

nociceptive and neuropathic pain are outlined in

Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. Other third-line treatment

options are outlined in Table 7.3. In addition to

these treatment modalities, some research

shows exercise can improve pain symptoms

[15]. However, none of these treatments reliably

provide relief. There is a strong need for new and

more effective medical treatments. For example,

Gabapentin is perhaps the most commonly

prescribed medication for chronic pain, yet

most patients do not experience significant relief

and will eventually discontinue the medication

due to lack of efficacy and side effect profile

[15]. With more research and by creating a uni-

versal taxonomy to guide research, we can con-

tinue to improve diagnosis and management of

chronic pain after SCI.

Phantom Limb Pain

Phantom limb pain (PLP) is traditionally

associated with upper or lower extremity

amputation. However, it has been described

after the loss of various body parts such as the

eye, tooth, tongue, breast, penis, testicle,

and even internal organs. Interestingly, phantom

sensation is always experienced after amputa-

tion. Pain is among the sensations in 50–80 %

of cases.

Eighty percent of amputations are caused by

vascular disease, primarily diabetes. The

remaining 20 % is secondary to trauma, cancer,

and congenital anomaly. The mechanism of

injury is irrelevant [16]. However, there are

indications that perioperative pain may affect

the risk of developing PLP [17].

Of those who will develop pain, half report

symptoms within 24 h of amputation and the

majority declare themselves within one week.

The pain is intermittent and described as
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cramping, burning, or shooting in the distal

aspect of the amputated limb.

Peripheral and central mechanisms both

appear to contribute. Severed nerve fibers at the

site of amputation exhibit increased spontaneous

activity. Increased signaling from these nerves

leads to central sensitization of spinal cord

neurons. However, stump revision and

neuromectomy are ineffective treatments.

Centrally, loss of feedback from the

amputated limb (deafferentiation) leads to reor-

ganization of the prefrontal cortex. The area that

previously processed input from the amputated

limb becomes utilized by surrounding processing

centers. A greater degree of re-utilization is

associated with greater pain [18].

Presently, phantom limb is treated as neuro-

pathic pain with moderate success. However,

emphasis should be placed on prevention and

re-afferentiation. We may be able to reduce the

development of PLP with aggressive periopera-

tive pain control [17].

For those already suffering, mirror box

therapy [19] and advanced prostheses [20] that

increase feedback may offer some benefit. Spinal

cord stimulators are effective for those with

intractable pain (Fig. 7.5) [21].

Posttraumatic Abdominal Pain

Trauma to the abdomen, whether from injury or

surgery, can result in chronic abdominal pain.

Abdominal pain following trauma can be

subclassified as either a neuropathic entrapment

syndrome or visceral abdominal pain.

Neuropathic entrapment syndrome occurs

when direct pressure is applied to a nerve.

Often the source of pressure is adhesions,

inflammation, or scarring of surrounding tissues,

such as the rectus sheath muscle. Neuropathic

pain in the abdomen is localized to the distribu-

tion of the affected nerve and is described as

sharp or tingling. Nerves that are commonly

Fig. 7.3 Assessment of treatment algorithm for the man-

agement of nociceptive pain following SCI. Reprinted by

permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Spinal Cord,

Siddall PJ, Middleton JW, A proposed algorithm for the

management of pain following spinal cord injury, 44

(2):67-77, copyright 2006
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affected include the anterior cutaneous nerves of

the lower thoracic vertebrae (T7–T12),

ilioinguinal, and intercostal nerves. Conservative

treatment of neuropathic abdominal pain

includes medical management with gabapentin,

antidepressants, opioids, and transcutaneous

electrical stimulation units (TENS). Addition-

ally, massage of the abdominal wall or steroid

injections can release adhesions and free com-

pressed nerves. More invasive options include

radiofrequency ablation and cryotherapy.

Visceral abdominal pain occurs when there is

direct stimulation of abdominal nociceptors as

might occur with direct trauma to organs, disten-

tion of hollow structures, or with ischemia to

organs. In contrast to neuropathic pain, visceral

abdominal pain is poorly localized and is usually

described as vague, dull, or cramping. Medical

treatments are similar to those for neuropathic

pain. Interventional treatments include regional

anesthesia (splenic nerve blocks, celiac plexus

blocks, or superior hypogastric plexus blocks),

spinal cord stimulators, or intrathecal pumps,

which deliver local anesthetic to the spinal

canal. Alternatively, diagnostic sympathetic

nerve blocks can be performed which will

confirm the pain as visceral and localize it to

specific nerves which can subsequently be

blocked using radiofrequency ablation or alcohol

injections.

Vertebral Fracture

Posttraumatic vertebral fracture is increasing

in incidence in the United States. The reason

for this is that the population most at risk for

vertebral fracture, the elderly, is increasing in

number. As a result of increased life expectancy

in the United States, the elderly population is

increasing. The elderly are particularly prone to

vertebral fracture for two reasons. First, vertebral

fractures are more likely to occur when

preexisting bone disease is present. The elderly

Fig. 7.4 Assessment and treatment algorithm for the

management of neuropathic pain following SCI.

Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers

Ltd: Spinal Cord, Siddall PJ, Middleton JW, A proposed

algorithm for the management of pain following spinal

cord injury, 44(2):67-77, copyright 2006
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have a higher incidence of preexisting bone

disease as a result of decreased bone density

due to osteoporosis and chronic steroid therapy

[22]. Secondly, the most common etiology of

vertebral fracture are falls, which occur more

frequently in the elderly. For these reasons,

elderly trauma patients with vertebral pain must

be closely evaluated for vertebral fracture.

In the period immediately following a verte-

bral injury, it is essential to obtain radiographic

imaging of the spine. Identifying vertebral

fractures is essential because immediate surgical

intervention may be required if coexisting

neurologic deficits are present. Most patients

with vertebral fractures unassociated with

neurologic sequelae recover fully, and the

Table 7.3 Therapeutic medications and side-effects

Treatment Disadvantages or side effects Special considerations

Pregabalin/gabapentin/

gabapentanoid agents

Somnolence, dizziness, asthenia, dry mouth, edema,

constipation

Opioids Constipation, drowsiness, tolerance, dependence,

respiratory depression

Mixed serotonin/

noradrenaline reuptake

inhibitors

Hypertensive effects, gastrointestinal disturbance, dry

mouth, reduced appetite, sweating, drug–drug interactions,

including serotonin syndrome

Mexiletine Gastrointestinal upset, cardiovascular, hematological

disturbance, skin reactions

Topiramate Drowsiness, dizziness, ataxia, anorexia, fatigue,

gastrointestinal upset, occular issues, kidney stones

Lamotrigine Potentially life-threatening skin rash, hepatic effects,

diplopia, blurred vision, dizziness

Dronabinol Dizziness, drowsiness, irritability

Older anticonvulsants Drowsiness, dizziness, liver dysfunction, hematological

effects

Acupuncture Invasive, vagal reactions Effectiveness for below-level

neuropathic pain uncertain

Ketamine Dysphoria, increased secretions, increased intracranial

pressure

Propofol Hypotension, arrhythmias, bradycardia, respiratory failure

Alfentanil Short-term duration, invasive, respiratory depression,

bradycardia, sedation, hypotension, nausea, vomiting

Morphine Respiratory depression, sedation, hypotension, nausea,

vomiting, constipation

Effectiveness demonstrated

for mechanical allodynia

Baclofen Reports of increased or “unmasked” neuropathic pain,

sedation, rash

Stronger evidence for spasm-

related pain

Intrathecal morphine and

clonidine

Invasive, tolerance, hypotension, respiratory depression,

drowsiness

Subarachnoid lignocaine Invasive, central nervous system disturbance

Spinal cord stimulation Invasive, infection At-level neuropathic pain,

incomplete injuries

Deep brain stimulation Invasive, intracranial hemorrhage, infection

Motor cortex stimulation

(transcranial)

Short-term effect, infection, hemorrhage

Motor cortex stimulation

(epidural)

Invasive, infection, hemorrhage

DREZ Invasive, risk of further deficits, infection, hemorrhage At-level neuropathic pain

Cordotomy Invasive, risk of further deficits, infection, hemorrhage

Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Spinal Cord, Siddall PJ, Middleton JW, A proposed algorithm

for the management of pain following spinal cord injury, 44(2):67-77, copyright 2006
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mainstay of treatment is bed rest, pain control,

and spine brace. However, minimally invasive

treatment options are available and are becoming

increasingly utilized. Vertebroplasty and

kyphoplasty are percutaneous procedures that

involve intraosseus injection of cement into

vertebral bodies under fluoroscopic guidance.

The difference between the two procedures is

that kyphoplasty aims to return the vertebrae

to its original height and shape. This is accom-

plished by inflating and then removing a balloon

in the vertebral body prior to the injection of

cement. Both vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty

relieve pain by stabilizing the vertebrae and

increasing strength. The pain relief these

procedures provide is rapid, and as a result,

vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty are becoming

increasingly utilized (Fig. 7.6) [23].

Chronic Whiplash Syndrome

Whiplash is the descriptive term for cervical

hyperextension from rapid acceleration or

deceleration of the head in relation to the body

[24]. This is most commonly due to rear-end

motor vehicles collisions, contact sports, and

falls. The ubiquity of these mechanisms has led

to enormous reporting in developed nations around

the globe. The medical diagnosis is neck sprain.

The most common presenting symptoms are

neck pain, stiffness, occipital headache, and

thoracolumbar back pain. Serious physical injury

is rare. Fifty to seventy percent of patients report

complete recovery. However, 2–5 % develop

chronic disability.

Chronic whiplash syndrome is symptoms that

persist greater than six months. Those with rapid

onset of severe pain, radiating pain, headache,

preexisting spine problems, neurological signs,

and hospital admission are most likely to develop

chronic symptoms.

The social cost of this problem has attracted a

great deal of investigation. Lack of physical

findings, cultural reporting variances, and the

opportunity for secondary gain complicate the

discussion. Culture and expectation has a signifi-

cant effect on outcome [25]. In one study,

patients who were told to continue activities as

usual were much better off at six-month follow-

up than those who received neck immobilization

and sick leave [26]. Despite widespread sugges-

tion that secondary gain increases the rate of

chronic whiplash, most data does not support

this belief.

Current data indicates that treatment should

be minimal. After ruling out serious injury,

whiplash should be de-medicalized. Reassurance

and early return to normal activities appears to be

the best medicine. NSAIDS and corticosteroids

are useful to assist with these goals, but soft

collars and sick leave are counterproductive [27].

However, a percentage of patients do develop

chronic symptoms. We have the knowledge to

identify those more likely to have a poor out-

come. Some suggest early aggressive treatment

for these individuals. Hard collar therapy for 6–8

weeks virtually eliminates chronicity in cervical

injuries. Additional research is necessary, but

this approach may benefit high-risk patients

with whiplash injuries (Fig. 7.7). On a societal

level, better seatbelts and better headrests could

drastically reduce the incidence of this injury and

must be made available.

Fig. 7.5 Patient undergoing mirror therapy. Reprinted

from Arch Phys Med Rehabil, 89, Gunes Yavuzer, Ruud

Selles, Nebahat Sezer, Serap Sütbeyaz, Johannes B.

Bussmann, Füsun Köseoğlu, Mesut B. Atay, Henk J.

Stam, Mirror Therapy Improves Hand Function in Sub-

acute Stroke: A Randomized Controlled Trial, pp. 393-8,

Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier
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In summary, traumatic injury is associated with

a number of complicated pathophysiological pro-

cesses that result in different chronic pain states.

The clinician should appreciate mechanisms of

each condition, evaluate appropriately, and provide

the best therapeutic options. A good interventional

pain physician and continued review of the litera-

ture made hold the greatest number of options,

including interventional techniques, to optimize

the disability and/or pain state of any given patient.

Fig. 7.7 Rear-end collision—a common mechanism

of injury. Note the ineffectiveness of an improperly

adjusted head restraint. From: IIHS (1997): “Special

Issue: Head Restraints” [PDF, 575 KB], Status Report

Vol.32, No.4. Website: http://www.iihs.org/externaldata/

srdata/docs/sr3204.pdf. With permission from Insurance

Institute for Highway Safety, Arlington, Virginia USA.

www.iihs.org

Fig. 7.6 Lateral view of balloon kyphoplasty. (a). The

tip of the working cannula lying just within the posterior

vertebral cortex (b), the K-wire and then the drill passed

to the anterior third of the vertebral body where balloon is

going to be sited (c). Balloon seen inflated and see the

height restoration (d) cement being injected into the cav-

ity created by the balloon. From Khalid Saeed,

Vertebroplasty and Kyphoplasty, Springer, 1 January

2012. With kind permission from Springer Science and

Business Media
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Historical Note

For millennia man has suffered and treated head

injuries. The oldest known medical papyrus, the

Edwin Smith Papyrus, dates from the seven-

teenth century BCE and was written in black and

red hieratic, the Egyptian cursive form of

hieroglyphs [1]. It was named for an American

Egyptologist, Edwin Smith (1822–1906) who

was born in the year that Egyptian hieroglyphic

was deciphered. The authorship of the manu-

script is unknown but has been attributed to writ-

ings from an even earlier time, perhaps by a

priest and physician of the Old Kingdom,

Imhotep (3000–2500BCE). The treatise describes

48 cases, 15 of which are head injuries, 12 facial

wounds, and 7 vertebral fractures. Other cases

refer to injuries of the upper thorax and

shoulders. Diagnosis, management mainly by

finger exploration, resulted in several treatment

options that were classified as: (a) “An ailment

which I will treat” (a gaping wound in the head

penetrating to the bone); (b) “An ailment with

which I will contend” (A gaping wound

penetrating to the bone and splitting the skull);

or (c) “An ailment not to be treated” (same as the

previous cases but with the addition of fever and

stiffness of the neck) [2]. Therapy for the most

part included immobilization for head and spinal

cord injuries. Surgical stitching of wounds of the

lip, throat, and shoulder was described. Dressings

included the application of fresh meat (to stop

bleeding) and honey (honey is still used, espe-

cially in war zones, as a type of occlusive and

antiseptic dressing).

Although trephination is not mentioned in the

Edwin Smith papyrus, surgical incisions of the

cranium were the most common treatment for

patients with head wounds, especially if they

were seizing. It may have been used to clean

wounds after trauma in battle [3]. Trephination

was a form of primitive emergency surgery after

head wounds [4] to remove shattered fragments

of bone from a fractured skull, and clean out

hematoma. Such injuries were typical for primi-

tive weaponry such as slingshot projectiles and

war clubs. Hippocrates, who also described the

systemic effects of head injury including cardio-

respiratory changes, recommended trephination

and diuresis for simple skull fractures and for

contusions of the brain without fractures, espe-

cially to prevent complications [4, 5].

By the nineteenth century, treatment of head

injuries may have taken a step backwards. Sir

Astley Cooper, consulting surgeon to Guy’s Hos-

pital in London, presented a series of lectures he

had given in the operating theater at St Thomas’

Hospital on the principle and practice of surgery.

He wrote “trephining in concussion is now so

The time has been that, when the brains were out the man

would die, and there be an end; but now they rise again.

(Macbeth. Act 3, Scene 4;78–80 (Macbeth on seeing the

ghost of Banquo))
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completely abandoned that in the last four years I

do not know that I have [performed it once whilst

35 years ago I would have performed it five or six

times a year]” [6]. He recommended frequent

bleeding, calomel purges, and leeches to be

applied to the temporal arteries. But then head

injuries in the United Kingdom may have decrea-

sed with the passing of the slingshot, the axe, and

good gun control (especially among the militia).

Hope was on the way. Neurosurgery became a

specialty with such luminaries as Sir William

Macewen in Scotland, Sir Victor Horsley in

London, Professor Fedor Krause in Germany,

and Dr. Harvey Cushing in the United States

[7]. Greater understanding of intracranial dynam-

ics developed. The Monro-Kellie doctrine, a syn-

thesis of the works of eighteenth century Scottish

anatomist (Alexander Monro) and nineteenth

century American physiologist (George Kellie),

stated that the cranial cavity is a closed rigid box,

and that the quantity of intracranial blood must

change through the displacement or replacement

of cerebrospinal fluid [8, 9]. Walter Cannon, an

American physiologist (who coined the phrase

“fight or flight”) described intracranial pressure

(ICP) monitoring in 1901, as an expansion of the

work of Claude Bernard on homeostasis [10].

Now into the twenty-first century, we have

taken from the past and refined our treatment

with a better understanding of pathophysiology.

While accurate diagnosis remains critical, addi-

tion of radiologic techniques has replaced man-

ual palpation. Craniotomy, now under sterile

conditions and with the benefit of anesthesia, is

an improvement on trephination. The importance

of controlling intracranial hypertension and car-

diorespiratory perturbations, often for a

prolonged period after the traumatic event, is

underscored. Pharmacologic diuresis, rather

than hit or miss herbal therapy, has replaced

bloodletting to control intravascular volume and

cerebral edema. Antibiotics appear to exert better

results than honey in decreasing infection.

We do not have all the answers yet, in part

because we still do not have many of the

questions. But, slow as it is, given that the

concern of head trauma is still with us, we have

made many advances.

Scope of the Problem

Traumatic head injuries remain a major cause of

death, and disability, despite the introduction of

many guidelines for care. Traumatic brain injury

(TBI) and head injury are often used interchange-

ably in the literature [11]. The classification is

broad and includes neuronal, vascular, and cra-

nial nerve injuries as well as intracranial

hemorrhages, subdural hygromas among others.

Further classification is made to open and close

head injuries. At least 1.7 million people sustain

a TBI in the United States annually and about

3 % are fatal [12, 13]. Of those individuals, about

52,000 die, 275,000 are hospitalized, and 1.365

million are treated and released from an emer-

gency department. The number of people with

TBI who are not seen in a hospital or emergency

department or who receive no care is currently

unknown. The current report from the CDC

presents data on emergency department visits,

hospitalizations, and deaths for the years

2002–2006 [12]. TBI is a contributing factor to

a third of all injury-related deaths in this country.

About 75 % of TBI’s are concussions or other

forms of mild TBI [12, 13].

The CDC has further documented TBI by age

[12]:

1. Children 0–4 years, older adolescents, and

adults >65 years are the most likely victims

2. 473,947 Emergency department visits for TBI

are made annually by children aged 0–14 years

3. Adults aged >75 years have the highest rates

of TBI-related hospitalizations and death

4. In all age groups, TBI rates are higher for

males than for females

5. Males aged 0–4 have the highest rates of TBI-

related emergency department visits

Direct medical costs and indirect costs such as

lost productivity totaled an estimated $76.5 bil-

lion in the United States in 2000, a number that

may be higher in 2013 dollars [14].
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Types of Injury

Many causes are related to the wide variety of

injuries. Injuries in adults tend to be due to falls,

motor vehicle accidents, and assault. Falls and

being struck are the most common causes of head

injury in children. Assault, child, and adult abuse

are most common at the extremes of age. Major

cerebral dysfunction can occur with little or no

apparent external injury. Force applied to the

head may cause the brain to be directly injured or

shaken, impacting the inner wall of the skull. The

trauma can potentially cause bleeding in the

spaces surrounding the brain, contuse brain tissue,

or damage the nerve connections within the brain.

Skull Fractures

The cranium is made up of many fused bones that

form a solid box comprised of brain tissue (84 %),

cerebrospinal fluid (11 %), and blood (5 %). Any

increase in one component must be offset by a

decrease in another to avoid an increase in ICP.

Bony fractures may or may not damage the under-

lying brain, depending on their location. For the

most part, skull fractures are described based on

their location, the appearance of the fracture, and

whether the fragment is depressed.Not all bones of

the cranium have the same ability to withstand

trauma, with some being thinner and more fragile

than others. The temporal bone, which covers the

meningeal artery, is relatively thin andmore easily

fractured than the occipital bone and can give rise

to an epidural hematoma. A fracture may be linear

or have a stellate-like pattern. Gunshot and stab

wounds or impaled objects cause penetrating

injury and usually imply damage to the brain sub-

stance. Depressed fractures, often in children, may

require surgery to elevate the fragment. Brain

injurymay ormay not be apparent. Open fractures,

when the skin above the fracture is broken, carry a

much higher rate of infection (Fig. 8.1).

Basilar fractures refer to fractures of the

bones at the base of the skull. Signs include

bruising around the eyes (raccoon eyes) and

behind the ears (Battle sign). If the fracture line

extends into the bones around the facial sinuses,

there is increased risk of intracranial infection.

Bacteria and other miscellaneous material

may also be pushed into the brain by an inappro-

priately placed endotracheal, nasogastric tube, or

temperature probe through the nose.

Diastases fractures occur in infants and young

children in whom the suture lines have not yet

fused and the fontanelles remain open, allowing

for widening of these suture lines.

Intracranial Bleeding

Intracranial bleeding refers to any bleeding within

the skull. Intracerebral bleeding describes bleed-

ing within the brain (Fig. 8.2). Descriptions are

based upon location. Intracranial bleeding may

Skin of scalp

Subdural space

Arachnoid
Subarachnoid space

Pia mater

Grey matter
(cerebral cortex)

Periosteum
Bone of skull Dura mater

 Periosteal layer
 Meningeal layer

Cross-Section of Head and BrainFig. 8.1 Cross-section of

the head and brain. The

relative layers of the skull

are illustrated
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occur with an intact skull. Thus, a plain X-ray of

the skull may fail to realize the extent of injury.

Subdural hematoma is caused by rupture of

bridging veins within the subdural space as brain

parenchyma moves during violent head motion. It

may also occur due to arterial rupture. The clot

may form at the site of injury or on the opposite

side of the skull (contra coup injury) usually in a

deceleration injury. This injury is the most com-

mon type of TBI, occurring in about 20–40 %

[15]. A lucid interval is less likely. Chronic sub-

dural hematoma may be the result of atrophy of

brain tissue as may occur in the elderly or in some

disease states. As the subdural space enlarges,

bridging veins are stretched and may break.

Often there are no symptoms or minimal behav-

ioral changes that may be misdiagnosed as the

extension of a dementia. Asymptomatic chronic

subdural hematomas often resolve spontaneously.

Epidural hematoma collect in a small area

outside the dura. As a clot forms, pressure can

increase rapidly, impinging on the brain and

causing significant injury. Incidence is about

1 % of all head trauma admissions, but it may

also develop as a progressive lesion in up to 9 %

of patients who have sustained a head injury [16].

As noted above, acute arterial epidural hema-

toma are most commonly caused by a blow to

the temporal bones with rupture of the underly-

ing middle meningeal artery (85 %). After a lucid

interval, consciousness is often lost quickly and

surgery to release the clot is urgent.

Subarachnoid hemorrhage refers to accumu-

lation of blood within the space beneath the inner

arachnoid layer of the meninges and is often

associated with an intracerebral bleed. Cerebral

spinal fluid (CSF) is also found in this space.

Blood in this area causes significant meningeal

irritation causing an almost immediate onset of

severe headache, nausea, vomiting, and a stiff

neck. Similar symptoms are displayed with

leaking or ruptured cerebral aneurysms or

arteriovenous malformation or meningitis. Treat-

ment usually requires neuroradiologic interven-

tion of surgery. However, days to weeks after

TBI, traumatic aneurysms can form. Treatment

then is more likely to be observational, especially

if the aneurysm remains intact.

Intracerebral hemorrhage/cerebral contusion

relate to bleeding within the brain caused by

direct damage and also by resultant edema.

Surgery is usually not a consideration unless the

ICP is dangerously high when decompressive

craniectomy may be the only choice [17].

Shear injury causes a diffuse axonal injury

which is often fatal. The injury disrupts neuronal

transmission. The patient is comatose with no

evidence of intracerebral bleeding. MRI studies

show a correlation between white matter lesions

and impairment of consciousness after injury.

The deeper the white matter lesions, the more

profound and persistent is unconsciousness [18].

Postmortem evidence shows that about 30–40 %

of individuals who die after TBI have diffuse

axonal injury and ischemia [19]. The pathology

is usually caused by deceleration-acceleration or

lateral rotational injuries rather than direct con-

tact. Treatment is mainly supportive.

Concussions are considered a milder form of

this type of injury, although serious consequences

may result in sports injuries (see below).

Epidural
hematoma

Subdural
hematoma

Intracerebral
hematomaPosterior

Brain Hematoma
Anterior

Fig. 8.2 Locations of commonly described intracerebral

hemorrhage
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Occasionally, concussion-type symptoms may be

missed. Patients may experience difficulty

concentrating, mood swings, lethargy or aggres-

sion, and altered sleep habits among other

symptoms.

Pathophysiology

Head injuries are classified as primary or second-

ary. Primary damage results from the initial blow

to the head. Histologic studies done immediately

after injury may show no changes, indicating that

the initial injury appears to be electrical transmis-

sion failure rather than mechanical injury. The

common underlying physiologic processes that

result in neuronal cell death are diminished cere-

bral blood flow (ischemia) and reduced blood

oxygenation (hypoxemia) (Fig. 8.3). Global

hypoxic-ischemic insults do not affect all brain

structures uniformly. Rather, certain tissues in

the brain are more likely to be injured and are

injured earlier than others, a concept known as

selective vulnerability. The observed patterns of

injury reflect dysfunction of selected excitatory

neuronal circuits, which causes a complex cascade

of deleterious biochemical events and, ultimately,

selective neuronal death [20]. Brain ischemia

causes a change from oxidative phosphorylation

to anaerobic metabolism, a highly inefficient

Hypoxia-ischemia

Severe

Cellular energy depletion

Inhibition of
ATP-dependent

glutamate reuptake

Ca2+ influx into
postsynaptic cells 

Glutamate release and activation of 
NMDA Ca2+ channels 

Presynaptic membrane depolarization

Anaerobic glycolysis and lactate accumulation

Mitochondrial injury

Free radical formation

ApoptosisNecrosis

Mild

Fig. 8.3 An illustration of

the hypoxic-ischemic

cascade (Modified from

Huang BY, Castillo M,

Hypoxic-Ischemic Brain

Injury: Imaging Findings

from Birth to Adulthood,

Radiographics, 28,

417–439, 2008)
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means to produce energy. Adenosine triphosphate

(ATP) is rapidly depleted and lactate accumulates

within cells. Normal cellular membrane function

is lost. As presynaptic neuronal cell membranes

depolarize, excitatory neurotransmitters—in par-

ticular, glutamate—are released. Glutamate binds

predominantly to N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)

receptor-mediated calcium (Ca2+) channels.

Activation of NMDA receptors results in an

influx of Ca2+ into postsynaptic neurons, and a

corresponding extracellular increase in potassium.

Several cytotoxic processes are triggered, includ-

ing activation of membrane phospholipases and

production of the oxygen-free radicals (such as

nitric oxide) that damage cell membranes and

constituents, especially the mitochondria. As the

ATP-dependent glutamate reuptake pump fails,

energy depletion is intensified resulting in cell

death and/or apoptosis.

Cell death after TBI is the major cause of neu-

rologic deficits and mortality [21]. Understanding

the mechanisms of delayed posttraumatic cell loss

should lead to new therapies and improved out-

come. TBI induces changes in many cell types

and recent work has emphasized the diversity of

neuronal death phenotypes that have been defined

as morphological or molecular changes [22]. The

most effective neuroprotective strategies must,

therefore, target multiple pathways to reflect

regional and temporal changes underlying the dif-

ferent neuronal cell death phenotypes. Moreover,

traditionally it was thought that adult neurons are in

a permanent post-mitotic phase. Newer studies

indicate that cell cycle constituents critically affect

normal functions of the central nervous system ad

also contribute to the pathophysiology of acute

disorders. Cell cycle pathways are involved in

mediating not only neuronal cell death, but also

glial changes that play key roles in the pathophysi-

ologic mechanisms underlying acute

neurodegeneration. Thus, therapies that inhibit

cell cycle may prove neuroprotective after acute

insults by targeting multiple pathogenic

mechanisms [23].

Rapid triage and decision-making in the treat-

ment of TBI is challenging in “resource poor”

environments such as the battlefield and devel-

oping areas of the world. Tests to guide treatment

of TBI are needed and are means to differentiate

between diffuse and focal brain injury and assess

the potential for determining outcome, ICP

management, and responses to therapy. Several

biomarkers have been identified and shown

promise as prognostic indicators.

CD40L or CD154 is a membrane glycoprotein

and differentiation antigen expressed on the sur-

face of T-cells. It is part of the tissue necrotizing

factor superfamily of molecules and binds T cells

and antigen-presenting cells. The CD40 ligand

stimulates B-cell proliferation and secretion of

all immunoglobulin isotopes in the presence of

cytokines CD40 ligand has been shown to induce

cytokine production and in peripheral blood

monocytes. It also co-stimulates proliferation of

activated T-cells and this is accompanied by the

production of interferon (IFN-gamma), tumor

necrosis factor (TNF-alpha), and interleukin

2 (IL). In fact, sCD40L represents a central

event of immune adaptive response as it acts on

so many cells. Johansson et al. studied 80 trauma

patients admitted to a Level I Trauma Center.

High circulating sCD40L was associated with

enhanced tissue and endothelial damage (injury

severity score, hcDNA, Annexin V, syndecan-1

and sTM), shock (pH, standard base excess),

sympathoadrenal activation (adrenaline) and

coagulopathy evidenced by reduced thrombin

generation (PF1.2), hyperfibrinolysis (D-dimer),

increased activated partial thromboplastin time

(APTT), and inflammation (IL-6) (all P < 0.05)

[23]. A higher ISS (P ¼ 0.017), adrenaline

(P ¼ 0.049), and platelet count (P ¼ 0.012)

and lower pH (P ¼ 0.002) were associated with

higher sCD40L by multivariate linear regression

analysis. High circulating sCD40L (odds ratio

[OR] 1.84 [95 % CI 1.05–3.23], P ¼ 0.034),

high age (P ¼ 0.002), and low Glasgow Coma

Score (GCS) prehospital (P ¼ 0.002) were inde-

pendent predictors of increased mortality.

Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) is an

intermediate filament protein found in the cyto-

skeleton of astroglia. Recent work has indicated

that GFAP may serve as a serum marker of TBI

that is released after central nervous system cell

damage [24]. In a study of 39 patients with TBI,

persistent elevation of GFAP on day 2 was
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predictive of increased mortality. Excellent spec-

ificity for CT-documented brain injury was found

using a cutoff point of 1 pg/mL.

A systematic review and meta analysis of

randomized controlled trials and observational

studies investigating the ability and accuracy of

the S-100b protein in predicting prognosis after

moderate or severe TBI yielded 9,228 citations,

2 randomized control trials, and 39 cohort studies

[25]. Serum S-100B protein concentrations were

significantly associated with poor prognosis in

short-, mid-, and long-term outcomes. However,

optimal thresholds for discrimination remained

unclear.

Other studies have suggested that posti-

schemic release patterns of GFAB and also

S-100B protein after acute stroke may allow

insight into the underlying pathophysiology and

could be used in clinical stroke treatment [26].

As noted above, cerebral contusion releases

leukocytes and chemokines such as the

interleukins (IL2, 6, 8), monocyte chemo attrac-

tant protein, and neuron-specific enolases. While

increasing levels may not be predictors of

expanding contusion, these inflammatory

mediators may be predictive of a poor outcome

in patients with TBI in which contusions are the

predominant abnormality. However, they do not

distinguish those patients who will deteriorate

because of contusion enlargement [27]. Another

animal study confirmed an early increase in IL-6

in brain, plasma, and cerebrospinal fluid protein

levels [28]. In addition, secondary posttraumatic

hypoxia led to prolonged elevations in plasma

IL-6. A clinical study quantified IL-6 plasma

levels in patients with closed head trauma and

hemorrhagic contusions during the first 6–12 h

after injury. A strong correlation between IL-6

levels, volume of traumatic hemorrhage, and

in-hospital course was identified [29].

Other researchers have examined the role of

mitochondrial damage. The mitochondrion is a

major target of TBI, as seen by increased mito-

chondrial activity in activated and proliferating

microglia (high energy requirements and/or

calcium overload) as well as increased reactive

oxygen species, changes in mitochondrial perme-

ability transition, release of cytochrome c,

caspase activation, reduced ATP levels, and neu-

ronal death. Translocator protein (TSPO) is an

18-kDa outer mitochondrial membrane protein

that interacts with the mitochondria permeability

transition pore and binds to some drug ligands.

TSPO levels in the brain are generally low but

increase after brain injury. The use of TSPO

expression as a marker of brain injury and repair

has been suggested. TSPO drug ligands have

been shown to participate in the control of mito-

chondrial respiration and function, mitochondrial

steroid, and neurosteroid formation, as well as

apoptosis [30].

It would seem that identification of the vari-

ous biomarkers produced in the injured brain is a

developing and promising tool in the manage-

ment of the head-injured patients, not only for

prognosis but also in treatment. Yokobori et al.

have recently summarized the present status of

plasma biomarkers in TBI. At present, there is

insufficient evidence to support a role for diag-

nostic biomarkers in exactly distinguishing focal

and diffuse injury or for accurate determination

of raised ICP. Presently, neurofilament (NF),

S100β, GFAP, and ubiquitin carboxyl terminal

hydrolase-L1 (UCH-L1) seem to have the best

potential as diagnostic biomarkers for

distinguishing focal and diffuse injury, whereas

C-tau, neuron-specific enolase (NSE), S100β,
GFAP, and spectrin breakdown products

(SBDPs) appear to be candidates for ICP reflec-

tive biomarkers. With the combinations of differ-

ent pathophysiology related to each biomarker, a

multibiomarker analysis seems to be indicated

and would likely increase diagnostic accuracy.

To date little research has focused on the differ-

ential diagnostic properties of biomarkers in

TBI [31].

Secondary insult develops minutes to hours

later due to hypotension, hypoxia, acidosis,

edema, or other factors, probably accelerated

by the production of free radicals. About 38 %

of victims who die after head injury talked at

some time following the initial insult [32]. In a

review of 116 patients known to have talked at

some point before dying, one or more avoid-

able factors were identified in 74 % and in

54 % an avoidable factor was judged certainly
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to have contributed to death. These secondary

insults have been confirmed in many more

recent studies [33] (Table 8.1). Most of the

patients without identifiable factors died after

rapid deterioration of an expanding intracranial

bleed.

Diagnosis

As noted above, symptoms range from none to

coma. Common findings are headache, vomiting,

seizures, and visual disturbances. The American

Academy of Neurology has devised a grading

scale to categorize the degree of consciousness

(Table 8.2).

The Glasgow Coma Scale was designed as a

prognostic indicator of outcome after head

injury, but is widely used as assessment of prog-

ress or deterioration (Table 8.3) [34]. Scores

range from 3 to 15. Scores <8 are considered

severe injury. Confounding factors include

patients who are intubated or who have eye

injuries. The scale is not as readily applicable to

children who have greater cerebral plasticity.

Use of the GCS makes it possible for first

responders and other less trained health care

workers to quickly and reliably assess injured

patients. It is part of the initial evaluation, but

does not indicate the diagnosis as to the cause of

coma. Since it “scores” the level of coma, the

GCS can be used as a standard method for any

healthcare practitioner to assess change in patient

status. It is a component of the Acute Physiology

and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II

score, the (Revised) Trauma Score, the Trauma

and Injury Severity Score (TRISS) and the Cir-

culation, Respiration, Abdomen, Motor, Speech

(CRAMS) Scale, demonstrating the widespread

adoption of the scale. The Glasgow outcome

score considers the end result and is scored 1–5

(Table 8.4)

Other descriptive terms include “decorticate”

which refers to the cortex of the brain, which

deals with movement, sensation, and thinking.

A flexion response may be seen on stimulation.”

Decerebrate” indicates that the cortex and the

Table 8.1 Several insults contributing to poor outcome

after head injury

Secondary intracranial

insults Secondary systemic insults

Hemorrhage Hypoxia

Ischemia Hypercapnia

Intracranial

hypertension

Hyperglycemia

Vasospasm Hypotension

Infection Hypocapnia

Seizures Hyperpyrexia

Hydrocephalus Anemia

Delay in diagnosis Hyponatremia

Table 8.2 American Academy of Neurology Concussion

Grading Scale

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Transient

confusion

Transient

confusion

. . .

No loss of

consciousness

No loss of

consciousness

Brief or

prolonged loss

of consciousness

Concussion

symptoms or

mental status

change resolves in

15 min or less

Concussion

symptoms or

mental status

change resolves in

more than 15 min

. . .

Table 8.3 Glasgow Coma Scale

Eye opening

Spontaneous 4

To loud voice 3

To pain 2

None 1

Verbal response

Oriented 5

Confused, disoriented 4

Inappropriate words 3

Incomprehensible words 2

None 1

Motor response

Obeys commands 6

Localizes pain 5

Withdraws from pain 4

Abnormal flexion posturing 3

Extensor posturing 2

None 1
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brain stem that unconsciously control basic

functions like breathing and heart beat may not

be functioning.

Risk Factors

Several risk factors have been associated with

TBI (Table 8.5).

Extremes of age—Advancing age: Several

factors point to an increasing concern regarding

head trauma in the elderly. As of now, 13 % of

the population is >65years, a percentage that is

projected to exceed 21 % by 2050 [35]. Acciden-

tal trauma at present is the fifth most common

cause of death and geriatric trauma will make up

395 of trauma by 2015. In older patients, GCS

< 9 is associated with a mortality rate of 80 %.

Poor outcome increases 40 %/decade of life.

Elderly people are more likely to sustain low

energy falls and high cervical fractures are com-

mon. Traffic accidents are related to poor vision,

impaired hearing, and slower response times.

Thermal injuries are related to decreased smell,

vision, mobility, and reaction times. Abuse and

neglect are also more common in older people.

Also, younger patients are more likely to receive

more and better care [35]. Deceased cardiac

function; by as much as 50 % means that the

aging myocardium is less responsive to the cate-

cholamine surge that is one of the first responses

after TBI. Elderly patients are often maintained

on beta blockers, anticoagulants, or have diabe-

tes. Renal function may be impaired so they are

less able to deal with a fluid load during resusci-

tation. Respiratory function, including vital

capacity, the ability to cough, and oxygen satura-

tion are decreased. Rib fractures may compound

the picture. The tissue response to thyroxin is

decreased. Hypotension, defined as systolic

blood pressure (SBP) less than 90 mmHg, is

recognized as a sign of hemorrhagic shock and

is a validated prognostic indicator. The definition

of hypotension, particularly in the elderly popu-

lation, deserves attention. Elderly patients are

more likely to present to the emergency room

hypotensive and hypothermic. A recent reevalu-

ation of what constitutes hypotension in older

people has been offered. The authors considered

24,438 trauma patients to identify the model that

most accurately defined hypotension for three

age groups. For patients 20–49, the optimal defi-

nition of hypotension was systolic pressure of

100 mmHg. Between the ages of 50 and 69,

hypotension was defined if the SBP was

<120 mmHg. By 70 years, the number rose to

140 mmHg. Studies indicate that 42 % of elderly

victims have increased lactate and base deficit

levels with vital signs that have been considered

“normal” [35, 36]. Lactate levels >4 mmol/L

and/or base deficit >6 are associated with a mor-

tality rate of 40 %. In younger individuals,

mortality rates at the same values approximate

12 % [36].

Recent studies have only confirmed what was

published 20 years ago: the mortality rate for

blunt hade trauma in elderly patients exceeds

30 % and is six times the average in the general

population. Early intensive monitoring may help

uncover resuscitative or anesthetic effects that

may improve outcome [37]. A review of 18,856

patients who sustained motor vehicle accidents

showed a mortality rate of 2.4 % with the first

Table 8.5 Several risk factors identified in head injury

victims

Advancing age/very young Delay in transfer

Cardiothoracic injury Child abuse

Alcohol abuse/male gender Shock

Coagulation disorders Iatrogenic

Related to injury Delay in operation,

technical errors

Incidental medication Management errors,

hypoxia, hypercarbia

Table 8.4 Glasgow Outcome Score

Score Rating Definition

5 Good

recovery

Resumption of normal life despite

minor deficits

4 Moderate

disability

Disabled but independent. Can

work in sheltered setting

3 Severe

disability

Conscious but disabled. Dependent

for daily support

2 Persistent

vegetative

Minimal responsiveness

1 Death Non survival
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24 h [38]. Head injury, multiple trauma, and

advancing age (P ¼ 0.0001) were significant

risk factors. General guidelines for care of the

geriatric head trauma victim are summarized in

Table 8.6.

Pediatric trauma: At the other extreme of age,

babies are also victims of head trauma but often

due to different causes. TBI is the leading cause

of death in children. Hypotension, hypoxia,

hyperglycemia, and fever are particularly

associated with poor outcomes. Carbon dioxide

reactivity and autoregulation are altered and can

result in devastating cerebral ischemia or hyper-

emia [39]. The mechanisms for these changes are

not well elucidated. Understanding the effects of

TBI on a child’s cerebral circulation is essential

to develop protocols to improve outcome. Chil-

dren who are reported to have fallen less than 4 ft

are more likely to be victims of child abuse [40].

“Shaken baby” syndrome occurs mostly in chil-

dren<1 year. The damage is caused by repetitive

oscillations with rotational acceleration of the

head. Injuries sustained include encephalopathy,

retinal hemorrhages, and subdural hematomas.

Fourteen to 38 % die and at least 30 % sustain

neurologic sequelae [41].

Shock/Multiple trauma: The addition of

major visceral or extremity injuries that cause

shock significantly increases the risk of death

(12–62 %), the need for rehabilitation

(39–60 %), and the cost of disability [42]. These

early findings have been shown again, especially

concerning the number of rib fractures. Patients

who had six or more rib fractures were three times

more likely to die within 4 h of admission com-

pared with patients with only one rib fracture [38].

However, especially when there is concomitant

head injury, the value of SBP, heart rate (HR),

and respiratory rate (RR) have been shown to be

poor predictors of outcome. The shock index (SI)

is a simple calculation of the relationship between

HR and SBP (HR/SBP). Normal values are

around 0.6 and as the number approaches 1 or

higher, there is an increased risk of shock.

Some newer markers including SI � age (SIA),

SBP/age (BPA1), maximum HR (220-age)-HR

(minpulse, MP), and HR/maximum HR (pulse

max index, PMI) have been shown to be better

predictors of 48 h mortality when compared with

traditional vital signs [43]. The likelihood of death

was 8.4 times higher if SIA was greater than 55.

Alcohol: Several studies have looked at the

severity of injuries and outcome in intoxicated

patients [44, 45]. In one study of motorcycle

crashes, half of the victims died before reaching

hospital and alcohol was a significant factor [45].

Another study of 106 males indicated that alcohol

abuse was associated with a significantly higher

incidence of injuries and increased postoperative

morbidity and mortality [44]. Another review of

246 patients found that alcohol intoxication com-

bined with age >60 was associated with a higher

incidence of cerebral contusions that required sur-

gery and had a poorer prognosis [46]. However,

ethanol is a systemic immunomodulator and TBI

initiates a neuroinflammatory response. Goodman

et al. gavaged rats with ethanol or water prior to

TBI [47]. Alcohol treatment prior to TBI

decreased the local neuroinflammatory response

to injury. Rats given alcohol all exhibited a faster

posttraumantic righting response and neurologic

recovery time. Pre-injury alcohol treatment was

associated with reduced levels of proinflammatory

cytokines, IL-6, MCP-1 among others. Transfer of

this evidence to the human setting is still debated.

Gender/Male: Complicating the issue of alco-

hol abuse and multiple trauma from motor cycle

accidents is the question of gender as there is a

higher incidence alcohol abuse and bikers among

males. A recent report from the US CDC showed

that death from TBI was 3.4-times more common

for males versus females [48]. Males were 2.3-

times more likely to have sustained injury by

motor vehicle crash, 2.5-times more likely to

have a TBI secondary to falls and 6.0-times

Table 8.6 General principles to follow in the manage-

ment of the geriatric trauma patient

Geriatric head trauma: General guidelines

Monitor and maintain Hb near pre-injury levels

Goal-directed fluid resuscitation: pulse pressure variation

as a guide, avoid excessive fluids, minimal central line

catheterization

Reduce dosages of all anesthetic agents

Design a geriatric trauma care team. Manage aggressively

Be aware of under triaging
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more likely to be injured via firearms. However,

for the most part TBI research is not only from

male subjects, but data has been lacking that

separates gender in analyses. Thus, there remain

gaps in understanding prevention, neuropro-

tection, secondary injury, rehabilitation timing

and therapeutics, and specific outcome remain

large [49].

Delay in transfer: Debate between “stay and

play” or “swoop and scoop” has been ongoing in

trauma transfer. Several studies over the past 30

years indicate that prompt transfer to an appro-

priate facility after the initial assessment and

triage yields the best results. A short scene time

is possible and strong medical control and excel-

lent support systems are essential [50]. A review

of 2,067 trauma victims admissions in Finland

showed that 38 % were treated at a University

hospital, 26 % in large non-teaching ICUs, 20 %

in mid-size ICUs, and 15 % in small ICUs. Hos-

pital mortality was 5.6 %, broken down as 4.7 %

in university ICU and 6.6 % in mid-size ICU

[51]. In two subgroup analyses of severely ill

trauma patients with APACHE II points >25 or

SOFA score >8 points, respectively, hospital

mortality was significantly lower in university

ICUs. A similar study of 2,875 trauma patients

in Denmark found that around 50 % of all trauma

deaths occurred at the scene [52]. Increased sur-

vival of severely injured patients may be

achieved by early transfer to highly specialized

care. Despite these analyses and the triage and

transfer guidelines that are in place in most states

in the United States, compliance is far from

complete.

Guidelines published by the American Col-

lege of Surgeons Committee on Trauma outline

criteria for the immediate transfer of moderately

to severely injured patients to Level I/II Trauma

Centers. Acquisition of pretransfer computed

tomography (CT) scans is not required. A retro-

spective review of 7,713 severely injured

patients who met the criteria for transfer to a

level one center found that 57 % had a pretransfer

CT scan. Penetrating wounds, physiologic com-

promise, and Injury Severity scores �34 were

associated with fewer pretransfer CT scans,

while older age and female gender were

associated with more. Pretransfer CT scans

were not associated with in-hospital death or

worsened secondary outcomes, but increased

charges by $3,761,389 ($488/person transferred

with severe injuries) [53]. The authors concluded

that national guidelines for the transfer of

severely injured patients are followed less than

half the time and pretransfer CT scans do not

improve outcomes yet increase costs. The poten-

tial for further delay in appropriate care arises.

Other prehospital guidelines established by

the International Brain Trauma foundation are

also not followed. These guidelines state that

prehospital intubation is required for all patients

with TBI and GCS < 8. A Dutch study of 127

patients who met these criteria found that only

56 % were intubated and in 27 cases, no emer-

gency medical services were involved [54].

Management of Traumatic Brain
Injury

Because only about 20 % of patients with TBI

require operative intervention, most of the man-

agement revolved around resuscitation and inten-

sive care.

Initial resuscitation: Immediate care of the

head-injured patient is shown in Table 8.7.

The airway: Poor airway management is con-

sistently identified as a cause of avoidable mor-

bidity and mortality [55]. The idea of the “golden

hour” when emergent care could improve sur-

vival was developed some 40 years ago. That

intubation within 1 h could decrease mortality

in head-injured patients from 38 to 22 % as was

described by Goldenberg and Makela in 1981

(personal communication). Following head

trauma the airway may be compromised by the

central lesion of shock (loss of consciousness),

by direct injury causing edema, hematoma, or

maxilla-facial damage or can be drug-induced

(self or otherwise). If two or more of the factors

listed in Table 8.8 are present, urgent intubation

is indicated. Immediately following TBI there is

a period of apnea. Thus, patients frequently pres-

ent hypoxic and/or hypercarbic.
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The airway may be secured without any

increase in ICP if intubation is performed after

small doses of sedative agents. Appropriate

agents include propofol (50–75 mg usually

suffices), or etomidate or ketamine if the patient

is hypotensive. The addition of succinylcholine

(30–40 mg) is also often helpful. Initial respira-

tory care calls for supplemental oxygen, neutral

head and neck position, clearing the mouth,

inserting an airway, and reversing any narcotic

depression. If pulse oximetry indicates saturation

close to 95 %, controlled ventilation is not

indicated and may promote aspiration. Also, it

is important to auscultate the chest prior to appli-

cation of positive pressure ventilation in an

attempt to identify a pneumothorax which could

develop a tension situation. The use of cricoid

pressure is also controversial as it may obscure

the view, requiring more neck extension and

often does not occlude the esophagus, which

often does not line up exactly behind the trachea.

While application of cricoid pressure continues

to be advocated, several studies conclude that

although it may have a theoretical advantage

during induction, there is little evidence of any

benefit at this time [56, 57].

Association of neck fractures with head injury

occurs in only about 7 % of patients [58]. Cervi-

cal injury is often not identified until hours or

even weeks after injury. Nevertheless, trauma

protocols often require that patients be

transported with neck collars in place, which

may do little more than engender pain in the

anesthesiologist called to secure the airway. Sev-

eral studies have emphasized that the need to

secure the airway must take precedence. And

indeed, subsequent neurologic damage related

to the intubation is extremely rare [59].

Nasotracheal intubation and passage of nasogas-

tric tubes are not recommended if there is a skull

fracture, especially involving the base of the

skull. Tin line stabilization from the feet to the

top of the head will maintain neutral position of

the head and neck. Also, use of a video laryngo-

scope allows for intubation with little or no

neck motion. Cinefluroscopic studies of fresh

cadaveric spine movement showed that cervical

displacement during mask ventilation was at

least twice as much as during oral or nasal intu-

bation [60].

Cardiovascular sequelae: The importance of

examining the cardiovascular system in TBI has

long been recognized. Pulse examination was

used as a prognostic indicator after head injury

over 4,000 years ago in China [61]. As described

in the Edwin Smith papyrus, the finding of a

weak pulse “when the heart is too weary to

speak” and a pale countenance had a poor prog-

nosis but could still be treated, whereas a

clammy appearance was “an ailment, not to be

treated” [62].

The initial cardiovascular response to cerebral

trauma is hypertension, tachycardia, and

increased cardiac output, related to a catechol-

amine surge. As noted above, older patients

maintained on cardiac medications who may

also have decreased myocardial function may

Table 8.7 Guidelines for immediate care of the head-

injured patient

Establish and maintain an airway; auscultation to rule out

pneumothorax

Normalize the cardiovascular system

Control intracranial hypertension

Appropriate fluid management; review coagulation

parameters

Pain management

Temperature control

Neurologic testing; CT scans; chest X-ray, total body

assessment for other injuries and bleeding

Table 8.8 Criteria for urgent intubation and ventilatory

supporta

Unconscious: GCS < 9

Respiratory rate >40/min; <10/min

Respiratory pattern irregular

Vital capacity <15 mL/kg

Maximal inspiratory force less than �20 cmH2

VD/VT >0.5

PaCO2 >45 mmHg; <25 mmHg

PaO2 <70 mmHg on room air

% Pulmonary shunt >15 %

Mean systemic arterial pressure <80 mmHg

Maxillo-facial injuries; head and neck burns

aIf two or more of these criteria are met, the patient is

probably best managed by prompt intubation and support

of respiration
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have a blunted response. Cervical spinal cord

injury may also present with hypotension and

bradycardia. Only in small children is the cra-

nium relatively large enough to contain a hema-

toma that could result in hypotension based on

the injury alone. Otherwise hypotension as the

presenting feature in adults is related to systemic

injuries with significant blood loss or cata-

strophic brain damage. SBP < 90 mmHg at the

time of admission is associated with significantly

increased morbidity and mortality [63]. Cushing

described a combination of hypertension and

bradycardia with raised ICP [64]. By the time

this clinical picture presents, ICP equals diastolic

pressure and the patient is usually brain dead.

Several dysrhythmic patterns have been

observed. A correlation between outcome and

QTc prolongation was noted. An interval of

0.44–0.49 corresponds to a mortality rate double

that of patients with normal intervals and at

intervals >0.5 the rate triples [65]. Myocardial

damage may occur as shown by elevated creati-

nine phosphokinase (CPK) and myocardium

brain (MB) levels. However, there does not

appear to be any correlation between CPK and

MB activity and electrocardiographic (EKG)

changes and outcome.

Therapy is aimed at adrenergic blockade. As

autoregulation is often impaired either globally

or regionally, hypertension increases cerebral

blood flow and thus ICP resulting in cerebral

edema. Blood pressure elevations >30 % should

be treated during monitoring of ICP. Mainte-

nance of adequate cerebral perfusion pressure is

essential. Beta adrenergic blockade with pro-

pranolol, esmolol, or labetalol, in increments or

infusion, is indicated to reduce systemic blood

pressure to<160 mmHg and diastolic pressure to

<90 mmHg. Vasodilating agents such as sodium

nitroprusside or nitroglycerine are not indicated.

Hydralazine, 5–15 mg intravenously has also

been used successfully.

Control of ICP: Uncontrolled rise in ICP is

probably the most common cause of death in

TBI. ICP may be increased after TBI due to

brain edema, hyperemia (increased cerebral

blood flow), a hematoma, or intracerebral bleed.

Optimization of ICP within 24 h of injury has

been shown to be the single best intervention to

decrease mortality [66]. Even apparently trivial

increases in ICP may result in cerebral ischemia,

herniation, and pulmonary edema [67].

ICP may be measured by several means

(Table 8.9). A CT scan will give a one-time

estimation of brain edema.

Diffusion-weighted imaging has been used to

study cerebral edema formation, but is difficult to

use acutely. Radiological attenuation correlates

linearly with estimated specific gravity in human

tissue and thus the volume, weight, and specific

gravity of any tissue can be measured by

computed tomography. Lescot et al. have devel-

oped a software package (BrainView®) for

Windows workstations, providing semi-automatic

tools for brain analysis from DICOM images

obtained from cerebral CT, The researchers

found that the weight of the brain increased by

an average of 82 g and the specific gravity of the

contused brain also increased. They concluded

that cytotoxic edema must contribute to brain

edema rather than simply a breakdown in the

blood brain barrier [68].

Therapy for intracranial hypertension inclu-

des diuretics (mannitol 0.25–1 g/kg), furose-

mide (0.25–0.5 mg/kg), head up position,

improvement in oxygenation, drainage of CSF,

release of intracranial hematomas, reduction of

systemic hypertension, and sedation and paraly-

sis if that is required to allow adequate ventila-

tion. Hypertonic saline has also been shown to

be as efficacious as mannitol in reducing ICP

[69]. Cerebral perfusion is increased better than

with normal saline and intravascular volume is

stabilized more efficiently. 1-Arginine, a pre-

cursor of nitric oxide, may be added as a vaso-

dilator. For many years hyperventilation was

added. However, reduction of pCO2 causes

vasoconstriction which puts cerebral tissue at

risk of ischemia. Soukup et al. studied the

effects of hyperventilation on regional cerebral

blood flow (rCBF) [70]. A decrease in paCO2 of

20 % (that is 40–32 mmHG) resulted in a

decrease in rCBF from 30 to 25 mL/100 g/min

(P ¼ 0.001). The partial pressure of oxygen

within the brain tissue decreased from 20 to

15 mmHg (P ¼ 0.001). These changes occurred
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without any changes in other vital signs. Thus,

hyperventilation should be reserved only for

those cases in which herniation is imminent.

Modest positive end expiratory pressure may

be added to improve oxygenation [71].

Opioids may release histamine and cause an

increase in ICP without evidence of edema due to

a direct vasodilatatory effect [72]. In cases where

apparently adequate doses of diuretics have been

given and ICP remains elevated, opiate infusions

of boluses should be withheld.

In children especially altered autoregulation

may result in hyperemia and in those

circumstances a slight degree of hyperventilation

might be indicated. Jugular venous bulb oxygen

saturation may be used to assess whether ICP is

raised due to hyperemia or edema according to

the formula:

A� V DO2 ¼ CMRO2=CBF

where >10 indicates cerebral edema and therapy

is with diuretics.

(A�V DO2 is the difference in oxygen con-

tent between the radial artery and jugular bulb.

CMRO2 ¼ cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen

consumption.)

Fluid management: The aims of fluid resusci-

tation for the head-injured patient are to main-

tain cardiovascular stability, ensure adequate

cerebral perfusion pressure, allow good tissue

oxygenation, promote satisfactory operating

conditions and, hopefully, provide brain protec-

tion. A major problem in initial resuscitation in

the emergency room may be an overzealous team

that cannulates several veins with large bore

catheters and then infuses several liters of

crystalloids. Certainly, administration of fluids

before operative control of an injury may be

ineffective, causing more bleeding by volume

expansion.

The question of which fluids to give in TBI

has been much debated. Crystalloids have gen-

erally been used as the first line because of ready

availability and less expense. Dose-related side

Table 8.9 Several means of measuring ICP

Type of monitor Advantages Disadvantages

Subdural and epidural catheters Least invasive patients No CSF drainage

Easy to place Least accurate

Low risk of infection Risk of bleeding

No recalibration

Intraventricular catheter Most accurate Invasive

Drains CSF, collects for analyses High risk of infection

Give meds intracranially Difficult if brain swollen or edematous

Cost-effective Catheter easily blocked

Not useful for immediate monitoring

Bleeding risk

Intraparenchymal

(fiber optic transducer-tipped

catheter)

Accurate Invasive

Not blocked by debris or clots Cannot drain CSF

Easy transportation of patient Cannot be recalibrated over time, accuracy

diminishes

Use if ventricles narrowed Expensive

Bleeding risk

Fragile fiber-optic cables

Subarachnoid

(bolt in subarachnoid space)

Low risk of infection Not very accurate

Does not invade brain tissue Blocked by swelling brain

Needs frequent recalibration

Risk of bleeding

CSF cerebrospinal fluid
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effects include the risk of over volume expan-

sion and cerebral edema. Colloidal expanders

include albumin and hydroxyethylstarches

(HES including Hespan®, Hextend®, Voluven®,

and Volvulyte®). Albumin, 5 or 25 % supplied

in 100 mL aliquots, is derived from pooled

human venous plasma, heated to 60� for 10 h

to inactivate hepatitis viruses. It contains no

isoagglutinins and thus the risk of adverse

reactions is very low. Preparation charges

make it significantly more expensive. HES in

0.9 % sodium chloride is a synthetic polymer

derived from a waxy starch composed of

amylopetin. It is supplied in 500 mL bags.

Dose-related side effects include coagulopathy,

renal failure, and tissue storage. The newer HES

130/0.4 (Voluven®) is said to have a lower risk

of side effects [73], although these claims may

not have been sufficiently validated [74]. Sev-

eral reports including the SAFE (saline versus

albumin fluid evaluation) study compared the

use of albumin alone and saline resuscitation

in head-injured patients and found a tendency

to increased 24 month mortality in severely

injured patients who received only albumin (up

to 2 L on the first day) [75]. Less severely

compromised patients tended to do better with

albumin. The same authors found that albumin

resuscitation produced better survival rates in

sepsis patients over saline [76]. The efficacy of

colloids is being currently evaluated by

Myburgh et al. in a 7,000 patient multicenter

randomized controlled trial that compares the

effects of 6 % hydroxyethyl starch (130/0.4) to

normal saline for fluid resuscitation in intensive

care patients (CHEST) [77]. Two Cochrane

database reviews were unable to determine that

albumin reduced mortality when compared to

saline in the resuscitation of patients with

trauma or postoperatively [78, 79]. In a review

of 3,456 patients with sepsis, administration of

hydroxyethyl starch increased the need for renal

replacement therapy and blood transfusion [80].

Given that colloid is significantly more expen-

sive than crystalloid, its use has been

questioned. But in all these investigations,

colloid alone in significantly higher doses was

compared to crystalloids. Also, the study

substance in many instances was albumin. The

American Society of Anesthesiologists has

advocated the combination of colloids and

reduced crystalloids in the prevention of post-

operative visual loss [81]. An animal study

showed that isotonic crystalloids increased

brain edema more than colloids at 3 and 24 h

post-TBI, while blood volume was maintained

by colloids but not by crystalloids [82, 83].

Oncotic pressure was reduced by crystalloids.

The place of colloids may be as an adjuvant to

crystalloid administration whereby the amounts

infused of both may be reduced. But it is still not

clear as to whether administration of colloids or

a reduced volume of crystalloids results in

improved patient outcome in all situations or

only in certain subsets, or if the newer colloids

are indeed harmful. The PRECISE RCT, now

underway, may provide light on these issues

[84].

The injured brain needs oxygen for survival

and thus transfusion if frequently used, with

residents often erring on the side of over transfu-

sion. There is mounting evidence that blood trans-

fusion carries many risks, not only of transmission

of infection but also of antigen/antibody reactions

among other consequences. Overall, adverse

events from transfusions in the US account for

about $17 billion adding more to the cost of each

transfusion than acquisition and procedure costs

combined [85]. While some complication risks

depend on patient status or specific transfusion

quantity involved, a baseline risk of complications

simply increases in direct proportion to the fre-

quency and volume of transfusion.

Perioperative hemoglobin determinations are

far from reliable as an indicator of need to trans-

fuse. Guidelines from the American Society of

Anesthesiologists that note that transfusion is

rarely needed if the Hb level is 7 g do not take

the patient’s age, cardiovascular state, or other

comorbidities into account or even the rate of

blood loss. (Practice Guidelines for Periopera-

tive Blood Transfusion and Adjuvant Therapies.

Last amended October 25, 2005).

Hypertonic-hyperoncotic solutions restore

plasma volumes rapidly, attenuate capillary

endothelial swelling, increase cardiac output,
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restore peripheral blood flow, and release

eiconosides (vasodilators) and certainly have a

place in care of the patient with TBI.

Although the ideally fluid replacement has not

been identified, administration of sugar

containing solutions must be avoided. An injured

brain cannot metabolize sugar through the usual

aerobic pathways, but rather by anaerobic means

which causes increase in the size of ischemic

areas, especially in children [86].

A scheme for fluid management is shown in

Table 8.10.

Coagulopathies: Coagulopathies are common

soon after head injury and demonstration of

worsening clotting studies indicates the need for

repeat CT scanning [87]. Severe tissue damage

coupled with systemic hypoperfusion results

in a hemostatic disruption of coagulation,

anticoagulation, fibrinolysis, platelets, and endo-

thelium [88]. Routine tests for coagulation may

be inadequate and viscoelastic modalities such as

TEG and ROTEM may be required. Genet et al.

compared patients with TBI and those with other

severe injuries and measured biomarkers for

sympathoadrenal activation, coagulation, fibri-

nolysis, endothelial/cell/glycocalyx damage,

and vasculogenesis [89]. They found that acute

coagulopathy of shock (ACS) related more to the

severity rather than the localization of injury.

However, the brain is a rich source of thrombo-

plastin which is released immediately during

ischemia causing an early disseminated coagula-

tion and fibrinolysis syndrome. Coagulation pro-

file should be obtained early and repeated and, if

necessary, fresh frozen plasma should be given.

Anesthetic management: As noted previously

only about 20 % of TBI patients require surgery.

However, when it is indicated it is usually

emergent and due to expanding hematoma. An

acute arterial epidural hematoma is the most

serious and raped release often results in an

almost miraculous and swift recovery. Anes-

thetic care mat start with sedation and intubation

in the emergency room. Most patients require CT

or other radiologic procedures that also call for

sedation. While it may be difficult for an anes-

thetic department to also provide coverage in

these off site areas, it is essential that trained

healthcare providers are in attendance to allow

for adequate monitoring, appropriate sedation,

and resuscitation if required. A summary of anes-

thetic management is shown in Table 8.11. Wide

variation may be indicated according to the level

of consciousness and stability of the patient.

Nevertheless, some degree of sedation is neces-

sary to avoid increases in ICP prior to the open-

ing of the skull.

Not infrequently, patients can be safely

extubated at the end of the case. Nevertheless,

even in the best situation, careful postanesthetic

observation is indicated.

Intensive care:Many patients require continued

intubation and ventilation in an intensive care

setting. Monitoring often includes cerebral oxime-

try as well as ICP and cardiorespiratory monitor-

ing. Fluids and electrolytes must be balances,

especially sodium. Cerebral salt-wasting syn-

drome (CSWS) is a rare condition manifested by

hyponatremia and dehydration in response to

trauma. It is due to excessive renal sodium excre-

tion resulting from a centrally mediated process. It

should be differentiated from the syndrome of

Table 8.10 Suggested fluid replacement in TBI

Transfuse to keep Hct around 30 %

Hypertonic saline: 1–2 L to keep vital signs stable

Colloid (Volvulen®, Volvulyte® 1–2 L)

Plasmalyte (avoid 1/3 replacement for blood loss)

Normal saline

Plasma to correct coagulopathies

Avoid sugar containing solutions

Table 8.11 Summary of anesthetic intraoperative man-

agement shows wide variability, according to the status of

the patient

Need to maintain cardiovascular stability: Balance

vasopressor with anesthetic agents

Invasive monitoring rarely indicated: unstable and place

arterial cannula

Balance fluids with crystalloids, blood, and colloids;

avoid overload

Balance low-dose inhalation agents in air and oxygen with

narcotics

Lidocaine to reduce airway reactivity; adequate Dilantin

levels; Appropriate antibiotics

Avoid nitrous oxide
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inappropriate antidiuretic hormone (SIADH),

which develops under similar circumstances and

also presentswith hyponatremia. Themain clinical

difference is that of total fluid status of the patient:

CSWS leads to a relative or overt hypovolemia,

whereas SIADH is consistent with a normal to

hypervolemic range. Random urine sodium

concentrations tend to be lower than 100 mEq/L

in CSWS and greater in SIADH. If blood-sodium

levels increase when fluids are restricted, SIADH

is more likely. Posttraumatic hypopituitarism

(PTHP) causing diabetes insipidus has been

recognized for many years and is a rare occur-

rence. Changes in pituitary hormone secretion

may be observed during the acute phase post-

TBI, representing part of the acute adaptive

response to the injury [90]. Moreover, diminished

pituitary hormone secretion, caused by damage to

the pituitary and/or hypothalamus, may occur at

any time after TBI. Symptoms include extreme

diuresis, which must be distinguished from the

effects of overhydration or diuretic administration.

It usually responds to desmopressin administra-

tion. However, diabetes insipidus related to TBI

is frequently transient and can spontaneously dis-

appear within a few days.

It is important to decrease invasive monitor-

ing (central lines, urinary catheters, etc.) to

decrease the risk of sepsis and multiple organ

failure as quickly as possible. Excessive fluid

administration may contribute to ventilator-

associated pneumonia. All attempts should be

made to discontinue supported respiration as

soon as possible.

Directions for brain survival: Over the years

many attempts have been made to improve sur-

vival after TBI. Barbiturate coma, while should

theoretically be advantageous (it decreased ICP,

decreases metabolism, and may be beneficial in

regional ischemia), has not been shown to

improve survival. Nevertheless, it is still used

as a desperate measure. It suppresses neuronal

activity but anaerobic metabolism continues as

CSF levels of hypoxanthine and lactate remain

elevated [91]. Barbiturate coma is associated

with severe hypokalemia and abrupt discontinu-

ation may cause hyperkalemia. It may also mask

brain death. Target concentrations have not been

established [92].

Hypothermia has also been used and also

proved disappointing, both in adults and in chil-

dren [93, 94]. However, its value may lie in the

prevention of hyperthermia [93].

Decompressive craniectomy has recently

been revived as a means to treat intractable intra-

cranial hypertension [17]. Several studies in chil-

dren have found fair survivals at 6 months and it

appears to be a reasonable option for children

with uncontrollable ICP [95]. Cranial bones are

replaced at a later date with computer-designed

flaps. While survival may be enhanced, older

patients are still seven times more likely to

have a poor functional outcome, resulting in an

increased number of survivors with an unfavor-

able outcome [17].

Measurement of the serum biomarkers

outlined earlier may help in guiding therapy

such as control of cardiorespiratory parameter,

fluid and electrolyte balance, and ICP.

Other recent studies have looked at on-going

anticoagulant therapy in trauma victims. Unin-

tentional discontinuation of statins may increase

mortality after TBI [96]. An increasing body of

evidence suggests that continuing aspirin and

other antiplatelet therapy may significantly

decrease the risk developing transfusion related

lung dysfunction and multiple organ failure in

severely injured patients [97]. Prospective clini-

cal studies in giving trauma patients aspirin and

antiplatelet therapy are now under consideration.

Guidelines

Several guidelines have been developed for the

management of severe TBI by several organi-

zations including the Brain Trauma Foundation

(BTF), American Association of Neurological

Surgeons, and the Congress of Neurological

Surgeons [98–101]. Copies of the 3rd edn of

these guidelines are available from Brain Trauma

Foundation, 798 3rd Avenue, Suite 1810, New

York, NY (btfinfo@braintrauma.org).

The most recent guidelines are from the Scan-

dinavian Society and provide an evidence- and

consensus-based algorithm to assist physicians in

determining which patients are at higher risk for

intracranial pathology, neuroimaging, and hospital
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admission [102]. Attention has also recently been

drawn to sports-related head injuries [103, 104]. It

is estimated that up to 3.8 million concussions are

related to sports injuries annually in the US and

some 50 % go unreported. Given that there can be

serious long-term sequelae, prevention, recogni-

tion, and treatmentmust be reviewed, emphasizing

a more individual approach with the realization

that there may be no set timeline for return to play.

Conclusion

Much of the recent literature on TBI confirms

what was determined years ago. There is no

magic bullet yet to save the brain and basic

principles must be applied. Although many

guidelines have been formulated, adherence is

low. Prompt and successful airway management

and appropriate ventilation remain essential to

good outcome after head injury. Rapid sequence

induction/intubation is frequently indicated and

some sedation is indicated. Normalization of car-

diovascular dynamics and ICP is of equal impor-

tance. Application of cricoid pressure is probably

not useful. Auscultation and chest X-ray help in

the diagnosis of tension pneumothoraces, espe-

cially before positive pressure ventilation is

provided. Small pneumothoraces can be man-

aged conservatively. Identification of significant

hemorrhage can be difficult in the head-injured

patient when a catecholamine surge may give a

falsely high blood pressure. While hypotension

limits bleeding, it could worsen brain injury. The

ideal initial resuscitation fluid remains controver-

sial. Hypothermia can exacerbate bleeding and

the benefit in TBI is uncertain.
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Anesthesia for Cervical Spinal
Cord Injury 9
Apolonia E. Abramowicz and Maria Bustillo

Incidence and Causes of Spinal
Cord Injury

The February 2013 National Spinal Cord Injury

Statistical Center at the University of

Birmingham, Alabama publication reports that

approximately 12,000 new cases of spinal cord

injury (SCI) occur annually in the United States,

not including those who die at the scene of the

accident [67]. The figure is an approximation as

no studies on the incidence of SCI have been

carried out since the 1990s. The National Spinal

Cord Injury Database compiles data on an

estimated 13 % of new SCI cases in the USA

reported to federally funded Model System

Centers. Since 2010, 52.2 % of patients reported

to the database were categorized as having either

incomplete (40.6 %) or complete (11.6 %)

tetraplegia at discharge. The term quadriplegia

has been largely abandoned; tetraplegia should

be used instead. Of note, only less than 1 %

of injuries resulted in complete neurologic

recovery, but the percentage of incomplete

tetraplegia has increased, while complete

tetraplegia has decreased. Based on these figures,

it may be inferred that approximately 6,000

persons annually suffer cervical spinal cord

injury with some degree of neurological

impairment. Vehicular accidents and falls

account for the majority of the SCIs (65 %),

with falls causing more injuries than in the past.

Sports injuries and violence are currently

responsible for a declining share of SCI

and account for 23.5 % of the injuries. Males

constitute 80.7 % of all SCI cases, and although

the average age at injury is presently 42.6 years,

almost half of injuries occur between the ages of

16 and 30. Alcohol is a major factor in 25 % of

SCI [17]. The decrease in life expectancy

after SCI is due primarily to pneumonia and

septicemia. Advances in urologic management

have decreased the incidence of renal failure as

the leading cause of mortality. The annual cost of

healthcare and living expenses in tetraplegia

decreases from a high of $1 million in the first

year after injury to $110,000 per year thereafter

[67].

Of all patients with complete cervical spinal

cord injury, approximately 10%will regain some

sensory function and another 10 % will regain

some motor function, but 80 % will not improve.

In victims of severe blunt trauma, injury to the

cervical spine occurs in 1.8 % of cases. Patients

with head trauma are more likely to have a

cervical spinal cord injury. The most common

level of injury is the C2 vertebra, followed by C6

and C7 [31]. Spinal Cord Injury Without

Radiologic Abnormalities (SCIWORA) occurs

most commonly in pediatric patients whose elas-

tic spines have more cartilaginous elements, in

adults with acute disc prolapse and in patients

with cervical spondylosis.
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Penetrating or blunt trauma to the neck

with injury to the vertebral artery may result in

cervical spinal cord infarction. The vertebral

artery supplies the cervical spinal cord through

its single anterior and two posterior branches

which descend from the skull base. Additionally,

segmental branches of the vertebral arteries

provide collateral flow. Penetrating ballistic

trauma to the neck (from explosions and gunshot

wounds) carries a very high mortality rate. In a

study of 90 British Iraq and Afghanistan war

casualties, it was associated with cervical spine

and/or cord injury in 20 soldiers (22 %). Of

those, only 6 (6.6 %) survived to reach hospital

care, but 3 of them died of their wounds and

only 1 (1.8 %) of the 49 survivors who reached

surgical care had an unstable cervical spine

injury and lived until emergency surgical spinal

intervention; 2 others (3.7 %), despite spinal

cord contusion, had spinal fractures not deemed

unstable [77].

Of interest to anesthesiologists are periopera-

tive cervical spinal cord injuries. Hindman et al.

studied cervical spine injuries reported to the

ASA Closed Claims Database and associated

with surgery under general anesthesia [38]. Cer-

vical spinal cord injuries (n ¼ 37) occurred

mostly in men (73 %), in the absence of

preexisting spinal trauma (81 %) and instability

(76 %) and were permanent and disabling. In the

study, 81 % of patients had preoperative

nontraumatic anatomic abnormalities such as

cervical spinal stenosis and 65 % underwent sur-

gery on the cervical spine. The authors hypothe-

size that cervical spondylosis, much more

prevalent than spinal instability, appears to

confer a susceptibility to cord injury related to

positioning (Fig. 9.1) and perhaps systemic

hypotension, as 24 % of patients had surgery in

the sitting position [38, 49]. Cord injury was

attributed to airway instrumentation in only

11 % of patients. Ahn and Fehlings of the influ-

ential Toronto Spine Program have reviewed 84

papers on perioperative spinal cord injury

published between 1966 and 2008, in an attempt

to identify patients at risk and in order to propose

evidence-based approaches for prevention and

improvement of outcomes [3]. The overall inci-

dence of perioperative SCI for surgery on the

spine at all levels is estimated by the authors to

vary between 0 to a frightening 3 %. The more

common medical causes of spinal instability

include Rheumatoid Arthritis, Down syndrome,

and hypermobile transition zones between fused

regions of the cervical spine, as in Klippel–Feil

syndrome. The authors advocate “a careful

fiberoptic intubation without hyperextension as

an important consideration to prevent SCI” and

“careful control of the spine” during positioning.

Little quality evidence to support this recommen-

dation is given. Nevertheless, the authors list

hyperextension of the neck during intubation

and positioning in patients with severely tight

cervical canals, as well as in those with

nontraumatic spinal instability as the “potential”

cause of perioperative SCI. A large population of

patients could be at risk, as the authors list those

with congenital stenosis, diffuse idiopathic skel-

etal hyperostosis, ossified posterior longitudinal

ligament (OPLL), but also those with severe

spondylosis of the lumbar spine which correlates

with spondylosis of the cervical spine. Kudo

described two older women with transient

tetraplegia after general anesthesia with endotra-

cheal intubation for retinal detachment and

lumbar fusion surgery, respectively, and who

recovered after a few hours; postoperative MRI

revealed cervical spondylosis with severe spinal

canal narrowing [47]. Systolic blood pressure

varied between 85 and 150 mmHg. The widely

quoted and highly recommended editorial by

McLeod in the British Journal of Anaesthesia

published in 2000 addresses the issue of spinal

cord injury and direct laryngoscopy [61]. It

emphasizes the importance of positioning and

its impact on spinal cord perfusion during

prolonged periods of immobility in the perioper-

ative period, in addition to the common sense

approach to the selection of the technique of

airway instrumentation for the purpose of

establishing mechanical ventilation in all patients

with cervical spine disease; mechanical instabil-

ity of the cervical spine is but one risk factor for

spinal cord injury during anesthetic care.
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Classification of Spinal Cord Injury

The acute management of a patient with cervical

spinal cord injury begins with neurological

assessment and culminates in a functional out-

come that often depends on the deficits at presen-

tation. In 2000, the American Spinal Injury

Association (ASIA) has promulgated its Interna-

tional Standards for Neurological Classification

of Spinal Cord Injury which has been universally

adopted as the best scoring system for the neuro-

logical assessment of adult patients with acute

SCI. The acute neurological assessment may be

hindered by concomitant head injury, drug

effects, and the presence of an artificial airway.

Nevertheless, the ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS)

is considered the most accurate and reproducible

neurological assessment tool in acute SCI [4]

(Fig. 9.2). The AIS replaces the similar, but

older and less stringently defined Frankel scale,

while retaining the same injury categories. The

AIS is a five level scale, where level E (Normal)

implies recovered normal neurological function

in someone with an initial spinal cord injury

clinical presentation, and level A (Complete)

implies lack of motor and sensory function in

the sacral segments S4–S5. Level B is a Sensory

Incomplete injury, where sensory but no motor

function is preserved below the neurological

level, and levels C and D reflect Incomplete

Motor injury, with D level patients having better

strength than C. The “neurological level” of

injury is defined as the first spinal segmental

level which shows loss of function. In addition,

ASIA classifies incomplete spinal cord injuries

into five types: central cord syndrome, where

function of the upper limbs is more impaired

than the lower limbs, the Brown-Sequard syn-

drome, where only one side of the cord is

lesioned and the anterior cord syndrome, where

the motor function is absent but the sensory

function is spared. Finally, distal spinal injuries

may result in conus medullaris and cauda equina

syndromes.

The term “spinal shock” means transient

absence of all reflex neurologic activity below

the level of injury; sensorimotor activity is absent

as well. Patients have flaccidity of bowel and blad-

der, priapism is common; the reflex arcs below the

level of injury, for example the bulbocavernosus

reflex, recover within days to weeks.

The term “neurogenic shock” describes the

symptoms of vasodilatation with hypotension,

bradycardia, and hypothermia which result from

the interruption of the sympathetic nervous system

Fig. 9.1 Sagittal MRI

scans of the cervical spine;

(a) showing ventral spinal

cord compression from disc

herniation at C3–C4 and

vertebral body osteophytes.

Note the compression of

the spinal cord in extension

(b) that is diminished

flexion (c). (From Shedid

D, Benzel EC: Cervical

Spondylosis Anatomy:

Pathophysiology and

Biomechanics,

Neurosurgery 60;S1-7-S1-

13, 2007)
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0 = absent
1 = altered
2 = normal
NT = not testable

ASIA Impairment (AIS) Scale 

A = Complete. No sensory or motor function 
is preserved in the sacral segments S4-S5.

B = Sensory Incomplete. Sensory but not 
motor function is preserved below the 
neurological level and includes the sacral 
segments S4-S5 (light touch, pin prick at S4-S5:
or deep anal pressure (DAP)), AND no motor 
function is preserved more than three levels below 
the motor level on either side of the body.

C = Motor Incomplete. Motor function is 
preserved below the neurological level**, and 
more than half of key muscle functions below the 
single neurological level of injury (NLI) have a 
muscle grade less than 3 (Grades 0-2).

D = Motor Incomplete. Motor function is 
preserved below the neurological level**, and at 
least half (half or more) of key muscle functions 
below the NLI have a muscle grade > 3.

E = Normal.  If sensation and motor function as 
tested with the ISNCSCI are graded as normal in 
all segments, and the patient had prior deficits, 
then the AIS grade is E.  Someone without an 
initial SCI does not receive an AIS grade.

**For an individual to receive a grade of C or D, i.e. motor
incomplete status, they must have either (1) voluntary anal
sphincter contraction or (2) sacral sensory sparing with
sparing of motor function more than three levels below the
motor level for that side of the body. The Standards at this
time allows even non-key muscle function more than 3 levels
below the motor level to be used in determining motor 
incomplete status (AIS B versus C). 

NOTE: When assessing the extent of motor sparing below 
the level for distinguishing between AIS B and C, the motor
level on each side is used; whereas to differentiate between
AIS C and D (based on proportion of key muscle functions
with strength grade 3 or greater) the single neurological 
level is used.

Muscle Function Grading

0 = total paralysis

1 = palpable or visible contraction

2 = active movement, full range of 
motion (ROM) with gravity 
eliminated

3 = active movement, full ROM against 
gravity

4 = active movement, full ROM against 
gravity and moderate resistance in a 
muscle specific position.

5 = (normal) active movement, full 
ROM against gravity and full 
resistance in a muscle specific 
position expected from an otherwise 
unimpaired peson.

5* = (normal) active movement, full 
ROM against gravity and sufficient
resistance to be considered normal 
if identified inhibiting factors (i.e. 
pain, disuse) were not present.

NT= not testable (i.e. due to 
immobilization, severe pain such that 
the patient cannot be graded, 
amputation of limb, or contracture 
of >50% of the range of motion).

Steps in Classification
The following order is recommended in determining the 
classification of individuals with SCI.

1. Determine sensory levels for right and left sides.

2. Determine motor levels for right and left sides.
Note: in regions where there is no myotome to test, the motor 
level is presumed to be the same as the sensory level, if testable 
motor function above that level is also normal.

3. Determine the single neurological level.
This is the lowest segment where motor and sensory function is 
normal on both sides, and is the most cephalad of the sensory 
and motor levels determined in steps 1 and 2.

4. Determine whether the injury is Complete or Incomplete.
(i.e. absence or presence of sacral sparing)
If voluntary anal contraction = No AND all S4-5 sensory
scores = 0 AND deep anal pressure = No, then injury is 
COMPLETE. Otherwise, injury is incomplete.

5. Determine ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS) Grade:
Is injury Complete? If YES, AIS=A and can record ZPP 

(lowest dermatome or myotome on 
each side with some preservation)

Is injury
motor Incomplete? If NO, AIS=B

(Yes=voluntary anal contraction OR 
motor function more than three levels 
below the motor level on a given side, 
if the patient has sensory incomplete 
classification)

Are at least half of the key muscles below the
single neurological level graded 3 or better?

If sensation and motor function is normal in all segments, AIS=E
Note: AIS E is used in follow-up testing when an individual with 
a documented SCI has recovered normal function. If at initial 
testing no deficits are found, the individual is neurologically 
intact; the ASIA Impairment Scale does not apply.

NO

YES

NO

AIS=C

YES

AIS=D

Fig. 9.2 (a) ASIA spinal cord injury classification and assessment; (b) ASIA impairment scale
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control of hemodynamics in acute cervical and

high thoracic spinal cord injury. At the time of

injury, there is an initial sympathetic surge of brief

duration, with hypertension and potential

for subendocardial ischemia, arrhythmias, and

“neurogenic” pulmonary edema.

Autonomic hyperreflexia manifests as severe

hypertension with reflex bradycardia. It occurs

after spinal reflexes have returned, usually after

4–6 weeks of injury. It is common in patients

with spinal cord injury lesions above T6. It

occurs classically when bladder or bowel disten-

sion but also other somatic or visceral triggers

stimulate the sympathetics within the spinal cord

below the level of injury. As the descending

central inhibitory pathways are disrupted, the

splanchnic and peripheral bed vasoconstriction

below the level of injury remains unopposed

and causes severe hypertension, which may be

life-threatening. Loss of consciousness, seizures,

and hemorrhagic stroke may occur. Compensa-

tory baroreceptor-mediated vasodilatation is

present above the level of injury; the vasomotor

center activates the vagal parasympathetics and

severe bradycardia ensues. Patients are well

aware of the episodes; in addition to the

pounding headache, they experience anxiety,

malaise, nausea, flushing, and sweating above

the level of injury and nasal congestion.

The Spinal Cord Independence Measure

(SCIM), since 2007 in its third iteration, hence

III, is the preferred functional assessment tool

used by clinicians involved in the care and

follow-up of patients with spinal cord injuries

[16]. It evaluates three subscales of self-care,

respiration and sphincter management, and mobil-

ity for a total score of 0–100. It quantifies the

patient’s ability to perform everyday tasks and the

impact of the disability on the patient’s medical

condition; in that it is vastly superior to neurologi-

cal improvement measures which rely on assessing

the dermatomal or myotomal level of the lesion.

The injury to the cervical spine may be

categorized as atlanto-occipital, atlanto-axial,

high (C3, C4), and low cervical.

Management of the Cervical Spinal
Cord-Injured Patient

The primary traumatic injury of the spinal cord

results from spinal cord compression and

contusion. The main elements of treatment

comprise immediate resuscitation and stabiliza-

tion of vital organ function, prevention of cord

injury propagation from spinal displacement

and ischemia, surgical management and

neuroprotective strategies which target the

putative inflammatory, neurotoxic and oxidative

local processes commonly called “secondary

spinal cord injury,” the pathophysiology of

which has not been elucidated. It is believed

that neuroprotection must be applied within a

short period of time after injury; the length of

this therapeutic window is yet to be defined. It is

important to remember that additional injuries

are frequently associated with SCI. Although in

many ways unique, SCI patients’ initial manage-

ment should follow the ATLS primary and

secondary surveys so that no other important

injuries are overlooked. In March of 2013, the

Congress of Neurological Surgeons has

published an update to the 2002 Guidelines for

the Management of Acute Cervical Spine and

Spinal Cord Injuries [34]. Reflecting the lack of

good quality studies of cardiopulmonary

management of SCI patients in the intervening

decade, there is no change in the pertinent

recommendations relative to the 2002

Guidelines. Explicitly excluding anesthesia

citations in its updated review, the guideline on

Acute Cardiopulmonary Management offers

three level III (based on case series)

recommendations: in SCI, patients should be

managed in an intensive care unit and “systolic

blood pressure below 90 mmHg should be

corrected when possible and as soon as possible,”

the mean arterial blood pressure should be kept

between 85 and 90 mmHg for the first 7 days

after acute SCI and finally all monitoring devices

necessary to detect cardiac, hemodynamic, and

respiratory dysfunction should be used.
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Cervical Spinal Immobilization
After Injury

Victims of blunt trauma with either multiple

injuries or isolated head injury, those with altered

mental status for any reason, and those who have

pain over the spine or severe pain from an

associated injury (severe enough to be

“distracting” and hence obscuring neck pain)

are presumed to have spinal instability and are

therefore considered at risk for motion-induced

secondary spinal cord injury. Patients with motor

or sensory deficits have spinal cord injury which

may be aggravated by spine motion. The stan-

dard element of management, which starts at the

scene of the injury, is spinal immobilization. It is

continued until spinal instability resulting from

disk and ligament disruption, facet joint subluxa-

tion, or bone fracture has been ruled out, ideally

in less than 24 h. In general, spinal immobiliza-

tion consists of a rigid cervical collar, supports

(sand bag) on both sides of the head and a back-

board with multiple straps which attach the

patient to the board and restrain the movement

of the entire body. Specific clearance protocols

vary, with good quality, fine-cut computed

tomography reviewed by an experienced radiol-

ogist being recommended by the State of NY

[67]. It has been known for over 20 years that

patients with spinal cord injury should be trans-

ferred to a specialty SCI center as soon as possi-

ble, as it results in a decrease of acute care length

and in the incidence of preventable respiratory

complications and pressure ulcers [63]. In addi-

tion, the incidence of paralysis in patients with

acute spinal cord injury admitted to a specialized

trauma center is significantly lower. In a study of

discharge files of 4121 patients with traumatic

spinal cord injury, Macias found that when the

American College of Surgeons’ guidelines are

followed and patients are admitted to a level I

or II trauma center, the adjusted odds ratio for

paralysis at discharge was significantly lower

(0.67 at p < 0.001), while mortality remained

unchanged. Higher surgical volume was

associated with reduced paralysis; the authors

conjecture that was possibly due to greater use

of spinal surgery [54].

The efficacy of cervical spinal immobilization

with various devices has been measured primar-

ily in normal human volunteers using different

methods [81] such as clinical assessment, plumb-

lines, radiography, cinematography, computed

tomography, and MRI, generating a normative

body of knowledge. SCI patients have not been

well studied yet. The difficulty is in establishing

what constitutes a neutral neck position and in

quantifying movement between individual verte-

bral segments. The “neutral” position has been

defined as the “normal anatomic position of the

head and torso that one assumes when standing

and looking ahead” [85]. Alternatively, De

Lorenzo, in a MRI study of 19 adults found that

a slight degree of flexion, equivalent to a 2 cm

occiput elevation, produces a favorable increase

in the size of the spinal canal at C5 and C6,

regions of frequent unstable cervical spine injury

[23]. These findings indicate that some degree of

occipital padding is required in adults strapped to

a board to achieve neutral positioning of the head

and neck relative to the torso. Body habitus and

muscular development must be taken into

account when determining the thickness of

padding.

The safety record of the cervical collar and

rigid board immobilization is far from perfect.

Tightly applied cervical collars have been

associated with intracranial pressure elevation

by 4.5 mmHg [21, 45]. The length of time a

patient with SCI spends on a rigid board

increases the risk of early decubitus ulcers, prob-

ably after only a 2 h period. Transient marginal

mandibular nerve palsy from pressure from a

hard cervical collar has been reported, as has

skin breakdown over the occiput. Spinal immo-

bilization increases the risk of aspiration and may

restrict respiratory function. It has been reported

that the presence of a rigid Philadelphia® Collar

and backboard restricts ventilation by 15 % [90].

Contraindications to the use of spinal immobili-

zation include penetrating trauma to the spine as

it increases the death rate twofold relative to non-

immobilized patients, because it delays transport
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and definitive management of the associated

injuries, more life-threatening than SCI. Like-

wise, it is contraindicated in ankylosing spondy-

litis, as spinal immobilization may cause

neurological deterioration.

Manual in-line stabilization (MILS) is an

acceptable cervical spine stabilization technique

when the rigid collar interferes with endotracheal

intubation by preventing mouth opening. In fact,

it is recommended by current ATLS guidelines.

After the anterior portion of the collar has been

removed, the maneuver is performed by an assis-

tant standing at the patient’s side, facing either

the feet or the head. The assistant’s hands rest on

the sides of the patient’s head and act as lateral

and anti-extension supports, by applying just

enough pressure to oppose the atlanto-occipital

extension and, to a lesser extent at the C1–C2

joint, occurring during direct laryngoscopy. In

addition, when traumatic disruption of the align-

ment of the subaxial (below C2) vertebrae is

present, airway instrumentation may cause ver-

tebral motion, i.e. distraction and or subluxation,

distal to the atlanto-occipital junction. MILS

would not be expected to prevent this cause of

spinal motion. This has been confirmed in a

variety of cadaver studies [55, 56]. MILS signifi-

cantly degrades laryngoscopic view and as a

result direct laryngoscopy transmits higher pres-

sure on the tissues adjacent to the unstable verte-

bral segments, perhaps even doubling it [56, 84,

88]. Illustrating the caveats of theoretical

recommendations is a case report of CT-

documented odontoid fracture reduction as a

result of cranio-cervical motion during emer-

gency direct laryngoscopy with MILS [71].

Despite mounting evidence that MILS, which

has been adopted in the 1980s as an off-shoot

of “manual in-line traction” and only on the basis

of the efficacy of cervical immobilization during

general care, may extend the time to intubation

with resultant hypoxia, intubation failure, and

airway complications, it is still considered a

recommended immobilization maneuver during

urgent airway instrumentation in un-cleared or

unstable cervical spine, when the cervical collar

must be opened [55].

Airway Management in Cervical Spinal
Cord Injury

Emergency airway management may be required

in patients with high cervical cord injury due to

acute respiratory failure, or to protect the airway

in the setting of coexisting head trauma or poly-

trauma. Because of the lack of diaphragmatic

function, injury above C3 is lethal unless rescue

ventilation is rapidly established; these patients

will be intubated in the field by emergency

personnel. The issues related to spinal cord pro-

tection through cervical spine immobilization

during airway instrumentation have been

discussed above. Further controversies include

the choice of intubation technique, airway

adjuncts, the utility and role of cricoid pressure,

and the place of bag-mask ventilation during

rapid sequence induction in SCI. In addition,

the emergency setting presents challenges related

to the necessity of promptly securing the airway

without previous airway examination, the risk

of aspiration, lack of patient cooperation,

hemodynamic instability, preexisting hypox-

emia, craniofacial injuries and airway

compromise from prevertebral tissue swelling

or hematoma [18, 32]. The recently updated

ASA Practice Guidelines for Management of

the Difficult Airway (Fig. 9.3) include a difficult

airway algorithm which now incorporates the use

of supra-glottic devices as rescue ventilation

tools or intubation conduits, and video-

laryngoscopes; this algorithm does not

specifically address the problems of the cervical

spine-injured patient, but should be followed

whenever unexpected difficulties are encoun-

tered despite airway management planning [6].

Although bag-mask ventilation is

contraindicated in the classic rapid sequence

induction scenario because of the risk of gastric

distension and the resulting increased risk of

aspiration, it is even more problematic when

protecting the cervical spine is an additional

concern. Older studies on human cadavers

concluded that chin lift and jaw thrust and mask

ventilation caused more cervical spine displace-

ment than other airway procedures, notably than
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Fig. 9.3 ASA Practice Guidelines for Management of

the Difficult Airway. (From Anesthesiology. 2013

Feb;118(2):251-70. Practice guidelines for management

of the difficult airway: an updated report by the American

Society of Anesthesiologists Task Force on Management

of the Difficult Airway. Apfelbaum JL, Hagberg CA,

Caplan RA, Blitt CD, Connis RT, et al.)
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direct laryngoscopy (DL) [8, 37]. Two newer

studies showed that the displacement is either

comparable to DL in human cadavers with pos-

teriorly destabilized C3, or of smaller magnitude

in healthy patients with anatomically normal

airways and with MILS simulation [14, 91].

Lacking more convincing data, it is probably

safe to assume that in the absence of factors

suggesting difficulty with mask ventilation, it is

an acceptable maneuver in cervical spinal injury.

Since proper preoxygenation in the setting of

emergency intubations in not always possible,

and since the benefit of the correction of hypox-

emia may in some circumstances outweigh the

risk of aspiration, it appears that gentle mask

ventilation could be acceptable, when necessary,

from the standpoint of cervical cord protection.

Cricoid pressure (Sellick’s Maneuver) aims to

occlude the lumen of the esophagus between the

cricoid cartilage and the C5–C6 level of the

cervical spine by applying external pressure to

the cricoid cartilage in an attempt to reduce aspi-

ration of passively regurgitated stomach

contents. The effect of the maneuver on spine

motion was examined in human cadavers with

intact cervical spine and was found to be modest.

When utilized in a cervical spinal injury patient,

a bimanual technique may be safer, with one

hand under the neck, counteracting the down-

ward pressure on the cricoid cartilage. Recent

trauma emergency tracheal intubation guidelines

removed cricoid pressure during rapid sequence

induction as a level 1 recommendation as there is

doubt it decreases the incidence of aspiration in

the emergency room setting, while having been

shown to worsen the laryngoscopic view and

impair mask ventilation efficacy in that setting

[60]. Similarly, the 2010 American Heart Asso-

ciation Guidelines for Cardiopulmonary Resus-

citation and Emergency Cardiovascular Care

state that “routine use of cricoid pressure during

airway management of patients in cardiac arrest

is no longer recommended.” The comprehensive

review of the efficacy of cricoid pressure and its

potential to interfere with airway management

techniques has been included in the 2010 Scan-

dinavian Practice Guidelines on General Anes-

thesia for Emergency Situations by the working

group of the Scandinavian Society of Anesthesi-

ology and Intensive Care Medicine. In light of

the lack of scientific evidence of its effective-

ness, numerous reports questioning its efficacy

and its potential for airway distortion and

obstruction, even when applied properly,

resulting in more difficult laryngoscope inser-

tion, glottis visualization and reduced tidal

volumes with increased airway pressures during

mask ventilation, cricoid pressure can be used

based on individual judgment of the anesthesiol-

ogist but is not recommended [41]. In US

hospitals with anesthesia residency programs,

cricoid pressure remains commonly used by

anesthesiologists during rapid sequence induc-

tion [28].

There is no evidence-based recommendation

for the choice of tracheal intubation technique in

cervical SCI. The available data do not include

outcome trials [79]. Despite a large volume of

publications addressing surrogate end-points of

vertebral angulation, anterior and posterior dis-

placement of the spine, atlanto-occipital and

atlanto-axial extension in normal patients and

injured spine cadaver models with and without

MILS simulation, using a myriad of airway

devices, we are left with the unsatisfying conclu-

sion that individual judgment must guide us in

the selection of intubation technique and airway

adjuncts. Awake fiberoptic intubation has

theoretical advantages in that little spinal move-

ment occurs during visualization and intubation,

although topical anesthesia of the trachea

commonly results in coughing. In addition, a

neurological evaluation can be performed after

intubation, and after the patient is positioned

awake, with muscle tone aiding in avoiding

potentially harmful motion. Awake fiberoptic

intubation may not be practical in the uncooper-

ative or unstable patient or a patient with a soiled

airway. Failed awake intubation carries its own

morbidity. Since the publication of Crosby’s

exhaustive Airway Management in Adults after

Cervical Spine Trauma paper, many new airway

devices have been studied in anesthetized

healthy patients and established human cadaver

models with one standardized type of injury [19].

The research continues to focus on the
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mechanical effects of various devices and

compares the measurable displacement they

cause (Fig. 9.4). Brimacombe reported that in

his cadaver model with C3 instability, the

Combitube did worst and only nasal intubation

over a fiberoptic bronchoscope produced no spi-

nal movement [14]. The standard LMA and

fiberoptic intubation through the intubating

laryngeal mask had intermediate motion scores.

We also know that the Torchlight® blind

Intubating Lighted Stylet causes 57 % less

motion than a Macintosh blade direct laryngos-

copy (DL) at the Occiput-C1, C1–C2, C2–C5,

and C5-thoracic segments studied in anesthetized

patients, that the GlideScope® decreases only the

C2–C5 segment motion by 50 % but at the

expense of a 62 % prolongation of the duration

of intubation, which, 8 years of experience with

it later, might no longer be a valid finding [10,

91]. Robitaille reported that the GlideScope®

improved glottic visualization during intubation

with MILS in normal patients, but did not

decrease the degree of extension at the occiput

or motion at the rostral C spine relative to Mac-

intosh DL [80]. Lately, Kill compared the

GlideScope® to Macintosh DL in anesthetized

normal patients without MILS [44]. He found

that the GlideScope reduced movement of the

cervical spine, particularly in the hands of more

experienced operators, while improving the intu-

bation success rate. Curiously, the rigid fiber-

scope Bonfils® Stylet caused less extension at

the atlanto-occipital, C1–C2, and C3–C4 levels,

but not C2–C3, than the Macintosh DL [82]. The

rigid but malleable Shikani Optical Stylet®,

however, did not reduce motion at C1–C2 seg-

ment, but did better by 52 % than Macintosh DL

at the other levels studied [93]. We also know

that compared to Macintosh DL, the Airtraq®

decreases cervical spinal motion by an average

of 66 %, but not at the C1–C2 junction [92].

Aziz reviewed the use of video-assisted

intubation in the management of patients with

artificially applied MILS. The papers compare

the intubation success rate, Intubation Difficulty

Scale, intubation time or laryngeal view obtained

using the different video laryngoscopes and

Aitraq® versus DL, or in one case, versus

GlideScope® [9]. The findings favor video laryn-

goscope use and are summarized in Table 9.1.

Video laryngoscopes decrease intubation diffi-

culty in patients with cervical spine immobiliza-

tion and may be easy to learn. The author

concludes that in the absence of neurologic

outcome data, intubation techniques which

maximize success rates during MILS are likely

to gain acceptance.

Elective airway management in spinal cord

injury patients undergoing surgery creates

favorable conditions for unhurried airway

topicalization and awake fiberoptic intubation.

The nasal route is favored by some, but the oral

route allows placement of a larger tube and

avoids the risk of septic complications from

bacteremia during nasal instrumentation and

from sinusitis, if the patient must remain

intubated after surgery. Sedation is optional and

must take into account the patient’s injury level,

respiratory reserve, and baseline blood pressure.

If a halo is in place, difficulty in securing the

Fig. 9.4 Impact of

Macintosh blade

laryngoscopy on cervical

spine movement
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airway should be anticipated, as access to the

airway is limited and glottic visualization may

be hindered by the relatively flexed position of

the head. Alternatively, some centers perform

fiberoptic intubation after induction of anesthesia.

The advantage of this approach is that coughing-

induced spine motion is prevented, but a jaw

thrust might be necessary. As in emergency

situations, general anesthesia followed by an intu-

bation technique other than flexible fiberoptic is

acceptable as long as MILS is maintained. The

choice depends on specific airway characteristics,

practitioner’s expertise, and patient’s preference

and ability to cooperate [53].

Respiratory Management

Patients with cervical spinal cord injury have

intercostal muscle weakness or paralysis and

rely on diaphragmatic function for ventilation.

The level of respiratory dysfunction correlates

with the level of injury; forced vital capacity

(FVC) may be severely decreased. The main

inspiratory muscles are the diaphragm,

innervated by the C3–C5 nerves and the intercos-

tal muscles, innervated by the T2–T11 nerves.

Without simultaneous intercostal muscle

contraction, the contraction of the diaphragm

sucks in the anterior chest wall, causing paradox-

ical chest wall movement. The accessory

inspiratory muscles are the sternocleidomastoid

and the trapezius muscles, innervated by the

accessory nerve (cranial nerve XI), and the

scalene muscles, innervated by the C3–C8

nerves. Forced expiration requires abdominal

muscle contraction; their innervation is provided

by the T6–T12 nerves. Injuries above C3 cause

instant apnea; survivors are ventilator-dependent

unless a diaphragm stimulator is used. Injuries at

C4 (the fifth cervical nerve originates between

the C4 and C5 vertebrae) or above often result in

immediate respiratory failure. Because of

abdominal muscle paralysis and low VC, cough

Table 9.1 Compilation of studies of videolaryngoscopy and intubation performance

Author Device Control Sample Outcome assessed Major findings

Malik MA Br J

Anaesth 2008

GlideScope (Veraton,

Bothell, WA) Airway

Scope AWS (Pentax,

Hoya, Japan)

DL 120 Laryngeal view

IDS intubation

time success rate

Improved laryngeal view and

IDS Slower intubation time.

No difference in success

Maharaj CH

Anesthesiology

2007

Airtraq (Prodol,

Vizcaya, Spain)

DL 40 IDS intubation

attempts laryngeal

view

Reduced number of intubation

attempts. Improved IDS.

Improved laryngeal view

Smith CE

Anesthesiology

1999

WuScope (Pentax,

Orangeburg, NY)

DL 87 IDS laryngeal

view, intubation

attempts

Improved IDS and laryngeal

view. No difference in success

or number of attempts

Malik MA Br J

Anaesth 2009

Airway Scope (AWS) DL 90 IDS, laryngeal

view

Improved IDS and laryngeal

view.

Enomoto Y Br J

Anaesth 2008

Airway Scope (AWS) DL 203 Laryngeal view,

intubation time,

success rate

Improved laryngeal view,

increased success rate, faster

intubation time

Liu EH Br J

Anaesth 2009

Airway Scope (AWS) GlideScope 70 IDS, intubation

time, success rate

within a defined

time interval

Faster Intubation time, lower

IDS, improved laryngeal view,

and higher intubation success

with AWS

McElwain J Br

J Anaesth 2011

Airtaq, C-MAC (Karl

Storz, Tuttlingen,

Germany)

DL 90 IDS success rate.

laryngeal view.

hemodynamic

stability

Reduced IDS, improved

laryngeal view with Airtraq

Modified with permission from Aziz M. Use of video-assisted intubation devices in the management of patients with

trauma. Anesthesiol Clin. 2013 Mar;31(1):157-66

DL direct laryngoscopy, IDS Intubation Difficulty Scale Score
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is ineffective. Restricted ventilation and

impaired clearance of airway secretions predis-

pose to atelectasis, pneumonia, and respiratory

failure which occur on average within 4 days of

injury and are the leading causes of death in SCI

patients. Reduced lung volume and atelectasis

reduce lung compliance, increasing the work of

breathing. Rapid, small tidal volume breathing,

barely exceeding the volume of dead space, is

inefficient and may further contribute to

diaphragmatic fatigue. Monitoring FVC is an

objective way of assessing ventilation; values

below 12–15 mL/kg indicate the need for

assisted ventilation. Noninvasive ventilation

may help reduce the work of breathing by

improving lung compliance; BiPAP is usually

required and can be considered before endotra-

cheal intubation. Patients with a FVC below

25 % of predicted value have a high incidence

of respiratory failure requiring mechanical

ventilation. In a case series, all patients with

complete SCI at C5 or above required a trache-

ostomy; of those with a C6 injury or below, 79 %

required intubation and 50 % eventually required

tracheostomy [83]. FVC increases approximately

by 9 % per decreasing level of injury. Interest-

ingly, patients with adequate alveolar ventilation

and normal paCO2 often have relative hypox-

emia, likely because of ventilation perfusion mis-

match occurring immediately after SCI.

Maintaining the supine position has advantages

for respiratory function in acute cervical SCI at

all levels: the abdominal contents push the dia-

phragm higher into the chest, decrease its radius

of curvature (make it less flat), which causes

more efficient contractions. Supine FVC and

FEV1 are larger compared to seated values [24].

Abdominal binding is useful in improving dia-

phragmatic mechanics as well. Regardless of the

level of injury, FVC improves after 5 weeks and

doubles 3 months after injury. Over time, devel-

oping spasticity of the intercostal and abdominal

muscles minimizes paradoxical, “seesaw”

pattern of abdominal and chest wall excursions

on inspiration and contributes to improvement of

respiratory function [87]. The expiratory

function and therefore the ability to cough also

improves over time, as the pectoralis major

muscle’s clavicular portion contraction helps

raise the intrathoracic pressure. Interruption of

sympathetic innervation to the lungs appears to

have physiological significance due to height-

ened cholinergic tone and may explain obstruc-

tive airway changes, common in tetraplegic

patients. There is good responsiveness to the

anticholinergic Ipratropium bromide inhalation.

When instituting mechanical ventilation for

purely restrictive respiratory failure without

associated lung pathology, larger than the usual

“lung protective” tidal volumes have been

advocated to decrease atelectasis and accelerate

weaning [24]. In consideration of these facts an

arterial blood gas must be obtained as quickly as

possible, supplemental oxygen should be given

to all patients with an acute cervical SCI and

mechanical ventilation, noninvasive or invasive,

should be considered in all patients with C4 or

C5 lesions, even if they appear compensated.

Meticulous attention to optimization of respira-

tory function and clinical pathways for respira-

tory management decrease mortality from SCI

and may prevent some aspects of secondary

spinal cord injury. Anesthesiologists should be

aware that in patients with acute cervical SCI,

immediate extubation after anesthesia close to

the time of injury should not be contemplated.

Hemodynamic Management

Patients with acute cervical spinal cord injury

often present with neurogenic shock manifesting

as hypotension due to the loss of sympathetic

vasomotor tone with decreased preload related

to blood pooling; associated bradycardia is due

to the loss of function of cardiac accelerator

fibers and contributes to decreased cardiac out-

put. Despite lack of evidence beyond case series

reports, it is believed that aggressive blood

pressure management in the face of potentially

disrupted spinal cord blood flow autoregulation

is important in preventing secondary spinal cord

injury and leads to improved functional

outcomes. The 2013 updated Acute Cardiopul-

monary Management of Patients with Cervical

Spinal Cord Injuries guideline remains
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unchanged from its first version from 11 years

ago. As an option, or level III recommendation, it

calls for restoration of systolic blood pressure to

above 90 mmHg as quickly as possible and main-

tenance of mean arterial pressure between 85 and

90 mmHg for 7 days after injury. Between 60 and

85 % of patients with complete high SCI have a

systolic blood pressure below 90 mmHg; the

average BP on admission was 66 mmHg in a

series of patients with ASIA A injury. This inci-

dence may be lower in patients with lower levels

of injury and incomplete injuries. Similarly, in

71 % of severely injured patients, heart rate was

below 45 beats per minute for at least one day but

this was present in only 35 % of patients with

milder, incomplete injuries [83]. Patients with

cervical spinal cord injury are at risk for life-

threatening episodic and recurrent hemodynamic

instability for up to 10–14 days after injury;

asystole has been described with tracheal

suctioning. The highest risk involves the most

injured patients; stable hemodynamic function

at presentation is not a predictor of lack of

complications. Persistent orthostatic hypotension

is present in 29 % of chronically injured

tetraplegic patients. Because up to 30 % of SCI

patients may have multiple trauma and hemor-

rhage, it is important to identify hypovolemia as

the coexisting cause of hypotension [11]. Since

reflex tachycardia does not occur in the neuro-

genic shock period, bradycardia does not rule out

hypovolemia. The initial management of neuro-

genic shock is volume expansion; if fluid resus-

citation alone does not raise the systolic blood

pressure above 90 mmHg, vasopressors should

be added. Treatment of bradycardia should be

undertaken simultaneously; sinus node slowing

may be profound enough to produce hypotension

and even cardiac arrest. Hypotensive patients

who do not respond to Atropine require tempo-

rary pacing; up to 17 % of patients with complete

injury required pacing in another case series [83].

Among 37 acute SCI patients with neurogenic

shock admitted to one institution, adrenal

insufficiency was identified in 22 % of cases;

there was no correlation with the duration of

vasopressor use to maintain the MAP at

85–90 mmHg [74]. The choice of vasopressor

for neurogenic shock has not been well studied.

In a review of vasopressor use in patients with

acute spinal cord injury, arterial and central line

placement is recommended; dopamine is favored

over phenylephrine because of concern for

bradycardia, and vasopressin is suggested as a

reasonable choice [65]. Others use norepineph-

rine or epinephrine [24, 40]. Vasopressors may

have deleterious effects in case of concurrent

brain injury. Dopamine may impair hepato-

splanchnic oxygenation; β-receptor agonists and
exogenous catecholamines have recently come

under scrutiny as a cause of stress-induced

cardiomyopathy (SIC) (takotsubo cardiomyopa-

thy) [1]. The cardiomyopathy is characterized by

transient left ventricular apex akinesia with

hypercontractile basal segments of the heart in

the absence of coronary artery disease,

associated with significant left ventricular dys-

function. SIC has been described after traumatic

brain injury, status epilepticus, subarachnoid

hemorrhage and in cases of neurogenic pulmo-

nary edema [22]. SIC has been attributed to a

catecholamine surge or sympathetic nervous sys-

tem activation in the setting of acute neurological

injury. SIC has been described in a male patient

with chronic C5 tetraplegia 10 days after removal

of a spinal opioid pump, demonstrating that

systemically elevated catecholamines, presum-

ably from opioid withdrawal, can cause SIC in

the absence of an intact nervous system [78]. The

patient recovered after a week of extracorporeal

membrane oxygenation. Lethal neurogenic

pulmonary edema with severe acute cardiomyop-

athy has been described in a chronic incomplete

C5 injury patient after two episodes of autonomic

hyperreflexia presumed to be only the second such

report [15]. Catecholamines could be harmful in

spinal cord injury patients with cardiac dysfunc-

tion and/or pulmonary edema. It appears that the

association of neurogenic pulmonary edema with

SIC is being diagnosed more often as cardiac

echocardiography is used in cases of acute

decompensation following a neurological injury.

In the absence of evidence that blood pressure

augmentation in the week following acute

spinal cord injury is unsafe, this Cervical SCI

recommendation should probably be followed.
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Temperature Management

Vasodilatation impacts temperature regulation

and predisposes to hypothermia in low ambient

temperatures. Conversely, hyperthermia may

easily occur in high temperatures because sweat-

ing below the level of injury is impaired. Patient

temperature must be closely monitored and

warming devices, including fluid warmers,

should be used.

Thromboembolism

Patients are at high risk within hours, because of

immobility. Prophylaxis should be instituted

within 72 h of injury (level II recommendation,

2013 Guidelines). In patients who are not

candidates for anticoagulation and/or sequential

compression devices, vena cava filters are

recommended (level III recommendation).

Gastrointestinal System

Acute SCI causes ileus and delayed gastric emp-

tying, which may persist for 2–3 weeks. Pulmo-

nary aspiration is a risk, especially since patients

are positioned supine to optimize pulmonary

function.

Steroids in the Treatment of Cervical
Spinal Cord Injury and Therapeutic
Hypothermia

As of March 2013, large dose methylpredniso-

lone should not be used in acute spinal cord

injury patients. Until now, as the only widely

used neuroprotective therapy, steroid administra-

tion has been the mainstay of treatment of blunt

spinal cord injury since the NASCIS (National

Acute Spinal Cord Injury Study) II and III trials

of the 1990s [12, 13]. Both studies have been

repeatedly criticized for serious methodological

and statistical analysis flaws, but steroid use has

continued in the face of lack of other treatment

options for a devastating injury in predominantly

young, healthy patients [64]. For this reason, and

despite evidence of harmful effects of steroids,

and just a hint of benefit measured only in minor

improvements across many muscle groups, but

not in functional neurological improvement, the

2002 Guidelines for the Management of Acute

Cervical Spine and Spinal Cord Injuries

recommended methylprednisolone for either 24

or 48 h as an option. Methylprednisolone is the

only steroid studied by NASCIS; it was never

approved by the FDA for this indication. In

March 2013, the Congress of Neurological

Surgeons (CNS) and the American Association

of Neurological Surgeons (AANS) published

their updated Guidelines [35, 39]. There is now

level I evidence that high-dose steroids are harm-

ful, but only level III evidence of inconsistent

benefits of steroids in acute blunt SCI; the

updated guideline unequivocally recommends

against the use of methylprednisolone in these

patients [5]. The adverse effects attributable to

steroids include increased incidence of pneumo-

nia, sepsis, GI complications, thromboembolism,

hyperglycemia and finally, acute corticosteroid

myopathy. This iatrogenic entity tends to

improve spontaneously over 6–8 months and its

resolution is thought to perhaps underlie some of

the motor function improvement observed in the

NASCIS studies.

There has been an increasing interest in the

use of therapeutic mild or modest (33 �C) hypo-
thermia after acute spinal cord injury, along with

some anecdotal reports of its efficacy. In the

2010 clinical case series of systemic hypothermia

in cervical SCI from the Miami Project to Cure

Paralysis at the University of Miami, 14 patients

with complete (ASIA grade A) cervical spinal

cord injuries were cooled using venous femoral

endovascular heat exchange cooling catheters to

maintain the core temperature at 33 �C for 48 h,

with rewarming at the rate of 0.1 �C per hour,

over a 24 h period. Improvement in one AIS

grade or better occurred in 42.8 % of the patients

within three months; a very significant improve-

ment compared to data reported for spontaneous

recovery from other trials [51]. As none of the

patients showed improvement over the first
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2 weeks after injury, misclassification of the

severity of injury either due to spinal shock or

sedative administration seems not to be at issue

in this report. A more recent publication from the

same group describes a prospective cohort of 21

additional ASIA grade A patients managed with

the same hypothermia protocol [26]. They report

late improvement of at least one ASIA grade in

35.5 % of cases; most observed complications

were respiratory and included pneumonia in

60 % of patients and pulmonary edema in 43 %.

Thromboembolic complications with two pulmo-

nary embolisms occurred in 14 % of patients,

which does not represent an excess of these

events despite the use of a femoral venous

cooling catheter system. The same group has

reviewed the current state of knowledge on hypo-

thermia in SCI and reports that a randomized trial

of systemic hypothermia with 17 centers

participating and the intent to recruit 200 patients

is being planned [2]. At this time, although

advances in endovascular cooling technology

allow the institution of hypothermia with mini-

mal delay which is important for the effective-

ness of neuroprotective strategies, moderate

hypothermia is not a proven therapeutic modality

in acute spinal cord injury.

Timing of Surgery

Issue is now actively debated, but it is far from

resolved. The current surgical management trend

of acute cervical SCI patients favors early

decompression and stabilization of the cervical

spine. Logistical difficulties with early interven-

tion in this patient population, because of

delayed transfers to specialized centers and

patient eligibility due to coexisting injuries or

morbid conditions, are common. The term

“early surgery” is therefore usually arbitrarily

defined as surgery occurring within 24 h of

injury. The best evidence in favor of early sur-

gery comes from a multicenter, prospective, but

nonrandomized cohort study of 313 patients with

acute cervical SCI who underwent definitive

open surgical decompression and fixation with

instrumentation of the cervical spine [29]. The

study concluded that surgery prior to 24 h after

SCI is safe and is associated with improved neu-

rologic outcome, defined as at least two grade

ASIA impairment scale (AIS) improvement at 6

months of injury. Despite a debate as to the

significance of the results for surgical practice

standards, there is a definite momentum towards

early decompression/fusion in SCI patients; this

may be performed via an anterior, posterior, and

combined approach [72]. This change is of

importance to anesthesiologists, because of the

complexities of intraoperative management of

patients with neurogenic shock and the ensuing

necessity for urgent evaluation and optimization

of these patients.

A subset of patients with acute SCI present

with cervical facet dislocation (Fig. 9.5).

Although relatively rare among patients with

cervical spine trauma, facet dislocation, espe-

cially if bilateral, results in spinal cord injury in

up to 90 % of patients. The injury occurs during

high-velocity neck hyper-flexion with slippage

of the upper vertebra lower facets relative to the

upper facets of the lower vertebra; as a result, the

diameter of the spinal canal is decreased,

Fig. 9.5 Jumped bilateral facets X-ray. Courtesy of

Dr. John Houten
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compressing the spinal cord and causing cord

contusion (Fig. 9.6). These patients often

undergo urgent skeletal traction and closed

reduction of the dislocation, as rapid restoration

of the alignment of the spine may, in certain

cases, lead to immediate neurological recovery

and is therefore advocated as a means of prompt

decompression of the spinal cord [94]. Skull

tongs are placed under local anesthesia, and

weights are sequentially added via a pulley

system to distract and realign the cervical spine;

this is sometimes done at the bedside (Fig. 9.7).

In patients breathing spontaneously, the pain

the procedure causes is usually treated with

intravenous opioids. In some instances, closed

reduction is performed in the operating room

under general anesthesia; if unsuccessful, it may

be immediately converted to an open, surgical

reduction (Figs. 9.8 and 9.9).

Surgical Interventions

Anesthetic implications vary depending on the

surgical access. Anterior approaches are either

open cervical for anterior discectomy and plate

fusion, or percutaneous for odontoid fractures.

Cervico-medullary junction decompression

is carried out through a trans-oral approach.

Minimally invasive spine surgery is making

inroads—an endonasal endoscopic approach for

odontoid and C1 arch resection has been

described. Posterior approaches involve

laminectomy decompression with fixation,

usually with lateral mass screws and rods, for

subaxial injuries and atlanto-axial-occipital

fusion. A minority of patients will be placed in

a halo vest after surgery.

Complications of Surgery of Relevance
to Anesthesiologists

The most common complication of the anterior

cervical approach to spinal fusion is transient

dysphagia. The most dangerous complication is

postoperative hematoma; the reported incidence

of clinically apparent hematoma is 0.2–5.6 %.

Wound drainage does not completely safeguard

against this complication. Approximately half of

postoperative hematomas require emergency

Fig. 9.6 MRI of cervical spinal cord after bilateral facet

dislocation at C5, C6 level. Courtesy of Dr. John Houten

Fig. 9.7 Skeletal traction to reduce facet dislocation.

Courtesy of Dr. John Houten
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surgical evacuation, due to complaints of

dyspnea despite normal oxygenation, overt

respiratory compromise, worsening dysphagia,

and hematoma expansion associated with neck

pain [30]. When a postoperative neck hematoma

is present, difficulties securing the airway may

occur despite a reassuring initial intubation

course. This may be due to either direct airway

compression with luminal impingement and

deviation, or more ominously, because of airway

edema. The edema is thought to occur as blood

collects in the anterior neck and hinders venous

and lymphatic outflow. The swelling of the

arytenoids and the epiglottis may be present,

even when the total volume of hematoma is low

[73]. Thought should be given to either

attempting to visualize the glottis or performing

the endotracheal intubation awake. Opening the

wound under local anesthesia to decompress the

hematoma may facilitate intubation.

Symptomatic recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy

is another common complication of the anterior

approach with an incidence of 1.1–3.1 % in

large patient series from the last 20 years [30].

Asymptomatic, and presumably transient,

recurrent laryngeal nerve dysfunction is much

more common. The vagus and the recurrent

laryngeal nerves are not visualized during

surgery. The cause of recurrent laryngeal

neuropraxia and paralysis has been attributed to

nerve stretch and compression between the

surgical retractor and the endotracheal tube

balloon, observed anatomically in cadaveric

investigations [46]. In a clinical study by the

same authors, deflating the endotracheal cuff

and re-inflating it after retractor blade placement,

which presumably allows the endotracheal tube

to “recenter” itself in the larynx, decreased the

rate of temporary vocal cord paralysis from 6.4 to

1.69 % [7]. The highest rate of vocal cord

dysfunction has been observed after surgery at

T1 level, while C7 had a rate of 3.9 %. Higher

surgical levels were associated with an incidence

of 1.3 % at C5 and 2.2 % at C6 in the same case

series. Trauma as the indication for surgery was

not associated with an increased incidence of

recurrent laryngeal nerve palsy. The importance

of this observation is that recurrent laryngeal

nerve injury may occur in cervical spine

fractures, especially if the injury involves lower

vertebrae. Indeed, in a report of two patients with

Fig. 9.8 Anterior reduction and fusion of facet disloca-

tion. Courtesy of Dr. John Houten

Fig. 9.9 Arrow points to cervical facet dislocation—CT

scan. Courtesy of Dr. John Houten
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C6–C7 and C7–T1 fracture dislocation, respec-

tively, and who presented with dysphonia, recur-

rent laryngeal nerve injury presumed to be

caused by the injury was confirmed preopera-

tively [33]. The left-sided approach is theoreti-

cally more protective of the recurrent laryngeal

nerve, because the left nerve has a longer loop

and is better protected within the tracheo-

esophageal groove. Most right-handed surgeons

prefer the right-sided approach however. Several

studies refute the superiority of the left-sided

approach [43]. A high level of suspicion for

recurrent laryngeal nerve injury in cervical

spine injuries should arise when hoarseness or

dysphonia is evident in awake, talking patients.

Anterior surgery in patients with preexisting

recurrent laryngeal nerve injury should be

performed from the approach ipsilateral to the

injury to prevent bilateral nerve paralysis. Recur-

rent laryngeal nerve EMG monitoring to prevent

intraoperative nerve damage, although com-

monly used, has not been systematically studied

in anterior cervical spinal fusion. The 2013

Guidelines for Improving Voice Outcomes after

Thyroid Surgery recommend intra-operative

recurrent laryngeal nerve EMG monitoring to

identify the nerve as an option only, emphasizing

the importance of proper placement of the

laryngeal electromyography endotracheal tube.

Rare complications of the anterior approach to

spine surgery are esophageal and pharyngeal

perforation (with possibly subcutaneous

emphysema), dural perforation and CSF leakage,

vertebral artery injury, Horner’s syndrome, and

neurological deterioration.

The posterior approach necessitates prone

positioning with the attendant risk of neurologi-

cal injury in unstable cervical spine injuries

during rotation from the supine position. This

may be minimized by the use of a cervical collar

with manual in-line stabilization during manual

patient transfer, awake self-positioning in

neurologically intact patients after intubation, or

via the “Jackson table” technique, where the

patient is transferred to the table supine with the

usual immobilization precautions, then secured

to the table which is then rotated 180�. Continu-
ous electrophysiological monitoring may be

utilized before and immediately after positioning

prone. A pin head-fixation device is commonly

used in posterior cervical spine surgery. It has a

potential to cause excessive neck motion during

both patient transfer and while it is being secured

to any operating table, including the Jackson

table.

Paraspinal muscle dissection and

laminectomy may cause blood loss, although

this is seldom very significant at the cervical

level. Vertebral artery injury is a very rare but

potentially important cause of blood loss and

intra-operative neurological injury.

Prolonged spine surgery may cause rhabdo-

myolysis, and when performed in the prone

position, it is a risk factor for peri-operative

visual loss, especially in the male, obese patients

positioned on a Wilson frame [20, 75].

Improper positioning may cause outright

compression of the inferior vena cava and

severely decreased preload. Prone positioning

decreases blood pressure and cardiac output in

anesthetized patients, likely because of a

decrease in venous return and decreased cardiac

compliance [27]. The hemodynamic effects of

prone positioning depend on the type of

positioner used. The Jackson table and the longi-

tudinal bolsters have the least effect on cardiac

function by echocardiography performed imme-

diately after positioning when adequate fluid

replacement is provided after turning the patient

prone [25]. Because it is important to minimize

venous engorgement of the orbital content and

the airway in the prone position, some degree of

head-up tilt is necessary. This may contribute to a

decrease in venous return and cardiac output,

even when using the Jackson table. The hemody-

namic changes occurring in the prone position

are expected to have more clinical significance in

the elderly, those with chronic cardiovascular

comorbidities, and patients with neurogenic

shock. The hemodynamic effects of the prone

position have anesthetic implications: the plasma

concentration of Propofol is increased when car-

diac output is lower, presumably because of

decreased drug clearance [50]. Therefore, if

needed, the choice of vasopressor must take

into account its effect not just on the blood
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pressure, but also the cardiac output and by

extension, on the hypnotic effect of Propofol

[66]. In general, hemodynamic management in

the prone position has not been well studied;

CVP does not predict fluid responsiveness and

correlates poorly with left ventricular end-

diastolic volume, especially in the prone position

[58].

The rare occurrence of venous air, fat, and

bone fragment embolism must be considered in

cases of sudden hemodynamic instability [27].

The increasingly common direct spinal wound

application of powdered Vancomycin to prevent

postoperative infection, intended to maximize

local antibiotic concentration without high

plasma levels, may nevertheless result in circula-

tory collapse as in the intravenous route of

administration [57].

The respiratory effects of the prone position

are positive in terms of lung volumes, preferen-

tial blood flow to dependent lung areas and

ultimately, improved ventilation/perfusion

matching leading to the utilization of the prone

or near-prone position in the mechanically

ventilated ARDS patients. Surgery on the

cervical spine in the prone position involves the

use of large radiographic equipment like a

C-arm, or more commonly now an O-ring CT

scanner which is manipulated in close proximity

to the endotracheal tube. The risk of accidental

extubation has to be anticipated as this complica-

tion has been reported. A recent case report

reviews the airway management options should

this occur [89]. Additional causes of airway loss

in the prone position include endotracheal tube

obstruction by bloody secretions or inspissated

secretions; reinforced endotracheal tube mal-

function with obstruction has been reported as

well [76]. Although turning the patient supine in

an emergency may be delayed by the need to

remove instrument constructs from the wound,

having a stretcher available at all times is a basic

prone patient-operative safety feature. Airway

rescue maneuvers in the prone position may

include tube reinsertion over a flexible fiberoptic

bronchoscope, ventilation and intubation through

an LMA, aspiration of secretions and clearing

the tube lumen with an arterial embolectomy

catheter [27].

Neurophysiological Monitoring
During Cervical Spinal Decompression
with Fusion and Instrumentation

Intra-operative neurophysiological monitoring

(IOM) is widely used in spine surgery in the

hope of the early detection of iatrogenic neuro-

logical insults related to the mechanical stress of

positioning, surgical manipulation, and cord

perfusion from hypotension. The risk of

neurological injury during cervical spine surgery,

although ever-present and potentially

devastating, has not been well quantified.

Because the dorsal and ventral portions of the

cord have separate blood supply, simultaneous

monitoring of the somatosensory (SSEPs) and

transcranial myogenic electrical motor-evoked

potentials (MEPs), as well as spontaneous

electromyography (EMG) from relevant muscle

groups, is usually performed, and is called multi-

modal IOM. SSEPs monitor the sensory dorsal

column-medial lemniscus pathway, recording

subcortical or cortical responses to stimulation

of a peripheral nerve. Because SSEP acquisition

requires signal averaging, the temporal summa-

tion provides a reading with some delay, some-

times of a few minutes duration, depending on

the number of averages needed. The time interval

between the stimulus applied to the peripheral

nerve and the evoked response is called latency,

while the size of the response is its amplitude.

The alert or warning criteria differ, and many

clinical papers do not report them, but a decrease

in amplitude of more than 50 % and increase in

latency by 15 % or more are considered signifi-

cant changes that must be communicated to the

surgical and anesthesia teams. SSEPs can local-

ize the site of injury or ischemia more exactly

than the MEPs provided the sensory pathway is

affected, as recordings can be monitored from

both the cerebral cortex and subcortical sites.

MEPs assess the entire motor axis. Electrical

stimulation with high-frequency trains of high

voltage is applied percutaneously over the

motor cortex and compound muscle action

potentials (CAMPs) are recorded from muscle

groups of interest. MEPs cause patient move-

ment during stimulation, although this can be
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minimized by stimulus voltage adjustment, and

as a result can only be assessed periodically. The

warning criterion for MEPs varies. Some centers

use an all-or-none criterion; others consider an

80 % reduction in amplitude at any one recording

site to be an alert value. Another way of

quantifying the alert value for MEPs is

establishing a minimum stimulus threshold

value that results in CAMPs; an increase in the

threshold of 100 V is considered a warning [48].

MEPs may trigger seizures, albeit very rarely.

Volatile anesthetics and nitrous oxide decrease

the amplitude of MEPs and interfere with the

ability to monitor MEPs, and are therefore pro-

scribed. Spontaneous EMG allows continuous

monitoring of selective nerve root function

throughout the surgery. MEP and EMG monitor-

ing precludes the use of muscle relaxants during

surgery on practical grounds.

The American Academy of Neurology and the

American Clinical Neurophysiology Society

analyzed twelve studies meeting pre-defined

quality and enrolment size criteria in an effort

to determine whether spinal cord IOM predicts

adverse surgical outcomes [70]. On this basis, the

published evidence-based guideline concludes

that “IOM is established as effective to predict

an increased risk of the adverse outcomes of

paraparesis, paraplegia and quadriplegia in spinal

surgery.” This conclusion assumes, in the

authors’ opinion, that a “knowledgeable profes-

sional clinical neurophysiologist supervisor” is

responsible for the IOM, as opposed to IOM

“conducted by a technician alone or by an

automated device.” Armed with the knowledge

that well-conducted IOM has an excellent, if not

perfect, predictive value for the most severe

neurological complications, we still do not

know whether the use of IOM prevents

neurological injury in spine surgery. There are

no guidelines addressing this issue. A firm

consensus exists only for scoliosis surgery.

There is data addressing the sensitivity and

specificity of modern multimodal IOM, but it

does not specifically address surgery in spinal

cord-injured patients. In general, the reported

sensitivity and specificity of IOM in cervical

spine surgery in the last decade, that is since

myogenic MEP monitoring has become an

integral part of IOM, is between 95 and 100 %

[48]. However, as discussed previously, warning

criteria vary and measures of neurological

outcome are also variable. A retrospective

analysis of 200 consecutive cervical spine

surgery cases managed with IOM included 40

traumatic spine injury patients; it reports a

specificity of 100 % of SSEPs and MEPs, and a

sensitivity of 100 % of the combination of SSEPs

and MEPs for detecting impending neurological

injury [52]. Of note, the SSEPs were primarily

useful in alerting of a malposition of the arm and,

in one instance, of the need to raise the blood

pressure while the MEP alerts were caused by

hypotension and in one case, graft malposition.

Filling the void of information on the preven-

tive value of IOM on intraoperative neurological

injury is a simulation model which evaluates the

cost-benefit of IOM, assuming a 5 % baseline

neurologic complication rate, a cost of IOM of

$1,535 per case, a prevention rate of an IOM alert

of 52 % in 10,000 surgeries, and a lifetime cost of

lost wages and health care of an intraoperative

incomplete neurologic deficit involving either

the spinal cord or nerve roots of $900,000 [69].

The simulation predicts considerable cost-

savings if IOM is used; 2.3 million dollars

would be saved for each 100 spine surgeries.

The savings would occur even if the risk of

neurological injury were 1 %, although only

$3,500 per procedure would be saved, and even

if the prevention rate were far lower than the one

assumed. There being no economic or outcome

down-side to poor specificity, the focus should be

on the sensitivity of the IOM techniques used. In

summary, the cost-benefit is most favorable if

IOM is used in patients with severe underlying

pathology and those undergoing high-risk

procedures, and if there is corrective action in

response to an IOM alert. This certainly applies

to patients with incomplete spinal cord injury.
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Pain Associated with Spinal
Cord Injury

The SCI Guidelines have a new level I recom-

mendation: the clinical assessment of Pain in SCI

patients should be performed, preferably using

the International Spinal Cord Injury Basic Pain

Dataset to evaluate the severity of pain as well as

physical and emotional functioning [42].

Pain associated with spinal cord injury is

common; its prevalence is estimated at 80 %.

Chronic pain of SCI interferes with the ability

to achieve maximal functional recovery and

degrades the quality of life. It may also lead to

severe depression. Pain may be neuropathic or

nociceptive, or both. Nociceptive pain may be

related to spasticity and painful muscle spasms,

as well as overuse of the arms and shoulders; it

responds to standard pain management protocols.

Neuropathic pain below the level of injury is

more common in tetraplegics, but overall there

is no relationship between the presence of pain

and the completeness or level of the lesion [86].

In addition to its high prevalence, neuropathic

pain associated with spinal cord injury is

resistant to conventional pharmacological treat-

ment and is therefore debilitating; there is also a

tendency for the pain to worsen over time. In

most patients the pain is spontaneous, but can

also manifest as allodynia and hyperalgesia.

The central neuropathic pain of SCI has several

subsets determined by pain location: above, at,

and below the level injury. It is believed that

different mechanisms of abnormal neural activity

and inflammation at spinal and supraspinal levels

are involved in these pain subsets. Central

neuropathic pain differs from peripheral

neuropathic pain. Efficacy would therefore be

expected from distinct treatment combinations;

however the lack of understanding of the patho-

physiology of central neuropathic pain hinders

the development of pharmacological regimens

targeted to central neuropathic pain processes.

Certain drugs, such as tricyclic antidepressants,

commonly used in peripheral neuropathic pain

are not as effective in SCI patients and they

may be poorly tolerated in patients with

incomplete injuries because of urinary

retention; bladder distension is a known trigger

of autonomic hyperreflexia. Opioids are

commonly utilized, but with only a 30 %

longer-term response rate. Intrathecal opioids

have been used in combination with intrathecal

clonidine and baclofen and with ziconotide, a

selective N-type calcium channel blocker [36].

Newer research however indicates that in the

acute phase of injury, opioids may exacerbate

injury-induced excitotoxic damage to neurons

and cause glial activation in the spinal cord and

may actually promote the development of pain

after spinal cord injury by activating central

sensitization pathways. In addition, in the setting

of spinal cord injury opioids may negatively

impact recovery of locomotor function through

the same mechanisms [95]. Oral gabapentin

shows some promise. Daily intravenous

ketamine infusions have been added to oral

gabapentin with some success; the improvement

is transient and disappears some two weeks after

the infusions are stopped. Neither deep

brain stimulation nor dorsal column spinal cord

stimulation is effective in SCI pain;

combinations have not been studied [62].

In summary, the recommended SCI pain

assessment tools should bring about more

standardized information about pain syndromes,

their time course and help design treatment

modalities in more homogenous groups of

patients and analyze their effectiveness,

perhaps enhancing the understanding of the patho-

physiological processes underlying SCI pain.

Anesthetic Technique Specific
to Spinal Cord Injury

Little is known about the short- and long-term

effects of specific anesthetic agents in the setting

of acute spinal cord injury. Knowledge of the

respiratory and cardiovascular implications of

SCI is essential in managing an anesthetic in a

spinal cord-injured patient. The presence of

coexisting injuries and the risk of aspiration

must be taken into account. Chiefly however,
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the anesthesiologist should do no harm and focus

on preventing secondary spinal cord injury by

maintaining spinal alignment during airway

instrumentation to the extent dictated by its

urgency and by ensuring adequate spinal cord

perfusion. The newest guidelines of the Congress

of Neurological Surgeons provide some guidance

in the form of target blood pressure values, albeit

at a low level of evidence.

The prolific group from Korea led by K.Y.

Yoo has published a dozen papers in European

and American anesthesiology journals over the

last decade, examining the effects of laryngos-

copy and intubation on cardiovascular responses,

as well as anesthetic requirements for endotra-

cheal intubation and prevention of autonomic

hyperreflexia, in acutely and chronically spinal

cord-injured patients [96, 97]. Summarizing their

findings, cardiovascular responses to intubation

are blunted in tetraplegic patients, irrespective of

the time since injury: blood pressure does not

increase and may fall, heart rate does increase,

but to a lesser extent than in paraplegics. Norepi-

nephrine levels do not increase at intubation in

acute tetraplegia, but do so mildly after 4 weeks

of injury. Predictably, the arousal response

to intubation, measured by BIS values, is no

different in SCI patients than in non-injured

controls.

Succinylcholine is a drug with a very fast

onset of action. It is ideally suited for emergency

endotracheal intubations. Its administration

poses the risk of hyperkalemic cardiac arrest in

susceptible patients. Spinal cord injury with

tetraplegia involves the majority of the body’s

muscle mass. Denervation causes upregulation of

acetylcholine receptors at the muscle membrane

within hours of immobilization. The appearance

of extrajunctional receptors takes about 12 h. The

extrajunctional receptors will in turn upregulate,

since denervation persists. Within 48–72 h of

injury, this upregulation may be critical enough

to cause lethal hyperkalemia after succinylcho-

line administration to tetraplegic patients. As

long as the paralysis persists, these patients are

potentially at risk for hyperkalemia after

succinylcholine administration [59]. It is worth

noting that Yoo’s group has used succinylcholine

in the cohort of 214 acute and chronic SCI

patients described in the reference, seemingly

without ill effect [97].

Research in acute spinal cord injury must

lead to a better understanding of the “secondary

injury” processes, allowing for focused

neuroprotection strategies. Some candidate

interventions might be metalloproteinase

inhibition by Minocycline or sodium channel

blockade by Riluzole. The North American

Clinical Trials Network (NACTN) for Treatment

of Spinal Cord Injury is currently enrolling patients

for a prospective evaluation of the natural history

of spinal cord injury managed in selected,

specialized centers. This work is likely to provide

us with new best practices and of importance to

anesthesiologists, test the emerging evidence that

ultra-rapid spine decompression and fusion

improves neurological outcome. The NIH funding

for spinal cord injury research remains flat at about

$79 million US$ annually, of which approximately

$5 million is allocated to the longitudinal patient

follow-up by NACTN [68].

Other research focuses on axonal growth and

re-myelination, synapse formation, and the use of

central nervous system stem cells in spinal cord

injury repair. Although the body of knowledge

about the injury and its healing is growing, the

promise of a cure for SCI is as yet unfulfilled.
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Introduction

As airway experts, anesthesiologists are fre-

quently involved in the management of patients

with facial trauma. The successful management

of facial trauma is crucial for both the immediate

goals of airway control and cessation of hemor-

rhage, and the long-term goals of restoring func-

tion and cosmetic appearance. The skilled use of

both routine and advanced airway maneuvers can

decrease morbidity and improve outcomes in

these patients, while an understanding of facial

anatomy and common patterns of injury can

guide interventions.

As a perioperative physician, the anesthesio-

logist’s comprehensive knowledge of associated

injuries can help to prevent further injury. Facial

fractures, in particular, are associated with a 23 %

incidence of head injury [1] and a 6 % incidence

of critical comorbidities [2]. Frequently encoun-

tered, life-threatening complications include

shock from hemorrhage, lung injury requiring

drainage of the chest via thoracostomy, and head

trauma necessitating craniotomy [2]. After the

patient’s airway is protected, therefore, the under-

lying facial injuries sometimes become a lesser

priority to more emergent secondary injuries.

Epidemiology

The most common cause of traumatic facial frac-

ture is motor vehicle accident, accounting for

more than half of these injuries as reported in

one large study of over a 1,000 patients [3]. In

another study of over 20,000 injuries, victims of

traffic accidents were more likely to suffer facial

bone fractures or soft tissue injury [4]. In those

patients with facial fractures, those who had been

riding a motorcycle at the time of injury had the

highest incidence of associated injuries [3]. In

children, play was the cause of more than 50 %

of craniomaxillofacial injuries [5].

Initial and Emergency Room
Management

The initial management of any trauma patient

begins with the Advanced Trauma Life Support

(ATLS) protocol. The principle of “airway,

breathing, circulation” is particularly relevant in

facial trauma patients, due to the proximity of the

injury to the airway. Further complicating man-

agement is the potential for these patients to be

unconscious or inebriated. In a patient with an

altered mental status, even a minor facial injury

can cause mechanical obstruction of the airway

from blood, secretions, or a foreign body, for

example, as a tooth or bone fragment obstructing

the airway. Oftentimes, urgent management will

be required before the arrival of airway or
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resuscitation equipment. In the field, airway

obstruction can be managed by putting the

patient into a position where he is lying on his

side, and (in the absence of suspected spinal cord

injury), with his neck extended into sniffing posi-

tion, while waiting for help and equipment to

arrive. Occasionally, inward displacement of

the jaw itself will be contributing to the obstruc-

tion, in which case grasping and pulling forward

either the broken mandible or maxilla can result

in relief of airway obstruction and subsequent

ability to oxygenate and ventilate. The use of

manual realignment of facial fracture segments

in the field can also assist in controlling bleeding,

especially in cases of severe LeFort fractures [6].

Failure to quickly optimize the airway and

improve oxygenation can further complicate

management, due to the fact that hypoxemia is

a cause of acute delirium and an uncooperative,

combative patient.

Examination

Associated injuries are not always immediately

apparent. It is crucial to look for physical signs

that may indicate imminent loss of the patient’s

airway, which include drooling, loss of gag

reflex, stridor, or cyanosis. Subtle changes may

be indicative of larger injuries. Even with minor

facial injuries, airway obstruction can occur from

unexpected sources. Obvious signs of injury can-

not be relied upon exclusively, for example, soft

tissue injury may be minor even in a major facial

fracture and may be particularly misleading in

blunt trauma.

The initial exam should also include a careful

inspection of the mouth to determine if any teeth,

tooth fragments, fillings, or dentures are missing.

If so, the possibility of these foreign bodies being

lodged in the bronchi or lungs must be consid-

ered and evaluated.

Airway Management

Among all trauma patients, maxillofacial injury

patients may present with the most challenging

airway problems. Difficulties can exist with (1)

spontaneous ventilation, due to depressed con-

sciousness and concomitant brain injury; (2)

mask ventilation, due to the potential for altered

facial soft tissue and bony structures; and (3)

intubation, due to the extent of trauma present.

It may be difficult to visualize the patient’s vocal

cords during laryngoscopy due to bleeding, air-

way swelling, hematoma, or the presence of a

foreign body. The early use of intravenous

steroids may aid in lessening the airway and

facial swelling that can occur. Infrequently, dis-

ruption of the larynx or trachea itself can occur

with facial trauma. Those patients with burn

injuries that may involve the airway present an

increased level of concern, due to the potential

for friability of tissues and airway edema that

may evolve after the initial injury.

Once a decision is made that a patient’s air-

way must be secured, a plan should be

established for the induction of general anesthe-

sia. A rapid sequence intubation utilizing succi-

nylcholine with etomidate is most commonly

chosen, because of the decreased risk of aspira-

tion of gastric contents, due to minimization of

time between the loss of airway reflexes and

securing of the airway. A risk exists, however,

of complete airway compromise when muscle

relaxant is used, because the patient’s respiratory

drive is taken away. Etomidate is problematic as

well, due to the associated inhibition of steroid

synthesis from its binding to beta hydroxylase,

leading to immunosuppression, which may be

hazardous in the septic or polytrauma patient. A

newer agent, carboetomidate, may replace

etomidate in the future due to its decreased bind-

ing to beta hydroxylase and decreased inhibition

of steroid synthesis [7].

An alternate plan allows the patient to breathe

spontaneously under general anesthesia by

means of either an inhalation induction, or the

use of induction agents that will avoid the cessa-

tion of respirations, such as a combination of

dexmedetomidine and a judicious dose of

propofol. Although risky, the use of an inhalation

induction has been reported for the uncoopera-

tive trauma patient with facial fractures. Inhala-

tion inductions have been reported for the

uncooperative trauma patient [8]. There remains,

however the possibility of aspiration of gastric
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contents, especially in trauma patients who may

have eaten recently, or who may have decreased

gastric mobility. Additionally, collapse of laryn-

geal soft tissue may occur with the onset of

general anesthesia, leading to airway compro-

mise during an inhalation induction.

The vast majority of facial trauma patients

requiring intubation will be wearing a rigid collar

for immobilization of the cervical spine. Several

techniques for maintaining this immobility dur-

ing intubation of the trachea have been

described. In one study, the view of the patient’s

larynx was poor (a grade 3 or 4) in 22 % of

patients undergoing direct laryngoscopy with

in-line manual stabilization, and in 64 % of

patients with the use of sandbags, tape, and

rigid collar, suggesting that in-line manual stabi-

lization is the better option if cervical spine pro-

tection can be maintained [9]. This may be due to

the fact that incidental restriction of mandible

mobility occurs from this rigid collar. In those

cases in which clinicians are unsure if manual in-

line stabilization can be preserved (e.g., out of

hospital environment), video laryngoscopy may

be of benefit during intubation while a rigid col-

lar is kept in place [10].

Associated Injuries

In one study of 339 children under the age of 15

with facial fractures, 11 % had associated

injuries of the limbs, head and neck, or chest,

3.5 % had head and neck injuries that were clas-

sified as severe, and 3.2 % had a brain injury

[11]. This low incidence of intracranial injuries

may be due to the inherent stability of the bony

structures of the face, which helps to protect the

brain and the skull [12]. Cranial protection dur-

ing mandibular injury, for example, occurs

because force is dispersed along a normal vector,

typically leading to fracture of only the mandible

without extension to the skull base [12]. If, how-

ever, the midface receives an impact, shearing

forces predominate, which can rip apart the facial

and cranial bones. Therefore, in midfacial

trauma, fracture of the skull base is a common

occurrence [12].

Even in the absence of frank intracranial

injury associated with facial trauma, concussion

is a concern, due to transmitted forces. Afrooz

et al., in a review of 691 pediatric patients who

presented with facial fracture but without obvi-

ous head injury, found that almost one-third met

the diagnostic criteria for concussion [13]. The

type of fracture involved was relevant; those

patients with nasal and mandibular fractures

had a lower rate of concussion than those chil-

dren with orbital or maxillary fractures [13]. In

adults, as well, in a separate retrospective study

of 772 patients, the presence of a midface injury

was associated with trauma to the central nervous

system [14]. The clinician should, therefore,

have a higher rate of suspicion for head injury

in those patients with orbital or maxillary bony

injuries, and appropriate follow-up should be

performed. The early treatment of traumatic

brain injury can improve outcome in both pediat-

ric and adult populations. Young children under

2 years old may, in particular, benefit from inten-

sive interventions following an associated brain

injury [15]. In one small study of 122 patients up

to age 12, infants with traumatic brain injury

classified as “moderate” had outcomes that

were worse compared with children over the

age of 2 who also had a moderate injury [15].

Further complicating the treatment of traumatic

brain injury is the fact that, in many cases of

craniofacial fractures, an appropriate diagnosis

is not made despite the presence of symptoms

[16].

Dental Injuries

The presence of dental injuries should always be

considered in a patient with facial trauma. An

avulsed or fractured tooth can easily become

dislodged causing bleeding that can increase the

difficulty of airway management. A completely

displaced tooth or fragment can be aspirated and

become lodged in the patient’s airway. The inci-

dence of dental injury coexisting with maxillofa-

cial fracture is high, occurring in 42 % in one

recent retrospective series of 473 patients, with

avulsion being the most frequent type of injury,
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and the incisor the most common tooth injured

[17]. Increased vigilance is required in children

[18] and adults [19] with mandibular fractures,

due to the high incidence of concomitant dental

injury.

Vascular Injuries and Hemorrhage

It is commonly, although incorrectly, thought

that facial injuries pose an insignificant risk of

bleeding. Approximately one tenth of patients

with facial trauma may require resuscitation sec-

ondary to hemorrhage, and a fifth of those

patients with massive hemorrhage will die [20].

The extensive vascular network of the face

increases the danger of massive hemorrhage

[21]. Bleeding is exacerbated because no valves

exist in the veins of the head and neck [6]. The

type of trauma that occurred influences outcome,

with blunt leading a greater incidence of

unsuppressed hemorrhage than penetrating

(2.3 % vs. 1.43 %) [21]. The location of injury

predicts the vessels involved. Midface fractures

are associated with disruptions to the internal

maxillary artery, which branches from the exter-

nal carotid artery [20]. Nasal fractures can lead to

disturbance of the anterior and posterior ethmoi-

dal arteries, which branch from the internal

carotid artery [20]. Bleeding after midface

fractures can be particularly assiduous to control

due to difficulty accessing the internal maxillary

artery in its intraosseous path [20].

The anesthesiologist plays a critical role in

managing blood loss and coagulopathy in

patients with facial fracture and massive hemor-

rhage. Ongoing bleeding can be due to inade-

quate surgical hemostasis, requiring further

surgical exploration or angiographic emboliza-

tion of vessels. It is important to also consider

the possibility of trauma-associated coagulo-

pathy, which requires the use of blood products

and antifibrinolytics. The trauma patient has sev-

eral factors which predispose to coagulopathy. A

large amount of bleeding and need for large

volume fluid resuscitation may cause a dilutional

coagulopathy and environmental exposure may

lead to hypothermia. Use of a

thromboeleastogram (TEG) can be invaluable in

deciphering if coagulopathy is a significant con-

tributor to ongoing bleeding [22]. The amount

and rate of bleeding can guide decision making

when considering if angiographic intervention

and embolization are needed.

Due to the extensive vascularity of the head

and neck, the possibility exists for an extension

of initial bleeding to a site remote from the origi-

nal trauma. Subarachnoid hemorrhage and death

have occurred following blunt facial and neck

trauma as a result of internal carotid artery dis-

ruption [23]. In a case reported by Salvatori et al.,

the initial findings, facial bruising and midline

fracture of the mandible, were not suggestive of

such extensive injury [23]. This case is illustra-

tive of the fact that, in all traumas, the possibility

of associated injuries is real and must be thor-

oughly considered.

Intraoperative Management

Submental Intubation

Innovative techniques can be used in patients

with facial trauma to achieve intubation of the

trachea and decrease morbidity. For many facial

injuries, visualization of the surgical field is

improved by using an alternate to the oral route

of endotracheal intubation. Placement of an air-

way device or tube in the nose is contraindicated

in many patients after facial trauma because of

preexisting nasal injury or the potential for acci-

dental intracranial placement if a basal skull

fracture exists concomitantly. In light of these

difficulties, the submental and retromolar routes

to intubation have recently gained popularity as

alternatives to tracheostomy.

Submental intubation involves creating a sur-

gical airway in the submental area, through the

floor of the mouth (Fig. 10.1). The procedure

begins after a routine orotracheal intubation is

performed. After the incision is made, the circuit

connector is removed from the tip of the endotra-

cheal tube, and the top of the endotracheal tube is

pulled through the incision, reconnected to the

circuit, and re-sutured. Although it is an
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infrequently used technique, few complications

have occurred with submental intubation, as

described in several recent case series [24–27]

which included a total of 68 patients. Postopera-

tively, the single complication observed in these

series was minor (a superficial infection) [26].

Intraoperatively, attention must be paid to the

surgical field to avoid endotracheal tube com-

pression and deviation, which can result in

increased airway pressures [27]. In these case

series, submental intubation was used success-

fully for a wide range of types of facial injury,

including mandibular and maxillary fracture, and

was especially useful in patients requiring

maxillo-mandibular fixation [28].

Retromolar Intubation

Retromolar intubation is a less invasive method

of intubation that can achieve both the goal of a

secured airway and the objective of avoiding the

surgical site, providing room for a surgical repair

of both nasal and jaw deformities [29]. This

technique works particularly well in patients

with a maxillary, LeFort II, or zygomatic fracture

[29]. Typically, a slightly smaller endotracheal

tube (6.5–7.0 French in adults) is used for oral

endotracheal intubation. Subsequent to intuba-

tion, the endotracheal tube is manipulated so

that it passes into the space which is behind the

last molar and in front of the ascending ramus of

the mandible [29]. In a patient with severe tris-

mus as well as altered jaw occlusion, this can be

used as an alternative means of intubation by

utilizing the fiberoptic scope to pass through the

retromolar space and provide a route to the tra-

chea [30]. Securing of the endotracheal tube typ-

ically occurs via the surgical team placing wire

around both the endotracheal tube and the last

molar present [31]. Retromolar intubation can be

particularly advantageous in pediatric and pre-

teen patients, due to the fact that the back molars

have not yet erupted, and therefore a larger

space exists in which to place the endotracheal

tube [31]. Although this technique can provide

excellent operating conditions and the avoidance

of a surgical airway, care must be taken

intraoperatively that the lumen of the tube does

not become mechanically compressed. Constric-

tion of the lumen of the endotracheal tube will

rarely result in increased airway pressures [29],

this complication did not occur in one case series

of 48 pediatric patients with maxillofacial trauma

and retromolar intubation [31].

Airway Fire

The combination of oxidizer, ignition, and fuel

during surgery and anesthesia presents a risk for

airway fire. According to the American Society

of Anesthesiologist’s Practice Advisory, surgery

for facial trauma is “high-risk” when an electro-

surgical or electrocautery device is used, due to

the proximity of the ignition and fuel sources to

oxygen [32]. Head and neck surgery was the

procedure involved in 95 % of malpractice

claims associated with monitored anesthesia

care, and 20 % of these claims were for burn

injuries [33].

When an airway fire is detected, it is impera-

tive to disconnect the circuit to cease flow of gas

into the circuit, remove the endotracheal tube and

any fuel sources from the airway, and extinguish

the fire with water. After stopping the fire,

Fig. 10.1 Submental intubation. The endotracheal tube

is being taken out through the submental incision. With

kind permission from Springer Science + Business Media:

J Maxillofac Oral Surg, Submental Intubation: An Alter-

native and Cost-Effective Technique for Complex Maxil-

lofacial Surgeries, 9, 2010, 266–269, Chiradip Kar and

Srijon Mukherjee
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ventilation must be restarted, preferably by mask

while the patient’s airway is assessed [32].

Although the step of removing the endotra-

cheal tube is appropriate in most cases, a special

concern exists with an airway fire that takes place

in the setting of facial trauma due to concomitant

airway edema or bleeding. Those factors lead to a

greater risk of impossible ventilation upon

extubation. In several case reports in which an

endotracheal tube was used, the additional pres-

ence of a tracheostomy opening or an unimpeded

oropharynx (i.e., in a nasal or submental intuba-

tion) allowed for venting of flame with the

resulting injury reported as minor [34, 35]. In

specific cases in which subsequent intubation

may be impossible and the flame is immediately

extinguished, the risk of removing the endotra-

cheal tube may outweigh the benefit.

Previous Facial Trauma

Patients with previous facial trauma presenting

for subsequent anesthetics require special con-

sideration due to the potential for significantly

altered airway structures. A full evaluation of the

airway and knowledge of a patient’s current

anatomical abnormalities is necessary. A flexible

nasal scope, utilized in the preoperative area after

local topicalization, can provide valuable infor-

mation as to if obstructions to endotracheal tube

or supraglottic airway (LMA) placement exist, or

if friable tissue is present, as described by

Rosenblatt et al. [36].

Ankylosis of the tempromandibular joint

(TMJ) can occur posttraumatically and is of

particular concern to the anesthesiologist due

to the subsequent limitations in mouth opening

that may occur [37]. The purpose of the TMJ is

to serve as a hinge which allows for the opening

and closing of the mouth. The position of the

TMJ is between the condylar process of the

mandible and the articulating fossa of the tem-

poral bone of the cranium. When trauma

occurs, the potential exists for these two bones

to fuse as the injury heals, or for the ligaments

surrounding the TMJ to calcify, restricting

mouth opening [38]. Several techniques have

been described to secure the airway in this chal-

lenging situation. Classically, a fiberoptic scope

is passed either orally or nasally in a patient who

is either (1) awake with excellent airway

topicalization or (2) under general anesthesia

and breathing spontaneously. In the pediatric

patient, however, an awake intubation is typi-

cally not possible due to limited patient cooper-

ation. Additionally, due to the small size of the

pediatric fiberoptic scope, the visual field is

limited, and locating the vocal cords can be

challenging. Several alternate methods of intu-

bation in the anesthetized pediatric patient with

TMJ ankylosis have been described (see

Table 10.1). Due to the fact that the patient is

anesthetized, all of these approaches carry a risk

of apnea, bronchospasm, and laryngospasm,

with the subsequent inability to oxygenate and

ventilate. Additionally, the placement of a

supraglottic airway such as an LMA via the

oral route may be impossible. Regardless of

which technique is utilized to secure the airway,

in these patients with severely limited mouth

opening, equipment for performing an emergent

tracheostomy, as well as a surgeon experienced

in this technique, should be immediately avail-

able. It should also be kept in mind that when

instrumenting the nose, the potential for epi-

staxis is non-negligible, and may cause further

airway compromise [39, 40].

For high-risk situations, a combination of

anesthetic techniques can be helpful. Tsui et al.

report a 9-year-old with developmental delay,

scarring from burns to the face, decreased

mouth opening, poor neck mobility, and previous

difficult intubation requiring the use of a

supraglottic airway for ventilation who presented

for further reconstruction [43]. Nebulized lido-

caine, 4 % was used after an inhalation induction

to blunt airway reflexes as a fiberoptic intubation

was performed [43]. The delivery of lidocaine

was achieved through a nebulizer with a connec-

tion through a T-piece adapter to the inspiratory

limb of a circle system (oxygen flow rate 4 L/min)

[43]. Although this patient was anesthetized

uneventfully, it is important to keep in mind that

this technique carried the risk of multiple

complications, including complete obstruction
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of the airway, coughing or airway obstruction

with subsequent laryngospasm, as well as the

possibility of cardiac compromise or apnea due

to the depth of anesthesia required during an

inhalation induction.

Vision

Rapid and skillful perioperative anesthesia man-

agement is essential in cases of sight-threatening,

but treatable ocular trauma. Eye injuries can be

missed when considering apparently life-

threatening concomitant facial and systemic

trauma [44]. Quick recognition and appropriate

treatment of eye injuries, however, can be vision

saving. It is important to recognize when the eye

is likely to be involved in a given instance of

facial trauma. A portion of the orbital bone is

fractured in every case of maxillary LeFort II or

III fracture, as well as in those cases of zygo-

matic fracture or nasal fracture which involve the

ethmoidal bone. The structures in the region of

the eye are complex. Seven different facial bones

make up the portions of the bony structure

surrounding the eye, which is known as the

orbit. These include the frontal, maxillary, pala-

tine, zygomatic, lacrimal, ethmoid, and sphenoid

bones.

The outermost layer of the eye is the sclera,

which completely surrounds the eye, except in

the area immediately in front of the lens, which is

called the cornea. The gap between the lens and

the cornea is known as the anterior chamber and

is filled with the aqueous humor. The space

behind the lens contains the vitreous body. A

laceration involving a tear in either the sclera or

the cornea is known as an open globe injury.

Surgery will involve the extraction of any foreign

materials, as well as an attempt to return parts of

the aqueous and vitreous humor that may have

been extruded back into the globe, and a closure

of the original laceration. In patients with open

globe injuries, the preservation of vision is

threatened by both the extent of injury and the

potential for infection. In ocular trauma, a breach

of the protective cover of the eye can occur.

When bacteria and fungi track into the vitreous

and aqueous humor, an inflammatory condition

known as posttraumatic endophthalmitis can

occur, which can lead to retinal detachment and

vision loss. The probability of infection can be

Table 10.1 Case reports of intubation for pediatric patients with severely limited mouth opening secondary to TMJ

ankylosis

Author Age Respirations Anesthesia Intubation technique

Mohan [38] 12 years Spontaneous TIVA Standard, after a normal oral aperture was

achieved surgically via condylectomy with an

unsecured airway

Kundra [41] 14 months Spontaneous Inhaled anesthetic through

the nasal endotracheal tube

An adult fiberoptic laryngoscope was placed in

one side of the nose as a camera to view the

patient’s vocal cords, while a much smaller

endotracheal tube was pushed through the

other side of the nose and visualized with the

scope as it passed through the glottis

Vas [42] 24 days to

9 years

Spontaneous Ventilation and inhaled

anesthetic through an airway

placed in one nostril

“Semi-blind” nasal intubation technique. Air

bubbles generated from the patient’s glottis

were visualized through the small interincisor

gap and the endotracheal tube was pushed

through the second nostril towards those

bubbles. The tongue was pulled gently out of

the way using a McGill forceps, and

visualization was achieved via a small

fiberoptic light placed in the buccal mucosa.

Many of these patients could only be

ventilated in the lateral position due to

complete airway obstruction when supine
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decreased by early operative repair, typically

within 24 h of injury, as well as by the use of

antibiotics.

The two types of ocular trauma require oppo-

site approaches. A penetrating trauma to the eye

should be immediately treated surgically with

closure of the tear in an attempt to avoid extru-

sion of ocular contents and infection [44]. Blunt

trauma, if severe, is more complex, causing both

soft tissue damage and bony fracture, however,

treatment is often not emergent unless the injury

is vision-threatening, or the globe is open [44]. In

one series of 588 patients with orbital fractures

after blunt trauma, almost 90 % had a periorbital

hematoma, ~14 % were associated with

retrobulbar hemorrhage, and one-fifth had visual

abnormalities, with all but two patients suffering

from an optic nerve injury [45]. When associated

with a visual disturbance, a retrobulbar hema-

toma can lead to blindness if not promptly surgi-

cally evacuated [46].

Unanticipated ocular comorbidities can occur

secondary to craniofacial fracture. In one case

which involved compound facial fractures, the

combination of a fracture of the skull base and

a subarachnoid hemorrhage resulted in increas-

ing intraocular pressure and proptosis 2 weeks

after the initial injury [47]. This was found to be

due to the progressive tracking of cerebrospinal

fluid underneath the periosteum of the orbit [47].

A careful follow-up and consideration of the

original injury is necessary when evaluating ocu-

lar issues.

In addition to carefully evaluating for

coexisting injuries, the preoperative exam in ocu-

lar trauma patients must include documentation

of visual acuity, as well as a record of extraocular

muscle function. The anesthetic plan must be

based on the cooperation of the patient, the extent

of the injury and procedure planned, and the need

to control intraocular pressure. Minor ocular

trauma such as an eyelid laceration or corneal

abrasion may not require general anesthesia if the

patient is otherwise amenable to treatment with

local anesthesia or a nerve block. The presence of

a ruptured globe is a relative contraindication to a

peribulbar or retrobulbar block, due to the pres-

sure on the eye during injection. General

anesthesia is required if the surgeon requires the

globe to remain completely still.

When inducing general anesthesia for an ocu-

lar trauma patient with an open globe, the anes-

thesiologist should attempt to mitigate increases

in intraocular pressure. A normal intraocular

pressure is 10–22 mmHg, which is increased

when hypercarbia or hypertention occur, or

when a Valsalva maneuver is performed. A

hematoma behind the eye, as well as manual

pressure on the eye by the anesthesiologist dur-

ing mask ventilation, can also increase

extraocular pressure and cause injury. Although

a theoretical risk exists of extrusion of the vitrous

or aqueous bodies and loss of vision when intra-

ocular or extraocular pressures are increased,

there is no evidence and only anecdotal reports

that state that an eye fell out due to an anesthetic

[48].

Vomiting, coughing, or sudden movement can

be harmful. In most trauma centers, a rapid

sequence induction is performed with etomidate

and succinylcholine. The theoretical risk of

extrusion of intraocular contents due to the

increase in intraocular pressure that occurs with

succinylcholine must be weighed against the risk

of aspiration when succinylcholine is not

utilized. A sufficient depth of anesthesia should

be ensured prior to laryngoscopy in order to

minimize increases in blood pressure [49].

Propofol and thiopental (if available) can be

used as induction agents due to the fact that

both decrease intraocular pressure; however,

propofol may be a better choice due to the fact

that it also decreases the incidence of postopera-

tive nausea and vomiting. The use of a rapidly

acting narcotic, such as fentanyl 1–2 μg/kg, and
an agent that blunts airway reflexes, such as

lidocaine, can also assist in the avoidance of

systemic hypertension, which may lead to further

increases in intraocular pressure.

Recent research has explored the addition of

remifentanil to blunt the rise in intraocular pres-

sure associated with laryngoscopy and intubation

[50]. In adults who received a dose of propofol

2 mg/kg for the induction of anesthesia, the addi-

tion of remifentanil 4 μg/kg led to a decrease in

intraocular pressure of 39 % immediately after
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induction, which persisted throughout direct lar-

yngoscopy and the placement of an endotracheal

tube, regardless of whether or not the patient

moved or coughed [51]. Dexmedetomidine 0.6

μg/kg, in one study, when used in conjunction

with thiopental, attenuated the rise in intraocular

pressure that is typically associated with intuba-

tion [52]. These studies, however, were

performed in patients undergoing non-opthalmic

surgery. Further research will be needed to deter-

mine if these results apply to patients with ocular

trauma. Ketamine should be avoided if possible

in ocular trauma patients, due to its tendency to

cause eyelid spasm, nystagmus, postoperative

vomiting, as well as increased intraocular pres-

sure, although the latter may not be a significant

factor at low doses under 2 mg/kg [53].

The goal during the maintenance of general

anesthesia is to avoid increases in intraocular

pressure. This should include an adequate depth

of anesthesia to prevent spikes in blood pressure,

as well as the maintenance of normocapnia.

Muscle relaxation should also be used to ensure

adequate operating conditions and decrease

the likelihood of bucking or coughing

intraoperatively. Placing the patient in a head-

up position can facilitate venous drainage from

the eye, which will contribute to maintaining a

normal intraocular pressure. The anesthesiologist

must also be attentive to hemodynamic changes

during surgery. Hypotension can ensue from

blood loss due to associated injuries, if not

treated appropriately. Pressure on the eye or

pulling on the ocular muscles during surgery

can cause bradycardia, due to the oculo-cardiac

reflex (stimulation of the afferent trigeminal

nerve leading to a vagal response at the sinoatrial

node of the heart).

Prior to the emergence of general anesthesia,

gastric contents should be evacuated using an

orogastric tube. Agents that decrease the likeli-

hood of airway irritation on emergence, such as

lidocaine or fentanyl, should also be given before

extubation. According to a consensus guideline

by the Society for Ambulatory Anesthesia,

opthlamic surgery is a risk factor for postopera-

tive nausea and vomiting [54]. An antinausea

agent, such as ondansetron 0.1 mg/kg (up to

4 mg), should be administered before emergence.

Nasal Injuries

The most frequent site of facial injury is the nose.

Frequently, nasal fractures will be reduced in the

emergency room under sedation. A risk exists of

airway obstruction in the patient with altered

consciousness. Bleeding may into the hypophar-

ynx from the nose during this procedure. A safer

alternative, especially if more than minimal seda-

tion is required, is to reduce the fracture in the

operating room under general anesthesia, with the

trachea protected by a cuffed endotracheal tube.

Maxillary Injuries

The upper jaw is also known as the maxilla. The

classification scheme for maxillary fractures

delineated in 1901 by Rene Le Fort is still in

widespread use today. Although the large num-

ber of midfacial bones, as well as their potential

for commutation during impact allows for

numerous permutations, this basic classification

of three types of fractures remains relevant. The

labeling of LeFort fractures begins from the low-

est part of the maxilla, with Type I, with Types II

and III involving progressively higher portions of

the midface (Figs. 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4). On

imaging, fractures of specific portions of the

facial skeleton provide information as to the

type of LeFort fracture present (see Table 10.2).

A fracture of the pterygoid process is

pathognomic for the presence of at least one of

the three types of LeFort fracture [55].

The need for emergent airway management is

common in patients with LeFort fractures. Over a

quarter of patients with LeFort fractures require

emergent endotracheal intubation or tracheos-

tomy, as reported in one study of 117 patients

by Thompson et al. [56]. Information on the kind

of LeFort fracture present can be useful in

predicting the need for control of the airway. In

the series published by Thompson et al., those
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patients with high grade (LeFort III) fractures

were more likely to require immediate airway

management [56]. Other predictors of the need

for intubation or tracheostomy included further

facial fractures, such as a mandible fracture or

concomitant injuries of the larynx, pharynx, or

cranium [56].

Although airway compromise is common in

patients with LeFort fractures, its origin can

occur from a variety of sources, both obvious

and obscure. The result of a LeFort facture is a

dislodgement of the maxillary bones posteriorly

and inferiorly towards the oropharynx. Conse-

quentially, bleeding can obscure the upper air-

way, leading to an urgent requirement for

endotracheal intubation or tracheostomy [57].

As every anesthesiologist knows, even the

presence of a correctly placed endotracheal tube

does not guarantee a secure airway. The patency

of an endotracheal tube is easily compromised by

kinking or obstruction of the lumen, or by

mechanical compression. Joo et al. described

compression of a nasotracheal tube externally

by the posterior displacement of pieces of a

LeFort II and III fracture [58]. Carefully pulling

the midface forward relieved the airway obstruc-

tion in this case [58]. Fortunately, the endotra-

cheal tube utilized was unreinforced; when a

reinforced tube becomes kinked, it is impossible

to unbend, and replacement of the tube is man-

dated. The initial performance of a tracheostomy

instead of a nasotracheal intubation, while not

without risk, would have prevented this compres-

sion of the endotracheal tube. Additionally, the

nasal route of intubation can be problematic in

Fig. 10.2 LeFort I. From manual of internal fixation in

the Cranio-Facial Skeleton, Joachim Prein, ed., Berlin:

Springer Verlag, 1998

Fig. 10.3 LeFort II. From manual of internal fixation in

the Cranio-Facial Skeleton, Joachim Prein, ed., Berlin:

Springer Verlag, 1998
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patients with LeFort II or LeFort III fractures,

due to the risk of intracranial placement of the

endotracheal tube if the cribriform plate is

fractured.

Airway compromise can also occur from

unexpected sources. Maxillary fracture, specifi-

cally of the antral wall, has been reported to lead

to retropharyngeal emphysema and severe air-

way compromise [59]. The mechanism of airway

compromise in this case is introduction of air into

connective tissue, dissecting the fascial planes.

Another mechanism of limited mouth opening

and difficult airway management is trismus,

which is of particular concern in patients with

maxillary fractures. Extending up from the max-

illa is the zygomatic process, which is one of the

bones of the cheek. When trauma occurs to the

side of the cheek, a zygomatic arch fracture can

occur. Bleeding and swelling into the masseter

muscle can occur as a result, leading to trismus

and difficulty securing the airway.

Mandibular

The stability built into the facial skeleton reaches

ideal form in the lower jaw bone, the mandible

[12], which is the most durable and largest bone

in the face. Due to the prominent position of the

mandible on the face, it is also the most common

site of fracture [60]. The mandible is made up of

three parts. The most anterior, horizontal section

is called the “body” of the mandible, which is

flanked on each side by a column called a “rami.”

The angle of the mandible is the area joining the

body and rami on each side. At the top of each

ramus are two rounded processes which jut

upwards with a U-shaped concavity in-between.

The coronoid process sits anteriorly and the con-

dyloid process lies posteriorly. The condyloid

process serves as a hinge which joins the cranium

to the mandible at the tempromandibular joint

(TMJ). The body of the mandible itself consists

of the symphysis as its centermost portion.

Fractures will often distribute exclusively along

the mandibular bone, in many cases without

disrupting the base of the skull [12]. Care must

be taken, however, to elucidate the extent of the

mandibular injury; the maximal impact to the

bone may occur far from the site of injury [12].

For example, blunt force on the chin, which can

occur in a car crash, often transmits force through

the angle and up the rami of the mandible, frac-

turing the condylar or coronoid process. In one

study by King et al., of 225 mandible fractures at

a single center, the most common types of

fractures were parasymphyseal (35 %), body

(21 %), and angle (15 %) [61]. Similar

demographics were found by Natu et al., in a

review of 66 patients with mandibular fractures,

with parasymphyseal fractures as the most com-

mon type [62]. Due to the high frequency, it is

particularly important to consider the possibility

of a concomitant subcondylar fracture in those

patients with a parasymphyseal fracture [61, 62].

In contrast, in children, the condylar process was

Fig. 10.4 LeFort III. From manual of internal fixation in

the Cranio-Facial Skeleton, Joachim Prein, ed., Berlin:

Springer Verlag, 1998
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the most frequently fractured mandibular site,

followed by the symphysis [63].

In military injuries, the mandible is the bone

that is most often fractured in craniomaxil-

lofacial trauma [64]. In a recent review of 391

soldiers from Iraq and Afghanistan, with man-

dibular injuries, at least two separate fracture

sites were found in 51 %, and multiple facial

fractures were found in 46 % [64].

As with all injuries, the initial physical exam

is of importance. Areas of paresthesia and ten-

derness should be determined, along with the

presence of any loose teeth. The inferior alveolar

nerve runs through the core of the mandible,

therefore paresthesia in its distribution (the lip

and chin) is suggestive of mandibular fracture.

Trismus can be a complicating factor in mandib-

ular trauma as well. A hematoma underneath the

tongue is suggestive of mandibular fracture. Due

to the fact that the mandible provides support for

the tongue, the tongue itself can obstruct the

airway when this support structure is disrupted

(Fig. 10.5).

Bone immobilization is a key principle in

successful mandibular fracture healing. For

fractures of the jaw, intermaxillary fixation is

often used. In this technique, wires are utilized

in order to keep the fragments immobile; how-

ever, this renders the airway inaccessible if the

patient has difficulties with ventilation or

obstruction. Good postoperative care is essential,

including appropriate doses of narcotics to avoid

hypopnea, as well as the treatment of nausea to

prevent vomiting and subsequent airway obstruc-

tion from stomach contents. Traditionally, the

presence of wire cutters by the bedside was

thought to mitigate this risk, by providing an

immediate means of cutting the wires used

for the intramaxillary fixation, and therefore

accessing the airway. A study by Goss et al.,

Fig. 10.5 Avulsion of the anterior mandibular segment.

With kind permission from Springer Science + Business

Media: Aesthetic Plast Surg, Multidisciplinary and multi-

stage treatment of complex facial trauma: case report, 26,

2002, 40-3, Nagler RM, Peled M, Laufer D

Table 10.2 LeFort fractures

Class Shape Location Exam signs

Radiologic

signs Complications

LeFort

I

Horizontal Separating the part of

the maxilla that

contains the upper

teeth from the rest of

the face

The dento-alveolar segment

of the maxilla can be

manually displaced

separately from the rest of the

maxilla [55]

Fracture of

the lateral

margin of the

nasal fossa

[55]

Airway obstruction

LeFort

II

Triangular Across the

cheekbones and the

lower portion of the

orbits

The piece of the face

containing both the nose and

the upper teeth can be

physically shifted out of

plane, separate from the

skull [55]

Fracture of

the inferior

orbital rim

[55]

Airway obstruction

LeFort

III

“W”-

shaped

Through the lateral

and lower walls of the

orbit

The piece of the face

containing both the nose and

the upper teeth can be

physically shifted out of

plane, separate from the

skull [55]

Fracture of

the

zygomatic

arch [55]

Can involve the ethmoidal

bone and cribriform plate,

sometimes with leak of

cerebrospinal fluid “CSF

rhinorrhea”
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however, showed that more than 30 seconds was

required for jaw release to be accomplished by

surgeons who performed intermaxillary fixation,

and over 2 minutes was needed by experienced

hospital staff [65].

In mandibular fractures specifically, airway

management can be further complicated by tris-

mus. A block of the inferior alveolar branch of

the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve

(a “mandibular nerve block”) can relieve trismus

and increase mouth opening in certain patients,

such as those with pain or muscle spasm. In

patients with adequate mouth opening after

these nerve blocks, an awake fiberoptic intuba-

tion can potentially be avoided [66]. The inferior

alveolar branch can be anesthetized by feeling

for the posterior ramus of the mandible and

injecting medially, in the middle of the pterygoid

fossa in between the medial and lateral pterygoid

muscles. The risks of a mandibular nerve block

must be weighed against the benefits. In the more

common use of these blocks for dental practice,

the complication rate is not negligible; approxi-

mately 0.15–0.54 % of patients have a transitory

injury to their lingual and inferior alveolar nerves

and up to 0.01 % have lasting damage to these

structures [67].

A nasal endotrachial tube is commonly

requested for mandibular fracture patients to

improve visualization of the surgical field. A

high level of caution is required before placing

any object into the nose in a patient with trau-

matic injury. Most concerningly, in patients with

a fracture to the cribriform plate, an endotrachial

tube or nasogastric tube could inadvertently be

placed intracranially, with catastrophic results.

Also critically, a nasal injury may be coexisting

or hemorrhage may lead to coagulopathy.

In controlling postoperative pain and swelling,

non-pharmacologic interventions should also be

considered. Treating the area of fracture with

cold packs or a localized cooling device can be

beneficial [68]. In one study, continuous cooling

(12 h/day) after bilateral mandibular fracture

repair led to decreased swelling of the face and

pain when using a specialized mask which

circulated chilled water [68]. In patients with

mandibular fracture, especially in patients who

have undergone prolonged intramaxillary fixation,

eating is limited to a liquid diet, and nutritional

status may be a concern. In severe or pediatric

cases, total parenteral nutrition may be required.

Pediatrics

Children recover from facial fractures more easily

than adults due to differences in the structure of

their bones and teeth. In the pediatric population,

bone is less likely to fracture, and when it does

break, it heals faster [69]. The resiliency of pedi-

atric bone is due to its mechanical tendency to

deform before breaking [70]. The frontal sinuses

are delayed in normal childhood development and

begin to form at 8 years of age; therefore, frontal

bone fractures are unusual in children [71]. When

facial fractures do occur in children, the bone

elasticity and suture flexibility inherent in pediat-

ric patients are typically protective and fractures

occur with little displacement [72]. Due to the

rapidity of healing, fractures in children should

be reduced in fewer than 5 days, so that the

healing does not occur in a maligned position.

Teeth that are lost are usually primary teeth,

and permanent teeth will regrow in time [73].

Misalignment of the teeth postfracture is

therefore a less common complication in chil-

dren [73].

Infants with facial fractures present a special

concern, due to the fact that children under 6

weeks of age, and sometimes up to 6 months,

are “preferential nasal breathers” [74]. Any

obstruction of the nares by bleeding, soft tissue

injury, or bone fracture could quickly lead to

airway obstruction in the infant. Although many

infants will initiate mouth breathing after a

period of nasal obstruction, often by crying, this

reflex is not reliable, and oxygen desaturation

may occur in the interim [74]. Use of an oral

airway may be necessary in the unconscious,

but spontaneously breathing infant, or after the

induction of general anesthesia before the airway

is secured. The infant’s reliance on the dia-

phragm to achieve tidal volumes is also problem-

atic in cases of trauma. Mask ventilation or

swallowed air can inflate the abdomen, which
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greatly decreases lung excursion, leading to dif-

ficulty with ventilation. Even during periods of

respiratory distress, it may be necessary to man-

ually decompress the stomach with an orogastric

tube in infants in order to achieve acceptable

ventilation.

Pain Management

After facial trauma surgery, causes of postopera-

tive pain include both soft tissue injury and bone

pain. Likely due to the variability in facial

trauma injuries and methods of surgical repair,

no randomized controlled trial has been

performed on the best practices for pain manage-

ment after these surgeries.

Fear of deformity or loss of essential

functions may also contribute to a patient’s per-

ception of pain after facial trauma surgery.

These worries make adequate analgesia even

more essential. Facial trauma patients may also

need social and psychiatric support to aid in

coping with their injury.

Use of narcotic medications is often required,

but it should be balanced with use of

“opioid sparing” adjuvants such as NSAIDS,

acetaminophen, and localized interventions (lido-

caine patches, ice packs) unless a specific contra-

indication exists. The early use of neuropathic

agents should be considered, although additional

research still needs to be done on the use of these

medications for specific types of trauma. Opioids,

in particular, should be used with caution in facial

trauma due to the possibilities of injury to the

airway, blood in the oropharynx, and impaired

level of consciousness, all of which can contribute

to airway obstruction. A facial trauma patient who

may present initially with the ability to ventilate

and oxygenate can quickly become hypoxic with

the addition of opioids due to any or all of these

factors. The neurologic exam is also important in

facial fracture patients due to the possibility of

concomitant brain injury. Narcotics can interfere

with the neurologic examination of a patient, lim-

iting a patient’s ability to cooperate, as well as

artificially shrinking the size of a patient’s pupils,

interfering with the accuracy of the neurologic

exam.

Regional Anesthesia

Regional anesthesia often provides the advantage

of improved analgesia. Oftentimes, less opioid is

needed, decreasing narcotic side effects such as

sedation, respiratory depression, itching, and

nausea. Narcotics can be particularly dangerous

in a facial trauma patient, given the difficulties of

airway management due to the altered anatomy,

and potentially limited mouth opening, jaw

mobility, and neck movement. The use of nerve

blocks to control postoperative pain for facial

trauma surgery is limited, however, by the con-

cern for needle trauma to nerves, vascular

structures, or intracranial contents. Given the

potential for high levels of toxicity due to the

proximity of these vessels to the brain, this con-

cern is understandable. As a higher level of com-

fort and skill with regional anesthesia occurs, and

“real-time” imaging techniques such as ultra-

sound guidance improve, however, these

techniques will become more popular. Head and

neck blocks for children have been described in a

detailed article by Dr. Suresh of Northwestern

Children’s Hospital [75].
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Thoracic and Abdominal Injuries 11
Levon M. Capan and Sanford M. Miller

Injuries to the thorax and the abdomen—the

torso—contribute significantly to trauma-related

mortality and morbidity. While the vulnerability

of the closely organized vital organs to injury in

this region plays an important role in morbidity

and mortality, the noncompressible nature of

hemorrhage in this area also contributes

immensely to otherwise preventable trauma

deaths. While it is estimated that one fourth of

trauma deaths is secondary to chest trauma alone

and claims about 16,000 lives per year [1],

hemorrhage in the torso (thorax, abdomen, and

pelvis) also results in a mortality of as much as

70–80 % after otherwise survivable noncerebral

and noncardiac injuries in both civilian and

military populations [2]. The overall mortality

from exsanguination, which remains second to

central nervous system (CNS) injury as a cause

of death, primarily originates from injuries of the

thorax, abdomen, and pelvis; there has been a

reduction in death from extremity bleeding

because of effective control with tourniquets or

topical hemostatic agents, but not from torso

bleeding. With increasing use of anticoagulant

agents for prophylaxis and management of

cardio- and cerebrovascular disorders, bleeding-

related mortality from truncal injuries is proba-

bly more frequent. For example, the predominant

injury site in patients with cardiovascular disease

who died after trauma in one study was chest in

15 % and abdomen in 3 % of instances; head and

neck was the injury site in 69 % of patients [3].

In 2008, of the more than 42 million injury-

related emergency room visits in the United

States only 4 % were due to torso injuries; the

corresponding percentages for upper extremity

injuries, lower extremity injuries, head and neck

injuries, and vertebral injuries were 18 %, 15 %,

14 %, and 5 %, respectively [4]. Other diagnoses

such as poisoning, adverse effects, ill-defined

conditions, and mental disorders made up the

remaining injury-related emergency room

admissions [4]. Thus, although torso injuries

represent a relatively small percentage of the

emergency room load, they appear to cause a

greater proportion of morbidity and mortality

than other injuries.

Up to 80 % of thoracic injuries coexist with

other injuries in major trauma patients, but they

require major surgery and anesthesia relatively

infrequently. Yet undetected, relatively minor

thoracic injuries may result in life-threatening

events during surgery for associated injuries or

intensive care management of the multiple

trauma patient. Pneumothorax and hemothorax

are perfect examples of this clinical situation.

On the other hand, because of their sometimes

silent nature, even major thoracic injuries (e.g.,

esophageal, diaphragmatic, and airway trauma)

may be missed if appropriate diagnostic
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measures are not utilized. Abdominal and pelvic

injuries are present in 9–14 % of hospitalized

blunt trauma victims with a mortality rate of

about 10 %, but more than one-third of the most

severely injured hospitalized patients are likely

to have abdominal and/or pelvic injuries, and

their mortality increases to 21–50 % if there is a

simultaneous severe brain or thoracic injury,

since the increased need for fluids and

transfusion increases brain and pulmonary

edema [5]. While it is difficult to predict intra-

abdominal organ involvement in penetrating

trauma, in blunt injuries, the spleen is the

most commonly injured organ followed by the

retroperitoneal organs and the liver [5].

Thoracic Trauma

Although penetrating weapons may inflict severe

damage, generally blunt thoracic injuries have a

higher overall mortality and morbidity because

of a greater likelihood of multisystem involve-

ment. Nevertheless, the coexistence of many

vital organs with different functions in the small

thoracic cavity makes trauma to the chest a

potential cause of serious consequences [1]

(Table 11.1). Shock produced by thoracic trauma

has three components. The pulmonary compo-

nent is caused by airway, lung, and/or diaphrag-

matic injuries and is responsible for hypoxia and

hypercarbia. Hemorrhage from the chest wall,

thoracic vessels, and sometimes the heart is

responsible for the hypovolemic component,

and cardiac injuries in the form of pericardial

tamponade, myocardial contusion, or valvular

disruption are responsible for the cardiogenic

component of shock. Sometimes they may be

present simultaneously, resulting in the so-called

thoracic shock. Each of these components must

be considered during management of shock

caused by thoracic injuries (Fig. 11.1).

Management of the patient with chest injury

involves (a) initial evaluation and resuscitation,

(b) relatively minor surgical interventions such

as placement of chest tubes for removal of air or

blood from the pleural space, (c) definitive

surgical repair of injured thoracic organs, and

(d) intensive care. The timing of surgical

interventions can be categorized in three periods:

(a) immediately upon arrival in the emergency

department, (b) urgently within few hours of

arrival, and (c) delayed after the first day in the

hospital [6]. The goals of management are

different in each of these time windows:

immediate intervention is done for resuscitative

purposes, urgent intervention provides definitive

repair of injured organs, and delayed intervention

is for repair of missed injuries. Of course, the

patient’s physiologic status and the diagnosis of

the clinical condition are the main factors in

deciding the type of care. The anesthesiologist’s

function in each of these phases is to assist in

resuscitation, to administer anesthesia for urgent

and delayed surgery, and to provide care in the

intensive care unit. The remaining part of this

section will provide information relating to

management strategies for each of these phases.

Resuscitation Phase

Management in this phase is according to the

Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS)

guidelines. Prompt tracheal intubation followed

by positive pressure ventilation and positive end

expiratory pressure (PEEP), if necessary, should

be established in patients who are unconscious,

unable to protect their airway, or are in

Table 11.1 Potential mechanisms of life-threatening

adverse consequences caused by thoracic trauma

Mechanism Pathology

Airway obstruction Airway injuries

Blood and secretions

Hypoxia/Hypercarbia Hemothorax

Pneumothorax

Pulmonary contusion

Hemorrhage Chest wall vessel injury

Pulmonary/Hilar vessel injury

Cardiac injury

Thoracic great vessel injury

Myocardial failure Cardiac contusion

Valvular injury

Septal injury

Pericardial tamponade Hemopericardium
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respiratory distress. Large bore intravenous lines

should be secured both above and below the

diaphragm for administration of fluids and

blood products as deemed necessary. The chest

wall should be inspected during spontaneous

breathing for paradoxical movement suggestive

of flail chest or for open sucking chest wounds.

The latter must be treated immediately by an

occlusive dressing and a chest tube. Respiratory

distress, impaired oxygenation, and hemody-

namic instability may be caused by pneumotho-

rax and/or hemothorax necessitating immediate

decompression with a 14 gauge needle, and tube

thoracostomy after auscultation of the chest in

unstable patients.

The clinical diagnosis of pneumothorax is

difficult. Decreased breath sounds on the affected

side may not be appreciated in a noisy environ-

ment such as the emergency department.

Elevated airway pressure in intubated and

ventilated patients may be attributed to other

pulmonary abnormalities such as airway obstruc-

tion, atelectasis, diffuse inflammatory lung

disease, or mainstem intubation. Likewise

hypoxia, hypercarbia, or hypotension may be

attributed to other causes. Neck vein distension

may not be present in a hypovolemic patient, and

finally, tracheal deviation may be difficult to

appreciate. Nevertheless, the presence of these

signs in the trauma patient should raise a strong

suspicion of pneumothorax. In hemodynamically

stable patients with adequate oxygenation,

additional radiographic or ultrasonographic

evaluation can be obtained to confirm the

diagnosis. In the hypotensive and hypoxic patient

time should not be wasted in waiting for these

evaluations; after rapid auscultation of the lung

fields and elimination of other causes of

decreased or absent breath sounds unilaterally

or bilaterally a needle thoracostomy should be

performed and the pleural air evacuated with a 14

gauge needle-catheter assembly introduced

either at the second intercostal space at the

midclavicular line or the fifth intercostal space

at the midaxillary line. A large-bore (28–36 F)

chest tube may be introduced following this pro-

cedure for continuous drainage, which may serve

not only for evacuation of air but also of blood;

hemothorax may be present in up to 20 % of

patients with chest trauma [7]. Although some

reports recommend observation without placing

a chest tube after needle aspiration in

pneumothoraces classified by CT according to

their size, from miniscule to limited anterior to

Fig. 11.1 Three main components of shock in thoracic

injuries, hemorrhage, airway/pulmonary and cardiac

abnormalities, and their etiology. More than one

component may be present simultaneously, leading to

the condition of “thoracic shock”
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anterolateral [8, 9], there is ample evidence that

after traumatic pneumothorax the possibility of

developing a life-threatening tension pneumo-

thorax is high, especially when general anesthe-

sia or positive pressure ventilation will be

administered [7, 10, 11]. Reluctance to place a

chest tube stems from concerns related to

increased pain, decreased lung expansion, and

infection. There is some evidence to suggest

that using smaller pigtail catheters may be less

painful [12]. Also an effective multimodal pain

management strategy may decrease pain-related

complications of the chest tube. For prevention

of infection, a recent meta-analysis demonstrated

that antibiotic prophylaxis using various

generations of cephalosporins decreased the

overall incidence of chest tube-related

pulmonary infection [13]. However, this favor-

able effect was prominent in patients with

penetrating trauma but not in a relatively small

number of blunt trauma patients [13].

It is now well established that computed

tomography (CT) scans are far superior to plain

radiographs in demonstrating traumatic lesions

of the chest (Fig. 11.2) [14]. Occult pneumotho-

rax is the term used for pneumothorax not

appearing on a plain chest film but detectable

on CT scan image [9]. Part of the reason for the

low diagnostic ability of a plain chest film for

pneumothorax is the fact that concern for

hypovolemia and hypotension, and the presence

of vertebral injuries, precludes upright position-

ing of these patients, which is ideal for

visualizing the air in the pleural space [14]. In

Fig. 11.2 Computed tomography image of the chest showing pleural accumulation of air in the anteromedial sulcus of

the lung (arrow) in caudal cuts. Occult pneumothorax could not be detected in the supine plain chest film
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the supine position the “deep sulcus sign,” which

results from the tendency of pleural air to track in

the lateral and caudal regions, is usually the

diagnostic radiographic sign of life-threatening

tension pneumothorax [14]. In severely injured

patients CT evaluation must be initiated as soon

as a physiologic stability is established.

Considering that the radiation level delivered by

CT is about six times greater than that of plain

chest radiograms and may contribute to an

increase in malignancies later in life, unneces-

sary use of CT should be avoided and evaluation

with plain chest films considered in patients who

are injured by low-risk mechanisms. Plain films

may also be useful in unstable patients who

cannot tolerate transport to the CT unit.

Because of its simplicity and portability,

sonographic diagnosis of posttraumatic pneumo-

thorax has gained popularity during the past

10–15 years. A linear ultrasound probe with a

frequency range of 5–10 MHz is placed over the

second intercostal space at the midclavicular line

or at the fourth or fifth intercostal space at the

anterior axillary line to detect two important

signs: lung sliding and comet tail artifacts.

Lung sliding is the movement of the visceral

over the parietal pleura that normally occurs

when there is no air between the two pleural

surfaces. Comet tail artifacts are generated by

the visceral pleura and are longitudinal

echogenic lines moving back and forth over the

lung fields (Fig. 11.3). Neither lung sliding nor

comet tail artifacts appear when there is air

between the layers of the pleura. Another ultra-

sound sign that further improves the capability of

this technique to diagnose occult pneumothorax

is the “lung point” which is obtained in a special

mode called “time-motion mode” and clearly

differentiates normal lung from collapsed lung

if the probe is placed in the transitional zone

between the normal lung and pleural air. The

normal lung underlying the probe has a normal

granular pattern whereas the pneumothorax

appears in a horizontal line pattern (Fig. 11.3).

The absence of lung sliding has 100 % sensitivity

and 78 % specificity [15]. The “lung point” sign

is very specific and, if present, is pathognomonic

for pneumothorax [15].

Ultrasound diagnosis of pneumothorax is

most helpful for the anesthesiologist

perioperatively, especially intraoperatively in

patients who are having surgery for associated

injuries and are suspected to have pneumothorax.

Rather than waiting for radiographic evaluation,

applying an ultrasound probe over the chest

provides a timely diagnosis. Ultrasound exami-

nation of the chest may also be helpful in

diagnosing pleural effusion, pneumonia, pulmo-

nary embolism, and rib fractures [16]. There are

some pitfalls with this technique that may lead to

inaccurate diagnosis of pneumothorax. By stop-

ping the movement of the left lung, a right bron-

chial intubation may be interpreted as

pneumothorax. Also bilateral pneumothoraces

may be missed, possibly because no difference

may be observed between the two lungs. Like-

wise occult pneumothoraces may show intermit-

tent or partial lung sliding and thus may not be

recognized.

Emergency department (ED) thoracotomy

should be considered in patients who arrive or

become pulseless during resuscitation. Overall,

the neurologically intact survival rate is about

10–15 % after this procedure; the best results

are obtained in patients who have sustained

isolated penetrating chest injury [17, 18].

Among penetrating mechanisms, stab wounds

are more likely to respond than gunshots [18].

Although patients sustaining blunt injuries in

thoracic or non-thoracic regions are considered

to be unresponsive to emergency room thoracot-

omy [19], recent data from the Western Trauma

Association have demonstrated that injury mech-

anism alone is not a predictor of futility for this

procedure and 9 % of the survivors in their series

were blunt trauma victims [20]. They found that

the duration of the prehospital cardiopulmonary

resuscitation (CPR) is an important determinant

of survival; if this period exceeds 10 min after

blunt trauma or 15 min after penetrating trauma

without response should herald a fatal outcome

[20]. Likewise they demonstrated that asystole

during presentation to ED in the absence of peri-

cardial tamponade is a predictor of a lack of

response to resuscitative thoracotomy [20]. Con-

sidering the microbial contamination risks to the
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provider and the expense of such a futile proce-

dure, it is generally accepted that ED thoracot-

omy should not be attempted for these patients.

The therapeutic benefits of emergency depart-

ment thoracotomy are control of hemorrhage,

open cardiac massage, which is more effective

in hypovolemic trauma victims than closed com-

pression, evacuation of cardiac tamponade,

cross-clamping of the descending aorta to limit

distal bleeding, cross-clamping of the pulmonary

hilum in the case of air embolism or massive

bronchopleural fistula, and the possibility of

infusion of fluids into the right atrial appendage

with large bore tubing.

Historically, pericardiocentesis was

recommended to relieve pericardial tamponade.

However the therapeutic effectiveness of this

procedure is low in the presence of clotted

blood in the pericardial sac. Its diagnostic benefit

in comparison to focused assessment with sonog-

raphy for trauma (FAST) is also minimal. Thus

in relatively stable patients, diagnosis and

removal of pericardial blood is performed with

a subxiphoid incision and creation of pericardial

Fig. 11.3 Ultrasound images of normal lung (a, b) and

pneumothorax (c, d). (a) Image obtained by a longitudi-

nally placed ultrasound probe over the intercostal space

showing proximal and distal ribs and the A lines (thick
and thin arrows) which are echogenic horizontal lines
appearing at same distances as the distance between the

probe and the first A line. (b) Comet tail artifacts or B

lines originate from the pleura and are vertically oriented,

well-defined, laser beam like lines that continue up to the

edge of the screen and erase the A lines. (c) real-time

mode frozen image without comet tail artifacts. (d) Time-

motion mode image showing the homogeneous granular

pattern of normal lung on the left and the motionless

horizontal lines of pneumothorax on the right. The line

between these two patterns is called “lung point” which, if

seen, is a definite evidence of pneumothorax. (e) Lung

point may be seen when there is a relatively small volume

of pneumothorax and during expiration pleural air comes

under one side of the ultrasound probe producing a time-

motion image that shows a granular pattern (normal lung)

on one side and a horizontal line pattern (pneumothorax)

on the other side of the screen. (f) During inspiration with

expansion of the lung, entire lung tissue is under the probe

and a normal granular appearance may be obtained with

time-motion image. It should be emphasized that diagno-

sis of pneumothorax with ultrasound relies primarily on

the movement of the lung rather than frozen images. Thus

lung sliding and comet tail artifacts which are produced

by the movement of the lung are the most commonly

utilized features. Reprinted from Lichtenstein D, Meziere

G, Lascols N et al. Ultrasound diagnosis of occult pneu-

mothorax. Critical Care Medicine 2005; 33:1231–38
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window, preferably under general anesthesia, or

by ED thoracotomy if the patient is in extremis.

Currently, a transdiaphragmatic pericardial

window is created laparoscopically under direct

vision. Apart from being easier and safer, this

approach permits evaluation of the abdomen with

minimal morbidity and no mortality [21].

Air embolism is a well-known but rare

complication of penetrating chest trauma and

results from a fistulous connection between a

bronchiole and pulmonary venules [22]. It is

unlikely to occur in spontaneously breathing

victims because the pressure gradient between

the two structures is in favor of the pulmonary

vessels and is the cause of hemoptysis in some

patients. With positive pressure ventilation,

reversal of the gradient results in massive venous

air embolism which may become arterial in the

presence of patent foramen ovale or by passage

of air through pulmonary capillaries into the left

heart and the systemic circulation [22]. Arterial

air embolism is usually manifested by sudden

lateralizing neurologic symptoms and profound

hypotension or cardiac arrest [22]. Depending on

the amount of air entry in the arterial system,

multiple air bubbles or froth may be noticed in

blood withdrawn from the arterial line. The

condition should be suspected in penetrating

chest trauma victims with hemoptysis, and

ventilation should be achieved with the lowest

possible airway pressures (Fig. 11.4) [23]. Inter-

estingly, animal studies have shown that increas-

ing bronchial pressure increases the pressure on

the venules, but that the gradient increases in

favor of the bronchus and promotes further

embolization [22].

In the operating room, TEE, if available and

applicable, can permit adjusting the tidal volume

based on observation of the density of air bubbles

in the cardiac chambers (Fig. 11.4) [23]. How-

ever, this may not be easy because the pulmonary

edema that frequently occurs in these patients

tempts one to use high airway pressures and

PEEP [24]. In the emergency department,

resuscitative thoracotomy may be performed

and immediate twisting of the lung after division

Fig. 11.4 Transesophageal echocardiography images

showing the effect of ventilation with low (350 mL) and

high (650 mL) tidal volumes on the quantity of gas

bubbles in the left cardiac chambers of a trauma patient.

Higher tidal volume with higher inspiratory pressure pro-

duced a greater quantity of gas bubbles in the left ventri-

cle. Reprinted with permission of the American Thoracic

Society. Copyright # 2014 American Thoracic Society.

Saada M, Goarin J-P, Riou B, Rouby J-J, Jacquens Y,

Guesde R, Viars P. Systemic gas embolism complicating

pulmonary contusion. Diagnosis and management using

transesophageal echocardiography. American Journal of

Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine. 1995;152:812–5.

Official Journal of the American Thoracic Society
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of the inferior pulmonary ligament may occlude

the hilar vessels and prevent further emboliza-

tion. A similar surgical maneuver can be applied

in the operating room if needed. The appropri-

ateness of resuscitative thoracotomy for this pur-

pose, however, is questioned [22]. Otherwise the

only other useful measure is to occlude the main

stem bronchus of the suspected side of emboliza-

tion with a double lumen tube or a bronchial

blocker [22].

Air embolism is unlikely to occur after blunt

thoracic trauma, although it has been described

after pulmonary contusion [23]. It can also hap-

pen after a penetrating injury without lung

involvement; a case report described a venous

air embolism after a tangential gunshot wound

to the chest [24]. Unlike air embolism after lung

injury, which is often associated with severe

hemodynamic and oxygenation abnormalities,

these injuries are relatively stable and permit

less aggressive measures, such as the use of

hyperbaric oxygen. Ground transportation to

hyperbaric oxygen treatment facilities is

preferred over air transport given the fact that

air bubbles enlarge at high altitudes [24].

Urgent Thoracotomy

As mentioned above, only an estimated 15–30 %

of chest injuries require operative intervention.

Most trauma to the chest involves air or blood

leak into the pleural space, which is treated with

chest tubes; these must be placed under strictly

sterile conditions at an accurate depth into the

pleural space to prevent complications such as

inadequate drainage of air or blood, empyema,

and fibrous tissue formation over the lung surface

necessitating prolonged antibiotic treatment and

decortication during later phases of management.

The indications for operating room surgical

intervention are shown in Table 11.2. Of these

only a few, such as major bleeding and massive

air leak from the chest tube, hemodynamic

deterioration, cardiac tamponade, and air

embolism require rapid transport to the operating

room. The rest of the problems require urgent

surgery but only when the patient is in stable

condition.

Bleeding

An estimated 300,000 cases of traumatic

hemothorax occur in the United States per year;

the majority are caused by chest trauma [25]. As

an indication for thoracotomy, initial chest tube

drainage of 1,000–1,500 mL of blood and

continuing drainage of 200–300 mL/h [25] must

be assessed with caution in some clinical

conditions. Parenchymal bleeding from the low

pressure pulmonary circulation is usually

tamponaded by complete expansion of the lung,

rendering thoracotomy unnecessary. Likewise,

substantial drainage in patients receiving

anticoagulant drugs and with coagulopathy sec-

ondary to associated brain injury precludes tho-

racotomy because a controllable bleeding site

will not be found and surgery will be

counterproductive. Finally, when the transport

time to a trauma center is prolonged,

accumulated blood in the pleural space may

result in significant initial chest tube drainage,

but should not indicate surgery.

Table 11.2 Indications for surgical intervention for

chest trauma

Drainage of blood in excess of 1,000–1,500 mL upon

insertion of the chest tube

Drainage of blood from the chest tube in excess of

200–300 mL/h for several hours

Hemodynamic deterioration attributed to intrathoracic

organ injury

Cardiac tamponade

Intrathoracic or thoracic outlet great vessel injury

Massive air leak from the chest tube

Tracheal or bronchial injury

Esophageal injury

Retained hemothorax

Traumatic cardiac valvular and aneurysmal lesions

Traumatic diaphragmatic hernia

Traumatic aortic disruption (currently the majority of

these lesions are treated with endovascular approach)

Tracheoesophageal fistula

Posttraumatic empyema
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Decision making for management of

hemothorax is based on the volume of drainage

from the chest tube and the hemodynamic stabil-

ity of the patient. A management algorithm is

shown in Fig. 11.5. Surgery involves video-

assisted thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) or thora-

cotomy necessitating lung isolation. Replace-

ment of blood volume with blood products and

fluids is an important task of the anesthesiologist

during surgery for acute hemorrhage. The

surgical approach in the later phase involves

evacuation of residual clots and lysis of

adhesions and loculated effusions to prevent

empyema or fibrothorax. Surgery in this phase

is indicated if the estimated volume of pleural

blood is greater than 500 mL or it is filling

more than 30 % of the hemithorax. A reliable

assessment of blood volume in the pleural cavity

can be made by CT rather than plain chest film.

Nonsurgical management of loculated blood

clots in the pleural cavity may be performed by

instilling intrapleural fibrinolytic agents such as

urokinase, streptokinase, or TPA [25].

Pulmonary and Airway Injuries

Massive air leak is defined as one that is present

during both inspiration and expiration. It may be

caused by major pulmonary parenchymal

lacerations and by thoracic airway injuries that

prevent complete expansion of the lung, and thus

decrease effective tidal volume and ventilation.

Indications for operative intervention following

a lung injury, bleeding, or air leak are more

common following penetrating than blunt

injuries [6]. On the other hand, penetrating

injuries usually require simpler operations, such

as suturing, wedge resection, or tractotomy,

which involves dissecting along the trajectory

Fig. 11.5 Algorithm for management of hemothorax. Reprinted from Respiratory Medicine, 104, Boersma WG, Stigt

JA, Smit HJM, Treatment of hemothorax, pp. 1583–7, Copyright 2010, with permission from Elsevier
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of a weapon to identify and ligate injured vessels

individually [6].

Lobectomy or pneumonectomy is more likely

to be performed for blunt lung injuries that are

more severe and diffuse [6]. These procedures

have very high (50–100 %) mortality and should

be considered only when there is no other

alternative [6, 26, 27]. The development of

acute pulmonary hypertension, which is probably

secondary to shock induced thromboxane and

neutrophil activity on the pulmonary vascular

bed, contributes to this early postoperative mor-

tality. One fourth of these patients also develop

arrhythmias, usually in the form of atrial fibrilla-

tion, complicating the clinical outcome. Perihilar

lung injuries usually cause hemorrhagic shock

and are treated by placing a hilar clamp and

twisting the lung after dividing the inferior

pulmonary ligament [6]. Isolation of the injured

lung using a double lumen endobronchial tube

or bronchial blocker is essential not only to

facilitate exposure but also to prevent

complications such as contamination of the

uninjured lung and loss of tidal volume.

Tracheobronchial injuries typically occur on

the posterior wall within 3–5 cm proximal and/or

distal to the carina. These are relatively infre-

quent injuries, occurring more commonly after

blunt trauma, irrespective of the mechanism of

injury. They may present in varying clinical

forms including pneumothorax, subcutaneous

and/or mediastinal emphysema, hemoptysis,

loss of tidal volume, and sometimes airway

obstruction. Often they are accompanied by pul-

monary contusion, atelectasis, and/or aspiration

with resulting shunting and hypoxemia. Mechan-

ical ventilation in the presence of airway injury

may be difficult and at times impossible. Perfo-

ration may spare the pleura and involve the medi-

astinum, producing massive emphysema. Often

these injuries are missed only to be recognized

after recovery from the acute injury. Complete

bronchial transection may present with the

falling or dropped lung sign on the chest

radiograph, in which the lung falls away from

the hilum (Fig. 11.6) [28]. Diagnosis is made

based on clinical findings, chest radiography,

or CT and confirmed by rigid or flexible

bronchoscopy. Establishment of adequate

ventilation is the first goal of management.

Positive pressure ventilation should be avoided

if satisfactory air exchange is achieved with

spontaneous breathing. Tracheal intubation, if

necessary, must be done under direct vision

using fiberoptic bronchoscopic (FOB) guidance

to avoid entry of the endotracheal tube into the

tracheobronchial wall defect, producing total

airway obstruction. In this way the tube can be

placed distal to the injury. This procedure

alone may be sufficient for spontaneous healing

proximally if the injury is small and well

contained (Fig. 11.7) [29]. Signs of healing are

cessation of air leak from the chest tube, full

expansion of the lung, and no need for positive

pressure ventilation. After obtaining these signs,

withdrawing the tube and inspecting the area

with FOB can confirm the situation.

Bronchial injuries can be managed with a

double lumen endobronchial tube. The bronchial

lumen is placed in the intact bronchus under

direct vision with FOB guidance. Severe injuries

with deformed airways filled with blood and

secretions and separation of the tracheobronchial

wall may not be manageable with an

endobronchial tube. In these patients, ventilation

Fig. 11.6 Chest radiograph of a patient with multiple

injuries and complete transection of the right main stem

bronchus. There is a complete fallen or dropped lung sign

with a large pneumothorax and lung collapse suggesting

transection of the right main stem bronchus. Walker JL,

Wiersjh J, Benson C, Young HA, Dearmond DT and

Johnson SB, Perfusion (27), pp. 34–8, copyright 2011.

Reprinted by permission of SAGE
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for emergency surgery is continued using a

single lumen tube while the leak from the chest

tube is monitored. After thoracotomy a sterile

single lumen tube is placed into the intact side

by the surgeon to replace the tracheal tube and is

brought out through the incision and connected

to a ventilator [28]. Prophylactic antibiotics,

humidified air, careful frequent suctioning, and

bronchoscopy at regular intervals are necessary.

Sepsis and airway obstruction are the most

important threats to these patients and require

active monitoring after surgery. Postoperative

positive pressure ventilation should be stopped

as soon as possible, or if not possible, ventilation

should be applied distal to the surgical site

by advancing the tube below the repair. Jet

ventilation and rarely, extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation may be considered.

Cardiopulmonary support may be needed in

patients with multiple injuries, transected bron-

chus, and severe lung contusion with hypoxemia

[28]. Traditionally veno-venous cardiopulmonary

support is provided by placing one cannula into the

femoral vein and another into the internal jugular.

A dual lumen veno-venous cannula has recently

been made available, eliminating the inconve-

nience of placing two separate cannulae (Elite

Dual Lumen One lumen V-V Cannula, Avalon

Laboratories, Grand Rapids, MI). The cannula is

placed via an internal jugular vein using the

Seldinger technique under TEE guidance; one

leg of the cannula is directed into the inferior

vena cava and the other close to the tricuspid

valve. Blood from the inferior vena cava is

oxygenated by a cardiopulmonary support assem-

bly and returned to the right atrium via the second

Fig. 11.7 (a) Chest radiograph of a patient after blunt

high energy chest trauma. Radiolucent line on the left of

the cardiac silhouette marked with a square shape

suggests pneumomediastinum; (b) Enlarged image of

the radiolucency marked with arrows; (c) Bronchoscopic
view of the distal tracheal and right main stem bronchus

tear; (d) 2 weeks later bronchoscopic appearance of the

granulation tissue showing spontaneous healing.

Reproduced by permission from Brakman M, Buddingh

KT, Smit M, Struys MMRF, Ziljstra JG and van Meurs M.

A 28-year old man with air in the mediastinal space after a

car accident. Anesthesiology 2012;117:878
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lumen [28]. The system requires the use of sys-

temic heparinization which is a concern that

should be weighed against the severity of

hypoxemia.

Cardiac Injuries

Emergent intervention is indicated for cardiac

injuries presenting as herniation, bleeding, or

cardiac tamponade. Cardiac herniation from the

pericardial defect may occur infrequently, poten-

tially causing cardiac strangulation with severe

hemodynamic depression and possible cardiac

arrest. Immediate thoracotomy for reduction

of cardiac herniation is indicated; while

preparations are made for surgery, the patient

should be kept on the side contralateral to the

presumed herniation [30].

Penetrating injuries within the cardiac win-

dow, defined as the quadrangle between two

perpendicular lines dropped from the

midclavicular points to the last ribs, are very

likely to cause cardiac trauma. Although

penetrating trauma can injure any cardiac struc-

ture, the right ventricle is injured most frequently

because of its anterior position. Small puncture

wounds of the ventricle heal spontaneously in

most instances, but bleeding from atrial tears

usually does not stop. Gunshot wounds of the

ventricles always bleed. Depending on the size

and shape of the pericardial defect, blood

extravasating from the heart may escape into

the pleural space or remain in the pericardial

sac. Blunt injuries may also cause cardiac injury

involving any of the cardiac structures, but they

most frequently cause damage in the form

of myocardial contusion and pericardial

tamponade. Although chronically the pericar-

dium can accommodate several hundred

milliliters of fluid, as little as 50 mL of blood

acutely may result in pericardial tamponade [1].

Accumulation of blood in the pericardium

decreases the stroke volume and increases

the heart rate. The poor compliance of the

pericardium allows pressure to build up within

the sac which may compress the epicardial

vessels, and cause myocardial ischemia,

especially in patients with preexisting coronary

disease whose myocardial demand is already

increased because of compensatory tachycardia.

The systolic blood pressure shows paradoxical

changes during spontaneous breathing. During

inspiration, with decreasing intrathoracic

pressure, diastolic filling increases, causing

leftward shift of the septum and thus decreasing

the capacity of the left ventricle and the stroke

volume, which is reflected in the systemic blood

pressure as a reduction known as “pulsus

paradoxus” [1].

A dusky, plethoric face, distended neck veins,

hypotension, and muffled heart sounds suggest

the presence of pericardial tamponade. Muffled

heart sounds are difficult to detect in a busy and

noisy emergency department. Pericardiocentesis,

once used to diagnose hemopericardium, is

rarely used now because of its invasive nature

and high rate of inaccuracy. Currently transtho-

racic echocardiography or FAST examination is

used for diagnosis. The appearance of pericardial

blood during FAST confirms the diagnosis.

However, the sensitivity of FAST decreases in

the presence of massive hemothorax [6];

the small amount of blood remaining in the

pericardial sac during hemorrhage into the

pleural space is still capable of producing

tamponade, but may be difficult to detect by

FAST [6].

If bilateral chest tubes do not improve the

clinical picture in this situation, the decision

may be made to perform a thoracotomy. Severe

hemodynamic depression calls for a resuscitative

thoracotomy, while stable patients are moved to

the operating room for a subxiphoid pericardial

window with or without laparoscopy [21], or

formal thoracotomy under general anesthesia.

Anesthesia should be induced after preparation

and draping of the field. Intravenous fluids

should be increased to optimize preload before

induction; the heart rate must be kept fast and the

afterload increased. Ketamine is commonly

recommended for this purpose. Positive pressure

ventilation must be applied judiciously as exces-

sive airway pressures may compromise hemody-

namics by further increasing inflow occlusion

between the right atrium and ventricle. In
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penetrating injuries, an efflux of blood after

opening the pericardium suggests cardiac injury

and necessitates definitive surgery via a

sternotomy. Immediate repair is indicated in

injuries with cardiac wall defects, coronary

artery injuries, and great vessel injuries. Coro-

nary artery injuries occur in about 2 % of

penetrating cardiac trauma. The left anterior

descending artery is the most commonly injured

coronary vessel. The type of injury varies; lacer-

ation, thrombosis, dissection, and fistula forma-

tion to an adjacent vein or a cardiac chamber

have all been reported [30, 31]. Electrocardio-

gram and troponin changes may suggest

myocardial infarction [32]. While percutaneous

coronary angioplasty may be used for treatment,

in patients undergoing thoracotomy, injuries to

the proximal two thirds of the artery are bypassed

whereas those in the distal third are ligated.

Intracardiac lesions such as septal defects, valve

injuries, and ventricular aneurysms can be

repaired electively with the use of cardiopulmo-

nary bypass. It should be emphasized that acute

traumatic valve insufficiency and septal defects

become symptomatic more rapidly than chronic

abnormalities. Acute mitral insufficiency may

rapidly progress to pulmonary hypertension and

edema, acute aortic insufficiency may cause

excessive left ventricular wall stress, and septal

defects may cause right ventricular and pulmo-

nary artery dilation. Immediate chest radiographs

may be normal in these patients, but echocardi-

ography will provide the diagnosis [30].

Atrial wounds and right and left ventricular

wounds that are not in the vicinity of the

coronary arteries can be controlled by finger

pressure followed by appropriate suturing.

Wounds near the coronary arteries can also be

closed with sutures under careful electrocar-

diographic and echocardiographic monitoring to

avoid myocardial ischemia. Intraoperative

transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is

extremely useful, not only to monitor intravascu-

lar volume and myocardial wall motion

abnormalities but also to recognize intracardiac

injuries and to follow the course of impaling

foreign bodies in the chest (Fig. 11.8). Indeed

many patients with penetrating chest injuries

from various types of weapons may be

transported emergently to the operating room

Fig. 11.8 Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE)

image of a patient who, after a suicide attempt by stabbing

himself at the left fourth intercostal space at the

parasternal region, was brought to the emergency room

and emergently transported to the operating room without

any radiographic evaluation. Transgastric TEE view

shows the impaling knife in close proximity to the

pericardium overlying the left ventricle. The tip of the

knife is in the lung parenchyma causing some bleeding. S
Stomach, LV Left Ventricle; arrows depict the knife. The
credit line should be: Navparkash S Sandhu and Levon M

Capan, Role of Transesophageal Echocardiography in

Management of Thoracic Stab Wound, Journal of Periop-

erative Echocardiography, 2014
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without any radiographic evaluation. In these

circumstances TEE is the only available imaging

method that permits diagnosis of the type of

injury. In stable patients with penetrating and

blunt cardiac injuries multidetector CT provides

the most accurate and valuable initial informa-

tion [33].

Blunt Thoracic Aortic Injury

Damage to the aorta is the most commonly

encountered great vessel injury after blunt

trauma. These injuries are responsible for at

least one third of the trauma-related fatalities at

the scene after motor vehicle and pedestrian auto

collisions, and they are likely to be accompanied

by various associated thoracic and intra-

abdominal organ injuries [34]. The isthmus—

the junction between the free and fixed portions

of the descending aorta just distal to the left

subclavian artery—is involved in the majority

of cases and results in an 80 % mortality in the

first hour following injury. The isthmus is

anchored by the ligamentum arteriosum and the

left mainstem bronchus, fixing the aorta distally

and making it vulnerable to traction and tearing.

Less frequent injuries of the thoracic aorta occur

at its root and at the level of the diaphragm,

which are also points of fixation and thus prone

to shearing during rapid change of velocity. If all

three layers of the vascular wall are torn, sudden

death at the accident scene is usually unavoid-

able. Patients who arrive to the hospital have

only one or two layers injured with continuity

of blood flow maintained by the adventitial layer

or the surrounding mediastinal fibrous tissues.

Those with only intimal injuries may present

with intramural hematoma, mural thrombus, or

intimal flap. When the medial layer is also

injured, the motion of the flap with each cardiac

cycle can be observed on TEE. Patients

with mild adventitial injuries consisting of

partial transection, mediastinal bleeding, and

intraluminal obstruction may present with

pseudoaneurysm. The absence of thrombus

formation or any other change in or around the

vessel that prevents further bleeding is likely to

result in rapid death from exsanguination.

The presenting signs, symptoms, radio-

graphic, CT, and ultrasound findings of blunt

thoracic aortic injuries are shown in Table 11.3.

There may be no clinical findings in the emer-

gency department. Only 20–30 % of patients

Table 11.3 Common clinical, radiographic, and ultrasound features of thoracic aortic injuries

Clinical Radiographic

Spiral computed

Tomography Ultrasound

Increased arterial pressure and

pulse amplitude in upper

extremities

Decreased arterial pressure

and pulse amplitude in

lower extremities

Absent or weak left radial artery pulse

Osler’s sign: discrepancy between

left and right arm blood pressure

Retrosternal or interscapular pain

Hoarseness

Systolic flow murmur over

the precordium or medial to

the left scapula

Neurologic deficits in the lower

extremities

Widened mediastinum

Blurring of the aortic contours

Widened paraspinal interfaces

Left apical cap

Opacified aortopulmonary window

Broadened paratracheal stripe

Displacement of the left

main-stem bronchus

Displaced SVC

Rightward deviation of the

esophagus and trachea

Nasogastric tube shift

Left hemothorax

Sternal and/or upper rib

fractures

Lung contusion

Pneumothorax

Mediastinal hematoma

Aortic wall

irregularity

Intimal flap

False aneurysm

Pseudocoarctation

Intramural hematoma

Intraluminal clot or

medial flap

Intimal flap

Turbulent flow

Dilated aortic isthmus

Acute false aneurysm

Intraluminal medial flap

Hemothorax

Hemomediastinum

Reproduced with permission from Capan LM, Miller SM, Gingrich KJ. Trauma and burns. In Barash PG, Cullen BF,

Stoelting RK, Cahalan MK, Stock MC, Ortega R. Clinical anesthesia, seventh edition, Wolters Kluwer, Lippincott

Williams & Wilkins, Philadelphia, 2013; pp. 1490–1534
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with mediastinal widening actually have a tho-

racic aortic injury, although the negative predic-

tive value of the finding is 98 %. Measuring the

left mediastinal width (�6 cm) and its fraction of

the total mediastinal width (�0.6) may increase

the specificity and positive predictive value of

the plain film [35]. Multidetector CT scans are

capable of providing an excellent definition of

traumatic aortic injury. These scanners, with

volume-rendered image reconstruction

techniques, produce CT angiography images

that permit reliable noninvasive diagnosis and

have practically eliminated the need for biplanar

aortography or digital subtraction angiography.

Better definition of the extent of the injury with

this technology has allowed the establishment of

a noninvasive classification of the severity of

aortic injuries, and based on that classification,

the formulation of treatment. TEE is also capable

of providing reliable information and is capable

of diagnosing subadventitial aortic injuries that

require intervention [36]. However, CT is used in

the majority of instances in awake patients.

Introducing a TEE probe under these

circumstances may be impractical and undesir-

able because of the danger of aortic rupture sec-

ondary to cardiovascular stimulation. The

possibility of an intercurrent esophageal injury

is another reason for not introducing a TEE probe

in these patients. However, considering that

esophageal injury is relatively rare,

intraoperative TEE may be especially useful for

the anesthesiologist to diagnose an aortic

injury when associated injuries require

immediate surgery without time for CT examina-

tion of the chest.

Many classification systems of blunt thoracic

aortic injuries are proposed based on CT angiog-

raphy findings [37–40]. These are relatively

similar; they divide the injuries into four

categories. The simplified Vancouver Classifica-

tion system is shown in Table 11.4. A simpler

classification based on TEE findings is also

available and classifies traumatic aortic injury

into three categories: a grade 1 injury consists

of an intramural hematoma, limited intimal flap

and/or mural thrombus; a grade 2 injury consists

of subadventitial rupture, injury to the media,

altered aortic geometry and/or a small

hemomediastinum; a grade 3 injury consists of

transsection with massive blood extravasation,

intraluminal obstruction causing

pseudocoarctation, and ischemia (Fig. 11.9)

[41]. Of these, grade 1 injuries can be treated

nonoperatively with serial follow-ups with TEE

or CT [41]. Grade 2 and 3 injuries require imme-

diate or delayed surgery based on clinical

findings [41]. Severity grading may also be

accomplished by criteria involving TEE

measurement of maximum aortic diameter, the

ratio between injured and normal aortic

diameters, the depth of pseudoaneurysm, the

esophagus-to-aortic isthmus distance, the aortic

isthmus-to-left visceral pleural distance, and the

presence of hemothorax [41].

Prioritization of surgery when multiple

injuries are present depends on the hemodynamic

and neurologic status of the patient. Although the

aorta should be repaired as early as possible,

unless it is leaking, control of active hemorrhage

from other sites and drainage of an intracranial

hematoma not only have a higher surgical

Table 11.4 The Vancouver simplified classification of blunt thoracic aortic injuries

Grade Vancouver simplified classification

1 Intimal flap, thrombus, or intramural hematoma <1 cm

2 Intimal flap, thrombus, or intramural hematoma >1 cm

3 Pseudoaneurysm (simple or complex, no extravasation)

4 Contrast extravasation (with or without aneurysm)

Reprinted from Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery, 144, Lamarche Y, Berger FH, Nicolaou S, Bilawich

A-M, et al. Vancouver simplified grading system with computed tomographic angiography for blunt aortic injury,

pp. 347–54, Copyright 2012, with permission from Elsevier
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priority but also preclude heparinization needed

for aortic repair. In most instances, a blood clot

between the aorta and the mediastinal pleura

occludes the vessel. Any disturbance of the

tamponaded region may reinitiate bleeding. A

rapid flow of blood in a large artery tends to

pull the endothelium into the stream and thus

may rupture an injured vessel that is sealed with

a clot or hematoma. Such an increase in the aortic

blood flow is usually caused by increased

myocardial contractility; every effort should be

made to prevent increased cardiac contractility

and hypertension. Decreasing the aortic wall

shear stress, which may dislodge a clot formed

over the injured segment, should be the initial

goal. This can be achieved by decreasing

myocardial contractility with β-blocker agents.

Other hypotensive agents may not be as effective

for this purpose.

Major changes have occurred in the manage-

ment of blunt aortic injuries during the past 15

years, resulting in improved early outcomes

(Table 11.5). Blunt thoracic injury is now being

diagnosed with contrast-enhanced CT angiogra-

phy, which has replaced aortography and the less

invasive TEE. Likewise endovascular thoracic

repair has supplanted open surgery as the pri-

mary surgical treatment [42]. Nevertheless aor-

tography is still being used intraoperatively in

patients undergoing endovascular stenting. An

alternative to aortography in this setting is the

use of intravascular ultrasound. Additionally,

more patients (Grade 1 and sometimes 2) are

being treated conservatively, and in this

nonoperatively treated group, risk-adjusted mor-

tality has decreased over time [43].

Endovascular aortic repair has gained popu-

larity for two reasons: it is minimally invasive

and is associated with fewer early

complications—such as paraplegia, stroke,

bleeding, or death—than are encountered after

open thoracotomy [44]. The procedure is

Fig. 11.9 Transesophageal echocardiographic appearances

of three grades of traumatic aortic injury. (a) Grade 3 injury.

Adventitia of the aortic wall is damaged and false aneurysm

(FA) is communicating (arrow) with the aortic lumen (Ao).

(b) Grade 2 injury. Large medial flap moves back and forth

during each cardiac cycle. Adventitia is intact. (c, d) Grade 1

injury. Intimal flap (c) and intramural hematoma (d) (shown

with arrows) without hemomediastinum or alteration of

aortic geometry. Reprinted with permission from Goarin J-

P, Cluzel P, Gosgnach M, et al. Evaluation of

transesophageal echocardiography for diagnosis of traumatic

aortic injury. Anesthesiology 2000;93:1373–7
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tolerated well and can be performed even in

patients with significant associated injuries [45].

The anesthetic management is also simpler than

that required for open repair. Patients should be

monitored with a right radial artery cannula in

case the left subclavian artery is covered by the

stent. A central line is usually placed for admin-

istration of vasoactive drugs. Although moni-

tored anesthesia care with combined sedation

and local anesthesia is utilized in some centers,

it is the authors’ preference to administer general

anesthesia to these patients. Embolization of aor-

tic atheromas may occur; in anesthetized patients

TEE may help to visualize these prior to stent

deployment. Cerebral oximetry may also inform

the clinician of possible embolization when a

decrease in O2 saturation occurs. Transcranial

Doppler also can be useful for this purpose but

it is not practical intraoperatively. During aortog-

raphy and stent deployment, ventilation may

have to be stopped and systemic blood pressure

may have to be lowered to a mean of 60 mmHg.

Endoleak, a leak between the graft and the vas-

cular wall, is one of the early recognized

complications. Long-term complications and

survival compared to open repair are not clearly

known at this time. It is possible that graft failure

may occur from aging of the stent material and

maturing and enlargement of the thoracic aorta

over time.

At present, repair of blunt thoracic injuries via

the traditional left thoracotomy is a rare proce-

dure. In the authors’ institution, an open repair

has not been performed for the past 3 years. If it

is performed, lung isolation with a double lumen

endobronchial tube should be provided to facili-

tate surgical exposure and prevent contamination

of contralateral lung by blood. The

endobronchial tube should be inserted only after

visualizing the orifice of the left main stem bron-

chus; a pseudoaneurysm encroaching on the

bronchus may be ruptured if the tube is blindly

forced into the bronchus. Further, partial

heparinization, and at times, partial left heart

bypass by left atriofemoral or femoral–femoral

conduits are required to decompress the left heart

and perfuse the distal aorta and the spinal cord

during the “clamp and sew” technique.

The “clamp and saw” technique involves

placement of clamps just distal to the origin of

Table 11.5 Change in the management of blunt thoracic aortic injuries from 1997 to 2007

AAST1 AAST2

N ¼ 253 N ¼ 193

Diagnosis

Aortagram 220 (87 %) 16 (8 %)

CT Scan 88 (35 %) 180 (93 %)

TEE 30 (12 %) 2 (1 %)

Repair

Open 207 (100 %) 68 (35 %)

Endovascular – 125 (65 %)

Outcomes

Mortality 53/241 (22 %) 25/193 (13 %)

Paraplegia

All patients 18 (9 %) 2 (2 %)

Open repair 18 (9 %) 2 (3 %)

Endovascular 0 1/125 (1 %)

Renal failure 18 (9 %) 17 (9 %)

Repair site complication 1/207 (1 %) 25/125 (20 %)

AAST1, American Association for the Surgery of Trauma 1997 Study

AAST2, American Association for the Surgery of Trauma 2007 Study

TEE, Transesophageal echocardiogram
Reproduced with permission from Demetriades D, Velmahos GC, Scalea TM et al. Diagnosis and treatment of blunt

thoracic aortic injuries: changing perspectives. J Trauma 2008;64:1415
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the left subclavian artery and below the injured

segment. Debridement of the vessel wall and

reanastomosis of the aorta is then performed

rapidly and the clamps are released. The sys-

temic blood pressure, blood lactate, and K+

should be monitored; elevation of K+ should be

treated with insulin and glucose. Paraplegia, one

of the dreaded complications of this technique,

occurs in about 9 % of patients and is attributed

to the ischemia of the spinal cord caused by

decreased anterior spinal artery blood flow

which originates from the left subclavian artery,

and the spinal branches of the aorta, such as the

Adamkiewicz artery [46]. Thus a short clamp

time is essential to prevent this complication.

Anastomosis can be performed in as little as

7–9 min in uncomplicated cases. The incidence

of excessive bleeding, mortality, and morbidity is

very high with this technique. Some surgeons

used shunting between the proximal aorta and

the vessel distal to the clamp for perfusion of

the spinal cord and the lower extremities with

some but not substantial beneficial effects.

Great Vessel Injuries

Major branches of the thoracic aorta—the left

subclavian, left common carotid, and innominate

arteries—are mostly damaged by penetrating

trauma. They may be injured by stab wounds at

the base of the neck directed down into the chest

or gunshot wounds anywhere in the neck or the

chest [6]. These victims infrequently reach the

operating room because most expire at the scene

from exsanguination [47]. Those who reach the

emergency department may present in conditions

varying from near stable to complete hemody-

namic deterioration. A transmediastinal gunshot

wound or the presence of a wound at the base of

the neck should raise the suspicion of injury to

these vessels [6]. Presenting symptoms include

hemothorax, pericardial tamponade, external

bleeding, pulse deficit in the distribution of the

affected vessel, brachial plexus injury, stroke,

coma, and/or the presence of a thrill or bruit at

the base of the neck. There may be mediastinal

widening or an apical cap observed on chest

radiography. The presence of a distal pulse does

not rule out injury to these vessels because blood

flow may be maintained through perivascular

tissues allowing flow in spite of complete tran-

section of the vascular wall. Likewise, the

absence of bleeding or hematoma may be due

to complete vascular thrombosis or an intimal

flap, again not ruling out injury to the vessel.

Patients presenting in extremis may be diagnosed

during emergency department thoracotomy or an

urgent thoracotomy in the operating room. In

patients who are hemodynamically stable or

responsive to resuscitation the diagnosis is

made by CT angiography and conventional angi-

ography in the operating room [48].

Anesthetic management may involve massive

transfusion and treatment of possible associated

complications such as coagulopathy, hypother-

mia, hyperkalemia, or hypocalcemia; lung isola-

tion preferably with a double lumen tube;

hemodynamic optimization with fluids and vaso-

active agents; titration of anesthetic agents; and

advanced cardiac life support, if needed. Because

of their proximity to injured vessels, injuries to

the recurrent laryngeal nerve, phrenic nerve, and

vagus may occur as a result of both trauma and

surgery. Consequences of these injuries should

be considered if there are postoperative airway or

pulmonary complications.

Esophageal Injuries

Esophageal injuries are insidious and difficult to

recognize in the presence of more overt clinical

manifestations of associated injuries. Yet when

missed, they may be complicated by severe

mediastinitis, with potentially high morbidity

and mortality. They may result from blunt or

penetrating trauma. Blunt injuries are usually

caused by a direct blow to the neck or the chest

producing a sudden increase in intraluminal pres-

sure and a burst lesion [6]. Penetrating injuries

may be caused by stab wounds or gunshot

wounds to the neck or the chest. Gunshot injuries

primarily involve the cervical esophagus; only

1 % of these wounds involve the intrathoracic

esophagus [6]. Clinical manifestations depend on
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the location, size, time of diagnosis, and degree

of contamination; symptoms are nonspecific and

may be present in less than 80 % of victims.

Odynophagia, dysphagia, chest or back pain, or

hematemesis are the initial symptoms. Blood

draining from a nasogastric tube placed in the

emergency department should raise the suspicion

of esophageal injury. During auscultation of the

chest, one may be able to hear Hamman’s sign, a

crunch with each heart beat, which suggests the

presence of mediastinal emphysema. An initial

chest radiograph may show mediastinal emphy-

sema, much smaller in size than that caused by

airway perforation, and some pleural effusion.

Definitive diagnosis is made by CT, which

demonstrates a collection near the esophagus,

followed by esophagoscopy and barium

esophogram. When both esophagoscopy and

esophogram are used, the diagnostic capability

may be almost 100 % [1, 6]. If the diagnosis is

missed, the clinical picture may change within a

few days to fever, drainage of pus from the

chest tube, hemodynamic instability, and

disorientation in some patients [49]. Secretions

from an injury to the cervical esophagus drain

into the deep cervical fascia which is connected

to the mediastinum. Secretions from the proxi-

mal two thirds of the thoracic portion of the

esophagus drain into the right pleural cavity,

causing effusion or empyema. Drainage from

the distal third of the esophagus produces left-

sided effusion. Finally, perforation of the most

distal segment of the esophagus produces free

abdominal air, peritonitis, or subdiaphragmatic

abscess if the diagnosis is delayed [1].

Anesthetic management of these injuries

involves prevention of aspiration of gastric fluid

and the barium used for the esophogram, man-

agement of sepsis and possible septic shock, lung

isolation if possible, and postoperative intensive

care.

Diaphragmatic Injuries

Lateral crashes and deceleration of greater than

40 km/h in vehicular accidents, and head-on

impacts on a seat-belted driver are the likely

mechanisms of this injury [50, 51]. Diaphrag-

matic injuries are more common on the left side

than on the right which is protected by the liver

[1, 51]. Often small diaphragmatic injuries may

go unrecognized, to be diagnosed few days to

years later [1]. Because these injuries are fre-

quently missed, their clinical presentation may

be divided into three phases [51]. The acute

phase, from the initial insult to apparent recovery

from injury; the latent phase, characterized by

the entrance of intra-abdominal contents into

the thorax, at any time from the traumatic event

to a few weeks later; and the obstructive phase,

presenting as strangulation of the herniated

contents within 3 years after injury. Obviously

the clinical presentations of each of these phases

vary, but in almost all of these situations the risk

of perioperative regurgitation is high. Injuries of

greater than 6 cm in length are likely to permit

abdominal contents into the thoracic cavity and

cause compression of the lung, producing abnor-

mal gas exchange; or of the heart, causing

dysrhythmias or hypotension as well as gastric

or intestinal obstructive symptoms [51]. These

issues may also set the stage for severe regurgi-

tation and aspiration of gastric contents after

induction of anesthesia [51]. Diaphragmatic her-

niation may be suspected when the distal end of a

nasogastric tube in the stomach appears above

the diaphragm on the chest radiograph [52].

When difficulty of visualization occurs, insuffla-

tion of air via the nasogastric tube may optimize

the image [52]. Definitive diagnosis can be made

by contrast-enhanced CT scan. When herniation

is absent, diagnosis and repair can be made by

video-assisted thoracoscopy or laparoscopy.

Lung isolation with a blocker or double lumen

tube may be necessary for the former procedure.

Delayed Thoracotomy

Delayed repair may be indicated for four reasons:

(a) debridement and irrigation of a chest deliber-

ately left open during emergency surgery; (b) to

repair injuries that could not be managed initially

because of a need to manage life-threatening

higher priority injuries; (c) to repair injuries that
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require heparinization, which would complicate

the management of other injuries during the ini-

tial period; and (d) to repair wounds missed dur-

ing the initial stage. Delayed thoracotomy,

defined as surgery after 24 h following trauma,

is performed to repair intracardiac injuries, trau-

matic aortic rupture, and missed injuries to evac-

uate a retained hemothorax with or without

decortication and to drain posttraumatic empy-

ema. The incidence of posttraumatic empyema in

patients with retained hemothorax was found to

be 27 % in a recent study [53]. Rib fractures,

severe injury [injury severity score (ISS) >25],

and additional interventions to evacuate the

hemothorax were found to be independent

predictors. No relationship between use or choice

of antibiotics and development of empyema

could be demonstrated [53].

The concept of leaving the abdominal cavity

open during a damage control procedure to pre-

vent postoperative compartment syndrome has

also been applied to severe chest injuries

(Fig. 11.10) [54]. The chest is left open for two

reasons: (a) most of these patients return to OR,

often several times, at 1 or 2 day intervals in

order to repair less life-threatening injuries or

for a “second look” at an originally repaired

injury and (b) to prevent thoracic compartment

syndrome which may be caused by edema of the

intrathoracic organs when the chest is closed.

The combination of high airway pressures, inef-

fective ventilation, and hypotension secondary to

cardiac and major vessel compression leads to

rapid demise. Leaving the chest open prevents

these problems. This was done initially by using

multiple towel clips attached to the fascia on both

sides of the wound after packing the chest. Fas-

cial closure, even with towel clips, can increase

intrathoracic pressure. Currently the packed

chest is covered with silastic or other nonadhe-

sive material and then sealed with sterile clear

plastic adhesive. Upon return to the OR, these

materials are removed and the appropriate sur-

gery performed. Often these patients present

themselves to the OR intubated eliminating the

need for formal induction and tracheal intuba-

tion. General anesthesia with tracheal intubation

should be administered in extubated patients

after careful evaluation of hemodynamic and

intravascular volume status, oxygenation, renal

function, and electrolytes.

Intracardiac injuries include insufficiency of

aortic, mitral, and tricuspid valves, and atrial or

ventricular septal defects. As mentioned above,

severe acute traumatic insufficiency of the mitral

and aortic valves is poorly tolerated: increased

ventricular wall stress may rapidly progress into

pulmonary edema necessitating early surgery.

However, these injuries are rare, and often mild

to moderate valvular insufficiency is tolerated

well, allowing elective surgical correction. Ven-

tricular septal defects can be recognized by

increased pulmonary vascularity with a normal

heart size on the chest radiograph. The diagnosis

should be confirmed by echocardiography. A

traumatic atrial septal defect may be missed dur-

ing the initial evaluation but can also be

recognized by echocardiography.

The consequences of an improperly placed

chest tube for hemothorax are resorption of the

pleural blood with time, infection (posttraumatic

empyema), and fibrothorax. Blood in the pleural

Fig. 11.10 (a) Patient

with thoracic and

abdominal injuries left with

open chest and abdomen

after a damage control

procedure. The packed

chest is covered with

silastic and then sealed

with towels and sterile

clear plastic adhesive. (b)

Covering materials are

removed and chest cavity is

explored
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space is a powerful culture medium and thus

antibiotic prophylaxis does not compensate for

an improperly placed chest tube. If drainage

ceases in the presence of radiographic and pref-

erably CT evidence of fluid in the pleural cavity,

placement of another tube is unlikely to effec-

tively drain the clotted blood. Video-assisted

thoracoscopy or thoracotomy should be consid-

ered, especially after a penetrating injury. Fre-

quently, hemothorax forms a fibrous layer over

the visceral pleura that restricts effective expan-

sion of the lung and necessitates decortication.

Complete removal of this fibrous tissue from the

lung surface provides adequate lung expansion.

Chest tubes placed after decortication should be

removed as early as safely possible to prevent

infection.

Thoracic Injuries Requiring
Nonsurgical Management

Blunt trauma to the chest may produce injuries of

the lung and heart that require supportive nonsur-

gical care. The presence of these injuries may

complicate the anesthesia administered for sur-

gery of both thoracic and nonthoracic trauma.

Their presence without the requirement for sur-

gery necessitates admission to the intensive care

unit to optimize hemodynamic status and pulmo-

nary gas exchange.

Flail Chest and Pulmonary Contusion

Flail chest develops if more than three adjacent

ribs are broken in at least two sites, or when rib

fractures are associated with sternal fracture(s) or

costochondral separation at three adjacent levels.

For many years, it was thought that the gas

exchange abnormalities in this situation were

caused by the paradoxical breathing in the

injured hemithorax created by the pleural pres-

sure differential across the unsupported chest

wall. It is now clear that morbidity is largely a

result of pulmonary dysfunction secondary to

underlying lung contusion. A reduction in lung

volume secondary to splinting and the

development of hemo- or pneumothorax in

some cases also contributes to morbidity.

Rib fractures are primarily caused by com-

pression forces; shear forces and blast injury

may also be responsible. The degree of rib defor-

mation caused by a broad compressive impact

determines the extent of chest wall injury.

Cadaver studies have demonstrated that in adults

20 % deformation of chest wall produces isolated

rib fractures, whereas 40 % deformation results

in a flail chest [55].

Pulmonary contusion results from direct com-

pressive and shear forces. The mechanism of the

resulting gas exchange abnormality is as follows:

the impact producing the rib fractures is trans-

ferred to the underlying lung causing alveolar

disruption, interstitial and intra-alveolar hemor-

rhage, and atelectasis. Within hours pulmonary

edema ensues as the permeability of the pulmo-

nary capillaries increases. As a result of an

inflammatory reaction, after 18–24 h cellular

debris, proteinaceous material, and blood start

to fill the lung architecture. All of these changes

cause increased elastic recoil of the lung,

decreased functional residual capacity (FRC)

and diminished lung compliance, resulting in

increased work of breathing, which in turn causes

respiratory fatigue and gradual respiratory insuf-

ficiency progressing to failure (Fig. 11.11) [55,

56]. As the muscular effort to expand the chest

increases, paradoxical motion of the flail chest

also increases. In addition to this inflammatory

response, the quality and quantity of pulmonary

surfactant is decreased in pulmonary contusion.

It is crucially important that this situation is

recognized as early as possible in order to apply

therapeutic measures to prevent, or at least

minimize, the occurrence of pulmonary

complications such as atelectasis, retained

secretions, tracheobronchitis, pneumonia, and/or

respiratory failure. Treatment after development

of these complications is difficult and the likeli-

hood of acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS) increases. The estimated mortality rate of

pulmonary contusion is as high as 25 %; develop-

ment of ARDS increases mortality to 50 % [57,

58]. Older age (>65), three or more rib fractures,

preexisting, especially cardiopulmonary, disease,
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and development of pneumonia are also risk factors

for mortality after pulmonary contusion [59].

Although flail chest should be easy to recog-

nize with the help of physical examination and

chest radiography, in some instances it may not

be detected early enough. Shallow breathing

interferes with adequate physical examination,

while abnormalities on plain chest x-rays

develop late. Although they may precede the

changes seen on chest films, alterations in arterial

blood gases may still develop late and may not be

detected if the patient is on supplemental oxygen.

As much as possible, these patients should be

managed breathing room air with close supervi-

sion and continuous monitoring with pulse oxim-

etry. If O2 saturation drops, the patient should be

followed with periodic blood gas measurements

and treated accordingly. The PaO2/FIO2 ratio

may be a helpful indicator, and when it drops

below 300 in a previously healthy patient, treat-

ment should be initiated because the likelihood

of ARDS increases in these patients. It should be

emphasized that the PaO2 alone cannot predict

the contusion volume. Likewise, the extent of the

flail is not predictive of the amount of contusion.

A plain chest radiograph or, most accurately, 3D

CT can determine contusion volume and predict

the likelihood of ARDS and the need for ventila-

tor support. A contusion volume greater than

20 % increases the likelihood of ARDS

(Fig. 11.12) [60]. Recently a semiautomated

computer program has been designed to analyze

pulmonary CT scans and provide an objective

indication of the fraction of contused lung in

relation to the total lung volume [61]. Using

Fig. 11.11 Chest

radiograph of a patient with

flail chest and severe

pulmonary contusion (left
panel). Mechanism of

development of pulmonary

contusion after rib fractures

(right panel)

Fig. 11.12 Relationship between the contusion volume

and the likelihood of development of Acute Respiratory

Distress Syndrome (ARDS). Contusion volume greater

than 20 % or greater of total lung volume predicts the

development of ARDS. Reproduced with permission

from Miller PR, Croce MA, Bee TK, Qaisi WG, Smith

CP, Collins GL, Fabian TC. ARDS after pulmonary con-

tusion: accurate measurement of contusion volume

identifies high-risk patients. J Trauma 2001; 51:223–8;

discussion 229–30
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this method, an admission lung contusion ratio

�24% was found to predict the development of

ARDS and pneumonia later during hospitaliza-

tion, confirming earlier findings [61].

Ventilator-associated pneumonia is

considered a “never event” by the Centers for

Medicare and Medicaid Services, and a “ventila-

tor bundle” consisting of stress ulcer prophylaxis,

deep venous thrombosis prophylaxis, elevation

of the head of the bed, and daily cessation

of sedation for weaning assessment is

recommended to prevent this complication.

A study conducted in patients with pulmonary

contusion demonstrated that, although it should

be applied as a universal preventive measure, the

ventilator bundle did not prevent pneumonia in

these patients [62]. Male sex and chest

injury severity were the two independent factors

determining the development of pneumonia [62].

Until the middle 1970s it was thought that

routine tracheal intubation and ventilation of

these patients improved outcome. Trinkle and

colleagues [63] were the first to demonstrate

that routine intubation and ventilation increased

the likelihood of pneumonia, infection, and

multiorgan failure in these patients. The current

understanding is to avoid tracheal intubation

unless patients are exhibiting respiratory

difficulties and the PaO2 is <60 mmHg in a

patient spontaneously breathing room air or

<80 mmHg if O2 is administered by mask or

nasally, PaCO2 is >50 mmHg, A-aDO2 is

350 mmHg at FIO2 1.0, and PaO2/FIO2 ratio is

<200 mmHg [56, 63]. Additionally, severe

shock, head injury, need for anesthesia and sur-

gery, airway compromise, and preexisting car-

diopulmonary disease are indications for

tracheal intubation and mechanical ventilation.

There are, however, other ventilator

maneuvers that may be applied to improve gas

exchange and prevent complications. Early use

of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)

by mask decreases the work of breathing and

prevents respiratory fatigue and the

complications associated with it. If there is an

inadequate response to CPAP, tracheal intuba-

tion and airway pressure release ventilation

(APRV) can be used. Basically this mode of

ventilation is applied to spontaneously breathing

intubated patients. With APRV the CPAP

applied for a short period of time is brought

from a high level, such as 10–12 cmH2O, to

about 5–6 cmH2O to provide ventilation. This is

done by a device with a flow generator that

maintains continuous positive pressure in the

system as it exits through a threshold resistor

valve. The patient breathes spontaneously with

this high CPAP. A time-controlled threshold

resistor valve placed at the end of the system

periodically lowers the CPAP for a short

period of time. Thus this system is similar to

volume-controlled inverse ratio ventilation

except that it allows the patient to breathe

spontaneously. In other words, APRV utilizes a

long period of positive pressure and a very short

period of lower but not zero pressure while the

patient breathes spontaneously. The advantages

of this mode of ventilation over volume-

controlled inverse ratio ventilation or intermit-

tent mandatory ventilation, are improved V/Q

matching, improved oxygenation, lower sedation

requirement, lower peak airway pressures, and a

reduced incidence of ventilator-associated

pneumonia that otherwise occurs in up to 30 %

of ventilated patients with pulmonary contusion

[64, 65]. APRV is also safe and effective in

optimizing oxygenation and CO2 removal when

patients are transitioned from another mode of

ventilation [66]. There is, however, some data to

suggest that it may take longer to wean patients

from APRV than from conventional volume-

cycled ventilation with daily 30–60 min trials of

spontaneous breathing [67].

If the patient is not able to breathe

spontaneously, the choice is to use conventional

mechanical ventilation with PEEP titrated to

oxygenation and hemodynamic response. As

discussed above, one of the objectives in the

management of pulmonary contusion is to

prevent progression into ARDS. Although there

is no proof that the use of low-volume ventilation

with PEEP, which has been shown to improve

outcome in ARDS, can also be beneficial in

patients with severe pulmonary contusion, most

centers use the same ventilation strategy even

though pulmonary contusion is usually
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unilateral. This strategy may also be beneficial in

reducing ventilator-induced lung injury which is

thought to be secondary to alveolar collapse and

reopening, “atelectrauma” [55].

In unilateral contusion with severe hypoxemia

unresponsive to conventional ventilation with

PEEP, independent lung ventilation can be

tried. In this mode, each lung is ventilated

separately with two synchronized ventilators via

a double lumen endobronchial tube. There is also

some evidence that the life-threatening hypoxia

caused by bilateral lung contusion can be

managed successfully using High Frequency Jet

Ventilation (HFJV), and, as described more

recently, with High Frequency Oscillatory

Ventilation (HFOV). Multiple combinations of

convection and diffusion responsible for air

movement in HFOV maintains consistent high

airway pressures preventing cyclic alveolar

collapse or “atelectrauma” and provides more

rapid improvement in oxygenation than with

conventional ventilation [68, 69]. This mode of

ventilation may also enhance cardiac perfor-

mance, which may be compromised as a

result of contusion or ischemia. Finally in des-

perate situations, extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation (ECMO) has been used for a few

days with some success.

There have been several studies about the

place of surgical fixation of rib fractures in the

management of flail chest and pulmonary contu-

sion. A recent meta-analysis reviewing a total of

753 patients in 11 manuscripts suggests that,

compared to nonoperative treatment, surgical fix-

ation results in substantial decreases in ventilator

days, development of pneumonia, intensive care

unit days, mortality, septicemia, tracheostomy

rate, and chest deformity [70]. Although few,

prospective randomized studies support the ben-

eficial effect of a surgical approach [71]. Surgical

fixation has also been shown to be cost-effective

compared to conservative care [72]. Although

the final decision in this regard waits for the

results of more prospective randomized studies,

the current understanding is that patients with

severe multiple rib fractures and substantially

diminished muscular support for the floating seg-

ment will benefit from surgical fixation [73]. This

approach may also be beneficial for patients with

decreased cardiopulmonary reserve [73].

A practice management guideline published

by the Eastern Association for the Surgery of

Trauma also emphasizes three additional aspects

of care [74]. First is to refrain from overzealous

fluid administration; second is to provide

adequate pain control; and third is to apply

respiratory care in the form of frequent

tracheobronchial suctioning with or without

FOB guidance, airway humidification,

bronchodilators, and chest physiotherapy. It is

clear that in the setting of multiple trauma and

hemorrhage, fluid restriction may have deleteri-

ous effects. While adequate fluid resuscitation to

provide optimal perfusion is essential, excess

intravascular volume may jeopardize healing by

accumulating within the lung tissue. Monitoring

fluid status not only by systemic blood pressure,

but also using many other indices such as systolic

pressure variation, pulse pressure variation, urine

output, filling pressures, blood lactate, base

excess/deficits, and even with TEE may be

helpful for this purpose.

Rib fractures, even without flail chest, cause

significant morbidity owing to pain and

subsequent atelectasis from hypoventilation. In

patients with pulmonary contusions, especially in

the elderly, the deleterious effects of pain are

increased. Aggressive pain control applied early

after the injury using multimodal analgesia

appears to reduce the incidence of respiratory

failure, pulmonary sepsis, and subsequent

mortality [75]. In our experience, the most

effective pain management technique is

continuous thoracic epidural analgesia with

a low concentration of bupivacaine

(0.125–0.25 %) placed at the dermatomal level

of the injury and infused at a rate of 4–8 mL/

h with careful monitoring of pain level and sys-

temic blood pressure. It should be considered

when more than three or four ribs are fractured

[76]. Prior to attempting epidural analgesia

however, pulmonary and cardiogenic causes of

respiratory failure and the various causes of

coagulation abnormalities must be eliminated,

while analgesia is provided by multimodal

techniques (Fig. 11.13) [75]. Unfortunately
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Fig. 11.13 Proposed decision-making process in man-

agement of pain-induced respiratory insufficiency or fail-

ure after traumatic fractures of the ribs. Cardiogenic and

pulmonary causes of respiratory failure and various

causes of coagulopathy should be ruled out before

attempting epidural analgesia. However, epidural may
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concomitant spine or other injuries, and inability

of the patient to consent to the procedure often

preclude this treatment. Continuous thoracic

paravertebral block with ultrasound guidance

may also be considered a part of multidimen-

sional pain management that can effectively

replace epidural analgesia [76]. This technique

may also be useful alone when rib fractures are

unilateral and patients exhibit intolerance to

parenteral nonopioid and opioid analgesics [77].

Multiple intercostal blocks, though effective, are

labor intensive, uncomfortable for the patient and

short-lasting; they should be repeated at least

twice a day. Continuous intercostal nerve block

inserted lateral to the paraspinous muscles has

been shown to avert these problems and to

improve pulmonary function and pain control

and to decrease the length of hospital stay [78].

Although flail chest and pulmonary contusion

do not require surgical management during the

immediate phase of trauma, anesthesia is often

administered to these patients for associated

injuries. It is not uncommon that arterial blood

gases may deteriorate during these procedures

because of progression of the contusion. Fre-

quent monitoring of blood gases levels along

with proper ventilator management, fluid resus-

citation, and respiratory care should be utilized

as outlined above. The long-term outlook for

trauma patients with blunt chest injuries has

been recently investigated. Leone et al. [79]

from France demonstrated that 6 months after

blunt chest trauma, 70 % of the patients had

decreased physical function and six-minute

walk distance, and at least one abnormal pulmo-

nary function test. Sixty percent of patients had

an abnormal chest CT which did not correlate

with an admission PaO2/FiO2 < 200, although

abnormal pulmonary function tests did. At 12

months follow-up, an increase in forced vital

capacity and physical performance was noted.

However, physical performance remained less

than that recorded before injury. This data sug-

gest that it takes at least 12 months after injury

for a multiple trauma patient with blunt chest

injury to regain reasonable physical performance

and pulmonary function. This is confirmed by

another study which followed patients with lung

contusion for 12–48 months and demonstrated

substantial recovery and improved pulmonary

function tests [80].

Blunt Cardiac Injury (Myocardial
Contusion)

The term blunt cardiac injury (BCI), formerly

called myocardial contusion, refers to

myocardial damage involving myofibrillar

disintegration, edema, bleeding, or necrosis.

Clinically it presents as EKG changes, cardiac

enzyme abnormalities, complex dysrhythmias, or

cardiac failure. By definition, BCI encompasses a

wide variety of pathologic conditions, including

varying degrees of myocardial damage; coronary

artery injury; cardiac free-wall, interatrial- or

interventricular septal, or valvular rupture; and,

when impalement by a fractured sternum or rib

occurs, penetrating cardiac injury from blunt

trauma [81]. Not all of these injuries are caused

by myocardial damage from direct mechanical

trauma; they may occur indirectly as a result of

coronary occlusion or exacerbation of

preexisting coronary artery disease by the stress

of trauma. Catecholamine activity following

injury, pain, severe CNS injury, and hemorrhagic

shock can also produce cardiac lesions,

manifested by EKG abnormalities and troponin

release, in the absence of direct impact to the

heart.

In major trauma, multiple injuries frequently

coexist with BCI. The perioperative physician

must be able to anticipate cardiac-induced hemo-

dynamic and rhythm abnormalities; determine

Fig. 11.13 (Continued) be used while the patient is

being ventilated to provide analgesia and to facilitate

weaning from the ventilator. INR International

Normalized Ratio, LMWH low molecular weight heparin,

Multiplate1 ¼ MEA ¼ multiple electrode aggregometry;

ROTEM1 ¼ rotational thromboelastometry; TEG1 ¼
thromboelastography; VerifyNow1 ¼ whole blood turbi-

dimetric platelet aggregometry. Reproduced by permis-

sion from Ahn Y, Gorlinger K, Alam H, Eikerman M.

Anesthesiology 2013;118:701–8
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the contribution of cardiac trauma to the overall

circulatory abnormality caused by hemorrhage,

hypothermia, acid–base and electrolyte

abnormalities, or various other causes; and

based on these findings implement the most

appropriate management.

It is infrequent that major cardiac

complications occur and require treatment as a

result of blunt injury to the heart. However, they

may be fatal when they do happen. Often they are

difficult to diagnose. The presence of first rib

fracture, hemothorax, and free air in the thorax

on the chest radiograph suggest the presence

of BCI.

As in pulmonary contusion, BCI may be pro-

duced by direct precordial impact, crush injury of

the chest causing compression of the heart

between the sternum and the spine, shearing

forces, and blast injuries. Chest pain, angina

responding to nitroglycerine, dyspnea, chest

wall ecchymosis, and fractures of ribs and/or

sternum are some of the suggestive clinical

findings. Sternal fracture alone, however, does

not predict BCI. EKG, blood troponin I level,

and echocardiography are the principal diagnos-

tic tools. In rare instances when ischemic, valvu-

lar and septal injuries are suspected, coronary

angiography or ventriculography may be

indicated.

A 12-lead EKG was considered the best

screening test until recently. However, it has

been shown that EKG alone cannot rule out

BCI [82]. Nonspecific changes such as tachycar-

dia, bradycardia, or occasional atrial or ventricu-

lar premature contractions occur in a majority of

patients, and usually do not require treatment.

Sometimes these arrhythmias appear 12–24 h

after the injury. More serious abnormalities

such as ST segment or T wave changes, conduc-

tion delays, and complex atrial and ventricular

dysrhythmias occur less frequently and often

require treatment. Although sensitive, the EKG

is not specific. Because of its anterior position,

the right ventricle is injured more frequently than

the left. Thus standard leads, which primarily

detect left-sided abnormalities, may miss some

right heart events. Nevertheless, right-sided EKG

leads (V4R) also did not help diagnose BCI [82].

Delayed (>24 h) serious EKG abnormalities may

very rarely occur. However, if these compromis-

ing conditions exist, patients should be moni-

tored in a telemetry ward or intensive care unit

for at least 24 h. Troponin I measurement is

recommended to improve the negative predictive

value of EKG to 100 % [82]. If the EKG is

abnormal, continuous cardiac monitoring,

serum troponin I concentration 6 and 12 h after

the injury in hemodynamically stable patients,

and echocardiography in hemodynamically

unstable patients, should be obtained.

Because of their low specificity, serum crea-

tine kinase (CK) and creatine kinase MB (CK-

MB) determinations, tests performed routinely in

the past to diagnose myocardial contusion, are no

longer performed. Skeletal muscle, colon, lung,

liver, and pancreatic tissue contain both CK and

CK-MB. Thus in multiple trauma, a positive

value may not indicate cardiac injury. Troponin

I, on the other hand, is specific for cardiac mus-

cle. However, negative levels of CK-MB or tro-

ponin I do not rule out clinically relevant BCI,

because in many cardiac trauma patients muscle

disintegration is not significant enough to release

detectable enzyme levels; yet even a small area

of myocardial damage can cause dysrhythmias if

it is in a critical location.

Echocardiography may be helpful in many

ways in BCI. It provides information about

myocardial function (wall motion abnormalities,

increased end-diastolic wall thickness), cardiac

structural abnormalities (echo-dense areas on the

ventricular walls, valve malfunction,

hemopericardium, intracardiac thrombi), cardiac

preload (end-diastolic area), systolic cardiac

function (fractional ventricular area change),

and air embolism (air bubbles in the cardiac

chambers, patent foramen ovale). Echocardiog-

raphy can help not only in the diagnosis of BCI,

but also in hemodynamic management.

Dysrhythmias, unexplained hypotension, and/or

heart failure are definite indications for TTE

or TEE.

TEE is a much more valuable monitor than

TTE, whose usefulness is limited by mechanical

ventilation, pleural effusion, pneumothorax, and

difficulty in placing the patient in left lateral
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decubitus position. Furthermore, myocardial

contusion, hemopericardium, valvular lesions,

hemomediastinum, and aortic rupture are more

likely to be recognized with TEE than with

TTE. Nevertheless, it is important to eliminate

esophageal injury before attempting TEE in

chest trauma patients.

BCI increases surgical and anesthetic risk.

Although most patients with cardiac chamber

perforation do not reach the hospital, some, espe-

cially those with atrial lesions, may arrive in the

operating room. Thus preoperative information

about the nature of the injury is important. An

increased incidence of intraoperative

dysrhythmias and hypotension in patients with

preoperatively diagnosed myocardial contusion

has been reported, although it is not entirely

clear whether these occurrences were caused by

the myocardial injury itself or resulted from the

complications of associated injuries. The dura-

tion of the effects of BCI is also a relevant issue

for the anesthesiologist, since many trauma

patients present for surgery days to months after

injury. In the vast majority of patients,

dysrhythmias last no more than a few days. Ven-

tricular wall motion abnormalities may persist

for up to a year, but any increased risk of periop-

erative complications appears to last for no more

than 1 month. An intracardiac thrombus, a well-

known complication of myocardial contusion,

may be present for more than 1 year after injury,

further emphasizing the need for preoperative

echocardiography even well after the accident.

The clinical presentation of patients with BCI

varies; sometimes more than one compromising

condition may be present in the same patient.

Orliguet et al. proposed an algorithm describing

the management principles for each of these

scenarios (Fig. 11.14). Dysrhythmias appear to

respond readily to antiarrhythmic agents. Hypo-

tension may be caused by hypovolemia, pump

failure, or both. Fluid loading, with monitoring of

cardiac function by echocardiography or right

heart catheterization, improves hypovolemia.

Pump failure is usually caused by right ventricu-

lar dysfunction exacerbated by increased pulmo-

nary vascular resistance due to pulmonary

contusion, aspiration of gastric contents, or

ARDS. An initial right ventricular-free wall dila-

tation, which results in tricuspid insufficiency,

may be followed by leftward ventricular septal

shift, which alters the geometry and compliance

of the left ventricle, increasing left ventricular

filling pressure and decreasing cardiac output.

This should by no means be a signal to decrease

fluid loading. On the contrary, volume replace-

ment should continue with concomitant use of

inotropes and pulmonary vasodilators such as

amrinone or milrinone. Positive-pressure ventila-

tion may also be adjusted to minimize intratho-

racic pressure and thus right ventricular

afterload. As mentioned in the pulmonary contu-

sion section, HFJV or HFOV with its relatively

low mean airway pressure may be beneficial in

these circumstances. As shown in the algorithm,

hemopericardium is treated by surgical drainage.

If used, anticoagulants should be stopped.

Myocardial infarction and valvular, septal, and

coronary vascular injuries are treated in the same

way as they would be in the absence of trauma.

Of course, severe trauma may dictate surgery

before angioplasty, coronary artery bypass,

repair of injured cardiac valves, or closing of a

septal defect.

Rarely, pump failure may be unresponsive to

pharmacologic measures and require cardiac

assistance. The ventricular balloon pump has

been used in these rare cases of BCI. However,

in most patients dysfunction originates from

the right ventricle. Thus, if assistance is

needed, biventricular assist devices would be

preferable.

Commotio cordis (agitated heart) is

characterized by malignant ventricular

arrhythmias such as tachycardia, fibrillation,

and even cardiac arrest often resulting in death

if not treated. Like BCI, it is caused by a sudden

blow to the chest, in this case during the

10–20 ms period of the T-wave upstroke, but it

is not associated with any structural cardiac

abnormality. It usually occurs to players during

contact sports like football or hockey, or recrea-

tional games. Commotio cordis is usually man-

aged at the accident scene and consists of

defibrillation in patients with ventricular

tachyarrhythmias. In those sustaining cardiac
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arrest, advanced cardiac life support should be

instituted [83].

Abdominal Injuries

The abdomen may be injured by both blunt and

penetrating trauma, producing solid organ,

hollow viscus, and vascular injuries. Motor vehi-

cle accidents and falls are the most common

causes of blunt trauma, whereas stab and gunshot

wounds are the most common etiologies of

penetrating trauma in the civilian population.

Intra-abdominal injuries involving intra- and ret-

roperitoneal organs and hemoperitoneum are

responsible for the majority of hemorrhage-

related deaths from trauma; bleeding is second

to head injury as a cause of trauma deaths in the

United States [84]. The pattern of injury varies

with the cause; blunt trauma produces mostly

solid organ damage, primarily involving the

spleen and the liver, and only infrequently

produces hollow viscus injury, whereas

penetrating trauma can injure any of the intra-

abdominal organs. Often blunt abdominal trauma

is accompanied by injuries to other regions such

as the head, spine, thorax, pelvis, and extremities

which further complicate management and

worsen the outcome [85]. Penetrating injuries,

especially gunshot wounds, may involve multi-

ple intra- and extra-abdominal organs, but they

are usually located in the vicinity of the original

injury. Both blunt and penetrating abdominal

injuries may cause severe physiologic

disturbances secondary to hemorrhage and

peritoneal spilling of gastrointestinal contents

[85]. As in injuries of many other anatomical

regions, alcohol and illegal drugs play an

important role in the occurrence of abdominal

injuries [86].

Surgical management of abdominal injuries

has evolved over the past three decades. The

concept of “Selective Surgical Conservatism”

has largely replaced the old concept of manda-

tory emergency surgical exploration of blunt and

penetrating abdominal injuries, unless the

presenting clinical picture is complicated by

hemodynamic instability, peritonitis, or eviscer-

ation, in which case surgical exploration is

indicated without delay. Selective surgical con-

servatism involves nonoperative management by

careful evaluation and performing surgery on a

timely manner only on those who actually dem-

onstrate signs of injuries that are not amenable to

Fig. 11.14 Decision-making tree for management of

various clinical scenarios caused by blunt cardiac injury

(BCI). Electrocardiogram (ECG), Troponin I, and

transesophageal or transthoracic echocardiography (TEE

or TTE) are the tools for evaluation. Arrows represent the
frequency of occurrences of each clinical condition and

the frequency of management methods. Thick arrows
high frequency, thin arrows low frequency, and dotted
arrows rare occurrences. CABG coronary artery bypass

graft, HFJV high frequency jet ventilation. Adapted with

permission from Orliaguet G, Ferjani M, Riou B. The

heart in blunt trauma. Anesthesiology 2001;95:544
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nonoperative treatment. Advanced technology

for the diagnosis and treatment of these patients

permits application of this concept to clinical

practice and avoidance of nontherapeutic

laparotomies which may be associated with a

complication rate up to 41 %, including small

bowel obstruction, ileus, pneumothorax, wound

infection, myocardial infarction, iatrogenic vis-

ceral injury, and death [87–89]. Nevertheless,

minor errors of diagnosis and clinical judgment

that delay operative treatment, which is consid-

ered a failure of this approach, also may

potentially result in major complications that

may be fatal in some cases [90]. Patient selection

for nonoperative management is essential.

Penetrating trauma victims with high ISSs, liver

or spleen injury, and a requirement for transfu-

sion are likely to fail the nonoperative approach.

In blunt abdominal trauma patients, nonoperative

failure is predicted by advanced age, low

admission systolic pressure, higher ISS, lower

Glasgow coma scores (GCS), metabolic acidosis,

and a requirement for transfusion [91]. It is

important to have a reliable CT capability and

well-established management protocols prescrib-

ing observation, serial physical examinations,

and the expected clinical responses to specific

CT findings [88].

Hemodynamically unstable trauma patients

cannot be transported to a CT suite; the evalua-

tion is limited to physical examination and FAST

to decide about surgery. Physical evaluation

involves evaluating for evisceration in

penetrating trauma, abdominal wall ecchymosis

such as the seat belt sign in blunt trauma, abdom-

inal distention, tenderness, and/or guarding. The

absence of abdominal distension does not rule

out abdominal bleeding. As much as 1 L of

blood may accumulate before even a minor

change in girth occurs. Additionally, the dia-

phragm moves upward, allowing more blood to

accumulate in the peritoneal cavity without any

major change in abdominal circumference. It is

more likely for hemorrhagic shock to develop

before distension. Physical examination is often

unreliable because of patient agitation,

distracting injuries, neurologic abnormalities,

and factors such as sedation, paralysis, and

tracheal intubation. FAST is more accurate than

physical examination [92]. However, FAST is

operator dependent and as a diagnostic tool it is

inferior to multidetector CT evaluation [93].

It has good specificity but only moderate

sensitivity. It can diagnose injuries causing

intraperitoneal fluid accumulation but not those

without it and cannot determine the severity of

organ injury [93]. In hemodynamically unstable

patients its sensitivity further decreases [93].

Although serial FAST examinations may

decrease the risk of false negative results, the

limited time to make decisions in unstable

patients diminishes the value of this option.

Combining the findings of physical examination

with those obtained by FAST may improve diag-

nosis and decision making [92]. The advantages

of FAST over CT are completion of the study in

one-third the time with less cost and without the

danger of radiation [93].

FAST screening is performed by placing a

3.0–5.0 MHz ultrasound probe over the

subxiphoid area to detect pericardial fluid, the

right upper quadrant to detect blood in the

hepatorenal pouch, the left upper quadrant for

visualizing perisplenic blood, and above the

pubic symphysis to detect blood in the

rectovesical pouch [92].

In hemodynamically stable patients the

diagnosis of penetrating abdominal trauma is

relatively straightforward. Stab wounds may be

evaluated with multidetector CT evaluation for

anterior injuries to detect peritoneal fluid or

organ injury [94]. Alternatively, tractotomy or

local wound exploration can be performed to

determine whether the peritoneum is involved.

Laparoscopy or laparotomy may be indicated

after a positive tractotomy. A diaphragmatic

knife injury is unlikely to be recognized with

CT; laparoscopy is indicated for its evaluation

[94]. The unpredictable course of bullets in the

body often necessitates laparoscopy and some-

times exploratory laparotomy after a gunshot

wound to the abdomen. Although the use of

selective nonoperative management for

penetrating abdominal injuries is increasing,

with a parallel decline in nontherapeutic

laparotomies, a recent study using the North
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American National Trauma database

demonstrated 21 and 15 % failure rate of this

approach for gunshot wounds and stab wounds,

respectively. As mentioned above, patient selec-

tion, serial physical examinations during the

observation period, and accurate CT

interpretations may reduce the failure rate of

nonoperative management.

In hemodynamically stable blunt abdominal

trauma patients helical CT is commonly used

after physical examination of the abdomen. It is

reported to have a high sensitivity (97–98 %) and

specificity (97–99 %) [92], but in spite of its very

high sensitivity for solid organ injuries, its

accuracy in blunt bowel and mesenteric injuries

is not as high as the commonly used four-slice

multidetector CT [95]. With the use of contem-

porary 64-slice devices, the accuracy of detection

of bowel and mesenteric injury has increased

[96].

There is some concern about overusing the CT

scan for diagnosis of blunt abdominal injuries, as

only 20 % of tests are positive and only 3 %

indicate surgical intervention [92]. This in the

face of increased cost and the risk of contrast

induced nephropathy and radiation injuries. The

recommended guidelines for using abdominal

CT, though not concrete, are positive physical

examination, abdominal wall contusions, multi-

ple rib fractures, or visualization of intraperito-

neal fluid with FAST [97]. Using a combination

of physical examination, FAST, and laboratory

tests may reduce the need for further CT

evaluation [92].

Laparoscopy is an excellent diagnostic tool in

hemodynamically stable blunt and penetrating

abdominal trauma patients [98]. Although gen-

eral anesthesia is needed, it is minimally invasive

and decreases the nontherapeutic laparotomy rate

and its complications to approximately 1 % [98].

It also allows repair of diaphragmatic, bladder

and solid organ injuries. The strengths and

weaknesses of currently used diagnostic tools

for abdominal trauma are summarized in

Table 11.6 [99].

Thoracoabdominal Trauma

Thoracoabdominal trauma is defined as injury

that involves both the thoracic and abdominal

cavities with or without affecting the diaphragm

Table 11.6 Diagnostic tools in abdominal trauma: strengths and weaknesses

Diagnostic tool Strength Weakness

Physical

examination

Expeditious, safe, and inexpensive; potential

for serial examination

Diagnosis of specific injury (e.g., diaphragm)

Diagnostic

peritoneal

lavage

Expeditious, safe, and inexpensive Diagnosis of diaphragmatic injury, hollow viscus

injury, retroperitoneal injury; can be oversensitive and

nonspecific

Computed

tomography

Evaluation of peritoneum and

retroperitoneum

Diagnosis of diaphragmatic injury, hollow viscus

injury

Staging of solid-organ injury Expensive; controversial need for contrast

Ultrasonography Expeditious, safe, and inexpensive; accurate

for free peritoneal fluid

Diagnosis of diaphragmatic injury, hollow viscus

injury, penetrating injury, good specificity, but

moderate sensitivity

Potential for serial examinations Less accurate in the presence of large retroperitoneal

hematomas

Laparoscopy Diagnosis of peritoneal penetration,

diaphragmatic injury

Diagnosis of hollow viscus injury, retroperitoneal

injury

Evaluation of bleeding or solid-organ injury Expensive

Potential for therapy

Video-assisted

thoracic surgery

Evaluation of lung, diaphragm,

mediastinum, chest wall, and pericardium;

potential for treatment

Requires operating room; expensive

Diagnosis of abdominal injuries

Reprinted from J Am Coll Surg, 189, Villavicencio RT, Aucar JA, Analysis of laparoscopy in trauma, p. 11, Copyright

1999, with permission from Elsevier
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[100]. These injuries are also characterized as

“double jeopardy,” given that they involve two

anatomic cavities, and their serious nature, com-

plex clinical presentation, and high morbidity

and mortality [100, 101].

Patients with penetrating thoracoabdominal

injuries are a major challenge for the trauma

surgeons and anesthesiologists in all phases of

care because of the frequent associated diagnos-

tic and therapeutic pitfalls. Table 11.7, which

summarizes some of the clinical characteristics

of these injuries from three clinical series, attests

to their challenging nature [100–102]. They may

result from stab, gunshot, or shotgun wounds.

Often they require CPR and tracheal intubation

in the field, and resuscitative thoracotomy in the

emergency department or the operating room.

They frequently present with low revised trauma

and high ISSs [101, 102]. Approximately two-

thirds of these patients are relatively easy to

manage, and laparotomy and closed chest

thoracostomy suffices for their care [101, 102].

The remaining one third can tax the diagnostic

and resuscitative abilities of both

anesthesiologists and surgeons [101, 102]. The

most important preoperative difficulty centers

around deciding on which cavity to explore.

Often these patients present with unstable hemo-

dynamic and oxygenation status and cannot be

safely transported to a CT scan. This, coupled

Table 11.7 Clinical features of penetrating thoracoabdominal injuries in three surgical series

Hirshberg et al.

(1995) Asensio et al. (2002)

Clarke et al.

(2011)

N ¼ 228 N ¼ 254 N ¼ 16

Injury type GSW, Stab,

SGW

GSW, Stab, SGW Stab

Field CPR – 14 % –

Field intubation – 10 % –

Resuscitative thoracotomy 10 % 20 % –

RTS 8.6 � 2.4 6.04 –

ISS 42 � 6.8 27 –

Combined laparotomy and thoracotomy 36 % 29 % 100 %

EBL (overall) – 3,000 mL –

EBL (combined laparotomy and thoracotomy) – 6,827 mL –

Inaccurate surgical sequencing 23 % 44 % 25 %

Negative thoracotomy 22 % 22% (13%without resuscitative

thoracotomy)

–

Negative laparotomy 11 % 11 % 25 %

Missed injuries 9 % 4 % 25 %

Mortality from missed injuries – 67 % –

Reoperation rate for missed injuries 15 % 16 % –

Reoperation rate for damage control surgery 14 % – –

Overall mortality rate 20 % 31 % 19 %

Mortality rate in patients requiring combined

laparotomy and thoracotomy

41 % 59 % 19 %

CPR cardiopulmonary resuscitation, RTS Revised Trauma Score, ISS Injury Severity Score, EBL estimated blood loss

Dash in the cells mean that data is not provided

Constructed from data provided in:

Hirshberg A, Wall Jr MJ, Allen MK, Mattox KL. Double jeopardy: thoracoabdominal injuries requiring surgical

intervention in both chest and abdomen. J Trauma 1995;39:225–9

Asensio JA, Arroyo Jr H, Veloz W et al. Penetrating thoracoabdominal injuries: ongoing dilemma- which cavity and

when? World Journal of Surgery 2002;26:539–43

Clarke DL, Gall TMH, Thomson SR. Double jeopardy revisited: clinical decision making in unstable patients with,

thoracoabdominal stab wounds and, potential injuries in multiple body cavities. Injury 2011;42:478–81
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with the need for rapid transport to the operating

room for surgical control of injuries, often

permits little time for thorough evaluation.

Preoperative evaluation of these patients

includes history taking; information about the

trajectory of the weapon; physical examination

of both the thorax and the abdomen; radiographic

evaluation; and bedside sonography (EFAST).

The remaining part of the evaluation continues

in the operating room during the surgical inter-

vention and requires close communication

between the anesthesiologist and the surgeon

[101, 102].

Inaccurate selection of the thorax or the abdo-

men as the first anatomical region for surgery

occurs in up to 44 % of cases (Table 11.7)

[102]. Termed “inaccurate surgical sequencing,”

this phenomenon is defined as surgically entering

a cavity in which there is either no injury or an

injury which is less severe than the one in the

unopened region [100]. Accurate sequencing is

defined as first opening the cavity which contains

the most severe or lethal injury [100]. Inaccurate

sequencing under these circumstances has nega-

tive and possibly devastating implications:

prolongation of operating time in a severely

compromised patient, promoting the vicious

cycle of hypothermia, acidosis, and

coagulopathy, and potential mortality [101, 102].

Several pitfalls in this setting cause inaccurate

surgical sequencing. Misleading chest tube out-

put, the unreliable nature of physical signs such

as abdominal tenderness, persistent hypotension

giving the impression that it is caused by the

abnormality in the cavity to which surgery is

targeted, injuries missed during early evaluation

that manifest intraoperatively, or attributing

hypotension to bleeding when it is caused by

cardiac or other factors [102].

Unreliable chest tube drainage can occur in

several ways. Obstruction of the tube by kinking,

intraluminal clot, or contact with tissues may

direct the clinician’s suspicion to the abdomen,

while in another scenario blood from the abdom-

inal cavity can find its way to the chest via an

injured diaphragm [101]. Such occurrences may

develop in many interesting ways. For example,

penetrating trauma to the bare area of the liver

(area not covered by peritoneum) and diaphragm

can present with blood draining from the chest

tube, suggesting the need for a thoracotomy

when the injury is in the abdomen (Fig. 11.15)

[101]. Further, when the abdomen is opened in

this situation, no hemoperitoneum may be

encountered because under negative pressure,

blood drains through the injured diaphragm into

the pleural cavity and the chest tube. With the use

of bedside sonography (EFAST) preoperatively,

some of these pitfalls are eliminated. For exam-

ple, cardiac tamponade, hemothorax, and the

absence or presence of intra-abdominal blood

can be easily demonstrated with this diagnostic

method.

Intraoperatively the anesthesiologist has an

important role in directing the surgeon to the

correct surgical target. Apart from careful

physiologic monitoring, tracking blood loss and

chest tube drainage, observing airway pressures,

Bare area
of the liver

Chest tube

Lung

Hemothorax

Liver

Bleeding from
bare area

Fig. 11.15 Bare area of

the liver (left panel),
gunshot wound injuring the

bare area of the liver, and

the diaphragm causing

bleeding into the right

pleural cavity suctioned by

the chest tube (right panel)
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and replacing lost blood with appropriate blood

products, TEE monitoring can help in identifying

life-threatening cardiac and great vessel injuries

[101]. Likewise hemodynamic and oxygenation

changes, when communicated with the surgeon,

can help redirect efforts to the alternate cavity in

a timely manner. It should be emphasized that in

thoracoabdominal injuries, the penetrating object

may not only cross the diaphragm but also the

midline. Thus the clinician is dealing with three

cavities, right chest, left chest, and abdomen,

which adds yet more difficulty to preoperative

evaluation and intraoperative management.

Management of thoracoabdominal injuries

may necessitate several relatively unusual

procedures including resuscitative thoracotomy

in the emergency department or the operating

room, and reoperation to repair missed injuries

and to evaluate, irrigate, and debride the abdom-

inal cavity left open as part of the damage control

procedure. Resuscitative thoracotomy is

performed in 10–20 % of patients with a survival

rate of only 10–14 %. Reoperation occurs in

about 14 % of these patients. When a wrong

cavity is entered, there are several possibilities.

For example, after a negative laparotomy, the

decision may be to perform a thoracotomy,

transabdominal pericardial window, or insertion

of a new chest tube for intraoperative diagnosis

and intervention. Preservation of the

thoracoabdominal barrier is always preferred in

order to prevent contamination of the thorax and

to preserve diaphragmatic function. Thus an

anterolateral thoracotomy may be preferred, at

times, over phrenotomy for entry into the tho-

racic cavity.

Patients with blunt thoracoabdominal injuries

often present to the hospital with hypotension,

tachycardia, and head injury. Many present with-

out vital signs and require resuscitative thoracot-

omy in the emergency department, which carries

an extremely low rate (1–4 %) of recovery. In

one study, age �55 years; ISS �25; GCS <8;

hypotension; massive transfusion; and liver, car-

diac, or abdominal vascular trauma were found

to be independent risk factors for mortality from

these injuries [103].

Although most patients with blunt

thoracoabdominal trauma are managed

nonoperatively, in some instances operative

intervention is indicated. If surgery is

contemplated, the abdomen is more likely to be

the first cavity to be entered, as the vast majority

of organ injuries occur in this cavity [103]. In the

thorax, the lung is most commonly damaged,

whereas in the abdomen, the spleen and the

liver are usually involved. Hollow viscus injuries

are not common (2.6 %) and, if present, should

be treated expeditiously. The overall mortality

from these injuries is about 17–21 % [103].

This rate increases significantly with surgical

exploration. Nonoperative management, if

possible, is associated with better survival [103].

Pelvic Injuries

Hemorrhage is the most important initial

problem and cause of mortality in these injuries:

approximately 25 % of these patients present

with major bleeding and 1 % with exsanguina-

tion. In the vast majority of pelvic fractures

bleeding originates from veins injured by bony

fragments. Retroperitoneal venous pelvic bleed-

ing is self-limited because of the tamponading

effect of the closed pelvic space. In open pelvic

fractures, however, venous bleeding will not

stop. Pelvic arterial bleeding occurs in about

20 % of patients, usually with severe injuries,

and cannot be tamponaded; the retroperitoneal

space expands superiorly and anteriorly with

continuing bleeding. Occasionally the enlarged

retroperitoneal space may reach the anterior

abdominal wall, increasing intra-abdominal,

intrathoracic, and intracranial pressures. Often

pelvic fractures are accompanied by abdominal,

thoracic, or cranial injuries with already

increased intracavitary pressures. Further

compromise of these injured areas results in a

substantial increase in morbidity and mortality.

Component therapy with blood products should

be instituted during this initial period until the

bleeding is under control [104].
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Shock in these patients is most likely related

to hemorrhage, but its source may not necessarily

be limited to the pelvis. Associated injuries,

especially of the abdomen and the thorax, may

be contributing to the hypotension. Rapid

evaluation with EFAST, chest radiograph, and

laboratory studies may provide some informa-

tion. The best diagnostic information can be

obtained from multidetector CT scanning if the

hemodynamic status allows transport of the

patient to the radiology unit. Pelvic ring disrup-

tion, arterial extravasation (CT blush), and ele-

vated bladder pressure secondary to compression

of a hematoma exceeding 500 mL can be

detected on CT examination, in addition to the

findings of associated injuries. Initially,

measures to control pelvic bleeding include use

of a pelvic binder, an external fixator, or a

C-Clamp that decreases friction between bone

fragments. The type and location of arterial

bleeding can be diagnosed with pelvic angiogra-

phy and treated with embolization. If bleeding

from associated abdominal, thoracic, and cranial

injuries is suspected, their surgical control is

usually given priority before embolization of

the pelvic vasculature. The angiography suite

must be prepared for anesthesia and resuscitation

in advance as soon as angiography and emboli-

zation are contemplated.

If embolization must be delayed because of

the need for more urgent surgery or for other

reasons, control of bleeding in the operating

room with extraperitoneal or preperitoneal pack-

ing when the pelvic fracture is externally

stabilized can aid in reducing blood loss and

thus transfusion requirement [105]. Emboliza-

tion can follow after the patient is stabilized or

surgery for associated injuries is completed.

Packing is performed by a midline, 6–7 cm long

vertical incision starting from the pubic symphy-

sis and continuing superiorly without joining the

abdominal incision. The pelvic hematoma is

accessed and a few abdominal lap pads are

introduced deep into the pelvis.

It has recently been suggested that after exter-

nal stabilization of the pelvis, extraperitoneal

packing under general anesthesia followed by

angiography, and, if indicated, arterial

embolization may be more beneficial than only

external fixation and angiography [105]. Lapa-

rotomy for associated abdominal injuries should

not be performed indiscriminately; a negative

laparotomy in the presence of major pelvic frac-

ture may worsen the overall outcome [106].

Also, during laparotomy every effort should be

made to ensure that entry into the retroperitoneal

hematoma is avoided in order to prevent

uncontrollable bleeding. During preperitoneal

packing, the retroperitoneal hematoma is entered

outside the peritoneum and bleeding is not likely.

Although diagnostic infraumbilical peritoneal

lavage, a procedure performed regularly in the

past, is seldom utilized now, occasionally it may

be used to rule in or rule out an intra-abdominal

process. If indicated in the presence of a pelvic

fracture, this procedure should be performed

above the umbilicus to avoid entry into the

retroperitoneal hematoma.

Bladder and urethral injury are also possible

in pelvic fractures. A high-riding prostate

suggests the presence of this injury. In any case

a urethrogram should be performed before

insertion of a urinary catheter to avoid further

damage to the urethra.

Damage Control Surgery

Trauma to the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis is

frequently associated with massive hemorrhage

necessitating activation of the massive transfu-

sion protocol. However, administering large

quantities of fluids and blood products during a

prolonged definitive repair of injuries is likely to

result in coagulopathy, hypothermia, and meta-

bolic acidosis, the so-called self-perpetuating

vicious cycle which carries a high mortality. In

1983 Stone and colleagues [107] introduced the

concept of limiting the extent of surgery in

hemorrhaging trauma patients to control of life-

threatening bleeding and postponing definitive

repair of other injuries, including hollow viscus

injuries, to another session. Patients were quickly

moved to the postanesthesia care unit (PACU) to

be warmed and treated for their metabolic acido-

sis and coagulopathy. Later, using this strategy
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Rotondo et al. [108] demonstrated a major

improvement in the outcome of patients

with abdominal trauma and termed the concept

“Damage Control Surgery.” Since then this

surgical practice has been used extensively in

major abdominal trauma and for injuries of

other regions including the chest and extremities.

With widespread use of damage control

surgery the phenomenon of “Abdominal

Compartment Syndrome” surfaced [109]. This

results from intra-abdominal hypertension

producing multiple organ dysfunction after

major abdominal trauma and surgery. The

pathophysiology of abdominal compartment

syndrome includes a combination of excessive

fluid resuscitation, shock-induced inflammatory

mediators, surgical manipulation, and closure of

the abdominal fascia. The definitive diagnosis is

made by measuring urinary bladder pressure

through a Foley catheter; this indirectly reflects

intra-abdominal pressure. Values exceeding

20–25 mmHg suggest compartment syndrome

with the possibility of inadequate organ perfu-

sion and the potential for multiorgan failure and

death. Clinical signs include a tense and

distended abdomen, elevated airway pressure

and PaCO2, and decreased urine output.

This picture is rarely seen at present owing to

limited crystalloid infusion, damage control sur-

gery and resuscitation, and an open abdomen

strategy. The latter involves leaving the fascia

open and covering the abdominal wall with vari-

ous types of dressings, including a vacuum dress-

ing which permits drainage of exudate formed in

the abdominal cavity. These measures have

decreased the occurrence of abdominal compart-

ment syndrome and of multiorgan failure. In the

majority of patients with open abdomen, fascial

closure is performed within a few days. Failure to

achieve definitive fascial closure occurs in a

small percentage of patients and is related to

multiple required reexplorations, development

of intra-abdominal abscess, septicemia, acute

renal failure, enteric fistula, and ISS >15 [110].

Damage Control Resuscitation

Hypovolemic shock caused by hemorrhage after

trauma has both systemic and local

consequences, such as development of immuno-

suppression, systemic inflammatory response,

infections, multiple organ failure, and death.

The resuscitation technique used until definitive

control of blood loss with either direct pressure,

tourniquet, suture ligation, or surgery appears to

have an influence on the development of these

complications. Classically, treatment of hemor-

rhagic shock involves a bolus infusion of 2 L of

warmed crystalloid solution followed by replace-

ment of ongoing fluid or blood loss with isotonic

fluids in a 3:1 ratio. Packed red blood cells

(PRBCs) are administered only if the patient

fails to respond with increased blood pressure

to a crystalloid bolus. Although up to 74 % of

major trauma patients come to the ER with

coagulopathy, generally this complication

develops later during classical resuscitation.

Consequently, blood components such as fresh

frozen plasma (FFP), platelets, and fibrinogen are

not part of initial trauma resuscitation. These

components are typically given either when

coagulopathy is clinically obvious or when labo-

ratory evidence of deficiencies is noted during

resuscitation. The classical triggers of compo-

nent therapy are PT or PTT 1.5–1.8 times normal

for FFP, a platelet count <50,000 for platelets,

and fibrinogen <0.8 g/L for cryoprecipitate.

The disadvantages of the classical resuscitation

strategy are increased bleeding caused by clot

dislodgement secondary to blood pressure

increase during aggressive fluid resuscitation; the

adverse effects of large quantities of fluids, such

as hyperchloremic acidosis with large doses of

normal saline; a theoretical risk of hyperkalemia

with Ringer’s Lactate (RL), especially in those

with acute kidney injury or chronic renal insuffi-

ciency; increased mortality following albumin in

severe trauma and burn patients; and the risk of
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coagulopathy and renal failure with hydroxyethyl

starch solutions. Furthermore, it is well known

that crystalloids can cause third spacing, which

may produce bowel edema, anastomotic leaks,

ARDS, and interference with wound healing.

Dilutional coagulopathy is another feature of clas-

sical resuscitation. Finally, a large amount of

fluids can produce hypothermia even when they

are warmed.

The so-called bloody vicious cycle is one of

the consequences of classical resuscitation in

which hemorrhage and acidosis caused by

trauma, dilution of coagulation factors and

platelets, and hypothermia together produce a

clinical scenario which ultimately may lead to

death [111]. “Damage control resuscitation,”

which was introduced during the recent wars, is

designed to overcome, at least partly, the

problems associated with classical resuscitation.

The tenets of damage control resuscitation

include selective use of “permissive hypoten-

sion,” early and aggressive transfusion in a

1:1:1 ratio of PRBCs to FFP to platelets, and

selective use of adjuncts. The goals of damage

control resuscitation are to minimize bleeding,

increase end organ perfusion, prevent

coagulopathy, and minimize the risk of multisys-

tem organ failure. During brief periods of per-

missive hypotension, fluids are withheld or

minimized as long as cerebral perfusion is evi-

dent and systolic blood pressure remains above a

threshold value of 70–80 mmHg. These levels

should be maintained until bleeding is controlled.

This strategy is thought to decrease both blood

loss and transfusion, which are thought to aggra-

vate the inflammatory response and precipitate

immunosuppression. Current studies demon-

strate some survival benefit with this technique

(98 % vs. 83 %) [112].

Early aggressive use of blood transfusion

involves the use of whole blood as in the mili-

tary. In civilian trauma, it is impossible to find

whole blood and therefore clinicians have

focused on increasing the FFP:PRBC and Plate-

let:PRBC ratios. The most impressive evidence

from the military is Borgman’s [113] study, in

which he showed a major improvement in sur-

vival with transfusion at an equal plasma:PRBC

ratio. Subsequent studies by military and civilian

investigators showed that an FFP:PRBC ratio

between 1:1.3 and 1: 2.0 had a beneficial effect

on survival of major trauma patients [112]. The

same is also true for Platelets:PRBC ratio [112].

However it should be understood that all of these

studies are retrospective in nature and are

handicapped by the potential for survival bias.

Recently Lustenberger and colleagues [114]

from Germany have tried to compensate for this

bias by performing a time-dependent covariate

analysis among blunt trauma patients requiring

massive transfusion, and demonstrated that even

after correcting for survivor bias, an FFP:PRBC

ratio of 1:1.5 or greater was associated with

improved survival. Studies of platelets:PRBC

ratios have shown a similar improvement in mor-

tality although it was not statistically significant.

Bedside thromboelastography (TEG) is being

used increasingly during damage control resusci-

tation to titrate blood component transfusion with

favorable results [115]. Previously it was thought

that fibrinolysis is unlikely after trauma. It has

now been demonstrated by TEG that some major

trauma patients develop fibrinolysis requiring

administration of cryoprecipitate. Furthermore,

TEG has revealed hyperfibrinolysis on admis-

sion; this occurs in only 2 % of major trauma

patients but is a predictor of a very high mortality

[116].

As far as hemostatic adjuncts are concerned,

Factor VIIa, once used extensively, is now sel-

dom used, mainly because it does not seem to

offer a significant mortality benefit. In addition, it

is associated with increased thromboembolic

complications, particularly affecting the arterial

circulation [117].

Prothrombin complex is composed of a combi-

nation of three (II, IX, and X) or four (II, VII, IX,

and X) vitamin K-dependent factors. Its major

advantage over FFP is its rapid action without

the need for large volumes of fluids. It is used

primarily in patients with anticoagulant drug-

induced coagulopathy [118]. In trauma patients,

the use of prothrombin complex may be

associated with, decreased transfusion require-

ment, fewer complications, and shorter length of

stay [118]. Tranexamic acid is a promising drug. It
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works by preventing fibrinolysis. In the CRASH-

2 prospective randomized trial, it decreased both

all-cause mortality and mortality from bleeding. It

should be given within 3 h after injury; otherwise,

it is ineffective [117].
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Musculoskeletal Injuries

Musculoskeletal injuries are a major source of

disability and represent a significant proportion

of the global disease burden. According to the

World Health Organization, non-fatal musculo-

skeletal injuries comprised of open wounds and

fractures are cited as the most common reason

for hospital admission worldwide [1, 2]. The

extremities suffer the majority of the musculo-

skeletal insults, primarily as a consequence of

blunt trauma from falls and traffic collisions. In

high-income countries, rates of extremity injuries

are 500/100,000 per year, while rates in low-

middle income countries are two to five times

greater at 1,000 to 2,600/100,000 per year [1].

According to the 2012 National Trauma Data

Bank which collects admission data from 744

trauma centers in the USA and Canada, a total

of 278,100 lower extremity and 223,650 upper

extremity injuries were treated in 2011, account-

ing for 65 % of all injuries treated [3]. Around

30 % of trauma patients admitted to the hospital

will have sustained serious limb threatening

injuries [4]. Injury severity is often dependent

on the energy level of the injuring forces. Open

comminuted fractures with significant soft-tissue

loss affecting nerve and vascular supply can

result after high-energy impact. Low-energy

injuries are characterized by compression and

shear forces resulting in simple fractures with

crush and avulsion injuries. Machinery-related

accidents are also responsible for a significant

number of civilian extremity injuries. Rotational

and shear forces on extremities can cause

degloving injuries in which the skin and subcuta-

neous fat are avulsed off of the underlying tissue.

Electrical injury due to electrocution is another

source of musculoskeletal injury, most often

involving the upper extremity. High-voltage

injuries, defined as exposure to electrical energy

>1,000 V, cause extensive soft-tissue damage

leading to thrombosis and tissue necrosis,

resulting in a relatively high amputation rate.

Traumatic amputation is the loss of a limb or

limb component at the time of traumatic injury.

Traumatic amputation represents a special cate-

gory of extremity injury in which upper or lower

limb replantation may be possible if the

amputated limb is relatively intact.

Mortality after trauma in civilians is well

described and follows a bimodal distribution

with peaks in incidence among men aged 16–40

and again in females older than 65 years of age

[4]. A survey of the specific demographics of

orthopedic trauma at Level I trauma centers in

Australia also demonstrated a bimodal
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distribution of age with a major peak among

21–30 year olds and a minor peak in patients 81

years and older [5]. Of the patients who were

under 65 years of age, which accounted for

70 % of all trauma patients, 71 % were male,

while men over 65 years of age only accounted

for 30 % of orthopedic traumas. The nature of the

extremity injury was also distributed according

to age; older patients suffered significantly more

femoral fractures while tibia, pelvic, and spine

fractures were more prevalent among younger

patients [5].

Among military personnel, blast and

penetrating injuries are the major causes of mus-

culoskeletal injury and are associated with open

fractures and vascular damage more often when

compared to civilians. The nature of combat has

changed dramatically since World War I and so

too have the musculoskeletal injuries of war. In

reviewing registry data over a 5-year period of

the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts, the incidence

of musculoskeletal combat casualties was 3.06

per 1,000 deployed personnel per year, with

fractures occurring in 3.41 per 1,000 deployed

personnel a year [6]. Explosive blasts accounted

for 82 % of the injuries while only 14 % were

due to gunshot wounds. Soft-tissue injuries

comprised the bulk of the injuries while fractures

were the second most prevalent type of injury.

Tibia and fibula fractures were most common, of

which 20 % were open, followed by hand and

forearm fractures. Prompted by the increasing

incidence of bombings and attacks outside of

war zones, such as the bombing incident at the

2013 Boston Marathon, blast and explosive

injury is a topic of new concern for civilian

trauma physicians. Primary blast injury often

damages lungs, eardrums, and hollow viscera

via propagation of a blast wave through air-

fluid filled cavities of the body. Secondary blast

injury is characterized by the tissue penetration

of explosive shrapnel while a tertiary blast injury

is the blunt trauma that results from being thrown

down or being buried by structural collapse. In an

attempt to better understand how terrorist-related

musculoskeletal injuries compare with more

common motor-vehicle injuries data from the

Israeli National Trauma Registry was evaluated

during a year of increasing suicide bombings and

gunman attacks. Data analysis revealed that

motor-vehicle victims were more likely to have

closed fractures and crush injuries while

terrorist-related victims had a significantly

higher incidence of open fractures and soft-tissue

injury with neurovascular compromise. Addi-

tionally, terrorist-related victims were more

likely to need an operative intervention and had

an overall 4 % mortality compared to 2.9 %

mortality for the motor-vehicle victims [7].

Assessment of Injury

Whatever the etiology, the severity of extremity

injury should be categorized based on involve-

ment of the bones, blood vessels, nerves, and soft

tissue. A “mangled” extremity is one where three

of the four components are damaged often leav-

ing the limb unrecognizable [8]. Determining

whether an injured limb requires primary ampu-

tation or is potentially salvageable is not always

straightforward and depends not only on the

extent of extremity injury, but also on the pres-

ence of other life threatening injuries. When a

bony fracture and soft-tissue laceration are in

communication with one another, the fracture is

considered an open fracture. The annual inci-

dence of open long bone fracture is estimated at

11.5 per 100,000 and the tibia is the most com-

monly affected long bone [9]. The presence of an

open fracture significantly increases the risk of

amputation and is most often the result of high-

energy motor-vehicle collisions. In 1976, Gustilo

and Anderson developed a grading system for the

classification of open fractures [10]. The system

classifies open fractures into three categories,

types I–III, with grading based on wound size,

extent of soft-tissue damage and contamination,

adequacy of soft-tissue coverage, and associated

arterial injury. Higher grades are associated with

higher rates of infection. An update to the Gustilo

system in 1984 subdivided type III injuries into

three subcategories, (A, B, and C) to help further

delineate the extent of soft-tissue injury,
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contamination, and bone coverage (Table 12.1).

Injuries classified as IIIB or higher often require

some form of flap coverage. Type IIIC fractures

are characterized by vascular injury requiring

repair. Bony injuries, especially comminuted

fractures, increase the chance of concomitant

vascular injury. Suspicion for vascular injury

should be high when patients present with

fractures of the proximal humerus, humeral

shaft, distal radius or ulna, mid-femur and mid-

or distal tibia-fibula. When overt signs of a vas-

cular injury are present such as pulsatile bleed-

ing, bruit over the wound, expanding hematoma,

loss of pulses or signs of distal ischemia patients

should be taken to the operating room for imme-

diate intervention. If the patient has stable skele-

tal injuries with a minimally contaminated

wound and stable hemodynamics a direct repair

is safe to pursue. Otherwise, a temporary

intraluminal shunt should be considered. In the

setting of limb injury, the threshold to perform a

fasciotomy should be low, as the risk of compart-

ment syndrome with complex extremity injuries

is high.

Although interobserver variability is a cited

drawback of the Gustilo system, it provides a

reasonably efficient and universal manner of con-

veying the extent of injury among care providers.

Attempts to further expand Injury Severity Score

(ISS) classification systems such as the Mangled

Extremity Score (MESS); Limb Salvage Index

(LSI); and Nerve Injury, Ischemia, Soft-Tissue

Injury, Skeletal Injury and Age of Patient Score

(NISSSA) to help guide decision making regard-

ing limb salvage or amputation have not been

widely accepted [11]. Whichever scoring system

is used, it is recommended that the classification

of the injury takes place in the operating room

where the full extent of soft-tissue and bony

damage can be appreciated [12]. It is especially

important to note that many of these classifica-

tion systems were formulated in the 1990s, and

surgical technique has progressed significantly

since then. Many injuries that might have been

designated for amputation 20 years ago are now

able to be successfully salvaged.

Microsurgery: A History

Trauma management follows the “life before

limb” adage, but once the patient is stabilized

the ultimate goal of surgery in musculoskeletal

injury is tissue and limb preservation. The ability

to salvage tissues has progressed dramatically

with the development and rapid expansion in

the field of microsurgery. In 1902 Alexis Carrel

developed the fundamental technique for

anastomosing blood vessels, a feat which earned

him the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1912 [13]. In

1916, heparin was discovered and allowed vas-

cular repair without complication of thrombosis.

In 1960, Jacobson and Suarez created the concept

of microvascular surgery by introducing the use

of a microscope to suture vessels between 0.5

and 3 mm in diameter. During the early 1960s,

the American plastic surgeon Harry Buncke

earned the title of the “father of microsurgery”

through his work with rabbit ear replantation and

monkey toe transfers. In 1962, Malt and

MaKhann performed the first arm replantation

on a 12-year-old boy in Boston. At the same

time, orthopedic surgeons in Japan were actively

researching the field of microsurgery in

traumatology and in 1968 Tamai and Komatsu

were the first to apply the principles of microsur-

gery for the first successful thumb replantation.

The 1970s saw advancements in tissue transfers

including skin, muscle, and bone to fill defects

and reconstruct damaged tissue. First came pedi-

cle flaps where tissues were transferred to the

Table 12.1 Gustilo open fracture classification system

Gustilo

grade Open fracture definition

I Wound <1 cm, minimal contamination,

simple fracture

II Wound >1 cm, moderate soft-tissue damage

with adequate bone coverage

IIIA High-energy trauma with extensive soft-

tissue laceration with gross contamination

but adequate soft-tissue coverage of fractured

bone

IIIB Extensive soft-tissue injury loss with

periosteal stripping and bone exposure

IIIC Open fracture associated with arterial injury

requiring repair
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recipient site while remaining attached to a vas-

cular pedicle at the donor site. In 1973, Daniel

and Taylor performed the first groin free flap in

which the vascular supply is cut and reconnected

microsurgically to recipient site vessels [13]. In

1989 the first perforator free flap was described

by Koshima and Soeda, which used smaller per-

forator vessels from the graft site, obviating the

need to sacrifice larger blood vessels and muscle

groups [14–16]. With the more recent develop-

ment of the free-style perforator flap, the surgeon

has the ability to create custom fit grafts from any

anatomic region where a Doppler signal is pres-

ent. Continued advancements in surgical

methods and equipment have improved flap sur-

vival rates to over 95 % at most microsurgical

centers [14].

Microsurgery in Trauma

As mentioned earlier, basic trauma management

principles dictate prioritizing immediate threats

to life before dealing with musculoskeletal

injuries. Basic tenets to musculoskeletal injury

include starting with hemorrhage control. Once

stabilized, a thorough assessment of the injured

extremity is necessary to determine a plan of

action, including wound size and extent of dam-

age to soft-tissue, nerves, vessels, and bone. If

there is vascular injury and a flap is a treatment

option, angiography or ultrasonography should

be considered to evaluate adequacy of vascular

targets [17]. Skeletal components need to be

stabilized, usually via external fixation, and

early and aggressive debridement of necrotic tis-

sue under tourniquet control is paramount before

embarking on any reconstruction [15, 18]. In

1986, Godina revolutionized the concept of

emergency microsurgical reconstruction in trau-

matic extremity injury [19]. He published a

report of 532 patients with complex lower

extremity injuries who were divided into three

groups based on timing of free flap reconstruc-

tion. Patients who had reconstructive surgery

after 72 h of injury had significantly worse

outcomes with regards to bone healing time,

flap failure rate, infection rate, length of hospital

stay, and need for multiple surgical interventions.

Based on his findings, recommendations were to

perform flap reconstruction of traumatic injuries

within 72 h of the insult under the hypothesis that

early wound coverage would prevent microbial

seeding, protect the wound from dessication,

optimize blood flow to promote healing and pro-

vide a better revascularization environment

before onset of edema or fibrosis thereby increas-

ing the chance of earlier mobility. Since

Godina’s publication, controversy has existed

regarding the optimal timing for flap reconstruc-

tion. In light of newer irrigation and wound man-

agement (VAC) systems, better wound care is

possible and delay of reconstruction may need

further investigation [20]. One of the problems

with early flap reconstruction is the lack of uni-

formity in the definition of timing. In 1995,

Ninkovic et al. introduced terminology akin to

wound healing nomenclature to help compare

and contrast institutional practices of timing for

free flap closure [18]. According to Ninkovic,

primary free flap closure is one that occurs within

12–24 h of injury. Delayed primary closure

occurs within 2–7 days, and secondary closure

occurs after 7 days. Early reconstruction is

contraindicated in unstable patients incapable of

tolerating long operations or for patients who

would have superior functional outcomes with

amputation and prosthesis. Delayed reconstruc-

tion is often better tolerated in lower extremity

injuries compared to upper extremity injuries

where immobilization leads to earlier

contractures from tendon adhesions and stiffen-

ing of joints. To avoid this complication, joints

must be actively or passively moved to maintain

range of motion [15].

Significant soft-tissue defects with exposed

vital tissues such as bones, tendons, nerves, and

vessels require flap coverage and reconstruction.

The use of free flap tissue transfer for traumatic

injuries is usually preferred over pedicle flap

since donor-site burden is minimal and further

surgical trauma to the already compromised limb

can be avoided. Most free flaps are composite

flaps, containing multiple tissue types such as

bone, muscle, skin, adipose, fascia, or nerves.

Free flaps may be contraindicated in patients
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with significant comorbidities that may impair

flap success, such as diabetes, tobacco use, or

use of immunosuppressants and steroids [15].

When considering free flap selection, consider-

ation must be given to the size of the defect,

tissues needing to be repaired, level of contami-

nation, available vessels, the aesthetics of both

the donor and recipient sites, and the impact on

patient’s mobility and need for sensation.

Myocutaneous flaps are excellent for filling

large defects and provide excellent blood flow,

which is ideal for highly contaminated or chroni-

cally infected wounds. Fasciocutaneous flaps are

less bulky and provide well-contoured coverage

for more shallow wounds. Additionally, they are

ideal for staged reconstructive procedures since

they are amenable to elevation with minimal

fibrotic scarring [16]. Examples of fascio-

cutaneous flaps include the parascapular/scapular

flap, anterolateral thigh flap, radial forearm flap,

and lateral arm flap. Vascularized bone from the

humerus can be included in the lateral arm flap.

The radial forearm flap can be utilized for com-

posite reconstruction by incorporating vascula-

rized bone from the radius, palmaris tendon,

antebrachial cutaneous nerve, and flexor radialis

muscle [15]. Commonly used musculocutaneous

flaps include the lastissimus dorsi, serratus, rec-

tus abdominis and the gracilis. The latissumus

dorsi is a workhorse flap that provides a long

pedicle with many options for reconstructing

large defects and options to combine with the

scapular/parascapular flaps. In terms of bone

reconstruction and transfer, the fibula provides

an excellent source of free vascularized bone for

long bony defects and mandibular replacement.

Anesthesia for Microvascular Surgery

Optimizing the Anesthetic for Flap
Success

The success rate of microvascular free tissue

transfer has improved greatly over the last few

decades, and currently has been reported to be

91–99 % [21]. Accounting for this broad differ-

ence in success are a variety of medical, surgical,

and anesthetic variables. Careful preoperative

assessment, treatment, and optimization of

comorbid disease can minimize the medical risk

factors contributing to graft failure. Preexisting

hypertension, coronary artery disease, alcohol

abuse, smoking, and uncontrolled diabetes have

all been shown to correlate with graft failure and/

or increased complication rates [21]. Surgical

variables affecting graft success have been stud-

ied extensively, and techniques have improved

significantly in the past few decades. These

improvements are most responsible for the

observed increase in the success rate of these

surgeries. Among anesthetic variables that can

be manipulated and optimized in order to

increase the success of the surgery and the sur-

vival of the transplanted tissue, there are some

that are generally agreed upon to have real,

observable effects on outcomes while others

remain heavily debated. The goal of this chapter

is to discuss the effects of these anesthetic

variables on microvascular perfusion, to differ-

entiate what is known and agreed upon from

what is still debated, and to define areas in

which further research is needed prior to drawing

more conclusions.

There are several stages associated with a

typical microvascular free flap procedure, and

the events that occur during each stage of surgery

should be taken into consideration when

administering an anesthetic. The first step is

induction of general anesthesia, which results in

peripheral vasodilation resulting in relative

hypovolemia and loss of thermoregulation lead-

ing to heat loss. The first surgical stage involves

the preparation of tissue at the recipient site,

which leads to blood loss and insensible fluid

loss. The next stage involves harvesting of the

flap, which is characterized by tissue denervation

leading to sympathectomy and vasodilation of

the tissue’s vascular bed. It is during this stage

following clamping of the vessels that primary

ischemia begins. Anaerobic metabolism within

the flap results in the accumulation of lactate,

calcium, and proinflammatory mediators, decrea-

sing intracellular pH [22]. The severity of these

changes is proportional to the duration of ische-

mia. Furthermore, handling of the flap by the
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surgeons, as well as the aforementioned release

of local inflammatory mediators due to tissue

ischemia and anaerobic metabolism, both lead

to vasoconstriction within the flap [21]. Sub-

sequent reperfusion of the flap, although restor-

ing normal cellular metabolism, results in a

degree of ischemia-reperfusion injury that is

dependent on the length of ischemia time and

the accumulation of inflammatory mediators

[21]. In addition, the restoration of blood flow

exposes the new flap to circulating catecho-

lamines. The new flap is also at risk for signifi-

cant tissue edema due to a compromised vascular

endothelial barrier and the absence of lymphatic

drainage. Tissue edema results in an increase in

extravascular pressure, which reduces the vascu-

lar transmural pressure and ultimately leads to

decreased blood flow [23]. Furthermore, it is

important to note that although denervated free

flaps have lost their intrinsic sympathetic tone,

the artery and vein maintain innervation and

therefore respond to local, physical, and chemi-

cal stimuli, such as cold, manipulation, and

medications [22]. These factors all combine to

influence the perfusion of the newly vascularized

free flap. Hypoperfusion of the flap following

reperfusion is considered secondary ischemia,

and it is this period of ischemia that can be

minimized with the appropriate anesthetic tech-

nique [22].

Of the anesthetic variables that can be mani-

pulated, intraoperative temperature control and

the maintenance of normothermia are among the

most important. Intraoperative hypothermia can

result in a number of complications, including

coagulopathy leading to increased blood loss,

higher rate of wound infections, and delayed

wound healing [21, 22]. Even mild degrees of

hypothermia result in vasoconstriction in periph-

eral vascular beds and decreased tissue perfusion.

In addition, hypothermia increases blood viscos-

ity, further worsening tissue perfusion. Active

warming of the patient should begin prior to

induction with the use of blankets or forced air

warmers, and continued intraoperatively by

warming IV fluids and blood products. A patient

under anesthesia begins to cool rapidly following

induction due in part to widespread vasodilation

and anesthetic-related disruption of the body’s

normal thermoregulatory response [21]. It is

therefore recommended that active warming

measures be initiated as soon as possible prior to

or immediately following induction. In addition,

warming measures should be continued into the

postoperative period for at least 24 to 48 h to

ensure optimal flap perfusion [22].

Another intraoperative variable shown to have

effects on outcomes is the restrictive use of blood

transfusions. Although increasing hemoglobin

levels results in increased oxygen delivery to the

tissues, increased hematocrit levels lead to

increased blood viscosity, which decreases blood

flow and tissue perfusion. Despite this, the ideal

hematocrit at which the balance between oxygen

content and decreased viscosity results in the opti-

mal oxygen delivery to the tissue remains in ques-

tion. Current literature does not support a higher

transfusion threshold for patients undergoing

microvascular surgery as compared to other

types of major surgery, especially when the

hazards and increased morbidity and mortality of

the transfusion of even a single unit of blood is

considered [24]. In determining the transfusion

threshold, patient-specific factors such as a history

of active cardiac disease, rather than surgical

factors should dictate a higher target hematocrit,

and this should be determined on a patient-by-

patient basis. In fact, normovolemic hemodilution

in these patients has been shown to be beneficial,

as it increases tissue perfusion and improves skin

flap survival through decreased blood viscosity

[25]. In an animal model using hamsters, Erni

et al. measured the oxygen tension and blood

flow in the microcirculation of ischemic skin

flaps following the induction of normovolemic

hemodilution by isovolemic exchange of 50 %

of their total blood volume with colloid solution

[25]. He demonstrated that normovolemic hemo-

dilution resulted in improved blood flow as well as

increased tissue oxygenation in the ischemic flap

tissue. This supports the role for a restrictive

transfusion strategy in the management of patients

undergoing microvascular surgery and suggests

the need for future studies to confirm these results

in humans to delineate the optimal hematocrit

goal below which the detrimental effects of
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decreased oxygen content outweigh the beneficial

effects of improved blood flow through decreased

viscosity.

The ideal anesthestic technique for microvas-

cular surgery remains unclear. Given the lengthy

surgical time of most of these operations, general

anesthesia, either by itself or in combination with

regional anesthesia, is commonly chosen. Awake

patients under regional anesthesia are often

unable to tolerate laying flat for many hours and

therefore require some degree of sedation, which

may lead to hypercarbia, hypoxia, and respira-

tory acidosis, all of which may compromise flap

perfusion. In addition to these concerns, there is

evidence that the vasodilation and decreased sys-

temic blood pressure that accompanies epidural

anesthesia can lead to a vascular “steal” phenom-

enon, reducing blood flow to the free flap. Twisk

et al. used measured laser Doppler flow to dem-

onstrate that an epidural infusion decreased flap

blood flow by about 30 % [26]. The presumed

mechanism is that the sympathectomy induced

by the epidural results in vasodilation of the skin

leading to a reduction of perfusion to the deeper

tissues. They also noted an increased rate of

bleeding, making it difficult to perform the vas-

cular anastomoses. Similarly, Erni et al. found

that epidural anesthesia resulted in a 20–30 %

decrease in blood flow to the free flap [27], while

causing no change in the blood flow to intact

tissue. Based on these findings, it is possible to

conclude that the vasodilation produced by an

epidural anesthetic is greater in the intact, nor-

mally innervated tissue than in the denervated

tissue of the free flap, effectively resulting in a

redistribution of blood flow away from the free

flap in a vascular “steal” phenomenon.

On the other hand, in many major surgeries,

the use of epidural anesthesia results in a

reduced incidence of deep venous thrombosis,

decreased intraoperative blood loss, and faster

postoperative recovery [23]. Within the field of

microvascular surgery, a few studies have

demonstrated promising results. Strecker et al.

in 1988 published a paper on 20 successful cases

of lower extremity free tissue transfer under

epidural anesthesia [28]. They reported better

maintenance of normothermia and decreased

risk of thrombosis at the vascular anastomosis

site, which they attributed to the increased post-

operative lower limb blood flow induced by the

epidural sympathectomy. Similarly, in a retro-

spective cohort study 5 years later, Scott et al.

found a lower rate of both microvascular and

major complications in 35 patients who had free

flap surgery to the lower extremity under com-

bined epidural and general anesthesia versus

general anesthesia alone [29]. There were no

flap losses in the epidural group, compared

with one flap loss in the non-epidural group,

and four more major complications in the non-

epidural group, three of which were microvas-

cular complications.

Despite these reports, concern still exists for a

circulatory steal phenomenon leading to

decreased flap perfusion when using epidural

anesthesia. Animal studies analyzing the effects

of epidural anesthesia in the setting of microvas-

cular surgery have produced mixed results. Some

have demonstrated a reduction in blood flow to

the transplanted tissue, while others seem to

show no difference [30, 31]. One of these studies

[30], which also looked at the volume status of

the animals at the time of epidural anesthesia,

demonstrated two important points. First, in the

animals who were slightly hypovolemic, the

reduction in mean arterial blood pressure, cardiac

output, and microcirculatory blood flow were all

greater when compared to the animals who were

euvolemic, emphasizing the importance of main-

tenance of euvolemia in patients in whom epidu-

ral anesthesia is chosen as a technique. Second,

following the initiation of a phenylephrine infu-

sion in these same animals, the cardiac output

remained unchanged and, although a significant

increase in the mean arterial pressure was noted,

this resulted in only a minor increase in micro-

circulatory blood flow, suggesting that the use of

phenylephrine to offset the epidural-induced

sympathectomy does not completely restore flap

tissue perfusion. Until more human studies are

performed with reliably reproducible results, it is

unlikely that the use of epidural anesthesia in

these surgeries will become routine.

Although there seems to be no consensus

regarding the benefit of epidural anesthesia in
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microvascular surgery for free tissue transfer, it

appears that these surgeries can be performed

safely with epidural anesthetics, despite the

demonstrated reduction in flap blood flow that

occurs following sympathectomy. Thus, epidural

anesthesia cannot be ruled out, particularly in

patients whose comorbid conditions make gen-

eral anesthesia too risky. It is well known that

when compared to general anesthesia alone, epi-

dural anesthesia results in a lower risk of respira-

tory complications and lower pain scores

following major surgery. In a large randomized

trial of 915 high-risk patients undergoing major

abdominal surgery with or without epidural anes-

thesia, the epidural group had a statistically

significant lower incidence of postoperative

respiratory failure [32]. In addition, this group

had lower pain scores in the first three postoper-

ative days. However, no statistically significant

differences were observed in the rates of postop-

erative 30-day mortality, cardiovascular events,

sepsis, gastrointestinal complications, hepatic

failure, or renal failure. There were no major

adverse consequences of epidural catheteriza-

tion. Alam et al. [33] reported three successful

cases of gracilis-free muscle transfer under epi-

dural anesthesia in two patients deemed too high

risk for general anesthesia (two of the flaps were

done on the same patient). One of the patients

was suffering from respiratory failure due to

recent acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS) secondary to severe community

acquired pneumonia, precluding the use of gen-

eral anesthesia. The other patient had symptom-

atic right heart failure secondary to ischemic

cardiomyopathy due to long-standing diabetes

mellitus. These cases emphasize the important

role for epidural anesthesia in selected patients

undergoing free tissue transfer to the lower

extremity whose comorbid conditions make the

risks of general anesthesia prohibitively high.

If general anesthesia is chosen as the preferred

anesthetic technique for microvascular surgery,

there are several other variables that may

affect surgical outcomes. The effect of volatile

anesthetics on systemic macrohemodynamics

has been well studied, with all of the agents

having similar effects [34]. Recently, their

effects on regional blood flow and microcircula-

tion have been further investigated. In healthy

patients exposed to the usual concentrations of

inhaled or intravenous anesthetics, vital organ

perfusion remains intact and regional blood

flow is adequate [34]. Within microvascular

beds, it has been demonstrated that general anes-

thesia results in increased tissue blood volume

and decreased microvascular resistance [35].

This effect was the same whether general anes-

thesia was conducted with sevoflurane plus

remifentanil or propofol plus remifentanil,

suggesting that microvascular changes are not

significantly different between the two methods

[35]. Although microvascular hemodynamic

changes appear to be no different between

inhaled and intravenous agents, other studies

have suggested the potential of other benefits of

one agent over the other. Bruegger et al. used a

method called venous congestion plethy-

smography to measure the capillary filtration

coefficient (CFC), an index of microvascular

permeability, in twenty patients undergoing elec-

tive breast surgery [36]. They found that general

anesthesia with sevoflurane resulted in a signifi-

cant decrease in the CFC, while propofol caused

no change in CFC. Theoretically, the authors

explain, this decreased CFC should result in

less extravasation of fluids into the interstitial

space. Interestingly, and in support of their the-

ory, they found a significant positive correlation

between the decrease in CFC and the periopera-

tive fluid requirements, which were decreased in

the sevoflurane group. The lowering of CFC, the

authors conclude, resulted in less leakage of fluid

into the interstitial space, and in turn less

hypovolemia and a lower need for fluid replace-

ment. In addition, this reduction in CFC should

result in less interstitial edema formation that

may lead to impaired tissue perfusion. Though

these results are interesting, further studies are

needed to confirm these findings and establish

their clinical relevance. Another beneficial effect

of volatile anesthetic agents is that it has been

demonstrated that the halogenated anesthetic

agents isoflurane, sevoflurane, and desflurane

result in ischemic preconditioning of the myocar-

dium, conferring a cardioprotective effect [34].
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This should be considered when choosing the

ideal anesthetic agent, particularly in patients

with known cardiovascular disease or those at

high risk for such disease.

In regard to the intravenous anesthetic agent

propofol, several studies have demonstrated its

free radical scavenging properties and its ability

to attenuate neutrophil activity [37–39]. In

microvascular surgery in particular, neutrophil

activity within the flap leads to free radical pro-

duction, which may contribute to flap failure.

Therefore, propofol may be able to improve flap

survival. This theory was tested by Tyner et al.

who studied propofol-mediated reduction in neu-

trophil activity in a rat model of skin flaps [40].

To assess for neutrophil activity, flap biopsies

were taken at regular intervals and analyzed for

myeloperoxidase enzyme content. They found

that flap survival was significantly increased

with the use of propofol, and this correlated

well with the observed reduction in myeloperoxi-

dase activity associated with its use. This

implicates a possible important role for propofol

use during microvascular surgery, either as the

sole general anesthetic in a TIVA technique, or

as part of a combined regimen along with an

inhaled volatile anesthetic. Further studies are

needed to confirm this data and determine the

optimal dose needed to observe this beneficial

effect of propofol on flap survival.

During emergence from anesthesia, every

effort should be taken to avoid coughing and

straining due to endotracheal tube irritation,

which increases venous pressure within the flap

and leads to decreased perfusion and worsened

congestion. Many techniques can be employed to

achieve this, such as ensuring adequate pain con-

trol prior to emergence, the administration of

endotracheal lidocaine, deep extubation, or

switching from an endotracheal tube to a laryn-

geal mask airway prior to emergence.

Hemodynamic Support

Despite marked improvements in the success

of microvascular free flap surgery in the past

few decades, perioperative hypoperfusion and

subsequent ischemia remains a continued threat

to flap survival. Maintaining adequate perfusion

to the flap both intraoperatively and in the early

postoperative period continues to be a challenge

in these patients due to the many factors that

influence microvascular blood flow. Patient

comorbidities, anesthetic technique, intravascu-

lar volume status, body temperature, and the

degree of edema in the flap are several of the

factors that can alter perfusion to the newly

reanastomosed flap. Maintenance of perfusion

to the surgical site may dictate the need for

vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, and inotropic

agents in order to optimize perfusion pressure,

vascular resistance, or cardiac output. In the past

two decades, multiple studies have been

performed with various agents, some with

mixed results and others with fairly conclusive

evidence, all suggesting that a singular and supe-

rior agent to achieve these goals does not exist.

When conceptualizing the factors that determine

microvascular blood flow and considering the

known effects of specific pharmacologic agents

on these factors, it is easy to hypothesize that

certain agents may have overall benefit to the

success of flap surgery through increased perfu-

sion. The evidence, however, does not always

agree with our theories. Milrinone, for example,

is a phosphodiesterase III (PDE-III) inhibitor, an

enzyme found in cardiac and peripheral vascular

muscle. Inhibition of PDE-III leads to a

decreased breakdown of cyclic adenosine

monophosphate (cAMP), resulting in increased

intracellular ionized calcium levels and the

subsequent dual effect of improved cardiac con-

tractility and arterial vasodilation via the induc-

tion of contractile protein phosphorylation and

relaxation in vascular smooth muscle. Arterial

vasospasm has been identified as an element in

flap failure. In theory, milrinone might augment

the cardiac output and promote peripheral arte-

rial vasodilation, improving graft survival via

increased perfusion and prevention of arterial

vasospasm. Jones et al. tested this theory in a

double-blinded randomized controlled clinical

trial [41]. Eighty-eight patients undergoing elec-

tive microvascular free flap surgery were

randomized to receive either a milrinone infusion
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or placebo with normal saline throughout sur-

gery. The use of milrinone did not result in

improved graft survival or prevent arterial vaso-

spasm. It did, however, result in the increased

need for vasopressor support.

Nevertheless, inotropes may result in

improved graft function by increasing cardiac

output and tissue perfusion. Scholz et al. studied

the use of dobutamine, another inotropic agent

with systemic vasodilatory effects, in twenty

patients undergoing elective free tissue transfer

surgery [42]. After completion of the microvas-

cular anastomoses, dobutamine infusions of 2, 4,

and 6 mcg/kg/min were initiated in a randomized

order and both mean and maximum blood flow in

the anastomosed recipient artery were measured

with an ultrasonic flowmeter by an investigator

who was blinded to the infusion rates. At 4 and

6 mcg/kg/min, investigators noticed a significant

increase in both mean and maximum blood flow

in the recipient anastomosed artery as well as an

increased cardiac output. However, overall sur-

gical outcomes were not investigated in this

study. It is unclear if the investigators used

vasopressors in their study cohort due to the

arterial vasodilation that accompanies the use of

dobutamine. They did note, though, that as the

infusion rate of dobutamine increased, so did the

heart rate and systemic mean arterial blood pres-

sure of the study patients. This is in contrast to

the study by Jones, in which milrinone resulted in

decreasing mean arterial pressure, necessitating

the use of vasopressors. The difference in these

observations may be attributable to the differing

mechanism of action of dobutamine. Like

milrinone, dobutamine results in increased

inotropy and cardiac output while causing sys-

temic vasodilation, but this effect is achieved

through direct stimulation of beta-1 and beta-2-

receptors. Beta-1 stimulation results not only in

inotropy, but also in chronotropy, thereby

increasing heart rate. It has been hypothesized

that this increase in chronotropy maintains mean

arterial pressure minimizes the need for vaso-

pressor support. These conclusions have been

confirmed by other studies. Suominen et al. stud-

ied microvascular blood flow during transversus

rectus abdominus muscle (TRAM) flap surgery

and compared the effects of dopamine and

dobutamine infusions [43]. Dobutamine at

8 mcg/kg/min resulted in increased CO,

decreased SVR, but increased flap blood flow.

Dopamine at the same infusion rate resulted in an

increased CO but unchanged SVR and flap blood

flow. Comparing the same two agents in a swine

model, Cordeiro et al. [44] demonstrated that

blood flow in musculocutaneous flaps is primar-

ily determined by CO and SVR. Similarly, in this

study, dobutamine resulted in increased CO and

flap blood flow, while dopamine resulted in no

change in flap blood flow despite an increase in

CO. Phenylephrine, a direct acting alpha-agonist,

results in decreased flap blood flow at doses from

1.5–3 mcg/kg/min [44]. Decreasing the resis-

tance to blood flow, as measured by a fall in

SVR, while increasing CO and maintaining a

reasonable mean arterial perfusion pressure

appears to strike the ideal balance of hemody-

namics for microvascular procedures.

The use of vasoconstrictors in an attempt to

maintain adequate perfusion pressure may prove

to be particularly contentious in the realm of

microvascular surgery. In normal peripheral tissue

with an intact sympathetically innervated micro-

circulation, it is well known that the use of

vasopressors such as phenylephrine results in

decreased blood flow. Maier et al. studied the

effects of phenylephrine on the sublingual micro-

circulation of fifteen patients during cardiopulmo-

nary bypass (CPB) for coronary artery bypass graft

surgery and found that the increased perfusion

pressure induced by phenylephrine at a constant

CPB flow rate resulted in decreased microcircula-

tory blood flow in the sublingual mucosa [45].

This finding can be explained by microvascular

shunting, as the phenylephrine-induced decrease

in blood flow was observed only in the capillary

vessels and not in medium-sized vessels. Of note,

despite a significant reduction of perfusion pres-

sure following the initiation of CPB (from 73 to

47 mmHg), no changes in microcirculatory blood

flow were observed in the absence of phenyleph-

rine. It was not until phenylephrine infusion was

initiated, raising the perfusion pressure from 47 to
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68 mmHg, that the reduction in microcirculatory

blood flow was seen.

These observations of the effects of phenyl-

ephrine, however, were in microvascular blood

flow in normal tissue. Investigators have looked

into whether sympathetically denervated tissue,

such as that in a surgical flap, responds in the

same way to these agents. In a porcine model of

free latissimus dorsi flaps to the lower extremity,

Banic and colleagues studied the effects of both

phenylephrine and nitroprusside on systemic car-

diac output and microcirculatory blood flow

using laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) while

infusing the agents either systemically or locally

through the peripheral artery feeding the flap

[46]. Systemic nitroprusside resulting in a

decrease of mean arterial pressure by 30 % did

not affect CO but decreased the flap blood flow

by 40 %. Locally infused nitroprusside at a dose

proportionate to the systemic dose based on the

fraction of global CO present in the feeding

artery of the flap resulted in an increase of flap

blood flow by 20 %. Of further interest is the fact

that systemic phenylephrine at a dose resulting in

a 30 % increase in MAP did not result in any

significant changes in CO or flap blood flow.

Locally infused phenylephrine, on the other

hand, decreased total flap blood flow by 30 %.

The finding that systemic nitroprusside decreases

flap blood flow confirms that a vascular steal

phenomenon occurs as a result of widespread

systemic vasodilation, similar to that which

occurs during general anesthesia or due to

neuraxial anesthesia-induced sympathectomy. It

is not surprising that locally infused vasodilators

or vasoconstrictors result in increased or

decreased flap blood flow, respectively. Interest-

ingly, however, systemic phenylephrine seemed

to have no effect of flap blood flow, contrary to

the findings of other studies. It should be kept in

mind, however, that the dose of systemic phenyl-

ephrine used in this study was only 1 mcg/kg/

min. It is conceivable that with higher doses of

phenylephrine, the effects of decreased flap per-

fusion demonstrated in other studies may become

more pronounced. In another porcine model of

vertical rectus abdominus muscle rotational

flaps, Massey et al. studied the effects of

systemic phenylephrine and epinephrine on

both the pedicle artery blood flow and microvas-

cular perfusion [47]. Phenylephrine infusions at

doses of 20, 40, and 80 mcg/min resulted in

decreases in both the pedicle artery blood flow

and the microvascular perfusion of the flap. Epi-

nephrine, on the other hand, at doses of 0.5, 1,

and 2 mcg/kg/min increased the flows in both the

pedicle artery and in the microvascular circula-

tion. The epinephrine-induced increases in per-

fusion paralleled the increases in systemic MAP

and CO that were observed with increasing

doses. Of note, a key difference between the

Banic and Massey studies lies in the types of

flaps studied. The Banic group studied free

flaps, while the Massey group studied rotational

or pedicled flaps. The vascular hemodynamics of

these two types of flaps are significantly differ-

ent. In free flaps, the combination of the total

sympathectomy of the vessels within the tissue

and the damage of ischemia-reperfusion injury

result in microvasculature that does not respond

in the usual manner to systemically administered

vasoactive agents. In rotational or pedicled flaps,

the flap is released and twisted around the

neurovascular bundle without interrupting blood

flow. This results in intact sympathetic innerva-

tion of the pedicle artery and the avoidance of

significant ischemia-reperfusion injury, leading

to flap blood flow that responds more readily to

these systemic agents [22]. In regard to the

findings in the Massey study with systemic epi-

nephrine infusions, the observed increases in flap

perfusion are likely related to the increased CO,

similar to the effect of dobutamine as previously

discussed. In addition to the increased CO due to

epinephrine’s beta-adrenergic effects, the alpha-

adrenergic stimulation led to an increased MAP.

Unlike the isolated alpha-agonist effects of phen-

ylephrine, the presence of alpha agonism in con-

junction with beta agonist activity may confer

some benefit.

Norepinephrine, another mixed alpha and

beta-adrenergic agent, was studied by Hiltunen

et al. [48]. Using a pig model of microvascular

and pedicled rectus abdominus myocutaneous

flaps, the technique of microdialysis was used

to detect metabolic changes as an early marker
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for decreased tissue perfusion and ischemia. Two

significant findings resulted. First, sevoflurane-

induced hypotension to a MAP of 50 mmHg

resulted in no changes in flap perfusion as

assessed by microdialysis. In addition, correction

of the hypotension with norepinephrine to a

MAP of 80–90 mmHg with a mean dosage of

2.84 mcg/kg/min also resulted in no changes in

microvascular perfusion. These findings empha-

size that pressure does not always correlate with

flow and highlight our lack of understanding of

the hemodynamic principles governing these

complex vascular networks. In spite of these

findings, norepinephrine remains a poorly stud-

ied agent, and further studies are needed before

its routine use in microvascular surgery can be

recommended.

The blood flow in a microvascular flap is

very complex, influenced by multiple factors,

many of which are unable to be practically

measured or predicted in modern anesthetic

and surgical practice. Systemic arterial pressure

is the major determinant of the pressure gradient

across the transplanted flap, but flow can

also decrease due to an increase in venous

pressure or an increase in resistance due to

vasoconstriction or vasospasm. Although trans-

planted tissue is sympathetically denervated, the

blood vessels can still vasospasm due to cold,

manipulation, systemic catecholamines, and

metabolites generated by ischemia [42]. The

impact of vasoactive medications on the flap is

also influenced by the method of administration

(i.e., local vs. systemic, as demonstrated by

Banic et al.), the flap model itself (pedicled vs.

free flaps), and other factors, which are cur-

rently unknown or unable to be measured. It

is important to take into account that in

clinical practice, a patient’s systemic circula-

tory response to these medications can exhibit

significant individual variability and is often

unpredictable. Without question, the realm of

microcirculatory hemodynamics is full of unan-

swered questions, and its future is wide open

for further research and clinical experimenta-

tion to improve our understanding and manage-

ment of these complex situations.

Intravascular Volume Status and Blood
Viscosity

The goal of fluid management in microvascular

surgery is to maintain intravascular fluid volume

at a level that is optimal for tissue blood flow and

oxygenation, while avoiding fluid overload,

which leads to worsening of flap edema and

congestion. Flaps have a tendency to develop

edema due to a lack of lymphatic drainage and

a reduced ability to reabsorb interstitial fluid.

Ideally, the replacement fluid should not be able

to pass freely through the damaged endothelium.

In theory, colloids might be a better choice ver-

sus crystalloids in this patient population. How-

ever, recent data does not support the use of

colloid solutions over crystalloids [23]. Despite

this, many experts recommend colloids, specifi-

cally synthetic colloids, as the preferred replace-

ment fluid in microvascular surgery [49]. The

superiority of synthetic colloids over albumin,

however, has not been demonstrated, and

concerns regarding their negative effects on

coagulation have limited their use in microvas-

cular surgery. A more pertinent dilemma is not

the type of fluid that is administered, but the

amount. Multiple studies have demonstrated the

beneficial effects and improved outcomes

resulting from a restrictive fluid management

strategy in major surgery. Zhong and colleagues

performed a retrospective review of 354 cases of

microsurgical free flap breast reconstruction

performed at a single institution over a period

of 8 years and discovered that the IV fluid infu-

sion rate over the first 24 h, when standardized

for weight and after adjusting for the effects of

other covariables, significantly predicted postop-

erative complications, especially at the extremes

of crystalloid infusion rates [50]. Similar findings

on the negative effects and complications

associated with increased fluid administration in

free flap surgery have been demonstrated in other

studies, making a restrictive fluid management

strategy in microvascular surgery a topic that

is generally agreed upon [50]. It is unclear,

however, how practitioners are to manage

intraoperative fluid administration, avoiding the
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hypotension and increased vasopressor needs

associated with hypovolemia, while preventing

the postoperative complications and tissue

edema associated with overzealous fluid replace-

ment. Conventional methods used to monitor the

intravascular volume status, such as central

venous pressure (CVP) monitoring, have been

shown to be inaccurate in guiding fluid replace-

ment [51–55]. This is not surprising, considering

the limitations of CVPmonitoring in determining

fluid balance and predicting the hemodynamic

response to fluid administration. One has to

make a series of assumptions when using CVP

values to assess volume status, including the

equality of the pressure–volume relationship

between the right and left atrium and the preser-

vation of the Frank–Starling mechanism in rela-

tion to volume loading and cardiac contractility.

Further, following fluid administration, changes

in CVP are delayed when compared to changes in

measured stroke volume. In fact, the CVP will

not appreciably increase until the venous capaci-

tance system is full, making its measurement

much less sensitive to minute-by-minute hemo-

dynamic changes that might be affected by vol-

ume administration. With these limitations in

mind, it is easy to explain why flow monitoring,

rather than pressure monitoring, with the use of

devices that measure cardiac output is more

accurate and is associated with less compli-

cations than the use of CVP to guide fluid

replacement [53, 54]. Traditionally, the pulmo-

nary arterial Swan-Ganz catheter has been used

to measure cardiac output via the principle of

thermodilution. The complications associated

with its placement, however, have limited its

widespread use in non-cardiac surgery. Recently,

esophageal Doppler (ED) has been used intrao-

peratively to assess for volume status with more

promising results [52–54]. By the placement of

an esophageal probe, stroke volume, cardiac out-

put, and fluid responsiveness are measured by

using the principle of Doppler shift in the

descending thoracic aorta. This method has

been proven in several studies to be superior to

the use of CVP in guiding fluid replacement and

has even been shown to be comparable to the

determination of cardiac output by pulmonary

arterial catheter thermodilution technique [56].

The use of ED for hemodynamic monitoring

has been successfully described in major cardio-

thoracic, orthopedic, vascular, laparoscopic, and

open abdominopelvic surgeries. In a study by

Figus and colleagues, ED was compared to

CVP monitoring to guide intraoperative fluid

replacement in 104 patients undergoing free per-

forator flap surgery [56]. They found that the use

of ED resulted in less intraoperative positive

fluid balance, less monitoring and flap compli-

cations, and a shorter hospital stay. In addition,

there were no complications related to ED moni-

toring. Additionally, the relatively short time it

takes to place the device when compared with a

central venous catheter led to statistically signifi-

cant shorter anesthetic times. The only limitation

to the use of ED is that its accuracy is dependent

on correct positioning within the esophagus, typ-

ically 30–40 cm from the lips of the patient, and

the probe may need to be repositioned multiple

times intraoperatively.

Other devices are available that use analysis

of the arterial pressure waveform rather than

Doppler to measure stroke volume and predict

the response to fluid administration. These

devices require the presence of an arterial cathe-

ter but are not subject to the same positioning

variables as esophageal probes. The usefulness of

these devices in major surgery, particularly in

high-risk patients, has been demonstrated [57].

Although the use of cardiac output monitoring to

guide fluid therapy is rapidly expanding in mul-

tiple surgical specialties, its use in microvascular

surgery is still not widespread. In a survey

conducted in the United Kingdom and published

in 2011 by Chalmers et al. the anesthesiology

departments of 40 major head and neck surgery

centers performing free flap surgery were sur-

veyed on their use of intraoperative cardiac out-

put monitoring. Of the 40 departments surveyed,

only three reported the routine use of intra-

operative CO monitoring to guide fluid replace-

ment [58]. These three centers all used arterial

pressure waveform monitoring devices. In other

surgical specialties, use of these devices have

resulted in shorter hospital stays and reduced

morbidity related to fluid balance [51, 53–55,
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57]. The cost of these devices, as well as the

reluctance to trust the data gathered from them,

have been cited as reasons why their use is not

increasing as rapidly as would be expected. As

costs decrease over time and further studies are

done to validate the accuracy of measurements

taken from these devices, it is likely that their use

will increase. In addition, data demonstrating

reduced hospital stays and decreased morbidity

with these devices may prompt closer cost-

benefit analyses, resulting in increased use of

these devices in spite of their cost. Until that

time, and at centers where these capabilities are

not available, the careful use of intraoperative

fluids guided by traditional methods such as

CVP monitoring, arterial blood gas analysis,

and urine output remain an important part of the

intraoperative and perioperative care of these

patients.

Intraoperative Hemodynamic
Monitoring

As previously discussed, the routine use of

intraoperative cardiac output monitoring is not

common. However, the presence of moderate to

severe cardiac disease in some patients makes

monitoring of CO necessary to guide therapy in

the form of inotropic support. This can be

achieved with a Swan-Ganz pulmonary arterial

catheter, intraoperative transesophageal echocar-

diography, esophageal Doppler, or arterial

pressure waveform analysis. The use and inter-

pretation of transesophageal echocardiography

requires specialized training in order to accu-

rately and safely guide care, and this generally

limits its use by the non-cardiac anesthesiologist.

The use of the Swan-Ganz catheter for measure-

ment of CO via thermodilution is still considered

by many to be the standard of care. For some

anesthesiologists and surgeons, the decreased

risk of major complications of less invasive CO

monitors, such as esophageal Doppler and arte-

rial pressure waveform analyzers, might make

their use preferable provided they are available.

The decision of which monitor to use is less

relevant than managing a low CO in the setting

of cardiomyopathy. The previous discussion and

evidence presented comparing the major inotro-

pic agents milrinone and dobutamine, and the

mixed vasopressor and inotropic agents epineph-

rine and dopamine, should help determine the

appropriate agent for a particular patient. For

example, in a patient with known existing coro-

nary artery disease in whom tachycardia should

be avoided, milrinone might be preferred over

dobutamine, given the chronotropic effects of

dobutamine.

Non-pharmacologic means of supporting CO

should also be considered. Jennings et al.

describe the case of a patient who presented for

elective maxillofacial free flap reconstructive

surgery with an ejection fraction of 15 % second-

ary to alcohol use and chemotherapy toxicity

[59]. An intra-aortic balloon pump was placed

prior to induction in order to aid with periopera-

tive augmentation of CO and flap perfusion. In

addition to IABP support at 1:1 augmentation,

dobutamine and norepinephrine infusions were

used to maintain hemodynamics. The surgery

was successful, and the patient was admitted to

the ICU postoperatively for continued IABP sup-

port and discharged to the ward on the sixth

postoperative day. Although dobutamine and

norepinephrine were required intraoperatively

to maintain hemodynamics, the authors conclu-

ded that the placement of the IABP helped to

minimize the use of vasopressor agents, which

can unfavorably affect graft perfusion in a dose-

dependent manner.

Techniques in Microcirculation
Perfusion Monitoring

As mentioned above, patient comorbidities,

anesthetic technique, intravascular volume sta-

tus, body temperature, and the use of vasoactive

medications can all alter perfusion to the newly

reanastomosed tissue. Decreasing any one or

more of these variables to a critical threshold

could result in inadequate perfusion to the anas-

tomotic site for even a brief, albeit crucial, time

period, resulting in graft ischemia and failure.

Most flap failures occur within the first 3 days
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following surgery [21]. Postoperative flap perfu-

sion monitoring is a largely clinical assessment,

based on skin color, turgor, capillary refill, sur-

face temperature, bleeding with pinprick, and

bedside Doppler ultrasound signal monitoring

of the feeding artery. While these techniques

are easy to perform, they require experience to

interpret and have a number of limitations.

Recently, noninvasive techniques to monitor the

perfusion of the newly vascularized tissue have

improved and been introduced into clinical and

experimental research. Some of these techniques

include orthogonal polarization spectral (OPS)

imaging, side stream dark-field (SDF) imaging,

and LDF. OPS and SDF imaging noninvasively

visualize and quantify blood flow within the

microcirculation via erythrocyte movement

detection [34]. LDF, on the other hand, measures

microvascular blood flow through the detection

of frequency shifts that occur when low-energy

laser light encounters erythrocytes [34]. The

probes used in these techniques have been

implemented into handheld, needle, and endo-

scopic devices, resulting in broader applicability

and further ease of use in clinical settings. Over

time, these techniques may become part of

routine intraoperative and even postoperative

monitoring to ensure adequate microcirculatory

perfusion.

Postoperative Considerations

It has been demonstrated that the blood flow in a

free tissue flap decreases to about half of its pre-

transfer rate during the first 6–12 h after surgery

[23]. Therefore, vigilant postoperative manage-

ment is paramount in maintaining perfusion to

the graft. Postoperative care of patients follow-

ing flap surgery involves the maintenance of

many of the same parameters as were discussed

intraoperatively, such as normothermia, normo-

volemia, and moderate hemodilution. Judicious

administration of IV fluids is important to

avoid hypervolemia, which leads to worsening

flap edema, and hypovolemia, both resulting

in decreased flap perfusion. Postoperative shiv-

ering should be avoided, as it increases oxygen

consumption and causes peripheral vasocon-

striction. Pain should be adequately controlled

in order to avoid catecholamine release and sub-

sequent vasoconstriction, but over sedation

should also be avoided as hypoventilation

leads to hypercarbia, hypoxemia, and acidosis,

all of which can also result in catecholamine

release and vasoconstriction. NSAIDs should

be avoided given the risk of perioperative hema-

toma formation.

In summary, despite the recent advances and

research in the area of microvascular surgery and

the anesthetic variables affecting its outcomes,

flap ischemia and failure remain problematic.

Although much is known about the effects of

certain variables on flap perfusion, data is either

lacking or conflicting in many other areas,

indicating the need for further research to deter-

mine their influence on flap outcomes.
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Assessment and Physiology of Burns 13
Cynthia Wang

Epidemiology

Burn injuries rank as some of the most

devastating injuries worldwide. Burns are the

fourth most common type of trauma worldwide,

following traffic accidents, falls, and interper-

sonal violence [1]. The American Burn Associa-

tion estimates that last year, there were

approximately 450,000 burns that required

some form of hospital treatment in the United

States. Three thousand five hundred deaths result

from burns every year, with 3,000 resulting from

residential burns while 500 occur from other

sources such as motor vehicle and aircraft

crashes, electrical, chemical, and hot liquid

burns. Seventy-five percent of these deaths

occur either on the scene or during initial trans-

port to a healthcare facility. Nevertheless, for

those who make it to a treatment center, the

survival rate among patients admitted to a burn

center from 2001 to 2010 was just over 96 %.

Within the same 10-year period, the mortality

rate for burns decreased from 4.5 to 3 % for

males, and from 6.8 to 3.6 % for females. Though

overall mortality decreased, deaths from burns

are noticeably higher with advanced age,

increased burn size, and the presence of inhala-

tion injury.

Sixty-eight percent of burn injuries occur at

home, with those at extremes of age more pre-

valently represented in this statistic. Children

under the age of 5 years accounted for 18 % of

all cases, while those aged 60 years or older

accounted for 12 % of all cases. Those with

preexisting conditions, such as alcoholism or

epilepsy, as well as those with psychiatric

illnesses are also more prone to burn injury [2].

For children under the age of 5 years, scald

injuries are the most prevalent cause of burns.

For all other age categories, fire and flame

injuries dominate the list of causes [3]. It has

been reported that certain socioeconomic factors

are associated with a higher incidence of burn

injury. These include:

• Non-white ethnicity

• Low household income

• Crowded household living conditions

• Low maternal education

• Unemployment [4]

Worldwide, burns are far more common in

underdeveloped or developing countries. In low

tomiddle income countries, the incidence of burns

is 1.3 occurrences per 100,000 people, while in

high income countries, the incidence drops to 0.14

occurrences per 100,000 people [5]. Often, these

burns occur in the winter, particularly in lower

income countries where cooking, heating, and

lighting is accomplished via open flames and

other non-electrical apparatuses. The risk of fire

is even higher in light of the fact that often, homes

and facilities lack exits for escape in case of fire.
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Poor storage of flammable fuels, and the presence

of flammable clothing and building materials

further increase the risk [6–13]. Overall, world-

wide mortality from burns is estimated at approx-

imately 300,000 a year [1].

Despite these statistics, the mortality from

burns has decreased over the years. This is

largely in part due to an increased awareness

that specialized care for burn patients can drasti-

cally improve outcomes in patients suffering

from burn injuries. Burn injuries present a very

unique set of clinical challenges that require

knowledgeable and vigilant care from all

members of an organized care team.

Classification of Burns

Thermal burns: The severity of thermal burns is

dependent on the contact temperature, duration

of contact to the heat source, and the thickness of

the skin. Most commonly, thermal burns result

from exposure to flames, hot liquids or solids,

and steam. The majority of these burns involve

the epidermis and at least part of the dermis.

Thermal burns may be further classified as

scalds, flame burns, or contact burns. Scalds

most often occur in children or the elderly and

tend to be superficial or superficial partial-

thickness burns. Flame burns account for 50 %

of all adult burns. They often present with inha-

lational injury or other types of trauma and are

often deep partial-thickness burns or full thick-

ness burns. Contact burns result from direct or

prolonged contact with objects that are extremely

hot. This often occurs in a setting in which the

patient is altered or unconscious, such as in the

case of epilepsy or drug or alcohol abuse. They

are also most commonly deep partial-thickness

or full thickness burns [14, 15].

Cold exposure: Tissue damage from frostbite

occurs when ice crystals form both inside and

outside of cells. The fluid and electrolyte shifts

that ensue cause lysis of cell membranes and,

eventually, cellular necrosis. Vasoconstriction

and hemoconcentration also ensue, resulting in

thrombosis, decreased tissue perfusion and tissue

hypoxia [16, 17].

Chemical Burns

Both acidic and alkaline burns can cause signifi-

cant tissue damage. These can be difficult to assess

at times because burns that appear to only be

superficial can be associated with severe injury to

deeper tissues. Furthermore, the corrosive effect of

the chemical agent often continues to deepen the

burn until the agent is fully removed.Acidic agents

denature skin proteins, ultimately causing coagu-

lation necrosis. Alkaline agents dissolve protein

and collagen in the skin, creating soluble protein

complexes that allow the agent to penetrate deeper

into the skin, thereby causing greater damage than

acidic agents. Depending on the offending agent,

simple irrigation with water may not be sufficient

or may be inappropriate [15, 18].

Electrical Burns

Electricity causes injury via several mechanisms.

These include its direct effect on tissues, the con-

version of electrical energy to thermal energy

resulting in superficial and deep burns, or by blunt

mechanical injury from amuscular convulsion or a

fall as a result of the electrical shock. The severity

of injury is primarily determined by the amount of

current flowing through the body. Usually, the

electrical current creates an entry and exit point as

it travels through the body, subjecting any tissue in

its trajectory to injury. The degree of injury is most

highly correlated to the voltage, as expressed by the

formula 0.24 � V2 � R, where V represents the

voltage and R represents the resistance.

Domestic electricity tends to have low

voltages and thus produces small, deep contact

burns at the entry and exit sites. If the current is

an alternating current, it may also interfere with

cardiac conduction, causing arrhythmias. High

tension injuries occur when the patient has

come into contact with currents of 1,000 V or

greater. In these types of injuries, extensive tis-

sue damage occurs and can result in rhabdomy-

olysis and renal failure. High tension injuries that

involve currents greater than 70,000 V are almost

always fatal. Flash burns may also occur with

electrical injuries. These occur when no actual
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current passes through the patient. However, the

arc of current from a high tension voltage source

can cause superficial flash burns to exposed body

parts or set fire to clothing [15, 19].

Though rare, lightning injuries do occur and

often result in long-term disability, if not death.

Approximately 30 % of lightning injuries result

in death, while 70 % of lighting strike victims

suffer some sort of permanent or long-term dis-

ability. Two-thirds of deaths occur within the

first hour after the injury and are due to arrhyth-

mia or respiratory failure [20–22].

Inhalational Burns

While thermal injuries are often limited to the

supraglottic airways, resulting in upper airway

edema and/or blistering, hot steam can cause

injury to lower areas of the respiratory tract.

Additionally, patients may suffer from the sys-

temic toxicity of inhaled products of combustion.

Inhalational injury to the airways can take up to

hours after the initial injury to manifest. Thus,

caregivers must consistently monitor patients

with burn injuries for the development of respi-

ratory complications [23].

Characterizing the Burn

The severity of a burn is generally classified by

the body surface area (BSA) involved and the

depth of the injury. The terms first degree, second

degree, third degree, and fourth degree in

describing the depth of burns have been replaced

by terminology that better correlates with and

reflects the need for surgical intervention: super-

ficial, superficial partial-thickness, deep partial-

thickness, and full thickness [24].

Superficial burns only involve the epidermal

layer of skin and are most commonly seen with

sunburns. These burns are painful, dry, red, and

blanch when pressure is applied. There is no blis-

tering in superficial burns. Usually, by the fourth

day following the initial injury, the epithelium

peels away, revealing fresh, healed epidermis.

Superficial partial-thickness burns are those

that extend to the area between the epidermis

and the dermis. In these types of injuries, blisters

form between the epidermal and dermal layers

within 24 h of injury. They are painful, red, and

also blanch when pressure is applied, but unlike

purely superficial burns, they weep. Scar forma-

tion and functional impairment usually do not

occur; however, skin pigmentation may change.

Healing is usually complete within 7–21 days, as

long as the healing process is not complicated by

bacterial infection. Deep partial-thickness burns

are those that extend deeper into the dermis.

Glandular tissue and hair follicles can sustain

significant damage from deep partial-thickness

burns. These injuries always blister, are painful

only when pressure is applied, can be wet or

waxy dry, and have variable coloring that can

be patchy white or red. These burns, unlike

superficial and superficial partial-thickness

burns, do not blanch when pressure is applied.

As they heal over the course of 3–9 weeks, the

skin hypertrophies and scars, which can cause

limitations in movement, especially if the injury

has occurred over a joint. At times, deep partial-

thickness burns can be difficult to distinguish

from full thickness burns (Figs. 13.1 and 13.2).

Full thickness burns involve all layers of the

dermis and often injure the underlying subcutane-

ous tissue layers. These burns leave an eschar, or

dead, but intact, layer of dermis. Sensation is

decreased, leaving the skin over these areas

Superficial partial-thickness burn

Fig. 13.1 Superficial partial-thickness burn. Reprinted

from Ref. [75] with permission
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completely anesthetized or hypoesthetic. The skin

is dry, stiff, and the coloration can vary from waxy

andwhite, to gray, to charred andblack. Regardless

of color, it does not blanch with pressure. No

blisters are formed. Because hair follicles are

completely destroyed in full thickness burns, hair

can be pulled easily and painlessly from follicles.

Over time, the eschar contracts and separates from

underlying viable tissue. Because of the degree of

contracture, if the eschar spans the circumference

of a limb, it can jeopardize perfusion to and sur-

vival of the limb. Complete spontaneous healing in

full thickness burns in not possible. A summary of

the characteristics associated with burns of various

depths can be found in Table 13.1.

Although the terminology used to describe

most burns has evolved to describe the layers of

epidermis and dermis involved, the term fourth

degree burn is still used to describe burns that

extend through the skin into underlying tissue

such as fascia, muscle, and bone. These burns

are life-threatening, and if the patient survives

the initial injury, surgical intervention is always

required [25].

In addition to classifying burn depth, tissue

injury following a burn can be classified into

several zones. The zone of necrosis, also known

as the zone of coagulation, refers to the tissue

that is nonviable and that needs to be debrided in

order to decrease the incidence of infection and

promote healing. In the zone of stasis, tissue is

salvageable but hypoxic and at risk of dying. If

prolonged hypotension, edema, or infection

occurs, it can transition to becoming a zone of

necrosis. The zone of hyperemia is an area of

tissue in which cytokine release and inflamma-

tory mediators result in leaky capillaries,

resulting in extravasation of fluid and tissue

edema. In cases where the burn injury exceeds

30 % of BSA, the effects of these inflammatory

mediators manifest systemically, affecting other

organ systems such as the cardiovascular, respi-

ratory, and gastrointestinal systems.

Accurate estimation of the BSA affected is

crucial to appropriate assessment and treatment

of the patient. Underestimation of the BSA

involved may result in under-resuscitation of

the patient and poor outcomes. Furthermore,

accurate classification of burns may help triage

patients to major burn centers for appropriate

care. The extent of burns is expressed as a per-

centage of the total BSA. When estimating burn

surface area, superficial burns are not taken into

consideration. Burns that appear to be either deep

partial-thickness or full thickness burns are

assumed to be full thickness until proven other-

wise. There are several methods for estimating

TBSA involved in burns. These include the

Lund-Browder method, the rule of nines, and

the palm method [26, 27].

Lund-Browder Chart

The Lund-Browder (LB) chart consists of two

drawings of the patient: one of the anterior aspect

and one of the posterior aspect (Fig. 13.3). The

BSA assigned to corresponding parts of the body

appear on the drawing or on a table that

accompanies the drawing. The table also indicates

BSA differences in age, accounting for variations

attributed to growth. Although the Lund Brower

method is useful in that it provides an illustrated

record of precisely where the burn injuries are

located, there can also be several problems

associated with LB charts. Studies have suggested

that BSA estimates produced by LB charts can be

Deep partial-thickness burn

Fig. 13.2 Deep partial-thickness burn. Reprinted from

Ref. [75] with permission
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inconsistent when performed by different

operators or even by the same operators in differ-

ent settings. Furthermore, anatomical variations

among the patient population also produce

inconsistencies in BSA estimates. For instance,

large-breasted patients, pregnant women, or

patients who are obese are inadequately

represented in LB charts. In fact, it has been

shown that large-chested women have signifi-

cantly more BSA in the anterior chest region

thanmen (16% vs. 11%), and with every increase

in cup size, the BSA increases by a factor of 0.1

when compared to the posterior trunk. Lateral

body parts and areas between fingers and toes

are also difficult to delineate on such charts.

Despite these shortcomings, LB charts remain

one of the more commonly used methods to esti-

mate BSA [28–30].

Rule of Nines

In using the Rule of Nines, a percentage that is a

multiple of 9 % is assigned to each body region.

Each leg represents 18 % of total BSA, each arm

is 9 %, the anterior trunk and posterior trunk each

represent 18 % of total BSA, and the head

represents 9 %. The Rule of Nines method is

perhaps one of the easiest and quickest ways of

estimating BSA. However, it is probably also the

least accurate, often overestimating the size of

the burn area. One study estimates that the dis-

crepancy in BSA estimates is 3 % higher when

using the Rule of Nines versus LB charts.

Estimates derived from the Rule of Nines method

have also been shown to be less reproducible and

therefore less precise [31, 32].

Palm Method

The palm method is one by which the area of

burns is approximated by using the surface area

of the patient’s palm as a standard measurement.

The surface area of the patient’s palm (excluding

fingers) is generally estimated to be 0.5 % of the

total BSA. The surface area of the palmar surface

of the hand including the fingers is estimated to

be 1 % of the total BSA. This method tends to be

more useful in cases in which the burn areas are

patchy and incoherent. As with other methods of

estimating BSA, however, the palm method has

also been shown to exhibit inaccuracies. One

particular study that obtained hand tracings of

approximately 800 volunteers ranging in age

from 2 years to 89 years found that the palmar

surface of an adult hand accounted for approxi-

mately 0.78 % of the total BSA on average. In

children, this was found to be slighter higher at

0.86 %. Thus, the standard 1 % BSA-palmar

surface correlation probably results in gross

overestimates in most cases. The palm method

has also been shown to be inconsistent in patients

who are obese, particluarly when the BMI

exceeds 31. Some have suggested that using

only the palm (excluding the fingers) is perhaps

the best way to estimate BSA with the palm

method, since the palm more consistently

correlates with the 0.5 % BSA estimate [33–36].

Given that all three methods of estimating

BSA have been shown to be inaccurate under

certain circumstances, some have postulated

that there might be other, more effective ways

of estimating BSA. One group in Japan has pro-

posed that using the number of pieces of

Table 13.1 Characteristics of burns at varying depths

Assessment of burn depth

Burn type

Superficial Superficial dermal Deep dermal Full thickness

Bleeding on pin prick Brisk Brisk Delayed None

Sensation Painful Painful Dull None

Appearance Red, glistening Dry, whiter Cherry red Dry, white, leathery

Blanching to pressure Yes, brisk return Yes, slow return No No

Reprinted from British Medical Journal, Ref. [74], copyright 2004 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd
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Intertulle gauze that is required to cover the

burned areas is more accurate than traditional

methods of estimating BSA. Since the size of

each piece of gauze is known, the group argues

that the burn area can be more precisely

estimated [37]. This method, however, is still

subjective and operator dependent. In the years

to come, computer aided two-dimensional and

three-dimensional scanners may prove to be the

most accurate in estimating burn areas [38].

Combining information about the burn sur-

face area and the depth of involvement, burns

are further classified as minor, moderate, or

major burns. Burns are categorized as designated

in Table 13.2. This level of classification is

important because different categories of burns

are associated with varying degrees of inflamma-

tion and systemic involvement that may dictate a

need for higher levels of care, care at a

specialized burn center, or both. Inflammatory

mediators are released within minutes to hours

after the initial burn injury and can begin to

exhibit systemic effects quickly, particularly fol-

lowing major burns. Timely recognition of the

severity of the burn and the category in which it

falls is crucial to the patient receiving adequate

and appropriate therapy [31, 39].

It is important, however, to remember not to

take these classifications in isolation. The many

factors contributing to morbidity and mortality in

burn patients are complex. For instance, a burn

involving 20 % TBSA carries a 30 % mortality in

a 70-year-old patient but is generally very surviv-

able for an otherwise healthy 20-year-old patient.

Thus, when classifying and risk stratifying burn

injuries, all patient characteristics, the mechanism

of burn injury, comorbidities, and severity of the

burn must all be weighed with equal importance.

The inflammatory response to a burn injury is

extremely complex, and in cases of major burns,

can affect almost every organ system in the body

(Fig. 13.4). Although this response is immediate

after the initial insult, noticeable systemic effects

may take as long as 5–7 days to manifest.

Ultimately, successful management of the

adverse effects of these inflammatory mediators

determines the overall survival of compromised

tissue as well as recovery of the patient.

Cardiovascular and Hemodynamic
Changes

The cardiovascular response following a burn

injury is comprised of two phases: the acute, or

resuscitative phase, and the hypermetabolic

phase. The acute phase, which usually lasts for

approximately 48 h, is characterized by

hypovolemia, resulting in decreased tissue perfu-

sion and, if not addressed aggressively, tissue

ischemia, metabolic acidosis, and renal failure.

Hypovolemia results from the release of inflam-

matory mediators from the injured area that

increase capillary permeability and fluid and pro-

tein loss into the extravascular space. Mediators

involved in the vascular response to burn injury

include histamine, prostaglandins PGE2 and

PGI2, leukotrienes LB4 and LD2, thromboxane

Table 13.2 American Burn Association injury grading system

Minor burn Moderate burn Major burn

• 15 % TBSA or less in adults

• 10 % TBSA or less in

children and the elderly

• 2 % or less full thickness

burns in children and adults

without cosmetic or

functional risk to eyes, ears,

face, hands, feet, and

perineum

• 15–25 % TBSA in adults with less than

10 % full thickness burn

• 10–20 % partial-thickness burn in

children under 10 and adults over 40

years of age with less than 10 % full

thickness burn

• 10 % TBSA or less full thickness burn in

children or adults without cosmetic or

functional risk to eyes, ears, face, hands,

feet, and perineum

• 25 % TBSA or greater

• 20 % TBSA or greater in children under

10 and adults over 40 years of age

• 10 % TBSA or greater full thickness burn

• All burns involving eyes, ears, face,

hands, feet, and perineum that are likely

to result in cosmetic or functional

impairment

• All high voltage electrical burns

• All burn injury complicated by major

trauma or inhalation injury

• All poor risk patients with burn injury
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A2, interleukin-6, catecholamines, oxygen free

radicals, platelet aggregation factor, angiotensin

II, and vasopressin. It is also prudent to note that

inhalational injury, hypoalbuminemia, and sepsis

can exacerbate the increase in vascular permeabil-

ity, contributing to extravascular fluid sequestra-

tion. Evaporative losses from the burn area are also

a major contributor to hypovolemia and hypoten-

sion. Fluid loss from evaporation occurs at approx-

imately 1.2 mL/kg/% BSA/24 h in patients with

greater than 40 % BSA involved [40].

Cardiac output decreases as a result of

decreased preload and from the direct

myocardial depressant effects of burn toxins,

and the magnitude of this decrease is propor-

tional to the size of the burn area. Impaired

contractility may also be attributed in some

cases to the apoptotic destruction of cardiac

myocytes, which has been demonstrated to

occur in the left ventricle 24 h after the burn

injury. Myocardial depression in burn injury is

characterized by a low left ventricular contractil-

ity in the presence of adequate or elevated filling

pressures. Right ventricular function may also be

impaired due to an increase in pulmonary arterial

pressures as a result of inhalational injury [41]. In

severe cases, myocardial dysfunction and heart

failure may persist for long periods of time after

Respiratory
Bronchoconstriction

Peripheral and splanchnic
vasoconstriction

Metabolic
Basal metabolic rate
increased threefold

Adult respiratory
distress syndrome

Cardiovascular
Reduced myocardial
contractility

Increased capillary
permeability

Immunological
Reduced immune
response

Fig. 13.4 Systemic changes that occur after burn injury. Reproduced from British Medical Journal, Ref. [15],

copyright 2004 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd
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the initial injury. Circulating myocardial

depressants as well as myocardial edema may

also lead to clinically significant diastolic dys-

function, which has been shown to be an inde-

pendent marker for mortality in patients who are

critically ill. In cases in which myocyte apoptosis

is suspected to be the primary cause of heart

failure, inotropic support is preferred over

flooding the failing heart with large volumes of

fluid. However, inotropes may produce vasocon-

striction at the wound site, further compromising

wound healing. Therefore, inotropic medications

should not be administered unless the patient

has been as adequately fluid resuscitated as

can be tolerated. If inotropic support is required

despite adequate fluid resuscitation, it is prudent

to select medications such as dobutamine that

do not result in vasoconstriction in order to max-

imize wound viability, as long as hypotension is

not significant. The overall volume status of the

patient is often assessed using filling pressures

measured with a pulmonary artery catheter or

through echocardiography. Additional methods

of assessing the adequacy of fluid resuscitation,

such as the use of transcardiopulmonary thermo-

dilution, have been shown to be successful in

guiding fluid therapy and decreasing overall mor-

bidity. Although base deficit and lactate levels

are good indicators of cellular perfusion, fluid

resuscitation is rarely guided by following trends

in base deficit and serum lactate levels [42–47].

The hypermetabolic phase that follows is

characterized by a dramatic increase in blood

flow to tissues resulting in significant edema

formation, which can be exacerbated by

hypoproteinemia. This physiological process is

triggered by an adrenergic response to the burn

injury, increasing catecholamine production and

release. During this time, the risk of myocardial

infarction and cardiac arrhythmias is increased.

Furthermore, for those patients with an underly-

ing history of coronary artery disease, the hyper-

coagulability that accompanies burn injury

increases the risk for acute coronary syndrome.

Other hematologic changes that occur with burn

injuries will be discussed in more detail at a later

stage [48–51].

Pulmonary Changes

Although there have been drastic advances in the

treatment of cutaneous burn injuries, mortality

rates for patients with inhalational injuries have

shown little improvement in the last couple of

decades. There are three ways in which smoke

inhalation injury affects the airway: thermal injury

to the upper airway as well as to the pulmonary

system as a whole, chemical irritation of the respi-

ratory tract, and systemic effects of toxic gases.

Smoke inhalational injury can affect the upper

airway, the tracheobronchial tree, the lung paren-

chyma, or a combination of the three. The response

to inhalational injury occurs within hours, produc-

ing an inflammatory reaction within the lungs that

can persist for up to 5 days after the initial insult.

Changes that occur within 24–72 h after an inhala-

tional injury include pulmonary arterial hyperten-

sion, bronchial constriction, increased airway

resistance, reduced pulmonary compliance, atelec-

tasis, and increased pulmonary shunt fraction.

Interestingly, if inhalational injury occurs in con-

junction with cutaneous burns, the incidence of

respiratory complications increases significantly.

In fact, respiratory failure is one of the major

causes of death after a burn; the mortality rate of

patients who develop pulmonary complications is

as high as 80 %. Among burn patients who are

hospitalized, pneumonia is the most common clin-

ical complication.

The primary source of injury to the upper air-

way during smoke inhalation is thermal injury.

Normally, the nasopharynx clears inspired gases

of particulate matter larger than 5 μm in size.

During a fire, however, victims breathe through

the mouth due to nasopharyngeal irritation,

increasing the deposition of toxic, particulate, for-

eign matter into the airway. The heat also

damages the epithelial layer, denaturing proteins

and leading to activation of the complement cas-

cade and the release of histamine. Histamine

release also stimulates the formation of nitric

oxide, which in turn forms reactive nitrogen spe-

cies. Xanthine oxidase is formed from the heat

damage, catalyzing the formation of reactive
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oxygen species. The presence of both reactive

oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species

increases endothelial permeability, thereby

resulting in edema. Acutely, thermal injury leads

to progressive swelling of the upper airway, lead-

ing to potential airway obstruction. Clinical

findings such as stridor and increased work of

breathing may not be evident until the edema has

progressed to the point of obstruction. The

swelling may persist for several days and may be

further complicated by scarring and contractures,

especially if the burn injury involves the head and

neck region. Edema may also be exacerbated by

fluid resuscitation requirements dictated by the

extent of cutaneous burns. Ciliary function is

also impaired, increasing the risk of infection in

the lungs. The formation of viscous secretions and

the inability to clear these secretions contribute to

airway obstruction and atelectasis.

The tracheobronchial tree is less likely to suf-

fer from thermal injury unless the patient has

inhaled very high specific heat capacity particles,

such as superheated steam. Usually, injury to the

tracheobronchial tree is due to chemicals in

smoke, which can cause inflammation, mucosal

sloughing, airway irritability, and activation of

the systemic inflammatory response. The tra-

cheobronchial tree is heavily populated with

vasomotor and sensory nerve endings. Stimula-

tion of these nerve endings by smoke inhalation

causes the release of neuropeptides, which result

in intense bronchoconstriction. Neuropeptides

also enhance the production of nitric oxide,

which can react with reactive oxygen species to

form harmful reactive nitrogen species. High NO

production can also result in the loss of hypoxic

pulmonary vasoconstriction, which, along with a

dramatic increase in bronchial blood flow, can

worsen pulmonary edema. Studies have

suggested that bronchial blood flow increases

by up to tenfold within 20 min after the injury.

Histologically, damage to the bronchial endothe-

lium results in a profuse transudate of protein

solution. Early after the inhalational injury, this

transudate forms foamy secretions. Later on,

however, the transudate solidifies and potentially

obstructs the lower airways. The obstructive

material forms a cast that consists of mucous

secretions, denuded epithelial cells, inflamma-

tory cells, and fibrin. In a patient who is mechan-

ically ventilated, these casts may obstruct the

airway enough to cause barotrauma to ventilated

areas. In severe cases, the bronchoconstriction

and edema can progress to acute respiratory dis-

tress syndrome (ARDS).

Damage to the lung parenchyma in inhalational

injury is often delayed. The time it takes to

develop changes to the lung parenchyma after

the initial insult can be indicative of the severity

of injury. Increased transvascular fluid displace-

ment results in alveolar damage and atelectasis.

Fibrin, an inhibitor of surfactant and a pro-

inflammatory substance, deposits in the airway,

further worsening the effects of atelectasis and

ventilation defects. Activated neutrophils in the

airway cause damage by adhering to the alveolar

wall, causing the release of proteases and reactive

oxygen species. Damaged cell membranes within

the lungs release arachidonic acid, which is

converted by cyclooxygenase to thromboxane

A2 and prostacyclin PGI2. An increase in the

levels of these mediators can worsen ventilation

and perfusion defects by causing pulmonary

hypertension, adversely affecting gas exchange

and oxygenation. More often than not, however,

the increase in pulmonary pressures is offset by the

release of nitric oxide, which in its own right can

also contribute to ventilation/perfusion defects.

Depending on the composition of inhaled

toxins, the degree of airway injury may vary.

Household components such as PVC, Teflon,

and polyurethane, when combusted, produce par-

ticularly toxic substances such as hydrogen chlo-

ride, phosgene, hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and

isocyanate. These toxins have adverse effects on

the cellular respiratory chain, exacerbating hypox-

emia. Even after patient has recovered from the

acute effects of the inhalational injury, these

toxins may result in increased airway reactivity

that persists for several months after the injury due

to their corrosive effects on the airway. Table 13.3

lists some of these toxic compounds and their

effects on the body [48, 50–52].

Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning is common

in burn injuries, as the concentration of CO in

smoke rapidly rises in a fire. In fact, it is one of
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the most frequent causes of immediate death

following smoke inhalation injury. Carbon mon-

oxide is odorless and colorless. It binds to hemo-

globin with a 200 % greater affinity than oxygen,

reducing oxygen carrying capacity and shifting

the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve to the left,

making it more difficult for oxygen to be released

from the hemoglobin to the tissues. Although

very high concentrations of CO are required to

produce lethal carboxyhemoglobin (COHb)

levels of 50 or 60 %, inhalation of even 0.1 %

carbon monoxide can result in lethal levels

because it so readily displaces oxygen, especially

if the exposure is prolonged. Carbon monoxide

also combines with myoglobin, inhibiting the

diffusion of oxygen to cardiac and skeletal

muscles. Furthermore, it interferes with mito-

chondrial function, uncoupling oxidative phos-

phorylation and therefore decreasing ATP

production. The results of its effects at the mito-

chondrial level are metabolic acidosis and direct

myocardial toxicity. COHb levels of 90 % or

greater result in immediate cardiac arrest.

Patients who have suffered from cardiac arrest

as a result of carbon monoxide poisoning may be

unresponsive to resuscitation and hyperbaric

oxygen due to the direct toxic effects of carbon

monoxide on the mitochondria of cardiac

Table 13.3 Toxic compounds and their effects [52]

Toxic

compound Material Source Pathophysiology

Arolein/

propenal

Acrylics

Cellulose

Polypropylene

Aircraft windows,

textiles, wall coverings

Cotton, jute, paper, wood

Carpet, upholstery

Severe irritation of upper respiratory tract, mucosa necrosis,

and death within 10 min with concentrations over 50 ppm

Aldehydes Acrylics

Cellulose

Polyamine

resins

Aircraft windows,

textiles, wall coverings

Cotton, jute, paper, wood

Household, kitchen goods

Corrosive, denatures proteins; formaldehyde: denatures

ribonucleic acid

Ammonia Polyamide

Polyamide

resins

Polyurethane

Silk, wool

Carpet, clothing

Household, kitchen goods

Insulation, upholstery

Blankets, clothing, fabric,

furniture

Airway irritant leading to cough, increasing secretions and

bronchoconstriction; ammonium hydroxide: tissue necrosis

Carbon

monoxide

All materials All combustible products Tissue hypoxia, organ failure, death within 1 h with

concentrations of 80–90 %

Hydrogen

chloride

Polyester

Polyvinyl

chloride

Clothing, fabrics

Floor, furniture,

upholstery, wall, wire/

pipe coating

Mucosal necrosis and acute bronchitis

Hydrogen

cyanide

Fire retardants

Polyacrylonitrile

Polyamide

Polyamide

resins

Polyurethane

Silk, wool

Polymeric material

Appliances, engineering,

plastics

Carpet, clothing

Household, kitchen goods

Insulation, upholstery

Blankets, clothing, fabric,

furniture

Tissue hypoxia, organ failure, death; death possible with

concentrations over 1 μg/mL

Hydrogen

sulfide

Rubber

Silk, wool

Tires

Blankets, clothing, fabric,

furniture

Airway irritant, corrosive

Phosgene Polyvinyl

chloride

Floor, furniture,

upholstery, wall, wire/

pipe coating

Mucosal necrosis, primarily in small airways and alveoli

Sulfur

dioxide

Rubber Tires Strong irritation to eyes and airway, lower airway injury,

and pulmonary edema
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myocytes. At lower COHb levels of 30 % or

higher, the patient experiences weakness and

altered mental status (Table 13.4). Neurological

symptoms worsen up to COHb levels of 60 %, at

which point the effects are fatal.

Pulse oximetry may reveal a normal satura-

tion even in the presence of carbon monoxide

toxicity. However, cooximetry can reveal the

presence of abnormal hemoglobin species.

Tachypnea in patients with isolated carbon mon-

oxide poisoning without concomitant lung injury

is often absent, as the carotid bodies are sensitive

to arterial O2 tension, not the overall O2 content.

Patients with COHb levels of 40 % or greater

may exhibit the classic cherry red coloring of

blood; however, if the patient is hypoxic and

cyanotic, this finding may be obscured [54–56].

If the burning material contains nitrogen, such

as wool or nylon, the smoke will also contain

HCN. HCN is much quicker acting and much

more potent than carbon monoxide; in fact, it is

one of the most lethal toxins known to mankind.

Inhalational injury is the foremost cause of cyanide

poisoning in the world, which is found to be pres-

ent in 35 % of all fire victims. HCN is a colorless

gas with the smell of bitter almonds that binds to

cytochrome oxidase in the mitochondria,

preventing oxidative phosphorylation. In order to

produce ATP, cells must resort to anaerobic

metabolism, thus producing more lactic acid and

worsening metabolic acidosis. Cyanide is also a

nonspecific inhibitor of antioxidants, increasing

levels of oxygen free radicals. Additionally, cya-

nide inhibits the enzyme responsible for the for-

mation of gamma amino-butyric acid (GABA),

thereby decreasing the seizure threshold in patients

with cyanide toxicity. Symptomatically, HCN

inhalation initially causes a brief episode of

tachypnea followed by respiratory depression

and, eventually, apnea. In some cases, patients

may experience pulmonary edema. Oxygen utili-

zation is low, resulting in high venous oxyhemo-

globin content, and cyanosis is not seen until very

late stages of cyanide poisoning. Because of the

complicated distribution and metabolism of HCN,

it is difficult to pinpoint a blood cyanide level that

can be classified as lethal. The release of various

toxic gases during a fire does not usually occur

simultaneously; rather, peak concentrations of

these gases occur at varying points of time, and

isolatedmeasurements of COHb, cyanide, or other

toxins may not reflect maximum exposure. The

degree of damage due to inhalational injury is

correlated with the synergistic effects of CO and

HCN levels, O2 depletion, and the effects of any

other inhaled products of combustion, making it

difficult to attribute the severity of injury to any

one factor [57–60].

Renal and Electrolyte Changes

The incidence of acute renal failure in burn

patients ranges anywhere from 1.3 to 38 %, and

the presence of renal failure is associatedwith high

mortality rates, as high as 73 to 100 %. During the

acute phase following a burn injury, renal blood

flow (RBF) and glomerular filtration rate (GFR)

are both decreased due to the decrease in cardiac

output. A decrease in RBF activates the renin-

angiotensin-aldosterone system and stimulates

the release of antidiuretic hormone. The overall

effect is sodium and water retention accompanied

by dramatic losses of potassium, calcium, and

magnesium. As the patient transitions into the

hypermetabolic phase, RBF and GFR are

increased; however, tubular function at this time

is often impaired. Two different mechanisms of

renal failure have been described in burn patients.

The first occurs within a few days after the injury

and is primarily due to hypovolemia, low cardiac

output, and systemic vasoconstriction. These

changes, in conjunction with some degree of

myoglobinuria, can destroy tubular cells. This

results in an oliguric acute tubular necrosis. Ele-

vated levels of catecholamines, angiotensin, aldo-

sterone, and vasopressin have been associatedwith

Table 13.4 Symptoms of carbon monoxide toxicity [53]

Blood level of COHgb (%) Symptoms

<15–20 Headache, dizziness,

confusion

20–40 Nausea, vomiting,

disorientation, visual

impairment

40–60 Agitation, combativeness,

hallucinations, coma, shock

>60 Death
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this type of renal failure. This early onset renal

failure due to early acute tubular necrosis can be

avoided with aggressive, early fluid resuscitation;

however, in patients with deep, extensive burns or

burns due to electrical trauma, it may be difficult to

avoid. The other type of renal failure that prevails

in this patient population has a more complex

etiology and is thought to arise as a result of sepsis,

multiorgan failure, or both. The exact pathophysi-

ology of how this later occurring renal failure

develops is still unclear. Statistically, it is more

common in patients with concurrent inhalational

injury or who arrive to the hospital intubated. This

late developing renal failure more frequently leads

to the need for hemodialysis than early onset renal

failure due to oliguric acute tubular necrosis. Iden-

tification of patients that are prone to developing

late onset renal failure may be crucial to determin-

ing the need for early intervention, which may

decrease mortality in this patient population [48,

61–63].

Renal failure, particularly when associated

with sepsis and multiorgan failure in the burn

population, is associated with an extremely high

mortality rate. In one particular review of burn

patients who died of multiorgan failure, renal fail-

ure was present in every patient. A decrease in

urine output as well as an eventual rise in urea

concentrations and serum creatinine should be

clues to the development of early renal insuffi-

ciency or failure. Early initiation of renal replace-

ment therapy is the best strategy in order to prevent

electrolyte imbalances and in order to complement

early, aggressive fluid resuscitation and nutritional

supplementation. Some have argued that continu-

ous veno-venous hemodialysis (CVVHD) may be

more appropriate in the burn patient than intermit-

tent single pass dialysis. Continuous filtration

allows the patient to maintain stable levels of

electrolytes and a consistent intravascular volume

status while avoiding large hemodynamic shifts

that occur with intermittent hemodialysis, there-

fore decreasing the risk of compromising perfu-

sion to wound areas [42, 64].

Increased serum potassium concentrations are

often seen in burn patients within the first 2 days

after the initial injury. After the first 2 days,

marked hypokalemia is the more common

finding due to exaggerated renal losses. The

loss of potassium can be exacerbated by diarrhea

or by frequent suctioning of gastric fluids. The

hypokalemia that ensues can be severe enough to

result in cardiac dysrhythmias, especially if it is

worsened by drugs that promote the intracellular

transfer of potassium such as insulin, glucose, and

sodium bicarbonate, or if drugs that counter the

myocardial effects of potassium are administered

(such as calcium). Patients with hypokalemia are

particularly sensitive to the dysrhythic effects of

digitalis, which should be avoided. Calcium levels

are also depressed in post-burn patients, primarily

due to renal losses. Pediatric patients are particu-

larly sensitive to hypocalcemia and should receive

calcium replacement therapy, particularly if blood

is being transfused [63].

Gastrointestinal Changes

Patients who suffer from burn injuries experience

a number of changes to the gastrointestinal system.

Decreased mesenteric and splanchnic blood flow

result in intestinal ischemia, which in turn

activates neutrophils and tissue bound enzymes

such as xanthine oxidase, which destroy the gut’s

mucosal barrier. This leads to increased intestinal

permeability and bacterial translocation, promot-

ing the development of endotoxemia. Bacterial

translocation can begin as early as 1 h after thermal

injury, and peak plasma levels of endotoxin occur

at 12 h and peak again at 4 days after the burn.

Endotoxins activate macrophages and neutrophils,

leading to further release of oxidants, arachidonic

acid metabolites, and proteases, all of which exac-

erbate local and systemic inflammatory processes.

Burn patients also experience a higher incidence of

gastric ulcer formation (also known as Curling’s

ulcers) and gastrointestinal hemorrhage. Up to

86 % of burn patients demonstrate erosion of

the stomach lining within 72 h of the injury. In

fact, Curling’s ulcer formation is the most

frequent life-threatening gastrointestinal compli-

cation associated with burns. Duodenal ulcers

occur twice as frequently in children than in adults.

Ulcer prophylaxis is achieved by the administra-

tion of antacids or H2-antagonist drugs. In severe

cases, however, gastric ulcers resulting from burn

injuries may require a vagotomy or partial
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gastrectomy. Gastrointestinal bleeding, another

common complication, occurs in up to 40 % of

burn patients. Given all of these changes in the

gastrointestinal tract, nutrient absorption through

the gut is often found to be impaired following a

burn injury. Burn injury combined with the use of

narcoticmedications leads to impaired gastrointes-

tinal motility in this patient population, resulting in

delayed gastric emptying and ileus. Adynamic

ileus is almost always present in patients who

have suffered fromburns involving 20%or greater

TBSA. Severe gastrointestinal dysfunction can be

minimized or, in mild cases, prevented with ade-

quate and early fluid resuscitation, early excision

of necrotic tissue, staged feeding, and administra-

tion of supplemental nutrients [48, 63, 65]. Hepatic

blood flow is also decreased, even the patient has

been adequately volume resuscitated, which can

result in hepatic ischemia and dysfunction. An

increase in lipolysis in the post-burn period can

produce an increase in liver size, which can be

enlarged up to twice its size.

Metabolic and Endocrine Changes

After a burn injury, the patient experiences a

dramatic increase in metabolic rate, which is

generally proportional to the size of the burn.

For instance, if more than 50 % BSA is involved

in the burn, the metabolic rate can be more than

doubled. Due to altered hypothalamic function,

the metabolic thermostat is reset upward,

increasing skin and core temperatures to levels

above normal. Many of the thermoregulatory

activities of the skin are destroyed or diminished

as a result of the burn injury, impairing skin

vasoactivity, sweating, piloerection, and insula-

tion. The skin loses its function as a water vapor

barrier, resulting in loss of free water. Evapora-

tive water loss has been estimated at 4 L/m2 of

burn surface in children while in adults, it is

estimated at 2.5 L/m2 of burn surface. For every

milliliter of water loss, calories are also lost. The

estimated energy loss is estimated to be 0.58 cal

for every milliliter of water that is lost. For

instance, if 4 L of water is lost, the corresponding

calorie loss would amount to 2,400 cal. Other

contributors to the hypermetabolic state after

burns include wound-generated mediators, hor-

monal mediators, and endotoxemia.

During the post-burn hypermetabolic

response, the patient experiences an increase in

glycogenolysis, gluconeogenesis, and levels of

glucogenic precursors, which result in hypergly-

cemia and impaired insulin responsiveness.

Although glucose delivery is dramatically

increased, glucose oxidation is severely

impaired, leading to elevated fasting glucose

levels. Glycosuria is a common finding in these

patients. Burn patients may also be susceptible to

developing non-ketotic hyperosmolar coma,

especially if total parenteral nutrition is being

administered. Another component of the hyper-

metabolic post-burn response is a dramatic

increase in serum catecholamine levels, which

peak 3–4 days after the burn. Peak serum cate-

cholamine levels can be up to 26 times normal

levels and result in intense vasoconstriction

throughout the body. This immense increase in

systemic catecholamines has been associated

with many adverse outcomes in burn patients,

including ischemia of the gastrointestinal tract,

liver dysfunction, Curling’s ulcers, oliguria,

disseminated intravascular coagulation, cardiac

dysfunction, and hypertensive crises.

The catabolic state in the post-burn period leads

to degradation of muscle protein at a rate that is

much faster than it can be synthesized. Over time,

continued catabolism of muscle protein leads to

severe muscle wasting and a dramatic decrease in

lean body mass. This elevated metabolic state can

persist for as long as 24months after the initial burn

injury. In children who have suffered from burns,

this prolonged period of catabolism can lead to

growth retardation. Nitrogen loss has been

estimated to be 20–25 g/m2 TBSA/day. This

means that if nutritional needs are not addressed

early in the treatment period, lethal cachexia can

occur in less than 30 days. Thus, early and aggres-

sive alimentation of burn patients, ideally within

24 h after the initial burn injury, is essential in

meeting the incredible metabolic requirements in

this patient population. Some have championed

the initiation of enteral feeds as soon as 1–2 h

after the burn in order to offset the effects of

hypermetabolism, hypercatabolism, and systemic

inflammation. However, in reality, this is often not
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feasible due to the risk of aspiration and difficulties

with proper feeding tube placement during the

acute resuscitation phase. Furthermore, within the

first 2 h after burn injury, intestinal ischemia due to

hypovolemia and hypotension cannot be ruled yet,

making the decision to initiate early feeds difficult.

Nevertheless, early feeding is known to have

definitive benefits in burn patients. Studies in

patients receiving enteral nutrition within 24 h

after a burn injury show a decrease in overall

levels of catecholamines, cortisol, and glucagon,

thereby achieving an early attenuation of the

hypermetabolic response. Early enteral feeding is

also thought to maintain intestinal integrity and

slow the translocation of bacteria, therefore

decreasing the risk of endotoxemia. In severe

cases, however, enteral nutrition may not be

possible for a protracted period of time. In these

cases, total parenteral nutrition may be necessary

in order to meet nutritional needs and prevent

lethal nutritional deficiencies [63, 66–68].

Hematologic and Immunologic
Changes

The hematological system is affected on several

levels from burn injuries. Hemoconcentration,

resulting from the loss of circulating plasma vol-

ume, is one of the earliest findings. However, after

the initial resuscitation, patients are more often

anemic due to hemodilution from fluid administra-

tion. Over time, suppression of erythropoietin pro-

duction, blood loss from frequent debridements

and other surgical procedures, and hemolysis of

heat-damaged red blood cells contribute to long-

standing anemia in this patient population. Heat-

damaged red blood cells also have a decreased

half-life of 7 days versus 21 days for normal red

blood cells. Autoimmune hemolytic anemia may

also develop. Within the first week, platelet

sequestration can lead to clinically significant

thrombocytopenia. After the first week, platelet

levels return to normal or above normal values. If

thrombocytopenia persists, sepsis must be ruled

out. Also within the early stages after burn injury,

prothrombin time (PT) and partial thromboplastin

time (PTT) may be elevated due to liver dysfunc-

tion but generally return to normal after a few

weeks. For the first several days after the burn,

fibrinogen is decreased and fibrin split products

are increased, suggesting fibrinolysis, but subse-

quently return to normal levels after a few days. In

fact, fibrinogen levels, along with factor V and

VIII levels can be above normal after the first

few days following the injury, reflecting the hyper-

coagulable state that is often present after the acute

period in burn injuries. The burn injury itself along

with the hypercoagulability that ensues may pre-

dispose the patient to disseminated intravascular

coagulation and/or episodes of vascular occlusion.

White blood cell counts are usually elevated fol-

lowing burn injuries; however, severe sepsis and

silver sulfadiazine in wound dressings may cause

leukopenia, therefore offsetting the leukocytosis.

Leukocyte function tends to be low after burn

injury, and levels of immunoglobulins G and M

are depressed. Burn patients are extremely suscep-

tible to bacteremia and sepsis from pneumonia,

suppurative thrombophlebitis, and bacterial inva-

sion of the burned areas. However, in half of burn

patients, an offending bacterial agent cannot be

isolated. This suggests that systemic inflammatory

changes are often due to a mediator driven

response initiated by the injured tissue rather than

an infectious agent. Pro-inflammatory cytokines

such as TNF-α, IL-1, and IL-6 trigger a number

of primary and secondary responses that result in a

shock-like state. Several other changes in the

immune system also increase the susceptibility to

developing sepsis in burn victims. For instance,

phagocytosis is impaired, as is neutrophil chemo-

taxis. Similar changes occur inmacrophages, espe-

cially in alveolar macrophages. Lymphocytes also

exhibit a faulty response to mitogen stimulation.

After a burn injury, the number of T suppressor

lymphocytes, which inhibit normal T cell stimula-

tion of antibody production, increases. In fact, the

number of circulating T suppressor lymphocytes

has been correlated with the risk for developing

sepsis. The best way to minimize these adverse

immunologic changes is early wound care. Studies

have suggested that early excision of burned tissue

and wound closure reverses many of the immuno-

logic changes that occur, thereby reducing the

severity of the inflammatory response to burn

injury and decreasing the risk of developing

disseminated infection [48, 69–72].
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Neurologic Changes

The neurologic system is not immune to injury in

patients with burn injuries. Cerebral complications

are highly correlatedwithmortality in burn patients,

but they are often overlooked. Hypoxic cerebral

injury is often seen among this patient population

and is the cause of death in up to 10 % of patients

with severe burn injury. Furthermore, liberal fluid

administration in conjunction with the neuronal

damage caused by the inflammatory process may

lead to the development of potentially dangerous

cerebral edema. Under normal conditions, the

blood brain barrier tightly regulates molecules that

enter the brain tissue. However, during the inflam-

matory process, the integrity of this barrier can be

seriously compromised, and cerebralmicrovascular

permeability is increased. Reactive oxygen species,

reactive nitrogen species, proteases, cytokines,

chemokines, and complement proteins all contrib-

ute to the compromise of the barrier aswell as direct

neuronal damage. If increased intracranial pressure

is suspected, consultation with neurologist and neu-

rosurgical colleagues is imperative, and external

decompression of intracranial pressures must be

considered (Fig. 13.5).

The hypothalamic-pituitary axis, which is

implicated in the hypermetabolic response after

injury, is also impaired in patients after a burn.

Elevated serum prolactin levels have also been

positively correlated with the severity of the

burn. Additionally, burn victims commonly

exhibit transient adrenal insufficiency, which

has been associated with an increase in mortality

rates following a burn [42, 73].
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Management of Burns and Anesthetic
Implications 14
Cynthia Wang

Initial Management of Burns

All patients who present with burn injuries should

be thoroughly evaluated using the Advanced

Trauma Life Support (ATLS) protocol. Approxi-

mately 10 % of patients with burn injuries also

present with concomitant traumatic injuries, so a

head to toe evaluation is imperative. An ABCDEF

primary survey should be performed: airway,

breathing, circulation, disability, exposure, and

fluid resuscitation. If the heat source is not yet

removed at initial point of contact, it must be imme-

diately removed. Even after flames have been

extinguished, clothing can still retain heat and

must be removed as quickly as possible. The excep-

tion to this is material that is adherent to the skin

such as tar or nylon, which should be left in place to

prevent further skin injury. The burn area should

first be irrigated with tepid water (approximately

15 �C). Ice water should be avoided due to its

vasoconstrictive effects and because of the risk of

hypothermia in patients with extensive burns who

lose copious amounts of heat due to evaporative

losses from disrupted skin barrier. Tepid irrigation

for at least 20 min cools the burned area, removes

any noxious agents, and also helps to stabilize mast

cells and temper histamine release [1–3].

If the patient has not yet arrived to a care

facility, the burned area should be covered after

generous irrigation in order to prevent heat loss

and to serve as a barrier against further evapo-

rative losses and pathogens. Polyvinyl chloride

film, otherwise known as common household

plastic wrap, is ideal as it is non-adherent, trans-

parent so that the burn area can be visually

inspected, and impermeable. This should be

gently laid onto the wound rather than wrapped

so that in case the area swells, a tight wrap does

not create ischemia or compartment syndrome. If

plastic wrap is not available, a clean cotton sheet

may be used instead, though it is less ideal. Wet

dressings should be avoided due to the risk of

rapid heat loss. Any topical creams should be

avoided at this stage.

Chemical burns must be irrigated with parti-

cular care, as the deleterious effects of the

offending agent only subside upon complete

removal of the agent. If a chemical burn is

suspected, a prompt search for the causative

agent must be conducted, as simply irrigating

with tepid water may not be adequate

(Table 14.1). After rinsing with water and

removing all contaminated clothing, the agent

can be tested with litmus paper to determine

whether it was acidic or alkaline. Certain chemi-

cal agents are neutralized with specific treat-

ments. Hydrofluoric acid, for instance, which is

commonly used for glass etching and can cause

industrial burns, must be neutralized with topical

calcium gluconate. Any eye injuries must also be

irrigated copiously and examined promptly by an

ophthalmologist.
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Approximately 60–70 % of burns seen in the

emergency department are minor. If the burn is

minor, it may be suitable for treatment in an outpa-

tient setting. Generally, these are small (less than

10 % BSA), superficial burns that do not affect

critical areas. The victim of the burn should also be

relatively healthy with few or no significant

comorbidities. If treated in an outpatient setting,

maintenance of sterility is of utmost importance.

The wound may be washed with soap and water or

cleaned with a very dilute chlorhexidine solution.

There is some controversy over how to manage

blisters from burns in the outpatient setting; how-

ever, if the blister is large, it should be unroofed

and the dead skin should be removed in a sterile

fashion. The burned area should be securely

dressed with sterile gauze and covered with a

cottonwool dressing. The area should be inspected

every 24 h. After the first 48 h, the dressing should

be changed. After the first dressing change,

subsequent dressing changes should be done

every 3–5 days. If a minor burn has not healed

within 2weeks, it should be referred to a specialist.

As the burn area heals, the skin becomes dry, scaly,

and may itch. Changes in pigmentation may also

occur as healing progresses. Sun exposure to the

burned area should be minimized for 6–12 months

after the initial injury [4, 5].

Burns that involve more than 10 % BSA or

extend beyond the superficial layer of skin merit

further evaluation and treatment, possibly in an

inpatient setting. Patients who have evidence of

electrical burns mandate a detailed evaluation

given their tendencies to develop compartment

syndrome, cardiac dysrhythmias, and muscle

necrosis. Those who fail outpatient therapy or

require supplemental nutritional support may also

require continuing treatment at an inpatient facil-

ity. Patients at extremes of age, with large burns, or

with burns involving critical area should be trans-

ferred to a specialized burn center [6, 7].

Management of Airway
and Inhalational Injuries

While the treatment for cutaneous burns has

improved dramatically in the last few decades,

mortality rates for patients with inhalational

injuries have not changed significantly. Airway

assessment is extremely important after a burn

injury as inhalational injury can be present even

in the absence of cutaneous burn injuries. Any

closed space burn injuries involving steam, hot

gases, combustibles, or explosions should raise

suspicion for airway involvement and/or inhala-

tional injuries. The oropharynx should be

inspected carefully for soot. Carbonaceous spu-

tum, singed facial or nasal hairs, or any burn

injuries to the face or neck region may also be

clues to inhalation injury. The patient should be

observed over time for any signs of respiratory

distress such as wheezing, stridor, tachypnea, or

hoarseness, which may not be immediately

apparent. These symptoms can develop as the

airway becomes more edematous over the course

of many hours (up to 18 h or more). Confusion,

agitation, obtundation, or altered mental status

may be indicators of carbon monoxide or cyanide

poisoning. Pulse oximetry can often be decep-

tively normal in patients with burn injury, as it

does not reflect abnormal hemoglobin species,

nor does it reflect the metabolic ramifications of

toxic gaseous byproducts. Arterial blood gas may

be a somewhat better indicator for the presence

of inhalational injury. A PaO2:FiO2 ratio of

<300 has been shown to be an indicator of poor

outcomes in patients with burn injuries. Chest

radiographs and computed tomography are gene-

rally not useful. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy, how-

ever, can be used to directly inspect the supra-

and infra-glottic airway for edema and for carbo-

naceous material. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy also

aides in safely placing endotracheal tubes as well

Table 14.1 Specific chemical burns and treatments

Specific chemical burns and treatments

Chromic acid—Rinse with dilute sodium hyposulphite

Dichromate salts—Rinse with dilute sodium

hyposulphite

Hydrofluoric acid—10 % calcium gluconate applied

topically as a gel or injected

Reprinted from British Medical Journal, Ref. [4], copy-

right 2004 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group

Ltd
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as in removing mucous plugs, exudate, and for-

eign irritants [6, 8].

All patients who are suspected to have suf-

fered from inhalational injuries should receive

100 % O2 as soon as possible. As was previously

discussed, carbon monoxide poisoning is com-

mon in patients with burn and/or inhalational

injuries. The half-life of carbon monoxide is

normally 240–320 min. However, with the

administration of normobaric 100 % O2, this

half-life decreases to 40–80 min. One hundred

percent O2 should be administered for as long as

it is necessary, or at least until the carbon mon-

oxide concentration reaches 10 % or below.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy may also be consi-

dered for carbon monoxide poisoning. However,

there is little evidence to suggest that it improves

outcomes, and there is no consensus regarding

the duration and intensity of treatment. Hyper-

baric oxygen therapy also increases the risk of

barotrauma in this patient population.

Obstruction, critical hypoxia, and death can

quickly ensue after inhalational injuries, even if

the airway is patent upon initial assessment, so

establishment of a secure airway in a timely

manner is crucial. Delay can result in a difficult

intubation. Patients with facial trauma or burns

may also be difficult to mask ventilate. Even if

intubation is performed promptly, administration

of an induction agent can result in obstruction

due to relaxation of the upper airways, especially

in the presence of upper respiratory tract injuries.

Patients with inhalational injuries may also have

very swollen tongues, making visualization of

the airway cumbersome. Depending on the

degree of airway involvement in the burn injury,

an awake intubation with a fiberoptic broncho-

scope may be the most suitable method of

establishing an airway. If the patient is intubated,

the endotracheal tube must be very carefully

secured as accidental dislodgment of the tube

can be fatal. If there is evidence or suspicion of

vocal cord damage, a tracheostomy may be the

preferred method of establishing an airway in

order to prevent any exacerbation of vocal cord

injury from an endotracheal tube. However,

whether or not an airway is established with an

endotracheal tube or a tracheostomy, resources

and personnel able to establish a surgical airway

should always be available given the dynamic

changes to the airway in burn patients over

time. Following intubation, the head of the bed

should be kept elevated in order to minimize

facial and airway edema. Over the long term, as

the patient heals, scars and contractures in the

head and neck area can limit mouth opening and

neck mobility, creating difficulties in esta-

blishing an airway for subsequent surgical

procedures [6, 9–13].

Patients with inhalational injury may require

unconventional ventilationmodes in the intensive

care unit. Volumetric diffusive respiratory mode

(VDR) is a ventilation mode in which high fre-

quency, sub-tidal volume breaths are progres-

sively accumulated until a certain airway

pressure is met. At this point, passive exhalation

is permitted to occur. The goal of VDR is to

reduce mean airway pressures and increase over-

all PaO2 and PaO2:FiO2 ratios without adversely

affecting hemodynamics. It has also been shown

to help mobilize secretions more effectively than

conventional modes of ventilation. Additionally,

studies have suggested that the incidence of pneu-

monia is decreased in patients who are ventilated

with VDRmodes versus conventional ventilation

modes. Airway pressure release ventilation mode

(APRV) is another alternative mode of ventila-

tion that may be beneficial in patients with burn

injuries. APRV uses high and low PEEP in order

to recruit closed alveoli and therefore improve

oxygenation. Essentially, it is a continuous posi-

tive airway pressure mode that is interrupted by

an intermittent release phase. This mode of venti-

lation results in improved oxygenation due to

improved V:Q matching, and decreased sedation

and paralysis requirements. It has also been

shown to improve blood flow not only to the

lung and muscles of respiration, but also the

gastrointestinal system and the kidneys [14–16].

Adjunctive therapies such as the use of

bronchodilators, nitric oxide, nebulized heparin,

N-acetylcysteine, and aggressive pulmonary toilet

are also important in decreasing the incidence of

respiratory morbidity and mortality. When

inhaled, nitric oxide selectively dilates capillaries

that supply ventilated lung regions, improving V:
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Q ratios. Although some patients exhibit dramatic

improvement in PaO2:FiO2 ratios with the use of

nitric oxide, studies have suggested that if there is

no response to nitric oxide within 60 min of ther-

apy using concentrations between 5 and 20 ppm,

nitric oxide is unlikely to be of benefit and it should

be abandoned as a therapeutic option. In patients

who are responders to inhaled nitric oxide, how-

ever, the drug has been shown to have an overall

survival benefit. Nebulized heparin and TPA have

also been shown to be of benefit in some studies.

These agents are thought to improve ventilation by

breaking down fibrin deposits that form as a result

of inhalational injury. This in turn improves alve-

olar oxygenation and ventilation by reducing

obstruction. N-acetylcysteine, otherwise known

as Mucomyst, has not been shown to confer any

survival benefit on patients with burn injuries.

However, it has been shown to decrease leukocyte

numbers in bronchoalveolar lavage. One particular

study that reviewed the benefits of inhaled heparin

and N-acetylcysteine in patients with inhalational

injury revealed that the combination of the two

agents resulted in a statistically significant survival

benefit by attenuating the progression of acute

respiratory distress syndrome. Inhaled β-agonist
agents can also produce bronchodilation and

reduce lung inflammation without systemic hemo-

dynamic effects. Aerosolized corticosteroids,

though often used to treat chronic pulmonary

diseases, have not been shown to be of benefit in

patients with inhalational injury. Though some

have suggested that corticosteroids confer a limi-

ted benefit in patients with late stage ARDS, this

conclusion is not definitive [17–21].

In patients in whom conventional or uncon-

ventional ventilation modes fail to provide ade-

quate oxygenation and ventilation, veno-venous

extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO)

may be considered. ECMO may help to maintain

oxygenation while minimizing barotrauma to

already injured lung parenchyma. There have

been isolated case reports of patients who have

successfully survived severe respiratory failure

due to the use of extracorporeal life support.

However, one retrospective study of patients

who failed conventional ventilation and were

placed on ECMO revealed low survival rates

amongst trauma and burn victims. Other

predictors of poor survival on ECMO included

older age, prolonged mechanical ventilation

prior to initiation of ECMO, multiple organ

failure, and long ECMO runs [22, 23].

Burn Resuscitation

Patients with burn injuries must be resuscitated

promptly; any delay can significantly increase

mortality. The greatest fluid loss in patients who

have suffered from burns occurs within the first

24 h. For those with small burns, peripheral

intravenous access is generally adequate. How-

ever, for patients with burns involving more than

20 % BSA, central line placement for intrave-

nous access is more appropriate.

Several formulas were developed in order to

help guide fluid resuscitation. Generally, these

formulas provide guidelines for aggressive but

steady fluid resuscitation regimens. Boluses of

fluid typically are ineffective and sometimes

even deleterious for burn patients, as the rapid

rise in intravascular hydrostatic pressure simply

drives more fluid out of the circulation. One of

the most popular formulas for guiding resusci-

tation is the Parkland formula, otherwise known

as the Baxter formula. It was developed in 1970

by Dr. Charles R. Baxter at Parkland Memorial

Hospital who discovered that more aggressive vol-

ume resuscitation within the first 8 h after an injury

improved cardiac output. The Parkland formula

calls for the administration of 4 mL/kg/% TBSA

burned for the first 24 h. The Parkland formula

does not apply to superficial burn areas. One-half

of the calculated fluid need is administered within

the first 8 h, and the remaining half is given over

the next 16 h. The modified Brooke formula calls

for 2 mL/kg for each percentage of TBSA burned

over 24 h. Some have suggested that using the

Parkland formula more frequently results in over-

resuscitation, which can be a risk factor for

increased mortality. However, other studies have

shown no differences in mortality between the two

formulas. Children require maintenance fluid in

addition to the calculated resuscitation volumes.

TheGalveston formula has been used to determine
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appropriate resuscitation and maintenance

volumes for children with burn injuries. It calls

for 5 L/m2 burned for resuscitation with an addi-

tional 2 L/m2 per day for maintenance. Like both

the Parkland and Brooke formulas, half of the

resuscitation and maintenance is administered

over the first 8 h, and the remaining half is given

over the next 16 h. Of note, high tension electrical

injuries require more fluid, up to 9 mL/kg/%TBSA

in the first 24 h. Patients with concomitant inhala-

tional injuries may also have higher fluid

requirements [24–30].

Despite the formulas and guidelines for fluid

resuscitation, there is no consensus on a standard-

ized formula or protocol for burn patients. In fact,

empiric experience suggests that these formulas

often underestimate the fluid requirements in burn

patients. Because of these observations, some have

advocated that resuscitation be tailored to clinical

endpoints. These include urine output of 0.5 mL to

1 mL/kg/h in adults and children with guidance

from hemodynamic parameters. Hemodynamic

monitoring not only includes the use of invasive

or non-invasive blood pressuremonitoring, but also

cardiac output monitoring. Swan-Ganz catheters

are used less and less in burn patients and replaced

by monitoring devices that measure the cardiac

output using non-invasive methods, such as the

end-tidal carbon dioxide tracing, esophageal Dopp-

ler and pulse contour cardiac output, which uses the

shape of the arterial pulse tracing to determine the

stroke volume and cardiac output [6, 24, 31–33].

Usually, for initial resuscitation, crystalloid

solution is preferred. There is no consensus on

the ideal solution, but generally, 0.9 % normal

saline is avoided due to the risk of developing

hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis with large

resuscitation volumes. Isotonic solutions such

as lactated Ringer’s, Plasmalyte, or Hartmann’s

solution that contain more physiologic concen-

trations of electrolytes are preferred. Histori-

cally, albumin was routinely administered as

part of the initial resuscitation within the first

24 h. In theory, colloid administration should be

beneficial since serum protein levels decrease

after burn injuries. Some have shown that those

receiving colloid receive less crystalloid and less

fluid overall during the resuscitative period.

However, recent evidence has suggested that

colloid resuscitation does not reduce mortality

and adds to the overall cost of care. For children

weighing less than 20 kg, 5 % dextrose should be

added to the resuscitation fluid in order to pre-

vent hypoglycemia. After the first 24 h, some

centers begin administering colloid at 0.5 mL/

kg/%TBSA along with crystalloid at 1.5 mL/kg/

%TBSA, titrating resuscitation to urine output

[6, 30, 34–36].

Although delayed resuscitation can result in

poor perfusion to both vital organs and otherwise

viable tissue, over-resuscitation is also risky and

can lead to its own set of complications. Compart-

ment syndrome has been reported in cases invol-

ving circumferential, deep, full-thickness burns

and has been linked to the amount of fluid infused.

In addition, the systemic inflammatory response

results in microvascular leak, vasodilation, and

decreased cardiac output and contractility, all of

which can confound fluid management goals in

burn patients while contributing to the develop-

ment of compartment syndrome. The development

of abdominal compartment syndrome may be

suspected if the patient develops abdominal disten-

sion, oliguria, and if he or she becomes increasingly

difficult to mechanically ventilate. Abdominal

compartment syndrome is particularly concerning

as it decreases perfusion to many vital organs,

including the bowel, liver, and kidneys, and leads

tomultiorgan compromise or failure. Serial bladder

pressure measurements may provide insight into

the development of abdominal compartment syn-

drome and help determine whether a decompres-

sive laparotomy is necessary in order to prevent

organ damage. Another treatment option is

percutaneous drainage of fluid with a peritoneal

dialysis catheter. For suspected compartment syn-

drome in other parts of the body, such as the

extremities, compartment pressures may be

measured by inserting an 18G needle under the

eschar into the subfascial tissue and transducing

pressure measurements. Pressures greater than

30 mmHg are considered to be diagnostic of com-

partment syndrome, and measures should be taken

to decompress the area. This is usually accom-

plished by performing an escharotomy or fascio-

tomy.An escharotomy can be performed at bedside
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with light sedation and involvesmaking an incision

along the entire length of the eschar with extension

of the incision to viable tissue. Only burnt tissue is

divided, sparing the fascia.

A fasciotomy must be performed in the

operating room as it involves opening the full

length of fascial compartments. The pressure

within the affected area can be monitored after

decompression with a bedside manometry device

[6, 37–39].

Wound Management

Wounds must be carefully managed, as inade-

quately treated wound sites may convert to

deeper wounds that mandate surgical interven-

tion. The wound can be cleaned with simply soap

and water or chlorhexidine and normal saline

washes. Most recommend that blisters greater

than 0.5 cm in size be debrided in order to reduce

the risk of bacterial colonization. Wounds should

be cultured upon admission and recultured at

intervals in order to monitor for colonization.

Most often, wounds are colonized within a few

hours with gram-positive organisms such as

Staphylococcus aureus and Staphylococcus epi-

dermis, or with intestinal flora within a few days

such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Enterobacter

cloacae, and Escherichia coli. Bacterial coloni-

zation does not always dictate the need for sys-

temic antibiotics; however, early debridement

and topical and/or biological dressings may pre-

vent further spread of infection. Furthermore,

healthcare workers must be vigilant in main-

taining hand hygiene and a clean environment

in order to minimize the chances of cross conta-

mination. Following cleaning of the wound, a

topical antimicrobial agent is applied and the

wound should be covered with several layers of

absorptive gauze and Kerlix in order to minimize

evaporative fluid losses [6, 40].

Several types of topical agents can be used,

including silver sulfadiazine (Silvadene), mafenide

acetate (Sulfamylon), and silver nitrate. Silver

sulfadiazine has proven over time to be inexpen-

sive, easy to apply, and to effectively control

wound colonization. However, eschar penetration

with Silvadene is minimal, and some have linked

leukopenia and hemolysis with Silvadene use. Fur-

thermore, it has been shown to have a direct toxic

effect on keratinocytes, which in turn delayswound

healing. Mafenide acetate, or Sulfamylon cream, is

easy to apply but can be painful when applied to

superficial partial thickness burns. Nevertheless,

Sulfamylon provides good eschar penetration and

is therefore useful in cases when eschar excision is

not expected to be performed immediately or when

control of Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection is

needed. Sulfamylon is also a carbonic anhydrase

inhibitor, and its use can lead to the development of

metabolic acidosis. Silver nitrate solution has

become less popular over time due to its poor tissue

penetration and association with electrolyte

abnormalities. However, it is still a good agent for

the prevention or treatment of gram-negative bac-

terial colonization or fungal infection. In other parts

of the world, Granulflex, a hydrocolloid dressing

with a thin polyurethane foam sheet bonded onto a

semipermeable film that is adhesive and water-

proof, is sometimes used. Granulflex is particularly

useful in areas that are difficult to cover with nor-

mal dressings. Another option is Mepitel, a non-

adhesive dressing that consists of a flexible poly-

amide net coated with soft silicone [5, 6, 41, 42].

Generally, purely epidermal burns, though

painful, only require supportive therapy and heal

in about a week via regeneration of undamaged

keratinocytes within skin adnexae. Burns that

involve layers beyond just the epidermis, however,

require more attention. Superficial partial thick-

ness burns must be treated in order to prevent

wound progression. These wounds rarely progress

to deeper burns, but this can happen if the wound

becomes dry or if the patient is hypotensive for

prolonged periods of time. This is accomplished

with antimicrobial creams and occlusive dress-

ings, creating a moist environment that promotes

epithelialization. Healing occurs usually within

2 weeks as the epidermis regenerates from

keratinocytes within sweat glands and hair folli-

cles. Because of the source of epithelialization,

regeneration depends heavily on the density of

skin adnexae. In other words, thin, hairless skin

tends to heal more slowly than thick, hairy skin.

Deep partial thickness burns are perhaps some of
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the most difficult to address, primarily because

they may be unrecognized as deep burns at initial

assessment. There are fewer skin adnexae at

deeper levels, and therefore, healing occurs at a

much slower rate and ismore frequently associated

with contraction. There are few deep partial thick-

ness burns that can heal without surgical excision

by keeping the wound area warm, moist, and free

of infection. However, most deep partial thickness

burns are bestmanaged by excising the burnt tissue

and grafting skin. In full-thickness burns, all

regenerative elements of skin are lost, and healing

only occurs from the edges of skin. Significant

contraction occurs. All full-thickness burns should

be excised and grafted unless they involve an area

of less than 1 cm in a part of the body that does not

affect function (Fig. 14.1) [43].

Grafts used following surgical excision

include xenograft, allograft, autograft, or

cultured skin substitute. Most burn surgeons

recommend that surgical wound excision occur

within the first 1–7 days after injury in order to

attenuate the systemic inflammatory response to

burns and to reduce the risk of sepsis. Aggressive

early excision, however, has not been universally

supported. One particular study involving adults

over 30 years of age with more than 30 % TBSA

injured suggests that there is no difference in

outcomes between those who are treated conser-

vatively versus those who receive surgical atten-

tion within 72 h after the burn. The same study,

however, also suggested that in pediatric patients

and those between the ages of 17 and 30, early

excision led to decreased mortality rates when

compared to patients who were managed conser-

vatively. On the whole, many factors including

the patient’s age, comorbidities, and extent of

injury should be taken into account when deci-

ding when the wound should be excised. For the

most part, deep burn wounds must be excised

early, before it triggers the development of mul-

tiple organ failure or becomes infected. When the

decision to proceed with surgery is made, some

centers stage the excision and grafting process,

performing the excision on one day and grafting

skin the next in order to shorten operating times,

optimize hemostasis, and minimize hypothermia.

Post surgical topical antibiotic treatment of the

grafted area is crucial for graft survival and pre-

vention of wound infection [6, 44–47].

The ideal graft material is split thickness skin

autograft from neighboring, unburnt areas. The

depth of the excision of the burnt areas determines

the thickness of the skin harvested. It is important

to note when grafting skin that thinner grafts gen-

erally contract more. Usually, the donor harvest

site is adjacent to the burned area, as this improves

color matching. Sometimes, if donor sites are

sparse, the graft can be perforated with a mesher

to allow for expansion. This, however, produces

cosmetically undesirable results as the mesh pat-

tern is permanent. Because of this, meshed graft is

rarely used on the face and hands.

Other options to consider when donor sites are

sparse is to rotate donor sites and use grafts from

several areas of unburned skin in sequence, or to

wait until donor sites have regenerated andmay be

reharvested. In either case, the wound can be cov-

ered in antimicrobial creams or covered with a

temporary covering until skin can be harvested.

Examples of temporary coverings include cadav-

eric allograft, synthetic products, xenograft (such

as pigskin), or cultured epithelial autograft.

Cultured epithelial autografts help to extend avail-

able donor sites. It can be cultured into sheets,

which take three weeks to develop, or in suspen-

sion, which are available after just 1 week [43].

Nutritional Supplementation in Burn
Patients

After a burn injury, patients enter a hypermeta-

bolic state that can persist for up to 12 months.

Because of the hypercatabolism and loss of lean

body mass in the immediate post-burn phase, a

negative nitrogen balance is seen during the first

1 to 2 weeks post injury. Although indirect calo-

rimetry remains the gold standard for measuring

resting energy expenditure (REE), the energy

requirements of patients are usually over-

estimated. It is also important to keep in mind

that indirect calorimetry measurements only pro-

vide insight into energy expenditures during a

discreet moment in the post-injury period.

Energy expenditure and requirements may vary
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substantially over the course of the healing pro-

cess. Care providers must also keep in mind that

clinically controlled variables and environmental

factors, such asmanagement of heat loss, sedation,

and mechanical ventilation may alter energy

needs, making nutritional requirements a dynamic

issue (Table 14.2). Therefore, performing indirect

calorimetrymeasurements at several points in time

in the post-burn period may provide more accurate

insight into actual energy requirements.

Overestimating energy requirements can be

just as deleterious as underestimating energy

Depth assessed (appearance, bleeding, capillary refill, sensation)

Superficial
(epidermal)

Superficial
partial thickness

Deep partial
thickness

Full
thickness

YesObvious deep
dermal injury?

Dress with tulle
gras and gauze,

reassess at
48 hours

Dress with tulle
gras and gauze if

extensive untill
healed (usually
within 1 week)

Likely to heal
within 2–3 weeks?

Yes No

No

Dress with tulle
gras and gauze,

reassess at 48 hours 

Requires surgery,
preferably within

5 days uniess
<1 cm2 in area in a
non-essential area

Signs of improvement
or healing?

Low exudate? High exudate? No

May be suitable for
Hypafix; wash

dressing daily and
take off with
oil in 1 week

Contaminated
or signs

of infection?

Requires surgery – 
refer to burns unit

Re–dress and review
every 2 days

Unhealed at 
2 weeks?

YesNo

Continue with tulle gras or Bactigras
and review every 2 days until healed

Apply antimicrobials (such as silver
sulfadiazine cream, antibiotics) Need to refer

Yes

Fig. 14.1 Algorithm for approach to wound assessment and care. Reproduced from British Medical Journal, Ref. [43],

copyright 2004 with permission from BMJ Publishing Group Ltd
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needs, as overfeeding can be detrimental to burn

patients. Excess carbohydrate intake increases

CO2 production, fat stores, hepatic dysfunction,

hyperglycemia, and prolongs the wound healing

process. Severe burns result in the efflux of amino

acids from skeletal muscle, presumably in order to

accommodate for the amino acid needs mandated

by tissue injury and repair. Furthermore, increased

cortisol levels result in increased proteolysis, pro-

tein breakdown, and protein oxidation. Inadequate

protein intake after burn injury compromises

wound healing, muscle function, and the immune

system. However, excess protein supplementation

may also exacerbate the catabolic process. The

goal for protein supplementation should be to

slow the efflux of amino acids from skeletal mus-

cle and to maximize protein synthesis needed for

maintenance of immune function and wound

healing. For adults, protein intake of 1.5 g/kg/day

is associated with a net balance between protein

synthesis and breakdown. Lipolysis also occurs in

burn patients. However, supplementing with exo-

genous fat usually exacerbates this process or

contributes to increased storage of fatty tissue,

making it unnecessary and ineffective. Under-

feeding has been demonstrated by some to have

positive results in critically ill patients who have

not suffered from burns. However, it can be dan-

gerous in the patient with burn injuries. An appro-

priate nutritional strategy is essential for adequate

wound healing, mediation of the inflammatory

response, control of the hypermetabolic response,

and reduction of sepsis-relatedmorbidity andmor-

tality. Although serum albumin levels are often

used to assess the nutritional status in critically ill

patients, albumin levels in burn patients are poorly

reflective of overall nutritional status since albu-

min levels fall rapidly after the initial burn injury.

Replacement or resuscitation with albumin has not

been shown to produce positive clinical outcomes.

Other nutritional markers, such as transferrin,

carotene, iron, and calcium are also unreliable as

markers for nutritional status. Over the long term

care of burn patients, prealbumin levels may be an

indicator of nutritional status, as it is a marker of

protein synthesis. In the acute phase, however,

prealbumin levels have less of a role [6, 48–56].

Glucose monitoring is perhaps the most cen-

tral chemical marker for nutritional assessment

in the burn patient. Hyperglycemia occurs in

most patients with burn injury regardless of the

degree of injury due to increased glucose produc-

tion and impaired glucose extraction by tissue.

The liver and peripheral tissue are also much less

responsive to insulin, making it difficult to

achieve normoglycemia, even with very high

doses of insulin supplementation. Tight glucose

control along with modulation of the inflamma-

tory response has been shown to increase sur-

vival, improve wound healing, and decrease the

incidence of sepsis. Interestingly, beta blockers

have been used to modulate glucose levels,

enhance the immune response to sepsis, and

mediate catecholamine release after severe

injury. Some have shown that burn patients who

were taking beta blockers prior to the injury

exhibited decreased mortality and improved

Table 14.2 Factors affecting energy expenditure in burn

patients

Increase Decrease No effect

Physiologic effects

Age √
Malnutrition √
Wound size √

Sepsis √
Protein catabolism √
Pancreatitis √
Pain √
Fever √
Treatment effects

Mechanical ventilation √
Wound closure √
Warm environment √
Surgical procedure √
Initiation of nutrition

support

√

Physical therapy √
Medication effects

Growth hormone √

Corticosteroids √
Vasoactive agents √
Neuromuscular

blockade

√

Reprinted from Burns: Journal of the International Soci-

ety for Burn Injuries, Ref. [56], Copyright 2007, with

permission from Elsevier
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healing times when compared to those who were

administered beta blockade therapy in the hospi-

tal after the injury. Others have observed that

patients who are administered beta blocker ther-

apy benefit from decreased hospital stays. In

children, beta blocker therapy has been shown

to be associated with decreased cardiac work,

attenuation of the inflammatory response without

an increase in the incidence or severity of sepsis,

and reversal of catabolism [6, 57–67].

In patients who have suffered from a burn

injury, enteral feeding is the preferred route for

nutritional supplementation. Maintaining gut

integrity is thought to decrease the chances of

bacterial translocation and reduce the incidence

of sepsis. If it is anticipated that oral nutritional

intake will be inadequate within 5–7 days after the

injury, a feeding tube should be placed. Timing of

enteral nutrition is not universally agreed upon,

though many advocate initiating feeds within

hours after the burn injury. This, however, may

be logistically very difficult to manage and poten-

tially dangerous. There is a risk of developing

complications, including misplacement of the

feeding tube, aspiration, and intestinal necrosis.

In fact, some have demonstrated that the incidence

of intestinal necrosis was much higher in those

who received early feedings. This may be related

to altered intestinal perfusion and hypotension

during the early burn resuscitation phase in con-

junction with the need for increased blood flow to

the gut during feeding. It is unclear whether or not

initiation of feeding within several hours of injury

confers any noticeable benefit when compared to

initiation of feeding at a later stage (i.e., 72 h or

more following the injury). There is also debate

regarding the route of enteral feeding and whether

there is a significant difference between small

bowel and gastric feeds. Those who are in favor

of small bowel feeds maintain that burn patients

exhibit delayed gastric emptying, and that, as a

result, small bowel feeds decrease the risk of aspi-

ration. Post-pyloric feeds also enable patients to

continue feeds throughout surgery. However,

placement of small bowel feeding tubes in post-

burn injury patients can be tricky and is notwithout

complications. Small bowel feeds are also asso-

ciated with a high incidence of diarrhea.

Gastric tube feeds not only prevent gastric ulcer

formation, but also are associated with a much

lower rate of diarrhea. Gastric feeds are also

much more simple to administer. For patients

who require repeated trips to the operating room,

however, gastric tube feeds must be stopped prior

to going to the OR in order to prevent aspiration.

Frequent interruptions to gastric feeds may neces-

sitate alternatives for providing nutrition, such as

supplemental parenteral nutrition. Parenteral nutri-

tion is mainly reserved for those patients who are

absolutely unable to tolerate enteral feeds due to

gastrointestinal diseases or complications. It

remains the second line method of feeding and

carries with it an increased risk of sepsis due to

central line infection. It is important to note that

problems with gut barrier failure and infection are

associated with the lack of enteral feeding rather

than the provision of parenteral feeding. Thus, in

cases in which patients are unable to tolerate

enteral feeds, parenteral nutrition must be initiated

without delay in order to ensure that nutritional

needs are adequately met. In many cases, a combi-

nation of enteral and parenteral feeding may be

used to achieve this. Intravenous lipids are gener-

ally avoided unless parenteral nutrition is required

in excess of 3 weeks. This is due to the association

of lipid supplementation with platelet dysfunction,

poor immune function, and worsened lung func-

tion [6, 51, 54, 56, 68, 69].

Vitamin supplementation is also a crucial part

of the nutritional regimen in the post-burn patient.

Vitamin A has been shown to help in wound

healing, and supplementation with vitamin A is

recommended in patients with greater than 20 %

TBSAburn involvement. Vitamin C should also be

administered, as it plays a significant role in colla-

gen synthesis and wound healing. Trace elements

are often lost through wound exudates. This,

in conjunction with decreased gastrointestinal

absorption, increased urinary losses, and altered

distribution of nutrients necessitates more careful

assessment and supplementation than in critically

ill patients who are not victims of burn injury. Zinc,

for instance, is crucial in the wound healing pro-

cess. Studies have suggested that zinc deficiencies

in septic patients are associated with poor out-

comes. Despite this, it is consistently difficult to
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accurately measure levels of micronutrients, partly

because trace elements exist in pools that are in a

constant state of flux.Many of thesemicronutrients

are bound to protein carriers, and concomitant

hypoproteinemia can impair the nutrient’s ability

to be transported from its storage form to tissues.

Thus, isolated measurements of concentrations of

micronutrients may not reflect actual functional

deficiencies. Given the highly catabolic physiology

following a burn injury, some have suggested that

anabolic steroids may confer some benefit. How-

ever, the administration of anabolic steroids in burn

patients remains controversial, and there have not

been any clear indication that it confers any clini-

cally significant benefit. Other anabolic agents,

such as oxandrolone, have also been used in order

to restore lean bodymass, improve wound healing,

and improve overall nutritional status. However, as

is the casewith steroids, the benefit is observational

and supported with little evidence [6, 56, 70–73].

Anesthetic Management for the Burn
Patient

Anesthetic management for patients with burn

injuries can be challenging. In addition to the

airway and resuscitation challenges described

above, these patients present unique consi-

derations in the operating room that often require

some degree of creativity on the anesthesiologist’s

part. For one, monitoring can be extremely diffi-

cult in these patients for whom access to the chest

(for ECGmonitoring), arms (blood pressuremoni-

toring), and digits (pulse oximetry)may be limited.

For ECGmonitoring, skin staples or subcutaneous

needles attached to crocodile clips can be used if

the thorax has suffered from extensive burns. Even

if digits are available for pulse oximetry monitor-

ing, values may be inaccurate due to hypothermia,

hypoperfusion, or both. Alternative sites for pulse

oximetry such as the nose, lip, or tongue may be

necessary. If there is no suitable location for place-

ment of a non-invasive blood pressure cuff, an

arterial line may be necessary. Invasive central

venous monitoring and monitoring of urine output

may also be helpful, but information may be lim-

ited if the patient is exhibiting signs of renal

insufficiency or failure or if the patient has devel-

oped intra-abdominal compartment syndrome.

The hypermetabolic state that ensues post-burn

injury along with physiology consistent with a

systemic inflammatory response may make hemo-

dynamic parameters difficult to interpret.

Induction may be achieved via intravenous or

inhalational technique. Maintenance of anesthe-

sia can also be done via inhalational, nitrous-

narcotic, intravenous technique, or a combina-

tion of techniques. There is no evidence to sug-

gest that one method is superior to the other.

Ketamine may be used to augment the anesthetic

while adding analgesic effects, particularly in

patients who may not be hemodynamically sta-

ble. Regional blocks may be considered as a

supplement to the anesthetic or, in rare cases, as

the primary anesthetic. However, its use is lim-

ited by the risk of infection and the area of injury,

which may not be isolated to a specific nerve

distribution. Extra junctional nicotinic acetylcho-

line receptors are upregulated 24–48 h after the

initial injury. Therefore, succinylcholine must be

avoided, as it may result in fatal hyperkalemia. If

needed, it may only be used within the first 24 h

after injury. The risk of hyperkalemia may per-

sist up to years after the burn injury. A general

rule regarding the use of succinylcholine is that

once wounds are healed and the patient is mobile,

the patient should no longer be susceptible to

fatal hyperkalemia from succinylcholine admini-

stration. The upregulation of receptors, increased

volume of distribution, and increase in metabolic

rate also render the patient relatively resistant to

the effects of non-depolarizing neuromuscular

blockers, mandating much higher doses than

usual. Higher doses of induction agents such as

thiopental are also required. These physiological

changes in addition to increased tolerance with

multiple administration also mandate higher

doses of opioids. Blood loss can be significant

and at times, insidious. Though average

predicted blood loss can be variable from center

to center, the anesthesiologist should be prepared

for at least 50–100 mL of blood loss per percent

of body surface area excised. This amount can

also vary depending on the age of the wound and

the presence of infection. As the wound becomes
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more hyperemic with time, bleeding during exci-

sion can worsen. Infection also exacerbates

bleeding. Achieving hemostasis can also be com-

plicated by the presence of thrombocytopenia

and by abnormal levels of clotting factors. The

best way to manage blood loss is to frequently

check hemoglobin and hematocrit levels. In

efforts to conserve blood and reduce blood loss,

surgeons may employ measures such as infiltra-

tion with vasoconstrictors, limb tourniquets,

compressive dressings, and performing excisions

as early as possible. Blood loss can be minimized

by performing excision within 24 h of injury or

after 16 days from the time of injury. Infiltration

with vasoconstrictors may reduce blood loss;

however, there is potential for systemic absorp-

tion of tumescent solution, resulting in hemo-

dynamic fluctuations and fluid overload.

Depending on the area being operated on, care-

ful considerationmust be given to patient position-

ing. Pressure points must be carefully padded and

excessive pressure should be avoided on burned

areas. Due to the physiological changes and areas

of burned, exposed, tissue, temperaturemonitoring

is mandatory, as are measures to prevent hypo-

thermia, including administering warmed fluids,

maintaining higher ambient temperatures, and

forced air warming. Other measures that may be

taken include using heat lamps, placing reflective

barriers over the patient, and humidifying anes-

thetic gases. Given that these patients often require

multiple anesthetics, the best approach is to care-

fully review prior anesthetic encounters while

keeping in mind that analgesic requirements will

likely be increased. Anxiolysis is usually manda-

tory for these patients. Over time, if face or neck

contractures are present, airway anatomy may

become distorted due to flexion abnormalities or

limited mouth opening. In extreme cases, surgical

neck release may be required prior to induction of

anesthesia. Alternatively, in the presence of dra-

matic craniofacial deformities, ECMO has been

used in some cases as a bridge to securing the

airway until neck release can be performed. This

however, should be reserved as a last resort and

rescue strategy. As more time progresses and

wounds heal, heat loss becomes less of a concern.

Procedures later in the healing process are

generally superficial and should require less

aggressive pain control [74, 75].

Sepsis and Multiorgan Failure
in the Burn Patient

Although great strides have been made in burn

resuscitation, thereby reducing the morbidity and

mortality from burn shock, the risk of infection

and sepsis remains high. Protective skin barriers

are compromised in burn injury, and this is the

primary point of entry for life threatening

infections. Necrotic tissue and serosanguinous

exudate from wound beds is an ideal medium

for pathogenesis. A depressed immune system

following burn injury further increases the risk

of infection. Wound care is especially important,

as is frequent culturing of open wound beds. This

may help in detecting infection in early stages

before it has spread into the blood stream. It is

important to remember, however, that extensive

microbial colonization of the wound surface can

make wound cultures very difficult to interpret

and treat. Wound biopsy with histological exam-

ination and quantitative culture is perhaps the

most definitive way of diagnosing infection in

the wound bed. This process, however, is time

consuming and expensive, making it impractical.

Gram-positive bacteria populate the wound

within 48 h of injury. Gram-negative organisms

appear anywhere from 3 to 21 days after the

injury. Fungal infection is seen even later. The

most common infectious agents tend to vary

from center to center, but in general, the source

of infection in many centers has shifted away

from β-hemolytic Streptococci to resistant

gram-negative organisms such as Pseudomonas,

resistant gram-positive organisms, and fungi

(Table 14.3). It is prudent to note that the longer

the wound stays open, the greater the risk of fatal

infection, particularly in the case of fungal

infections, which are also prone to spreading to

the lung. Viral infections, most commonly from

CMV or HSV, are less likely to spread systemi-

cally and appear to have less of an effect than

bacteria on overall morbidity and mortality.

However, the diagnosis of viral infections can
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be challenging in the burn patient; therefore, the

true effect of viral infections on morbidity and

mortality may be underestimated.

Pneumonia is also a leading cause of sepsis in

patients who have suffered from burn injury,

though it is not nearly as common as wound

infection. Patients who are intubated and on

mechanical ventilation are at higher risk, as are

patients who have suffered inhalational injuries,

those with circumferential chest wall burns, and

those who remain immobile for long periods of

time after injury. For patients in whom early

pneumonia is suspected, aggressive bronchos-

copy and bronchoalveolar lavage may prevent

dissemination of infection, help tailor antibiotic

therapy, and decrease needs for mechanical

ventilation and length of overall hospital stays.

Catheter based infections from indwelling lines

are also a significant source of infection. Prompt

removal of unnecessary catheters is perhaps one

of the best preventative strategies. For lines and

catheters that still remain clinically relevant, fre-

quent evaluation and maintenance of the line,

followed by catheter exchange (when possible)

may help decrease the incidence of line-related

infections. Some have advocated the use of silver

impregnated, chlorhexidine/silver sulfadiazine

coated, or antibiotic coated catheters to reduce

the incidence of line-related infections. How-

ever, there is little evidence to suggest that the

use of these catheters results in outcomes that are

any better than vigilant maintenance and routine

line care. Urinary tract infections are seen not

only in patients with indwelling urinary cathe-

ters, but also those who have suffered burns to

the perineum. Sinus and middle ear infections

may arise in patients who are fed through naso-

gastric tubes for prolonged periods of time. Cor-

neal burns may result in secondary infections in

the eye. Other less common sites of infection

include infective endocarditis—most commonly

a result of disseminated bloodstream infections

from wound beds or indwelling catheters—as

well as intra-abdominal infections, which are

quite rare [76–80].

Sepsis is an independent predictor of mortal-

ity following a burn injury, particularly in the

presence of multiorgan failure. After the initial

resuscitation, up to 75 % of mortality in burn

patients can be attributed to infection. Often the

diagnosis of sepsis may be delayed, as its

symptoms of tachycardia, tachypnea, fever, and

leukocytosis may be attributed to the burn injury

itself rather than to a brewing infection.

Although laboratory markers may be used to

predict the development of infection, white

blood cell counts, neutrophil percentages, and

body temperature are poor predictors of blood-

stream infection in the burn patient. Some have

advocated the use of other markers, such as

procalcitonin and C-reactive protein; however,

the correlation of these markers with the devel-

opment of sepsis is poorly agreed upon and

inconclusive. The American Burn Association

has developed a consensus criteria for the defini-

tion of sepsis in patients who have suffered from

Table 14.3 Causative agents of wound infection [76]

Pathogen Examples Clinical manifestations

β-hemolytic streptococci Strepotococcus pyogenes Acute cellulitis, occasionally toxic shock

syndrome

Staphylococci Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus Abcesses, subeschar pus

Gram-negative bacteria Pseudomonas aeruginosa
Acinetobacter baumanii
Proteus species

Common in specialized burn units

Fungi Candida Most common fungal infection; colonizes

the surface but has low potential for

disseminated invasion

Filamentous fungi Aspergillus
Fusarium
Phycomycetes

Can aggressively invade subcutaneous

tissue; must be treated with surgical

debridement

Virus Herpes simplex Causes vesicular lesions
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burns. It includes at least three of the following

parameters:

• Temperature >102.2 �F (39 �C) or <97.7 �F
(36.5 �C)

• Progressive tachycardia (adults >90 bpm;

children >2 standard deviations above age

specific normal values)

• Progressive tachypnea (adults >30 breathes

per minute; children >2 standard deviations

above age specific normal values)

• Refractory hypotension (adults SBP

<90 mmHg or a decrease of >40 mmHg or

mean arterial BP<70 mmHg; children<2 SD

below normal)

• Leukocytosis (adults WBC >12,000/μL; chil-
dren >2SD above normal) or leukocytopenia

(<4,000/μL)
• Thrombocytopenia that occurs 3 days after

resuscitation (adults plt <100,000/μL; chil-

dren<2 SD below age specific normal values)

• Hyperglycemia>110 mg/dL in the absence of

pre-existing diabetes mellitus

• Inability to tolerate enteral feeds for more

than 24 h based upon:

– Abdominal distension

– Residual volumes (two times the feeding

rate in adults and >150 mL/h in children)

– Uncontrollable diarrhea (>2,500 mL/day

for adults and >400 mL/day for children)

Additionally, the ABA definition requires that

the infection be documented by one of the fol-

lowing modalities:

• Infection is confirmed on culture (wound,

blood, urine) OR

• Pathologic tissue source is identified (<105

bacteria on quantitative wound biopsy or

microbial invasion on biopsy) OR

• A clinical response to antimicrobial adminis-

tration is documented.

Signs of burn wound infection include con-

version of a previously partial thickness wound

to full-thickness wound and/or infection that

develops at a site that was previously epithelial-

ized. Invasive burn wound characteristics include

the following:

• Rapid change in appearance of the wound

• Appearance of focal, multifocal, or general-

ized dark brown, black, or violaceous

discoloration of the wound

• Separation or discoloration of the eschar

• Hemorrhagic discoloration of subeschar

tissue

• Presence of green pigment (pyocyanin) in

subcutaneous fat (i.e., Pseudomonas

infection)

• Erythema, edema, pain, warmth of

surrounding skin

• Edema and/or violaceous discoloration at the

margin between burned and unburned skin

• Presence of initially erythematous and later

black necrotic nodular lesions (ecthyma

gangrenosa) in adjacent unburned skin

• Exophthalmos may be the first sign of muco-

rmycosis in midface burns (retrobulbar space

involvement)

The approach to treatment of infection in burn

patients can also be tricky. Excessive and overly

aggressive administration of antibiotics may only

perpetuate colonization with resistant micro-

organisms. Because of this, prophylactic systemic

antibiotics are generally not recommended. Broad-

spectrum antibiotics in order to cover wound

manipulation are also not recommended unless

the burn involves greater than 40 % of TBSA. A

better strategy might involve using shorter courses

of narrow spectrum antibiotics in an attempt to

deliver more targeted therapy. Careful wound

care, including the use of topical antibiotic agents,

is an important retardant to wound and blood-

stream infections. Early surgical closure of the

burn wound also helps to minimize entry points

for infection [6, 76, 81–84].

The American Burn Association’s registry of

causes of burn mortalities reveals that nearly 50%

of patients who did not survive burn injuries died

as a result of organ failure. Both multiorgan failure

and sepsis in burn patients are associatedwith burn

size, age, male gender, length of stay in intensive

care, and duration of mechanical ventilation. The

gut hypothesis behind multiple organ failure has

gone through many changes over time. Initially, it

was thought that loss of gut barrier integrity led to

bacterial translocation, bloodstream infection, and
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systemic inflammation that subsequently resulted

in multiorgan failure. This has evolved to the idea

that loss of gut barrier function leads to the pro-

duction of endogenous pro-inflammatory factors

and tissue factors that lead to organ injury and

eventually, failure. In fact, some have noted that

multiple organ failure occurs in burn patients

despite the clinical absence of uncontrolled infec-

tion, suggesting that the etiology of organ failure is

multifactorial and complex in this patient popu-

lation and may not be solely attributable to sepsis.

In fact, in one particular review of burn patients in

a specialized facility over the course of 6 years,

researchers observed that in most cases of

multiorgan failure, patients were actually clini-

cally uninfected at the time of death, even if they

had suffered from multiple isolated infectious

events over the course of their care. The theory

behind this phenomenon is that although the

infections and soft tissue injuries that incite the

inflammatory process are successfully treated, the

systemic inflammatory process persists [85, 86].

It is much more effective to prevent the devel-

opment of multiorgan failure rather than to treat

it after it has begun its course. Minimizing the

incidence of sepsis and inflammation through

early wound excision and closure, hemodynamic

support in order to ensure adequate oxygen deliv-

ery to tissues, and early enteral nutrition in order

to support the gut and minimize bacterial trans-

location across the bowel wall are measures that

should be taken to prevent the onset of organ

failure. Attenuation of the hypermetabolic

response—therefore dampening the acute rise in

catecholamine, glucagon, and cortisol levels—

can also decrease the incidence of multiorgan

failure and overall morbidity and mortality.

Although there are cases in which multiorgan

failure develops in the absence of sepsis,

disseminated infection is still a leading cause of

multiorgan failure. This is particularly true now

with the abundance of multi-drug resistant

organisms. Between 1989 and 1999, only 42 %

of patients died from sepsis from multi-drug

resistant organisms. Twenty-five percent of

those patients who died were infected with

Pseudomonas. Other common offending

organisms include Staphylococcus aureus,

Escherichia coli, and Klebsiella pneumonia.
Between 1999 and 2009, the number of patients

who died from sepsis and multiorgan failure as a

result of infection with multi-drug resistant

organisms increased to 86 %, with Pseudomonas

being present in 64 % of those patients. The

incidence of Acinetobacter has also risen precip-

itously over the last few years, whereas prior to

2000, it was seldom in burn patients with sepsis

and multiorgan failure. Colistin has emerged as

an effective treatment for multi-drug resistant

Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter infections;

however, some studies have suggested that

there is no difference in mortality between

patients who receive colistin versus piperacillin/

tazobactam and vancomycin. Clindamycin and

vancomycin are perhaps the most popular and

effective treatments for methicillin-resistant

Staphylococcus aureus infection. Although

advancements in fungal treatments have

improved dramatically over the last two decades,

there are still drug-resistant fungi that may not

respond to traditional therapies. Aspergillus

terreus, for instance, is innately resistant to

amphotericin B. Alternative, newer, agents,

such as azoles (voriconazole, posaconazole) and

echinocandins (caspofungin, micofungin) may

be used to treat resistant fungi, but each agent’s

limitations and side effect profile must be care-

fully considered prior to selecting a drug. Ulti-

mately, given the complex etiology of wound

infection and sepsis in this patient population,

infectious disease specialist consultation is

often helpful [79, 85, 87, 88].

Rehabilitation After Burns

Even with aggressive fluid resuscitation, wound

and infection management, and surgical rehabili-

tation, burn patients are at extremely high risk of

developing long-term limitations to mobility.

They must be engaged early and aggressively in

physical activity to help maintain range of motion.

Immobilization should only be allowed if it is

medically necessary. Generally, immobilization

is only mandated if there is concomitant injury to

tendon and/or bone, or after tissue repair such as
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skin reconstruction. It was once thought that

immobilization time after a grafting procedure

should be about 5–7 days. However, the trend has

been to decrease the immobilization time after

grafting to 3–5 days, promoting passive range of

motion exercises as soon as the graft takes and

advancing to monitored active range of motion

exercises. If a body part must be immobilized, it

should be splinted or fixed in an anti-deformity

position for as little time as possible. Otherwise,

studies have suggested that range of motion

exercises be performed anywhere from 2 to 4

times a day with independent activity by the

patient in between therapy sessions. Overall,

there has been a trend in burn centers toward

early ambulation, preferably by postoperative day

5. However, the ability to ambulate by postopera-

tive day 5 is at times limited by the location of the

injury and may be more difficult in patients whose

injuries involved the lower extremities, particu-

larly below the knees. Patients who are able to

ambulate within 24 h after surgery have been

shown in some studies to have shorter lengths of

stay. Early ambulation also decreases the risk of

deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary emboli.

Splinting, though sometimes used to

intentionally limit mobility, has also been used

to prevent loss of range of motion. There are

generally two schools of thought when it comes

to splinting: it can be instituted early and used as

a preventative measure or initiated therapeuti-

cally when the patient begins to show signs of

contracture. Generally, the frequency with which

this modality is employed is dependent on the

depth of burn. Patients with full-thickness burns

are more frequently placed in splints than those

with more superficial burns. Early splinting is

most commonly performed when the injury

involves the hand, followed by the ankle,

elbow, and axilla. Delayed splinting most often

occurs when the injury involves the neck, elbow,

perioral region, and knee. Tendon exposure may

also mandate splinting in order to preserve range

of motion. If the burn involves the hand, parti-

cular attention should be paid to rehabilitation

efforts as hand function has been found to be a

strong predictor of physical quality of life. If the

burn has involved the extensor mechanism in the

hand, flexion at the proximal interphalangeal

joint can result in the development of a bouton-

niere deformity, in which the proximal inter-

phalangeal joint is permanently flexed while the

distal interphalangeal joint is extended. Early

splinting is encouraged in hand burns to prevent

boutonniere deformities. Exposed tendons are

splinted in the slack position to prevent tendon

rupture. Alternatives to splinting the hand in the

case of exposed tendons include the use of

Kirschner wires or direct contact casts. Others

have resorted to pinning the joint in a straight-

ened position. If pinned, care must be taken to

remove the pins early unless the intention is to

fuse the joint. If the joint becomes fused, the

patient may lose his ability to grip, a function

which remains preserved in patients with bouton-

niere deformities. Achilles tendon injury and

exposure is another type of injury in which

splinting is employed. Some have advocated

splinting the foot and ankle in the neutral posi-

tion, while others support splinting in slight plan-

tar flexion. Exercise and motion of the foot and

ankle must be done very gingerly in order to

minimize the risk of rupturing the Achilles ten-

don [89, 90].

Scar formation can be one of the factors that

contribute to loss of range of motion. Scarring

can vary depending on a number of external

factors, such as fluid resuscitation, positioning

in the hospital, surgical intervention, and wound

dressing and management. However, it can also

be influenced by patient specific factors such as

age, pregnancy, skin pigmentation, and degree of

motivation and compliance with rehabilitation

programs. There are two primary types of scars

that can develop. Hypertrophic scarring results

from the buildup of excess collagen fibers during

wound healing and the reorientation of fibers in

non-uniform patterns. Keloid scarring extends

beyond the boundary of the initial injury and

tends to be more common in patients with

pigmented skin. Scar formation can be mini-

mized if the wound is well managed from an

early stage. Pressure garments are the primary

intervention in scar management and should be

used immediately after the skin has healed. Pres-

sure is thought to reduce scarring by potentiating
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scar maturation and encouraging collagen fibers

to reorient into uniform, parallel patterns as

opposed to the whorled pattern that is seen in

untreated scars. Pressure garments need to be

tailored to each individual patient, and it is best

if they are reassessed and refitted every few

months to accommodate the changing contours

of the healing wound. For patients with burns

that involve the face and/or neck area, an acrylic

mask that helps provide conforming pressure

over the burned areas may be worn. Masks

made of fabric may also be made for patients to

wear overnight while sleeping.

Alternatives to pressure garments include

pressure devices or non-custom wraps. Although

they may not conform to the wound as well as

customized garments, they still help to minimize

trauma to fragile, healing wound grafts. For areas

of scar tissue that have not responded well to

pressure garments, other techniques such as mas-

sage, creams, and contact media may be consi-

dered. Massage helps to soften restrictive bands

of scar tissue, making the scar area more pliable.

Moisturizing creams prevent the skin from dry-

ing and cracking, creating ports of entry for

secondary wound infection and skin breakdown.

Moisturizing is beneficial to burn patients even if

the scar has healed well. There are several differ-

ent types of contact media that have been used to

promote healthy scar formation. Silicone gel

sheets are thought to limit the degree of scar

contraction through hydration and occlusion. In

areas of the body where it is logistically difficult

to place silicone sheets such as digits or the web

spaces between digits, elastomer molds can be

used to help flatten the scar. Hydrocolloid sheets

can also be used in lieu of silicone gel sheets.

They are also thought to limit scar contraction.

Unlike silicone gel sheets, they can be left on the

skin for up to 7 days and are very thin, so mas-

sage can be given through the thin sheets.

Another tool thought to aide in healthy scar for-

mation is ultrasound, which is postulated to help

the inflammatory process progress more quickly.

Adequate sun protection is mandatory in patients

who have suffered from burn injuries for up to

2 years after the initial injury [91, 92].

Heterotopic ossification (HO), which is the

extra-articular formation of lamellar bone in con-

nective tissue, is not frequently seen in burn injury,

but when it is present, it can lead to serious func-

tional limitations.WhenHOdoes occur, the elbow

joint tends to be the most common site. The inci-

dence of heterotopic ossification is increasedwhen

25% ormore TBSA is involved in the burn injury.

If it develops, it can result in significant pain, loss

of range of motion, and even nerve injury for

patients. There is little known about what can be

done to prevent the development of HO, though

early wound closure may play a role. The treat-

ment of HO remains unclear. Active assistive

range of motion exercises, gentle terminal stretch,

and terminal resistance training are recommended

to minimize the development of heterotopic ossifi-

cation. However, it is probably best to limit the

extent of stretching and exercise. Animal models

have suggested that aggressive stretching exer-

cises may in fact contribute to the formation of

HO and some have suggested that aggressive

stretching after development ofHO can exacerbate

the condition. One particular study demonstrated

that forced manipulation during a time of immobi-

lization provoked the development of HO, and

remobilization actually increased the density in

areas of calcification. Another group showed that

passive stretching beyond the pain free range of

motion led to progression ofHO to complete anky-

losis. Thus, once HO has developed, some recom-

mend that exercise should be limited to active

range of motion exercises within a pain free

range. This issue is particularly tricky in burn

patients since stretching plays a critical role in

preventing soft tissue contracture in the wound

healing process. In severe cases of heterotopic

ossification, surgical interventionmay be required,

followed by a period of aggressive physical ther-

apy. If surgical excision is required to treat HO, it

is typically performed a year or more after the

initial injury. Local radiation therapy has also pro-

duced positive results in some patients. Other

treatments, such as the use of non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory agents and bisphosphonates, have

also been described, but the outcomes have been

inconsistent at best. Furthermore, the use of these

medications in burn patients may be limited due to
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concerns for renal toxicity and coagulopathy

[93–95].

Another practice that was once common but

has become less popular over time is burn hydro-

therapy. Hydrotherapy is thought to promote

healing by softening and removing dead tissue,

therefore enabling new tissue to form. Other

theoretical benefits include preventing excessive

loss of moisture through burned tissue, removing

pus, minimizing scar tissue formation, providing

comfort, and in some cases, aiding in physical

therapy. There are several different modes of

hydrotherapy. Immersion hydrotherapy occurs

when the patient is completely submerged in a

disinfected pool of sterile water, regardless of the

location of the burn. Shower hydrotherapy is

directed toward a specific area of injury and is

thought to be just as effective as immersion

hydrotherapy. The primary risk with either type

of hydrotherapy, however, is infection. Hydro-

therapy equipment has been shown in some

centers to be contaminated with Pseudomonas

despite meticulous sterilization procedures. In

the early 1990s, as many as 90 % of burn centers

in North America reported regularly employing

hydrotherapy as an integral part of rehabilitation

for burn patients. However, due to the risk of

infection, only 10 % of burn centers now report

regular use of hydrotherapy [96, 97].

Pain Control in Burn Patients

Pain control in burn patients is a particularly

challenging issue. Despite efforts to improve

the quality of pain management in burn victims,

patients continue to report unrelieved moderate

to severe levels of pain. There are many reasons

that burn pain remains a challenge for caregivers.

For one, burn pain can vary drastically from

patient to patient, and it can also fluctuate signif-

icantly over the course of the recovery period. As

the wound heals and scar tissue forms, pain often

begins to de-escalate, though this is not to say

that burn patients do not experience pain at all

once healing has completed. Even after healing,

burn patients may have to return frequently to the

operating room for reconstructive procedures

that may become a significant source of anxiety

and pain. Over time, chronic neuropathic pain

and neuropathies may ensue as damaged neurons

regenerate. The inflammatory response from

nerve and tissue injury can often result in

allodynia and primary hyperalgesia in the injured

area and secondary hyperalgesia in the surround-

ing area. Repetitive painful stimuli can cause

neuroplastic adaptations throughout the central

nervous system whereby pain afferent sensory

impulses undergo facilitation and amplification

to a given stimulus, contributing to the genera-

tion of chronic pain. Associated pathologies such

as depression, anxiety, and posttraumatic stress

disorder also exacerbate pain symptoms. The

degree and nature of pain can also vary

depending on the depth of the burn. Superficial

burns generally result in hyperalgesia and mild to

moderate levels of pain. Superficial partial thick-

ness burns are associated with marked hyper-

algesia and moderate to severe pain as sensory

receptors at the level of the dermis are damaged.

Deep partial thickness to full-thickness burns are

often associated with the absence of pain, and

hyperalgesia tends to be uncommon. This is pri-

marily due to the fact that the dermis, along with

its sensory and vascular structures, is completely

destroyed. Acute pain from dressing changes and

surgery can be minimal, though there is usually

pain in the transition zone between burned and

unburned layers of skin. However this does not

mean that patients with deep burns do not expe-

rience pain. These patients often describe a

deep aching pain that is likely related to the

inflammatory response. There are also a number

of psychosocial issues and comorbidities that

may affect the patient’s experience of pain

(Fig. 14.2) [98–100].

There are three types of pain that must be

addressed in burn patients. Not only do burn

patients have a chronic, underlying background

pain for which there is no end in sight, patients

must deal with the acute pain associated with

bedside and surgical procedures (procedural

pain). Furthermore, burn patients can also experi-

ence significant breakthrough pain that is fre-

quently associated with movement. This

mechanical hyperalgesia is especially common
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in patients who remain immobilized for extended

periods of time. At times, however, breakthrough

pain may also occur spontaneously with no

apparent inciting event. Background pain,

though generally less intense than procedural or

breakthrough pain, can worsen significantly

before epithelialization is complete.

Adequate assessment of pain levels is

extremely important. Assessment tools must be

practical and reliable and must address the three

facets of pain: pain intensity, behavioral

reactions, and physiologic reactions. Although

there is no single assessment technique that is

universally agreed upon, it is important to select

an approach and use it consistently. For adults,

assessment of pain is done with adjective scales,

such as “none, mild, moderate, and severe.”

Alternatively, some prefer the numeric scale,

using 0 as an indicator of no pain and 10 to reflect

the worst, most excruciating pain a patient has

ever experienced. The caveat to using these

methods is that it may be impossible to elicit a

meaningful response in a patient who is sedated

and on mechanical ventilation, or in a patient

who is demented. The assessment of pain in

children can be much more difficult than it is in

adults, particularly for children who are pre-

verbal. Physiological indicators such as heart

rate, blood pressure, and respiratory rate, which

are often used to assess pain in children, are

unreliable indicators as they are affected by pro-

cesses related to the burn injury itself. Instead,

scales that assess pain based on behaviors are

thought to be more specific. For instance, facial

expressions and length of cry have been used to

assess pain in children. The FLACC scale (Faces

Legs Activity Cry Consolability scale) is perhaps

one of the most widely employed observer based

pain scales used in children. For children that are

pre-school age and older, self-reported verbal

scales may be used instead. The Wong-Baker

FACES pain scale is designed for children 3

years or older and uses a pictogram of faces

displaying varying degrees of pain and dis-

comfort. The child is then asked to choose the

face that most closely corresponds with their own

level of pain. The OUCHER scale uses a picture

Predisposition
Genetics
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Substance abuse
Personality type

Drug factors
Timing of analgesia
Tailoring to suit need

Side effects

Context
Expectations

Culture
Past experience

Environment
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Anxiety
Catastrophizing

Burn wound
Dressing type

Dressing tension
Infection

Movement
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Cognition
Attention

Distraction
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Fig. 14.2 Factors

affecting patient’s

perception of burn pain.

Reprinted from Burns:

Journal of the International

Society for Burn Injuries,

Ref. [100], Copyright 2009,

with permission from

Elsevier
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scale for very young children and a numerical

scale for children 5 years or older [99, 101–105].

The approach to pain management in burn

patients must be multimodal, using a combination

of pharmacological and non-pharmacological treat-

ment modalities. Pharmacologic agents used for

treating pain include opioids, non-opioids, anxio-

lytics, and anesthetics. Opioid agonists are amongst

the more popular pharmacologic analgesics. How-

ever, high dose opioids can be associated with

short-term adverse side effects such as respiratory

depression and constipation, as well as the develop-

ment of long-term consequences such as tolerance

and, in severe cases, addiction. As pain subsides,

opioid analgesics cannot simply be abruptly dis-

continued. For patients who have been on high

dose opioids for extended periods of time, abrupt

discontinuation may lead to severe withdrawal

symptoms. Thus, just as it is important to have a

protocol for administering and escalating pain

medications, it is important to systematically wean

patients who have been on opioids in order to avoid

withdrawal symptoms.Of note, there is no evidence

that the use of opioids during the management of

acute burn pain increases the likelihood of opioid

dependency, so opioid analgesics should not be

withheld for fear of its adverse side effects. Gener-

ally, long-acting opioids such as oral morphine are

used to treat chronic, background painwhile shorter

acting opioids such as fentanyl are given for brief,

painful stimuli such as wound care and surgical

procedures. When addressing background pain,

medication must be administered regularly in

order to ensure a steady state of analgesic.

Establishing a protocol for medication escalation

and administration is crucial to ensure that doses of

pain medication are not missed, creating an iatro-

genic episode of breakthrough pain. Though

opioids can be administered intravenously or orally,

the optimal route of administration is intravenous

due to its rapid onset of action and titratability.

Patient controlled analgesia (PCA) with IV opioids

gives patients the flexibility to titrate medication

based on patient needs. Oral and gastrointestinal

administration of opioids through a feeding tube is

also an option and provides equally good pain

relief. Though this route of administration is

less titratable, it requires minimal monitoring as

the risk of fatal overdose is somewhat less.

Oral transmucosal administration of opioids is

also useful, particularly in the pediatric population.

Intramuscular administration of opioids is not

recommended for burn patients. The injections

need to be administered frequently, they are pain-

ful, and the drug absorption can be extremely vari-

able due to compartment shifts.

Morphine is the standard analgesic against

which other analgesics are compared. Morphine

tends to be somewhat less effective for short,

acute episodes of pain given that its onset and

peak effect are somewhat more delayed than

other opioids. It is generally reserved for the treat-

ment of chronic, background pain. Oxycodone is

an effective alternative to morphine, and some

patients exhibit a better response to one versus

the other. However, there is no evidence that oxy-

codone is superior to morphine or vice versa. Fen-

tanyl has a quicker onset and time to peak effect,

making it suitable for use in acute pain settings. It is

easy to administer intravenously, transmucosally

through the buccal or nasal mucosa, and trans-

dermally. Remifentanil is an ultra-short acting opi-

oid that is useful for acute, procedural pain. Given

its short half-life and easy titratability, it achieves

maximum analgesic effect with a lower risk of

delayed side effects. It is, however, extremely

potent and should only be administered by trained

personnel since it can cause sudden respiratory

depression and apnea during administration.

Alfentanil is also a short-acting opioid but has a

longer half-life than remifentanil. It is also used

primarily to treat procedural pain, but given its

pharmacokinetics, it provides a greater degree of

post-procedural pain relief than remifentanil.

Tramadol acts on mu receptors and enhances the

reuptake of norepinephrine aswell as the release of

serotonin. It is generally well tolerated and has an

analgesic effect similar to that of morphine. When

considering analgesic options for chronic pain,

methadone is often used to treat or prevent chronic

hyperalgesia related to central sensitization and

neuropathic pain [100, 106].

Non-opioid analgesics are also an integral part

of the treatment regimen in the burn patient.

Dexmedetomidine, a central alpha-2 agonist,

provides sedation, anxiolysis, and analgesia

with minimal risk for respiratory depression,

particularly in children. It is useful for limited
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stimuli from debridements and dressing changes.

Clonidine, like dexmedetomidine, is also a cen-

tral alpha-2 agonist that augments descending

inhibitory spinal cord pathways. It can be effec-

tive as an adjunctive analgesic when admini-

stered in doses of 1–3 μg/kg/day in adults and

children alike. Ketamine is frequently used for

the treatment of acute procedural pain. Case

reports have suggested that ketamine, when

used in conjunction with clonidine, is an

extremely effective analgesic and sedative in

children who experience severe burn pain, espe-

cially during dressing changes. The NMDA

antagonizing effects of ketamine also make it

useful in treating chronic pain, since it is thought

that NMDA receptors play a role in central sen-

sitization after burn injury. Acetaminophen and

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications

(NSAIDs) can also be added to the pharmacolog-

ical regimen for pain control in burn patients.

Both acetaminophen and NSAIDs exhibit a ceil-

ing effect in their dose response relationship.

Therefore, their use is usually limited to treating

minor burn pain in the outpatient setting. If used

for treating severe burn pain, they are usually

used as adjuncts to other agents. For procedures

and dressing changes, topical analgesics such as

lidocaine may also help augment pain control.

The data for topical local anesthetics, however,

does not show that it produces a significant

reduction in procedural pain. There have been

some studies that suggest there may be a role

for intravenous lidocaine, particularly for acute

increases in painful stimuli caused by dressing

changes and surgical procedures. Intravenous

lidocaine may help improve analgesic efficiency,

alleviate some of the deleterious effects of opioid

administration, and minimize the necessity of

escalating opioid doses in patients with burn

injuries. Systemic lidocaine is thought to achieve

this by depressing conduction in afferent nerves,

inhibiting dorsal horn neural transmission and

modifying the cerebral perception of pain. Lido-

caine is also thought to possess anti-inflam-

matory properties that may play a significant

role in the suppression of pain in burns, which

stem in part from inflammatory processes. How-

ever, many studies have failed to demonstrate a

decrease in opioid requirements when

intravenous lidocaine was used as an adjunctive

analgesic. Consultation with pain specialists may

be helpful in achieving satisfactory pain control

by helping to develop and adhere to protocols as

well as for monitoring the evolution and

improvement of pain [107–112].

Anxiolytics play an important role in pain

control in the burn patient, whose anxiety levels

can contribute significantly to their perception of

pain. Anxiety is prevalent in the post-burn popu-

lation given the needs for aggressive surgical

treatment and frequent wound debridements,

and patients who report high levels of back-

ground pain tend to also exhibit higher anxiety

levels. Anxiolytics are a particularly effective

premedication prior to wound care in order to

address the anticipatory anxiety experienced by

patients. In fact, benzodiazepines have been

shown to improve post-procedure pain scores in

patients. Antipsychotic medications are another

option for the treatment of anxiety and agitation

associated with burn treatments. First generation

antipsychotics such as haloperidol are often used

for the treatment or even prevention of delirium

in critically ill patients. Second generation

antipsychotics, such as quetiapine, are used for

the treatment of anxiety disorders and are often

administered in conjunction with benzo-

diazepines in burn patients in order to help with

sleep. Other centrally acting agents such as

antidepressants (amitriptyline) and anti-

convulsants (gabapentin) may help to modulate

central neuropathic pain. Amitriptyline modu-

lates pain by inhibiting descending spinal cord

pain pathways. It can cause sedation, which may

be beneficial in helping the patient sleep at night.

Patients on amitriptyline may also experience

anticholinergic side effects such as dry mouth

and blurred vision. Gabapentin binds to pre-

synaptic calcium channel receptors that are

involved in pain hypersensitivity and indirectly

inhibits NMDA receptors [99, 100, 113–115].

Anesthetics, whether general, neuraxial,

targeted non-neuraxial, or regional, are also useful

in managing burn pain. General anesthesia or deep

sedation is reserved for the relatively brief, intense

pain associated with procedures. For moderately

painful procedures, inhaled nitrous oxide can be

administered to provide analgesia without loss of
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consciousness. Usually, this is delivered through a

face mask in a mixture of 50 % nitrous oxide and

50 % oxygen. Regional anesthesia can be useful

for procedures, particularly when the burned area

involves extremities. The most common nerve

groups involved include the brachial plexus

(interscalene block, infraclavicular and supra-

clavicular blocks, and axillary block), the sciatic

nerve, and the femoral nerve. Interestingly,

patients who undergo skin grafting procedures

often experience more pain at the donor graft site

than the grafted area. Thus, regional anesthetic

blocks are often used to treat donor graft site

pain. Most commonly, bupivacaine and lidocaine

are used for these blocks, though other local

anesthetics may be selected depending on the

nature and length of stimulus. Neuraxial tech-

niques, which involve the administration of local

anesthetic into the intrathecal or epidural space

have also been used. Prior to catheter placement,

coagulation studies must be done to ensure that the

risk of hematoma formation is minimal. Care must

be taken in the case of indwelling epidural or

spinal catheters to monitor for infection, as burn

patientsmay be at higher risk of developing infect-

ious complications such asmeningitis and epidural

abscess. Targeted non-neuraxial blocks are

another option for pain control. For example, a

fascia iliaca compartment block can be performed

to provide analgesia to the lower extremity follow-

ing skin graft harvesting. The risks associated with

these blocks are minimal as long as the procedures

are performed by experienced practitioners

[116–118].

Non-pharmacological pain control techniques

should complement pharmacologic agents.

Choosing a technique should be based on how the

patient has responded to the stress of the burn injury.

Some patients exhibit signs of avoidance in which

they give up control of all medical decision making

to health care professionals. These patients typically

respond well to distraction techniques that help

them avoid focusing on painful stimuli. Avoidance

techniques are those that are designed to psycholog-

ically distract or distance the patient from the pain-

ful stimulus. The theory behind this is that diverting

attention toward a nonpainful stimulus may lessen

the intensity of perceived pain. Avoidance inter-

ventions include distraction, guided imagery,

hypnosis, and virtual reality. Distraction is perhaps

the most effective in children, whose attention is

easily diverted with activities such as story-telling,

singing songs, or counting. In adults, distraction

might require somewhat more creativity and effort.

Guided imagery involves the use of imagined

pictures, sounds, or sensations to draw attention

away from the stimulus. The imagery in this tech-

nique is simply one that the patient creates in his

mind and can revisit anytime.Hypnosis is an altered

state of consciousness characterized by an increased

receptivity to suggestion, the ability to alter percep-

tions, and an increased capacity for dissociation.

The dramatic shift in consciousness that occurs

with hypnosis is thought to be the mechanism by

which attention is shifted away from the perception

of pain. Hypnosis is a very involved process and

depends heavily on the clinician–patient relation-

ship. It also involves several stages, including deep

breathing, suggestions for enhancing the hypnotic

state, narrowing the patient’s attention, providing

post-hypnotic suggestions, and finally, reaching the

alert stage. If plannedwell, hypnosis sessions can be

scheduled prior to scheduled surgical procedures.

Hypnosis is particularly powerful in burn patients

because patients with burn injuries often experience

a dissociative response that may render them more

hypnotizable. Furthermore, many burn patients

demonstrate behavioral regression, making them

more willing to be taken care of by others and to

relinquish control. Studies have suggested that

patients with higher baseline pain levels experience

a greater decrease in pain after hypnosis than those

with lower baseline pain levels. It is important to

realize, however, that many of these studies only

involve very small cohorts of burn patients and use

inconsistent methodologies to assess pain and the

effectiveness of treatment with hypnosis. Virtual

reality is another method that has been utilized to

treat pain. Since attentional focus is limited and the

person cannot attend to more than one stimulus at a

time, virtual reality creates an environment inwhich

patients can be absorbed by a controlled, alternative

stimulus during painful procedures, thus taking the

focus away from the procedure being performed.

Hypnosis and virtual reality, often used concomi-

tantly, are perhaps the most effective distraction

techniques. They have been shown to significantly

reduce pain for patients undergoing procedures or
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dressing changes when used in conjunction with

pharmacologic agents. Another subset of patients

tend to seek information, actively participate in

care, and are reluctant to relinquish control through-

out the treatment process. These patients may find

distraction techniques stressful as they feel a sense

of loss of control in the situation. For patients who

demonstrate a desire to be deeply involved in care,

the best approach is to keep the patient as informed

as possible. Helping the patient understand each

issue, alternative, and solution puts the patient at

ease by building a sense of trust and mutual

understanding.

Other techniques include relaxation techniques

that help to lower arousal, thus shifting focus away

from the source of pain. Deep breathing, otherwise

known as diaphragmatic breathing, is a simple and

effective measure that can help the patient relax.

Often, pain or anxiety lead to rapid, shallow

breathing, also known as thoracic breathing,

which can exacerbate muscle tension and contrib-

ute to a heightened sense of pain. Deep breathing

techniques help the patient avert this phenomenon.

Cognitive behavioral techniques (CBT) are also

popular non-pharmacologic tools used for addres-

sing pain and anxiety in burn patients. CBT helps

to change the way patients think and respond to

pain and the anticipation of pain. With cognitive

behavioral therapy, patients are given the tools

to recognize that certain stimuli will cause pain,

mentally block the anticipation of pain, and dis-

tract themselves from the pain by diverting their

thoughts toward something else. Other non-

pharmacological techniques such as massage, pro-

gressive muscle relaxation, and acupressure/acu-

puncture can also be considered in patients who

continue to experience severe pain despite best

efforts [99, 114, 119–124].

In addition to the treatment of burn pain, burn

associated pruritus is also an important symptom

that affects patient rehabilitation. The patho-

physiology of itching in burn patients is not

completely understood. Although histamine is

thought to be a contributing factor, the central

nervous system has also been implicated in the

development and maintenance of these symp-

toms (Fig. 14.3). It appears that after a burn

injury, factors such as female sex, number of

surgical procedures, and the presence of

posttraumatic stress disorder are associated with

a higher incidence of pruritus. Although pruritus

can be pervasive throughout the healing process,

it is thought that pruritus in the “acute” phase

(i.e., within 3 months of injury) is related to the

transition from wound closure to early remodel-

ing. Chronic pruritus, or itching that persists

12–24 months after injury, tends to be more

commonly seen in patients with deep burns who

require multiple surgical procedures and who

suffer from psychological sequelae from the

burn and its aftermath.

Burn pruritus is a multifactorial phenomenon

and can be classified into several different

categories:

1. Pruritoceptive, originating in the skin as

exemplified in urticarial conditions

2. Neuropathic, arising from anatomical dys-

function in the afferent pathway (e.g.,

postherpetic pruritus and brain tumors)

3. Neurogenic, resulting from CNS dysfunction

without evidence of anatomical pathology,

indicating abnormal neurochemical activity

(e.g., the action of opioid peptides in liver

disease)

4. Psychogenic, associated with psychiatric

conditions

Antihistamines have been themainstay therapy

for burn pruritus. When given in the early stages

after burn injury, they can be effective. However,

studies have suggested that the use of a central

agent such as gabapentin in conjunction with two

antihistamines achieves superior relief than when

using three antihistamines. When antihistamines

are administered for the treatment of itching in the

late proliferative and remodeling stages of the

burn, significantly fewer patients report achieving

good symptomatic relief. For patients in the later

stages of healing, gabapentin in addition to anti-

histamine therapy again achieved better symptom-

atic relief than antihistamines alone. Ondansetron,

a 5HT3 receptor antagonist, has been used to treat

cholestatic pruritus. The ability of serotonin

antagonists to inhibit the excitatory CNS pathways

that contribute to itching may make ondansetron a

useful agent in treating burn pruritus. Transcutane-

ous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) is a thera-

peutic modality that involves the use of controlled,

low-voltage electrical impulses to the nervous
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system via electrodes that are placed on the skin.

This is thought to trigger a release of endogenous

opioids that inhibit descending excitatory CNS

pathways, thereby alleviating the sensation of pru-

ritus [125].

Conclusion

The effective treatment of burns involves a coor-

dinated, multidisciplinary team. Knowledge of

the pathophysiology of burns and management

of the multitude of complex physiological

changes associated with burns is the key to the

successful management of a potentially very

complicated injury.
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Introduction

Trauma is the leading cause of death among

children older than 1 year of age in the United

States. Each year approximately 15,000 children

die as a result of trauma. Additionally, over

100,000 pediatric patients suffer significant mor-

bidity and disability from trauma. Unfortunately,

despite dramatic increases in the number of edu-

cational programs and advances in injury preven-

tion technology, this number remains consistent.

In school aged children, motor vehicle and bicy-

cle accidents are the most common causes of

traumatic injury.

The most common lethal injuries from blunt

trauma are head trauma and severe intrathoracic

injuries. Head injuries make up 80 % of isolated

injuries and cause 70 % of all pediatric trauma

deaths. Due to the compliant and non-calcified

chest wall of pediatric patients, those with intra-

thoracic injuries may present without obvious rib

fractures.

The complications from pediatric trauma

impact anesthesiologists worldwide. Anesthesio-

logists are involved in many facets of pediatric

trauma. Frequently, care of these patients takes

place in adult emergency rooms or trauma centers,

outside of the operating rooms. Unfortunately,

very few anesthesiology residency programs

teach about common traumatic injuries incurred

by the pediatric population. It is vital to under-

stand the subtle physiologic and anatomical

differences and issues of this population, as com-

pared to adults [1, 2].

Special Pediatric Anatomical
and Physiologic Characteristics

Airway

Infants have large heads (prominent occiputs)

relative to body size. This results in flexion of

both the head relative to the neck, and the neck

relative to the chest, when placed supine. Care

must be taken to properly position these patients

for intubation. Some practitioners place a roll or

towel under the shoulders of these patients to
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maximize the “sniffing position” for mask venti-

lation and intubation. The need for neck stabili-

zation may further complicate management of

these patients. The narrowest part of the airway

in children is located at the subglottic area,

whereas in the adult airway it is at the glottis.

The larynx is located at C2–C5 in the pediatric

population compared with a C6 location in adults.

The large tongue, short and U-shaped epiglottis,

and anteriorly placed vocal cords can make air-

way management challenging, especially for the

non-pediatric specialist [1].

When selecting an endotracheal tube, with or

without a cuff, one must be cognizant of the

delicate vocal cords, which may be easily dam-

aged. Unfortunately, many pediatric patients do

not conform to the many tables or formulas used

when calculating the correct endotracheal tube

size. This may result in large “leaks” when

performing positive pressure ventilation. To

achieve adequate positive pressure ventilation,

some studies have shown a 30 % reintubation

rate in patients under the age of 2. This, coupled

with recent studies showing no increase in laryn-

geal injuries in pediatric patients ventilated with

a cuffed endotracheal tube, has led to some

advocating the use of “cuffed” endotracheal

tubes in this group. One must remember that

tracheal mucosal damage from increased cuff

pressure or oversized endotracheal tubes is

increased in hypotensive patients. Meticulous

endotracheal cuff pressure monitoring may be

required [1–3].

Circulation

Pediatric trauma patients may sustain significant

blood loss (25 % of circulating blood volume)

before a loss in central arterial pressure is seen.

Therefore blood pressure can be an inaccurate

measure of hypovolemia in this age group.

Other measures such as heart rate, peripheral

temperature, and capillary refill are more accu-

rate measures of hypovolemia. Pediatric patients

with cool extremities, delayed capillary refill

(over 2 s), or tachycardia out of proportion for

their age group provide a more accurate

diagnosis of hypovolemia. Tables 15.1 and 15.2

list the normal systolic blood pressures, heart

rate, and blood volumes of pediatric patients

based on age [3].

Temperature Regulation

Pediatric patients have a larger surface area to

body size ratio, less subcutaneous fat, thinner

skin, and a higher metabolic rate than adults. In

light of these differences, temperature should be

monitored with vigilance. Ambient temperature

should be adjusted to prevent hypothermia. Forced

air convective warming devices and/or warm

blankets can be applied to prevent or treat hypo-

thermia after the initial trauma survey is completed.

Although hypothermia can be beneficial in

neurotrauma patients, it may precipitate decreases

in cardiac and renal function. Hypothermia may

also increase oxygen demand, cause hemostasis,

acidosis, and increase the incidence of arrhythmias

[1, 6].

Initial Resuscitation and Primary
Survey

The initial survey requires quick identification of

life-threatening injuries and prioritizing the

delivery of treatment. The initial survey for pedi-

atric trauma patients involves immediate assess-

ment of the “ABCDEs” which is the protocol for

Advanced Trauma Life Support. This enables

Table 15.1 Hemodynamic parameters

Age

Systolic blood pressure

(mmHg)

Heart rate

(beats/min)

1 year 80 150

4 years 80 120

6 years 80–100 100

10 years 80–100 90

Table 15.2 Blood volume

Age Blood volume (mL/kg)

3 months–1 year 70–80

1 year 70
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efficient resuscitation and quick restoration of

hemodynamic stability. The first hour, com-

monly referred to as the “Golden Hour,” is criti-

cal. The following should be achieved within the

initial hour to maximize outcome: primary sur-

vey, resuscitation, secondary survey, and defini-

tive care.

A ¼ Airway, B ¼ Breathing

On arrival, the patient should be monitored with

pulse oximetry and receive supplemental oxygen

via nasal cannula or facemask while the initial

survey is completed. Airway examination for

signs of obstruction or compromise should take

priority. This includes an inspection of the face,

mouth,mandible, teeth, nose, and neck. It is imper-

ative that one establishes, secures, and maintains a

patent airway. Airway obstruction can result in

hypoxemia, hypercarbia, and cardiac arrest.

Signs of blood, broken teeth, or edema when

inspecting the airway may necessitate immediate

airway intervention. In all patients with a closed

head injury, it is assumed there is a cervical

injury until proven otherwise. All trauma patients

are considered to have “full stomachs.” Measures

should be taken to maintain C-spine precautions

and minimize the risk of pulmonary aspiration.

The clinician should look, listen, and feel when

assessing breathing and ventilation. Observation

can reveal chest rise, an abnormal respiratory rate

or pattern, nasal flaring, subcostal or intercostal

retractions, and use of accessory muscles. Listen-

ing can identify stridor, grunting, or the presence

or absence of breath sounds with auscultation.

Lastly, one must feel to assess tracheal midline

position or the presence of crepitus. A chin lift or

jaw thrust can improve airway patency in patients

with complete or partial airway obstruction.When

executing these maneuvers, special care should be

taken not to hyperextend the neck. Oral airway

placement may be beneficial, but can lead to gag-

ging and vomiting. This may precipitate pulmo-

nary aspiration in the conscious patient.

The decision to intubate should be made as

early as possible. One should not wait until a

ventilation crisis occurs. Early intubation is

advised in the following scenarios: (1) Patients

with impending respiratory failure experiencing

hypoventilation, apnea, or hypoxemia

necessitating oral airway placement, or a flail

chest. (2) Patients who have an initial Glasgow

Coma Scale (GCS) score below 9. (3) Patients in

shock who have not responded to appropriate

fluid resuscitation. (4) Patients with significant

burns or airway injury. Before intubation is

attempted, airway equipment, drugs, suction,

and personnel should be identified. Most emer-

gency departments have an airway cart that

contains emergency airway devices such as a

fiberoptic bronchoscope, laryngeal mask airway,

jet ventilation equipment, a light wand, and vari-

ous laryngoscope blades and endotracheal tubes.

If a difficult intubation is anticipated, a

cricothyrotomy and tracheostomy kit and surgi-

cal personnel should be identified before pro-

ceeding with airway management.

C ¼ Circulation

As previously mentioned, the most common

cause of thoracic trauma is blunt trauma. Rib

fractures are a poor predictor of major thoracic

injury. The ribs are primarily cartilaginous

structures and are extremely compliant, usually

protecting against fractures. Commonly, pediat-

ric trauma patients who have sustained multiple

injuries present in hypovolemic shock. The pedi-

atric patient is able to maintain a normal blood

pressure despite a 25–40 % reduction in

circulating blood volume. This compensation

occurs through vasoconstriction and an increase

in heart rate to sustain cardiac output. Therefore

mental status, capillary refill, skin mottling,

tachycardia, and peripheral skin temperature are

more accurate indicators of circulatory status. A

narrow pulse pressure and sustained tachycardia

may indicate impending circulatory collapse.

Immediate restoration of systemic blood pres-

sure is critical to maintain normal organ perfusion

and function. Initial resuscitative efforts should

involve administration of a warmed isotonic crys-

talloid solution. Many clinicians use warmed lac-

tated ringers and initially infuse 20 mL/kg. This
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may be repeated once or twice. After this, if no

increase in blood pressure is noted, then colloid

and blood product administration should be con-

sidered. The first choice of blood products should

be type-specific and fully cross-matched blood,

given in 10–20 mL/kg boluses. If type-specific,

fully cross-matched blood is not available, then

type-specific, partially cross-matched, or type-

specific uncross-matched blood is preferred. O

Rh-negative blood is the next choice until type-

specific blood is available. If the patient remains

hemodynamically unstable after the above

measures, then vasopressors (epinephrine) and/or

inotropes (dopamine and dobutamine) may be

indicated. After vasopressors and/or inotropes are

used and there is still hemodynamic instability,

tension pneumothorax, pericardial tamponade,

myocardial contusion, or unrecognized internal

bleeding should be considered.

Vascular access can be extremely challenging

in the pediatric trauma patient presenting with

hemodynamic instability. Peripheral access with

a 24 gauge angiocatheter may be an adequate way

to start resuscitation.When peripheral access is not

possible, central access should be attempted. Can-

nulation of the external or internal jugular vein via

direct venipuncture or Seldinger technique is

acceptable. If there is no suspicion of intra-

abdominal trauma or disruption of the inferior

vena cava, femoral vein cannulation can be

attempted. A central venous catheter should not

be placed in the internal jugular vein if cerebral

perfusion is in question. In the pediatric population

subclavian venous catheter placement is

associated with a higher incidence of pneumotho-

rax and subclavian artery injury than in adults. The

increasing use of ultrasound technology has made

visualization and placement of central venous and

arterial catheters easier in the pediatric population.

If intravenous access is not obtained after

2–3 min, one should place an intraosseous cathe-

ter. An intraosseous needle should be used; how-

ever, most large bore needles will suffice. Any

nontraumatized long bone can be used for access,

but the most common entry point is the tibia. The

advised area of entry is the anteromedial aspect of

the tibia 2 cm below the tibial tuberosity. Emissary

veins that traverse the bony cortex may affect the

flow rate. Intraosseous access should only be used

temporarily, until venous access can be obtained.

D ¼ Disability

Head trauma is the major cause of death for pediat-

ric trauma patients. The initial examination should

include the mnemonic “AVPU” (awareness,

response to verbal or pain stimuli, and unrespon-

siveness to stimuli), or the modified GCS (see

Table 15.3) for assessment. The GCS can be unre-

liable in some pediatric patients. The GCS verbal

responses have been modified for children in the

hopes of improving predictability. However, in the

absence of hypoxic-ischemic injury, the condition

of most pediatric patients will improve despite a

low GCS score [1].

Table 15.3 Glasgow Coma Scale in children

Score Variable

Best motor response

6 Obeys commands

5 Localizes pain

4 Withdraws from pain

3 Abnormal flexion

2 Abnormal extension

1 Flaccidity

Score Variable

Best response

5 Appropriate words or

social smiles,

fixes, and follows

4 Cries but consolable

3 Persistently irritable

2 Restless agitated

(moans only)

1 None

Score Variable

Eye opening

responses

4 Spontaneous

3 Opens to voices

2 Opens to pain

1 None

Modified from Emerg Med Clin North Am, 16, Cantor

RM, Leaming JM, Evaluation and management of pediat-

ric major trauma, pp. 229–56, Copyright 1998, with per-

mission from Elsevier
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An initial neurologic assessment sets a base-

line for the patient so that trends in neurological

function can be observed. Pediatric trauma

patients may present with an unaltered mental

status, no headaches and no vomiting. A CT

scan should be performed despite the lack of

these symptoms. Patients under the age of 18

months are able to accommodate an expanding

intracranial mass because their fontanelles have

not closed. However, if a fontanelle is bulging,

immediate action should be undertaken. The

large head to body size ratio in pediatric trauma

patients predisposes them to flexion-extension

injuries of the cervical spine between the second

and third vertebrae. In half of patients with spinal

cord injury, no radiologic abnormalities are

noted. The patient with cervical spine injury

may present with profound hypotension. Care to

preserve neck stability and spinal cord perfusion

should be taken [1, 2].

E ¼ Exposure/Environmental Control

The pediatric trauma patient is frequently

undressed to facilitate complete assessment.

Patients can quickly become hypothermic due

to their lack of subcutaneous tissue and their

large surface area relative to body size.

Clinicians should prepare to prevent hypother-

mia by increasing ambient temperature and

using warm blankets to cover the patient after

examination [7].

Preoperative Evaluation
and Intraoperative Management

Secondary Survey

A secondary survey involves a thorough inspec-

tion of the patient and each organ system, with

careful regard to the patient’s hemodynamic sta-

tus. Usually the anesthesiologist performs this

preoperatively, with a thorough history and phys-

ical examination. However, pediatric trauma

patients often present with urgent or emergent

surgical needs. With limited time, a brief history

outlined by the mnemonic “AMPLE” may be

obtained for safe delivery of anesthesia. The

anesthetist should talk with the patient (if he or

she is capable of providing information), or

others (family, paramedics, nurses, ED

physicians) to determine the following:

A—allergies: Is the patient allergic to any

medications, foods, and materials such as latex?

If they do have allergies, what happened and how

was it treated?

M—medications: What medications are they

taking, both prescription and over the counter? If

they are taking medications, how often, what

dosage, what route, and the when was the last

time the medication was taken?

P—past medical and surgical history: What

medical conditions do they have? What surgeries

have they had? What was their anesthetic experi-

ence? Any family history of anesthesia

complications?

L—last oral intake: When was the last time

they had anything to eat or drink? What did they

eat or drink?

E—events related to the injury: What led up to

or occurred just prior to the injury? [17]

Other information pertinent to patient care

may include: What was the course of events

and treatment given at the scene of the accident

and in the emergency department? What crystal-

loid, colloid, or blood products have been given

since the event? What are the laboratory,

radiologic, and ancillary test results? [1]

Equipment

Having an operating room prepared and available

for trauma is essential for taking care of severely

injured children. The anesthesia machine should

be checked daily. Pressure transducer lines

should be set up and zeroed. Ventilators capable

of volume control and pressure control ventila-

tion should be available, as well as rapid infusers,

warming devices, a cell saver machine, forced air

warmers, a difficult airway cart with fiberoptic

bronchoscopes, airway equipment of different

sizes, an echocardiographic machine and probes,

an ultrasound machine for vascular access, a
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direct telephone line to the clinical lab and blood

bank, an emergency resuscitation cart with defi-

brillator and pacer, an arterial blood gas machine,

a glucometer, crystalloid and colloid solutions,

and emergency type O-negative blood. Addition-

ally, the operating room ambient temperature

should be raised to more than 28 �C for infants

and small children [9].

Monitors and Monitoring

In theworld of anesthesia there is no bettermonitor

than a focused and vigilant pediatric anesthesiolo-

gist. Monitors provide clinically useful informa-

tion that can aid the timely application of

therapeutic interventions. The ASA standard

monitors include the electrocardiogram (ECG),

noninvasive blood pressure (at least every 5 min),

pulse oximetry, temperature probe, capnography,

and an oxygen analyzer with a low oxygen concen-

tration limit alarm in use. Thesemonitors should be

used for every pediatric patient. Additionally, a

nerve stimulator is recommended to assess neuro-

muscular blockade, as well as an esophageal or

precordial stethoscope to continuously monitor

breath sounds. The pulse oximeter measures arte-

rial oxygen saturation and gauges the adequacy of

oxygenation and tissue perfusion. It may become

unreliable when there is vasoconstriction due to

hypovolemia, hypothermia, or shock.Other factors

that influence the accuracy of pulse oximetry are

patient movement, ambient light, dysfunctional

hemoglobin (carboxyhemoglobin), and an altered

relationship between PaCO2 and SaO2 (shift in the

oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve) [4].

Capnography, or exhaled CO2 monitoring, is

helpful with: (1) determining endotracheal tube

placement, (2) assessing ventilation, (3)

estimating the PaCO2 (the concentration of

expired CO2 is normally within 2–3 mmHg of

that in the arterial blood), (4) gauging the ade-

quacy of ventilation and the effectiveness of

CPR, and (5) evaluating dead space [5].

In the mechanically ventilated neonate or

young infant, the dead space volume between

the breathing circuit and the ETT may be rela-

tively more significant than in an adult, resulting

in higher dead space to tidal volume ratio and

less accurate, lower, ETCO2 value. Decreases in

the ETCO2 value can be due to hyperventilation,

hypothermia, low cardiac output, pulmonary

embolism, accidental disconnection of the cir-

cuit, mainstem tracheal intubation, or cardiac

arrest. Therefore, monitoring the trend of

ETCO2 as well as the actual ETCO2 value is

very important in infants and young children.

Temperature monitoring is mandatory in all

children due to their immature thermoregulation,

disproportionately greater body surface area to

body mass ratio, and fluid and heat loss from

exposed surgical sites. Hypothermia in children

is associated with many adverse effects, such as

increased oxygen consumption, a left shift of the

oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve, coagulopathy

with prolonged bleeding, metabolic and lactic

acidosis, hypoglycemia, apnea, depressed

myocardial contractility, arrhythmias, impaired

drug metabolism, delayed emergence from anes-

thesia, and increased mortality. For these

reasons, continuous temperature monitoring is

mandatory in the care of an injured child [6].

Other monitors to consider include an arterial

line, a central venous catheter, a urinary catheter,

and an ICP monitoring device. In addition, con-

tinuous hemoglobin analysis and near-infrared

spectroscopy are being increasingly used in pedi-

atric anesthesia, and may soon have an important

role in the care of the pediatric trauma patients.

Invasive arterial blood pressure measurement is

very useful, but urgent surgery should not be

delayed if attempts to place an arterial line are

unsuccessful. An arterial line provides access to

obtain blood samples for analysis. It also

provides continuous and accurate blood pressure

measurement, useful when large changes in

blood pressure are expected intraoperatively.

The most common reason for emergent or

urgent surgery in the pediatric trauma patient is

hemodynamic instability, often due to penetrating

chest injury or acute bleeding in the head [16].

When transporting an unstable trauma patient,

extra care should be placed in securing airways,

lines, and monitors. An inventory of lines and

monitors should be done immediately upon arrival

to the OR.When transferring the patient to the OR
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table, cervical spine precautions should be

maintained. The continuation of resuscitation

fluids is imperative during placement of invasive

monitors or establishment of additional IV access.

As with any trauma case, the pediatric

anesthesiologist’s primary responsibility is to

focus first on the airway, breathing, and circula-

tion. If the patient is already intubated, correct

placement of the ET tube should be confirmed by

equal and bilateral breath sounds, symmetrical

chest expansion, and a normal ETCO2 waveform

on the capnogram, or a color change on the porta-

ble ETCO2 detector. Once these are confirmed,

mechanical ventilation can be safely initiated to

ensure adequate ventilation and oxygenation.

Many infants and children who suffer trauma

come to the OR conscious or semiconscious,

receiving supplemental oxygen through a face

mask or nasal cannula. For most of these patients,

endotracheal intubation is often a necessity, so a

reasonable and safe plan to secure the airway should

be formulated. Before intubation, one should

always have an emergency airway tray (including

fiberoptic bronchoscope, laryngeal mask airway,

light wand, jet ventilation, and appropriate blades

and tubes). In addition, familiarity and knowledge

of the American Society of Anesthesiologists

(ASA) difficult airway algorithm is a necessity.

Anesthesiologists should presume that all

trauma patients have full stomachs and a high

likelihood of cervical spine injuries. Rapid

sequence IV induction and intubation with manual

in line cervical spine stabilization is usually

indicated. By performing a rapid sequence induc-

tion then intubation, the time between loss of air-

way reflexes and intubation is minimized [10].

Preoxygenation of the patient with 100 % oxygen

for four maximal breaths or 3–5 min of normal

breathing, followed by intravenous injection of an

anesthetic induction agent and a muscle relaxant

while cricoid pressure is applied, reduces the risk

of aspiration of gastric contents. As soon as the

neuromuscular blocking agent takes effect, direct

laryngoscopy is performed while in line cervical

spine stabilization is maintained. Endotracheal

tube placement is confirmed by the presence of

continuous ETCO2 capnography waves, ausculta-

tion of bilateral equal breath sounds, and the

absence of gastric sounds in the stomach. Cricoid

pressure is only discontinued when ETT place-

ment is confirmed and its cuff is inflated. A

modified rapid sequence induction is an option

when dealing with a combative or uncooperative

child. With a combative child, another option is to

perform an inhalational induction and apply cri-

coid pressure as the child loses consciousness.

Before choosing a particular induction technique,

the risk and benefits of each should be considered,

specifically regarding aspiration and exacerbation

of injuries due to excessive movement. During

induction and intubation, the oxygen saturation

of pediatric patients will decrease more quickly

than in adults. This is related to their higher meta-

bolic rate and low oxygen reserves (decreased

functional residual capacity). Therefore,

preoxygenation is very important [11, 12].

The modified rapid sequence induction and

intubation has three defining features: (1) oxygen

administration before induction, (2) the use of

cricoid pressure, and (3) an attempt to ventilate

the patient before securing the airway. Inflation

pressures should be kept between 15 and

20 cm H2O to minimize the possibility of gastric

distention, regurgitation, and aspiration. Suction

should be immediately available in the event of

passive regurgitation or vomiting. Oxygenation

should be attempted after each failed intubation

attempt [10].

When dealing with a difficult airway, particu-

larly when direct laryngoscopy appears to be diffi-

cult, the anesthesiologist should have several

options for airway maintenance and protection.

Spontaneous ventilation may be maintained while

an inhalational agent is used to deepen the level of

anesthesia in preparation for a fiberoptic intuba-

tion. In a non-emergent situation, for children with

a limited mouth opening, limited neck movement

(common in trauma victims in a cervical collar), or

a congenital syndrome associated with a difficult

airway, the fiberoptic bronchoscope is a powerful

tool. Another helpful adjunct with these patients

can be a video-assisted laryngoscope. It may allow

for good visualization of the airway with less neck

movement. In emergency situations, blind place-

ment of a supraglottic device such as a laryngeal

mask airway (LMA) is common. The LMA does
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not protect the airway from aspiration, but it can be

used as a conduit to facilitate either blind or

fiberoptic intubation of the trachea. The “Fastrach

LMA” is another supraglottic device that is useful

when direct visualization of the laryngeal inlet is

not possible. However, this device is not yet avail-

able for use in small children. Additionally, the

lightwandor light-assisted device can be very help-

ful. This is a rigid stylet with a light at its tip. It uses

the technique of transtracheal illumination for

blind intubation of the trachea in older children.

Advantages to using this in the trauma patient are

ease of learning how to use the device, and

minimizing neck movement in a patient with a

potential cervical spine injury [11, 12].

Induction Agents

When initiating induction of a trauma patient sev-

eral factors have to be considered. The hemody-

namic status is a major concern. Other concerns

include the potential side effects of induction

agents. A hypovolemic child is particularly sensi-

tive to the vasodepressor and negative inotropic

effects of volatile anesthetics, some induction

agents, and drugs that promote histamine release.

A safe induction technique may include providing

small incremental doses of the selected agents. The

reduced doses of induction agents are effective

because the hypovolemic child has a decreased

volume of distribution, while blood flow to the

heart and brain are maintained. Also, fluid resusci-

tation can cause hemodilution resulting in a reduc-

tion of drug binding serum proteins. Almost any

induction agent can be used in pediatric trauma as

long as the agents are titrated carefully tominimize

potential deleterious effects.

Sodium thiopental (at this time not commer-

cially available) can be given in the dose of

3–6 mg/kg intravenously. Its dose should be

titrated carefully as its side effects include

venodilation and myocardial depression. Addi-

tionally, thiopental is rapid acting, lowers intra-

ocular pressure (IOP), and does not cause pain on

injection. It is a good choice for induction of

pediatric patients with head injury and increased

intracranial pressure (ICP) as it causes a dose-

dependent decrease in ICP, cerebral oxygen con-

sumption, cerebral blood flow (CBF), and

reduces epileptiform activity.

Propofol can be given in a dose of 2–3 mg/kg

IV. One of its major side effects is more pro-

nounced hypotension than thiopenthal, espe-

cially in hypovolemic patients. Propofol also

causes pain on injection, especially when given

in smaller caliber vessels. To decrease the pain

on injection, lidocaine 0.5–1 mg/kg IV can be

given prior to propofol. Propofol decreases ICP

and CBF, and has antiemetic, anticonvulsant, and

antipruritic properties.

Ketamine can be given in a dose of 1–3 mg/kg

IV. Due to its high lipid solubility, it can also be

given intramuscularly in trauma patients. It has

some very favorable effects during induction of a

hypovolemic, hypotensive, hemorrhaging child

who needs emergent surgery. As an induction

agent, ketamine can elevate blood pressure while

providing analgesia and amnesia. It can provide

complete anesthesia given as an infusion after

induction. Ketamine can produce significant but

transient increases in systemic blood pressure,

heart rate, and cardiac output via centrallymediated

sympathetic stimulation. However, ketamine is a

direct myocardial depressant. This effect is usually

masked by its stimulation of the sympathetic ner-

vous system. Doses of ketamine used for induction

minimally affect the central ventilatory drive, and

do not depress upper airway reflexes. Ketamine

causes increased salivation that can be attenuated

by giving anticholinergic premedication such as

glycopyrrolate 0.01 mg/kg IV, or atropine

0.1–0.2 mg/kg IV. Ketamine can cause dose-

dependent increases in ICP, CBF, and cerebral

oxygen consumption. Therefore it is usually

avoided in patients with intracranial pathology,

especially those with increased ICP [1, 3].

Etomidate can be given in a dose of 0.2–0.3mg/

kg IV. Advantages of using etomidate are that it is

a short acting, potent, non-barbiturate sedative

hypnotic, providing hemodynamic stability due to

its minimal effects on the cardiovascular system.

Etomidate is a potent cerebral vasoconstrictor,

decreasing ICP and CBF. Other side effects of
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etomidate include spontaneous movements

(characterized as myoclonus), and it has both anti-

convulsant and proconvulsant properties. It can

cause adrenocortical suppression, especially after

a prolonged continuous infusion [13].

Neuromuscular Blockers

For muscle relaxation, either a depolarizing or a

nondepolarizingmuscle relaxant can be used. Suc-

cinylcholine can be given in a dose of 1.5–2mg/kg

IV. It is a depolarizing muscle relaxant, and may

be the best choice for rapid sequence induction and

intubation due to its rapid onset of 30–60 s and its

short duration of 5–10 min. Its short duration

makes it a valuable tool in the event that endotra-

cheal intubation is unexpectedly difficult and bag

mask ventilation becomes inadequate. This can

allow for the return of potentially life-saving spon-

taneous respiratory efforts quickly. Infants require

larger doses of succinylcholine, typically 2–3 mg/

kg IV. This is due to their large volume of distri-

bution. Caution must be taken when administering

succinylcholine, especially when given repeat-

edly, because children are more susceptible than

adults to cardiac arrhythmias, hyperkalemia, rhab-

domyolysis, myoglobinuria, malignant hyperther-

mia, and even sinus arrest from succinylcholine.

Thus, atropine 0.01–0.02 mg/kg IV (0.1 mg mini-

mum) is often given to children prior to succinyl-

choline. Other side effects of succinylcholine

include increased IOP and ICP, and elevated

intragastric and esophageal sphincter pressures.

Hyperkalemic cardiac arrest after succinylcholine

administration has occurred in children with undi-

agnosed neuromuscular disorders. Succinylcho-

line is therefore contraindicated in patients with

muscular dystrophies, and also in pediatric patients

with burns more than 24 h old, denervation

injuries, hyperkalemia, disuse atrophy, neuromus-

cular disorders, prolonged immobility, and a his-

tory of malignant hyperthermia.

Nondepolarizing muscle relaxants, such as

rocuronium, may also be used for induction. At

higher doses of 0.9–1.2 mg/kg IV, rocuronium

provides rapid onset of neuromuscular blockade

for intubation within 45–90 s. However, larger

doses of rocuronium usually prolong its duration

of action (up to 90 min). Rocuronium does not

cause histamine release. If being given with thio-

pental, the intravenous line should beflushed before

giving rocuronium, as rocuronium precipitates with

thiopental. Another nondepolarizing muscle relax-

ant is vecuronium, which also does not cause hista-

mine release or adverse hemodynamic effects.

When given in a dose of 0.25 mg/kg IV, it provides

good intubating conditions in 60–90 s. Vecuronium

is an acidic compound that can be inactivated by

alkaline solutions such as thiopental. Therefore

thiopental should be flushed from the intravenous

line before administering vecuronium.

Fluids and Blood Replacement

Large amounts of intravenous fluids may be

required. They serve one of four purposes in

trauma patients: (a) maintenance, (b) to balance

ongoing losses, (c) to treat hypovolemia, and (d)

to serve as replacement for volume deficits. In

general, the non-glucose containing, isotonic

crystalloid solutions are the fluids of choice for

replacement of fluid losses associated with major

surgery, hemorrhagic shock, and trauma. These

solutions can rapidly restore circulating blood

volume and preserve vital organ perfusion.

Calculating the preoperative deficit may be

difficult in pediatric trauma patients. Patients

undergoing emergency surgery may have larger

fluid deficits related to fever, vomiting, third

space loss, or blood loss. Often intraoperatively

large deficits must be replaced; therefore fluid

warmers should be used. This helps avoid hypo-

thermia. An accurate estimate of fluid loss is

often impossible; therefore fluid replacement

should be guided by cardiovascular response

and urine output.

Maintenance fluids for pediatric patients

should be calculated using the 4-2-1 formula.

For example, the required maintenance fluid for

a 26 kg child would be 4 mL/kg/h for the first

10 kg, plus an additional 2 mL/kg/h for the next

10–20 kg, plus 1 mL/kg/h for weight greater than

20 kg, for a total of 66 mL/h (40 + 20 + 6).

Again, non-glucose containing, isotonic crystal-

loid solutions are the fluids of choice for mainte-

nance. Glucose containing solutions may be
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necessary in cases of hypoglycemia, or if the

patient is at risk for hypoglycemia, such as a

neonate with limited glycogen reserves.

Preoperative and intraoperative fluid losses are

mostly isotonic, and are commonly replaced by

lactated ringers or 0.9 % normal saline solution.

Lactated ringers solution is slightly hypotonic

(273 mOsm/L, sodium 130 mEq/L, chloride

108mEq/L) and contains electrolytes. It is thought

to be the most physiologic solution, especially

when given in large amounts. Normal saline

(308 mOsm/L, sodium 154 mEq/L, chloride

154 mEq/L) may also be used, but can lead to

hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis when given in

large amounts. Albumin 5 % is the most common

colloid used in pediatric patients, but disagreement

exists as to the efficacy of this therapy versus

isotonic crystalloid administration.

Blood loss should be replaced with 3 mL of

crystalloid for every 1 mL of blood loss, in com-

bination with 1 mL colloid given for every 1 mL

of blood loss, to maintain normovolemia. The

hematocrit should be monitored in cases with

moderate (4–6 mL/kg/h) or greater blood loss.

When a predetermined lower limit of hematocrit

has been reached, blood products should be

given. Acceptable low hematocrit values vary

with age. Premature infants normally have a

hematocrit of 40–45 %, with an acceptable low

level of 35–40 %. A normal hematocrit for a

newborn is 45–65 %, and an acceptable low

hematocrit is 35–40 % for this age. A normal

hematocrit for a 3-month-old is 30–42 %, and

an acceptable low hematocrit is 25 %. A normal

hematocrit for a 1-year-old is 34–42 %, with an

acceptable low hematocrit of 20–25 %. Children

6 years old or older have a normal hematocrit

between 35 and 43 %, and an acceptable low

hematocrit of 20–25 %. Red blood cell transfu-

sion is indicated to increase the intravascular

oxygen carrying capacity, as well as volume.

The use of other blood products such as platelets,

fresh frozen plasma (FFP), cryoprecipitate, or

other factors should be guided by coagulation

studies and clinical signs of coagulopathy.

Other factors that influence the decision to trans-

fuse include preoperative hematocrit, estimated

blood volume, comorbidities, rate of ongoing

blood loss, and the clinical response of the

patient to volume resuscitation.

The formula to calculate maximum allowable

blood loss is: MABL ¼ EBV X (initial

hematocrit-target hematocrit)/initial hematocrit.

To calculate the amount of PRBCs needed to

reach the target hematocrit value, the following

formula can be used: Volume of PRBCs (mL) ¼
EBV X (desired hematocrit-present hematocrit)/

hematocrit of PRBC (typically 60 %). Transfu-

sion of 10–15 mL/kg of PRBCs should increase

the hemoglobin concentration by 2–3 g/dL.

Platelets and FFP should be given when blood

loss is greater than one to two blood volumes, or

when the results of coagulation studies are abnor-

mal. Administration of 5–10 mL/kg of platelet

concentrate should increase platelets by

50,000–100,000 per dL. FFP is typically given

to correct coagulopathy due to insufficient coag-

ulation factors. Administration of 10–15 mL/kg

of FFP will increase factor levels by 15–20 %.

Cryoprecipitate is most commonly used as a

source of fibrinogen, factor VIII, and factor

XIII. Administration of 1 unit of cryoprecipitate

for every 5 kg to a maximum of 4 units is typi-

cally adequate for correcting coagulopathy due

to low levels of fibrinogen.

Recombinant factor VIIa is approved by the

FDA for the treatment and prevention of bleed-

ing in patients with factor VII deficiency, and for

hemophiliacs with inhibitors to factors VIII and

IX. Over the last decade, there have been multi-

ple reports of recombinant factor VIIa being used

effectively in controlling life-threatening trau-

matic and intraoperative bleeding unresponsive

to conventional intervention. However, concern

remains about potential thromboembolic

complications [14].

Postoperative Care of Pediatric
Trauma Patients

The percentage of injured children that go on to

have surgery is considered low, as one study

reported fewer than 15 % of pediatric trauma

patients require surgery. Despite this, it is impor-

tant to realize that those pediatric patients
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requiring surgery are often critically injured. One

study cited that 86 % of pediatric trauma patients

at risk for mortality had at least one surgical

diagnosis, and that surgical pediatric trauma

patients required longer ICU stays (2). Even

though pediatric and adult trauma patients

undergo similar surgeries to treat their injuries,

there are considerable differences in physiology

(especially in regards to cardiac and pulmonary

physiology) that make postoperative care of

pediatric trauma patients much different than in

adults.

The challenge of caring for pediatric trauma

patients in the postoperative period begins with

transport. As stated previously, pediatric trauma

patients who require surgery have a higher mor-

tality risk and will often require recovery in an

intensive care unit. The transport of pediatric

trauma patients to intensive care units is often

challenging. The pediatric intensive care units

(PICU) are sometimes located a considerable

distance from the operating rooms in the hospi-

tal. The clinician transporting the patient should

focus on airway management, breathing, and the

cardiovascular status of the patient. Due to the

patient’s critical condition, monitors, resuscita-

tive drugs, and airway equipment, as well as

other medical equipment, should be on hand

during transport to ensure proper care and

stability.

Regarding airway management and mainte-

nance of ventilation, the anesthesiologist must

decide whether to keep the patient intubated, or

to extubate in the operating room. If the patient is

extubated in the OR, then supplies for laryngos-

copy and intubation should accompany the

patient to the PICU in case intervention is needed

during transport. In addition to airway supplies,

an oxygen source, properly fitting face mask, and

a self-inflating bag with reservoir should be

transported with the patient should ventilation

become inadequate. It is not ideal to intubate a

patient during transport from the OR. Bag-mask

ventilation is an acceptable method for ventila-

tion, and is frequently used by clinicians when

transporting patients to the PICU. If respiratory

difficulty occurs during transport, it is advisable

to provide bag-mask ventilation until arrival in

the PICU. The PICU provides a better setting for

intubation if needed.

Maintaining adequate circulation should

begin with ensuring that the patient has adequate

intravascular access before transport. Supplies

such as intravascular catheters of appropriate

gauge, intraosseous needles, and isotonic fluids

with proper pediatric drip chambers and tubing

should be transported with the patient in case

intravascular access is lost and emergency

medications need to be administered. Key drugs

for the management of a pediatric trauma patient

include etomidate, ketamine, succinylcholine,

vecuronium, cisatracurium, lorazepam,

midazolam, fentanyl, morphine, dopamine,

dobutamine, epinephrine, atropine, albuterol,

and racemic epinephrine.

Portable monitors used to transport patients to

the ICU should be able to measure blood pres-

sure, pulse oximetry, and provide a 5-lead EKG

tracing. Some monitors may be equipped with

defibrillation pads or devices to measure blood

glucose. Ultimately it is at the discretion of the

anesthesiologist as to which supplies, monitors,

and medications are needed for patient transport.

It may not be practical to travel with all of the

drugs and supplies previously listed [9].

Hemodynamic monitoring in pediatric

patients may be more challenging than in adults.

One must realize hemodynamic values vary

based on the age of the pediatric patient (see

Table 15.1). Even more challenging is determin-

ing whether pediatric trauma patients are

experiencing bleeding related to their injury or

surgery, or, more importantly, are in

hypovolemic shock. In adults, blood pressure

and heart rate are more sensitive values used for

diagnosing hypovolemic shock. On the other

hand, as previously mentioned, children can

maintain normal, age-specific blood pressures

despite significant blood loss. For this reason, it

is advisable to place an arterial line in all pediat-

ric trauma patients for close blood pressure mon-

itoring. An arterial line also allows for arterial

blood gases and other labs to be easily obtained

in the postoperative setting. A quick way to

determine the normal systolic blood pressure of

a child is to multiply the patient’s age in years by
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2 and then add 80. For newborns, the normal

systolic blood pressure is approximately equal

to their age in gestational weeks (i.e., 40 mmHg

for a term infant). If hypovolemic shock is

suspected in the postoperative setting, then a

protocol for resuscitation should be followed,

especially if the patient has become hypotensive.

A bolus of 20 mL/kg of crystalloid should be

given twice before initiating transfusion of

type-specific, cross-matched PRBCs or O-

negative type blood. If there is no improvement,

then FFP and platelets should immediately fol-

low the transfusion of blood [19].

Postoperatively, pediatric trauma patients

may need to remain intubated with ventilator

support. Thoracic trauma is common in pediatric

trauma patients. The lung is often injured, even

in the absence of rib fractures, due to the very

compliant chest wall that allows direct transfer of

energy to the lungs. Oxygenation may be

compromised, and pediatric patients may present

like adult patients present with acute lung injury

(ALI) or acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS). Pediatric patients presenting with an

ARDS-like picture should be treated with the

treatment strategy of low tidal volumes (6 mL/

kg) [15]. In addition to the lung protective strat-

egy of low tidal volumes, specialized modes of

ventilation have been used to help patients

recover. High frequency (or oscillator) ventila-

tion allows for continuous airway pressure and

low tidal volumes with very high respiratory

rates to help maximize the patient’s oxygenation.

The inspiration to expiration ratio can also be

inversed, giving the patient more time in the

inspiration phase, allowing permissive hypercap-

nia [18, 21–23]. When all ventilation modes fail,

a trial of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation

(ECMO) may allow the heart and lungs time to

recover [8].

Postoperatively, we may find that not all of

the injuries suffered during trauma were neces-

sarily corrected with surgery. Other injuries may

have been stabilized before surgery and require

ongoing monitoring and care. The most notable

of these injuries are possible cervical spine

fractures. Several protocols have been suggested

for cervical spine clearance, but there are no

procedural or diagnostic standards. The care of

patients with possible cervical spine fracture

focuses on keeping the head in a neutral position.

However, pediatric patients have larger heads

than adults, and when lying supine a child’s

head is often slightly flexed. Extra padding

behind the back, or specialized backboards,

along with a cervical collar, can help keep the

head in a neutral position. Other anatomic

differences between children and adults include

more flexible interspinous ligaments and joint

capsules, vertebral bodies that will slide forward

with flexion, flat facet joints, and a different head

to neck ratio. Due to a disproportionately larger

head, the greater laxity of interspinous ligaments,

and flatter facet joints, cervical spine injuries in

children are most likely to occur in the first three

cervical vertebrae.

As we have continual postoperative hemody-

namic monitoring for pediatric trauma patients

who may have ongoing internal bleeding, the

patient should also be continually observed to

identify any undiagnosed fractures. Some pediat-

ric patients may have difficulty communicating

effectively due to age. This, coupled with the

possibility of distracting injuries, may allow for

an undiagnosed fracture to appear postopera-

tively. Children are at risk for multiple injuries

based on their smaller body size. When caring for

the pediatric trauma patient postoperatively, it

should not be assumed that all of their injuries

have been addressed. Bony fractures can also be

more difficult to diagnose in pediatric patients

due to the presence of growth plates. Given the

previous statements, one should pay close atten-

tion to the patient’s complaints of pain and their

ability to move extremities or ambulate [1, 3].
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Trauma in the Pregnant Patient 16
Anjali K. Fedson Hack

Introduction

Trauma is the leading cause of death for women

in the United States ages 34 years of age and

younger. It is the primary cause of deaths not

attributable to medical causes in pregnancy,

complicating 6–8 % of pregnancies, and results

in emergency surgery in up to 20 % of pregnant

women with traumatic injuries [1–7]. Trauma-

related deaths are often not included in maternal

mortality reviews and the precise contribution of

trauma to mortality rates is probably

underestimated [8, 9]. Nevertheless, trauma

accounts for up to 46 % of pregnancy-associated

deaths, or greater than one million deaths annu-

ally worldwide [6, 10–12]. While pregnancy-

related maternal deaths (those due to medical

events during pregnancy) have declined, those

due to injury have increased [1]. Causes include

active-employment while pregnant, greater num-

ber of miles traveled in an automobile, and grow-

ing incidence of intimate partner violence.

Maternal injury can have serious

consequences, including fetal loss, preterm rup-

ture of membranes, preterm delivery, placental

abruption, cesarean delivery, and stillbirth (see

Fig. 16.1) [13–18]. One study estimated that as

many as one-third of pregnant women

hospitalized for trauma will deliver during their

hospitalizations [19]. Actual fetal injury and loss

rates may be undercounted due to a lack of

standardized reporting methods; for example,

medical care for the initial episode of maternal

trauma and subsequent fetal loss may occur at

different medical centers; the fetal loss may

occur after unreported maternal trauma; or the

fetal loss may not be recorded because it

occurred at less than 20 weeks gestation [20].

Trauma in pregnancy has been associated

with younger age, less education, being unmar-

ried, and it is more common among those who

have used tobacco, alcohol, or illicit substances

while pregnant [21, 22]. Data from the American

College of Surgeons National Trauma Data bank

indicate that alcohol and illicit substances are

implicated in pregnancy-associated trauma in

12.9 % and 19.6 % of cases, respectively [3].

While pregnancy itself does not increase morbid-

ity or mortality due to injury, it has been

identified as an independent risk factor for

trauma. This includes violent assaults aimed at

causing fetal injury [23, 24].

Fetal outcomes after maternal trauma are

poor, with mortality reported as high as

40–50 % [25]. Importantly, fetal morbidity and

mortality can occur in the setting of insignificant

maternal injury [25, 26], and severity scores for

maternal injury do not accurately predict placen-

tal abruption or fetal death [27–29]. Conse-

quently, it is essential that all women of

childbearing age who experience trauma be

evaluated for pregnancy, and if pregnant undergo

fetal evaluation, even in the setting of minor

injury.
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Types of Trauma

Patterns of Injury

The risk for trauma increases as pregnancy

progresses, with 10–15 % of injuries occurring

in the first trimester and 50–54 % in the third

trimester [30], and parturients are more likely to

have abdominal rather than head injuries [31].

The uterus is protected within the bony pelvis

until 12 weeks gestation, so chances of fetal

injury are limited during the first trimester. The

American College of Obstetricians and

Gynecologists (ACOG) categorizes trauma into

three categories: blunt abdominal injury,

penetrating trauma, and pelvic fractures [32].

Maternal and fetal mortality may result from

the injury itself or from indirect causes, such as

maternal shock, disseminated intravascular coag-

ulation, or acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Blunt Injury to the Abdomen

Blunt abdominal injury accounts for two-thirds

of trauma cases in pregnancy. The force of the

impact directly correlates with degree of mater-

nal and fetal injury. As pregnancy progresses, the

gravid uterus pushes abdominal contents upward,

thus decreasing the risk of maternal bowel injury

from a direct abdominal blow, although the risk

of hepatic or splenic rupture and retroperitoneal

hemorrhage remains.

With increasing gestational age, the uterus is

at greater risk in abdominal injury. While the

amniotic fluid absorbs collision energy and

prevents its direct transmission to the fetus, pre-

mature rupture of membranes can occur because

the portion of membranes lying over the internal

cervical os is unsupported by the uterine wall and

this creates a potential site for tears. Placental

abruption is common and it may occur within

hours of injury or later.

Forceful direct impact and contrecoup injuries

can contribute to traumatic rupture of the uterus

itself. Clinical presentation of uterine rupture

ranges from hemorrhagic shock with maternal

collapse, to nonspecific abdominal discomfort.

Fetal injuries following abdominal trauma are

most commonly reported during the third trimes-

ter and while maternal mortality may be less than

10 %, fetal death rates approach 100 % [33].

Penetrating Trauma

There are few data on outcomes of penetrating

injury during pregnancy. A retrospective study of

abdominal injuries seen in a level 1 trauma center

from 1996 to 2008 reported that blunt injuries

occurred in 91 % whereas penetrating injuries

accounted for only 9 % of patients [34]. Among

penetrating injuries, 73 % were caused by

gunshots. Maternal mortality did not differ

between the two groups, but fetal mortality was

73 % following penetrating injuries, but only

10 % following blunt trauma. Overall, gunshot

wounds are reported to cause fetal injury in

60–70 % and lead to death in 40–65 % of cases

[4, 34, 35]. While gunshot wounds require a

laparotomy to determine the full scope of injury,

stab wounds do so only if the blade appears to

have penetrated the peritoneum.

Pelvic Fracture

Pelvic fractures contribute to high maternal and

fetal mortality. Medical treatment is complicated

by pregnancy and there are increased risks of

obstetrical complications. A literature review of

101 case reports of pelvic or acetabular fractures

in pregnancy found that maternal and fetal deaths

Maternal death
Maternal loss of consciousness
Injury Severity Score > 15
Pelvic fracture
Failure to use seat belts
Early gestational age
Vaginal bleeding
Severe hemorrhage
Coagulopathy
Serum lactate > 2 mEq/L

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Fig. 16.1 Factors associated with trauma-associated

fetal loss
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did not correlate with the type of fracture (simple

or complex), its location, or trimester of preg-

nancy [36]. Overall, fetal morality was 35 % and

maternal mortality 9 %. However, an institu-

tional study of 148 motor vehicle accident

(MVA)-related injuries at a level 1 trauma cen-

ter, in which there were no maternal deaths,

noted that mothers of five of the seven cases of

fetal demise had sustained pelvic fractures [37].

The odds of fetal loss were 48 times higher if

their mothers sustained a pelvic fracture, versus

those who did not, and ten times more likely if

the mother lost consciousness on impact [37].

Among the seven fetal deaths, only one was due

to direct uterine trauma; the other six were the

result of spontaneous abortion.

Pelvic fractures may lead to placental abrup-

tion in as many as 30 % of cases [38]. In one

retrospective study of maternal fractures, patients

who delivered during hospitalization had 15-fold

increase in placental abruption and 20-fold

increases in transfusions and stillbirths [39].

Those who were discharged and delivered subse-

quently had a 47 % increase in abruptions and

18 % increase in rate of preterm deliveries. In

this study, women with pelvic fractures were the

only group in which there was long-term

increased risk of fetal death.

Causes of Maternal Trauma

Motor Vehicle Accidents

The overall incidence of motor vehicle accidents

(MVA) has been estimated at 2.8 % [21], and

MVAs may account for 34–70 % of all traumatic

injuries during pregnancy [3, 16, 40, 41]. Mater-

nal mortality following MVAs has been

estimated at 1.4 and fetal mortality at 3.7 per

100,000 pregnancies, respectively [42]. Both

maternal morbidity and mortality are substan-

tially increased when seat belts are not used or

placed incorrectly, and adverse outcomes have

been reported in 100 % of women injured in

MVAs who were not wearing seatbelts [43].

The use of alcohol and other intoxicants has

been implicated as a risk factor for MVAs during

pregnancy, with up to 45 % of collisions involv-

ing maternal alcohol use [22, 44].

Seat belts can prevent maternal impact with

the steering wheel in both front and rear

collisions [45]. Many pregnant women fail to

use or correctly place seatbelts [46], and one

study reported that only half of patients indicated

they received counseling about seatbelt use from

their physicians [47]. Fear of injuring their fetus

and belt discomfort have been reported as

reasons for avoiding their use [43], and when

used improperly, seatbelts can cause severe uter-

ine and fetal injury. Yet, fetal deaths are three

times more likely in MVAs when the mother is

not wearing a seat belt [21]. Recommendations

for their correct use, with or without airbag acti-

vation during MVAs, have been associated with

improved fetal outcomes [48, 49]. Current

guidelines recommend using seatbelts through-

out pregnancy, with the lap belt portion placed

under the abdomen and over the anterior superior

iliac spines and pubic symphysis. The shoulder

portion of the belt should be between the breasts

with the belt as snug as comfort permits [32].

In high-speed automobile crashes, airbags and

three-point seatbelts can be life saving, and one

study reported they were protective only when

vehicle speeds exceed 32–38 mph. There have

been case reports of uterine rupture and placental

abruption with airbag deployment [50, 51], how-

ever, a population-based study of airbag deploy-

ment during MVAs in pregnancy failed to find a

statistically increased risk of poor fetal outcomes

[52]. Another study of 42 pregnant women who

were wearing three-point seat belts when they

were involved in MVAs found that deployment

of airbags further reduced the risk of adverse

fetal outcomes [48].

Despite the absence of data regarding airbag

injury risk, new manufacturing criteria for

“advanced air bags” require supplemental

restraint systems that are designed to accommo-

date children and women as well as standard-

sized men. According to the National Highway

Traffic and Safety Association, pregnant women

should be at least 10 in. away from an airbag in
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the dashboard or steering wheel and the seat

should be pushed back or reclined as the abdo-

men grows during pregnancy.

During collisions, substantial mechanical

forces are placed on the uterus. Both shear force

failure (or strain) and tensile failure (by a

contrecoup mechanism) have been implicated in

uterine injury. The displacement of the uterus

forward during a collision can generate negative

forces and injure the opposite side of the uterus.

In addition, upon impact the mother’s torso folds

over the abdomen, markedly increasing abdomi-

nal pressure. The combination of these two

movements can cause placental abruption in

additional to maternal injuries [53].

Falls

Falls are estimated to complicate 48.9 of 100,000

pregnancies, and they account for 22–52 % of all

traumatic injuries in pregnancy [54, 55]. As

many as one-in-four women will fall while preg-

nant [56, 57]. The likelihood of falling increases

in the second and third trimesters when gait and

balance are altered by shifts in a women’s center

of balance [58–60] and women are less able to

stabilize themselves when their body position

changes abruptly [61]. In one study of pregnant

women hospitalized for falls, fractures were the

most common injuries, followed by contusions

and sprains [56]. This study also reported a 4.4-

fold increase in preterm labor, an 8-fold increase

in placental abruption, and a 2.9-fold increase in

fetal hypoxia compared with those who had not

fallen.

Assaults, Homicide, and Suicide

Assault during pregnancy is a leading cause of

maternal and fetal deaths [62–66]. The preva-

lence of domestic violence (DV) or intimate

partner violence (IPV) varies worldwide. In the

United States, it occurs in 22.1 % of the women

of childbearing age, although it is higher in spe-

cific groups [67, 68]. Pregnancy appears to be an

independent risk factor for battery [23, 69].

Women who are abused while pregnant have a

threefold risk of becoming homicide victims dur-

ing the same pregnancy [61]. Among postpartum

women 15–19 years old, the risk of homicide was

2.6-fold greater than that of women who had not

been pregnant [70]. One study of mortality

among pregnant women 15–44 years of age in

New York City found that for injury-related

deaths, 63 % were homicides and 13 % were

suicides [12]. Another review of pregnancy-

associated deaths in Maryland found that homicide

was the leading cause of all maternal deaths [71].

Data from the multistate National Violent

Death Reporting System (NVDRS) for

2003–2007 reveal that pregnancy-associated vio-

lent death mortality in women ages 15–54

accounted for a rate of 4.9 per 100,000 live births

[62]. The homicide rate was calculated at 2.9 per

100,000 live births. Of the 139 homicides among

women of childbearing age, 108 (77 %) occurred

during pregnancy and the remainder within the

first postpartum year. Women at extremes of age

were at higher risk. Younger women were at

greatest risk, with those 24 years and younger

accounting for more than half (53.9 %) of

pregnancy-associated homicides, but only

33.6 % of live births in reporting states. Women

40 years or older were also at elevated risk of

homicide. In this sample, 59.1 % of homicides

were due to intimate partner violence [62].

Another study, based on records of the New

York City Office of the Chief Medical Examiner

between 1998 and 2009, revealed that in 19 of 27

homicides among pregnant women, the victim

and suspect were known to each other [72].

Violent abuse in pregnancy is associated with

a 2.7-fold increase in preterm births and 5.5-fold

increase in low birthweight infants [73]. Risk

factors for DV/IPV include substance abuse,

less education, low socioeconomic status,

African-American race, unintended pregnancy,

unmarried status, a history of DV/IPV prior to

pregnancy, or witnessing violence by mother or

intimate partner as a child [74]. Fetal mortality

following intimate partner violence has been

reported as high as 16 % [34].

Most studies have reported a lower incidence

of suicide in pregnant versus non-pregnant
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women [63]. According to NVDRS data for

2003–2007, maternal suicide accounted for two

deaths per 100,000 live births [62]. In this survey,

women over 40 years of age accounted for 17.0 %

of pregnancy-related suicides but only 2.8 % of

the live births. The homicide and suicide rates in

this study were both higher than reported maternal

death rates reported from common obstetric

causes (hemorrhage/placenta previa, ecclampsia/

preeclampsia, and amniotic fluid embolism). Fetal

or infant death, and substance abuse are maternal

risk factors for attempting suicide in during preg-

nancy and postpartum [75, 76].

Burns and Electrical Injuries
Our understanding of burns in pregnancy is lim-

ited, as the reported incidence of burn injuries is

low and burn victims are not consistently

screened for pregnancy. Worldwide, approxi-

mately 7 % of women of reproductive age who

are treated for burns are pregnant [77]. A pro-

spective study of pregnant women admitted to a

burn center in Iran over 9 years, found that larger

total body surface area burned correlated with

those that were self-inflected. In this study,

27.45 % of burns were suicide attempts. Total

body surface area burned and degree of burn are

related to the extent of maternal and fetal injury.

As the body surface area of injury approaches

40 %, mortality rates for mother and fetus

approach 100 % [77, 78]. Sepsis complicating

burn injury is a major contributor to maternal

and fetal mortality [79].

A recent observational study used thromboe-

lastography (TEG) to evaluate hypercoagulabil-

ity in burn patients and noted a hypercoagulable

state developing 1 week after the initial injury.

Pregnant patients with burns should receive rou-

tine thromboprophylaxis as the hypercoagulable

state of pregnancy may be exacerbated and

deaths from pulmonary embolisms occur in the

setting of burn injury [80].

Smoke inhalation during burn injury signifi-

cantly increases maternal and fetal mortality [81,

82] due to oxygen depletion, carbon monoxide

(CO) poisoning [82] and cyanide (CN) poisoning

from combustion of synthetic products silk and

wool [83]. Fetal hemoglobin has greater affinity

than maternal hemoglobin for CO, and fetal

carboxyhemoglobin levels can reach as high as

15 %. The fetal effect of inhaled CO and CN

poisoning depends on the gestational age of the

fetus and combined exposure exhibits a synergis-

tic effect.

CO poisoning can be treated with normobaric

oxygen. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy has been

used in pregnancy, but remains controversial.

Prompt treatment of CN with intravenous

hydroxocobalamin effectively removes CN, raises

the threshold for lethal CO poisoning, and is supe-

rior to combined treatment with amyl nitrate,

sodium nitrate, and sodium thiosulfate, all of

which are contraindicated in pregnancy [83].

There are few reports of electrical injuries in

pregnancy, and among reported cases there has

been wide variance in the degree of injury. In one

study of 15 cases of severe electrical injury dur-

ing pregnancy, fetal mortality was 73 % [84]. A

prospective study of minor electrical shocks from

household appliances, however, found no differ-

ence in birth outcomes compared with controls

[85]. The magnitude of the current appears to be

related to the degree of fetal injury, as does

trajectory through the uterus and conduction of

the current to the fetus by amniotic fluid. In cases

of severe electric shocks, resulting falls can lead

to abdominal injury and placental abruption.

Poisoning

Case reports of poisoning in pregnancy are lim-

ited and primarily concern suicide attempts (see

above) and inadvertent drug overdoses. One

study found that pregnant women accounted for

only 0.07 % of calls to a poison control center

over 4 years [86]. If all women who sought help

had received a pregnancy test, however, the num-

ber would likely have been higher [87]. No stud-

ies have examined the teratogenic risks of

specific poison antidotes, and it is recommended

that they not be withheld from pregnant women

if there are clear medical indications [88].

Drug overdoses in pregnancy have been

reported from both over-the-counter medications

such as acetominophen and prescription drugs.
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Lead has been found to contaminate several natu-

ropathic medications. Isolated case reports of

accidental overdoses of hospital-delivered

medications, such as epidural local anesthetics

or misoprostol, have also been noted. Opioid-

medications are responsible for the recent dra-

matic increase in overdose fatalities, with overall

mortality rates three times higher in rural com-

pared with metropolitan areas. A study of

pregnancy-related deaths in Florida from 1999

to 2005 found that prescription drugs were

detected in 54 % of cases, with opioids being

the most commonly detected drug, followed by

benzodiazapines. Among pregnant women who

died, drug toxicity and motor vehicle accidents

each accounted for one-third of the total deaths,

followed by gunshot wounds in 14 % [89].

Envenomation injuries, caused by snakes,

scorpions, spiders, jellyfish, and hymenoptera

(bees, wasps, hornets, ants) are rare in pregnancy

and treatment has been directed by case reports

on non-pregnant subjects. Venom-specific

approaches based upon supportive therapy and

anti-venom administration is indicated to support

the mother [90].

Maternal and Fetal Outcomes
Following Trauma

Maternal mortality is directly linked to the sever-

ity of the traumatic injury. Traumatic head

injuries, internal injuries, and hemorrhagic

shock account for the majority of maternal deaths

[16, 91, 92]. Pregnant women who are injured

and deliver at the time of the initial trauma hos-

pitalization experience worse outcomes. One ret-

rospective analysis of hospital discharge records

in California reported that pregnant women who

delivered during their hospitalization for trauma

had a 9-fold greater risk of placental abruption, a

42-fold greater risk of uterine rupture and 69-fold

greater risk of maternal death compared with

those who delivered during a subsequent admis-

sion [16]. Data are conflicting as to whether

being pregnant during traumatic injury is

associated with a survival advantage over non-

pregnant women of childbearing age [31].

Obstetric complications of trauma include

preterm labor and delivery, preterm premature

rupture of membranes, placental abruption, feto-

maternal hemorrhage, and uterine rupture. After

22–24 weeks gestation, preterm labor occurs in

25 % of trauma cases [4]. Most preterm deliveries

occur after discharge from the initial trauma hos-

pitalization. Calcium channel blockers such as

nifidipine are widely used off-label for tocolysis

for those patients who remain undelivered with

preterm labor. Magnesium sulfate can be used for

short-term tocolysis (5–7 days), and has been

shown to have fetal neuroprotective effects in

early preterm deliveries (<32 weeks) for all

pregnancies [93, 94].

Abruption of the placenta occurs with 1.7 % of

maternal injuries and in up to 40 % of severe

injuries [95]. It is more common after blunt trauma

[16]. Ultrasound is a relatively insensitive test for

placental abruption and due to its delayed occur-

rence, continuous fetal monitoring is recommended

for 6 h, even in the setting of minor trauma [96].

Uterine rupture is a rare consequence of trauma

that has grave consequences for the fetus. Rupture

occurs most commonly in rapid deceleration or

compression injuries, and is typically found in

patients with a previous uterine scar. Following

uterine rupture, fetal mortality is almost universal

and the maternal mortality rate is 10 % [97]. The

risk of rupture increases with gestational age and

with the severity of trauma. Abdominal pain, uter-

ine tenderness, loss of abdominal shape, cessation

of contractions, and maternal hemodynamic insta-

bility may be found. The uterus may rupture pos-

teriorly if it is unscarred by previous surgery and

typical findings on abdominal examination may

be absent. Bladder injury is also associated with

posterior ruptures, and blood or meconiummay be

found in the urine [98].

Of note, uterine rupture and ruptured

membranes following blunt abdominal trauma

are associated with amniotic fluid embolism

(AFE) [99]. Signs and symptoms of AFE vary

and include, shock, acute hypertension, seizure,

respiratory distress, disseminated intravascular

coagulation or cardiac arrest. These clinical

findings in the setting of traumatic injury should

prompt high suspicion of AFE [100].
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Fetomaternal hemorrhage occurs in up to

30 % of pregnant trauma patients and is more

common in those who sustain anterior trauma

and have an anterior implanted placenta [101].

Hemorrhage can cause fetal anemia,

arrhythmias, and exsanguination resulting in

fetal death. In addition, mothers are at risk of

Rh sensitization: as little as 0.01 mL of Rh-

positive blood from the fetus can result in sensi-

tization in Rh-negative women.

In the California study cited above, fetuses

delivered during the initial trauma hospitaliza-

tion had a 2-fold increase in premature delivery,

a 4.6-fold increase in fetal death and a 3-fold

increase in neonatal death [16]. Because the

fetal head is in the pelvis near term, there is a

risk of fetal skull fracture and brain injury with

pelvic fractures. Even minor trauma during preg-

nancy can significantly increase the risk of pre-

term delivery, despite normal fetal monitoring

and observation. Pregnant women who are

discharged after hospitalization for trauma

should still be considered at risk for the remain-

der of their pregnancies [26].

The Physiology of Pregnancy
and Management of the Trauma
Patient

The altered physiology of pregnancy and the

fetal response to trauma affect both the severity

of trauma and its treatment. Initial management

is focused on maternal stabilization. Treatment

must be guided by pregnancy-related changes in

maternal physiology and how they affect trauma

life support protocols. Physiologic changes in

pregnancy involve alterations of the airway anat-

omy, gastrointestinal, respiratory, cardiovascu-

lar, and hematologic physiology that are

particularly relevant in the trauma patient [102]

and can influence the evaluation and treatment of

traumatic injury (see Table 16.1). These changes

allow for greater clinical compensation to

trauma, but this can sometimes delay recognition

of the extent of injury and hemorrhagic shock

(see Fig. 16.2).

Airway Management

Airway management in normal pregnancy

presents additional risks over the non-pregnant

patient. Changes in oncotic pressure and

increases in circulating blood volume lead to

engorgement of the naso- and oropharyngeal

mucosa and larynx, resulting in edema and fria-

bility of the upper airway and a predisposition to

airway obstruction. Smaller endotracheal tubes

(6–7 mm internal diameter) may be needed for

intubation, and caution is indicated when

inserting nasopharyngeal airways or endotra-

cheal tubes. Soft tissue edema, enlargement of

the tongue and breast tissue, and generalized

weight gain can complicate laryngoscopy. A

shorter laryngoscope handle may be needed to

facilitate visualization of the airway structures.

Trauma can further complicate airway man-

agement. Fluctuating levels of consciousness as a

result of intracranial injuries, alcohol or drug

ingestion, hypoxia or shock, can lead to loss of

airway reflexes. Specific injuries, such as facial

fractures, burns, and cervical spine instability

pose additional challenges.

In late-trimester pregnancies, difficult airway

management should be anticipated and additional

equipment made available, such as a stylet, gum

elastic bougie, levered-laryngoscope, lightwand,

intubating laryngeal mask airway (LMA), and

fiberoptic or video laryngoscope. A study of

maternal airway grades at 12 and 28 weeks found

that the percent of Mallampati Grade IV airways,

with only views of the hard palate and no view of

soft palate or uvula, increased by 34 % [103].

In obese patients, an airway ramp can be

made up of a rolled towel or blanket placed

under the patient’s upper back and head until

horizontal alignment is achieved between the

external auditory meatus and sternal notch.

This has been found to be superior to the tradi-

tional “sniff” position that is created by placing

a cushion under the patient’s head and raising

the occiput [104, 105]. In pregnant trauma

patients, once cervical spine instability has

been ruled out, ramped positioning may facili-

tate direct laryngoscopy.
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There are no studies that compare direct and

video laryngoscopes in pregnant patients. In

cases of neck trauma, there are conflicting data

regarding decreased motion of the cervical spine

using videolaryngoscopes [106, 107]. One study

which randomized non-pregnant trauma patients

to intubation with Glidescope® video laryngo-

scope or direct laryngoscopy with Macintosh

blade found that the use of the Glidescope

resulted in longer median intubation times with-

out a mortality benefit [108]. Video

laryngoscopes may have theoretical benefits in

late-term pregnancy or in cases of maternal obe-

sity, but there are no robust supporting data.

Once intubation has been achieved, nasogastric

decompression should be initiated to minimize

the risk of aspiration. If intubation is impossible,

a LMA may permit ventilation, although the risk

of aspiration remains. Some patients may require

cricothyrotomy or tracheostomy.

Gastrointestinal Changes

While all trauma patients are at risk for aspira-

tion, the risk is increased in pregnant patients due

to progesterone-mediated relaxation of the lower

esophageal sphincter, gastric tone and mobility.

One case-controlled study of non-trauma patients

reported an aspiration risk as high as 8 % [109].

Prolonged bag/mask ventilation in a trauma

setting will increase the risk of aspiration.

While pregnancy itself does not prolong gastric

emptying, delays occur with obesity, labor, and

the presence of pain, or opioid administration. In

addition, many pregnant women may resort to

Table 16.1 Physiologic changes of pregnancy

Cardiovascular Clinical significance

Heart rate Increased 15–20 bpm 75–95 bpm Adaption to tolerate blood

loss

Cardiac output Increased 30–50 % 6–8 L/min

Mean arterial blood pressure Decreased 10 mmHg Midtrimester

80 mmHg

Systemic vascular resistance Decreased 10–15 % 1,200–1,500 dyn/s/

cm�5

Respiratory

Tidal volume Increased 40 % 700 mL

Minute ventilation Increased 40 % 10.5 L/min Respiratory alkalosis

Expiratory reserve volume Decreased 15–20 % 550 mL

Functional residual capacity Decreased 20–25 % 1,350 mL Rapid desaturation

Blood gas

pH Unchanged 7.4–7.45

pCO2 Decreased 27–32 mmHg

pO2 Increased 100–108 mmHg

HCO3 Decreased 18–21 mEq/L

Hematologic

Blood volume Increased 30–50 % 13–18

weeks

4,500 mL

Erythrocyte volume Increased 10–15 % Dilutional anemia

Hemoglobin Decreased 1–2 g/dL 9–11 g/dL

Leukocytes Increased up to 18 � 109 5,000–150,000/mm3

Leukocytes/L 24–40 weeks

Coagulation

Factors I, II, V, VII, IX, X, and

XII

Increased Hypercoagulable state
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small frequent meals, increasing the likelihood of

a full stomach when presenting with trauma.

Respiratory Changes

Weight gain and enlargement of the uterus dur-

ing pregnancy cause decreased functional resid-

ual capacity (FRC) and can lead to rapid

desaturation, further complicating airway man-

agement. Oxygen should be provided to all preg-

nant trauma patients, with early consideration of

an oral, nasal, or endotracheal airway. Metabolic

needs and oxygen consumption are high in preg-

nancy, both of which worsen hypoxia.

Denitrogenation with 100 % oxygen must be

performed prior to intubation. Maternal oxygen

saturation should be maintained at �95 % in

order to maintain a PaO2 > 70 mmHg and opti-

mize oxygen diffusion across the placenta. When

maternal oxygenation falls below 60–70 mmHg,

fetal oxygenation is compromised.

Maternal minute ventilation rate increases as a

result of expanded tidal volume and

progesterone-mediated stimulation of the medul-

lary respiratory center that controls ventilatory

drive. This results in lower carbon dioxide

tensions of between 28 and 32 mmHg. There is

a compensatory excretion of bicarbonate to

maintain an arterial pH of 7.40–7.45. These

values need to be taken into account when

interpreting blood gases and adjusting ventilator

settings.

In trauma patients, ventilatory drive can be

reduced following drug overdose, poisoning,

alcohol ingestion, head injury, pneumothorax,

hemothorax, lung, or chest wall injury. Success-

ful management of these injuries may involve

drainage of air or blood. In pregnancy, the tho-

racic anteriorposterior diameter increases and the

diaphragm moves 4 cm cephalad. If a

thoracostomy procedure is needed, needle entry

should be made one or two intercostal spaces

higher than in non-pregnant patients to avoid

injuring the diaphragm and abdominal organs.

Cardiovascular Changes

Many of the cardiovascular changes seen in preg-

nancy can complicate the evaluation and man-

agement of pregnant trauma patients. The

enlarged uterus causes the heart to shift cephalad

and to the left. The electrocardiogram (ECG) can

show sinus tachycardia, left-axis deviation, non-

specific ST-T changes, and inverted or flattened

T-waves. Q-waves may also be present in leads

III and avF. Premature atrial and ventricular

Compensated blood loss 10-15% blood volume (600 mL–900 mL)
Heart rate unchanged
Mean arterial pressure unchanged

Mild blood loss 20-25% blood volume (1200 mL–1500mL)
Tachycardia (95-105 bpm)
Mean arterial pressure drops 10-15% (70-75 mmHg)
Vasoconstriction–cold, pale extremities, poor capillary refill

Moderate blood loss 25-35% of blood volume (1500 mL–2000 mL)
Tachycardia (105-120 bpm)
Mean arterial pressure drop 25-30% (50-60 mmHg)
Tissue hypoxia
Oliguria
Restlessness

Severe blood loss greater than 35% of blood volume (>2000 mL)
Tachycardia (>120 bpm)
Hypotension (mean arterial pressure <50 mmHg)
Tissue hypoxia
Oliguria
Altered consciousness
Coagulopathy–disseminated intravascular and/or trauma-associated

·
·

·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·

Fig. 16.2 Maternal

physiologic changes

associated with

hemorrhage
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beats are common. As the body adjusts to

expanded circulating volume and preload, the

heart becomes hypertrophic and dilated with an

enlarged left ventricular end-diastolic volume.

Afterload, however, is reduced due to decreased

peripheral vascular resistance. The heart rate and

stroke volume begin to increase early and peak at

28–32 weeks’ gestation. Heart murmurs, such as

a pulmonary mid-systolic murmur and a

supraclavicular murmur, may be present.

As the pregnant patient prepares for the blood

loss of delivery, blood volume increases 50 %

with a 30 % increase in red cell volume. The

greater increase of plasma volume over erythro-

cyte count leads to a dilutional anemia resulting

in hemoglobin values of 9–11 g/dL. Signifi-

cantly, the pregnant patient can lose 2,000 mL

of blood (30–40 % of blood volume) before she

reveals changes in heart rate or blood pressure.

As blood loss approaches 2,500 mL, rapid dete-

rioration occurs [110]. These normal physiologic

changes of pregnancy may provide better organ

perfusion and maternal tolerance of “shock” state

and may partially contribute to increased sur-

vival after traumatic injury [111].

Blood pressure is lower than normal in preg-

nancy due to the vasodilatory effects of proges-

terone and the low-resistance placental bed,

which causes a decrease in peripheral vascular

resistance that reaches its nadir at 28 weeks.

Normal mean arterial blood pressures in preg-

nancy are 80 mmHg. By the second trimester,

heart rates are mildly elevated by 15–20 bpm.

Vascular remodeling and deterioration of the

arterial media during pregnancy can predispose

the patient to vascular aneurysms and injury.

Spontaneous rupture of the aorta and coronary,

vertebral, splenic, hepatic, gastric, and renal

arteries has been reported in pregnancy indepen-

dent of traumatic injury.

Engorgement of the pelvic vasculature during

pregnancy increases the risk of retroperitoneal

hemorrhage and hematoma following lower

abdominal or pelvic trauma. At term, uterine

blood flow accounts for approximately 20 % of

cardiac output and may be up to 600 mL/min

[112]. The placenta is a large and inelastic vas-

cular structure with high blood flow and low

vascular resistance, and following trauma these

changes can lead to rapid maternal and fetal

exsanguination. Uterine perfusion is not

autoregulated and is thus dependent on maternal

mean arterial blood pressure. Fetal distress, due

to inadequate placental perfusion, can be one of

the first indicators of maternal hemodynamic

deterioration.

By 18–20 weeks gestation, the enlarged uterus

exerts pressure on the inferior vena cava which

can restrict venous return. In the supine position,

this can reduce cardiac output by up to 30 % and

cause pallor, diaphoresis, nausea, vomiting, and

hypotension. Inferior vena caval compression

makes the saphenous and femoral veins less pref-

erable for delivering medication, but lower

extremity access is possible in emergencies. In

order to release inferior vena caval pressure and

promote venous return left uterine displacement

with either a hip wedge, tilted backboard, or

manual displacement, should be used during

resuscitation.

Coagulation

Most procoagulant factors are increased in preg-

nancy. This adaptive mechanism can be benefi-

cial in achieving hemostasis after delivery and in

trauma. Nonetheless, venous stasis, dilation of

the pelvic vessels, and endothelial damage

accompanying trauma increase the risk of throm-

boembolism, and prophylaxis is indicated.

Fibrinogen levels are normally higher in preg-

nancy, thus a low fibrinogen level (<100 mg/dL)

can be an early indication of massive hemorrhage

or disseminated intravascular coagulation. This

finding can help guide transfusion therapy.

Field Intervention and Resuscitation

Management of trauma involves a multidisci-

plinary team of paramedics, nurses, emergency

physicians, surgeons, obstetricians, and

anesthesiologists. Evaluation and resuscitation

should follow the Advanced Trauma Life Sup-

port (ATLS) guidelines for rapid assessment and
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management of injury, which have been shown

to decrease deaths during initial stages of resus-

citation for all trauma patients [112, 113]. Modi-

fication of ATLS protocols for trauma in

pregnancy may include supplemental oxygen,

upper-extremity intravenous access, and left

uterine displacement.

Newer strategies for pre-hospital treatment of

trauma patients in the United States have been

termed “load and go” or “scoop and run,” as

opposed to the “stay and play” strategies of

Germany and France. The US strategies provide

patients with minimal life-saving treatment at the

site of injury before rapid transfer to trauma

centers. Current guidelines for field trauma indi-

cate that patients at >20 weeks pregnant should

be transported to the closest trauma center even if

they fail to meet physiologic, anatomic, or mech-

anistic injury criteria for severe injury [114].

This avoids the under triage of pregnant women

that would occur if only physiologic and ana-

tomic triage criteria considerations were applied

[115]. Injuries that are not significant to general

patients can be serious to pregnant women and

even minor injuries can lead to poor fetal

outcomes [25, 116, 117]. This has been shown

in a retrospective cohort study of approximately

10,000 deliveries that were associated with

trauma [16]. Patients with non-severe injury

scores had 7.7-fold increased risk of abruption,

a 16-fold increase in uterine rupture, a 4.9-fold

increase in maternal death, and a 2.7-fold

increase in fetal death for non-severe injuries

compared with uninjured patients.

Primary Survey

The primary survey summarizes the “ABCs” of

resuscitation: immediate attention to “airway,

breathing, and circulation.” The trauma protocol

is completed with “D and E,” which refer to

disability assessment and exposing the patient

for identification of all injuries [6]. In the preg-

nant patient “D” should also prompt left uterine

displacement (see below and Fig. 16.3).

The primary survey is designed to be efficient

and begins with airway assessment, maintaining

inline cervical immobilization, ascertaining that

the airway is free from obstruction and that air-

way reflexes are intact. Oral or nasal airways, or

tracheal intubation may be necessary.

Respiratory effort and rate are determined in

the spontaneously breathing patient, and high-

flow oxygen can be given via a non-rebreather

facemask to insure adequate oxygen delivery to

mother and fetus. Hyperventilation is required

for treating patients with maternal head injury

and suspected increased intracranial pressure,

but it may result in decreased uterine blood

flow. When possible, carbon dioxide tension

should be maintained within normal limits for

pregnancy.

Blood pressure and peripheral pulses can be

decreased by aortocaval compression. Left uter-

ine displacement can be achieved with tilt of a

spine board to 15� angle with a 6-in. diameter

rolled towel (or bag of crystalloid fluid) or, once

spinal injuries are ruled out, through manual

uterine displacement [117].

Early volume replacement must be achieved

to maintain placental perfusion and fetal well-

being and needs to be adjusted to reflect the

increased circulating volume of pregnancy.

Sources of bleeding should be identified and

controlled and blood pressure parameters kept

within values normal for the gestational age of

the pregnancy.

Venous access should be obtained with two

large bore peripheral intravenous catheters in the

upper extremities, particular in the setting of

aortocaval compression, but may be difficult to

obtain in hypovolemic shock. In pregnancy the

internal jugular vein overlies the carotid artery to

a greater degree than in non-pregnant patients,

making the traditional landmarks technique more

risky for carotid puncture [118]. Use of ultra-

sound and the Seldinger technique can help to

guide needle placement. Needle puncture of the

internal jugular vein is preferred over the subcla-

vian vein because it is less frequently associated

with hemo- or pneumathoraces. Obtaining

venous access through the femoral veins can

increase the risk of thromboembolism and sepsis

and should only be used in emergencies. Direct

visualization of the vessel with a cutdown
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technique can also be employed. Finally, the use

of interosseous needles has been reported in a

case of massive obstetric hemorrhage [119].

The brief evaluation for disability should

focus on the patient’s level of consciousness

using the Injury Severity Score or the Glasgow

Coma Scale. A more detailed evaluation of neu-

rologic injury should also evaluate pupil size and

reactivity, lateralizing signs, and level of spinal

cord injury. Eclampsia should be considered as a

reason for altered mental status or seizures.

Injury scales are not useful in prospectively

identifying those at risk for adverse fetal

outcomes, as even minor injuries are associated

with increased risk [14, 25, 26]. Indicators of

maternal hypoperfusion and hypoxia, direct uter-

ine injury, and maternal head injury have been

repeatedly associated with poor fetal outcomes.

After immobilizing the cervical spine to main-

tain the airway and providing respiratory support

and fluid resuscitation, the patient should be fully

exposed and evaluated for any missed injuries. In

the case of gunshot injury, it is mandatory to

locate entry and exit wounds.

Fluid Resuscitation

In the past 10–15 years there has been a paradigm

shift regarding the best strategies to resuscitate

trauma patients before achieving definitive

surgical control of hemorrhage. Current pre-

hospital trauma life support recommends 1–2 L

of fluids be given in the field [120]. The most

recent ATLS guidelines advocate aggressive

crystalloid resuscitation as 3:1 replacement of

estimated blood loss, with administration of

fresh frozen plasma (FFP) and platelets (PLT)

when one whole blood volume had been replaced

or 1 unit FFP for every 5 units packed red blood

cells (RBC) administered [113, 121].

The dilutional effects of crystalloid adminis-

tration can affect coagulation function [122], and

large volumes can lead to acidosis, interstitial

edema, tissue swelling, dysfunction of the micro-

circulation, and impaired oxygenation [123].

Normal saline is isotonic with respect to extra-

cellular fluid and large volumes can result in a

hyperchloremic metabolic acidosis [124]. Con-

cern about water and sodium overload has led to

the notion of “small volume” resuscitation with

hypertonic saline [125]. The early use of hyper-

tonic saline for resuscitation, however, has not

improved short- or long-term outcomes, and it is

not recommended in traumatic brain injury

[126]. Balanced salt solutions, such as

Hartmann’s or Ringer’s solutions, are increas-

ingly recommended for resuscitation; they are

relatively hypotonic and use lactate, acetate, glu-

conate, or malate as anions [127]. A recent study

has shown that in the setting of hemostatic trans-

fusion, trauma patients who received restricted

Airway
Prepare for difficult intubation with airway edema and friability, aspiration risk, rapid desaturation
Use smaller endotracheal tube (6-7)

Breathing
If a chest tube is needed, place in 3rd or 4th intercostal space

Circulation
Place 2 large bore IVs above diaphragm

Disability
Consider eclampsia as cause of altered mental status

Displacement
Displace uterus after 18-20 weeks to avoid aortocaval compression

Exposure
Locate entry and exit wounds

·
·

·

·

·

·

·

Fig. 16.3 Primary survey in the pregnant trauma patient
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crystalloid fluids <150 mL rather than standard

fluid resuscitation had better survival [128].

Colloids interfere with coagulation more

extensively than crystalloids by reducing fibrin

polymerization. Albumin, prepared by fraction-

ation and heat-treatment of blood, is the refer-

ence colloid solution. A comparison of the use of

saline versus albumin (the SAFE Study) showed

no significant difference between the two in ICU

death rates at 28 days [129]. However, albumin

was associated with increased deaths at 2 years in

patients with traumatic brain injury due to

increased intracranial pressure in the first weeks

of treatment [130]. Hemodilution with albumin

results in a coagulopathy that is more easily

reversed with fibrinogen and factor XIII than

that of synthetic colloids [131], but it is unclear

whether specific groups of patients benefit more

from albumin resuscitation compared with

saline. Moreover, albumin is unlikely to be

widely used given its cost and problems with

storage.

Worldwide, hydroxyethyl starch (HES)

solutions are the most commonly used semi-

synthetic colloids. HES causes movement of

plasma proteins into the interstitial space,

decreases levels of factor VIII and von

Willebrand factor (vWF), decreases the function

of activated factor XIII, and inhibits platelet

function [132]. These changes are more signifi-

cant than those induced by crystalloid or colloid

treatment [133]. The HES-induced coagulopathy

can be reversed with fibrinogen and Factor XIII

which together will improve fibrin polymeri-

zation. The use of HES in resuscitation is cur-

rently controversial, as meta-analyses of HES

versus control fluids show adverse effects on

renal function and trends toward increased mor-

tality [134, 135].

Transfusion

Severe trauma often results in uncontrolled and

noncompressible microvascular bleeding which

can potentially lead to exsanguination. Resusci-

tation is a key component in trauma manage-

ment, but trauma-associated coagulopathy is

still seen in approximately 40 % of patient deaths

[136]. So-called damage control resuscitation

strategies target conditions that worsen hemor-

rhage in these patients [137]. In 2005, The US

Army Institute of Surgical Research proposed a

resuscitation strategy for severely injured mili-

tary personnel which minimizes the use of

crystalloids and colloids and matches RBC

transfusions to FFP and PLT in an effort to treat

and prevent ongoing coagulopathy [138]. A large

study showed that patients with greater FFP:

RBC ratios (�1:2) had a decrease in short-term

and 30-day mortality without any increase in

multi-organ failure [139].

Damage control resuscitation differs from

conventional approaches by attempting to more

aggressively correct coagulation and metabolic

abnormalities in the assumption that coagulopathy

is present early. This strategy includes the use of

blood products over isotonic fluid for volume

replacement, is permissive of some degree of

hypotension, and provides early correction of

coagulation disorders by using blood component

therapy [140]. The goal of permissive hypotension

is to achieve palpable radial pulses, with the

caveat that patients with head injuries should

maintain a systolic blood pressure of

>110 mmHg [141, 142]. In addition, relative ane-

mia is permitted in the early stages of resuscitation

before hemostasis has been achieved.

Any extrapolation of data from non-pregnant

trauma patients directly to pregnant trauma

patients, or pregnant patients with massive

hemorrhage (as occurs with placenta accreta)

without taking into account the particular physi-

ologic requirements of pregnancy should be

viewed with caution, especially in light of the

increased metabolic demands of pregnancy. In a

study of postpartum patients admitted to an ICU

with severe hemorrhagic shock, 51 % percent

were found to have elevated serum levels of

cardiac troponin I (cTnI) [143]. Factors

associated with elevated troponins were hemo-

globin of �6.0 g/dL on admission, systolic blood

pressure of �88 mmHg or diastolic blood

pressure of �50 mmHg, and transfusion of �9

units of RBC within 24 h. Electrocardiogram

abnormalities have been noted in patients
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undergoing routine cesarean sections without

massive hemorrhage [144].

In the event of urgent blood transfusion in

pregnant patients, O-negative/Rh-negative

blood should be used in order to prevent sensiti-

zation to Rho (D) factors and erythroblastosis

fetalis in future pregnancies. Balanced adminis-

tration of warmed RBCs, FFP, and PLT is

warranted, guided by monitoring and treatment

of the coagulation abnormalities often seen with

massive hemorrhage. Frequent arterial blood gas

sampling during transfusion is necessary to pre-

vent acidosis and electrolyte abnormalities (see

Fig. 16.4) [145].

The optimal dose and timing of FFP delivery

to trauma patients remains controversial. Collec-

tive data indicate that an FFP:RBC ratio greater

than 1:2 is associated with improved survival

compared to one that is less than 1:2 [146–149].

Increased platelet administration to patients with

massive hemorrhage has also been shown to

increase survival [150].

Techniques which minimize the use of colloids

and crystalloids to avoid dilutional coagulopathy

and optimize the FFP:RBC:PLT ratio have been

employed in the case of massively bleeding

parturients with placenta accreta or extreme uter-

ine atony. Considered together, 1 unit of RBC,

one of FFP, and one pack of PLT have a hemato-

crit of 29 %, a platelet count of 85,000 cells/mL,

and coagulation factor activity of 62 % [151].

Early use of cryoprecipitate and antifibrinolytic

agents has also been advocated [152].

Massive transfusion is defined as the loss of

more than half of the circulating blood volume in

3 h or an ongoing loss of 150 mL/min. If rapid

transfusion devices are used to deliver blood

products (such as the Belmont® Rapid Infuser

FMS 2000; Belmont Instrument Corporation,

Billerica, MA which can deliver 1,000 mL/min,

or the Level-1® H-1200 Fast Flow Fluid

Warmer; Smiths-Medical, St. Paul, Minnesota),

then point-of-care testing must be available to

evaluate acidosis and electrolyte imbalances

that can rapidly occur [151, 153].

Both RBC and FFP are stored in citrate-

containing solutions. A healthy adult liver can

metabolize the amount of citrate contained in 1

unit of RBCs administered every 5 min, but liver

metabolism is adversely affected by hypotension

and hypothermia. These rates of transfusion are

often exceeded in the exsanguinating patient, and

as a result the liver may be underperfused. Hypo-

calcemia, due to citrate toxicity, and

hyperkalemia from RBCs can lead to cardiac

arrest, and ionized calcium and potassium must

be measured frequently during massive transfu-

sion [145].

Other complications of large volume transfu-

sion include acute respiratory distress syndrome

(ARDS), transfusion-related acute lung injury

(TRALI), and transfusion-associated circulatory

overload (TACO), all of which are associated

with FFP and PLT administration [154]. While

there is compelling evidence supporting RBC

and FFP in the early stages of damage control

resuscitation, there are less data supporting the

aggressive use of platelets in initial therapy. Evi-

dence supporting blood replacement rather than

using isotonic crystalloids is promising but not

conclusive, and the optimal ratio for RBC:FFP:

PLT is still under investigation [155–157].

Platelets should be administered if the platelet

count falls below 50,000/μg L. In the case of

traumatic brain injury or known platelet dysfunc-

tion, a platelet count of 100,000/μg L should be

maintained [158].

Point of care viscoelastic coagulation moni-

toring, such as rotational thromboelastography

(ROTEM®; Tem International, Munich,

Germany) and thromboelastography (TEG®;

Haemonetics, Braintree, MA), permits rapid

assessment of clot formation, strength, and sta-

bility. This allows identification and guides treat-

ment of specific deficits in the clotting cascade in

order to reverse the effects of shock and

Minimize early crystalloid administration
Early use of FFP with RBC in >1:2 ratio
Early use of platelets
Aggressive treatment of coagulopathy

antifibrinolytics–tranexamic acid
fibrinogen concentrate
prothrombin complex concentrate
recombinant Factor VIIa

·
·
·
·

Fig. 16.4 Damage control resuscitation strategies in the

pregnant trauma patient
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endothelial dysfunction while improving coagu-

lation function [159–161].

Trauma-Induced Coagulopathy

The extent of coagulation abnormalities in

trauma patients is a significant predictor of their

prognosis. The pathophysiology of trauma-

induced coagulopathy (TIC) differs from that of

disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC).

Blood loss, localized consumption of coagulation

factors, and hypoperfusion are contributors in

TIC [162]. Hypoperfusion induces coagulopathy

through activation of anticoagulation and fibri-

nolytic pathways [163, 164].

Hypothermia independently contributes to

coagulopathy by causing platelet dysfunction,

reduced factor activity, and initiating fibrinolysis

[165]. Active rewarming with heated blankets,

warmed IV fluids and products, and body cavity

lavage can more rapidly correct hypothermia than

the use of fabric or forced warm-air blankets.

Antifibrinolytics

Tranexamic acid (TXA) is a synthetic derivative

of lysine, which competitively inhibits the

activation of plasminogen to plasmin by binding

to sites on each molecule and preventing hyper-

fibrinolysis. In a trauma coagulopathy model

(using tissue plasminogen activator and tissue fac-

tor), TXA reversed hyperfibrinolysis and abnor-

mal thromboelastogram findings induced by

dilution with crystalloid, colloid, or HES [166].

TXA has been successfully used to minimize

hemorrhage in a wide variety of operative

settings. The randomized controlled CRASH-

2 study of 20,000+ adult trauma patients found

that administration of TXA reduced all-cause

mortality and specifically reduced deaths due to

bleeding [167]. A trial of TXA in patients with

intracranial hemorrhage and traumatic brain

injury was nested within CRASH-2. Investi-

gators found no significant reduction in intracra-

nial hemorrhage size, nor benefit or harm.

Neither of these two studies found significant

increases in serious prothrombotic complications

if TXA was administered within 3 h of injury

[168]. A meta-analysis of the use of TXA in

orthopedic surgery found significant reductions

in blood loss and no increased risk of deep

venous thrombosis [169].

TXA can be given orally in both the hospital

and in damage control resuscitation in the field,

and it has great potential to reduce postpartum

hemorrhage worldwide [170]. The WOMAN

Trial (World Maternal Antifibrinolytic Trial) is

a double-blind placebo-controlled trial currently

examining TXA for the treatment of postpartum

hemorrhage [171]. There are as yet no specific

reports of TXA treatment in pregnant trauma

patients, although it has been used in cesarean

section, postpartum hemorrhage, and metrorrha-

gia [172]. In a pregnant trauma patient, supple-

mentation with tranexamic acid should be

considered as part of efforts to reduce ongoing

hemorrhage and coagulopathy.

Fibrinogen

Fibrinogen levels reach critically low levels

(<100 mg/dL) before red cell transfusion is even

necessary due to loss, dilution, increased break-

down, and insufficient synthesis. Small amounts of

colloid administration (>1,000 mL) can impair

fibrinogen polymerization [122]. There is evidence

that fibrinogen supplementation helps manage

trauma-induced coagulopathy. European

recommendations call for fibrinogen repletion

when levels reach 1.5–2.0 g/L [173]. Six units of

FFP deliver roughly the same amount of fibrino-

gen as one bag of cryoprecipitate. As an alternative

to cryoprecipitate, fibrinogen concentrate can be

used and reconstituted with sterile water or saline.

Prothrombin Complex

The use of prothrombin complex concentrate

(PCC) has also been examined in trauma resusci-

tation. PCC is a formula of vitamin K-dependent

clotting factors (II, VII, IX, and X) that are

essential for thrombin formation. Reduced
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thrombin formation generally occurs when blood

losses exceed 150–200 % of estimated blood

volume [174]. Experimental and clinical data

suggest that PCC can be helpful in reversing

trauma-induced coagulopathy. One study

demonstrated that using fibrinogen concentrates

with PCC in a goal-directed manner that was

guided by thromboelastographic measurements

from ROTEM® made it possible to treat

coagulopathy without using FFP [175]. Should

this finding be replicated in larger and

randomized studies, it will allow resuscitation

to be undertaken without the time delay

associated with cross-matching, thawing, and

transfusing FFP [176].

Recombinant Factor VIIa

The use of recombinant factor VIIa (rFVIIa,

NovoSeven®; NovoNordisk, Copenhagen,

Denmark) was shown to be safe and effective in

reducing the amount of blood transfused in blunt

trauma patients [177]. However, this two-armed

double-blinded randomized placebo-controlled

trial failed to show statistically significant

differences in transfusion requirements for pelvic

fractures or penetrating injuries. rFVIIa has been

used to stem massive postpartum hemorrhage,

prevent cesarean hysterectomy, and treat

disseminated intravascular coagulation in preg-

nant patients [178–181]. As yet there are no

robust data or guidelines for its broad use in

obstetric patients. Existing hypothermia, acido-

sis, hypofibrinogenemia, and thrombocytopenia

should be corrected before rFVIIa use is consid-

ered. It should not be used to compensate for

inadequate transfusion and factor therapy, but

may have a role to play along with timely and

targeted coagulation factors, fibrinogen, and sys-

tematic antifibrinolytics in trauma-induced

coagulopathy [182].

Anti-shock Garments

Anti-shock garments, such as Military Anti-

Shock Trousers (MAST) or Pneumatic Anti-

Shock Garment (PASG), are currently not

recommended for massive antepartum hemor-

rhage due to concerns about restricting pelvic

blood flow and uterine perfusion. If they are

used in the undelivered pregnant patient, only

the lower extremity portion should be inflated.

They are considered a Class III intervention in

non-pregnant patients and current indications

are: (1) to splint and provide control of bleeding

from pelvic fractures; and (2) to stabilize patients

with intra-abdominal trauma and severe

hypovolemia during transport [183]. Indications

for using anti-shock devices include signs of

severe hemorrhagic shock with systolic blood

pressure <80 mmHg, unconsciousness, and

absent or weak radial pulses after uterine dis-

placement. Leg compartments should be inflated

to 50 mmHg and the patient reassessed. Further

inflation may be required if shock persists.

Sequential deflation should occur only in a hos-

pital setting after upper-extremity intravenous

lines are secure and definitive management of

the causes of hemorrhage has occurred.

Anti-shock garments can reduce uterine per-

fusion and increase cardiac workload, and they

are poorly tolerated in patients with mitral steno-

sis, congestive heart failure, or pulmonary hyper-

tension [4]. Use of MAST may delay

transportation to trauma centers and worsen the

outcomes of thoracic and abdominal injuries

[183]. Anti-shock garments are relatively

contraindicated in obstetric trauma, but in low

resource setting they may be useful as adjuncts in

controlling severe postpartum hemorrhage or in

cases of ruptured ectopic pregnancies [184].

Non-pneumatic Anti-Shock Garments (NASG)

may be used to stabilize hypovolemic shock in

postpartum hemorrhage. Each light and washable

neoprene device has three segments to cover

each leg and one to cover the pelvis. A third

segment is provided with a foam compression

ball to cover the abdomen. Using Velcro®

closures, the garment provides 20–40 mmHg cir-

cumferential counterpressure to shunt blood to

core organs. Special training is not required for

its use, and uterine and vaginal procedures can be

performed with the NASG in place [185, 186].

They have been shown to reduce internal iliac
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blood flow, indicating a mechanism for

stabilizing uterine hemorrhage when all three

compartments are deployed [187].

Secondary Survey

After confirming the hemodynamic stability of the

mother and fetus, the universal secondary survey

should be performed, with particular attention

given to pregnancy-related findings: fetal well-

being and placental injury (see Fig. 16.5).

Information should be elicited about the

mechanism of injury; for example, the type of

weapon used (if any), the use of drugs or alcohol

or the use of seatbelts in motor vehicle accidents.

A past medical and obstetric history should

include the last menstrual period, current or pre-

vious pregnancy complications, and estimated

gestational age.

Using McDonald’s rule for uterine growth, at

approximately 23–24 weeks the fundus can be

palpated at the umbilicus and an injury at this

gestational age should prompt fetal monitoring

which should be continued for at least 4–6 h [96].

Continuous fetal monitoring is more sensitive in

detecting placental abruption than ultrasonogra-

phy, Kleihauer-Betke testing, or physical exami-

nation. A decision to cease fetal monitoring

should be made in consultation with

obstetricians, and should take into account the

presence of uterine contractions, fetal well-

being, and plans for operative delivery.

Uterine monitoring should commence when

gestational age is >20 weeks. Recurrent uterine

contractions with cervical change suggest pre-

term labor. More than four contractions per

hour may signal placental abruption.

The secondary survey should involve a sterile

speculum exam to look for vaginal lacerations or

bony fragments, which may indicate pelvic frac-

ture. If fluid is present, its pH should be deter-

mined; pH 7.0 indicates amniotic fluid and

pH 5.0 indicates normal vaginal secretions.

Fluid can also be evaluated for nitrazine color-

change, ferning, and the presence of fetal fibro-

nectin. In addition, newer bedside tests for

insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-1

(IGFBP-1) and placental alpha-microglobulin-1

(PAMG-1) can be considered; they may be more

accurate in detecting membrane rupture [188,

189]. If vaginal bleeding is present in a second

or third trimester trauma patient, a vaginal exam

should be deferred until placenta previa can be

excluded by ultrasound. The exam should be

postponed until a double set-up for emergency

cesarean section is available.

Maternal and Fetal Monitoring

Standard noninvasive monitoring of the pregnant

trauma patient includes pulse oximetry, electro-

cardiography, blood pressure monitoring, tem-

perature measurement, together with monitoring

of the fetal heart rate and uterine tocodynamo-

metry when necessary. An indwelling urinary

catheter should be inserted to measure hourly

urine output. Invasive arterial monitoring is

indicated if there is persistent hypotension,

Complete maternal history and/or exam
Mechanism of injury
Medications/allergies
Last menstrual period 
Presence or absence of contractions
Abdominal pain/vaginal bleeding/rupture of membranes

Fetal Evaluation
Fetal Movement
Check fetal heart rate–continuous fetal heart rate after 23-24 weeks for minimum 4-6 hours
Biophysical profile and/or middle cerebral artery Doppler

Focused Assessment with Sonography in Trauma (FAST) 

Labs and Imaging

·
·
·

·
·
·
·
·

Fig. 16.5 Secondary

survey in the pregnant

trauma patient
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hypoxia, or labile blood pressure; it provides a

means for periodic arterial blood sampling and

gas analysis. Pulmonary artery catheters are cur-

rently used less frequently in general critical care

patients. In obstetric patients, they are more com-

monly used in those with pulmonary edema,

known severe mitral or aortic stenosis, NYHA

class III–IV disease in labor, intrapartum or

intraoperative cardiac failure, shock or adult

respiratory distress syndrome. In patients who

are intubated, tidal volume, airway pressure,

and end-tidal carbon dioxide should be moni-

tored. If a volatile anesthetic agent is used, the

end-tidal concentration should be observed.

Monitoring of cardiac function through

transesophageal echocardiography may also be

useful.

The fetal heart rate tracing should be recorded

in all pregnancies above 20 weeks and recorded

continuously at viability. Fetal heart rate tracings

which indicate distress (i.e., Category II or

Category III [190]), or a low biophysical profile

score should prompt suspicion of maternal

hypovolemia, placental abruption, or feto-

maternal hemorrhage.

Laboratory Tests

Initial laboratory tests in the pregnant trauma

patient should include: complete blood count,

basic metabolic panel with electrolytes and glu-

cose, type and crossmatch, Rh status, coagulation

profile, fibrinogen, liver function tests, blood lac-

tate, toxicology screen, Kleihauer-Betke (KB)

test, urinary protein, blood, bilirubin and glucose

and urine osmolality or specific gravity. An arte-

rial blood gas should be evaluated if respiratory

function is compromised. All laboratory values

should be measured against “normal” parameters

for pregnant patients. Care must be taken in

interpreting the results; for example, low

platelets could be a sign of hypertensive diseases

of pregnancy (see Fig. 16.6).

In the pregnant trauma patient, Rh typing is

necessary. As little as 0.01 mL of fetal blood can

cause sensitization in the Rh-negative mother

[191]. The KB test can be used to quantify fetal

hemoglobin in the maternal circulation. A positive

KB test (>0.01 mL of fetal RBC) has been

associated with significant fetomaternal hemor-

rhage and preterm labor. All Rh-negative women

should be treated with Rh-immune globulin

within 72 h (300 μg initially and an additional

300 μg for each 30 mL of estimated fetomaternal

transfusion). A positive KB test should be

repeated in 24–48 h to investigate ongoing hem-

orrhage. In the future, anti-fetal hemoglobin (anti-

HbF) flow cytometry may prove to be a more

reliable and easily standardized test [192, 193].

While the utility of KB testing in Rh-positive

patients has been questioned, it has been found to

be a reliable independent predictor of preterm

labor after trauma and the test should be obtained

in all patients. Fetal middle cerebral artery Dopp-

ler testing may be considered when significant

fetomaternal hemorrhage is suspected [194].

Fetal anemia can be rapidly detected and treated

in cases where immediate delivery is not

anticipated and lethal fetal hydrops prevented.

Imaging

The ATLS recommends radiographs of the cer-

vical spine, chest, and pelvis. Concern about

effects of ionizing radiation should not prevent

medically indicated maternal X-rays. During the

period of organogenesis (4–10 weeks), ionizing

radiation is most likely to cause congenital

malformations. A fetus is most susceptible to

radiation-induced developmental delay from 10

to 17 weeks. Non-cancer fetal injuries diminish

with increasing gestational age. Theoretical risks

associated with radiation exposure at any time

during pregnancy include an increased incidence

of childhood leukemia (absolute risk ~1:2,000).

Exposure to less than 5 rad (50 mGy), however,

has not been associated with an increase in fetal

anomalies or pregnancy loss and this is deemed a

safe level throughout the gestation.

If multiple diagnostic studies are performed,

consultation with a radiologist should be consid-

ered for calculating the estimated fetal exposure.

The uterus should be shielded as much as possible

and using a posterior-anterior exposure can
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increase the distance from the anterior uterus to

the radiation source [195]. If computed tomogra-

phy is necessary, it can be performed with fewer

slices, reduced current, or increased pitch. The

interventional radiologist can use several

techniques to minimize fluoroscopy time,

decrease the fluoroscopy frame rates, and mini-

mize image magnification [196]. Lead shields and

internal shielding (with barium) should be used as

much as possible [197]. Magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) and ultrasonography during preg-

nancy have not been associated with any adverse

effects and there is no evidence of teratogenicity

with gadolinium, a paramagnetic ion administered

for contrast definition in MRIs [198].

Focused abdominal sonography for trauma

(FAST) can be useful in patients who have expe-

rienced blunt trauma. FAST provides evidence of

free fluid in four areas: the subxiphoid, the right

and left upper quadrants, and the suprapublic

area. In pregnant patients, it has a sensitivity of

80–83 % and specificity of 98–100 % in

detecting intraperitoneal fluid [199, 200]. It can

also be used to establish the diagnosis of an

unknown pregnancy [201]. FAST can often

reduce the need for multiple radiographic imag-

ing studies, but it is of limited use in detecting

maternal injuries such as arterial hemorrhage

[202].

Bedside ultrasound and rapid computed

tomography scans have largely rendered diag-

nostic peritoneal lavage unnecessary. In

resource-limited settings, however, these tests

can be performed safely using a supra-umbilical

open technique [203, 204].

Specific Management Issues

Traumatic Brain Injury

As indicated above, resuscitation with crystalloids

instead of colloids is preferable in traumatic brain

injury. Specific techniques to elevate the head and

minimize head and neck flexion encourage venous

drainage and decrease elevated intracranial pres-

sure. In pregnant trauma patients, hypoventilation

should be avoided because it can decrease uterine

blood flow by decreasing maternal cardiac output

and blood pressure and by causing uterine

vasoconstriction. PaCO2 should be maintained

within the normal range for pregnancy with a

baroprotective ventilation strategy. Aggressive

resuscitation to prevent hypotension and hypoxia

is necessary to maintain perfusion of the brain and

other vital organs.

Spinal Cord Injuries

Traumatic injuries to the spinal cord have

implications for pregnant patients. Of the

12,000 women of childbearing age who sustain

spinal cord injuries per year, 2,000 become preg-

nant in any given year [205]. Roughly 14 % of

these women will have at least one pregnancy

after being injured [206]. Should the spinal injury

occur above the T5-T6 level, the patient is at risk

of developing autonomic dysreflexia (AD) or

hyperreflexia. In patients with this condition,

noxious stimuli below the level of injury result

Blood type, cross-match, Rh status
Complete blood count (hemoglobin, white blood cell count, platelet count)
Coagulation profile (prothrombin and partial thromboplastin time)
Fibrinogen concentration and fibrinogen split products (D-dimer)
Serum electrolytes
Serum glucose level
Liver function tests 
Serum amylase
Serum lactate and urate
Toxicology screen
Arterial blood gas (pH, PaO2, PaCO2, bicarbonate, base deficit)
Kleihauer-Betke test
Urinary protein, blood, bilirubin, and glucose
Urine specific gravity or urine osmolality

·
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·
·
·

Fig. 16.6 Initial

laboratory evaluation of the

pregnant trauma patient
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in unopposed sympathetic activity, piloerection,

vasoconstriction, and pallor below the level of

injury. Above the level of injury, unopposed para-

sympathetic activity can cause flushing, sweating,

pupillary constriction, and nasal congestion.

Without treatment, autonomic hyperflexia can

lead to seizures, retinal hemorrhage, pulmonary

edema, renal insufficiency, myocardial infarction,

cerebral hemorrhage, and death [207].

A review of cases of spinal cord injury in

pregnancy found rates for vaginal delivery,

assisted vaginal delivery, and cesarean section

were 37 %, 31 %, and 32 %, respectively [208].

Invasive hemodynamic monitoring may be

indicated in these patients [209]. Initial manage-

ment of autonomic dysreflexia includes elevating

the head of the bed, loosening tight clothing,

emptying bowel and rectum, and eliminating

any triggering stimulus if possible [210]. Rapidly

acting vasodilators, such as sublingual nitrates,

oral clonidine, or topical nitropaste can be used in

an outpatient setting and the medications can be

changed to intravenous vasodilators or ganglionic

blockers in an intensive care unit setting [211].

In labor and delivery, the pain of uterine

contractions can be a stimulant for AD, which

can be attenuated by administration of spinal, or

epidural anesthesia. Further blood pressure man-

agement can be achieved with sodium nitro-

prusside or trinitroglycerin as needed [212, 213].

In most patients, confirmation of spinal anesthesia

can be confirmed by the absence of a Babinski

sign and the patellar tendon reflex and the loss of

spasticity, although determining the exact level of

block can be difficult [213]. Finally, additional

care must be taken to prevent ascending urinary

tract infections and thromboembolic events in

pregnant women with spinal cord injuries [214].

Respiratory Failure and Extracorporeal
Lung Support

Thoracic trauma and massive transfusion are

independent risk factors for acute lung injury

that may be refractory to conventional therapy.

Approximately 4.6 % of all trauma patients

develop adult respiratory distress syndrome

[154]. The use of extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation (ECMO) in acute lung injury

remains controversial, and data on its benefits

compared with conventional treatment are lim-

ited. The use of ECMO in trauma is hindered by

concerns over hemorrhage during cannulation in

the presence of trauma-induced coagulopathy,

contraindications to anticoagulation, decreased

venous return as a result of abdominal packing

in damage-control surgery, and risk of iatrogenic

intracranial hemorrhage [215].

A retrospective analysis of ten non-pregnant

trauma patients who were treated with either

high-flow ECMO or interventional lung assist in

one center showed survival in six out of ten

patients, indicating that extracorporeal gas

exchange can be considered as rescue therapy

in adult trauma patients. In another 10-year ret-

rospective analysis of chest trauma patients

treated with ECMO, the overall survival rate

was 79 % [216].

There is only one case report of successful

ECMO therapy in a pregnant trauma patient

who developed ARDS [217]. However,

pumpless and pump-driven extracorporeal lung

support systems have been used to treat pregnant

women with ARDS due to influenza and pneu-

monia, with successful maternal and neonatal

outcomes [218–221]. ECMO has also been

employed in cases of massive thromboembolism/

amniotic fluid embolism and peripartum cardio-

myopathy [222–224]. Recognizing the need to

maintain aortocaval blood flow during medical

procedures, a technique for venous ECMO cannu-

lation has been described for left uterine displace-

ment during late pregnancy [225]. Extracorporeal

lung support should be considered as salvage

therapy in pregnant patients with severe thoracic

trauma and acute lung injury.

Analgesia

All pregnant trauma patients should receive ade-

quate analgesia. Pain causes high levels of

circulating catecholamines, which can reduce

placental blood flow. Opioids cause a reduction

in fetal heart rate variability and the obstetrician
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and neonatal team should be informed whenever

they are given. Remifentanil, an ultra short-

acting synthetic opioid rapidly metabolized by

nonspecific plasma and tissue esterases, can be

used if imminent delivery is suspected and avoid-

ance of neonatal respiratory depression deemed

is a priority.

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medications

should generally be avoided because of their

effects on platelet and renal function. They are

also relatively contraindicated late in gestation

because of risk of fetal ductus arteriosus closure.

Intravenous acetaminophen may be used to min-

imize total opiate doses. Regional anesthetic

techniques can be used in cases where there are

no coagulation abnormalities.

Thromboprophylaxis

Trauma patients in general are at risk of throm-

botic events. Orthopedic injuries and immobility

independently contribute to elevated risk for

blood clots. Recent research indicates patients

develop a hypercoagulable state 48 h after blunt

injury to abdominal organs and that fibrinogen

plays an important role in clot strength [226,

227]. Specific venous thromboembolic prophy-

laxis regimens have not been established in non-

pregnant trauma patients and routine thrombopro-

phylaxis after trauma remains debated. Coagula-

tion changes of pregnancy, however, predispose

women to thromboembolism even without injury.

All pregnant trauma patients should receive

thromboembolic prophylaxis after hemostasis is

obtained. Unfractionated heparins and low molec-

ular weight heparin are too large to cross the

placenta and are safe for the fetus.

Antibiotic and Tetanus Prophylaxis

All patients with traumatic injuries should

receive antibiotic prophylaxis. If emergency lap-

arotomy is necessary, antibiotics should cover

streptococcal, staphylococcal, clostridial, and

polymicrobial infections [20]. If massive trans-

fusion is required, care must be taken to

administer antibiotics at intervals that are suffi-

cient to maintain adequate tissue levels.

In addition to antibiotics, patients who have

tetanus-prone wounds should be given 0.5 mL of

tetanus toxoid if they have not received a booster

dose within the past 5 years. If they have never

been immunized with tetanus toxoid and have a

high-risk injury, they should receive an additional

500 units of tetanus immunoglobulin intramuscu-

larly [30]. A tetanus-prone wound is an injury or

burn that requires surgical intervention due to a

treatment delay greater than 6 h. Injuries with a

significant degree of devitalized tissue, puncture-

type injuries (particularly when contaminated with

soil or manure, as might be found with farm equip-

ment), and animal bites are also at risk. Wounds

containing foreign bodies, compound fractures,

and injuries in patients who have systemic sepsis

are prone to tetanus infection.

Pregnancy-Related Management Issues

Hypertensive disease in pregnancy is typically

marked by elevated blood pressure and protein-

uria. A patient with preeclampsia may have a

normal or an unexpectedly elevated blood pres-

sure in the setting of significant blood losses

related to injury. In a pregnant woman with

trauma, a near normal blood pressure in associa-

tion with proteinuria, abnormal liver enzymes,

elevated serum uric acid and otherwise unex-

plained thrombocytopenia should suggest the

possibility of underlying preeclampsia. Seizures

after traumatic brain injury in a pregnant patient

with the same findings should prompt consider-

ation of eclampsia, and intravenous magnesium

sulfate therapy should be initiated. In trauma

patients with suspected preeclampsia, blood

pressure should be supported at a level that

maintains adequate uterine perfusion and relative

hypotension should be avoided.

Fetal Delivery

Delivery of the fetus may be required in the

setting of placental abruption, uterine rupture,
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maternal shock, or fetal intolerance to maternal

trauma surgery. The fetal heart rate is a sensitive

indicator of placental perfusion and a fetal heart

rate tracing that is not reassuring (i.e., Category

II or Category III) or does not recover with

maternal resuscitation and uterine displacement

should prompt immediate delivery. Continued

maternal instability in the face of ongoing resus-

citation or cardiac arrest is also an indication for

fetal delivery. Relief of aortocaval compression

by delivery will increase cardiac output by

approximately 60–80 %, decrease oxygen

requirements, improve ventilation, and make car-

diopulmonary resuscitation more effective [228].

Cardiac Arrest and Perimortem
Cesarean Delivery

The global incidence of maternal cardiac arrest is

unknown due to lack of reliable reporting and

differences in standards of perinatal care. Mater-

nal cardiac arrest is rare, but it appears to have

increased in incidence from 2.20 to 2.37 per

100,000 maternities according to the most recent

data from the United Kingdom’s Confidential

Enquiry into Maternal Deaths [228]. Following

cardiac arrest, the American Heart Association

(AHA) recommends urgent operative delivery

within 4 min. Perimortem cesarean section is

defined as cesarean delivery initiated after mater-

nal arrest [230].

In developing countries, hemorrhage and sep-

sis are the most frequent contributors to maternal

cardiac arrest and death. Cardiac disease is now

the most common cause of maternal arrest in

developed countries, exceeding hemorrhage,

thromboembolism, and sepsis. Direct causes of

cardiac arrest include eclampsia, hemorrhage,

thromboembolism, and amniotic fluid embolism.

Indirect causes include underlying cardiac dis-

ease, sepsis, malignancy, and trauma. Anesthetic

causes such as airway failure and local anesthetic

toxicity may be contributing factors.

Resuscitation efforts during pregnancy should

take into account the physiologic changes of

pregnancy (see Fig. 16.7) [231]. Because

aortocaval compression reduces cardiac output,

thoracic compressions need to be given with the

uterus displaced 15–30�. Wedges, such as the

Cardiff Resuscitation Wedge, have been

designed to produce an adequate degree of tilt,

but they are seldom available [232]. Manual dis-

placement of the uterus may be superior to tilting

the entire patient or raising the right hip to

achieve left uterine displacement, and can be

easily accomplished [233–236]. The force of

compressions needs to be increased when the

patient is no longer supine. When the body is

tilted at 27� for uterine displacement, the force

of adequate chest compressions is reduced to

80 % of that when the patient is flat. Chest

compressions should be performed 2–3 fingers

above the xiphoid in the midsternum to avoid

injury to the uterine fundus, liver, or spleen.

Paddle placement for defibrillation must

account for enlarged breasts, but thoracic imped-

ance remains unchanged and normal defibrillator

current settings can be used [237]. Similarly,

standard doses of ACLS drugs should be used;

the benefits of restoring maternal circulation out-

weigh the risk of uteroplacental vasoconstriction.

However, the volume of drug distribution and

drug metabolism differs in pregnancy, and higher

doses should be considered if standard doses do

not yield an adequate response [238].

In cases of cardiac arrest, cesarean delivery

should be considered when the fetus is estimated

to be beyond 20 weeks gestation and the uterus is

palpable at the umbilicus. It is vital that CPR be

continued during cesarean section. Fetal delivery

during maternal arrest has been shown to improve

overall maternal and fetal outcomes. Maternal and

fetal survival rates have been reported to be 72 %

and 45 %, respectively, in cases of non-traumatic

maternal cardiac arrest [239]. A review of mater-

nal cardiac arrests noted that 12 out of 20 mothers

who experienced cardiac arrest had improved

hemodynamics or a return to spontaneous circula-

tion following urgent cesarean section [240].

Evacuation of the uterus relieves aortocaval com-

pression, provides autotransfusion of the uterine

blood, decreases maternal metabolic

requirements, and improves ventilation.

Prompt delivery of the fetus increases the

likelihood of intact neurologic function in
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neonates [241, 242]. Data from patients who

experienced cardiac arrest after amniotic fluid

embolism show that 98 % of fetuses had intact

neurologic function if delivered within 5 min,

83 % had intact neurologic function if delivered

within 6–15 min, but none had neurologic func-

tion if delivered 36+ min after maternal amniotic

fluid embolism [243]. Unfortunately, in cases of

traumatic hypovolemic cardiac arrest, fetal

outcomes are likely to be worse because the

fetus has already suffered prolonged hypoxia

prior to the maternal arrest.

An analysis of case reports of maternal cardiac

arrest indicates that a 4-min time frame for emer-

gency hysterotomy was not met in 93 % of cases,

yet the neonatal survival rate was still 50 %, and

this included cases in which the fetus was deliv-

ered 10 min after the arrest began [244]. This

analysis also indicated that cesarean delivery dur-

ing maternal arrest provided clear improvement in

maternal hemodynamics in only 31.7 % of cases,

which may reflect prolonged arrest times prior to

initiation of cesarean section. Currently, one-third

of women who die during pregnancy remain

undelivered at time of death. It is unclear whether

cesarean section during maternal arrest might

increase the number of viable fetuses who would

otherwise have remained undelivered [245].

Where cesarean delivery during arrest should

be performed is subject to debate. In a

mannequin-based study of simulated maternal

arrest, maternal transport impaired the quality

of the resuscitation [246]. During cardiac arrest,

hemorrhage is minimal and definitive surgical

hemostasis and antibiotic therapy can be

completed in the operating room after spontane-

ous circulation is restored. If resources are avail-

able emergency cesarean sections should be

performed where the arrest occurs.

In cases of maternal arrest with return to

spontaneous circulation, therapeutic hypother-

mia may be considered if coagulation parameters

are normal. The AHA recommends considering

therapeutic hypothermia in the undelivered

patient with continuous fetal monitoring [116].

Occasionally resuscitation is successful, but the

patient has irreversible brain damage and

remains undelivered. Several case reports show

that such patients may deliver viable fetuses even

though they sustained their injuries as early as

the 15th week of pregnancy [247–249].

Anesthetic Management

The anesthetic care of the pregnant trauma

patient combines the principles of trauma resus-

citation with the anesthetic management of preg-

nant women undergoing non-obstetric surgery.

Uteroplacental perfusion and maternal hemody-

namics must be maintained in order to optimize

maternal and fetal outcomes. The specific anes-

thesia techniques employed will depend on the

nature of the patient’s injuries.

Induction and Intubation

All pregnant trauma patients should receive ant-

acid prophylaxis if possible prior to intubation.

Chest compressions 
 Hand placement mid-sternum, 2-3 finger-breadths higher 
 Uterus displaced after 18-20 weeks with wedge, manual displacement, or tilted backboard 

Defibrillation 
 Paddle placement unchanged 
 Current unchanged 

Drugs 
 Doses unchanged 

Delivery 
 Plan for perimortem cesarean delivery within 4 minutes 

·
·

·
·

·

·

Fig. 16.7 Cardiopulmonary resuscitation
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After denitrogenation with 100 % oxygen, a

rapid sequence induction with cricoid pressure

is preferred, if conditions permit. Airway man-

agement in pregnancy and trauma poses

increased risks and additional airway equipment

should be available. Pregnant patients >18–20

weeks gestation should be placed in left uterine

displacement to prevent aortocaval compression

and optimize placental perfusion.

Most drugs for induction are considered safe

for use in pregnant trauma patients. The choice of

induction agents includes etomidate or ketamine.

In hypotensive patients with ongoing hemor-

rhage, they provide better blood pressure support

than thiopental or propofol. Ketamine should be

avoided in patients with traumatic head injuries

because it may increase intracranial pressure. It

can also cause myocardial depression in patients

with severe hypovolemia and in large doses it has

caused increased uterine tone in pregnant ewes

[250]. Opiates such as remifentanil or fentanyl

can be used to supplement the induction agent.

Neuromuscular blockade can be achieved with

succinylcholine or rocuronium. Once endotra-

cheal intubation has been achieved, an oro- or

nasogastric tube should be passed to decompress

the stomach. When muscle tone has recovered,

muscle relaxation can be re-initiated and

maintained with a nondepolarizing muscle relax-

ant guided by peripheral nerve monitoring.

Maintenance of Anesthesia

A balanced anesthetic technique using a volatile

agent, opioids, and neuromuscular blockade is

favored to maintain maternal hemodynamics

during trauma surgery. If a volatile anesthetic is

contraindicated because of hypotension, an opi-

ate such as fentanyl and an antianxiolytic agent

should be used until a volatile agent can be safely

administered. Nitrous oxide should be limited in

trauma cases in which there is a possibility of

pneumothorax. In its absence, nitrous oxide can

be considered to help minimize the use of vola-

tile agents in postpartum patients, thus reducing

the risk of uterine atony and ongoing

hemorrhage.

If the fetus is between 20 and 23 weeks fetal

heart rate should be evaluated prior to induction

and after surgery is completed. If the fetus

greater than 23 weeks, intraoperative fetal moni-

toring can detect fetal distress that might indicate

a need for urgent cesarean section. Continuous

fetal monitoring is contingent on adequate

facilities, the availability of trained personnel to

interpret the heart rate tracing in the operating

room, and an obstetrical team that is immediately

ready for cesarean delivery.

If a cesarean delivery is performed, uterotonic

agents should be immediately available. An oxy-

tocin infusion should be started after the fetus is

delivered. A slow intravenous drip is preferred to

a bolus dose because rapid infusion can cause

vasodilation and hypotension. In order to mini-

mize ongoing bleeding, high-concentrations of

volatile anesthetic agents should be avoided.

Additional uterotonic agents such as prostaglan-

din E1, prostaglandin F2 alpha, and methyl ergo-

novine may be used if oxytocin alone proves

insufficient.

Intraoperative fluid therapy should be guided

by the preoperative fluid status, preoperative and

intraoperative blood losses, maternal hemody-

namics, urine output, and additional information

from transesophageal echocardiography (TEE),

or central venous pressure monitoring. Early

treatment of hemorrhage and coagulopathy is

vital. If massive hemorrhage occurs,

intraoperative red blood cell salvage can be

achieved with a Cell Saver® (Haemonetics Cor-

poration, Braintree, Massachusetts), with care to

avoid collection of amniotic fluid. A rapid

infuser should be used to assist transfusion

management.

Conclusion

The global burden of trauma mortality is

greater than the mortality burden attributed

to HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis com-

bined. In the United States, maternal mortality

from traumatic injury exceeds direct

pregnancy-related causes of death.

Motor vehicle accidents and intimate part-

ner violence remain leading causes of mater-

nal trauma. Providing information on
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seatbelts during prenatal visits can help pre-

vent injury related to absent or improper seat

belt use. Similarly, routine questions about

substance and alcohol use, and exposure to

intimate partner violence can enable appropri-

ate referral and assistance.

Maternal and fetal outcomes of trauma are

often poor and fetal outcomes do not corre-

spond with severity of maternal injury. All

women of childbearing age who experience

trauma should be evaluated for possible preg-

nancy. Pregnant women who are discharged

following their initial injury should be consid-

ered high-risk patients for the remainder of

their pregnancy.

Pregnancy involves significant alterations

in maternal physiology that directly influence

the evaluation and management of trauma

(see Fig. 16.8). Cardiovascular and hemato-

logic changes clinically compensate for hem-

orrhage, but can delay recognition of the

extent of injury. Airway, cardiovascular, and

respiratory changes affect the use of ATLS

protocols. Uterine displacement to relieve

aortocaval compression must be established

for all patients with pregnancies of 18–20

weeks or greater.

Fluid resuscitation and blood transfusion

should be guided by maternal needs and

blood pressure supported at levels that opti-

mize fetal well-being. All pregnant patients

who require emergency transfusion should

receive O-negative/Rh-negative blood to

avoid Rho sensitization. Trauma-induced

coagulopathies should be aggressive treated

and may require use of tranexamic acid, fibrin-

ogen, or prothrombin complex concentrate.

All pregnant women with trauma should be

evaluated for fetomaternal hemorrhage. Rh

immune globulin should be administered if

fetomaternal hemorrhage is suspected. The

fetal heart rate should be recorded for all

pregnancies above 20 weeks. Continuous

fetal heart rate monitoring should be initiated

for pregnancies greater than 23–24 weeks and

it should be maintained for at least 6 h during

the trauma hospitalization.

If pregnant women require diagnostic

imaging, care must be taken to shield the

uterus. Following trauma, they should also

receive thromboprophylaxis, antibiotics, and

tetanus prophylaxis when indicated.

If a pregnant trauma patient suffers a car-

diac arrest after 20 weeks gestation, chest

Transport and stabilize in trauma center 
 protect brain and spinal cord 

Monitor maternal vital signs and fetal heart rate   

Restore maternal tissue perfusion and oxygenation 
 resuscitate with FFP and RBC transfusion in ratio > 1:2  

Prevent and treat coaguloapthy 
 prevent hypothermia 
 early use of antifibrinolytics, fibrinogen concentrate, prothrombin complex, rFactorVIIa 

Optimize uteroplacental blood flow and fetal well-being 
 uterine displacement  
 supplemental oxygen 

Prevent preterm labor 
 tocolysis 

Prepare for emergency cesarean delivery 
 Fetal deterioration with gestation > 23-24 weeks   
 maternal deterioration with fetus > 23-24 weeks  
 maternal arrest 

·

·

·
·

·
·

·

·
·
·

Fig. 16.8 Management strategies for pregnant trauma patients
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compressions must be performed with uterine

displacement. As soon as the arrest occurs, a

cesarean section for fetuses >23–24 weeks

should be initiated within 4 min. Cesarean

delivery of nonviable or dead fetuses should

also be considered as it can improve maternal

hemodynamics and prompt return to sponta-

neous circulation.

Anesthesiologists may have more knowl-

edge of the pregnant patient than other

members of a trauma team. As such, they

can play a critical role in integrating their

understanding of the physiologic changes of

pregnancy with the life support and trauma

protocols needed to reduce morbidity and

mortality in pregnant women who experience

trauma.
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Anesthesia for the Geriatric Trauma
Patient 17
Walid Alrayashi

Background

As medical care continues to improve, more peo-

ple are living longer. The average life expectancy

has increased by almost a decade just in the

last 50 years [1]. Currently, there are about

40 million people over the age of 65, but

that is expected to increase to over 72 million

people [2]. As a result, hospitals have seen a

steady increase in the age of their inpatient

population. In fact, older adults account for

25 % of all hospital trauma admissions and that

number is expected to grow to 40 % by 2050 [3,

4]. These numbers are also reflected in the finan-

cial outcomes that they entail. Although geriatric

patients account for only 15 % of the patients

seen in the ED, they account for almost 50 % of

the ICU admissions, and consume on average,

50 % more diagnostic resources than younger

people. For all of these reasons, it becomes

practically important for anesthesiologists and

critical care providers to gain a deeper under-

standing of the patients they will be taking care

of more often.

There is no uniformly understood definition of

“elderly.” According to the injury severity scale

(ISS), there is an increase in mortality for patients

over 70 years old. The traditional Advanced

Trauma Life Support (ATLS) approach is to trans-

port any patient over 55 years old to a trauma

center, whereas the Eastern Association for the

Surgery of Trauma (EAST) classifies anyone

over 65 years as elderly [5, 6]. However, it is

probably more accurate to define an “elderly

patient” as an individual who has undergone a

group of anatomical and physiological changes,

which have diminished his/her ability to adapt and

recover from various physical ailments compared

to their younger counterparts. It is well known

that elderly trauma patients, especially those

over 80 years, have significantly higher rates of

morbidity and mortality.

Etiology of Geriatric Trauma

There are several key conditions that place the

geriatric population at increased risk for trau-

matic events and for delayed recovery. Some

of these factors include visual loss, cognitive

dysfunction, unsteady balance, slowed reaction

time, and syncope. In addition, the elderly are

also prone to generalized weakness and decon-

ditioning from chronic illnesses (Table 17.1).

Most of the time, these conditions are not even

recognized prior to a trauma. Prior trauma also

places patients at about a threefold increased risk

for further trauma.

In terms of the mechanism of geriatric injury,

blunt trauma is more common than the

penetrating trauma seen in younger patients. Fur-

thermore, falls account for about 70 % of the
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elderly trauma, while motor vehicle accidents

(MVAs) account for about 25 % of the remaining

injuries. Penetrating and other traumas fill the

remaining 5 % of presenting injuries [8]. The

overwhelming majority of falls occur from the

standing position. Falls associated with concur-

rent cerebral damage and long bone fractures are

associated with significant morbidity and mortal-

ity [9, 10]. Furthermore, there are significant

costs associated, with each fall costing about

$18,000, not including the post hospital rehabili-

tation and nursing care [11]. Those suffering

MVAs frequently sustain rib fractures with flail

chest and pulmonary contusions, leading to wors-

ening cardiopulmonary disease such as ischemia,

pneumonia, and respiratory failure [12]. The

elderly are also more prone to burn injuries

involving larger surface areas, attributable to

their reduced olfactory, visual, and auditory

senses [13].

Physiological Considerations
in the Elderly

In order for the body to survive, it has to be able

to respond to various physiological stressors in

order to maintain a steady state of homeostasis.

That flexibility is called functional reserve. As

one ages, functional reserve decreases steadily

[14]. When sustaining a traumatic insult, recov-

ery is usually slow and complicated by infections

and multiple organ dysfunction syndromes.

However, there is a significant amount of

variability from one elderly person to another,

partially due to lifestyle, environmental factors,

genetics, and other systemic diseases [15]. Tak-

ing an organ-system approach, we will review

the physiological changes of the elderly trauma

patient and discuss the pertinent anesthetic

considerations.

Cardiovascular

There are normal physiologic changes that the

heart undergoes as one gets older (Fig. 17.1).

These include an increase in fibrosis of the myo-

cardium and media of the arterial vasculature. It

is common to have a hypertrophied left ventricle

and a stiffened aorta which results in increased

afterload and manifests as elevated systolic

blood pressures. The pressure increases lead to

prolonged myocardial contraction and impaired

relaxation, raising the risk of heart failure. In

order to maintain the same stroke volume, the

left ventricle becomes more dependent on the

atrial contribution during diastole, from 10 % in

young adults to 30 % in the elderly [16]. To

accommodate for this, the atrium frequently

enlarges, increasing its propensity for dysrhy-

thmias like atrial fibrillation. Also, the fat and

collagen deposition within the heart affects the

conduction system and leads to a slower resting

heart rate and likelihood of dysrhythmias [17].

Anesthetic Considerations
In summary, the changes described above lead to

diminished cardiac reserve especially when

determining fluid resuscitation in a trauma

patient. Rapid fluid shifts are not well tolerated.

When sudden blood loss occurs, the geriatric

heart cannot compensate with a faster heart

rate when a higher cardiac output is needed

because of decreased response to circulating

catecholamines and increased vagal tone. These

patients are also frequently taking β-blockers,
further impeding their sympathetic response to

Table 17.1 Factors contributing to geriatric trauma

Visual loss • Cataract formation

• Impaired pupillary response

• Decreased peripheral vision

Hearing loss

Cognitive

dysfunction

• May be seen in 35% of geriatric

patients in ED, only recognized 6%

of the time [7]

• Memory impairments

• Depression

• Dementia

Unsteady balance

and gait

• Proprioception and inner ear

derangements

Slowed reaction

time

Syncope • Usually caused by undiagnosed

cardiac and neural derangements as

well as inappropriate medication use
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hypovolemia and making heart rate a less reliable

diagnostic tool. Conversely, sudden boluses of

fluid or blood products are also not well

tolerated as in patients with diastolic dysfunc-

tion. Although older patients have some degree

of diastolic dysfunction, many have more signif-

icant disease especially those with hypertension,

coronary artery disease, cardiomyopathy, and

valvular heart disease. When there is a small

change in the left ventricular volume, the end

diastolic pressure increases drastically, leading

to fluid overload among other things. Conse-

quently, geriatric patients are more sensitive to

Starling’s forces and fluid management should

be based on the type of surgery and the

patients’ comorbidities. Monitoring modalities

such as echocardiography and systolic pressure

variations SPVs should be used to guide fluid

administration. SPV is the difference between

the maximum and minimum systolic pressure

following a positive pressure breath. When

the difference is �10, this usually reflects a

hypovolemic state.

The prolonged circulation time results in

slowed onset of intravenous agents but faster

induction of inhalational agents, however this is

of minimal clinical significance. During induc-

tion there may be an exaggerated drop in blood

pressure due to the diminished cardiac reserve

and the fact that most anesthetic agents are nega-

tive inotropes with vasodilatory properties.

These agents cause sympathetic blockade which

the geriatric myocardium may be heavily reliant

on for normal resting function.

Pulmonary

The prominent feature of geriatric pulmonary

physiology is the decreased compliance of the

chest wall and parenchymal lung tissue. While

the chest wall muscles become more fibrotic and

the costal cartilages calcify, the thorax becomes

more barrel-shaped. The diaphragm also

becomes flat. In combination, these features

increase the amount of work needed for adequate

ventilation and oxygenation. The alveoli end up

becoming over distended while the small airways

collapse, ultimately minimizing the overall alve-

olar surface area available for gas exchange.

Both the anatomic and physiologic dead space

increase. The vital capacity is decreased, but

the functional residual capacity and closing

capacity are increased. Ventilation and perfusion

mismatching is more pronounced [18]. Geriatric

patients have decreased pulmonary capillary

Fig. 17.1 Cardiovascular

physiology in the elderly.

BP blood pressure, LVH
left ventricular

hypertrophy, CO cardiac

output, HR heart rate, and

SA sinoatrial node,

downward arrow
decreased, upward arrow
increased
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blood volume and pulmonary membrane perme-

ability. The alveolocapillary membrane thickens

as well leading to a decreased oxygen diffusion

capacity. When combined with the lower resting

arterial oxygenation (see the Raine–Bishop equa-

tion below), these patients are also more prone to

rapid hypoxemia [19].

Anesthetic Considerations
The described physiologic derangements, geriatric

patients experience hypoxemia more rapidly when

apneic. So denitrogenation (or preoxygenation)

usually takes a longer period of time and

induction of anesthesia usually causes more rapid

desaturation. There are also important anatomical

considerations in the elderly. They have decreased

protective laryngeal reflexes making them prone

to aspiration. Poor dentition and lack of teeth may

makemask ventilation difficult. Patients may have

limited range of motion of the neck and temporo-

mandibular joint potentially making intubation

difficult. One should recognize that the elderly

are prone to cervical spine injuries, often requiring

a neck collar until damage to vertebrae or

ligaments is ruled out. Patients who undergo

abdominal or thoracic surgery often have

increased atelectasis due to splinting which often

increases the elderly patient’s already-elevated

work of breathing. In addition, narcotic and

benzodiazepine use further decrease the already

low baseline response to hypoxia and hyper-

carbia; ultimately making these patients at higher

risk for early respiratory failure.

Renal

At the anatomic level, elderly kidneys have a loss

of both glomeruli and renal mass, up to 50 % less

than their younger counterparts [19]. There is

also a decreased renal blood flow due to fewer

capillaries. Patients also have a lower creatinine

clearance, but they produce less creatinine in

general because of decreased muscle mass in

the elderly, ultimately leaving serum creatinine

within the low-normal range. However, the cre-

atinine clearance is a good measure of kidney

function which can be calculated using the

Cockroft–Gault equation.

The kidneys are also unable to concentrate or

absorb glucose as effectively. These changes

usually result in a high incidence of previously

unrecognized renal dysfunction. This is signifi-

cant because acute renal failure contributes to a

one in five deaths during the perioperative

period of geriatric surgical patients [20]. The

rennin–angiotensin–aldosterone system’s abil-

ity to adapt to fluid and pressure changes is

also decreased. The kidney’s ability to regulate

fluids and electrolytes is also impaired placing

patients at risk for hypo or hypervolemia as well

as deranged electrolyte levels. These effects

may result in neurological or cardiovascular

abnormalities like seizures and/or cerebral

edema, or arrhythmias, respectively.

Anesthetic Considerations
Due to the altered concentrating ability and the

possibility for inappropriate diuresis, urine out-

put is not a reliable way to interpret renal func-

tion. Skin turgor is also a poor marker of fluid

status as the elderly usually have a thinner der-

mis with loss of elasticity. Medications which

need careful control of plasma levels should be

titrated based on serum concentrations. Unfor-

tunately, in trauma, an accurate assessment of a

patient’s renal function cannot occur until the

postoperative period. Nonetheless, nephrotoxic

medications and diagnostic agents like contrast

dye, should be minimized. One should be

mindful of using drugs which depend on renal

clearance as their duration of action is usually

prolonged [19, 20].

GFR ¼ 140� ageð Þ � weight in kgð Þ � 0:85 if female or 1:0 if maleð Þ
72� Creatinine in mg=dL
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Central Nervous System

Geriatric cognitive function is mostly preserved,

in the absence of cerebral diseases like

Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s. That being said,

there is a high prevalence of all forms of demen-

tia and other neurologic disorders. Short term

memory is modestly decreased, while long term

usually remains unchanged [21]. Anatomically,

there is a decrease in brain mass with an appro-

priate decrease in cerebral blood flow according

to an intact autoregulation curve. There is a

considerable decrease in neuron mass, degree

of synapses as well as the synthesis of

neurotransmitters and their receptors [22]. At

the cellular level, it is theorized that there is a

reduction of certain proteins that promote new

neuron growth like fibroblast growth factor-2,

insulin-like growth factor-1, and vascular endo-

thelial growth factor [23]. Physiologically, the

elderly have impaired thermoregulation and a

lower vasoconstriction threshold making them

very sensitive to ambient temperature changes.

Anesthetic Considerations
One of the most important goals of intraoperative

management is to maintain adequate cerebral

perfusion. It is difficult to determine what “ade-

quate perfusion” is because many geriatric

patients have chronic hypertension which may

or may not be controlled. Moreover, the

autoregulation curve of the elderly is commonly

shifted to the right. What this implies is that the

limits of where the mean arterial pressures

(MAP), and consequently cerebral perfusion

pressure (CPP), should be maintained may be

different than expected. It is widely accepted to

maintain the MAPs within 20 % of the patient’s

baseline. It is also important to aggressively

maintain normothermia in the geriatric popula-

tion because of their impaired thermoregulation

worsened further by general anesthesia. The

value of maintaining a normal temperature can-

not be overstated in a trauma patient because the

lack of it places them at risk for coagulopathy,

delayed wound healing, increased oxygen

requirements, arrhythmias, and ischemic events.

The decreased cognitive reserve of the geriat-

ric patient increases the likelihood of postopera-

tive delirium and cognitive dysfunction. Post-op

delirium, occurring in 5–50 % of the patients and

up to 80 % in the critically ill; manifests as a

transient fluctuating change in consciousness that

happens after surgery. There are many possible

causes, such as anemia, pain, sleep deprivation,

electrolyte abnormalities, infection, and

preexisting dementia. It has been demonstrated

that the elderly brain is more sensitive to the

peripheral inflammatory mediators released dur-

ing trauma. In animal models, it has been shown

that these inflammatory cytokines in particular

interleukn-1 and 6 (IL-1 and IL-6) as well as

tumor necrosis factor stimulate microglia to pro-

mote further neural inflammation. Ultimately,

this inflammatory cascade in the brain leads to

neurodegeneration of cholinergic neurons in the

basal forebrain as well as the delayed progressive

loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia

nigra [24]. Postoperative cognitive dysfunction is

a more persistent change in mental status which

manifests as personality changes, unstable

moods, as well as impaired focus and memory.

Risk factors include age, years of formal educa-

tion, duration of anesthetic, postoperative infec-

tion, and repeat surgery. It is frequently

associated with longer hospitalization stays and

healthcare costs.

Pharmacologic Considerations

There are specific physiologic changes in the

elderly which have significant pharmacokinetic

effects. There is decrease in total body water

which means their central compartment in the

three compartment model is decreased. This

implies that the peak concentrations of drugs

administered as a rapid infusion or bolus are

much higher. With this in mind, it is better to

calculate drug dosage by using lean body mass.

However, older adults also have a lower lean

body mass which decreases the second (rapid

equilibrating) compartment and an increase in

body fat which causes an increase in the third
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compartment (slow equilibrating) compartment.

Together, these changes result in an increased

volume of distribution that results in altered

drug onset, peak, and duration that are sometimes

difficult to predict.

During trauma, as the body undergoes shock,

there are several unique changes. Protein-bound

drugs are more readily available in circulation

thereby amplifying their affect, whereas water-

soluble drugs have an initial exaggerated effect

because of the smaller overall volume of distri-

bution (VD). The increased VD also causes the

duration of fat-soluble drugs to be significantly

prolonged. There is also an increased prevalence

of drug–drug interactions because of the simple

fact that the elderly take many more medications.

When dosing drugs, it is important that the MAC

of volatile agents may be significantly lower and

that the rate of induction and emergence is

slower. One must also reduce intravenous induc-

tion and narcotic drugs by up to 50%. In general,

the aminosteroid muscle relaxants have a

prolonged effect because of the high plasma con-

centration and slow elimination time due to

reduced renal and hepatic clearance. However,

there are no changes in onset and duration of the

benzylisoquinolines.

Initial Assessment of the Geriatric
Trauma Patient

When an elderly trauma patient first comes in,

one may not be able to get a reasonable history. It

may be necessary to just rely on collateral infor-

mation from relatives or witnesses and on physi-

cal examination with careful attention to old

scars. An attempt should be made to obtain a

complete medication list, which may signifi-

cantly affect diagnosis and treatment. Aging is

associated with increased cardiovascular disease

as so many of these patients are frequently taking

anticoagulation therapies and/or β-blockers.
Multiple studies have shown that head injury

patients who were previously on warfarin have

significantly worse outcomes, with a risk of mor-

tality that is more than doubled compared to

those not taking them [25, 26]. The use of β-
blocker may be an indicator to other coexisting

diseases like diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipid-

emia, and renal failure. A retrospective study in a

trauma center showed that β-blocker use in the

elderly trauma patient conferred a twofold

increased likelihood of mortality [27]. Normal

appearing vital signs may actually be completely

deranged. For example, tachycardia may be

blunted by β-blockers and that what is a normal

blood pressure may, in fact, be too low for a

patient who has chronic hypertension. Failure to

recognize these changes may delay diagnosis and

treatment.

Triaging

Despite what we currently understand about the

elderly and their overall decreased physiological

reserve, many of these patients are under-triaged.

One study that reviewed a trauma network of

multiple hospitals showed that there were less

trauma codes called for the elderly when com-

pared to their younger counterparts with similar

injuries [28]. On the contrary, when the elderly

injured patients were quickly moved to a trauma

center, they had improved outcomes with respect

to infections, respiratory failure, and overall sur-

vival [29, 30]. There are several ways to identify

patients who might benefit from aggressive

resuscitation strategies. One of which is to use

an anatomic scoring system which gives a global

picture of a patient with multiple injuries, such as

the Injury Severity Score (ISS). Several studies

have demonstrated that this scoring system is a

strong predictor of mortality [31].

Initial Management

Oxygenation and Ventilation

Initial management of the older trauma patient

should follow standard ATLS guidelines, but

with certain special considerations. Airway

patency should be confirmed or established with
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endotracheal intubation, but that may prove chal-

lenging in a patient with direct head and neck

injury, edema, or foreign bodies. The elderly are

also more prone to poor dentition with loose

teeth or they may have dentures, which should

be removed prior to intubation. Edentulous

patients may be difficult to mask ventilate. The

elderly have reduced laryngeal reflexes because

of a general atrophy of muscles and neural

structures, making them prone to aspiration.

Geriatric patients are also more prone to cervical

neck injuries due to reduced bone density from

osteoporosis, so neck stabilization should be

maintained during intubation [32].

Chest injuries are very common with pulmo-

nary contusions being the most common. Pul-

monary contusions also deteriorate over time

especially with excessive fluid resuscitation as

many of these patients often require. The elderly

are also more prone to rib fractures and flail

chest due to the fragile bones secondary to oste-

oporosis. Thoracic epidural analgesia should be

considered in these situations as they provide

superior analgesia without the side effects of

systemic opioids. Early chest tube placement

should be done to relieve pneumothorax or

hemothorax which would improve oxygenation

and ventilation.

In establishing the airway, induction doses of

certain drugs should be adjusted appropriately

for the older adult in order to avoid severe

hypotension, especially in light of hypovolemia.

Sedative agents such as propofol, etomidate,

benzodiazepines, and barbiturates should be

decreased by up 20–50 % in order to attain the

same electroencephalographic goals [33–35].

Finally, at induction, opioid doses should also

be decreased, while neuromuscular blocking

agent dosing should remain unchanged.

Cardiovascular Considerations

As discussed earlier, the elderly are prone to

myocardial ischemic events as they are more

likely to have previously undiagnosed athero-

sclerotic plaque in their coronaries. The myo-

cardium is also less responsive to circulating

catecholamines released after sustaining a

trauma. This results in a reduced ability for the

myocardium to compensate for shock physiol-

ogy with an increased heart rate and cardiac

output. These physiologic changes are further

aggravated by β-blocking drugs. Therefore, a

lower threshold should be used to assess an

older patient. For example, when tachycardia

is defined as a heart rate over 120 beats per

minute (bpm) in a young adult (according to

the ATLS protocols), a heart rate of 90 bpm in

the elderly should raise equal concern [36].

Similarly, blood pressure may be deceiving as

they may not indicate the true hemodynamic

state of the patient. While a blood pressure less

than 100–110 mmHg may be worrisome in a

young patient, many studies have suggested

that the threshold for older adults be increased

to 120 mmHg for those aged 50–69 years and

140 mmHg for those over 70 years old [37].

Since vital signs may be misleading, it is

important to assess tissue perfusion using serum

levels of lactic acid and calculated base deficit.

There have been many studies showing that ele-

vated serum lactate levels are associated with

increased mortality in patients who might other-

wise be considered as having “normal” vital

signs. A serum lactate level greater than 4

mmol/L was associated with a 12 % mortality

in younger adults, but an astounding 40 % mor-

tality in those older than 65 years [38].

The value in recognizing hypovolemia is that

it often leads to hypoperfusion and tissue dam-

age in the form of stroke, myocardial infarction,

and acute renal failure. One should therefore

establish adequate intravenous access and resus-

citate with colloids, crystalloids, and blood in

order to improve oxygen delivery. Patients on

warfarin or clopidogrel may bleed excessively

even with minor injuries. For these patients,

aggressive correction with fresh frozen plasma

(FFP) and platelets should be started early.

Many trauma patients also suffer coagulopathy

from shock secondary to their injuries, often

necessitating replacement therapy with FFP,

platelets, cryoprecipitate, fibrinogen, prothrom-

bin complex concentrates, and recombinant

factor VII.
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Temperature Considerations

Temperature regulation is an important and fre-

quently overlooked factor in the management of

the acute elderly trauma patient. Because they

have less fat stores and subcutaneous tissue, they

have less shivering and nonshivering thermogen-

esis. General anesthesia causes peripheral vasodi-

lation which also exacerbates hypothermia. The

complications of low core body temperatures are

many and include worsening coagulopathy,

platelet dysfunction, and metabolic acidosis. It is

therefore important to aggressively warm patients

in the operating room by increasing room temper-

ature, using radiant and convective warming

devices, and using fluid warmers.

Monitoring

Early invasive monitoring for guiding resuscita-

tion was associated with improved survival in the

geriatric trauma patient [39]. However, more

recent data is showing that pulse pressure

variation (PPV), SPV, and stroke volume varia-

tion (SVV) measurements to be very accurate

indicators of volume status [40]. The concept

behind invasive monitoring is to provide better

diagnostic tools that would allow a more tailored

approach in optimizing oxygen delivery. An

algorithm that uses the ISS has been developed

to guide initial resuscitation using invasive

monitors (Fig. 17.2). After the initial assessment

per ATLS guidelines, one can then determine if

the injuries are minor or major by using an ISS of

9, lactate levels, or any other evidence of

hypoperfusion. If the trauma is minor with no

signs of shock, then standard American Society

of Anesthesiologists (ASA) monitors can be

used (inspired oxygen, arterial saturation,

capnography, ECG, blood pressure, and temper-

ature). However, if there are signs of

hypovolemia, the patient has a high-risk mecha-

nism of injury, uncertain cardiovascular status, or

renal disease, then an arterial line and pulmonary

artery catheter should be placed [41].

Anesthetic Concerns for Specific
Injuries

Orthopedic Injuries

The elderly are prone to bone fractures due to the

high incidence of osteoporosis. Many of these

may be an isolated hip fracture or multiple

Fig. 17.2 An algorithm

for the initial resuscitation

of the elderly trauma

patient. ISS Injury Severity

Score, PACWP pulmonary

artery capillary wedge

pressure, PCWP
pulmonary capillary wedge

pressure. Adapted from

Surg Clin North Am, 74,

Thi Santora TA, Schinco

MA, Trooskin SZ,

Management of TRAUMA

in the elderly patient, pp.

163–85, Copyright 1994,

with permission from

Elsevier
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fractures in a polytrauma. Many of these

fractures are considered surgical emergencies

because of the increased mortality, prolonged

hospitalization, and precipitous decline in func-

tional mobility associated with postponing fixa-

tion [42]. Several studies have shown that

delaying the operative repair of these fractures

more than 48 h confers a twofold increase in

mortality in the first postoperative year [43].

One study found that in patients with up to two

comorbidities had an increased mortality if their

surgery was delayed for more than 24 h. How-

ever, that same study showed that those with

three or more comorbidities had a decreased sur-

vival rate if operated on within that first 24

h [44]. Another study that adjusted for the sever-

ity of comorbid conditions showed no difference

in mortality when surgery was delayed for 120

h [45]. It appears that those without other signifi-

cant disease processes benefit the most from sur-

gical intervention within 24–48 h. On the other

hand, those with multiple comorbidities deserve

a full multidisciplinary risk versus benefit analy-

sis on the best time to proceed with surgery and

how much optimization is necessary before

going to the operating room.

Anesthetic choice between general versus

regional has been an issue of debate. Older stud-

ies showed no differences between the two

techniques in inpatient morbidity, 1-year mortal-

ity, or functional recovery [46, 47]. However,

other prospective studies have shown a signifi-

cant reduction in venous thromboembolism and

intraoperative blood loss [48]. A more recent

study in 2012 of inpatients with hip fractures

showed a 29 % reduction in mortality and a

25 % decrease in pulmonary complications in

those receiving regional compared to general

anesthesia [49].

Head Injuries

Falls are the most common cause of head injuries

in the elderly, frequently associated with a high

incidence of intracranial bleeds [50]. Higher

severity injuries, lower Glasgow Coma Scale

(GCS) scores, and anticoagulation therapies are

all associated with poorer neurologic outcomes

in the geriatric patient. Unfortunately, the mor-

tality of patients with severe brain injury is

around 80 % in those over the age of 55 years

compared to 38 % for all age groups [51]. The

inpatient mortality for the geriatric patient with

moderate to severe brain injury was 30 % and

those with a GCS less than 9 had a mortality of

80 % [52].

Anesthetic management of patients with

head injuries follows the same general princi-

ples. First, airway and ventilation should

be established as neurologic injury is often

associated with hypoventilation and hypoxia.

The intubation is usually done with manual in-

line stabilization as many of the elderly patients

frequently have occult cervical instability [53].

Rapid sequence induction should be used, how-

ever cricoid pressure for prevention of aspira-

tion is controversial especially since it has been

shown that it may worsen cervical spine injuries

[54]. Virtually all induction agents, except keta-

mine, are acceptable. Both etomidate and

propofol decrease sympathetic stimulation to

intubation, blunts intracranial pressure changes,

and decreases the cerebral metabolic rate for

oxygen [55].

Intraoperatively, the goal is to maintain ade-

quate perfusion to the brain to avoid hypoxic

injury. Cerebral autoregulation is often severely

deranged in the acutely injured brain. Although

there are no specific guidelines of where to main-

tain CPP according to age, it is commonly

accepted to keep the CPP at least 60 mmHg

[56]. See full chapter on head injuries for a

more in depth discussion.

Thoracic Injuries

Although the elderly suffer from many thoracic

injuries including blunt and penetrating cardiac,

aortic, diaphragmatic, and intrathoracic airway

injuries, the most common chest injury in this

age group are rib fractures. They are asso-

ciated with an increased risk of pneumonias,

hemothorax, pneumothorax, contusions, respira-

tory failure, and death [57]. The most common
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mechanisms of injury in the elderly are falls

(64 %) and MVAs (27 %) [58]. One study that

evaluated the risk of death following blunt chest

trauma, found that age over 65 years, three or

more rib fractures, and pre-injury cardiopulmo-

nary comorbidities increased mortality by 19 %

per rib [59]. The major pathological processes

include parenchymal hemorrhage, interstitial

edema, and decreased surfactant production. Fur-

thermore, these changes result in ventilation/per-

fusion mismatch, pulmonary shunting, and

decreased lung compliance [60]. The signs and

symptoms include tachypnea, hypoxemia,

hypercarbia, and hemoptysis. Contusions usually

do not manifest on chest X-ray in the early

phases and are usually diagnosed on computer-

ized tomography (CT) scan, but can also be seen

with ultrasound.

The main goals in managing the elderly with

these injuries revolve around maintaining

oxygenation and ventilation. All modes of venti-

lation have been used including noninvasive,

invasive, and high frequency ventilation as well

as lung isolation, extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation (ECMO), and surfactant [61]. One

should use low tidal volumes, high positive end

expiratory pressures (PEEP), and permissive

hypercarbia strategies when managing patients

with contusions to prevent further lung injury

[62]. In order to optimize deep breathing and

coughing, the patient should receive adequate

pain control. Epidural analgesia should be used

for patients with rib fractures and flail chest as it

has been shown to reduce ventilator days, ICU

length of stay, in-hospital days, and tracheos-

tomy rates compared to patients receiving intra-

venous narcotic patient controlled analgesia

(PCA) [63–65].

Summary

In summary, the elderly have unique physiology

and experience trauma very differently at the

anatomic and biochemical level compared to

younger patients. The perioperative issues that

arise significantly alter the anesthetic manage-

ment approach of most of the procedures they

undergo. Therefore, it is imperative that we con-

tinue expanding our understanding of the elderly,

especially as the population of these patients

continues to dramatically increase.
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Introduction

In a typical urban trauma system, severely

injured patients may spend 10–20 min being

treated by paramedics in the field and during

transport, then 20–40 min in the trauma resusci-

tation area while the primary and secondary

surveys of advanced trauma life support

(ATLS®) are performed. If patients are hemody-

namically unstable and a damage control proce-

dure is indicated, they will be in the operating

room for 45 min to an hour. Critical care has

begun.

For the subsequent 1–3 days that patients may

spend between the operating room and the post-

anesthesia recovery unit (PACU) during the

damage control sequence, critical care medicine

is being practiced. Once the definitive surgical

and interventional procedures are completed,

patients are then formally transferred to an inten-

sive care unit, where they may remain for the

next 2–3 weeks or even longer, if they survive.

This is not to minimize the importance of prop-

erly executed pre-hospital care and ATLS®, but

from the time of injury to hospital discharge,

most of the severely injured trauma victim’s

time is clearly spent as a critical care patient.

Comprehensive management of trauma

victims is a team effort, and nowhere is this

more apparent than in the operating room.

While the surgeons are focused on the operative

repair of injuries, the anesthesiologists are man-

aging all other aspects of an unstable patient in

shock. Upwards of 90 % of what constitutes

critical care for trauma patients is what

anesthesiologists are providing for them in the

operating room and subsequently in the PACU.

In most European countries, critical care

training and certification is part of every

anesthesiologist’s credentialing. In the United

States and some other countries, the critical

care subspecialty requires an additional year of

fellowship training. Regardless, the value of

anesthesiologists’ expertise and collaborative

participation in the critical care of the severely

injured trauma patient cannot be overstated.

In the critical care management of the

severely injured trauma patient, there is signifi-

cant overlap in expertise between surgical and

anesthesiology-trained intensivists. Indeed, the

unique capabilities of each are complementary,

and close collaboration yields a complete spec-

trum of necessary expertise (see Table 18.1).

Increasingly, traumatic injuries are treated

non-operatively, with or without interventional

radiology, or with a staged, damage control

approach. An integral component to all of these

management strategies is a significant amount

of time spent in the PACU or the intensive care

unit (ICU) for close monitoring, continued resus-

citation, and correction of coagulation and

metabolic abnormalities. At a minimum, for

PACU management, all anesthesiologists must
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be familiar with the critical care issues of the

severely injured trauma patient, and ideally

anesthesiologists can contribute their expertise

as fully integrated members of the trauma team.

Intensivist-led critical care (closed ICU)

appears to confer both process efficiencies, as

well as survival benefits when compared to an

open-ICU model of care [1], especially with

respect to the elderly [2]. From the patient’s

perspective there is not a surgical team, ICU

team, nursing team, physical therapy team,

etc.—there is only one, multidisciplinary team.

Once the time-dependent acute care has

transitioned into the longer-term critical care

phase, patients benefit from collaborative care,

where all providers are able to offer and discuss

their recommendations and priorities based on

their perspectives, experience, and expertise.

From the ensuing negotiations and compromises,

the best care plan emerges. Ultimately, the plan

must be unified and deliberate, and that is the

responsibility of the intensivist, regardless of his

or her primary specialty [3].

Critical care issues commonly encountered in

the severely injured trauma patient span resusci-

tation, procedural, damage control, subacute, and

occasionally end-of-life phases of the patient’s

hospital course. Specific considerations will be

addressed for each phase.

Resuscitation and Intraoperative
Phase

Acute trauma (especially penetrating) can be

described as the uncontrolled start to a surgical

procedure, where the incision has been made, but

anesthetic care has yet to begin. Whenever pos-

sible, even when not formally required to

respond to a trauma activation, a member of the

anesthesia and/or intensive care service should

make an effort to be present when trauma

patients arrive at the hospital, if for no other

reason than to anticipate and communicate

staffing and operating room needs. Apart from

airway management issues, tremendous value is

derived from their presence by providing early

access to anesthesia-related and critical care

services.

All stable patients eventually destined for the

operating room (e.g., open ankle fractures)

should be screened for significant comorbidities,

potential difficult airway issues, or any other

Table 18.1 Expertise required to manage severely injured trauma patients

Unique to surgeons Shared by intensivists Unique to anesthesiologists

Expeditiously diagnosing life-

threatening traumatic injuries

Fluid resuscitation from hemorrhagic

shock

Enabling unstable trauma patients to

tolerate surgery without pain

Repairing damage surgically Advanced hemodynamic monitoring Maintaining intraoperative physiologic

homeostasis

Advanced bedside procedures Invasive line placement Advanced airway management

Wound care Basic pain management and sedation Advanced pain management

Management of elevated ICP, spinal

cord injury

Assessing chronic and acute medical

issues (stroke, MI, DM, etc.)

Managing coagulation

Ventilator management and weaning

Diagnosing and treating infection

Performing bronchoscopy, basic

echocardiography

Providing adequate nutrition

Supporting renal function

Providing family communication and

social support
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obvious anesthetic concerns. Patients may be

conscious initially, or family members, friends,

or colleagues may be present who can be queried

about medical conditions, allergies, etc. While

the primary and secondary surveys are directed

at quickly diagnosing trauma-related injuries, it

is of benefit to have someone assessing the

patient with a different perspective. Occasionally

a traumatic injury from a vehicular crash or a fall

is precipitated by syncope secondary to a medical

condition such as an arrhythmia, or hypoglyce-

mia. Although not the first priority when signifi-

cant injuries are present, these aspects of history

and observation may often have critical

implications later in the patient’s course.

Early anesthesiologist/intensivist participation

also provides an opportunity for observing a patient

on arrival, which can present with a very different

picture than 18 h later, when the same patient is

intubated, unconscious, edematous, has eyes taped

closed, and may have an open abdomen.

For unstable patients who require rapid trans-

fer to the operating room (OR) or to interven-

tional radiology (IR), immediate and continuous

bedside anesthesia and critical care management

can be initiated. This may include airway man-

agement, vascular access, arterial line placement,

resuscitation and transfusion, sedation and anal-

gesia. If time allows, a more thorough preopera-

tive evaluation, and anesthesia consent may be

obtained and documented. The anesthesiologist/

intensivist can then assist in the safe transport of

the unstable patient to the IR suite or the OR, and

facilitate a safe transfer of care to the

anesthesiologists who will take over the case.

When chronic or acute medical conditions

such as a permanent pacemaker, an automated

implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, chronic

heart failure, diabetes, anticoagulation, renal

dysfunction, electrolyte abnormalities, or

arrhythmias are identified, they should be man-

aged as soon as possible.

If the anesthesiologist/intensivist is involved

in the resuscitation, clear communication with the

trauma surgeon is paramount. Anesthesiologists

are tremendously capable of maintaining a

patient’s vital signs near normal with fluids,

blood products and/or pressors. It must be

appreciated that some of the surgeon’s decision-

making acumen is contingent on an accurate

assessment of the patient’s hemodynamic stabil-

ity. Examples of this are whether to move the

patient to radiology to perform a diagnostic

study or to proceed to the OR directly, or to

attempt limb salvage versus performing an ampu-

tation. If a patient’s vital signs are maintained only

with ongoing resuscitation or with pressors, this

does NOT reflect hemodynamic stability and

MUST be communicated to the surgeon as such.

During the acute resuscitation and operative

phase of the patient’s course, the most immediate

threats to life are uncontrolled hemorrhage, and

brainstem herniation. Infection is generally a

low-priority concern. However, this is the phase

where contamination and microbial exposure

occur, and to successfully save a patient’s life

in the operating room, only to have them suc-

cumb to sepsis 2 weeks later can be devastating.

Consequently, all lines placed in the field or

those placed in the hospital using less-than-

ideal sterile technique must be removed and

replaced as soon as possible. Additionally, stan-

dard antibiotic prophylaxis must be administered

[4], and in the setting of a massive resuscitation,

repeated as appropriate.

In the operating room, having a clear vision of

future ICU issues can suggest possible early

interventions. For example, a patient with a

high lower extremity amputation with perineal

involvement might benefit from a diverting

colostomy to help maintain clean wound care.

To help prevent decubitus ulcers, back boards

must be removed, using log-rolling to protect

the spine, and hard-padded extrication cervical

immobilizing collars from the field must be

replaced with those designed for longer-term

use such as the Miami-J or Philadelphia collar.

Anticipating frequent painful dressing changes

might suggest the placement of a peripheral cath-

eter for the regional infusion of local anesthetic

or an epidural if the neuraxial spine has been

cleared.

Early tracheostomy and enteral feeding access

can often be accomplished safely during the first

operative procedure. While the merits of these

interventions performed early can be debated [5],
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often the reason that they were not done is that

the clinical focus at the time was on immediate

injuries, not subsequent ICU issues.

Patients with baseline renal insufficiency,

those receiving copious amounts of intravenous

(IV) contrast media, or those with massive crush

injuries with rhabdomyolysis may benefit from

early initiation of renal prophylaxis using enteral

N-acetylcysteine (NAC) and intravenous sodium

bicarbonate hydration as per published protocols

[6]. In addition, dialysis access may be placed

sterilely in the operating room and arrangements

made for renal replacement therapy.

How blood products are managed in a massive

transfusion scenario can have implications for

the subsequent critical care phase. The priorities

in an exsanguinating patient are to control bleed-

ing surgically, to anticipate and avoid severe

hypovolemia, anemia, and coagulopathy. How-

ever, once bleeding is controlled, subsequent

transfusions should aim to treat specific objective

abnormalities, not to “catch up” to an arbitrary

packed red blood cell (PRBC):fresh frozen

plasma (FFP):platelet ratio. Transfusions of

blood products have been independently

associated with the systemic inflammatory

response syndrome, multi-organ system failure,

immunosuppression, infection, acute respiratory

distress syndrome (ARDS), and increased mor-

tality [7]. There is often an opportunity to con-

serve blood using cell-saver autologous

transfusion, especially with thoracic trauma [8].

For patients with an anticipated critical illness

of greater than 5 days, early erythropoietin, 40,000

units weekly should be considered. In a 2002

prospective, placebo-controlled, randomized

trial, this intervention demonstrated a decreased

ICU transfusion exposure for anemia due to phle-

botomy and suppressed endogenous erythropoie-

sis [9]. However, a follow-up study published in

2007 failed to demonstrate significantly decreased

PRBC transfusions, although for trauma patients

specifically mortality was reduced, despite having

thrombotic complications significantly increased

overall [10]. Erythropoietin is discontinued on

discharge from the intensive care unit. Throm-

botic complications associated with chronic eryth-

ropoietin reported in oncology and renal failure

patients [11] do not appear to occur with similar

frequency in the trauma ICU population [12].

Family communication and ethical issues

surrounding surrogate decision-making,

advanced directives, futility, and organ procure-

ment often present first during the resuscitation

and operative phase of care. While the eventual

resolution of these issues can require hours of

meetings and discussion, it is important to be

attentive to the brief discussions that occur at

this early phase, as they will set the tone for

further interactions during the rest of the

patient’s hospital stay.

Damage Control Phase

During the damage control phase of care, all of

the critical care objectives described in the

Resuscitation and Intraoperative phase remain

in effect. The strategy of damage control refers

to the acute operative management of an unstable

trauma patient with the following objectives

[13]:

• Abbreviated laparotomy and/or resuscitative

thoracotomy

• Provisional control of arterial bleeding

• Provisional control of fecal spillage

• Packing of venous bleeding

• Fracture stabilization (ex-fix or splint only)

• Angio-embolization as required

• PACU or ICU for resuscitation

• Staged return to OR for definitive procedures

Definitive repair of vascular and abdominal

injuries is deferred until the patient’s physiologic

and metabolic abnormalities can be corrected.

Therefore, “damage control resuscitation” has

been described, in addition to “damage control

surgery,” with the objectives being restoration of

intravascular volume, red cell mass, coagulation

functionality, and normothermia [14]. In a retro-

spective analysis, the combination of damage

control surgical and resuscitation strategies was

associated with improved survival [15].

In between a patient’s damage control and

each definitive operation, it is important to

lighten sedation in the PACU or ICU and to

confirm a basic neurologic exam. Any focal
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deficits should prompt thorough evaluation. Gen-

erally, patients remain sedated, intubated, and

ventilated during this period. Prophylactic

antibiotics should be re-dosed, and a tetanus

booster given if not already done [16]. For

patients at risk of renal failure, all medications

should be dose-adjusted to estimated creatinine

clearance.

Once the patient is no longer in shock, initiation

of enteral feeding at trophic rates should be con-

sidered. Animal data suggests that bowel edema

may be minimized by providing enterocytes with

access to directly absorbed energy [17]. Obvi-

ously, patients with bowel injury or a severe ileus

may become distended, and in these cases full

enteral nutrition must unfortunately be deferred.

If the abdominal fascia has been left open,

abdominal compartment syndrome is unlikely

to occur. However if closed, the combination of

decreased urine output, hypotension, and tachy-

cardia despite elevated central venous pressure, a

rising serum lactate, and elevated airway

pressures should trigger objective measurement

of bladder pressure which is a surrogate of intra-

abdominal pressure [18].

In patients with head trauma, a repeat head CT

is often obtained after the initial damage control

procedure. Senior anesthesia or critical care per-

sonnel should accompany the patient, as trans-

port represents a vulnerable period when tubes,

lines, drains, and monitors may be inadvertently

and tragically dislodged [19].

Intracranial pressure may need to be actively

managed. Ideally an intracranial pressure moni-

tor will have been placed in the operating room,

which will allow cerebral perfusion pressure to

be optimized when coupled with central venous

and arterial pressure monitoring. The compre-

hensive guidelines for managing traumatic brain

injury published by the Brain Trauma Founda-

tion should be followed [20].

Subacute Phase

The longer a patient remains in the hospital, the

more likely they are to suffer from nosocomial

infections [21], iatrogenic complications, and

from their chronic medical conditions. A com-

prehensive treatment of all possible critical care

issues is beyond the scope of this chapter, which

will focus on the most common conditions faced

by trauma patients in the ICU, and the pitfalls to

treatment faced by their providers.

Neurologic Issues

Frequently severely injured trauma patients are

unconscious. It is incumbent on the intensivist to

differentiate residual (or intentional) sedation

from pathologic coma. A daily wake-up, i.e., a

sedation holiday, should be initiated in all but a

few select patients. Daily wake-up testing has

been associated with less time spent mechani-

cally ventilated [22], but it also allows for a

neurologic examination. Caution should be

exercised when interrupting sedation in patients

with elevated intracranial pressure [23].

The prognosis for functional outcome after

traumatic and anoxic brain injury is not the

same [24]. For anoxic brain injury without

improvement, it is possible with a high degree

of certainty to state that the condition will be

chronic after only a few days in a vegetative

state. In contrast, following traumatic brain

injury, generally only 6 months after the acute

medical issues such as ARDS or renal failure

have resolved can families be counseled that the

patient’s condition is unlikely to improve [25].

Even for patients without structural damage

visible on a head CT, injuries resulting in loss of

consciousness or other evidence of concussion

may have neurologic sequelae [26] such as dizzi-

ness, inattention, or personality changes, that are

difficult to detect without objective neuropsy-

chiatric testing, or a close, personal knowledge

of the patient.

The relationship of sedation and analgesia to

delirium is complex [27]. Benzodiazepine use is

associated with delirium [28]. Delusional

memories of delirious ICU episodes [29] appear

to be a risk factor for post-traumatic stress disor-

der [30], especially if pain is undertreated [31].

On the other hand, deep sedation, especially with

benzodiazepines induces amnesia of the ICU
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stay, and post-traumatic stress disorder risk is

minimal [32]. Ideally we should be able to keep

patients comfortable, interactive, and free from

psychic trauma and delirium [33]. Various

techniques such as dexmedetomidine [34] and

bispectral index (BIS) monitors [35] have been

studied, though a reliable recipe to accomplish

those objectives remains to be described.

The mere presence of a patient in an ICU has

been suggested as a cause of delirium, an “inten-

sive care unit syndrome,” [36] even though a

simple dose-response relationship does not

exist. The delirium is probably multifactorial—

with factors like mild head injury, electrolyte

abnormalities, mild hepatic dysfunction, and sys-

temic inflammation all contributing. In managing

the delirious ICU patient it is important not to

overlook a treatable condition such as alcohol

withdrawal, while at the same time keeping the

patient safe.

Phantom limb and chronic pain syndromes are

common following traumatic amputation [37]. It

might seem that a dense nerve block with a

regional or epidural catheter would mitigate the

development of these syndromes. Paradoxically,

however, this may render patients more suscepti-

ble by blocking inhibitory pathways.

Brain death is a diagnosis that is equivalent to

death. It represents an irreversible condition of

no blood flow to the brain or brain stem [38].

Protocols for evaluating and declaring brain

death should only be implemented in patients

with a known diagnosis that can explain the

condition [39]. Validated trauma centers will

have standing relationships with organ procure-

ment organizations.

Cardiac Support

Typical cardiac issues with trauma patients are

new-onset atrial fibrillation (AF) or supra-

ventricular tachycardia (SVT), non-ST-segment

myocardial infarction (MI) or subclinical tropo-

nin leaks, blunt cardiac injury, heart failure, and

cardiomyopathy.

Acute AF or SVT can be problematic, espe-

cially when relative contraindications exist for

therapeutic anticoagulation, such as traumatic

subarachnoid hemorrhage. The increased sympa-

thetic tone provoking the arrhythmia is usually

transient, and provided the patient is volume

resuscitated and has normal baseline cardiac

function, aggressive beta blockade is usually suf-

ficient for rate control. This allows spontaneous

conversion to sinus rhythm to occur in greater

than 50 % of patients at 48 h. Calcium channel

blockers can potentially inhibit conversion to

sinus rhythm [40], and should be reserved for

rate control in a patient who has an intracardiac

thrombus, or who has committed to long-term

anticoagulation and rate control. Digoxin would

be the rate-control agent of choice for a patient

with baseline cardiac dysfunction.

After 24 h, if sinus rhythm is not restored, an

anti-arrhythmic agent such as procainamide

or amiodarone can be given, and if at 48 h the

AF/SVT persists, then cardioversion may be

attempted. If successful, short-term therapeutic

anticoagulation should then be initiated, unless

contraindicated. If cardioversion is unsuccessful

and AF/SVT persists, then long-term anti-

coagulation will have to be implemented to

decrease the risk of stroke [41]. The risk of

long-term anticoagulation may be higher in the

trauma population given that a good predictor of

future traumatic injury is past trauma [42].

Blunt cardiac injury [43], non-ST-wave MI,

and subclinical troponin leak are all treated

supportively with monitoring. An invasive pro-

cedure should be considered only if symptoms

occur, or if heart failure manifests. The value of

routine echocardiography in these settings

remains controversial. Acute coronary inter-

ventions are rarely indicated. Conventionally, if

a patient has remained hemodynamically stable,

without arrhythmias for 24 h post-injury, further

ICU telemetry monitoring may not be necessary.

If heart failure develops, either as a conse-

quence of baseline pathology, or from blunt car-

diac injury, or (rarely) from a tachycardia-

induced cardiomyopathy, prognosis is poor,

especially if this is accompanied by multi-organ

failure following blunt polytrauma. Echocardi-

ography may be employed to assist in diagnosing

cardiac dysfunction. Supra-normal cardiac
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indices are associated with improved outcomes,

however elevating cardiac output exogenously

with inotropes, or increasing oxygen delivery

with transfusions does not appear to improve

outcome. It is simply that those who can elevate

their cardiac function to meet the increased met-

abolic demands following trauma are more likely

to survive than those who cannot [44].

Respiratory Support

The criteria for securing a trauma patient’s air-

way are more liberal than with the typical medi-

cal patient [45]. Patients are frequently

intoxicated [46] and may not cooperate with

diagnostic studies, thereby delaying care during

the golden hour. Other early indications for respi-

ratory support include pneumothorax, aspiration

pneumonitis, pulmonary contusions or

lacerations, multiple rib fractures, cervical spinal

cord injury, and fat embolism syndrome. Respi-

ratory failure or hypoxia occurring later in the

trauma patient’s course can be from pneumonia,

congestive heart failure (CHF), transfusion-

related acute lung injury (TRALI), or ARDS.

Recruitment maneuvers can cure atelectasis

[47]. Ventilator management is supportive, and

should follow an open-lung, lung-protective

strategy such as that described in the ARDSnet

trial [48]. Typical settings would be volume-

control or pressure support with 6 mL/kg tidal

volume, respiratory rate high enough to maintain

normal pCO2, limited by evidence of air-trapping

and auto-peep, in which case elevated pCO2

would be tolerated with increased sedation and

rarely neuromuscular blockade. FIO2 and posi-

tive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) are titrated

to maintain pO2 above 55, as per the ARDnet

protocol [49] (see Table 18.2).

Novel modes of ventilation such as high-

frequency oscillation [50], or airway-pressure-

release ventilation (APRV) [51], may be used as

rescue modes, but none have proved to improve

survival compared to the ARDSnet protocol.

Indications for bronchoscopy include diag-

nostic evaluation for penetrating injury or foreign

body aspiration, and therapeutic removal of

mucous plugging refractory to straight-catheter

suctioning. Bronchoscopy need not be employed

routinely for percutaneous tracheostomy, though

it may be appropriate for select patients such as

those in cervical fixation devices, with known

difficult airway anatomy, the obese, or those

with high FIO2 requirements [52].

Respiratory failure due to pain and splinting

from multiple rib fractures, flail chest, or pulmo-

nary contusion [53] is best treated with a thoracic

epidural catheter. If that is contraindicated

because of spinal injury or anticoagulation, inter-

costal nerve blocks are an alternative [54].

Ventilator support should be weaned continu-

ously, and discontinued as early as possible.

Renal Support

Renal prophylaxis has been discussed, and

should be implemented whenever exposure to

IV contrast is anticipated, especially if baseline

creatinine is elevated [55]. Oral NAC, intrave-

nous hydration and sodium bicarbonate are low-

cost, low-risk interventions which may benefit

and are unlikely to cause harm in a monitored

patient [56].

For patients requiring renal replacement ther-

apy, continuous veno-venous hemofiltration

(CVVH) offers a hypothetical advantage by caus-

ing less hemodynamic instability as compared to

conventional intermittent hemodialysis (HD). A

Table 18.2 FIO2 and PEEP combinations for ARDS-net

protocol ventilator settings [48]

FiO2 PEEP

0.30 5

0.40 5

0.40 8

0.50 8

0.60 10

0.70 10

0.70 12

0.80 14

0.90 14

0.90 16

1.0 18

1.0 20–24
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prospective randomized trial comparing the two

modes failed to demonstrate a survival benefit of

CVVH [57]. The study randomized all ICU

patients requiring renal replacement to receive

CVVH or HD. However, since ICU mortality in

most patients rarely depends on the mode of

dialysis, it is unlikely that the study as designed

could reveal improved survival for CVVH. A

properly designed study would enroll only those

patients who were unable to tolerate conventional

HD, and randomize them to receive CVVH or to

continue with HD, but this would be unethical.

CVVH availability must therefore be justified,

despite the lack of class I evidence and, given

its increased expense, staffing requirements, and

resource utilization, should be reserved for

patients who do not tolerate conventional HD.

Infectious Disease and Antibiotic Issues

Fever in the ICU has a poor signal to noise ratio

[58]. Trauma patients are often febrile from their

inflammatory response to soft-tissue injury, as a

consequence of central dysregulation following

traumatic brain injury, or from an immunologic

reaction to transfusions or medications. The spec-

ter of infection cannot, however, be dismissed

merely because a noninfectious explanation can

be provided. When evaluating a patient for fever,

source control is the top priority [59]. A thorough

head-to-toe examination will identify most soft-

tissue infections and disclose an intra-abdominal

source. Culture specimens should be promptly

collected from blood, sputum, and urine as per

established guidelines [60], as well as from any

other suspected source, as indicated by the

patient’s history. Broad-spectrum antibiotics

should be initiated as soon as possible [61], ideally

after cultures are obtained. Antibiotics should then

be narrowed or discontinued depending on the

culture results and the patient’s condition.

Nutrition, Electrolytes, and Prophylaxis

All patients should receive adequate nutrition.

The consequences of malnutrition and starvation

begin to manifest as organ system dysfunction

after 2 weeks, continuing to irreversible damage

by 3 or 4 weeks, and ultimately ending in death

[62]. No prospective randomized trial has ever

been performed attempting to demonstrate the

survival benefit of starvation. There are, in con-

trast, innumerable examples worldwide and

throughout history associating starvation with

death [63].

The ideal route for nutrition is the digestive

tract. When the gut is unavailable, parenteral

nutrition is acceptable, and while it has

associated complications [64], it can sustain life

for years [65]. Caloric needs of trauma patients

are greater than those of the uninjured [66]. Burn

[67] and head injuries [68] increase metabolic

demands, and additional calories and protein

should be provided. Overfeeding can manifest

as respiratory failure from increased CO2 pro-

duction, elevated liver function enzymes from

fatty liver, and diarrhea from the increased

osmotic load [69]. In general, underfeeding is

the bigger concern. In studies observing pre-

scribed vs. delivered calories, on average, only

75 % of nutritional goals are met [70]. For ICU

patients scheduled for an operative procedure,

tube feeding need not be interrupted if the airway

is protected with an endotracheal tube, and the

surgery does not involve the aero-digestive tract.

Refeeding syndrome, which initially presents

with hypophosphatemia, can be lethal if

untreated [71]. While in starvation mode, the

body defers many cellular functions, and once

nutrition becomes available the backlog of cellu-

lar maintenance accelerates. This requires ATP,

which requires phosphate. The body’s store of

phosphate is vast, however release from bone

occurs relatively slowly. Initially during

refeeding, serum phosphate can become

depleted, and an acute ATP deficit develops. As

a consequence, any cells requiring ATP as an

energy source (i.e., all cells) are subject to dys-

function or failure. Late manifestations include

rhabdomyolysis, hemolysis, diffuse intravascular

coagulopathy, renal failure, cardiomyopathy,

arrhythmias, liver failure, and death [72].

Hypophosphatemia must be treated aggres-

sively when detected [73], and if refractory,
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nutrition must be held until serum phosphate

levels can be restored to normal.

Other electrolytes are supplemented or

restricted based on laboratory values. Sodium

abnormalities are common, though rarely of con-

sequence provided the levels change slowly [74].

Several prophylactic interventions have been

associated with improved outcomes and cost-

benefit to patients in the ICU. These include

head of bed elevation to decrease ventilator-

associated pneumonia, gastric acid suppression

to prevent stress ulcers and anticoagulation and/

or sequential compression devices to prevent

deep vein thrombosis. Specific recommendations

and guidelines are frequently updated [75].

The placement of an inferior vena cava (IVC)

filter is clearly indicated for only a minority of

cases, such as a patient with a known lower

extremity DVT. Other ongoing risk factors

include a baseline hypercoagulable syndrome

and immobility, lower extremity fractures, poor

respiratory reserve, right heart strain, and a contra-

indication to anticoagulation or thrombolysis, like

a recent subarachnoid hemorrhage. In most

patients, however, the risks and benefits are equiv-

ocal. IVC filters are mildly effective protection

from massive pulmonary thromboembolus for

only a few weeks, after which time collateral

veins dilate, and the risk of PE returns to baseline.

The potential complications of the in situ filter,

however, persist. Retrievable filters would seem to

be a good compromise, however, the retrieval rate

is very low [76].

Palliative Care and End-of-Life Issues

Despite tremendous advances in trauma surgery,

damage control, and critical care, immortality

remains elusive [77]. Early recognition of the

dying patient can offer opportunities for open,

realistic discussions with family members

regarding their loved one’s wishes given the

circumstances, and allow for meaningful

interactions during the patient’s remaining time

alive. Various organ-system-failure and acuity

grading methodologies like APACHE-2 [78]

can be utilized to provide some perspective on

prognosis, but an experienced intensivist can

both recognize and compassionately communi-

cate to the family that the patient’s condition is

deteriorating despite maximum critical care.

Having expertise in providing palliative care

and comfort measures is invaluable in these

circumstances. Traumatic injuries generally

affect a younger, more active population, and as

a rule they are sudden and unanticipated. When

trauma patients die it can be incredibly emotional

for families and care providers alike [79]. Being

able to advise and counsel families and staff

through this period can be both a difficult and

rewarding aspect of critical care [80].

Conclusion

From the moment a trauma patient arrives to

the hospital, anesthesiologists have ample

expertise and opportunity to provide critical

care. A thorough understanding of critical care

issues and principles enables seamless care as

severely injured patients transition from the

trauma resuscitation area to the operating

room, to the PACU and eventually to the ICU.
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Trauma Simulation 19
Lynn Choi and Corey S. Scher

Introduction

Trauma is the leading cause of death for people

1–44 years old and the fourth leading cause of

death in the western world [1, 2]. Despite the

widespread recognition of basic principles of

trauma resuscitation, the applications of these

principles remain sporadic in many trauma

centers. This is partly secondary to a culmination

of changes in medical education. With the reduc-

tion in resident work hours, rapid introduction to

new medical technologies and medical knowl-

edge, the need to assure patient safety in a

dynamic environment becomes increasingly dif-

ficult. The main objectives of a trauma team is to

rapidly resuscitate and stabilize the patient,

determine the nature and extent of injuries, pri-

oritize the management of injuries, and prepare

the patient for transfer to the site of definitive

care. Successful trauma resuscitation not only

requires highly trained medical professionals,

but it also requires a multidisciplinary team

from a variety of subspecialties including anes-

thesia, emergency medicine, surgery, nursing,

and support staff to work together cohesively

and function as an integrated team (Table 19.1).

While intended to achieve the best possible

outcome for patients, this diversity of team

members has posed a major challenge in regard

to medical errors resulting from poor communi-

cation skills and lack of cohesiveness [3]. The

advantage of simulation is that it allows for a

controlled and safe practice environment outside

of the clinical setting and may reduce medical

errors and increase patient safety. In the past,

most surgery, emergency, and anesthesiology-

related curriculum devoted little attention to

team-training exercises or emphasis on effective

team function in the context of trauma care deliv-

ery. As more emphasis on the importance of

communication and teamwork is made, simula-

tion technology has played a major role in

improving team-training exercises.

Brief History of Simulation

Simulation training in medical education is

perhaps the most notable innovation over the

past 15 years. The heightened interest in simula-

tion is evident by events such as the creation of an

academic society dedicated to simulation, the

inauguration of a simulation journal, and the

proliferation of simulation-based research [4].

Many medical centers and health care profes-

sional training hospitals have either simulation

centers or simulation-based education (Fig. 19.1).

Simulation training has been used in a variety

of different settings including aviation, military,

and medical training. Flight simulation was first
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developed to train military personnel in prepara-

tion for World War I. A meta-analysis study on

flight simulation found that more than 90 % of

experimental comparisons favored simulator and

aircraft training over aircraft training alone [5]. It

was recognized early on that those errors that

occur in aircrafts stem largely from failures in

communication, teamwork, and decision-making

rather than from technical deficiencies. As a

result, the aviation industry introduced Crew

Resource Management (CRM) training in order

to enhance the performance of nontechnical

skills by providing a set of preventable outcomes.

CRM training emphasizes seven key elements:

command, leadership communication, situa-

tional awareness, workload management,

resource management, and decision-making.

The medical profession adopted these concepts

in order to reduce medical errors.

Medical simulation as an instrument to enhance

the development of technical, behavioral, and

cognitive skills was first introduced in the 1950s.

Anesthesiologists were the first to implement

the core ideas of CRM training by the use of

simulated operation rooms. Two anesthesiologists,

Dr. Peter Safar and Dr. Bjorn Lind, introduced the

mannequin simulator [6]. The first training man-

nequin was known as Resusci-Annie and was

developed in a toy factory by Dr. Lind. It was

designed to accurately simulate human anatomic

landmarks and respiratory system to facilitate

training. In the 1960s, Dr. Stephen Abrahamson

presented the advantage of using a full-scale,

computer-controlled human patient simulator

(HPS) to train anesthesiology residents [7]. By

the 1980s, realistic mannequin simulators that

could replicate the human physiologic responses

were developed [8] (Fig. 19.2). Dr. DavidM. Gaba

of Stanford University, a pioneer of simulation,

began the use of computer-controlled mannequins

for educational and trauma purposes to simulate

various anesthetic crisis scenarios with the goal of

reducing anesthetic complications [9].

Simulation can be divided into five categories:

verbal, standardized patient, part-task trainers,

computer trainers, and electronic trainers [8].

Verbal simulation is a form of simple verbal

exercises or role-playing with or without the

use of a passive mannequin. Standardized

patients are trained actors who are assigned to

play a simulated patient role and are utilized to

evaluate bedside manner, professionalism, and

history-taking skills of the trainee. Due to ethical

constraints, invasive procedures and therapeutic

interventions are not performed on standardized

patients. Part-task trainers are anatomic mock-up

devises that are made from synthetic material

to represent human full and partial body parts.

They are used to replicate a certain portion of a

patient or specific task so that trainees can prac-

tice invasive procedures and interventions

(Fig. 19.3). Computer trainers are a more cost-

effective means to achieve the same goals as

standardized patients. The most interactive and

comprehensive form of simulators is the elec-

tronic patient.

What Is Trauma Simulation?

Trauma simulation differs from Advance Trauma

Life Support (ATLS) in that it emphasizes team

dynamics, leadership, and communication as

important skills for successful management of

acutely injured patients. ATLS is an effective

teaching program that demonstrates crucial

aspects of acute trauma management but is

focused on training a single practitioner rather

than a multidisciplinary team. It is a simplified

and standardized approach to managing trauma

patients and includes didactic lectures, sessions

Table 19.1 Composition of a trauma team

Core trauma team members – Trauma surgeon

– Anesthesiologist

– Emergency medicine

physician

– Reparatory therapist

– Radiographer

– Nurses

Additional staff – Scribe

– Blood bank

Surgical subspecialties

(optional)

– Neurosurgeon

– Thoracic surgeon

– Plastic surgeon

– Radiologist
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for technical skills development, and trauma

scenarios with mock patients. Courses such as

Simulated Trauma and Resuscitation Team

Training (STARTT), which uses principles from

ATLS in conjunction with group dynamics,

stresses the emphasis on communication and lead-

ership skills, effective utilization of resources,

problem solving, and situational awareness.

Fig. 19.1 Simulator

mannequin. The

mannequin provides a

voice-linked speaker to

allow the instructor to

speak to the participants

during the case scenario

Fig. 19.2 Computer-generated vital signs appear on the

display monitor, including respiratory rate, blood pressure,

heart rate, and capnography. Vital signs are programmed on

a laptop computer by an operator before the mock scenario

Fig. 19.3 FAST exam simulator. The FAST simulator is

a learning tool devised to read a FAST (focused assess-

ment with sonography for trauma) exam. This diagnostic

ultrasound training system allows the participants to learn

key landmarks on the body to understand and become

familiar with the various views of the exam
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The use of HPSs and recreating realistic mock

scenarios with members of different medical

specialties has allowed for exposure to group

dynamics and leadership roles. Identifying each

group member’s roles and understanding the

expectations of a group leader are major goals

of trauma simulation. Mock trauma scenarios

that span a broad range of topics are created to

reflect trauma scenarios that are frequently

encountered. Each teaching scenario should

include a description of the expected care of the

mock trauma patient so that members of the

trauma team can be appropriately evaluated.

Mock patients simulators are then programmed

to fit the age and sex of the patient with physical

signs and symptoms consistent with the injured

patient. Pre-programmed monitors that display

real-time physiologic data are set to correspond

according to treatment modalities, to enhance the

experience (Fig. 19.4).

Several studies have advocated the use of

videotape recordings of mock scenarios to cri-

tique and analyze group members and identify

methods to improve group dynamics at the

conclusion of each scenario [3, 10]. Perhaps the

most challenging aspects of trauma simulation

is recognizing one’s role in the group and com-

municating effectively with other members.

The trauma team leader is usually a resident

physician from the emergency department or

trauma surgery service. The team leader must

be able to assign tasks to each team member in

a clear and concise manner, and make critical

decisions for the critically injured patient.

Anesthesiologists play a critical role in trauma

resuscitation. Because of the extensive training

in clinical physiology, anesthesiologists have a

key role in successful resuscitation of trauma

patients. In most trauma centers, anesthesio-

logists are present in the trauma bay for all

major trauma cases. Their primary role is to

provide airway management, cardiac and pulmo-

nary resuscitation, advance life support, and sta-

bilize the patient for emergency surgery when

indicated. Effective communication and cooper-

ation between the anesthesia and surgical teams

are key qualities for successful trauma care.

As emphasis on the use of simulation and

teamwork training to improve trauma care

become increasingly evident, methods for

evaluating team performance are important

aspects in determining the effectiveness of simu-

lation training (Fig. 19.5). Designing an objec-

tive method to measure performance during

actual trauma resuscitation has been a challenge.

Measureable actions that are considered crucial

in trauma resuscitation include assuring prompt

intubation when indicated, calling out difficult

Fig. 19.4 Computer-

based clinical display. With

realistic anatomy and

clinical functionality,

mannequins provide

simulation-based education

to challenge and test

clinical skills during

realistic patient care

scenarios. Participants are

able to practice the

emergency treatment of

patients including nasal and

oral intubation techniques
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airway findings, ordering blood product trans-

fusions, and recognizing the need for emergent

surgery, head CT, or pelvic embolization. Rosen

et al. categorized team performance measure-

ment and evaluation into three groups: observa-

tional rating scales, team self-assessment, and the

event-based approach [11]. Observational rating

scales are objective measurement protocols in

which observers are asked to rate and record

team behavior. Teamwork self-assessment is a

tool that allows team members to individually

assess themselves and react to the training pro-

gram. Event-based assessment is a rating tool

used to assess complex simulation scenarios in

which raters are informed of behaviors that

should occur depending on a pre-determined sce-

nario. Different approaches to evaluating team-

work in simulations have associated pros and

cons, and a combined approach can help obtain

a compete assessment of team performance [11].

To be able to fully assess the range of team

dynamics and performance, a measurement tool

that involves multiple approaches should be

implemented.

Example of Trauma Simulation
Scenario: Penetrating Chest Trauma

Case Description

The emergency department nurse tells the ED

attending, “a patient is being brought in by

EMS after being stabbed in the chest.” According

to EMS, the patient was hemodynamically stable.

The trauma team consists of 1–3 nurses, the ED

attending and resident, and a medical student.

The role of the medical student is to record the

history and physical and other major events. As

the case proceeds, anesthesia and surgery attend-

ing and resident will be called.

The paramedic provides the following report:

This is a 25-year-old man who was stabbed in

the chest in his apartment from a drug-related

dispute. His stab wound appears to be just right

to his sternum. There is minimal bleeding and

the patient is responsive and appropriate to

questions. At the scene, he was initially

tachycardic, but his heart rate was within normal

limits. Currently the patient is hemodynamically

stable. Vitals are: BP 120/67 HR 98 RR 16 SpO2

98% on room air. He has one large bore IV and

has received 1 L of balanced salt solution. He

states he has past medical history and has never

had surgery in the past. He has no allergies.

During the case, the patient will develop a

moderate pneumothorax and severe pericardial

effusion as a result of an unrecognized second

stab wound in the patient’s left axilla.

Learning Objectives

The entire trauma team should understand how to

obtain the primary and secondary surveys. In the

primary survey, which focuses on the initial

assessment of the patient, Beck’s triad of hypo-

tension, neck vein distension, and muffle heart

sounds should be recognized. Possible causes

including cardiac tamponade, tension pneumo-

thorax, myocardial dysfunction, and system air

embolism should be considered. Once the patient

develops cardiac tamponade, the need for imme-

diate pericardiocentesis should be recognized.

When a pneumothorax develops, the resident

should be able to recognize the physical and

Goals and Assessment of Trauma Team Simulation
· Team leader is clearly identi�ied

· Each team member recognizes his/her role 

· Team members actively verbalize activities to each other in a clear and 

concise manner

· Team members repeat back orders to team leader to verify hearing the 

correctly

· All team members call attention to actions that might result in complications

Fig. 19.5 Trauma

simulation assessment
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physiological signs (seen on the simulated

monitors) and place a chest tube of a size 28 or

greater. He should also call for the anesthesia and

surgical teams to secure the airway and take back

to the operating room without performing unnec-

essary diagnostic studies.

The secondary survey is focused history and

physical exam. The medical staff should

adhere to ATLS and obtain full exposure to

complete the physical exam. Once the patient

is fully exposed, the resident should be able to

identify the axillary would missed by the

paramedics (this will be visible on the manne-

quin simulator).

After the case scenario and debriefing,

participants should develop basic multidisciplin-

ary team skills.

Simulation Environment

The trauma simulation lab is set up as a trauma

bay of an emergency department. The computer

mannequin has one large bore IV in the right

arm and one small puncture wound on the right

side of the chest with evidence of minimal

bleeding, and another larger wound in the left

axilla which should only be visible by extending

the mannequin arm. Other props that are present

in the room are pericardiocentesis tray, chest

tube tray, pleurovac, airway box with equip-

ment for intubation, ventilator, and monitors

demonstrating active EKG, blood pressure, and

saturations which correlate to the patient’s current

status.

Case Narrative

The case narrative describes the scenario that the

trauma providers will be experiencing during the

simulation. Initially, the patient will be able to

communicate and is able to verbalize his chest

pain. Initially the patient will have a relatively

normal physical exam aside from a puncture

wound on the right side of his sternum. The

trauma team will have to complete the secondary

exam in order to recognize the second stab

wound in his left axilla. As the pericardial

tamponade develops, the blood pressure begins

to drop and his mental status diminishes. The

vital signs on the monitor should rapidly decom-

pensate as the patient becomes unresponsive.

The emergency medicine physician should call

for the anesthesia and surgical teams. The resi-

dent should listen to the mannequin’s chest and

note that there are decreased breath sounds on the

left side.

If the traumatic pericardial effusion/tamponade

is appropriately treated with pericardiocentesis,

the patient’s blood pressure will transiently stabi-

lize but he will remain moderately hypoxic with

oxygen saturations in the high 80s. This hypoxia,

as a result of the developing pneumothorax will

not resolve unless a chest tube is placed by either

the emergency or surgery resident. If the left-sided

pneumothorax is not discovered, or if the decision

was made to intubate the patient without placing

the chest tube, then a tension pneumothorax will

develop. The patient will stabilize only after

pericardiocentesis and tube thoracostomy are

performed.

Debriefing

Debriefing can be done in a group setting while

reviewing a video of the scenario that took place.

The discussion should focus on the participants’

performances and lessons that can be learned

from the simulations session. After viewing the

video, participants should comment on ways to

improve teamwork and communication in order

to act more efficiently.

What Is the Evidence?

It is estimated that 90,000 fatalities occur each

year in the United States as a result of medical

errors, resulting in a cost of 29 billion dollars [12].

If medical errors were included as a category, it

would be the sixth leading cause of death in

America [13]. The combination of unstable

patients, unknown medical histories, time-critical

decisions, simultaneous tasks, and involvement of
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various medical specialties are all risk factors in

trauma for medical errors [14]. Trauma simulation

has been utilized in many teaching hospitals

across the country and studies have assessed the

effectiveness of trauma simulation in improving

trauma care.

Marshal et al. was among the first to evaluate

the use of HPSs in ACLS courses for surgery

interns. In the study, trauma management skills

were evaluated in three areas critical-treatment

decisions, potential for adverse outcomes, and

team behavior. After participating in HPS trauma

scenarios, subjects completed a self-confidence

questionnaire. Results showed significant

improvement in all criteria but were most notable

in team behavior, which increased by 50 % over

the control group [15]. Holcomb et al. assessed

trauma team performance using HSP for resusci-

tation training. He evaluated ten 3-person mili-

tary resuscitation teams at the arrival and

completion of a 28-day rotation at a civilian

trauma center. Performance was measured using

a human performance assessment tool that

utilized both scored and timed task that were

considered essential in the initial assessment of

trauma patients. They found significant improve-

ment in scores by all ten teams at the conclusion

of the rotation with scores approaching that of

expert teams [15]. Ali et al. described a study on

fourth-year medical students and their experi-

ence with a simulated trauma patient teaching

module [16]. Results concluded that the students

demonstrated improvement in trauma knowledge

as well as trauma skills with the use of the simu-

lator [16].

Knudson et al. studied the role of simulation

in mid-level surgery residents. They evaluated

the residents on initial trauma evaluation/treat-

ment skills (Part I) and crisis-management skills

(Part II), which included teamwork, decision-

making, and situational awareness [17]. Utilizing

a five-part scenario-based trauma curriculum,

residents were randomized to receiving didactic

lectures or HPS. They found that scores were

similar in the initial evaluation/treatment skills

but found a significant improvement in crisis-

management skills in the human performance

simulator group.

Drawbacks of Medical Simulation

The efficacy of simulation, while not definitively

positive, does suggest that it is an important

addition for educational purposes. Trauma simu-

lation allows for medical personnel to engage in

interactive training through the use of HPSs and

offers a more hands-on approach to learning.

Teamwork, management, and communications

skill that are difficult to convey in a lecture

setting can be practiced and cultivated in a

simulated environment. The result is that medical

residents can act more efficiently and become

prepared for all aspects of providing care in an

emergency setting.

Whether or not simulation truly enhances per-

formance in real-life trauma situations remains to

be discovered. Measuring the effectiveness of

team behavior is a challenge that requires several

approaches. In theory, practice makes perfect.

However, mock scenarios, which are created to

simulate a highly intense situation, have its obvi-

ous drawbacks. There is no alternate for the

human body and as with any devise, there are

drawbacks to medical simulation. A simulated

scenario can never substitute for a real-life expe-

rience. The more real-life trauma experiences a

person gains through his or her career is likely to

be the most effective way to enhance perfor-

mance in trauma situations. A trauma curriculum

that includes the use of human performance

simulators may be useful for trauma team train-

ing, but only if it can be demonstrated to enhance

performance in practical trauma situations.
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Civilian Trauma Systems 20
J. David Roccaforte

Trauma medicine is both one of the oldest and

the most recent medical specialties. Egyptian

hieroglyphs and ancient Greek texts record a

history of wound management, including

fractures, amputations, dislocations, lacerations,

and penetrating trauma [1]. Worldwide, the care

of the wounded has advanced as a consequence

of military conflicts throughout history. How-

ever, formal Trauma Surgery fellowship training

and guidelines for civilian trauma systems have

only been established since the 1970s in the

United States, and even more recently elsewhere.

Wide disparities exist in the availability of

high-level civilian trauma care, especially

between rural and populated areas [2]. Average

field-to-hospital transport times can range from

several hours in remote locations, to 10 min in

urban centers [3]. Additional disparities in

trauma care in the United States have been

associated with racial background and insurance

coverage [4]. Despite the influx of experienced

military physicians and nurses into the civilian

trauma system [5], recent reports describe an

impending critical shortage of adequately trained

trauma personnel [6].

Different regions manage trauma patients dif-

ferently, particularly with respect to pre-hospital

care, but also with in-hospital organization. In

some systems, primarily European, the initial

strategy is to bring the hospital to the patient

[7]. Specially trained physicians staff

ambulances and endeavor to stabilize trauma

victims in the field utilizing advanced

medications, monitoring, and procedures, and

then accompany patients during transport to the

most appropriate hospital.

In other locales, typically in North America

and the UK, the goal is to bring the patient to the

hospital as quickly as possible. Emergency med-

ical technicians perform basic first-aid only and

paramedics are ACLS trained, but the primary

goal for both is to expedite transport to the

nearest trauma-designated hospital for definitive

care, the so-called scoop and run directive.

The debate regarding which pre-hospital strat-

egy is superior may be unnecessary. Although

direct comparisons are difficult due to the com-

plex nature of comprehensive trauma care, either

system appears to yield similar outcomes when

applied capably [8]. Given the chaotic nature of

trauma, any system is better than an improvized

and disorganized approach. Patients benefit from

a well-planned and competently implemented

trauma system [9], which clearly will always

perform better than a poorly planned, inef-

fectively implemented system.

In regions where “scoop and run” is the

prevailing strategy of pre-hospital trauma man-

agement, urban trauma victims are able to be

transported more quickly than rural victims

[10]. For equivalent injury severity, mortality

increases as transport times become longer.

However, if a rural trauma victim survives an
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extended transport and arrives alive at a

designated trauma center, subsequent survival is

nearly equivalent to those transported rapidly

from an urban area [3].

Once at the hospital, there may be differ-

ences in the prevailing system and organization

of services. In some systems, patients are admit-

ted to a specialty Trauma Service whose

surgeons are trained to perform nearly every

relevant procedure from orthopedic repairs to

simple neurosurgical decompression. Other

systems admit patients to a dedicated Trauma

Service [11] where they are managed by

trauma-fellowship trained general surgeons

who manage and coordinate overall care, and

perform most intra-abdominal procedures, sim-

ple amputations, and wound debridements, but

consult specialists (who often operate concur-

rently) for neurosurgery, complex orthopedic,

thoracic, ENT, vascular, and plastic surgical

procedures. In yet other systems, patients are

admitted to an established non-trauma surgical

or even a medical service, depending on the

patient’s primary issue (e.g., orthopedics or

neurosurgery), and the trauma service provides

consultant advice. Outcomes appear to favor a

trauma service being an admitting, rather than

consultative service [12].

The American College of Surgeons (ACS)

Committee on Fractures and Other Trauma was

established in 1939 by merging two existing

committees: the Committee on Fractures, which

was notable for standardizing emergency

splinting in the field, and the Committee on

Industrial Medicine and Traumatic Surgery. In

1950 the name was changed to the Committee on

Trauma (COT). In 1954, with the emphasis still

on managing fractures, the committee published

the manual Early Care of Soft Tissue Injuries,
which was maintained with revisions until 1972,

when it was replaced with the manual Early Care

of the Injured Patient. The first version specifi-

cally directed at hospital trauma centers was

Optimal Hospital Resources for Care of the

Injured Patient, which was released in 1976. In

1980 the “Advanced Trauma Life Support®”

course was introduced, with revisions every 4

years to date. Trauma Center verification was

first offered in 1987, and the National Trauma

Data Bank® was initiated in 1989.

As originally formulated, the focus of the

ACS/COT was training physicians to manage

acute trauma, and specifying for hospitals the

resources necessary for managing trauma

patients. Over time the emphasis has broadened,

with the objectives of developing comprehen-

sive, inclusive trauma systems and coordinating

resources and training to encompass pre-hospital

treatment, transport, triage, acute and subacute

in-patient management, and rehabilitation. Com-

munity education, injury prevention, research,

and quality improvement are also important.

Over 60 countries utilize guidelines and

specifications set out by the ACS/COT for the

acute management of trauma patients, certifica-

tion of trauma centers, and organization of

trauma systems. ACS/COT publishes and revises

a manual of standards for trauma care, Resources

for Optimal Care of the Trauma Patient. In the

United States, ACS/COT verifies regional

hospitals in most states for trauma center desig-

nation and certification. In some regions, state or

local officials verify trauma centers. Typically,

their requirements are similar to those specified

by the ACS/COT [13].

Adherence to the outlined standards appears to

affect survival. In a retrospective study evaluating

trauma care compliance at a Level-1 center using

25 evidence-based or expert consensus panel

recommendations, for each 10 % increase in

compliance a 14 % reduction in risk-adjusted

in-hospital mortality was observed [14].

The ACS/COT describes four levels of adult

and pediatric trauma centers: Level I—most

resources to Level IV—least resources. There

are separate requirements for burn centers. In

the most recent revision of standards, with

emphasis placed on trauma systems organization,

separate considerations are given for rural and

urban systems. In an urban region with adequate

Level I capacity, numerous Level II centers may

not be necessary.

A Level IV hospital is always located in a

rural or remote area. It must provide 24 h physi-

cian coverage and initial resuscitation and assess-

ment prior to transfer to a higher-level facility.
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Well-defined collaborations with higher-level

trauma centers, including expedited transfer

protocols, are critical.

Level III facilities are typically rural and, like

Level IV, must have active collaboration and

transfer agreements with higher-level facilities.

A Level III facility would be considered capable

of assessing, stabilizing, and treating a majority

of traumatic injuries. General surgeons must be

available 24 h/day, and able to be at the patient’s

bedside within 30 min of the patient’s arrival. A

Level III trauma service must have a surgical

director, and maintain a Performance Improve-

ment and Patient Safety (PIPS) program. Level

III centers are not required to have available

advanced radiology, blood bank, laboratory,

orthopedic, or neurosurgical services.

Level II and Level I centers are nearly identi-

cal in terms of the resources available to trauma

patients. The main difference is in how immedi-

ately certain resources are available. In addition,

Level I centers perform research, and serve a

leadership role in the regional trauma system,

providing organization, and education.

Despite similarly available resources,

outcomes for equivalent trauma appear to be

better at Level I centers, compared to Level II

centers. In a multivariate-adjusted retrospective

analysis of the National Trauma Data Bank®

statistics, patients suffering the most severe

injuries were more likely to survive if treated at

a Level I center compared to a Level II center.

Even among survivors, those treated at Level II

centers had worse functional outcomes. The

same study investigated the effect of trauma vol-

ume on outcomes. Interestingly, there was no

survival benefit for patients brought to high-

volume centers at either Level [15].

A Level II trauma center in an urban area may

be a complementary facility to a nearby Level I

center, transferring high-acuity patients to the

Level I facility for interventional radiology,

advanced orthopedic, vascular, thoracic, neuro-

surgical, or intensive care when these are needed,

and accepting lower acuity patients from the

Level I facility if the Level I capacity is

overwhelmed. In a rural area without nearby

Level I care, a Level II trauma center may

function as the regional leadership facility of

the rural system of Level III and IV centers,

providing organization and education [16].

Highlights of features common to Level II and

I trauma centers include:

• A trauma surgeon on call at all times.

• All general surgeons and Emergency Medi-

cine physicians on the trauma team are

ACLS® certified.

• Trauma team members fulfill trauma-related

Continuing Medical Education (CME).

• Neurosurgical care is promptly and continu-

ously available.

• Orthopedic care is promptly and continuously

available.

• Attending physicians involved in trauma care

are board certified in their specialties.

• Radiographs and CT scans are available at all

times.

• Catheter angiography and sonography are

available at all times.

• Critical care services are available for trauma

patients

• Intracranial pressure monitoring is available.

• Respiratory therapists are available at all

times.

• Laboratory and Blood bank services are avail-

able at all times.

• Social workers, and Rehabilitation Medicine

are available.

• Speech, Physical, and Occupational therapy

are available.

• A trauma registry is maintained and submitted

to the NTDB®.

• The center has an active PIPS program.

• The center engages in public and professional

education, including injury prevention.

• The trauma center is prepared for disasters.

• The trauma center is able to procure organs

for transplant.

Additional requirements for a Level I trauma

center include:

• A general surgery residency program with a

trauma rotation.

• Cardiac surgery and cardiopulmonary bypass

capabilities.

• Microvascular and replant capabilities.

• In-house CT technician always available.
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• MRI available.

• Acute hemodialysis always available.

• Operating room and personnel immediately

available at all times.

• A surgical ICU physician in-house at all times.

• A surgically directed and staffed ICU service.

• �1,200 trauma admissions/year.

• �240 patients, or >35 patients/surgeon per

year with Injury Severity Score (ISS) > 15.

• Ongoing research with academic peer-

reviewed publication.

• Extramural presentations at educational or

research conferences.

• Participation in ATLS® training.

Separate requirements in Resources for Opti-

mal Care of the Trauma Patient are specified for

Pediatric trauma and Burn centers.

Requirements Specifically Related
to Anesthesiologists

At all levels of trauma centers, an anesthesiolo-

gist is designated as a liaison to the trauma ser-

vice. This individual should have experience in

trauma anesthesia, and a commitment to educa-

tion and performance improvement. The anesthe-

siology representative to the trauma program

must attend at least 50 % of the multidisciplinary

peer review meetings.

Furthermore, at all levels of trauma centers,

anesthesia services must be promptly available

for all emergency operations and for managing

airway problems. Responsibilities assumed by

anesthesiologists extend beyond the operating

room and may include invasive monitoring, line

placement, resuscitation, and pain management.

At Level III centers, a CRNA may be the sole

on-call provider, while at Level I and II centers

the anesthesiologist of record must be a board-

certified attending. For Level I centers, anesthe-

siology providers must be in-house 24 h/day.

When a senior resident or CRNA fulfills the

availability requirements at Level I or II

facilities, a board-certified staff anesthesiologist

on-call must be immediately advised, promptly

available, and present for all operations.

At Level I trauma centers, an operating room

must be adequately staffed and immediately

available at all times. This may be accomplished

by reserving a designated operating room or by

staggering A.M. starting times so that a rotating

room is free at all times. If the primary operating

room is occupied at a Level I or II center, there

must be a mechanism for providing additional

staff to open a second room.

Full operating room equipment must be avail-

able at all centers, and this must include rapid

infusers, bronchoscopes, thermal control equip-

ment, and resuscitation fluids [16].

At all Trauma center levels, the Post-

Anesthesia Care Unit (PACU) must be available

and staffed 24 h/day. The PACU must be capable

of monitoring with pulse oximetry, end-tidal car-

bon dioxide detection, intra-arterial pressure

monitoring, pulmonary artery pressure monitor-

ing, patient rewarming, and intracranial pressure

monitoring.

The development, implementation, verifica-

tion, and continuing improvement of civilian

trauma systems is an ongoing process and has

been in evolution since before recorded history.

Improved survival benefit to trauma victims is

possible is contingent on sound evidence-based

protocols and guidelines, on seamless collabora-

tion and coordination among many disparate

groups of providers, and on continuous and

ongoing training, research, and education. But

most of all, it is dependent on a deep and pro-

found commitment to excellent care.
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Modern Military Trauma 21
Aaron M. Fields

Modern military trauma began for the United

States with Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and

continues today with the Global War on Terror-

ism. To date there have been over 58,000

casualties from OIF, Operation New Dawn, and

Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). The ratio of

killed in action (KIA) to wounded in action

(WIA) is between 8.48 and 11.4 % (Defense).

This unprecedented survivability is due to a host

of changes in the way that war casualties are

handled. This chapter will be broken into three

categories: Pre Hospital Treatment, Hospital

Treatment, and Aeromedical Evacuation.

Pre-hospital Treatment

While there is little evidence to support it “The

Golden Hour” is a much discussed period of time

in which adequate treatment can greatly influ-

ence whether a casualty moves into the KIA

category [1]. “The Platinum 10” is being taught

to medics as the 10 min after injury for control of

bleeding [2]. Adequate body armor has signifi-

cantly decreased the severity of injuries in mod-

ern military trauma.

In 2006, Peleg and colleagues used a national

trauma registry and retrospectively analyzed

injury from firearms in those protected by body

armor and those that were not. Those with body

armor had statistically significantly lower injury

severity scores (ISS), less intensive care unit

(ICU) stays, and half the inpatient mortality.

Those with traumatic brain injury from a firearm

had no difference in mortality whether they were

wearing body armor or not. Overall, lower rates

of head, brain, chest, and abdominal injuries

were seen and the severity of injury to the chest

and abdomen were decreased [3].

In mechanized (i.e., “mounted”) divisions,

injury patterns were slightly different. Most of

the injuries were from improvised explosive

devices (IEDs) and mines, with only 3 % of

injuries in one study from gunfire. Torso injuries

were relatively minor due to body armor, as was

lower extremity injury due to protection from the

vehicle [4]. Enemy tactics also changed from

gunshot wounds (5 %) to fragmentation

munitions (95 %) [5].

In 2005, Xydakis et al. analyzed the data from

several military databases and concluded that

Kevlar helmets and vests were very effective at

preventing intracranial and intrathoracic penetra-

tion of shrapnel and bullets, and that solid armored

plates warn in addition to Kevlar prevented most

projectiles from entering the chest and abdomen.

Additionally, emerging enemy tactics led to new

patterns of combat injuries such that the majority

of wounds were limited to the extremities which

are easily tourniqueted [6].

The healthcare provider must be knowledge-

able in the safe removal of body armor and the
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safe storage of weapons and ordinance often

found on patients presenting to military trauma

centers [7]. However, CT imaging is feasible

with Kevlar helmets and soft body armor as

well as ceramic plate armor in place if advan-

tageous [8].

Tourniquet: In Operation Desert Storm, the

predominant cause of death for patients treated

at Seventh Corps Hospitals was exsanguination

from extremity wounds [5]. This led the military

to issue tourniquets to all soldiers. A tourniquet

was soon described as an “instrument of the devil

that sometimes saves a life” [9]. At the time it

was thought that most extremity hemorrhage

could be controlled with direct pressure and that

they led to more ischemic complications and

unnecessary amputations than lives saved. Addi-

tionally, there was fear that tourniquets “cause

venous rather than arterial occlusion and often

increase rather than decrease hemorrhage” and

that “tourniquets should be prohibited” [10]

However, retrospective analysis in Israel showed

that tourniquets were safe, effective, and had a

high success rate. There were almost no

complications (5.5 %) despite ischemic times

out to 305 min. There were no deaths from

uncontrolled limb hemorrhage with 550 injured

during this 4-year retrospective analysis. This is

in contrast to 10 % of all deaths in the Vietnam

War attributed to limb hemorrhage [11]. Civilian

trauma centers also reported deaths due to

extremity exsanguination [12]. By 2005, more

than 275,000 Combat Application Tourniquets

(CAT-1) had been sent to Iraq [13] and by 2008

every soldier carried a tourniquet [14]. Early

reports in 2006 showed that these were very

effective and had few adverse outcomes [15]

and it was soon called “the leading lifesaving

device available to soldiers in the field” [16].

By 2012, vascular injury in modern combat was

five times that reported in previous wars, but

survivability was up to 99.1 % for those recei-

ving treatment for vascular injuries [17].

Animal data showed that hemostatic bandages

improved survival. A large-scale military conflict

provided the testing ground for hemostatic agents

and bandages. While a few had been tested, most

only had animal data and some were later shown

to be no better than regular bandages. One that

has continued to be used is QuckClot (QC)

manufactured by Z-Medica (Newington, CT)

and contains (Mineral Zeolite molecular sieve).

It became Federal Drug Administration (FDA)

approved in 2002 and at the time only cost about

$10/packet. The greatest risk of this agent was

thought to be thermal injury to the surrounding

tissue as its reaction with blood is highly exo-

thermic as it absorbs water and concentrates the

cells and factors [18]. By 2006, several products

were FDA approved or available commercially.

Their cost varied widely ($8–$1,000/dose), and

they were often developed using funding from

the US Army. The FDA approved these products

based on randomized animal data or the

dressings were sent to troops in Afghanistan

and Iraq under investigational new drug

protocols. Those that were FDA approved at the

time were only approved for external application.

Additional information was becoming available

on the exothermic reactions taking place appli-

cation of QC. There was a direct correlation

between the volume of blood the product was

exposed to and the maximum temperature

attained at the wound. Large volumes of blood

generated temperatures in excess of 100� C [19].

The solution was to impregnate the hemostatic

agent into gauze mesh pouch so that it could be

applied at the wound site without the compound

washing away. Additionally, the manufacturer

pre-hydrated the solution to decrease the heat

produced [20]. This made less debris in the

wound and decreased the exothermic reaction.

In 2009 a retrospective analysis showed that

QuickClot Bandages were saving lives but

continued to occasionally cause burns [21].

Cost was $25/device and is the current teaching

for prehospital medics in the United States [23].

In one retrospective analysis, it worked in 100 %

of prehospital uses [24]. Work continues to find

an even better product, but few reach statistically

significant improvement over the current stan-

dard of care, QuickClot Combat Gauze (Z-

Medica, Wallingford, CT) [25].

For decades, conventional wisdom was to

fluid resuscitate hemorrhagic shock as quickly

and aggressively as possible. However, new
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data has shown that low volume resuscitation,

just adequate enough to maintain radial pulses

improve mortality in patients with uncontrolled

or ongoing bleeding [26]. The first prospective

human trial showed increased survivability to

hospital discharge despite some problems with

the study [27]. Subsequent trials have failed to

show a difference [28], but hetastarch transfusion

to palpable radial pulse (1 L maximum) remains

the teaching for prehospital military medics [22,

29]. This is mirrored in the Israeli Defense Force

Protocols where they infuse 500 mL boluses of

crystalloid until radial pulses, HR < 130, or SBP

> 80 [30].

The lethal triad consists of hypothermia, met-

abolic acidosis, and hypercoagulability [31].

Treatment of acidosis and coagulopathy is

beyond the scope of most prehospital providers.

However, treatment and prevention of hypother-

mia can have profound changes in outcomes.

Eastridge and colleagues showed that hypo-

thermia on presentation was associated with

increased blood product utilization and mortality

[32]. Current military doctrine teaches the use of

the Hypothermia Prevention Management Kits

(HPMKs) (North American Rescue Products,

Greer, SC) [22]. It consists of an exothermic

chemical powder containing blanket and a reflec-

tive shell which includes a hood. This device was

superior to both passive and other active heating

devices including electrical heaters [33].

Bleeding that is quickly controlled in a patient

without signs of shock are often treated with oral

fluid replacement to prevent dehydration. How-

ever, intravenous (IV) fluid resuscitation is often

necessary in modern military trauma. However,

even under ideal circumstances, peripheral IV

(PIV) access can be challenging. A recent pro-

spective randomized controlled trial (RCT)

showed that intraosseous (IO) catheter placement

had better first attempt success rate and shorter

time to good flow than both PIV and central line

placement [34]. Many drugs have been demon-

strated to be safely administered via IO [35].

Additionally, several studies have shown that

medications given via sternal IO catheters reach

the central circulation faster than other IO sites

[36, 37]. Prehospital medics currently are trained

on the EZ-IO mechanical sternal insertion kit

(Vidacare Corporation Shavano Park, Texas,

USA) [22].

As late as the 1993 Mogadishu action,

prehospital antibiotics were not being given.

Additionally, there was an average of 15 h

between injury and definitive hospital treatment.

As a result, four of the five open fractures from

gunshot wounds became infected. Moxifloxacin

is available in oral form and has been shown to

be very efficacious against a wide variety of

gram positive and negative bacteria as well as

anaerobic and aerobic bacteria [38, 39]. This

training has led to increased adherence with

timely antibiotic administration reaching nearly

80 % [40]. Increased adherence has led to infec-

tion rates as low as 26.6 % including pneumonia

[41]. All soldiers are deployed with a foil pack

containing Meloxicam 15 mg, Acetaminophen

ER 650 mg, two caplets, Moxifloxacin 400 mg

and instructed to take all four capsules in the

event of an open wound.

Hospital Treatment

Damage control surgery (DCS) is when rapid

control of hemorrhage is intraoperative obtained

and the patient is quickly moved to the ICU for

further warming, resuscitation, correction of

electrolyte abnormalities, and coagulopathy.

Only when these have taken place is the patient

then taken back to the operating room (OR) for

more surgery [42]. DCS prevents extensive

procedures on unstable patients [31]. This stra-

tegy appears to be very effective when examined

retrospectively: 99.1 % survival with 84 %

amputation-free survival [17]. While there have

been no RCT with regard to DCS versus imme-

diate and definitive repair in patients with major

abdominal surgery or vascular surgery, the retro-

spective data supports increased survivability

and decreased blood product utilization [43].

Fresh whole blood (FWB) administration has

been one of the more controversial treatments

used in modern military trauma. It was first

described in 1667, but did not gain widespread

acceptance until World War II when 2,000 units
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of stored whole blood were shipped to US mili-

tary hospitals during peak usage in 1945 [44]. It

has been used in every combat operation since

World War I [45]. Between March 2003 and July

2007 over 6,000 units of warm FWB were trans-

fused. Current military guidelines indicate the

FWB should be given when there is life-

threatening hemorrhage and component therapy

is not available [46]. In one retrospective analy-

sis, FWB was associated with a higher 24 h

(p ¼ 0.018) and 30 day (p ¼ 0.002) survival

rate [47]. In a recent Norwegian study, soldiers

were tested on several physical fitness tests and a

marksmanship test. They then performed phlebo-

tomy on each other removing 450 mL of whole

blood. The physical fitness tests and marksman-

ship tests were then repeated. Finally, the

soldiers placed a sternal intraosseous device and

reinfused the FWB. Physical fitness and marks-

manship were unaffected by the phlebotomy,

all soldiers were able to perform phlebotomy

and all were able to place the intraosseous

device [48].

The ratio of component blood products has

changed over the course of the recent conflicts.

In 2007, Borgman published a retrospective anal-

ysis of the ratio of packed red blood cells (PRBC)

to fresh frozen plasma (FFP) in patients receiving

a massive transfusion defined as �10 units of

PRBC in 24 h. The patients were divided into

three groups correlating to the ratio of FFP

received. In the low ratio group the FFP to

PRBC ratio was 1:8, medium was 1:2.5, and

high was 1:1.4. Mortality was 65 %, 34 %, and

19 %, respectively, and hemorrhage mortality

rates were 92.5 %, 78 %, and 37 %. A prospec-

tive RCT is underway (ClinicalTrials.gov Identi-

fier: NCT00945542), but more recent

retrospective trials have shown decreased mor-

tality with increased early administration of FFP

[49, 50]. The ability to predict who will need

massive transfusion allows the clinician to

begin FFP earlier, and several factors have been

shown to be predictive. They are hemoglobin

�11 g/dL, International Normalized Ration

>1.5, and a penetrating mechanism [51].

In 2005, Boffard and colleagues demonstrated

that recombinant Factor VIIa (rFVIIa) was safe

and effective for both blunt and penetrating

trauma in two separate prospective RCTs [52].

This led to widespread use in the Iraq and

Afghanistan conflicts. However, concerns soon

developed that it was being used too frequently,

in acidotic patients [53], its high cost and risk

of thromboembolic events. After an Army

whistleblower lawsuit was settled, Novo

Nordisk, the makers of rFVIIa, paid $25 million

for violating the False Claims act [54]. More

recent studies have failed to show a decrease in

mortality [55, 56].

Thromboelastography has been shown to be

beneficial in trauma and has been used with

increasing frequency in modern military trauma

to provide point of care and real-time assessment

of hypercoagulopathy [57] or the need for blood

products [58].

New pain control modalities are being used in

modern military trauma. Low dose ketamine

infusion for neuropathic pain commonly asso-

ciated with limb amputation has been shown to

be safe and effective in reducing both pain and

opiate use [59]. Training has led to increased

administration of prehospital pain medication

[60]. For those unable to tolerate oral medi-

cations and without intravenous access, oral

transmucoscal fentanyl citrate has been shown

to be safe and significantly reduce pain [61].

Continuous peripheral nerve blocks are being

used more and more frequently and an RCT is

currently underway [62].

Aeromedical Evacuation

The ability to aeromedically (AE) evacuate

patients from the battlefield to stateside hospitals

in a matter of days has revolutionized trauma and

burn treatment. During the Vietnam War, it took

weeks to evacuate patients to Army burn Centers

[63, 64]. In Iraq and Afghanistan, the United

States pushed surgical teams far forward with

advanced treatment capabilities but poor ability

to hold patients for long periods of time. This

made AE a crucial capability. Intensive Care

requires a large logistical footprint, and it

became clear that it was easier to move the
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patient back from the front lines using US Air

Force Critical Care Air Transport Team

(CCATT). This team consists of an ICU capable

physician (Anesthesiologist, Emergency Medi-

cine Physician, or a Pulmonary/Critical Care

Physician), an ICU qualified nurse, and a cardio-

pulmonary technician. They are capable of car-

ing for 3 intubated patients or 6 critical but not

intubated patients for up to 24 h. They carry with

them medications, ventilators, a defibrillator,

monitors, suction, iSTAT point-of-care testing

devices, and the ability to place central lines,

chest tubes, endotracheal tubes, and arterial

lines to support these patients. In addition to

their training for ground-based patients, they are

given additional instruction on the unique envi-

ronment of flight. This includes the effects of

decreased barometric pressure and temperature

at altitude [65]. The most common aircraft used

are C-130, KC-135, and C-17. Retrospective

analysis shows that CCATT is safe and capable

of responding to rapid and potentially deadly

physiological changes in the patients. Of 656

patients examined in one study, there were no

deaths [66]. In a smaller study of 133 patients,

there were also no deaths [67]. Hyptotension and

hemoglobin desaturation were the most common

adverse events in the previous two studies, but

retrospective study found that fever occurred in

41 % of CCATT patients and found no en route

deaths of the 248 included.

Dr. Renz and colleagues looked at burn

patients admitted to the US Army Institute of

Surgical Research. 540 patients were admitted,

the mean time from injury to admission in San

Antonio, Texas was 4 days over a distance of

8,600 km. About 1/3 of the patients required in

flight ventilatory support, and about 1/3 of them

were transported by CCATT. There were no

inflight deaths [68].

Conclusion

From point of injury and prehospital care to

hospital treatment and aeromedical evacua-

tion, modern military trauma is influencing

the way trauma is treated in civilian practice

and around the world.
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J. David Roccaforte

That which does not kill us makes us stronger.

(Friedrich Nietzsche)

Disasters have been an unpredictable and inter-

minable affliction challenging human civiliza-

tion since the dawn of time. Historically, the

typical pattern of preparedness has been reactive

and auto-extinguishing. Consider an infrequent

disaster such as a wildfire. A community finds

itself unprepared, and suffers greatly. Herculean

efforts are undertaken at great expense to prepare

for the next wildfire, which statistically won’t

recur for over 50 years. In the interim, memories

fade, concern wanes, and community priorities

shift. Wildfire preparedness therefore deterio-

rates and before the next wildfire even arrives,

the area is devastated by a flood [1].

Recognizing this recurring pattern, a great

deal of effort has gone into escaping the para-

digm. The field of disaster preparedness has

grown to be well funded, drawing a pool of

highly motivated bureaucrats, administrators,

and clinicians who have elucidated vulner-

abilities and suggested solutions [2], but who, at

the same time, have created what can sound like

a foreign language to those unfamiliar with the

field. A body of scholarly work has emerged that

requires familiarity with equal parts of data,

strategy, and vocabulary.

Definitions

All-hazards approach: A strategy of general

preparations which are easily adaptable to a

wide variety of disasters. The all-hazards

approach is best-suited for regional and hospital

administrative issues which are applicable to all

disasters such as managing media communi-

cations, hospital security, the information tech-

nology system, or maintaining a list of redundant

vendors for critical supplies. The clinical

resources necessary for different disaster

scenarios, however, may be quite diverse and

specific as, for instance, in treating the victims

of a tornado vs. those of an anthrax attack.

Hospital Incident Command System (HICS):
A general template plan for hospital administra-

tive organization which is implemented during a

disaster incident. HICS provides no direction

or guidelines for the medical or surgical manage-

ment of casualties [3].

Definitive Care Area (DCA): Locations in a

hospital and the resources required to acutely

treat life-threatening injuries and illnesses, i.e.,

operating rooms (ORs), interventional radiology

(IR) suites, recovery room (PACU), and inten-

sive care unit (ICU) beds.

Triage: From the French “to sort.” The screen-

ing and sorting of patients, attempting to match a

patient’s injury or illness with appropriate care.

Rationing: The process by which scarce

resources are distributed, ideally in a prioritized

manner to those who need them the most.
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Worried well: People presenting to a hospital

after a disaster event with no injury or illness.

Also known as psychological casualties.

Walking wounded: Ambulatory victims from

a disaster arriving at a hospital with minor

injuries, often bypassing Emergency Medical

Services (EMS) field triage.

Critically injured: Trauma victims with an

Injury Severity Score (ISS) � 15.

Critically ill: Disaster or pandemic victims

with an Acute Physiology And Chronic Health

Evaluation (APACHE) II score � 25.

Overtriage: Patients evaluated by the triage

system who ultimately have no severe injury or

serious illness.

Undertriage: Patients in whom triage screen-

ing has missed detecting severe injury or serious

illness.

Critical mortality: Death rate among the criti-

cally injured with ISS � 15. Critical mortality

increases as overtriage rate increases.

Surge: The maximum number of casualties

presenting to a hospital in the shortest period of

time.

Multiple Casualty Incident (MCI): A large

number of casualties, generated over a short

period of time, which can be appropriately man-

aged with existing or extended resources.

Mass Casualty Event (MCE): A major medi-

cal disaster that destroys organized community

support mechanisms and results in overwhelming

casualties.

Internal disaster: An event affecting hospital

infrastructure or facilities. For example, fire,

electrical disruption, hospital building flood, or

collapse.

External disaster: An event occurring in the

community which leaves hospital functionality

unaffected.

Slowly evolving event: A predicted and

anticipated disaster that unfolds over a period of

days to weeks. For example, pandemics, hurri-

canes, radiation fallout. Allows for a proactive

response. Civilian evacuation and/or mobiliza-

tion of resources in advance of the surge is

generally possible.

Rapidly evolving event: A disaster that occurs

suddenly or explosively over a period of minutes

to hours. Also known as a no-notice event.

Requires a reactive response. For example,

earthquakes, terrorist bombings.

Explosive energy: An estimation of the force

imparted by a rapidly evolving event. Useful in

predicting the dead:injured ratio and, given the

population density of the disaster location, in

anticipating the number of casualties of each

triage type—mild, moderate, and severely

injured. Natural disasters such as earthquakes

and tornados release tremendous amounts of

energy, an open-air terrorist bomb less so.

When an explosion occurs in an enclosed space,

the energy is amplified, and if a building collapse

is also involved, the explosive energy of the

bomb is further augmented.

Dead:injured ratio: The greater the concentra-

tion of explosive energy to which victims are

exposed, the higher the dead:injured ratio. As a

consequence, as the size and energy imparted

during an explosive event increases, the number

of dead increases, while the number of surviving

injured plateaus or even decreases (see Fig. 22.1).

Dead:injured ratio in military combat is typi-

cally 1:3. That ratio may be reversed with high-

energy events such as enclosed-space explosions

with building collapse [4], or natural disasters

such as tornados (see Table 22.1).

Process inventory: An analysis of all

resources normally utilized to provide definitive

care. The results of this analysis will identify all

parties required to participate in table-top

exercises for disaster preparedness planning.

Hazard Vulnerability Analysis: Evaluation of

the disaster scenarios most likely to be encoun-

tered given local risks.

Surge resources: Alternate equipment, loca-

tions, and personnel that can be utilized in the

treatment of additional patients while main-

taining the standard of care. Also known as

conventional resources.

Surge capacity: The total number of patients

that can be managed by a facility with both

normal and surge resources.

Overflow resources: Alternate equipment,

locations, and personnel that can be utilized in

the treatment of additional patients, but with

compromised standard of care.
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Overflow capacity: The total number of

patients that can be managed by a facility with

normal, surge, and overflow resources.

Care-limiting resource: The resource in the

lowest supply that limits capacity to care for

patients. This resource becomes the focus of

capacity expansion.

Table-top Exercises: Planned rehearsals of

MCIs or MCEs, organized to challenge the facil-

ity personnel involved in the management of

patients during a disaster, and to identify surge,

overflow, and care-limiting resources.

Overwhelmed scenario: An MCE, which

creates a condition where demands exceed

resources. Care rationing must be employed,

and evacuation becomes a priority.

Each time the news brings us images of

disaster, from a tsunami in the Indian Ocean to

a terrorist bombing attack, many people think

about what they would do if they found them-

selves in the midst of a comparable scenario. For

most, this thought experiment is quickly aban-

doned by concluding either that the probability is

so low, or the consequences so overwhelming,

that disaster preparedness of any kind is either a

waste of time or ultimately futile. The result,

unfortunately, is a lack of readiness to adequately

respond to disasters when they do occur [5, 6].

Reviewing historical disaster responses and

outcomes, it is quickly apparent that much of

what happens following a disaster is very differ-

ent from standard operating procedure. Often the

most appropriate strategy is counterintuitive [7].

Our ability to predict and anticipate the

difficulties we may face is generally poor. Con-

sequently, a reflexive or improvized reaction will

yield worse outcomes than a pre-planned

response.

The spectrum of disaster preparedness spans

elements of public education, infrastructure

upgrades, computer modeling, public health,

and beyond. From a clinical perspective how-

ever, the final common pathway for the critically

injured and ill victims of any disaster from any

cause will be DCAs. These areas are typically

operating rooms (ORs) and ICUs.

The victims of a disaster, especially one of

sudden onset, will in decreasing order of severity

fall into one of the four categories: (1) those

immediately killed, (2) those destined to die

regardless of any care they receive, (3) those

whose survival depends on timely and

Fig. 22.1 Dead:Injured

vs. explosive energy

released. MVC multiple

motor vehicle crash,

IEDopen improvized

explosive device open air,

Closed IED enclosed

explosion, Collapse
explosion with building

collapse, Nuke first
generation nuclear warhead

(20 kiloton TNT

equivalent), F1 Force 1

tornado, Cat5 category 5

hurricane, 8.0 Richter

magnitude 8 earthquake,

+tsun earthquake +

widespread tsunami

Table 22.1 Dead: injured ratios

Dead Injured

Typical urban trauma center 1 20

Terrorist bombings 1 5–20

Conventional war 1 3–5

1983 Beirut marine barracks 3 1

Natural disasters 3–20 1

9/11 WTC attack 10 1
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appropriate medical care, and (4) those who will

live even without medical attention.

In most disasters, the third category is the

smallest in number. However, as anesthesio-

logists, surgeons, and intensivists, it is our biggest

concern and becomes the focus of our attention.

This is with good reason: the final event mortality

rate will be determined by our ability to expand

and protect DCAs in order to deliver care to these

sickest victims. Saving their lives is the immediate

objective of the clinical disaster response.

Beyond the first 48–72 h following an event,

any remaining untreated casualties in the third

category will have slipped into the second cate-

gory (destined to die regardless of any care they

receive), and beyond 96 h, the priority of disaster

response becomes the continued provision of

public health needs: food, water, shelter, etc. [8].

The goal of this chapter is to provide a con-

ceptual framework for DCA-specific disaster

preparedness for anesthesiologists, surgeons,

and intensivists, to be used for rational develop-

ment of strategies for both expanding and

protecting surgical and critical care resources

during these events.

Before disaster planning can take place, it is

important to understand the relevant charac-

teristics of disaster victims, events, and resources

and how they interrelate. Once these concepts are

understood, the process of developing plans via

the use of table-top exercises will be described.

Victim Characteristics

The key characteristic of disaster victims rele-

vant to those who manage DCAs is whether their
status is critical or not.

As one follows the path of the victim from the

scene to field evacuation, to a casualty collection

area, to transportation to a medical facility,

through the diagnostic areas, and finally to trans-

fer to an operating room or ICU, an ongoing

process of triage takes place (see Fig. 22.2).

The decisions surrounding triage are highly

situational. Triage attempts to match a patient’s

injury or illness severity with appropriate care

[9]. Triage, by considering both the types of

resources that an individual patient requires, as

well as the availability of those resources,

performs two functions: routing and rationing

[10].

During normal circumstances, triage func-

tions simply to properly route patients to appro-

priate areas for clinical care. When resources

are inadequate to meet needs, triage performs a

second function: rationing. Rationing is the pro-

cess by which scarce resources are distributed,

ideally in a prioritized manner to those most in

need of them. Rationing is a charged topic in the

US health care debate, but is a long recognized

function of triage, routinely practiced in mili-

tary medicine, though seldom invoked in the

civilian setting since resources are rarely

unavailable [11].

Rationing decisions may occur at each of

multiple points between the disaster scene and

the DCA: Evacuation, First-aid, Transport,

Decontamination, Admission, Transfer, and

Treatment. If resources at each step are adequate,

no rationing takes place; however, in a disaster

the closer to the scene one evaluates resources

relative to needs, the more likely that rationing

must take place [12].

The consequence of this for a DCA is that

triage decisions upstream serve to screen and

select from the many casualties those who will

benefit from surgery and/or critical care [13].

Thus, rationing of care at the level of the DCA

Fig. 22.2 Triage and rationing
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should be assiduously avoided, as that will deny

care to precisely those patients whom the entire

triage system has identified as standing to benefit

the most. Provision of uncompromised care with-

out rationing is the goal of DCA disaster pre-

paredness planning.

During rapidly evolving events, in the field,

during transit, or on arrival to the hospital, a

triage officer will attach a color-coded classifica-

tion tag to each victim (see Fig. 22.3).

Black designates dead or moribund. Victims

with serious injuries requiring immediate treat-

ment are tagged red. Those with yellow tags will

eventually require treatment. Green signifies

ambulatory patients with minor injuries. In addi-

tion, most casualties arrive from the scene

untagged and with no obvious injury; they may

require decontamination and counseling. They

have been called the “worried well,” but now

are more appropriately identified as psychologi-

cal casualties. They are terrified and cannot sim-

ply be sent home. Finally, there is everyone else

arriving to the hospital untagged: media, family,

bystanders, well-meaning volunteers, and, fol-

lowing a terrorist event, potentially those with

nefarious intent.

The absolute and relative numbers of each

victim type triaged for any event will vary. The

biggest variability in urban explosive events is

the untagged mass, which will mainly depend on

how many people are present, the location, and

the time of day. Different mechanisms generate

reproducible patterns of death, injury, and ill-

ness. Examples include closed-space vs. open-

air explosions [14] and food-borne [15] vs. air-

borne infectious agents [16]. Familiarity with

different patterns enables clinicians to anticipate

types, timing, acuity, and treatment needs of

victims [17].

The immediate focus should be on the red-

and yellow-tagged victims. These are the victims

whose lives hang in the balance; with timely

diagnosis and appropriate treatment most will

live, without this most will die. These are the

lives at risk, and as anesthesiologists, surgeons,

and intensivists, they will be under our care.

Once the triage system identifies a victim as

critical but with potential to survive, and then

delivers her or him to a DCA, triage ceases to

function as routing; ORs and ICUs are the acme

of what the hospital has to offer clinically. In a

DCA, rationing must be employed only as a last

resort. It may be appropriate to offer less than

optimal care to green-tagged victims, i.e.,

lightly injured; they can be triaged to a cafeteria

or gymnasium for observation and delayed

treatment. The impact on their short- and long-

term outcomes will be minimal, but when

resources are compromised or withheld from

those routed to ORs and ICUs, mortality will

increase [18].

Fig. 22.3 Triage tag
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For the management of casualties from physi-

cal injury under routine circumstances, the

American College of Surgeons [19] recommends

that trauma centers maintain a 50 % “overtriage”

rate. That is, 50 % of all those activating a full

trauma response should have an ISS [20] of less

than 15 after work-up, signifying no serious

injuries. This is believed to ensure capture of all

serious injuries, yielding a low “undertriage” rate

(defined as missed severe injuries among all

those screened) of less than 5 %.

Thus, triage officers intentionally employ a

strategy of controlled overtriage while screening

patients, which is both acceptable and desirable.

In contrast, during a disaster most victims refer

themselves to the nearest hospital and bypass the

established, official triage screening system, thus

creating an uncontrolled and excessive overtriage

situation [21]. In normal circumstances, the only

adverse outcome associated with overtriage is

additional expense due to screening and

evaluating victims who eventually prove to have

no serious injury. During a disaster, however,

excessive overtriage is associated with additional

mortality [22].

On October 23, 1983, Lieutenant Erik

Frykberg, a general surgeon, was the chief medi-

cal officer on board the USS Iwo Jima. With two

ORs and two ICU beds, Frykberg, along with an

orthopedic surgeon, an anesthesiologist, and a

CRNA, managed the 112 survivors injured by

the Beirut marine barracks terrorist bombing.

His observations and subsequent analysis of his

experience initiated an academic interest in

disaster management, which continued through-

out his life. The explosion generated 346

casualties, 234 of whom were immediately

killed. Of the 112 survivors, 96 were injured.

Only 19 of the survivors were critical, with an

ISS of �15, indicating severe trauma. The 77

lightly injured survivors with ISS <15 created

an “overtriage” rate (77/96) of 80 %. Among the

112 initial survivors, there were seven additional

deaths, all among the 19 critically injured.

Frykberg realized that the overall mortality of

survivors (7/112 or 6.3 %) did not tell the

whole story. He concluded that a better gauge

of the medical response in a disaster would be the

“critical mortality,” or those deaths occurring

among the critically injured as a proportion of

all critically injured. Because all seven late

deaths in the Beirut bombing occurred among

those with ISS � 15, the critical mortality was

7/19 or 37 %, a statistic undiluted by the majority

of survivors without significant injury. Of note,

within this definition, moribund victims with

non-survivable injuries are not counted as initial

survivors.

Frykberg began an exhaustive review of

terrorist bombing events and noted an interes-

ting relationship. As overtriage for an event

increased, so did critical mortality. He published

these observations in 1988 [23] and updated

them with additional data in 2002 [24], and

again in 2008 [22]. The association between

overtriage and critical mortality carries a linear

correlation coefficient (r) of 0.92. In more mod-

ern MCIs, the curve is shifted to the right,

indicating improved critical mortality for any

given degree of overtriage, but the relationship

remains intact (see Fig. 22.4).

The explanation for this relationship is two-

fold. First is the “needle in the haystack” con-

cept. Sorting through 500 victims as opposed to

50, in order to find the few critically injured,

takes valuable time. Second is that even when

the critically injured patients are properly routed,

the burden placed on the facility by the mass of

those with minor injuries and those who are

uninjured effectively prevents the DCA from

functioning optimally. Predictably [25], radiol-

ogy becomes a bottleneck [26], lab results are

lost or delayed, computers crash, phone lines are

overloaded, clinicians cannot respond to pages,

medications are not properly dispensed, charts

are incomplete, and staff become stressed and

tired. Although those working in the ORs and

ICUs believe they are providing appropriate

care, the result of all these seemingly inconse-

quential inadequacies is to conspire to increase

the mortality of those patients whose lives hang

in the balance, those victims for whom every

detail of the cumulative clinical response in a

DCA must be perfect for them to survive.

While the treatment of non-critically ill or

injured victims is not the direct responsibility of
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a DCA, their presence in the facility therefore

significantly impacts the success of efforts to

care for the critical victims. During a disaster, a

“siege mentality” sets in: the insidious

distractions and delays attributable to overtriage

are not overtly obvious to those working in the

ORs and ICUs, and virtually incomprehensible to

those local officials, hospital administrators, pre-

hospital providers, and emergency physicians

who are largely responsible for the management

of the disaster response upstream from DCAs.

Regional plans must therefore include a mecha-

nism to decompress non-critical victims away

from the facility charged with managing the crit-

ically injured and ill in DCAs or, alternatively, to

rapidly transport the critically ill and injured to

other less-stressed facilities. It is imperative that

DCA clinicians with an understanding of this

phenomenon participate in regional and

upstream planning.

Event Characteristics

The key characteristics of disaster events rele-
vant to those who manage DCAs are the relative

size (small, medium, large, or extra-large), type

(internal, external, or both), and timing (slowly
or rapidly evolving).

In 2001, Hirshberg, Holcomb and Mattox [27]

differentiated MCIs from MCEs. By their

definitions, the absolute numbers of victims are

not as relevant as how demands reconcile with

Fig. 22.4 Relationship of

overtriage rate to critical

mortality rate in 10

(1969–1995) vs. 4

(2001–2007) terrorist

events. Note shift of curve

to right. GP Guildford

pubs, CA Craigavon, OC
Okalhoma City bombing,

TL Tower of London, BP
Birmingham pubs, Bol
Bologna, AMIA Buenos

Aires, OB Old Bailey, CC
Cu Chi, BE Beirut, VT 2007

Virginia Tech shooting.

From John H. Armstrong,

Jeffrey Hammond, Asher

Hirshberg, and Erik R.

Frykberg, Is overtriage

associated with increased

mortality? The evidence

says “yes,” Disaster

Medicine and Public

Health Preparedness, 2(1),

2008. Reprinted with the

permission of Cambridge

University Press
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the capacity of the receiving facility. They

defined an MCI as a large number of casualties,

generated over a short period of time, which can

be appropriately managed with existing or

extended resources. An MCE in contrast is

larger: a major medical disaster that destroys

organized community support mechanisms and

results in overwhelming casualties. These are

useful concepts for planning. The goal is thus

not to plan for an MCE, which is impossible

since it is overwhelming by definition. Instead,

the goal is to organize and extend resources

appropriately after an MCI, in order to avoid

what would otherwise be an overwhelming

major medical disaster.

The size of an event must always be placed in

the context of the medical facility’s normally

available resources. A small event is defined as

one that generates a casualty load that can be

managed by the involved facility using normal

resources. The absolute numbers will be quite

different for a freestanding, rural surgi-center

than for a large, urban, university-affiliated trauma

center. At the opposite end of the event size spec-

trum, is an extra-large event, defined as one that

overwhelms the facility by generating a casualty

load that cannot be accommodated even utilizing

overflow resources. Neither small, nor extra-large

events can benefit from DCA planning. Small

events are routinely managed with available

resources [28], and extra-large MCEs are over-

whelming by definition (see Table 22.2).

A truly overwhelming MCE mandates a triage

strategy that involves rationing access, including

access to definitive care. Rationing entails diffi-

cult ethical decisions [29]. The priority becomes

saving as many victims as possible, given the

available resources. The military has the most

experience in these types of situations, since

they commonly occur on battlefields. The expe-

rience is much less in the civilian sector [30, 31].

How to render care in austere circumstances is

not this author’s area of expertise nor within the

scope of this chapter; suffice it to say that diffi-

cult clinical and ethical decisions must be made

until outside assistance arrives. Contingency

planning for an overwhelming scenario does not

fall on individual departments or hospitals but

rather is performed regionally, and is the respon-

sibility of government and nongovernmental

assistance organizations [32].

Plans developed at the clinical DCA level are

designed to prevent, or at least postpone, being

overwhelmed. If that does happen, clinicians will

have to do their best with what is available until

outside help arrives. If overwhelmed, care

providers should plan on providing only basic

first-aid and rationing access to definitive care

resources.

Regarding an overwhelming event, public

health needs will quickly supercede in priority

the treatment of critically injured victims. These

needs include provisions for food, shelter, proper

sanitation facilities, and clean water.

In 2012, The National Institute of Medicine

published a 520-page report which is comprehen-

sive in describing a systematic approach to

developing and implementing “Crisis Standards

of Care” for catastrophic disasters when demands

exceed resources [33]. Fortunately, clinical DCA

planning efforts are much simpler, focusing only

on medium and large MCIs. Medium events are

those in which the critically ill or injured can be

managed while maintaining standard of care with

surge capacity resources. Large events can be

handled only by utilizing auxiliary, substandard

overflow capacity.

Internal disaster events, i.e., fire, electrical fail-

ure, and flooding, affect hospital infrastructure.

The clinical response is to maintain ongoing

patient care. For the most part, protocols for inter-

nal disasters are already in place (see Fig. 22.5).

The challenges during solitary internal

disasters are largely administrative and logistic.

The HICS lends itself well to these types of

events. The major decision facing facilities dur-

ing an internal disaster (as with slowly evolving

disasters) is whether or not to evacuate [34, 35].

As far as clinical planning, every anesthesiolo-

gist and most intensivists have contemplated

what their contingencies would be if they had to

render care without electricity [36]: battery back-

up, emergency generator, etc. Plans for internal

disasters and evacuation must be protocol based,

formulated in advance, activated automatically,

and drilled periodically (see Fig. 22.6).
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Slowly evolving events include infectious

epidemics, radiologic contamination, and

hurricanes. With Severe Acute Respiratory Syn-

drome (SARS), for example, the worldwide surge

of patients was clearly delayed, peaking at 56 days

following the initial outbreak (see Fig. 22.7) [37].

In addition, the surge of SARS patients was

dispersed; victims were not all treated at the

same facility, emphasizing that the planning

and response for slowly evolving events (as

with extra-large events, or MCEs) must be

coordinated at a regional level by federal or

regional relief agencies such as the Red Cross,

WHO, or U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC). These plans need not be auto-

matic and protocol based. The delayed surge of

victims typical of an infectious epidemic or any

slowly evolving event such as a hurricane, allows

planners the opportunity to gauge the time avail-

able to relocate patients, or to expand DCA

capacity by mobilizing resources.

Combined internal/external disasters present

especially difficult challenges [38]. In rapidly

evolving disasters, external or combined

(earthquakes, tornados, bombings, etc.) inade-

quate planning will leave the seriously injured

and critically ill most vulnerable [39].

The timing of victims’ arrival to the DCAs

can be predicted based on historical data. The

CDC has published simple models to predict the

distribution of triage types (1/3 critical, 2/3 non-

critical) [40], as well as for surge timing [41]. Per

the CDC, approximately half of all casualties

will arrive at the hospital within a 1-h window

which begins when the first casualty arrives at the

hospital (see Fig. 22.8). To predict the total

Table 22.2 Implications anticipated from event size

Status Normal Multiple casualty incident (MCI)

Mass casualty event

(MCE)

Event size Small Medium Large Extra-large

Resources Normal Red and Yellow: Surge

resources

Overflow resources for all casualty

types

Overwhelmed

situation

Green: Overflow

Rationing None Red and Yellow: No rationing Compromise standards of care Ration access to care

Green: Ration time to treat

(OK to delay)

Typical numbers of victims for an urban Trauma Center:

Red 2 5 15 (Large + 1)

Yellow 4 10 30 (Large + 1)

Green 8 20 60+ (Large + 1)

Untagged 10–30 30–300 100–2,000 2,000+

In Case of FIRE: RACE
R = Rescue Move pa�ents to safety
A = Alarm Ac�vate nearest fire alarm
C = Contain Close fire doors
E = Ex�nguish or Evacuate As appropriate

Fig. 22.5 Typical fire-

response protocol

Fig. 22.6 Disaster location and timing
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Fig. 22.7 Probable cases of SARS by date of report

worldwide (n ¼ 7,588), 1 March–10 July 2003. From

Epidemic curves—Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

(SARS), Global Alert and Response (GAR), World

Health Organization, n.d. Web page. Last accessed Dec.

22, 2013. http://www.who.int/csr/sars/epicurve/epiindex/

en/index2.html

Fig. 22.8 Surge timing for explosive events. From U.S.

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Predicting

Casualty Severity and Hospital Capacity; Predicting

Triage Severity World Wide Web URL: http://www.bt.

cdc.gov/masscasualties/predictor.asp Last accessed June

24, 2013
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number of casualties the hospital can expect,

double the number of casualties the hospital

receives in the first hour.

This basic model can be augmented with data

from observations published by investigators fol-

lowing actual explosive events. From a series of

terrorist bombings in Israel, Shamir, et al.

reported that the surge of patients undergoing

surgical procedures was approximately 3–4 h fol-

lowing the explosion (see Fig. 22.9) [42].

Reports following the 2005 bombing in

London indicate the timing of the surge of

victims arriving in operating rooms and to ICUs

(see Fig. 22.10) [43].

Because disaster events are infrequent, it is

crucial for those involved in managing patients

in DCAs to publish accounts of their experience,

including validated data on the nature of injuries,

over- and under-triage rates, critical mortality,

types and timing of interventions, and an assess-

ment of the response and lessons learned [44–52].

Resource Characteristics

The key characteristic of medical resources rele-

vant to those who manage DCAs is whether they
can or cannot maintain normal standard of care.

Fig. 22.9 OR surge

timing for terrorist

bombing events. From

Shamir MY, Weiss YG,

Willner D, Mintz Y, Bloom

AI, Weiss Y, Sprung CL,

Weissman C, Multiple

casualty terror events: the

anesthesiologist’s

perspective, Anesth Analg.

2004 Jun;98(6):1746-52

Fig. 22.10 2005 London

bombing surge. Reprinted

from Lancet, 368(9554),

Aylwin CJ, König TC,

Brennan NW, Shirley PJ,

Davies G, Walsh MS,

Brohi K, Reduction in

critical mortality in urban

mass casualty incidents:

analysis of triage, surge,

and resource use after the

London bombings on July

7, 2005, pp. 2219-25,

Copyright 2006, with

permission from Elsevier
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Resource categorization focuses on the

ability to maintain standard of care, and meshes

with victim triage categorization and event

characteristics (above). The types of resources

are divided into: normal, surge, and overflow.

Normal resources are those used conventionally

on a daily basis to care for patients in DCAs.

These resources are identified with a process

inventory, and define optimal standard of care.

Surge resources are alternate equipment,

locations, and personnel not normally used, but

available for the treatment of additional patients

while maintaining normal standard of care, for

instance using a modern anesthesia machine to

provide ventilator support to an ICU patient. In

contrast, overflow resources include equipment,

locations, and personnel that can be utilized

in the treatment of additional patients, but

which compromise the standard of care, for

example, using an ambu bag and a family mem-

ber to provide ventilatory support to an ICU

patient [53].

As casualty loads increase, normal, then

surge, then overflow resources are engaged, and

eventually exhausted. Once all overflow resour-

ces are consumed, the system is overwhelmed,

and at this point either evacuation or rationing

victims’ access to definitive care must take place.

Explosive disasters with large numbers of

casualties (Oklahoma City [54], Atlanta

Olympics [55], World Trade Center [39], Madrid

[56], London [43], Boston [57]) have repeatedly

demonstrated that without proper organization,

the hospital with the nearest geographic proxim-

ity reproducibly becomes burdened with a mas-

sive demand (and overtriage) that threatens to or

actually overwhelms its capacity. This phenome-

non establishes the identity of the “Ground Zero

Hospital” for a given disaster event.

The surge capacity of a facility is defined

simply as the total number of patients that can

be managed with only surge (and normal)

resources. Overflow capacity is likewise defined

as the absolute number of patients that can be

accommodated with the addition of overflow

resources. In reality, during a disaster, as casualty

loads increase, not all resources will be

exhausted while treating the same number of

patients. Thus each resource (ventilators,

monitors, nursing staff, etc.) has its own normal,

surge, and overflow capacity. For the purposes of

planning, once a single resource of the next level

must be employed, the patient should be consid-

ered as being treated within the next level’s

capacity. For instance, to manage a critically ill

patient in the PACU (surge resource) with a 1:4

nursing care ratio (overflow strategy) would be

considered as utilizing the hospital’s DCA over-

flow capacity [58].

The rationale behind distinguishing these

types of resources is to clarify resource manage-

ment in the face of escalating needs. From this

perspective, the system can be considered to be

continuously in some version of “disaster mode,”

which ranges along a spectrum from normal to

surge to overflow to overwhelmed. Many

institutions utilize their surge capacity on a regu-

lar basis, for example, by holding patients over-

night in the PACU because the ICUs are full [59].

Once surge resources are consumed, substan-

dard, compromised resources must be utilized to

accommodate additional patients [60]. These

overflow resources are acceptable and appropri-

ate to treat the large numbers of non-critical

victims of any disaster, and may be necessary

even for critical victims in extreme circum-

stances. However, if additional surge capacity

(maintaining standard of care) for critically ill

and injured victims can be pre-identified and

quickly mobilized, the greater will be the impact

on overall survival from the event.

Response Sequence

All disasters share similar components or phases:

Recognition, Triage, Treatment, and Mass

Relocation—also called a surge if patients are

arriving to the hospital, and evacuation if they

are being moved away. The sequence is as

follows for each type of disaster (see Fig. 22.11):

For an internal disaster such as a fire, for exam-

ple, patients are already being treated. Someone

smells smoke, pulls the alarm—Recognition,

the disaster plan is activated, patients are triaged

for evacuation. Planning and response must be
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immediate, automatic, and protocol based. Fortu-

nately, as noted, plans are generally in place for

most internal disasters.

For slowly evolving events such as a covert

biological release, index cases begin to present

one at a time to numerous facilities. Astute

clinicians [61] notify public health officials

and alone or together, they make a diagnosis—

Recognition. Treatment begins as victims arrive.

As the infection spreads over the subsequent

days to weeks, the surge of victims peaks. They

may need to be evacuated as individual facilities

reach capacity; otherwise, if resources are inade-

quate, victims are triaged, to ensure that those

most likely to survive obtain treatment. Planning

here can be general, and responses can be

adapted and modified in real time. There is suffi-

cient opportunity to adequately prepare patients

for safe transfer, or to bring in additional

resources and staff to keep up with the demand.

The responsibility for managing these resources

does not fall upon individual DCAs, but is rather

the role of federal or international relief agencies.

The threshold for becoming overwhelmed

regionally during a slowly evolving event is

quite high.

For rapidly evolving events, for example, an

explosion with possible chemical release, where

patients arrive at the hospital from an auditorium

a few blocks away coughing with burning eyes,

EMS calls ahead and reports they have a possible

chemical event—Recognition, the surge of

victims quickly starts to arrive both on their

own and by ambulance. Patients are triaged

according to acuity, and treatment begins with

decontamination. Like internal disasters,

planning and response for rapidly evolving

events must be immediate, automatic, and proto-

col based.

Table-Top Exercises

Table-top exercises [62] are performed by appro-

priate clinical, support, and administrative lead-

ership identified via a process inventory for

definitive care. Table-top exercises are the fun-

damental mechanism by which surge and over-

flow capacity planning occurs. First considered is

the highest probability disaster scenario (from a

Hazard Vulnerability Analysis [63]). The process

begins by identifying all the components neces-

sary to provide care to a typical victim (process

inventory). Once normal resources are identified,

participants then conceptualize potential surge

and overflow resources. For each level of care

(normal, surge, overflow), the care-limiting

resource is identified. Participants then explore

ways to expand that specific limitation to

uncover the next limited resource. The process

continues by reassessing the subsequently

exposed care-limiting resources, and then the

exercise is repeated, assessing the next most

likely scenario and the next and so on. When

this process is complete, the group will have

generated an inventory of all resources needed

to provide each level of care in the ORs and

ICUs, i.e., normal, surge, and overflow. Within

each category, a sequence of resource utilization

is defined. For instance, the sequence of locations

where emergency major trauma surgery can be

performed (with hypothetical capacity in

parentheses) might look like this:

Surgery normally performed in ORs (15) !
Then surge to: Day surgery (2), then OB (3) !
Then overflow to:

Cystoscopy suites (2)

Angiography suites (2), PACU (12), ICU (18)

It is imperative to involve all clinical services

and areas in these exercises to anticipate

problems where surge resources may overlap.

An anesthesia machine in a cystoscopy suite

cannot serve to expand ICU ventilator capacity

at the same time that surgeons are planning on

Fig. 22.11 Response sequence
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using that room to perform an overflow trauma

procedure.

In addition, it is critical that all clinical sup-

port services (radiology, blood bank, laboratory

services, pharmacy, dietary, sterile supply, etc.)

collaborate in these iterative table-top exercises.

Frequently process and systems vulnerabilities

can be anticipated.

This practice of continuously identifying the

capacity- or care-limiting resource is crucial.

Expansion planning then can focus on that

weak link. It makes no sense to devote time and

energy to expanding one resource like OR avail-

ability, when its usage will be limited by lack of

sterile instruments.

The advantage of defining relevant aspects of

victims, events, and resources as described, and of

adopting the table-top system for developing lim-

ited resource expansion, is that the resulting plans

can be considered to be in use on a daily basis. It is

likely that several times per year, surge, and even

overflow resources may need to be utilized simply

because of the normal variations in admissions

and acuity. Incorporating disaster preparedness

vernacular and algorithms into daily clinical

usage maintains preparedness at a continuously

high level.

A number of concepts have been presented

regarding the clinical DCA response to disaster.

The goals here are threefold. First is to define an

understandable vocabulary and to create a usable

framework to simplify and focus planning of the

tasks at hand. The second goal is to provide tools

and strategies to use in developing plans for a

clinical response to disaster. The final goal is to

present some of the remaining challenges such as

overtriage, which seriously threaten the ability to

care for patients in DCAs, and which have major

consequences on overall mortality following any

given event. By exposing these challenges,

anesthesiologists who routinely manage trauma

patients may be inspired to become involved in

departmental, hospital, and regional disaster

planning.
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Substance Abuse in Trauma
and the Anesthesia Care Provider 23
Ethan O. Bryson

Introduction

Addiction is characterized by the repeated use or

compulsive seeking of mood altering substances

despite the adverse psychological, physical, or

social consequences associated with doing so

[1]. It is significantly prevalent in our society,

so much so that up to 15 % of the population will

at some point meet the criteria for alcohol use

disorder and up to 8 % for substance use disorder

[2, 3]. Substance abuse is not limited to illicit

substances and many over the counter or pre-

scription medications have significant abuse

potential. According to the National Institute on

Drug Abuse (NIDA), the misuse of prescription

drugs is an increasing significant public health

concern. These agents can cause tolerance, phys-

ical dependence, and result in withdrawal when

the user stops taking them. Studies into the trends

associated with substance abuse have shown an

increase in reports of nonmedical use of prescrip-

tion medications, and the rates of addiction to

prescription pain medication are increasing [4].

More and more frequently trauma patients pres-

ent with injuries associated with substance abuse,

necessitating that the trauma anesthesiologist be

facile with the management of acute intoxication

and withdrawal syndromes in addition to acute

trauma.

Trauma in the Intoxicated Patient

The majority of trauma patients with injuries

necessitating surgery arrive in a condition

which may make the taking of a careful history

or the performing of a complete physical exami-

nation difficult at best. Laboratory evaluations

and ancillary studies are often required to estab-

lish or confirm the diagnosis of acute intoxication

and identify the substance abused.

Many trauma patients, especially those who

abuse drugs, may be unconscious, reluctant, or

medically unable to give a reliable history.

Informed consent may be difficult to obtain. In

the awake and cooperative patient, it is helpful to

maintain privacy and confidentiality. Be sure to

reassure the patient that his/her drug use history

will not negatively impact the care but empha-

size that not revealing any prior use could be

extremely dangerous, especially under anesthe-

sia. Make every attempt to identify what drug(s)

was (were) used, how much, and by what route.

Remember that many patients will have con-

sumed more than one drug, often from different

drug classes. When performing the physical

examination take careful note of the patient’s

mental status and vital signs, paying close atten-

tion to pupil size and the presence or absence of

nystagmus. An accurate core temperature is

essential as intoxicated patients often present

with impaired thermoregulation. Look closely

at the patients’ skin for stigmata of intravenous

drug use such as track marks or soft tissue
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infection or for the presence of medication

patches that must be removed. Remember that

the drug abusing trauma patient is at high risk for

pulmonary complications such as alveolar

hypoventilation, aspiration pneumonitis, or

noncardiogenic pulmonary edema [5, 6] As

with all patients, universal precautions should

be strictly observed. Chronic infection with

blood-borne viruses such as hepatitis B and C

as well as HIV is common in addicts who admin-

ister drugs intravenously.

Most trauma patients with suspected intoxica-

tion will have urinalysis and blood sent for toxi-

cology, though there is considerable debate

surrounding the need for these tests [7, 8].

Despite concerns that these tests can be expen-

sive and time consuming, unless the clinical

diagnosis is clear it would seem reasonable to

document the specific drug ingested. A basic

metabolic panel can reveal hypoglycemia or

electrolyte disturbances in the dehydrated patient

and arterial blood gas analyses (ABG) is often

helpful in the obtunded and hypoventilating

patient. Do not forget the routine urine preg-

nancy test for any woman of childbearing age.

In the following section specific drugs of

abuse, their mechanism of action, toxidromes,

and potential for interaction with anesthetic

agents are discussed along with management

guidelines for the trauma patient intoxicated

with such agents.

Specific Drugs

Alcohol

Alcohol (ethanol) has been consumed by humans

throughout history and has played a significant

role in many cultures. It is part of some religious

rituals, and has been both revered and

condemned. Since it is legal for adults in the

USA to purchase and consume, alcohol remains

ubiquitous, as does its use. Although acute intox-

ication with alcohol is rarely the primary reason

for presentation to the emergency department, it

is extremely common in patients requiring emer-

gent care [9]. Excessive alcohol consumption

leading to drunkenness has long had a recognized

association with increased risk for trauma-related

injuries. These patients are more likely to fall, be

involved in motor vehicle accidents, and be the

victim of assault or homicide. It is estimated that

uncomplicated alcohol intoxication is responsi-

ble for upwards of 600,000 emergency room

visits in the USA per year [10].

Alcohol functions as a multi-action central

nervous system (CNS) depressant. Ethanol

enhances γ-amino butyric acid a-type

(GABAA), serotonin (5-HT3), glycine, and nico-

tinic acetylcholine receptor activity while

antagonizing the major CNS excitatory neuro-

transmitter, glutamate at N-methyl-D-aspartate

(NMDA) receptors. Alcohol also acts directly

through physical binding to a pocket on a G

protein-gated inwardly rectifying potassium

(GIRK) channel which subsequently dampens

neuronal chemical communication [11]. An

increase in the activity of inhibitory systems cou-

pled with a simultaneous decrease in the activity

of excitatory neurotransmission produces the

clinical effects of nystagmus, slurred speech,

unsteady gait, and decreased coordination, as

well as difficulty with memory, impaired judg-

ment, and increased emotional labiality typically

seen in the alcohol-intoxicated patient. Specific

signs and symptoms associated with acute etha-

nol intoxication are listed in Table 23.1.

Treatment of the acutely ethanol-intoxicated

trauma patient is mainly supportive. As blood

Table 23.1 Signs and symptoms of acute alcohol

intoxication

• Nystagmus

• Slurred speech

• Unsteady gait

• Dis-coordination

• Emotional lability, aggressive behavior

• Impaired judgment and memory

• Hypotension

• Hypothermia

• Respiratory depression

• Stupor, coma, death

From Schwartz A, Knez D. Anesthesia and alcohol addic-

tion. In Bryson EO, Frost EAM Editors, Perioperative

Addiction. Springer Science and Business Media, NY:

New York, 2011, used with permission
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alcohol levels increase, the degree of autonomic

dysfunction worsens. Eventually the patient

becomes hypotensive, hypothermic, stuporous,

and may become entirely unresponsive. Often

fluid resuscitation with balanced salt solutions

is required to treat hypotension related to volume

depletion or blood loss from trauma. In addition

to fluids, these patients should receive parenteral

thiamine to prevent Wernicke’s encephalopathy.

Respiratory depression and loss of protective

airway reflexes accompany stupor and the thresh-

old for intubation in the unresponsive patient

should be very low. Lack of ability to protect

the airway requires emergent intubation and

mechanical ventilation. Rapid sequence induc-

tion is generally advised as with all trauma

patients, but additionally the chronic alcohol

abusing patient commonly has delayed gastric

emptying and gastro-esophageal reflux disease.

Though the blood alcohol concentration

(BAC) cannot be directly correlated with the

degree of intoxication, it can be used for diagno-

sis and to direct treatment and should be obtained

along with blood glucose levels and a basic met-

abolic panel. Other laboratory tests such as mean

corpuscular volume (MCV), gamma-glutamyl

transpeptidase (GGT), and carbohydrate-deficient

transferrin (CDT) may also be useful but must be

correlated with history and physical examination

as none is sufficiently sensitive to establish the

diagnosis of chronic alcohol abuse alone.

The issue of informed consent for surgery and

other procedures may present a problem in the

acutely intoxicated patient. Often these patients

are either aggressive or violent and may pose a

threat to healthcare professionals involved in

their treatment. If they are confused and unable

to give consent, they must be treated as lacking

capacity to make decisions. If it is possible, sur-

gical interventions should be delayed until the

patient recovers from acute intoxication.

While the response to anesthesia is exagge-

rated in acute ethanol intoxication, the chronic

abuser will likely exhibit an increased require-

ment for anesthetic agents secondary to cross-

tolerance or metabolic tolerance resulting from

induction of P-450 system enzymes. These

patients may be at increased risk for awareness

under anesthesia. Despite the potential for

exaggerated drug responses due to decreased

hepatic metabolism, decreased plasma protein

binding and increased volume of distribution

for medications secondary to hypoalbuminemia

in patients with cirrhosis, most routine medi-

cations for the practice of general anesthesia are

well tolerated. Medical problems commonly

encountered in the chronic alcohol abuser

which should be considered when treating the

acutely ethanol-intoxicated trauma patient are

listed in Table 23.2.

Table 23.2 Medical problems associated with chronic

alcohol abuse

Central nervous system

• Psychiatric disorders

• Nutritional disorders (Wernicke–Korsakoff

syndrome)

• Alcohol withdrawal syndrome

• Cerebellar degeneration

• Cerebral atrophy

Cardiovascular

• Dilated cardiomyopathy

• Dysrhythmias

• Hypertension

Gastrointestinal and hepatobiliary

• Esophagitis

• Gastritis

• Pancreatitis

• Liver cirrhosis (portal hypertension manifested as

esophageal varices or hemorrhoids)

Skin and musculoskeletal

• Spider angiomas

• Myopathy

• Osteoporosis

Endocrine and metabolic

• Decreased plasma testosterone

• Decreased gluconeogenesis

• Ketoacidosis

• Hypoalbuminemia

• Hypomagnesemia

Hematologic

• Thrombocytopenia

• Leukopenia

• Anemia

From Schwartz A, Knez D. Anesthesia and alcohol addic-

tion. In Bryson EO, Frost EAM Editors, Perioperative

Addiction. Springer Science and Business Media, NY:

New York, 2011, used with permission
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The ethanol-intoxicated trauma patient

presents up to a fivefold risk for perioperative

complications. Does this need a reference? Of

primary concern to the trauma anesthesiologist

are problems with hemostasis related to

advanced liver disease and the intraoperative

hemodynamic consequences of underlying car-

diac disease. Poorly treated underlying cardiac

disease in the chronic alcohol abusing patient

may limit the ability of the heart to meet

increased demands from either trauma-related

injury or the stress of surgery itself. Chronically

increased catecholamine levels contribute to a

hyperdynamic state with an increased risk for a

variety of cardiac rhythm disturbances including

ventricular fibrillation and atrial dysrhythmias.

Chronic alcohol abuse causes structural and

functional damage of the left ventricle leading

to concentric left ventricular hypertrophy even in

patients asymptomatic for cardiac disease [12].

Alcoholic cardiomyopathy is characterized by a

dilated left ventricle and decreased ejection

fraction.

Cocaine

A pharmacologically diverse drug with local

anesthetic, CNS stimulant, and sympathomi-

metic properties, cocaine has been used and

abused for over 5,000 years [13]. Its use has

risen steadily since the 1980s and as recently as

2008 almost 1 % of all adults and almost 2 % of

adults between the ages of 18 and 25 reported

using cocaine on a regular basis [14]. Cocaine is

responsible for more drug-related deaths than

any other abused substance. These deaths are

usually related to problems with the cardiopul-

monary system but cocaine also impacts the

CNS, the hematological system, and the kidneys

[15]. Of note, the trauma surgery patient is par-

ticularly likely to have recently used cocaine:

one study reports that 38 % of such patients

tested positive [16].

Cocaine exerts its effects by blocking reup-

take of the sympathomimetic neurotransmitters

dopamine (DA), norepinephrine (NE), and sero-

tonin at postsynaptic nerve terminals leading to

prolonged adrenergic stimulation. It effectively

blocks catecholamine-binding sites, allowing

free catecholamines, such as NE, to continue to

stimulate the cardiovascular system [17]. This

results in a sustained increase in systolic, dia-

stolic, and mean arterial blood pressure (BP),

heart rate (HR), and body temperature. The

increased risk for coronary artery vasospasm

resulting in ischemia-induced cardiac

arrhythmias associated with cocaine use results

from sympathetic stimulation secondary to

increased plasma levels of NE [18]. The vast

majority of morbidity and mortality associated

with cocaine-induced myocardial infarction is

seen within 3 h of use and can be directly linked

to uptake and degree of bioavailability [19, 20].

Anesthetic management of the cocaine-

intoxicated trauma patient should focus on

minimizing hemodynamic extremes and

avoiding ischemic consequences of vasospasm.

It is difficult to predict how these patients will

respond to general anesthesia. The minimum

alveolar concentration (MAC) may be decreased

because of the depletion of catecholamines (in

chronic cocaine users) or increased secondary to

acute elevation of catecholamine concentration

(in acute cocaine intoxication) [21]. Cocaine-

induced vasoconstriction may result in

hypovolemia similar to what is typically seen in

the chronic hypertensive patient, making it par-

ticularly difficult to manage the acutely intoxi-

cated patient with increased MAC requirements

[22]. Hypertension can be treated with the α-
adrenergic blocking agent phentolamine, or

nitroglycerin with or without a calcium

channel-blocking agent [19, 23]. β-blocking
agents, even mixed β-1 and β-2 receptor antago-

nist, should not be used in the setting of cocaine-

induced hypertension or ischemia due to the pos-

sibility of precipitating a hypertensive crisis sec-

ondary to unopposed α-receptor activity [24].

Bronchospasm may be common during periods

of light anesthesia, even in patients who do not

snort or smoke cocaine, and pulmonary edema or

pulmonary hypertension may complicate man-

agement. Treatment guidelines for the anesthetic

management of the trauma patient intoxicated

with cocaine are summarized in Table 23.3.
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Methamphetamine

Called speed, meth, crystal, crank, ice and glass,

methamphetamine, a synthetic derivative of

amphetamine, is a schedule II drug with a high

abuse potential, similar to that of cocaine [25].

Methamphetamine is a white, odorless, bitter-

tasting crystalline powder that easily dissolves

in water or alcohol and can be snorted, smoked,

swallowed, or taken intravenously [26]. The half-

life of this drug varies from formulation to for-

mulation but averages 12 h. Though it is not a

catecholamine, the systemic effects of metham-

phetamine are sympathetic nervous system activa-

tion due to both increased release of and decreased

reuptake of endogenous catecholamines [27]. As a

result, heart rate and blood pressure increase and

appetite and fatigue are suppressed as the fight-or-

flight response is activated.

It should be assumed that the trauma patient

who is high on methamphetamine will behave

physiologically as a chronic, poorly controlled

hypertensive. Methamphetamine can cause left

ventricular hypertrophy and the affected individ-

ual will likely have decreased cardiac compli-

ance and diastolic dysfunction, and may even

present with heart failure [28]. Key anesthetic

considerations in this setting are primarily

related to control of heart rate (tachyarrhythmias

are common) and maintenance of blood pressure

in light of what may be compromised cardiovas-

cular function. Smoking methamphetamine may

put the user at the same increased risk for

intraoperative bronchospasm as the heavy

tobacco smoker. Airway management is often

complicated by loose teeth, and oral abscesses.

Malnutrition leading to hypoalbuminemia can

affect both protein binding and drug metabolism.

Hyperthermia and electrolyte imbalance may be

associated with overdose.

MDMA

MDMA (3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine),

more commonly known as ecstasy, is a

psychostimulant drug which is structurally similar

to both the hallucinogen mescaline and the stimu-

lant amphetamine. First developed as an appetite

suppressant in 1914 by Merck Pharmaceuticals, it

was briefly used as a psychotherapeutic drug

before being classified by the Drug Enforcement

Administration (DEA) as a Schedule I drug in the

1980s [29–32]. Since the classification of MDMA

as a Schedule I drug, there have been no available

commercial preparations and it is now entirely

produced illegally with variable purity and little

quality control [33]. MDMA is prepared as a fine

white powder which can be taken orally in the

form of a capsule, snorted or dissolved for injec-

tion [34]. MDMA produces effects similar to

methamphetamine including mild cardiovascular

stimulation, autonomic effects (dry mouth, sweat-

ing, restlessness, tremor, jaw clenching, and rest-

lessness) as well as euphoria, happiness

stimulation, and a general sense of well-being

[35]. Like cocaine, MDMA increases the release

and decreases reuptake of dopamine, norepineph-

rine, and serotonin [36, 37]. The drug directly

interacts with membrane transporters involved

with the uptake and storage of these

neurotransmitters [38] and has been shown to

have both direct agonist properties

at serotonergic and dopaminergic receptors as

Table 23.3 Summary of management recommendations for the cocaine-intoxicated patient

Anxiolysis Benzodiazepines or dexmedetomidine

Induction RSI with propofol or thiopental and rocuronium

Maintenance Isoflurane, sevoflurane, or desflurane

Hypertension Benzodiazepines, nitroglycerin, phentolamine, � verapamil, � dexmedetomidine

Ischemia Antihypertensives, aspirin

Arrhythmias Sodium bicarbonate, �ACLS

From Kaye AD and Weinkauf JL. The Cocaine-Addicted Patient. In Bryson EO, Frost EAM Editors, Perioperative

Addiction. Springer Science and Business Media, NY: New York, 2011, used with permission
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well as mild inhibition of monoamine oxidase

(MAO) [39].

The trauma patient acutely intoxicated with

MDMA is at increased risk for adverse effects

under anesthesia specifically related to hyper-

thermia and electrolyte disturbances. Disruption

of the hypothalamic thermoregulatory center can

result in hyperthermia [40–43]. This can be

compounded by sustained muscular activity and

decreased fluid intake [44, 45]. Hypo- or

hyponatremia and other electrolyte disturbances

have been reported as well as acute liver failure

[46]. Anesthetic management should include

maintaining normothermia and replacing fluid

volume with appropriate balanced salt solutions

based on frequent blood gas measurements. The

risks for wide variations in blood pressure and

heart rate are considerably less than in the patient

intoxicated with stimulants such as cocaine or

methamphetamines, but MAC requirements

may be altered.

Synthetic Cathinones

Currently known as “bath salts,” synthetic

cathinones are a group of novel psychoactive

substance (NPS) drugs derived from any number

of chemically similar sympathomimetic com-

pounds isolated from Catha edulis (khat).

Cathinone is a drug with high abuse potential

and no legitimate medical use; it has been

classified by the DEA as a schedule I drug since

the 1970s [47]. Bath salts are manufactured as a

dry powder that is typically snorted nasally,

swallowed orally, inserted rectally, injected,

or smoked [48]. Bath salts formulations vary

by manufacturer but typically contain one or a

combination of the three major synthetic

cathinones: mephedrone (1-(4-methylphenyl)-

2-methylaminopropan-1-one), MDPV (3,4-

methylenedioxypyrovalerone), or methylone

(3,4-methylenedioxymethcathinone). These com-

pounds are structurally related to and chemically

similar to ephedrine and other amphetamines

and provide the user with a subjective experience

similar to that provided byMDMA and cocaine by

stimulating the release of and preventing the

reuptake of dopamine from CNS dopaminergic

nerve terminals [49, 50]. Hypertension results

from stimulation of peripheral alpha-adrenergic

receptors and tachycardia from activation of

beta-adrenergic receptors, similar to that of meth-

amphetamine [51]. In addition to euphoria and

psychomotor agitation, users may experience

auditory or visual hallucinations and become vio-

lent, injuring themselves or others [52, 53].

The patient intoxicated with “bath salts” is at

significant increased risk for injury resulting in

the need for hospital admission and trauma sur-

gery [54]. Anesthetic management should focus

on appropriate fluid repletion as electrolyte

derangements similar to what was reported with

MDMA use in the early 1990s have been

reported [55] and encephalopathy due to

hyponatremia can occur secondary to excessive

thirst [56]. Our experience administering anes-

thesia to patients intoxicated with these drugs is

limited but given the similarities between the

synthetic cathinones and cocaine it would seem

prudent to treat hypertension in a similar manner,

avoiding β-blocking agents in favor of nitro-

glycerine or calcium channel-blocking drugs.

Anxiety, agitation, paranoid delusions, and

hallucinations, typically of a violent nature with

threatening intruders and a feeling of intense

fearfulness, have resulted in high-profile violent

episodes involving law enforcement. These

drugs have a high potential for abuse [57] and it

is likely that as use becomes more widespread

trauma centers will see an increasing number of

patients admitted with injuries related to “bath

salts” intoxication and overdose.

Synthetic Cannabinoid Receptor
Agonists

Synthetic cannabinoids are compounds which

were designed to stimulate human cannabinoid

receptors much in the same way that delta-9

tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) does. Most com-

mercial preparations contain one of the two

compounds, either JWH 018 (developed by

Clemson University) or CP 47,497 (developed

by Pfizer), which are typically sprayed on inert
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dried vegetable matter and sold with names such

as “Arctic Spice,” “K2,” or “Herbal Incense”

[58]. These preparations are either smoked or

eaten like naturally occurring marijuana and pro-

duce effects similar to the effects of THC. Psy-

chological and CNS effects peak in 15 min and

may persist for 12–24 h depending on the dose

[59]. Users report feelings of euphoria, height-

ened sensory perception, and a distortion of

space and time [60], anxiety and distress [61],

and aggravation of psychotic states [62]. The

synthetic cannabinoids are structurally different

than THC and though they bind to the same

receptors they do so with different affinities.

Since they have not yet been tested in humans,

it is unclear what long-term effects these drugs

may have.

The trauma patient who has ingested synthetic

cannabinoid receptor agonists will likely exhibit

effects of acute intoxication similar to those of

cannabis intoxication but more pronounced and

for a longer period of time. Anesthetic manage-

ment of these patients can be complicated by

persistent refractory hypertension and tachycar-

dia. As well, there is an increased potential for

postsurgical agitation, insomnia, withdrawal syn-

drome, and other psychiatric effects which can

persist for days [63].

Chemically Altered Cannabis

Even naturally occurring marijuana can be chem-

ically altered through the addition of agents

designed to intensify the experience of the user.

Called “A-bombs,” “Wack,” or “Woola” (when

laced with heroin or opium), “51” or “3750,”

“Bazooka,” “Primo,” or “Torpedo” (if rolled

with crack cocaine), “Candy Sticks,” “Cham-

pagne,” “Coco Puffs,” or “Dirties” (when

smoked with powder cocaine) and “Chips,”

“Dips,” or “Happy Sticks” (when combined

with phencyclidine (PCP)), or “Amp,” “Clicker,”

“Fry,” “Fry Stick,” “Water-water,” and “Wet

daddies” (when dipped in formaldehyde or

embalming fluid), chemically altered cannabis

presents a unique problem in the trauma patient.

The effects of such additives are variable and

depend on the amount of the substance added to

the marijuana; often multiple additives are com-

bined, and the user may not even know that he/

she has ingested something other than marijuana.

When the user is aware of these alterations and

can name the product, knowledge of the termi-

nology used may allow the healthcare practi-

tioner to identify the substance being abused

and anticipate any complications which may

arise due to acute intoxication or chronic abuse.

Chronic exposure to embalming fluid (form-

aldehyde, methanol, ethyl alcohol or ethanol,

phenol, ethylene glycol, glutaraldehyde, and

other solvents) causes bronchitis, chronic inflam-

matory changes of the upper airway, impaired

coordination, and brain damage [64]. The trauma

patient who has smoked a dipped marijuana cig-

arette may present with hyperthermia, myo-

cardial infarction, rhabdomyolysis leading to

renal damage, acute on chronic lung damage,

and brain damage leading to seizures, coma,

and death [65]. If PCP has been added to the

marijuana cigarettes, the patient may present

with hallucinations, impaired motor coordina-

tion, depression, anxiety, or aggressive behavior.

In this dissociative state the agitated patient does

not experience pain and may be very difficult to

subdue [66].

Inhaled Volatile Compounds

The recreational inhalation of volatile household

items such as air freshener, nail polish remover,

model glue, and even mothballs has the potential

to directly result in trauma, usually from falls due

to acute intoxication [67–69]. Some of these easy

to obtain items (inexpensive, legal, and with

legitimate use) are listed in Table 23.4. Once

inhaled, these volatile agents interact with

gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-gated chlo-

ride channels [70] and 5-hydroxytryptamine type

3 (%-HT3) receptors [71], and exhibit nonselec-

tive actions on a number of ion channels in much

the same manner as volatile anesthetics [72]. At

lower concentrations, peripheral vasodilatation

occurs resulting in hypotension and compensa-

tory tachycardia. At higher concentrations,
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bradycardia combines with hypotension to

decrease cardiac output. Occasionally death

occurs due to malignant arrhythmia induced by

an acute catecholamine surge in a patient whose

myocardium has been sensitized to epinephrine

by hydrocarbon inhalation [73].

The trauma patient who has abused volatile

agents may have telltale traces of the agent (paint

or glue) around the mouth and nose. The chronic

abuser may develop a rash around the mouth and

nose, and present with rhinitis, epistaxis, or a

chronic cough and interference with the ability

of the anesthetic gas analyzer to accurately mea-

sure end-tidal anesthetic concentrations has been

reported [74]. These patients should be assumed

to have sustained an acute lung injury until

proven otherwise. Bronchospasm can occur in

patients in chronic abusers, even with no history

of reactive airway disease. Inhaled vapors may

displace oxygen within the alveoli leading to

asphyxiation. Elevated carboxyhemoglobin

levels (15 % can reduce the availability of oxy-

gen by up to 25 %) increase the risk for hypoxia

and decreases oxygen delivery to tissues. There

is some evidence to suggest an interaction (addi-

tive effects in the acutely intoxicated patient and

cross-tolerance in the chronic smoker) between

cannabinoids and anesthetic agents [75]. There is

also an increased risk for laryngospasm and

bronchospasm and these patients should be man-

aged as though they were brittle asthmatics [76].

When possible, avoid the use of histamine releas-

ing agents, use humidified fresh gas through the

breathing circuit and maintain a heightened

awareness for signs of trouble such as increased

peak airway pressures due to an obstructive

mucus plug in the endotracheal tube.

Heroin and Other Opioids

Either as naturally occurring compounds or

synthetic and semisynthetic derivatives, opioids

have been available for recreational and medi-

cinal use for thousands of years. These drugs can

be used orally, nasally, subcutaneously, or intra-

venously and produce varying degrees of analge-

sia and euphoria depending on the preparation

[77]. Opioids produce euphoria and other alte-

rations in mood result from stimulation of the

release of dopamine from presynaptic nerve

terminals [78]. Drug-seeking behavior is quickly

reinforced and drug cravings and withdrawal

occur after only a few doses causing the user to

seek out more of the drug [79]. Though all

opioids have significant abuse potential, those

with a rapid onset and increased intensity of effect

carry an extremely high risk for abuse and the

development of addiction [80]. Heroin is a semi-

synthetic derivative of naturally occurring opioids

which has recently enjoyed resurgence as it is

increasingly available in a more pure form

allowing addicts to obtain a satisfactory effect

with nasal insufflation [81]. There is a wide

range of cutting agents used to reduce the purity

of heroin (sugar, starch, acetaminophen, procaine,

Table 23.4 Commonly abused household products

Cigarette lighter fluid (Butane, an aliphatic hydrocarbon)

Model glues and rubber cement (Hexane, an aliphatic hydrocarbon)

Mothballs (Naphthalene, an aromatic hydrocarbon)

Toilet bowl freshener (An aromatic hydrocarbon)

Resins and lacquers (Benzene, an aromatic hydrocarbon)

Adhesives and paint thinner (Toluene, an aromatic hydrocarbon)

Room air freshener (Butyl-isobutyl nitrate, an alkyl nitrate)

Nail polish remover (Acetone, a ketone)

Paints (Methyl n-butyl ketone)

Spray paint (Methyl isobutyl ketone and toluene, an aromatic hydrocarbon)

From Bryson EO, Frost EAM. Marijuana, Nitrous Oxide and other inhaled drugs. In Bryson EO, Frost EAM Editors,

Perioperative Addiction. Springer Science and Business Media, NY: New York, 2011, used with permission
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benzocaine, quinine, steroids, clenbuterol, or even

fentanyl [82–84]) any number of which may cause

unanticipated problems encountered in the heroin

abusing trauma patient. Higher purity heroin is

now available and many users either snort or

smoke heroin, reducing but not eliminating the

prevalence of syringe-borne diseases, such as

HIV and hepatitis [85, 86]. As tighter controls

are placed on controlled prescription opioids due

to the epidemic of prescription opioid abuse, opi-

oid addicts are increasingly turning to heroin as a

cheaper and more available alternative [87].

Anesthetic management of the trauma patient

who is intoxicated with opioids presents several

potential problems. Because of the highly addic-

tive nature of these agents, chronic use is com-

mon and these patients often have developed

tolerance to other opioids and related drugs.

When intoxicated, these patients should be con-

sidered to be “pre-medicated” and may require a

lower dose per weight of opioid anesthetics.

However, because of their tolerance, many of

these patients will require a greater amount of

opioid anesthetics than the opioid naive patient

[81]. If these patients have developed opiate

hyperalgesia or hyperesthesia, they may become

hypersensitive to surgical and other stimuli and

may require even higher doses of anesthetic

agents than would be expected from tolerance

alone. In refractory cases, consider using non-

opioid adjuncts such as ketamine, NSAIDS,

COX-2 inhibitors. Table 23.5 outlines suggested

doses for adjuvant therapy in the opioid-addicted

trauma patient.

Identification and Treatment
of Withdrawal

The clinical presentation of withdrawal varies by

type of drug, with each class characterized by a

discrete withdrawal syndrome. It is important for

those involved with the treatment of the trauma

patient to be familiar with symptoms specific to

withdrawal from different classes of drugs so that

when they occur they are not confused with

symptoms related to underlying injuries or path-

ophysiology, possibly resulting in inappropriate

treatment.

Identification and treatment of alcohol with-

drawal syndrome (AWS) is essential. AWS

occurs in upwards of 25 % of alcohol-dependent

patients and carries with it a mortality rate as

high as 15 % if untreated. Even treated patients

have a 2 % chance of dying [88]. If it is not

possible to delay surgical intervention assume

that the acutely intoxicated patient is at increased

risk for developing AWS. Institute stresses inhi-

bition with low dose morphine (15 μg/kg/h) prior
to induction and for 3 postoperative days or post-

operative ethanol (0.5 g/kg/day) [89]. Administer

parenteral thiamine as soon as possible and

continue for 5 postoperative days to prevent

Wernicke’s encephalopathy and Korsakoff’s

syndrome. Use long acting benzodiazepines to

prevent withdrawal delirium and use clonidine

or haloperidol intraoperatively to prevent

postoperative hallucinations and autonomic

instability [90].

Table 23.5 Suggested doses for adjuvant therapy in the opioid-addicted trauma patient

• Ketamine 0.1–0.5 mg/kg IV bolus pre-incision followed by 0.1–0.5 mg/kg/h infusion

• Clonidine 0.3 μ/kg IV bolus pre-incision followed by 0.3 μ/kg/h infusion

• Clonidine 1 μg/mL added to local anesthesia for epidural or peripheral nerve block

• Celecoxib (Celebrex®) 400 mg initially, followed by an additional 200 mg dose if needed on the first day. On

subsequent days, the recommended dose is 200 mg twice daily as needed

• Ketorolac (Toradol®) 30 mg IV every 6 h as needed

• Acetaminophen (Tylenol®) 650 mg PO every 4–6 h as needed. Reduce dose if acetaminophen containing opioid

analgesics are also administered

• Pregabalin (Lyrica®) 75–150 mg PO twice daily or 50–100 mg PO three times daily

From Bryson EO, The anesthetic implications of illicit opioid abuse, International Anesthesiology Clinics, 49 (1):

67–78, 2011, used with permission

Note: The use of NSAIDs perioperatively may increase risk for bleeding and the decision to use should be made after

discussion with the surgical team
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The patient in opioid withdrawal will experi-

ence body aches, fatigue, chills, flu-like

symptoms, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and auto-

nomic hyperactivity [91]. These symptoms may

begin to occur either during surgery, in which

case autonomic instability may be the only

presenting sign, or depending on the half-life of

the opioid, while in the postanesthesia care unit.

Because of its extremely long half-life, patients

who are maintained on methadone have about

24–48 h before the withdrawal syndrome begins,

but it may last for days. Even given the frequent

need to manage pain with opioids in the acutely

injured trauma patient, opioid withdrawal can

still present a significant issue when the patient

has developed tolerance. Consider re-

introduction and gradual tapering of an opiate

agonist such as methadone, or an agonist–an-

tagonist such as buprenorphine, with or without

clonidine. Symptomatic management of pain

with non-opioid agents such as NSAIDS,

ketorolac, anxiety with hydroxyzine or

benzodiazepines, nausea with ondansetron or

phenergan, and diarrhea with loperamide can

alleviate both the discomfort and potentially

harmful effects of opioid withdrawal.

The patient who has abused stimulants such as

cocaine and amphetamines will experience a with-

drawal picture characterized by profound dyspho-

ria, somnolence, and lethargy. Occasionally these

patients will develop depression with suicidal ide-

ation and a psychiatric consult may be appropri-

ate. For these patients management is generally

supportive, and while the depressive syndrome

usually remits after several days, persistent

substance-induced mood disorder or underlying

major depression may require additional phar-

macologic treatment or psychiatric care. Chronic

abuse of amphetamines (i.e., methamphetamine,

methylphenidate, methyledioxymethampheta-

mine and related drugs) can result catecholamine

depletion that is evident even when the person is

not actively using these drugs [92]. Long-term

use of amphetamines and cocaine warrant con-

cern for cardiac dysrhythmias, even when not

acutely intoxicated. These patients might benefit

from a focused cardiovascular assessment and

diagnostics as appropriate [93].

Treatment Options and Referral
Sources

Drug abuse in the trauma patient is a problem

that needs to be addressed at several levels.

Trauma resulting from unsafe activity while

under the influence often brings the substance

abusing patient to the attention of medical per-

sonnel, providing the opportunity for interven-

tion before further injury occurs. For the acutely

injured patient, this hospitalization represents an

opportunity to break the cycle of continued drug

use. The treatment of addiction in this population

involves an initial phase of detoxification from

the drug of abuse, followed by longer term treat-

ment with the aim of addressing underlying

issues and attempting to prevent relapse into

patterns of abuse and dangerous, risk-taking

behavior [94]. Coordination between all

members of the medical team with addiction

providers is essential, especially in high risk

populations such as veterans with war injuries,

patients with post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD), and those with chronic pain. Early iden-

tification and treatment of psychiatric disorders

coupled with psychosocial interventions, cogni-

tive and behavioral approaches and referral to 12

step programs such as Alcoholics Anonymous

(AA) or Narcotics Anonymous (NA) should be

made prior to discharge from the hospital. For the

patient with an identified substance use disorder,

it is essential to optimize the use of non-opiate-

based pain control regimens such as TENS, mas-

sage, physical therapy, acupuncture, and pharma-

cotherapy with various nonaddictive agents to

reduce exposure to triggering agents.

Conclusion

The anesthetic management of the trauma

patient presents many challenges to the anes-

thesia care provider, but when the patient is

under the influence of a drug of abuse, the

picture is that much more complicated. In this

setting normal physiology is altered, the

patients’ response to interventions and anes-

thetic agents is unpredictable, and the presence

of withdrawal may cloud the presentation.
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Given the propensity for intoxicated persons to

experience trauma, the anesthesia care pro-

vider must possess a solid working knowledge

of the different toxidromes associated with

specific drugs of abuse and maintain a high

index of suspicion for substance abuse in this

population.
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